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POLY 1: Heparin-mimicking polymers with anticoagulant and enzyme
stabilization properties
Neil Ayres1, ayresni@ucmail.uc.edu, Yongshun Huang2, Qinyuan Chai1. (1)
Department of Chemistry, The University of Cinicinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States
(2) Department of Chemistry, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States
Our group has a long-standing interest in polymers that mimic naturally occurring sugar
polymers found in the body, specifically heparin, which is an important actor in
preventing thrombosis. We have prepared a range of polyureas with different sugar
residues and polymer backbones and investigated the resulting structure activity
relationships with respect to their anticoagulant and thrombin inhibitory activity.
Recently, we have extended these studies into preparing hydrogels with the same sugar
motifs. These hydrogels have been characterized using rheology and demonstrated to
stabilize enzyme activity against heating and lyophilization.

POLY 2: Toward fibrous biomaterial scaffolds: Manufacturing and
functionalization strategies
LaShanda Korley1,2, lashanda.korley@case.edu, Alex M. Jordan1,2, Nandula
Wanasekara1. (1) Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland , Ohio, United States
(2) Center for Layered Polymeric Systems, Cleveland , Ohio, United States
Fiber constructs are prevalent in natural systems, from collagen fiber networks in
tendon to tough spider silk fibers. Utilizing design rules from Nature, we have explored
the impact of synthetic fiber orientation, alignment, manufacturing, and reinforcement on
mechanics with implications in health care technology.
Innovations in multilayer co-extrusion technology have translated to the fabrication of
melt-extruded polymeric rectangular fiber mats and composites. We have focused on
the manufacture of poly(caprolactone) (PCL) fiber domains in a matrix of poly(ethylene
oxide) (PEO). Upon removal of the PEO matrix, tunable fiber dimensions and variations
in PCL chain orientation and mechanics via uniform fiber drawing were achieved,
producing biologically-relevant, high surface area PCL fiber mats. In contrast, in situ
PCL reinforced PEO hydrogels were fabricated from the same extruded composites via
radiation crosslinking. This manufacturing strategy allows for strategic control of
hydrogel architecture, fiber alignment and loading, compressive stability and stiffness.
Cell adherence and growth were observed for these extruded hydrogel scaffolds.
Another pathway toward fibrous scaffolds is the utilization of electrospun nanofibers as
the dispersed, high modulus filler. Adaptive electrospun nanocomposites were
fabricated by incorporating an electrospun mat in elastomeric matrices. Poly(vinyl
alcohol) PVA nanofibers served as high aspect ratio fillers that modulate the stiffness of
the composites. Achievement of one-way or two-switchability was a complex function of
filler crystallinity and matrix-filler interactions facilitated by the surface hydroxyl groups
of the PVA filler. Other electrospun fillers, including polyelectrolytes and peptide hybrids,
have been explored for ion, pH, and temperature responsiveness. Tunable small
molecule release and actuation behavior have been demonstrated with this robust fiber
composite platform.

POLY 3: Biomaterials for tissue engineering: Mimicking nature from the
macroscopic to the molecular scale
Sandra Camarero-Espinosa1,2, s.camareroespinosa@uq.edu.au, Justin CooperWhite1,3, Barbara Rothen-Rutishauser2, Christoph Weder2, Johan Foster4,2. (1)
University of Queensland, Australian Institute for Bioengineering and Nanotechnology,
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia (2) University of Fribourg, Adolphe Merkle Institute,
Fribourg, Switzerland (3) Commonwealth Scientific & Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO), Melbourne, Victoria, Australia (4) Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, United
States
Tissue engineering requires the use of scaffolds to provide mechanical support and to
guide cells in the production of a structured extracellular matrix (ECM) with biochemical,
structural and mechanical properties that mirror those of the native tissue. The design of
biomaterials with defined characteristics that span from the macro to the molecular level
is especially important for the regeneration of structured tissues, such as cartilage.
Adult articular cartilage features three distinct layers which differ in spatial ECM
orientation and composition, as well as cell phenotype. To reproduce this architecture,
we developed a 3-dimensional scaffold based on poly(D,L-lactide) and cellulose
nanofibers, with structure, mechanical properties and chemistry that mimic the native
tissue on different length scales. Upon cell culture, the scaffold proved capable to guide
the growth of cartilaginous tissue with cell orientation, matrix composition and
mechanical properties that are reminiscent of adult articular cartilage, as shown by
histology and measurements of the aggregate and elastic modulus. This scaffold is
modular and its individual parts can readily be modified allowing for a spatial control of
the properties imparted.
In an attempt to fine-tune the phenotype of cells within the scaffold, we have begun to
investigate the potential of a nano-patterned system based on a phase-separated block
copolymer in which one of the phases is functionalized with peptide sequences. This
nanopatterned surface is being tailored to activate specific signalling pathways, in order
to orchestrate cell differentiation towards the different phenotypes found in native
cartilage. It is believed that the combination of these two design approaches, that
bestow scaffolds with features that range from the molecular to the macroscopic scale,
will allow one to tissue engineer cartilage with pre-defined characteristics.

Schematic representation of the scales at which the chemistry and structure of a biomaterial can
be controlled and the effect on tissue engineering.

POLY 4: Peptide functionalized poly(ester urea)s for regenerative medicine
Matthew Becker, becker@uakron.edu. University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
Functionalization of synthetic materials with naturally occurring growth factors has
gained increasing attention in the field of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine.
Although synthetic materials have tunable mechanical, physical, and chemical
properties for multiple tissue regeneration applications, they lack the inherent biological
cues necessary for driving specific lineage differentiation of cells. This presentation will
describe our most recent findings exploring the use of tethered peptide based growth
factors on enhancing healing in bone to tendon injuries and segmental bone defect
repair.

POLY 5: Dynamic bio-inspired materials by buckling of polymer films and
multilayers
Ryan C. Hayward, rhayward@mail.pse.umass.edu. University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, Massachusetts, United States
In biology, mechanical buckling processes are used to define and reconfigure the
shapes and properties of a wide variety of structures. Inspired by this concept, we seek
to develop micro-patterned and stimuli-responsive polymeric materials capable of
undergoing such buckling-driven changes in form and function. In one example, we
seek to pattern swelling-induced stresses within thin sheets and ribbons of responsive
polymer networks as a means to precisely control three-dimensional shape and motion.
In another example, we take advantage of local in-plane dilation and contraction of
surface area during growth and shrinkage of creases as a route to substrates that can
apply well-defined mechanical deformation to cultured cells at the single-cell level.

A micro-patterned polymer film (length ~ 1 mm) deformed into a twisted helix due to swellinginduced stresses.

POLY 6: Pro-angiogenic biodegradable elastomer for the in situ tissue
regeneration
Soo Hyon Lee, sol35@pitt.edu, Jin Gao, Kee-Won Lee, Yadong Wang. Bio
engineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Biodegradable synthetic polymers have been widely explored for their great potential in
soft tissue engineering. In particular, over the last two decades, polyester families, such
as the polyglycolides and polylactides, have been developed to be used as scaffolds for
tissue regeneration owing to their biomimetic mechanical properties and tunable
biodegradability. We have developed an angiogenic biodegradable polyester to
increase vascularization of in situ engineered tissue scaffolds. The functionalized
polymer was synthesized by incorporating pro-angiogenic fatty acids into a polyester
backbone, poly(glycerol-sebacate) (PGS), using polycondensation. The elasticity and
biodegradability of the new material were preserved by controlling the composition ratio
of monomeric units. The biocompatibility of derived PGS was determined by an in vitro
cell viability assay and by subcutaneous implants in mice. Vascular endothelial cell
migration and blood vessel formation were monitored during the controlled release of
fatty acid units as a result of material degradation in vivo. The in vivo assessment of the
material suggested a correlation between inflammation and blood vessel formation. The
biodegradability and the enhanced angiogenic capacity of derived PGS together can
thus be a promising candidate for a new class of scaffold applicable across the broader
field of tissue engineering, such as in vascular grafting, soft tissue regeneration, and
wound healing.

Top: SEM images of modified PGS scaffold.
Left bottom: subcutaneous implantation of scaffold in mouse at week 2.
Right bottom: CD31, vascular endothelial cell marker/DAPI staining of the tissue at week 2.

POLY 7: Supramolecular biomaterials: Making use of dynamic interactions
Egbert W. Meijer, e.w.meijer@tue.nl. Institute for Complex Molecular Systems,
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, Netherlands
Ideal biomaterials do not only have to fulfil the biomaterials trinity of tuneable
mechanical properties, regulation of the degradability and the ease for the incorporation
of bioactivity, but also have to mimic the natural environment where the materials are
brought into. Therefore, a modular, self-assembly approach using several
supramolecular building blocks is an exquisite way to produce such ‘responsive’
biomaterials. We recently introduced supramolecular polymers based on quadruple and
triple hydrogen bonding and showed the unique properties of these new classes of
dynamic materials. We will show how bioactivity can be introduced in both stable and
degradable biomaterials, while a new class of tuneable hydrogels based on
supramolecular polymers will be disclosed. Most of the biological interactions are based
on multivalent architectures. A number of approaches will be presented to mimic the
natural interactions.

POLY 8: Isocyanate-free polyurethanes from cyclic carbonate functionalized fatty
esters
Keren Zhang3, Samantha J. Talley3, Ashley M. Nelson2, Mingtao Chen3, Amanda
Hudson1, Evan Margaretta3, Robert B. Moore3, Timothy E. Long3, telong@vt.edu. (1)
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, United States (2)
HRL Laboratories, Malibu, California, United States (3) Chemistry, Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, Virginia, United States
Polyurethanes serve as both thermoset and thermoplastic materials in many
applications, including clothing, insulation, adhesives, elastomers, foams, and sealants.
Traditional synthesis of polyurethanes relies solely on isocyanates, reactive and toxic
compounds that cause severe environmental and safety concerns during storage,
transportation, and production. Synthesis of isocyanates also generally requires
phosgenes. Literatures from the last decade highlight the potential of the reaction
between a cyclic carbonate and a primary amine in forming a hydroxyurethane bond as
an alternative route for polyurethane production. Efforts on preparing non-isocyanate
polyurethane thermosets from carbonated plant oils enable commercial applications of
these highly crosslinked materials. This lecture will focus on closing the gap between
conventional thermoplastic polyurethanes and novel non-isocyanate alternatives.
Particular attention will be devoted to the synthesis of a cyclic carbonate-methyl ester
monomer from sustainable resources and its one-pot polymerization to prepare a series
of linear poly(amide-hydroxyurethane) (PAHU), which include both nonsegmented and
segmented polymers with tunable thermal, mechanical, rheological properties and
crystallinity. Physical characterization demonstrates the presence of ordered hydrogen
bonding within the nano-fibrillar crystalline domains, which enhances mechanical
integrity of PAHUs. This study represents the first example of melt-processable, filmforming, non-isocyanate polyurethanes from sustainable resources with well-defined
structure-property relationship studies.

A series of isocyanate-free polyurethane thermoplastics with varying physical properties.

POLY 9: Synthesis of donor-acceptor type polymers by click chemistry of
cycloaddition/retroelectrocyclization
Wenyi Huang, polymerhuang@yahoo.com. Materials Science and Engineering, The
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan, United States
The “click” type reaction of strong electron acceptors such as tetracyanoethylene
(TCNE) and 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (TCNQ) with electron-rich alkynes gives
donor-acceptor derivatives in a quantitative yield. The fundamental mechanism behind
this is attributed to the fact that the electron accepting TCNE or TCNQ undergoes
thermal [2+2] cycloaddition with electron-rich alkynes followed by spontaneous
electrocyclic ring opening of the initially formed cyclobutenes. This
cycloaddition/retroelectrocyclization reaction was used to synthesize novel donoracceptor type polymers. The strong intramolecular charge-transfer interactions of these
polymers resulted in low bandgaps and enhanced thermal stability. These donoracceptor polymers promise as potential applications in nonlinear optical device, organic
photovoltaic devices, and light emitting diodes.

POLY 10: Synthesis and characterization of novel pyrimidine donor-acceptor
polymers
Vasanthy Karmegam, kxv131230@utdallas.edu, Samodha S. Gunathilake, Michael C.
Biewer, Mihaela C. Stefan. Dept of Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas,
Richardson, Texas, United States
Synthesis of pyrimidine π-conjugated polymers has been reported in the past decades.
The pyrimidine conjugated polymers are used in organic electronic devices and show
good opto-electronic properties. The donor-acceptor (D-A) copolymer design has been
demonstrated as an efficient model to construct low band gap polymers with finely
tuned opto-electronic properties. We are reporting here the synthesis of a D-A
copolymer containing the electron deficient pyrimidine as a strong electron withdrawing
group (A) and bithiophene as the electron donating group (D). Dimers of 2-chloro-4,6dimethylpyrimidine and bithiophene dialdehyde were used for the synthesis the
conjugating polymer containing pyrimidine backbone through aldol condensation
polymerization. Lack of alkyl substituents gave polymers with limited solubility. The
incorporation of a solubilizing thioalkyl substituent allowed the synthesis of a pyrimidine
D-A copolymer with excellent solubility. The solubilizing thioalkyl substituent was
incorporated on the dimethyl pyrimidine unit by reacting the 2-chloro-4,6dimethylpyrimidine with decanethiol in a nucleophilic aromatic substitution. The strong
electron withdrawing nature of the pyrimidine unit incorporated in the polymer backbone
gives a low-lying LUMO level and the polymer can be used as a n-type semiconductor
material.

Synthetic scheme of the pyrimidine polymer

POLY 11: Alignment of conjugated polymer nanowires for electronic and
optoelectronic applications
Eilaf Egap1,2, eilaf1408@emory.edu, Mincheol Chang1. (1) Chemistry, Emory
University, Atlanta, Georgia, United States (2) Biomedical Engineering, Georgia Institute
of Technology/Emory, Atlanta, Georgia, United States
Solution-processable conjugated polymer semiconductors are of significant fundamental
and technological interest in flexible and printed electronics. However, control of the
morphology, intra- and intermolecular order, and alignment of nanostructure domains
remain a formidable challenge that severely limits the charge transport and hinders their
widespread applications in electronics and optoelectronics. Here, we demonstrate an
extremely simple and an effective strategy to generate well-aligned arrays of 1dimensional polymer semiconductor nanowires that exhibit remarkable enhancement in
charge transport. This process was found to have a profound impact on the crystallinity,
the intra- and intermolecular ordering, co-planarization of the polymer backbone and
reduced grain boundaries. Highly aligned poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) NWs exhibited
up to 53-fold enhancement in the carrier mobility compared to randomly-orientated
P3HT NWs films or pristine films. This approach was confirmed to be applicable to other
conjugated polymer NWs. We believe that the presented platform is a general strategy
to fabricate highly aligned conjugated polymer NWs films that would enable highperformance, large-area, flexible electronic devices for a wide range of applications.

POLY 12 - Withdrawn

POLY 13: Structure-property relationships for polyelectrolytes: thermal stability,
film morphology and supramolecular assembly with conjugated polyelectrolytes
Xiaoyan Yang2, xiaoyay@g.clemson.edu, Monte Bedford2,1, Wang Wan2, Catherine
Conrad2, Emily Colter2, Emily Freeman2, Longyu Hu2, George Chumanov2,1, Rhett
Smith2,1. (1) COMSET, Anderson, South Carolina, United States (2) Clemson
University, Central, South Carolina, United States
A series of polyelectrolytes modified with hydrophobic octyloxy groups as side chains
and different spacers between charged units were prepared to study the influence of
chain flexibility on properties. The thermal stability as assessed by thermogravimetric
analysis depends on the side chains and spacer length. Differential scanning
calorimetry and X-ray powder diffraction indicated a significant dependence of
crystallinity and phase transition on side chain composition and spacer as well. Obvious
structure-film morphology relationships were observed both in dip cast polycation films
and in the films made via layer-by-layer (LbL) deposition of polycations with anionic
polythiophene derivatives. The size and incidence of pores (see Figure) in films can be
controlled both by structural modification of the polyelectrolytes and by exposure to
ambient humidity or water in the casting solvent.

Figure 1. AFM 2D-height images (5 µm×5 µm) of dip-cast films of polyelectrolyte cast from
CHCl3 and CHCl3/CH3CN under various conditions showing the ability to control incidence and
size of pores

POLY 14: Preparation of resonance stabilized phosphonium polyelectrolytes by
RAFT polymerization
Tyler Womble2, cwomble@andrew.cmu.edu, Kevin J. Noonan1. (1) Box 63, Carnegie
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Chemistry, Carnegie
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Polyelectrolytes are an important class of materials that derive their unique chemical
and physical properties from electrostatic interactions between ion pairs along the
polymer chain. Cationic polyelectrolytes, in particular, are being extensively investigated
for a variety of applications including Alkaline Exchange Membranes (AEMs). AEMs
have shown promise as an alternative to Proton Exchange Membranes (PEMs) for fuel
cell applications; however, the long term stability of organic cations under alkaline
conditions at higher temperatures (80 °C) remains challenging.
Tetrakis(dialkylamino)phosphonium, [P(NR2)4]+, cations have been shown to be highly
stable in alkaline media but the number of polymeric materials bearing this cation
remain limited. In this presentation, the synthesis of a styrene based [P(NR2)4]+
monomer and its incorporation into copolymers with styrene by Reversible Addition
Fragmentation Transfer (RAFT) polymerization will be discussed. These thermally
stable polyelectrolytes can be obtained with good control over the molecular weight and
dispersity while the ionic content can be tuned up to 20 mol %. Additionally, our efforts
towards other backbone architectures to enhance membrane integrity will be presented.

POLY 15: pH on the Photophysical Studies of Metallopolymer Phosphorus
Sensors containing tmeda-PPETE/Cu2+
Anting Chen, achen47@binghamton.edu, Wei Wu, Ziqi Qing, Aurelie Niyongabo,
Willian E. Bernier, Wayne E. Jones. Department of Chemistry, State University of New
York at Binghamton, Binghamton, New York, United States
Fluorescent conjugated polymers (FCPs) have received significant attention for more
than two decades because of their ability to sensitively and selectively detect various
analytes in environmental and biological systems. Previously, the polymer tmedaPPETE, N,N,N’-trimethylethylenediamino (tmeda) receptors on a poly[2,5-thiophenediyl1,2-ethynediyl-1,4-phenylenediyl-1,2-ethynediyl] (PPETE) backbone, showed significant
quenching when Cu2+ was added. Tmeda-PPETE polymer preloaded with Cu2+ was
found to be a highly selective and sensitive fluorescence “turn-on” chemosensory
system for iron cations. Additional investigation of this metallopolymer revealed a
selective sensory system toward carbonate and phosphorous ions. [Figure 1] Titration
curves of different anions were collected under different pH conditions. 2D-NMR and IR
were studied to verify the interaction between the anion and the metallopolymer, and
the results suggested a competitive of the copper binding with the polymer or the anions
in solution.

POLY 16: Chromonic liquid crystal hydrogels
Ruvini Kularatne, ruvini331@gmail.com, Varsha S. Godakhindi, Taylor H. Ware.
Bioengineering, University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, Texas, United States
Natural hydrogels (animal and plant tissues) are robust anisotropic materials, while
synthetic hydrogels are generally isotropic in nature. However, hydrogels formed in the
presence of liquid crystalline(LC) materials exhibit enhanced ordering due to the
anisotropic orientation of LC molecules. Thus liquid crystalline hydrogels have the
potential of resembling the smart functionalities of natural tissues. In this work, we
report on the synthesis of anisotropic, mechanically active hydrogels using the selfassembly of the lyotropic chromonic liquid crystals (LCLC). Unlike the conventional
lyotropic LCs the LCLC s can be macroscopically aligned using patterned surfaces. In
this work, two strategies have been utilized to generate anisotropic hydrogels; 1)
photopolymerization of conventional acrylic monomers in the nematic phase of the
LCLC, such as disodium cromoglycate salt; and 2) photopolymerization of chromonic
reactive mesogens in their nematic state. Recent results indicate when the hydrogels
are synthesized in the aligned nematic phase of the LCLC, the swelling of the gel is
nearly 4x larger in the perpendicular director than along the director (Figure 1). This
shape change behavior of the hydrogel will be discussed and will be correlated to the
polymer network structure, morphology and liquid crystalline phase.

Figure 1. (a) Polarized optical micrographs of hydrogels with aligned chromonic phase. The
anisotropic swelling of the hydrogel upon immersing in water (b) dry state, (c) swollen state

POLY 17: Another step to zero band gap plastics: a soluble, low band gap
bisthiadiazole based electrohromic polymer
Merve ICLI OZKUT, merveicli@gmail.com. Yuzuncu Yil University, Van, Turkey
A soluble and low band gap π-conjugated electrochromic polymer, poly(4,8-bis(3,3dihexyl-3,4-dihydro-2H-thieno[3,4-b][1,4]dioxepin-5-yl)benzo[1,2-c;4,5c']bis[1,2,5]thiadiazole) (P1), was electrochemically (P1-E) and chemically (P1-C)
synthesized. Its electrochemical and optical properties were investigated. Cyclic
voltammetry and UV-vis-NIR absorption measurements showed that P1 has a narrow
band gap ranging from 0.59 to 1.1 eV, depending on the band gap determination and
synthesis (chemical or electrochemical) methods. P1 demonstrated an ambipolar
electrochemical behavior. The color of the polymer was gray in its neutral state and
switched to green (first oxidation state) and blue (second oxidation state) upon oxidation
and to brown upon reduction.
There have been few studies on soluble and narrow band gap polymers in the literature,
and only two studies of polymers having an extremely low band gap of about 0.5 eV
have been published1,2. To the best of our knowledge, after these two polymers, P1 is
the soluble polymer with the lowest band gap recorded in the literature, with a band gap
that varies from 0.59 to 1.1 eV.

Chemical structure of monomer 1 used for sythesis of P1-E and P1-C.

POLY 18: Oligothioetheramides: A novel strategy for the assembly of sequencedefined macromolecules
Mintu Porel, mp859@cornell.edu, Christopher A. Alabi. School of Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, United States
Sequence control is a crucial parameter for tuning the structure, property, and function
of synthetic macromolecules. However, achieving precise sequence control with fast
reaction kinetics has been a key hurdle. Herein, we demonstrate an effort to circumvent
this difficulty via a de novo approach for the synthesis of sequence-defined
oligothioetheramides (oligoTEAs). This unique approach employs an allyl acrylamide
monomer with orthogonal reactive sites and a liquid-phase fluorous support. The
monomer framework was strategically designed with a reactive acrylamide group that
undergoes phosphine-catalyzed Michael addition with thiols and a reactive allyl group
for rapid photoinitiated thiol-ene “click” addition. Since both functional ends of the
monomer react with thiols, a dithiol was used as co-monomer without the need of
protecting groups. Step-wise reactions were performed on a cleavable organic soluble
fluorous tag. This fluorous tag, also referred to as a “liquid support”, allowed us to
perform monomer addition in solution while taking advantage of rapid fluorous solid
phase extraction for purification. Key strengths of our approach include fast solution
kinetics, reaction monitoring at each step via common spectroscopic techniques, and a
large structural diversity due to the ease of monomer synthesis. Structural details of
oligoTEAs were investigated by 1D and 2D NMR, LC-MS and MS/MS. We further
advanced our synthetic strategy by designing monomers that can afford oligoTEA
macrocycles via a one-pot acid catalyzed cascade reaction. Systematic organization of
primary sequence allowed us to tune the ring size, sequence and structure of the
macrocycles. With an eye towards biological applications, various bioactive side chains
were introduced into the primary sequence. The effects of these side chain and
backbone groups on chemical properties and biological function will be discussed.

POLY 19: Synthesis of a siloxane thermoplastic elastomer with a functionalizable
backbone and its use as a rapid photoactuator
Michael Petr2,1, mp3d@alum.mit.edu, Bat-Ami Katzman1, William DiNatale3, Paula T.
Hammond1. (1) Department of Chemical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States (2) Plastics Additives, The Dow
Chemical Company, Collegeville, Pennsylvania, United States (3) Institute for Soldier
Nanotechnologies, US Army Research Office, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United
States
A new, low-Tg siloxane thermoplastic elastomer with a functionalizable backbone was
synthesized via sequential anionic polymerization and coupling, and its utility as a
platform to produce functional elastomers was demonstrated by the attachment of a
photoresponsive liquid crystal to produce a rapid, room temperature photoactuator.
Polystyrene was used as a hard glassy end block, and poly(vinylmethylsiloxane) served
as the soft middle segment in a polystyrene-b-poly(vinylmethylsiloxane)-b-polystyrene
ABA triblock copolymer. The vinyl side chain was used to attach a side-on oriented
mesogen to the siloxane backbone, and the resulting liquid crystal triblock copolymer
was characterized with reversible photocontraction tests, where it was shown to be both
elastomeric and rapidly photoresponsive at room temperature. Rather than simply
undergoing a bending mechanism, an oriented thin cast film of the elastomer was
observed to contract reversibly at a tensile strain of 3.3% against 25.7 kPa of applied
stress in ∼5.9 s. This strategy to produce functional liquid crystal elastomers is based
on the formation of spherical block copolymers with a low temperature Tg for the soft
domain, in contrast to cross-linked elastomers. Because the approach is simple, robust,
and applicable to a wide variety of functional moieties, the resulting materials are
thermoplastics that can be processed to achieve preferential orientation using standard
methods, thus enhancing the capability to produce and utilize functional actuators.

POLY 20: Design of polypeptide and poly(2-oxazoline) based copolymer
biomaterials
Sebastien Lecommandoux2, lecommandoux@enscbp.fr, Daniel Taton1, Elisabeth
Garanger1, Charlotte Drappier1, Camille Legros1. (1) ENSCPB, University of Bordeaux,
Pessac, France (2) LCPO-ENSCPB, University of Bordeaux 1, Pessac, France
Block copolymers have proven to be excellent candidates for providing well-define selfassembled nanostructures. However, they possess nearly no biological function as
compared with natural biomacromolecules such as proteins that offer enormous
diversities in terms of activity and conformation. By combining the self-assembly
properties of block copolymers together with the richness of function-bearing peptides,
protein or saccharide domains, we aim at creating functional nanosystems integrating
the advantages of both materials. Specific examples based on peptide and polypeptide
micelles and their ability to interact in a controlled manner with cells will be developed.
We also developed synthetic strategies for the design of glycosylated polypeptides and
polysaccharide-polypeptide biohybrids with controlled placement of sugar functionality.
Finally, synthetic strategy towards nanogels, that are crosslinked polymeric particles of
nanoscale size composed of water soluble polymer chains, made from poly(2-ethyl-2oxazoline) and poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) will be presented.

POLY 21: Polypeptoid polymers: Development of new chemistry and functional
materials
Donghui Zhang, dhzhang@lsu.edu. 437 Chemistry Materials Building, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, United States
Polypeptoids, featuring N-substituted polyglycine backbones, have emerged as a new
peptidomimetic platform for macromolecular science and engineering. The
physicochemical properties of polypeptoids are strongly dependent on the sidechain
structure, allowing for control and adjustment of the chain conformation, HLB and
charge characteristics, solubility and thermal properties. Recent advances in the
controlled polymerization to produce well-defined polypeptoids and the design,
synthesis and characterization of functional polypeptoids towards certain biomedical
applications will be presented and discussed (Figure). Specifically, I will discuss the
development of alcohol-initiated ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of N-substituted Ncarboxyanhydride using organo promotors and the synthesis of hetero-block
copolymers comprised of polypeptoid segments using this method; the synthesis and
characterization of cyclic polypeptoids use improved organo-mediated zwitterionic ROP
methods; the design and synthesis of AB or ABC-type polypeptoid-based block
copolymers and their stimuli-responsive self-assembly in aqueous solutions to form
micelles or micellar networks. These materials are useful for drug delivery or tissue
engineering applications.

POLY 22: Poly(2-oxazoline)s as versatile polymers for biomedical applications
Ulrich S. Schubert1,2, ulrich.schubert@uni-jena.de. (1) Laboratory for Organic and
Macromolecular Che, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Jena, Germany (2) Jena
Center for Soft Matter (JCSM), Jena, Germany
Since their discovery poly(2-oxazoline)s (POx) have become a prominent polymer class
in biomedical applications. Their versatility is mainly based on the synthesis via cationic
ring-opening polymerization, leading to polymers with narrow dispersities and a defined
head-to-tail-structure. By using 2-oxazolines with different substituents in 2-position,
distinct side-chain functionalities can be introduced into the polymers. Adjustment of the
co-monomers and their ratio yields in highly diverse POx. Herein, we describe several
POx co-polymers based on the hydrophilic monomers 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx) and 2methyl-2-oxazoline (MeOx) that find their major applications in biomedicine. Especially
amino-functionalities are of interest. We describe two different strategies to obtain these
functionalities in POx – either by using alkene precursors and post-modification via thiolene click-chemistry or by using Boc-protected monomers that allow a direct
polymerization. These polymers can be used as transfection agents and for polyplex
formation as well as for the synthesis of nanogel-drug carriers. Furthermore, we
describe an interesting bifunctional 2-oxazoline monomer. Additionally, PEtOx is the
precursor for poly(ethylene imine) (PEI). Nonetheless, PEI shows high cytotoxicity
caused by its cationic character. Therefore, we demonstrate a way to post-modify PEI
by oxidation to reduce this drawback.

Scheme 1: Important applications of POx in biomedicine as drug carriers, hydrogels, polyplexes
and precursors for highly efficient transfection agents.

POLY 23: Solvent-free synthesis approach for poly(2-oxazolines)
Neil Ayres1, ayresni@ucmail.uc.edu, Kendra Leahy2, Yongshun Huang1, James Mack1.
(1) Department of Chemistry, The University of Cinicinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, United
States (2) Chemistry, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States
Poly(2-oxazolines) have been demonstrated to possess remarkable and tunable
properties, including excellent biocompatibility. We have been investigating an easy and
solvent-free synthesis approach towards different poly(2-oxazolines) with controllable
molecular weights and narrow dispersities with degrees of polymerization up to 50. In
this presentation I will demonstrate our method development and current understanding
of the polymerization under solvent-free conditions. It appears that chain transfer
reactions are minimized throughout the polymerization while monomer is still present.
We hope that this method will enable more researchers to begin new studies with these
interesting polymers.

Synthesis of poly(2-oxazolines) without solvent

POLY 24: Peptoid-peptide hybrids: The best of both worlds?
Timothy Craven2, twc254@nyu.edu, Kent Kirshenbaum1. (1) New York University, New
York, New York, United States (2) Biology and Chemistry, New York University,
Hoboken, New Jersey, United States
Peptoids, or N-substituted glycine oligomers, provide an optimal platform for the
controlled display of diverse functional groups. Peptoids provide several advantages
over peptides for biomedical applications including a vast array of synthetically feasible
side-chain types, resistance to proteolytic degradation, as well as enhanced cellpermeability. Development of the functional potential of peptoids and other "foldamer"
systems, however, will only be realized with improved strategies for accessing stable
tertiary structures, similar to folded proteins. As an intermediary step towards these
goals, we present several synthetic and in silico design methods for generating peptoidpeptide hybrid oligomers. We describe the development of synthetic methods for
peptoid-peptide hybrid molecular scaffolds, in silico design and modeling capabilities,
along with characterization of their folding properties. The discovery of a new folded
miniprotein capable of accommodating peptoid residues is presented. Finally, the
prospect for biomedical applications of peptoid-peptide hybrid architectures is
evaluated.

A 19 residue mini-protein is stabilized by a cation-π network and allows incorporation of peptoid
residues into a covalently locked polyproline II type helix.

POLY 25: Bioinspired peptoid-based block copolymers
Jing Sun2, jingsun@qust.edu.cn, Nitash P. Balsara3, Ronald N. Zuckermann1. (1)
Molecular Foundry, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, El Cerrito, California,
United States (2) Qingdao University of Science and Technology, Qingdao, China (3)
Univ of California, Berkeley, California, United States
Biologically inspired polymeric materials are attracting increasing attention for many
applications in material science and biomedicine. They combine the biological
performances of biomacromolecules with stability and processablity of synthetic
polymers. Polypeptoids, a promising class of bioinspired polymer based on a Nsubstituted glycine backbone, possess both the chemical versatility and the synthetic
efficiency necessary that enable the precise and systematic investigation of the impact
of polymer structure on its functional properties. We synthesized a series of
monodispersed block copolypeptoid polymers and studied their structure-property
relationship. An inducing crystallization behavior from microphase separated block
copolypeptoids was observed both in bulk and in aqueous solution, which leads to the
formation of a crystalline nanotube in aqueous solution. This also provides the platform
for comparing lithium ion transport in amorphous and crystalline polymer domains that
are otherwise similar. We demonstrated that chemically identical ethyleneoxy-containing
domains of a block copolypeptoids exhibit comparable conductivities when in an
amorphous or a crystalline state. In addition, we synthesized a family of phosphonated
block copolypeptoids and studied relationship of their morphology and proton transport.
The highly designable properties with chemically diverse side chains and tunable
intra/interchain interactions make polypeptoids an excellent platform to elucidate the
structure-property relationships.

POLY 26: Design, synthesis, assembly and engineering of peptoid
nanostructures
Ronald N. Zuckermann, rnzuckermann@lbl.gov. Molecular Foundry, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, El Cerrito, California, United States
Our ability to efficiently produce sequence-defined peptoid heteropolymers opens up
new opportunities at the interface of polymer physics and structure biology. We use the
automated solid-phase submonomer method to precisely control the polymer chemical
structure, and then examine the impact on the resultant nanoscale structure and
thermal properties. Through a combination of chemical synthesis, screening and
computational modeling, we have discovered several peptoid sequences that assemble
into precise nanoscale architectures, such as nanosheets and nanotubes. A detailed
understanding of their atomic structure provides new insight into general biomimetic
structural design principles. These insights were used to engineer peptoid
nanostructures at the atomic level to improve their stability and function.

Amphiphilic peptoid diblock copolymers can self-assemble into crystalline nanotubes of defined
diameter (5-10 nm). The chains are thought to act as tile units, which can form lattices that can
wrap into cylinders.

POLY 27: Cornucopia of nanoscale ordered phases in sphere forming block
polymers
Frank S. Bates3, bates@cems.umn.edu, Sid Chanpuriya3, Kyungtae Kim3, Jingwen
Zhang1, Sangwoo Lee2, Akash Arora3, Kevin D. Dorfman3, Kris T. Delaney4, Glenn H.
Fredrickson4, Timothy Gillard3. (1) Exxonmobil Corporation, Houston, Texas, United
States (2) Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, United States (3) Univ of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States (4) Materials Research Laboratory,
University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California, United States
The phase behavior of a series of nominally sphere forming AB diblock copolymers and
ABA'C tetrablock terpolymers will be presented in this talk. This study was motivated by
the discovery of the Frank-Kasper sigma (FK-sigma) and dodecagonal quasicrystal
(DDQC) phases in both classes of materials. Self-consistent field theory (SCFT)
calculations anticipate a rich array of sphere forming morphologies with variations in the
molecular symmetry. In AB diblocks the key molecular parameter is conformational
asymmetry, bA/bB, where b is the statistical segment length. For the tetrablock
terpolymers the symmetry parameter N(A)/[N(A)+N(A')] plays a significant role, where N
is the block degree of polymerization. Small-angle X-ray scattering and transmission
electron microscopy experiments have revealed evidence of 7 additional spherical
phases: hexagonal (HEXs), FCC, HCP, BCC, rhombohedral (tentative), liquid-like
packing (LLP), and A15. At temperatures close to the order-disorder transition, these
polymers form equilibrium morphologies mediated by facile chain exchange between
micelles. Transition from equilibrium to non-equilibrium behavior occurs at a
temperature (Terg) several tens of degrees below the order-disorder transition
temperature, speculated to be coincident with the loss of ergodicity as chain exchange
is arrested due to increased segregation strength between the core and corona blocks.
Non-equilibrium ordered structures form when T < Terg; these are interpreted using
SCFT calculations to elucidate the free energy landscape that drives ordering. The
combined theoretical and experimental program provides new insights into the
formation of sphere-forming ordered phases in multiblock polymers, which are strikingly
similar to the behavior of other self-assembling soft materials including dendrimers and
surfactants.

POLY 28: Aqueous lyotropic liquid crystalline Frank-Kasper phases
Sung A Kim2, Kyeong-Jun Jeong1, Arun Yethiraj1, Mahesh K. Mahanthappa2,
maheshkm@umn.edu. (1) Univ of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, United States (2)
Department of Chemical Engineering & Materials Science, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States
Amphiphilic molecules undergo concentration-dependent self-assembly in water to form
supramolecular materials known as lyotropic liquid crystals (LLCs). A delicate balance
of non-covalent interactions specifies locally preferred molecular packing arrangements
that underlie the observed supramolecular ordering. This talk addresses our recent
discovery of a family of amphiphiles that form a series of discontinuous micellar LLC
phases, including two tetrahedrally-closest packed Frank-Kasper (FK) phases with
exceptional long-range order. The discovery of these aqueous lyotropic FK phases
complements recent reports of their formation in thermotropic liquid crystals, and in
diblock and multiblock polymers. Using atomistic molecular dynamics simulations
simulations, we provide new insights into the mechanisms by which these complex
supramolecular assemblies form.

POLY 29: Giant tetrahedra and giant surfactants based on precisely
functionalized nano-atoms: Tuning from crystals to Frank-Kasper phases and
quasicrystals
Stephen Z. Cheng, scheng@uakron.edu. College of Polymer Science Polymer
Engineering, The Univ of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
In creating new functional materials for advanced technologies, precisely control over
functionality and their hierarchical ordered structures are vital for obtaining the desired
properties. Giant polyhedra are a class of materials which are designed and constructed
via deliberately placing precisely functionalized polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane
(POSS) and fullerene (C60) molecular nano-particles (MNPs) (so-called “nano-atoms”)
at the vertices of a polyhedron. Giant surfactants are consisted of polymer tail-tethered
“nano-atoms” which are deliberately and precisely functionalized POSS or C60
molecular nano-particles (MNPs). The “nano-atom” heads and polymer tails thus have
drastic chemical differences to impart amphiphilicity. These giant surfactants capture
the essential structural features of their small-molecule counterparts in many ways but
possess much larger sizes, and therefore, they are recognized as size-amplified
versions of small molecule surfactants. Two of the most illustrating examples are a
series of novel giant tetrahedra and a series of giant giant surfactants as building blocks
to construct into hierarchical ordered super-lattice structures ranging from crystals,
Frank-Kasper phases and quasicrystals in the condensed bulk states, reveals evidently
the interconnections between soft matters and hard matters in sharing their common
structures and fundamental knowledge.

POLY 30: Materials genome approach to discover and predict hierarchical
structures
Virgil Percec1, percec@sas.upenn.edu, Brad M. Rosen1, Mihai Peterca1,2, Pawaret
Leowanawat1, Mohammad R. Imam1, Benjamin E. Partridge1, Xiangbing Zeng3, Goran
Ungar3, Paul A. Heiney2. (1) Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Department of Physics and Astronomy,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (3) Department of
Materials Science and Engineering, University of Sheffield, Sheffield, United Kingdom
The mechanism of the hierarchical transfer of structural information in organic
molecules and in synthetic as well as biological macromolecules is not known.
Therefore, our laboratory elaborated a rational library approach that involves an
accelerated synthesis of constitutional isomeric libraries of self-assembling building
blocks via structural and retrostructural analysis of their periodic and quasiperiodic
assemblies. This approach led to the discovery of a diversity of hierarchical structures.
A second similar library approach was used first to predict primary structures that
generate specific higher order structures and ultimately to develop a nanoperiodic table
correlating hierarchical structures. These structures have not only been discovered in
organic supramolecules but also recently in amphiphilic block copolymers and in other
assemblies in bulk and in water.

POLY 31: Complex ordered phases of multiblock copolymers
An-Chang Shi, shi@mcmaster.ca. Physics and Astronomy, McMaster University,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
Self-assembly of multiblock copolymers presents a great opportunity to generate
tailored polymeric materials with hierarchically ordered nano-scale domains. At the
same time, the phase complexity of multiblock copolymers presents a great challenge to
experimental and theoretical study of their phase behavior. Theoretically the selfconsistent field theory (SCFT) provides a powerful framework for the study of
inhomogeneous polymeric systems. In particular, many researchers have demonstrated
that SCFT can be used to describe the phase behavior of block copolymers. Our recent
research focuses on the development of theoretical and simulation methods for the
prediction of block copolymer phases, resulting in a generic strategy to discover
complex ordered phases of block copolymers within the SCFT framework. Specifically,
the strategy utilizes a combination of real-space and reciprocal-space techniques to
explore possible ordered phases that could be formed by multiblock copolymer melts,
resulting in an array of candidate structures. A comparison of the free energy of the
candidate phases can then be used to construct phase diagrams. Our extensive
calculations have demonstrated that this strategy could be used to predict the formation
of complex and hierarchically ordered phases from multiblock copolymers. In particular,
application of this strategy to multiblock copolymers, including linear and star ABC
triblock copolymers and BACBA pentablock copolymers, has led to the discovery and
understanding of a rich array of ordered phases.

Formation of binary mesocrystals from BABCB pentablock copolymers

POLY 32: High performance sustainable pressure sensitive adhesives for use in
recyclable applications
Corinne Lipscomb, celipscomb@mmm.com, Kevin Lewandowski. 3M Company, Saint
Paul, Minnesota, United States
The development of high performance, sustainable pressure sensitive adhesives
(PSAs) is an important challenge for industrial adhesive applications. This talk will
describe the synthesis and characterization a new class of partially bio-based acrylic
polymers with additional ester groups that are easily degraded under basic conditions.
These polymers have excellent PSA performance and can also be dissolved or
degraded after use. This behavior is useful for applications such as labels and tapes
where recycling of the substrates is performed and easy removal of the adhesive is
needed.

POLY 33: Plant oil derived polyethers by the GaBr3-catalyzed reduction of
carboxylic acid esters
Patrick-Kurt Dannecker1, patrick-kurt.dannecker@kit.edu, Ursula Biermann2, Juergen
O. Metzger2,3, Michael Meier1. (1) Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe,
Germany (2) Chemistry Department, University of Oldenburg, Oldenburg, Germany (3)
abiosus e.V., Oldenburg, Germany
Oils and fats stand out as one of the most important renewable resources for the
synthesis of monomers and polymers. Recently, we have reported a novel reaction
protocol allowing the reduction of methyl oleate and high oleic sunflower oil to the
respective ethers. While the reducing agent 1,1,3,3-tetramethyldisiloxane (TMDS) is
used in stoichiometric amounts, GaBr3 can be used in catalytic amounts of 0.5-1 mol%.
The reaction is carried out under mild conditions giving full conversion of the substrate.
Here, this protocol is applied to monomeric and polymeric plant oil derived carboxylic
acid esters. In combination with self-metathesis, ethenolysis and ADMET
polymerization, polyethers are obtained in a sustainable fashion (compare Scheme).

Two synthesis routes to different polyethers obtained from fatty acid methyl esters.

POLY 34: Renewable rosin containing tri- and pentablock copolymers for tough
renewable thermoplastic application
Md Anisur Rahman, mdanisur@email.sc.edu, Mitra S. Ganewatta, Liang Yuan,
Chuanbing Tang. Department of chemistry & Biochemistry, University of South
Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United States
Renewable polymers have received significant attention due to environmental concerns
and other applications. One of the most abundant natural biomass is resin acids,
however most of the polymers derived from resin acids are brittle because of their bulky
hydrophenanthrene pendant group. It is well established that the brittleness can be
overcome by synthesizing multi-block copolymers with elastomeric (low Tg)
components. Therefore, we synthesized rosin containing ABABA type pentablock and
ABA type triblock copolymers to improve their mechanical properties through living
sequential ring opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP), where A is the rosin
containing block and B is the low entanglement molecular weight block. Their thermal
and mechanical properties were investigated. Both polymers showed strong plastic and
toughness properties. Thin films of the high molecular weight pentablock and triblock
copolymers formed some sort of ordered structure under solvent thermal annealing. The
phase behaviors were also studied for these microphase-separated pentablock and
triblock copolymers using small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS), grazing-incidence SAXS
and atomic force microscopy.

POLY 35: Highly active neodymium catalyst for polymerization of myrcene and
limonene
Mihaela C. Stefan1, mci071000@utdallas.edu, Ruvanthi N. Kularatne3, Yi-Xin Ren1,
Michael C. Biewer2. (1) Dept Chem UT Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United States (2)
Dept of Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United States (3)
Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United States
The synthesis and the use of a neodymium binary catalytic system for the
polymerization of myrcene and limonene is reported. The catalyst is composed of
neodymium trichloride (NdCl3) and triethylphosphate (TEP) ligand. NdCl3×6H2O and
TEP (molar ratio 1:3) were dissolved in toluene-ethanol mixture followed by an
azeotropic distillation, which removed the crystallization water of NdCl3 and allowed the
complexation of the Nd with the phosphate ligands. The as synthesized catalyst
(NdCl3×3TEP) together with the co-catalyst triisobutylaluminum (TIBA) were used in
appropriate ratios with varying temperatures for the polymerization of myrcene and its
copolymerization with vinyl monomers. The living nature of the catalyst for the
homopolymerization of myrcene was demonstrated. The characterization of the catalyst
was performed by FT-IR, 1H and 31P NMR. Quantification of the number of ligands in
the catalyst was done by 31P NMR.

POLY 36: Next-generation plant oil-derived polymers: Emerging chemistry and
bio-elastomer applications
Liang Yuan, yuanl@email.sc.edu, Zhongkai Wang, Chuanbing Tang. Department of
Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina,
United States
Renewable resources can serve as an alternative feedstock for polymeric materials in
industrial applications, although there are many challenges to make them competitive
with petroleum counterparts. We demonstrate the preparation of monomers and
polymers originating from plant oils via a robust transformation strategy. Specifically, the
major components of plant oils, triglycerides, were converted into mono-hydroxyl fatty
amide derivatives via a mild base-catalyzed amidation process. The amidation behavior
was methodologically examined for over 20 varied amino alcohols. Polymers from plant
oil-derived (meth)acrylic monomers exhibited properties from viscoelastic materials to
thermoplastics, depending on the chemical structures of monomers [figure 1].
Thermoplastic elastomers were prepared by incorporating soybean oil-based monomers
as the soft component in ABA triblock copolymers prepared by ATRP. Also, thermally
remendable bioelastomers with high resilience (>90%) were constructed via Diels-Alder
cross-linking of furan modified low glass transition temperature plant oil polymers.

POLY 37: Renewable materials in oil and gas – perspectives on use, application,
challenges, and future technology in upstream applications
David S. Germack, dsgermack@gmail.com. Flotek Chemistry, The Woodlands, Texas,
United States
Renewable polymeric materials such as cellulose, guar, and xanthan gum have been
widely used in the upstream oil and gas industry for nearly a century. The ready
availability (at the inception of the oil and gas industry, synthetic polymers were not
widely available), excellent performance and favorable economics of these materials
have entrenched them into nearly every aspect of the life-cycle of a well. This
presentation will provide a perspective on the innovative use of these and other
renewable materials such as derivatives of lignin, polyester based polymers and
renewable solvents such as terpenes and esters of natural oils to address challenges in
the oil and gas industry and improve well performance.
Renewable polymeric materials such as cellulose, guar, and xanthan gum have been
widely used in the upstream oil and gas industry for nearly a century. The ready
availability (at the inception of the oil and gas industry, synthetic polymers were not
widely available), excellent performance and favorable economics of these materials
have entrenched them into nearly every aspect of the life-cycle of a well. This
presentation will provide a perspective on the innovative use of these and other
renewable materials such as derivatives of lignin, polyester based polymers and
renewable solvents such as terpenes and esters of natural oils to address challenges in
the oil and gas industry and improve well performance.

POLY 38: Polymerized and functionalized triglycerides
H. N. Cheng2, hn.cheng@ars.usda.gov, Atanu Biswas1. (1) National Ctr for Agric
Utilization Research, USDA Agricultural Research Service, Peoria, Illinois, United
States (2) Southern Regional Research Service, USDA Agricultural Research Service,
New Orleans, Louisiana, United States
Plant oils are useful sustainable raw materials for the development of new chemical
products. As part of our research emphasis in sustainability and green polymer
chemistry, we have explored a new method for polymerizing epoxidized triglycerides
with the use of fluorosulfonic acid. Depending on the reaction conditions, we can get
viscous oils or solid materials as reaction products. The reaction mechanism has been
studied through a systematic examination of the fluorosulfonic acid-initiated reaction of
epoxidized methyl oleate and epoxidized methyl linoleate. The effects of temperature,
initiator dosage, and reaction time have been investigated and shown to affect the
nature of polymer products obtained and the distribution of different chemical species
present. An interesting finding has been the furan structure produced from the
epoxidized linoleate moiety. The relationship between furan formation and ester
hydrolysis has been found to be a function of temperature and amount of acid used.
Using epoxidized triglyceride (or epoxidized methyl linoleate), we have obtained up to
7% (or 14%) furan with fluorosulfonic acid, respectively. The furan moiety has been
shown to undergo Diels-Alder reaction with maleimide and N-phenyl maleimide to form
novel plant oil derivatives.

POLY 39: Polymer and nanoparticle synergism
Rigoberto C. Advincula, rca41@case.edu. Macromolecular Science and Engineering,
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, United States
The use of polymers as matrix materials have enable functional films and monolith
hosts for a variety of inorganic and metal nanoparticles in the preparation of
nanocomposite materials. On the other hand, nanoparticles have served as anchoring
or grafting points for a host of hybrid core-shell nanoparticles, Lastly, nanoparticles
themselves can be made from micellar and topochemical methods to enable the precise
and mono-disperse synthesis protocols. This synergistic relationship is shown to be
important in developing advanced materials and investigation of new phenomena
mostly plasmonic and catalytic in nature. They have resulted in quantum well structures
and also plasmonic detection devices. In this talk, we will review the various strategies
that our group has taken through the years in developing core-shell based nanoparticle
materials with grafted polymers and dendrimeric ligands to find utility in solid-state
devices and sensors. We have demonstrated these properties in both quantum dot
chalcogenided nanocrystals and Au-nanoparticles. Photochemical and thermal methods
have beend demonstrated to be useful in precursor appoached. Moreover, we have
used hyperbranched polymers and star copolymers to demonstrate controlled synthesis
and stability of nanoparticle systems. The efficience synthesis of these materials render
them useful for possible commercial applications.

POLY 40: β-sheet nanocrystal-reinforced supramolecular elastomers
Li Jia, ljia@uakron.edu. Inst of Polymer Science, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio,
United States
Many synthetic supramolecular thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) are analogs of natural
silks in the sense that both types of materials contain b-sheet crystalline domains that
serve to crosslink and reinforce the elastic network. However, one of the key differences
between the synthetic and natural analogs is the size of crystalline b-sheet domains.
The lengths in all three dimensions of the b-sheet crystallites in silks are several
nanometers (e.g., 2.1x2.7x6.5 nm3 in spider dragline), while the crystalline domains in
synthetic supramolecular TPE display fibrous morphology with the longest dimension
ranging from hundreds of nanometers to micrometers (Figure 1). In silk, the size of the
crystallites is generally believed to be attributable to their specific amino acid
sequences. In the absence of specific amino acid sequences, how to achieve the
nanometer size is an interesting challenge for synthetic TPEs.
In this presentation, I will show that b-sheet crystallites with the longest dimension of
~10 nm can be attained without an elaborate amino acid sequence. I will further argue
that the small size is due to the grafting topology that we adopt in our study. The
topology renders a rapid increase of entropic loss as the degree of association
increases to stop the growth of the b-sheet. Second, I will show that the nanocrystallites
effectively provide crosslink and reinforcement for TPEs and that the strength of the
TPEs arises from the “weakness” of the nanocrystallites, i.e., the extraordinary ability of
the crystallites to dissipate energy. Finally, the potential of the b-sheet nanocrystallitereinforced elastomers for applications at relatively high temperatures will be discussed.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of b-sheet nanocrystallites (A) and fibrous crystalline domains
(B) dispersed in an amorphous phase. The a, b, and c axes correspond to the direction of covalent
bonding, hydrogen-bonding, and b-sheet stacking, respectively.

POLY 41: Upconverting photons with hybrid thin films
Ming L. Tang, mltang@ucr.edu. UC Riverside, Riverside, California, United States
The ultimate goal is to surpass the Shockley-Queisser limit for photovoltaics by
optimizing photon upconversion using nanocrystals and molecules. This talk will outline
the design, synthesis and characterization of efficient upconverting thin films that can
transform low energy light into high energy light. Semiconductor nanocrystals, in
combination with polymer bound acenes will serve as the light-absorbing/ upconverting
layers. These spin-coated thin films will be designed to efficiently upconvert NIR
photons to visible wavelength photons that will be absorbed by existing photocatalysts
or photovoltaic modules.

POLY 42: Integration of polyaniline in carbide derived carbon supercapacitors via
oxidative chemical vapor deposition
Yuriy Y. Smolin1, ys443@drexel.edu, Katherine L. Van Aken2,3, Muhammad Boota2,3,
Masoud Soroush1, Yury Gogotsi2,3, Kenneth K. Lau1. (1) Chemical and Biological
Engineering, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Material
Science and Engineering, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
(3) A.J. Drexel Nanotechnology Institute, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
United States
An excellent route to improve both energy and power densities for electrochemical
capacitors is to integrate pseudocapacitive materials such as conducting polymers into
a carbon electrode. Using the single-step, solvent-free technique of oxidative chemical
vapor deposition (oCVD), ultrathin (<30 nm) conformal films of polyaniline (PANI) were
deposited into mesoporous Mo2C-derived carbide derived carbon (CDC, 800°C
synthesis temperature) electrodes to enhance charge storage. FTIR, UV-vis, and XPS
confirm that oCVD produces the electrochemically active emeraldine state of PANI. The
pore distribution of the CDC electrode, as determined by N2 sorption , remains mostly
unchanged before and after coating because the fine oCVD control over film thickness
allows the pores to be coated without filling them, thereby maintaining the
electrochemical double layer of the intrinsic carbon electrode while imparting additional
energy density through Faradaic redox reactions from PANI.
This work shows that oCVD allows PANI to be integrated into pores as small as 1.7 nm,
and the oCVD PANI integrated capacitors have a specific capacitance more than 100%
higher than that of bare CDC capacitors [136 F/g (11 wt% of PANI in the CDC
electrode) vs. 60 F/g, at 10 mV/s]. This gives a PANI-only capacitance of ~690 F/g,
which is close to the theoretical value of 750 F/g. Even after high scan rates of over 100
mV/s, the added pseudocapacitance from PANI is still evident. The composite device
also exhibits excellent cyclability, lowering to only 90% of the initially stabilized value
(~100 F/g) after 10,000 cycles. To our knowledge, this work is the first reported
synthesis of PANI via oCVD and demonstrates oCVD’s advantages in the integration of
ultrathin PANI films into carbon supercapacitors.

POLY 43: Hairy nanoparticles: a colloidal template approach to growing
mesoporous oxides and carbons
Ben Liu2, Steven L. Suib1, Jie He2, jie.he@uconn.edu. (1) Univ of Connecticut, Storrs
Mansfield, Connecticut, United States (2) Dept of Chemistry, University of Connecticut,
Storrs, Connecticut, United States
Hairy nanoparticles are composed of nanoparticle cores tethered by well-defined
polymer shells. They have been recognized as a novel type of building blocks that share
structural features in common with traditional building blocks of macromolecules and
colloidal particles. The incorporating of inorganic colloidal particles as cores can endow
hairy nanoparticles with high mechanical strength, high-temperature thermal stability,
and many functionalities that do not exist in pure polymers. In this talk, we present our
recent focus on the utilization of hairy nanoparticles in designing mesoporous
transitional metal oxides and carbons. Two examples will be given, including i) the
design of thermally stable (~1000 oC) and highly crystalline mesoporous transition-metal
oxides with uniform large pores (20~30 nm); and ii) the preparation of mesoporous
carbon materials hybridized with sub 10 nm metal oxide and sulfide nanoparticles. Hairy
nanoparticles, also named as “soft-hard” templates, are from polymer micelles of
amphiphilic block copolymers of poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(3(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate) (PEO-b-PTMSPMA). The polymer tethers of hairy
nanoparticles are essentially “soft templates” can interact with inorganic precursors and
direct the self-assembly to yield the mesostructures of oxides and/or carbons. The
incorporation of silica-like nanoparticle cores will endow hairy nanoparticles with
excellent thermal stability and mechanical strength that surpass carbon-based
molecular amphiphiles. We demonstrate that, hairy nanoparticles can, i) support the
structural integrity of frameworks at high temperatures in the first example and ii)
preserve the encapsulated metal oxide and sulfide nanoparticles from overgrowth in the
second example. Our studies may illustrate an alternative approach to preparing hybrid
porous materials for energy applications.

POLY 44: Synthesis and characterization of PXS based polymers for improved
nanoparticle drug delivery
Isom B. Kelly1, isomkelly3@gmail.com, Natalie Arnett2,3. (1) Department of Life &
Physical Sciences, Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee, United States (3) Chemistry
Department, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, United States
Conventional chemotherapy has proven to be ineffective in treating cancers in a
controlled manner, causing negative side effects that severely limit the immune system
and reduces overall quality of life. For these reasons there has been an increased
focused on drug delivery systems on the nanoscale. It’s been proven that nano
formulated drugs greatly improve the efficacy of chemotherapy treatment. One
biodegradable polymer, Poly (lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) has been proven to be one
of the most suitable materials for nanoparticle drug formulation and delivery. Although
PLGA is a suitable carrier it still has its limitations, in particular its burst release profile
due to its rapid degradation within the first 24 hrs. Our polymer of interest Poly (Xylitol
Sebecate) (PXS), has proven to be more stable in vivo than PLGA on the bulk scale
and as of yet there are no studies that analyze the behaviors of the polymers on the
nanoscale [1]. The goal of this research project is to develop a nanoparticle delivery
system that elucidates the behaviors of PXS on a nanoscale compared to PLGA
nanoparticles. To observe drug deliver capabilities and cytotoxicity against cancers,
PXS nanoparticle will be loaded with curcumin using a water in oil (W/O) emulsion
technique and using those to treat a triple negative breast cancer cell line, MDA-MB231. Curcumin, a naturally derived drug from the spice turmeric has proven to be highly
cytotoxic against the triple negative breast cancer cell line and many others. Our
challenge is finding optimal block/s for increased drug loading, serum stability, and
effective delivery to the cytoplasm. We have identified stearic acid as a suitable adduct
to the polymer network adding additional hydrophobicity and possible endosomolytic
capabilities post uptake and degradation. 1H NMR successful synthesis of PXS by the
reduced intensity of peaks at chemical shifts 11.87 ppm and 3.94 ppm correlateing to
sebacic acid and xylitol respectively. [2]

POLY 45: Terahertz sub-surface imaging applications for 2D and 3D
nanomaterials
Anis Rahman, a.rahman@arphotonics.net. Applied Research and Photonics,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, United States
Nano-scale, sub-surface imaging is important for many non-destructive inspections.
Examples include semiconductor wafers, carbon nanotubes, quantum dots, nano-alloys,
to name a few. The key is to be able to visualize features that are on the order of a
nanometer or less on or below the surface in critical materials systems. Terahertz subsurface imaging offers an effective solution because of minimal sample preparation
requirements and its ability to “see” below the surface. Another important property is the
ability to inspect layer-by layer basis via a non-contact route. Terahertz 3D imager
designed at Applied Research & Photonics (Harrisburg, PA) uses both reflection and
transmission measurements simultaneously that allows inspection of 2D materials and
3D materials for critical features including lattice stacking fault, dislocation, inclusion or
other types of defects. Semiconductor wafers processes involve identifications of
defects that are only a few nanometers in diameter and often buried underneath the
surface. We utilize both the reflectance and transmittance for unique identifications of
features and/or defects via both 2D and 3D imaging. Practical examples in terms of the
above mentioned nanomaterials will be used to outline the technique in details.

POLY 46: Balancing structure and function in low molecular weight gelator
materials prepared under catalytic control
Roxanne Kieltyka, r.e.kieltyka@chem.leidenuniv.nl. Leiden University, Leiden,
Netherlands
Supramolecular materials provide unique opportunities for the generation of responsive,
adaptive, self-healing and recyclable scaffolds based on their non-covalent character.
Numerous applications for these materials are envisaged ranging from electronics to
biomedicine in this emerging area. In order to prepare such advanced materials, the
incorporation of functional scaffold building blocks, biomolecules or small molecule
cargo is required, which can significantly influence the physicochemical properties of the
underlying assembly. This first part of this lecture will examine the effect of adding
directly interacting crosslinkers on the self-assembly pathway of a catalytically
controlled low molecular weight gelator material. Secondly, the consequence of adding
various therapeutic cargoes on the underlying hydrogel network will be examined for the
application of these materials in drug delivery.

Scheme of the formation of trishydrazone hydrogelators with various crosslinkers at pH 5.

POLY 47: Designing synthetic mimics of protein transduction domains: new,
effective carries for hard to transfect cell types
Gregory N. Tew, tew@mail.pse.umass.edu. Polymer Science and Engineering,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, South Deerfield, Massachusetts, United States
A new series of synthetic protein transduction domain mimics (PTDMs) was designed
based on key parameters of Pep-1 and TAT. These novel PTDMs were significantly
more active than either Pep-1 or TAT alone. To better understand the importance of
guanidine and phenyl groups segregation along the backbone both membrane
interactions and cellular internalization studies were conducted. The results showed that
functional group segregation impacts activity. Their ability to deliver active peptides,
proteins, and antibodies into primary T-cells was exploited This study gives new design
guidelines for the development of PTDMs.

POLY 48: Biopolymer-based multilayer nanocoatings that exhibit high gas barrier
and flame retardant behavior
Jaime C. Grunlan, jgrunlan@tamu.edu. Texas A M Univ, College Station, Texas,
United States
Chitin, extracted from crustacean shells, is the second most abundant polysaccharide
after cellulose. Alkaline deacetylation of chitin produces chitosan (CH), which is soluble
in acidic aqueous solutions because of the protonation of its amino groups at pH < 6. In
addition to its solubility, chitosan is biodegradable, biocompatible, and benign. Thin films
prepared via a layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly were prepared with cationic CH and
anionic montmorillonite (MMT) clay nanoplatelets. Thin-film assemblies prepared with
CH at high pH are thicker, because if the low polymer charge density. A 30-bilayer
nanocoating (∼100 nm thick) reduces the oxygen permeability of a 0.5-mm-thick
polylactic acid film by four orders of magnitude. In an effort to create an
environmentally-friendly flame retardant, ten bilayers of pH 6 chitosan (CH), as the
cationic layer, and pH 10 montmorillonite (MMT) as the anionic layer, were deposited on
flexible polyurethane foam (30 nm thick and added 4 wt%). When cut open after direct
flame from a propane torch for 10 seconds, white undamaged foam was revealed under
a thin black char layer. In related work on foam, vermiculite (VMT) clay was layered with
CH, followed by layers of an intumescent system comprised of CH and APP (or
polysodium phosphare [PSP]). This ‘stacked’ FR system (i.e., intumescent layers on top
of clay layers) reduced the foam’s peak heat release rate by 66%. Just two clay layers
provide enough support to the foam during heating to allow intumescence to occur prior
to collapse, creating our best result to-date. These environmentally-benign
nanocoatings are useful for food packaging or as a replacement for environmentally
persistent antiflammable compounds.

Polyurethane foam, coated with a 10-bilayer nanocoating (30 nm thick) of clay and chitosan, is
able to survive the direct flame from a butane torch for 10 s.

POLY 49: Biomimetic approaches for the synthesis of sequence specific πconjugated polymers
Christine K. Luscombe, luscombe@u.washington.edu. Materials Science and
Engineering, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, United States
Π-conjugated semiconducting polymers are actively under development for use in
organic light-emitting diodes, thin-film transistors, and solar cells. The performance of πconjugated semiconducting polymers have now reached a stage where their charge
mobilities are competitive against crystalline silicon, and organic photovoltaic power
conversion efficiencies exceed 10%. These high performances have been enabled by
the development of low band-gap donor-acceptor alternating copolymers.
Nature uses metalloenzymes containing two or more metal centers to react otherwise
challenging substrates by mediating cooperative binding and activation. In this talk, our
approach towards achieving a sequence specific polymerization will be discussed. We
borrow the key design feature in nature that allows for cooperative binding and
activation of two monomers held in close proximity to enable the coupling of two
monomers in a sequence specific manner.

POLY 50: Dynamic bio(in)organic supramolecular polymers in water
Pol Besenius, besenius@uni-mainz.de. Institute of Organic Chemistry, University of
Mainz, Mainz, Germany
Self-assembly of molecular building blocks into ordered architectures, polymers and
materials opens exciting avenues for fundamental developments in nanoscience and
applications in biomedical technologies, optoelectronics and catalysis. Our young group
designs supramolecular building blocks for controlling self-assembly processes in water
and off surfaces. I will discuss our efforts in controlling supramolecular polymerisations
through a variety of strategies, including recent work on aurophilicity induced selfassembly processes and surface confined growth of chiral supramolecular polymers.
Inspired by protein functionality in their biological setting, we have designed
electrostatic- and pH-regulated supramolecular polymerisations in wate. The synthons
are based on β-sheet encoded anionic and cationic peptides that form supramolecular
alternating copolymers with a nanorod-like morphology. The materials have been
designed for on-off polymerization in response to pH triggers. The self-assembly is
switched on at a physiologically relevant pH value and can be switched off by increasing
or decreasing the pH value. The pH at which the transition occurs can be tuned by the
design and reactivity of the supramolecular comonomer, behaviour that is in agreement
with the self-assembly of protein based morphologies and virus particles.
In a second strategy we use frustrated self-assembly, that describes the balance of
positive non-covalent interactions with repulsive forces. This has allowed us to control
and manipulate the size, shape and stability of supramolecular nanorods in water. In
view of recent reports that anisotropic shapes in the design of biomedical carrier
materials outperform conventional isotropic structures, our designs will have
implications for applications in imaging and therapy.

POLY 51: Quantitative analysis of cell adhesion to biomaterials using lateral
microscopy
Charles Mace, charles.mace@tufts.edu, Jenna Walz, Daniel Wilson, Irene Lui.
Chemistry, Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts, United States
We have developed a lateral microscope that allows for the observation of cell-surface
interactions. The optical train of the lateral microscope is oriented substantially parallel
to a surface of interest. With this unique field of view, processes related to cell adhesion
and motility can be imaged in real-time and on any substrate—transparent, opaque,
coated, or other cells—without requiring provisions for labeling or specialized optical
components. We use lateral microscopy to study the formation of biological interfaces
and the dynamic changes in cell morphology that occur as a result of cell adhesion. By
measuring the rate of change in cell morphology (e.g., the contact angle between the
cell and the surface), we have established a means to quantitatively characterize cell
adhesion and describe materials according to their ability to promote or resist adhesion.
Using this approach, we are able to compare the adhesive properties of different
formulations of biomaterials (e.g., extracellular matrix proteins and biopolymers) when
introduced to a broad range of cell types. We show that even small variations in the
composition of a biomaterial can have a prominent effect on how surfaces are
populated, which can then influence the organization and application of the ultimate
tissue construct. Similarly, we demonstrate that adhesion to different materials can be
tuned by the selective engineering of cell surfaces.

POLY 52: End-functionalization of cellulose derivatives: design, synthesis,
properties, and functions
Hiroshi Kamitakahara, hkamitan@kais.kyoto-u.ac.jp, Ryo Suhara, Mao Yamagami,
Haruko Kawano, Kentaro Miki, Ryoko Okanishi, Tomoyuki Asahi, Arata Yoshinaga,
Toshiyuki Takano. Graduate School of Agriculture, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
Our research focuses on synthesis-property-function relationships of end-functionalized
cellulose derivatives. Appropriate Lewis acid-catalyzed depolymerization of cellulose
ethers provided heterobifunctional cellulosic molecular rods with middle molecular
weight, carrying alkyne or azide group at C-1 of glucosyl residue at the reducing-end
and a hydroxyl group at C-4 of glucosyl residue at the non-reducing-end. Endfunctionalized cellulose derivatives having cellobiose (1), xylooligosaccharides (2), 6amino-6-deoxy-β-D- glucosyl-(1→4)-6-amino-6-deoxy-β-D-glucose (3), β-D-glucuronyl(1→4)-β-D-glucuronic acid (4), di(L-arginine) (5), and di(L-glutamic acid) (6) were
obtained as amphiphiles via copper-assisted azide-alkyne Huisgen cycloaddition, and
self-assembled to form ribbon-like supramolecular nanostructures, resulting in the
formation of thermo-reversible hydrogel below body temperature. We also successfully
modified glass surface with end-functionalized methylcellulose derivative using a silane
coupling agent to give the surface with thermoresponsive wettability.
Developing this method, we explored a preparation method of crude methylated
cellulose, hemicellulose, and hemicellulose-lignin directly from wood sawdust. Crude
end-functionalized methylcellulose from sawdust was coupled with end-functionalized
acetylated cellulose from sawdust via copper-assisted azide-alkyne Huisgen
cycloaddition. After the removal of acetyl groups, we obtained a thermo-responsive
polymer.
Aqueous solutions of all amphiphlic end-functionalized cellulose derivatives 1 - 6
exhibited surface activity and formed thermo-responsive hydrogel below body
temperature. Moreover, thermoresponsive supramolecular hydrogels of endfunctionalized methylcelluloses were potential three-dimensional scaffolds for bioinspired mineralization of calcium carbonate.

Figure 1. Thermoresponsive supramolecular hydrogel of methyl β-cellobiosyl-(1→4)-2,3,6-triO-methylcelluloside.

POLY 53: Synthesis, functionalization, and immobilization of single-enzyme
nanogels
Ana Beloqui, Guillaume Delaittre, guillaume.delaittre@kit.edu. Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Enzymes are not only nature’s catalysts but are also essential to many synthetic
processes. In the latter, it is often desirable to operate in the presence of organic
solvents and at elevated temperatures. However, with respect to activity, enzymes are
macromolecules which are sensitive to many environmental parameters such as pH,
ionic strength, temperature, and the presence of organic solutes, to name but a few.
Immobilization onto solid substrates or within crosslinked enzyme aggregates is
typically employed to stabilize enzymes. Yet, common protocols are often lacking
precision in terms of enzyme surface chemical modification and may lead to
considerable variations in efficiency, depending on the nature of the enzyme.
Single-enzyme encapsulation was shown to stabilize various enzymes at elevated
temperatures and in the presence of solvents. It generally consists in carrying out a
simple crosslinking polymerization in the presence of an enzyme previously modified in
a way that it carries vinyl groups and acts as multifunctional crosslinker (see Figure).
However, precise preparation protocols are scarce and advanced applications have not
been pursued. We have recently set out to investigate the synthesis of single-enzyme
nanogels (SENs) and particularly the parameters which may affect the formation of welldefined particles with several common proteins.
We found new experimental conditions where pre-functionalization of the enzymes is
not necessary, which makes the process easier and cheaper, hence more attractive for
real applications. In addition, we showed for the first time that SENs could be
immobilized onto surfaces without addition of any functional moiety. We are currently
working on further immobilization protocols, on imparting additional features to SENs,
and on applying them in various contexts.

POLY 54: Something to smile about: Control of oral biofilms through
antimicrobial peptide-mimetic polymers
Haruko Takahashi1, Enrico T. Nadres3, Kenichi Kuroda2, kkuroda@umich.edu. (1)
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States (2) School of Dentistry,
University of Michigan, Saline, Michigan, United States (3) Biologic and Materials
Sciences, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States
In this study, we develop bio-active synthetic polymers that can control oral biofilm
formation in order to reduce the prevalence of dental caries and therefore promote good
oral health. Dental caries, also known as tooth decay or cavities, continue to be a major
oral problem in today’s society. Dental caries arise when specific oral bacteria, such as
Streptococcuus mutans, produce acid by means of carbohydrate metabolism. This
causes the tooth surface, which is mostly composed of hydroxyapatite, to demineralize,
ultimately destroying the tooth’s enamel and the underlying dentin. Oral bacteria
accumulate on the tooth surface and adhere to it, forming biofilms. These dental
biofilms can also be referred to as dental plaque and harbor the bacteria that cause
carious lesions to develop. Therefore, control and eradication of dental biofilms is an
essential step to prevent tooth decay in order to maintain good oral health.
This study demonstrates a new anti-biofilm and anti-caries strategy by means of
implementing bioactive synthetic polymers that mimic the functions of natural
antimicrobial peptides found in the oral environment. Oral antimicrobial peptides play an
important role in maintaining a healthy, anticariogenic oral flora by controlling bacterial
growth. These natural peptides act by attacking bacterial cell walls and membranes.
The polymers tested in this study, methacrylate copolymers, mimic the cationic
amphiphilicity of antimicrobial peptides. Treating the S. mutans biofilms with the
polymers for 30 seconds reduced the biofilm biomass while conventional cationic
surfactant CTAB was not effective in removing biofilms. The outcomes of this study
provide the basis to further develop the polymers as an active ingredient in oral care
products such as mouthwash and toothpaste.

POLY 55: Bioactive-based, biodegradable polymers for hyperpigmentation
treatment via sustained skin lightener delivery
Jonathan Faig1, jonfaig@gmail.com, Alysha E. Moretti1, Mary Joy Nova2, Kathryn E.
Uhrich1. (1) Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Rutgers University, Feasterville Trevose,
Pennsylvania, United States (2) Chemical Engineering, Rutgers University, Piscataway,
New Jersey, United States
Tyrosinase overexpression is closely associated with a myriad of hyperpigmentation
disorders, owing to its involvement in melanin biosynthesis, and commonly treated
using skin lighteners. While effective, many skin lighteners possess limited shelf lives
and degrade overtime, necessitating the development of novel delivery systems. To
overcome the aforementioned limitations, skin lighteners were conjugated to bio-based,
biodegradable polyesters comprised of tartaric acid and naturally occurring diols.
Polymer physicochemical properties were fully characterized by Fourier transform
infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopies, whereas thermal properties
were evaluated by differential scanning calorimetry and thermogravimetric analysis.
Weight-averaged molecular weight and polydispersity indices were assessed via gel
permeation chromatography. Polymer hydrolytic degradation was investigated under
physiological and skin conditions to elucidate the impact of pH and polymer composition
on skin-lightener release. Furthermore, the degradation media bioactivity was assessed
using mushroom tyrosinase inhibition and 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl radical
scavenging assays. Lead polymers were identified and their melanin content inhibition
and cytocompatibility further analyzed. Through the development of skin lightener based
polyesters, we hope to generate tunable polymeric systems capable of overcoming
traditional limitations and treating hyperpigmentation.

POLY 56: Bio-based biodegradable polymers for film formation and skin
moisturization
Jason D. Hackenberg, jason.hackenberg@gmail.com, Nicholas D. Stebbins, Kathryn
E. Uhrich. Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New
Jersey, United States
Polymeric materials have found widespread use in cosmetic formulations owing to their
unique film-forming and moisturization properties. Our research efforts have focused on
utilizing bio-based monomers to create novel polymers with tunable physical properties
that can find use as cosmetic emulsifiers, film-forming agents, and humectants with
good skin feel characteristics. Utilizing bio-based polyols and carboxylic acids, we have
synthesized novel oligomeric polyesters with a range of properties suitable for cosmetic
formulations. Key features of these cosmetic polymers include the ability to easily tune
polymer physical properties and their potential to hydrolyze in the presence of skin
enzymes to provide for a sustained release of moisturizing agents. This presentation will
focus on polymer synthesis and characterization as well as relevant cosmetic
applications of these bio-based polyesters.

POLY 57: Preparation of breathable cotton fabric with superhydrophobic
performance
Ming Yu, yuming@sinap.ac.cn, Ziqiang Wang, Hongjuan MA, Bowu Zhang, Jingye Li.
Shanghai Institute of Applied Physics, CAS, Shanghai, China
Cotton fabric is favored by people due to various advantages such as its great
breathability and high comfort. In recent years, there has been great interest in the
preparation of superhydrophobic cotton fabrics. The radiation induced graft
polymerization (RIGP) method can immobilize hydrophobic functional groups onto the
surface of cotton fabric through strong covalent bonds, and the superhydrophobic cotton
fabric prepared by RIGP has excellent durability. However, the preparation of cotton
fabric with dynamic superhodrophobic performance (low sliding angle) is very difficult
because of the weaving structure of cotton fabric.
Here we utilize a new strategy to prepare breathable cotton fabric with dynamic
superhydrophobic performance. Firstly, crosslinked polystyrene (CPS) nanomicrospheres are swelled in lauryl methacrylate (LMA); then, the swelled nanomicrospheres and LMA are padded onto the surface of cotton fabric evenly; finally, graft
polymerization is initiated through γ-ray radiation. After graft polymerization, CPS nanomicrospheres can be solidly immobilized onto the cotton fabric by the semiinterpenetrating network formed with PLMA and covalent bonds. As a result, the regular
hydrophobic nanoscale rough structure of the surface provides the modified cotton
fabric （denoted as cotton-g-CPS）with dynamic superhydrophobic performance. SEM
images prove that the CPS microspheres are evenly immobilized onto the surface of
cotton fabric. The high contact angle and low sliding angle of water drop on cotton-gCPS demonstrates its dynamic superhydrophobic feature. The dry cleaning durability
test proves that after 40 circles of dry cleaning, neither static nor dynamic
superhydrophobic feature of cotton-g-CPS has declined, which proves that cotton-gCPS has great durability. More importantly, cotton-g-CPS maintains the soft and
breathability advantages of the pristine cotton fabric. Compared to the commercial
waterproof fabric GORE-TEX®, the flexural rigidity of cotton-g-CPS is only half of that of
Gore-Tex®, while its moisture permeability is 10 times higher than that of GORE-TEX®.

Fig.1 SEM images of the pristine cotton fabric and the cotton fabric immobilized with
crosslinked PS nano-mocroshperes

POLY 58: Developing epoxies for art conservation: Reworkable and fluorescent
adhesives
Peter D. McFadden3, p.d.mcfadden@eagle.clarion.edu, Robb Bagge2, Kevin
Frederick4, Elyse Canosa1, Douglas A. Loy3,1, Nancy Odegaard1, Pamela Vandiver1. (1)
Materials Science and Engineering, The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, United
States (2) Chemistry & Biochemistry, University of Arizona, AZ, Arizona, United States
(3) Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, United States
(4) Materials Science and Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, United
States
Epoxies are commonly used by art conservators as adhesives to repair and reconstruct
artifacts. Currently used epoxies are non-reversible after they have cured, making any
important structural artifact corrections impossible. Additionally, with the development of
colorless epoxies, it has become increasingly difficult to detect repair work. Separate
strategies have been developed to overcome each of these issues. By respectively
incorporating thermally reversible Diels-Alder weak links and fluorescent coumarin tags
within epoxy networks we are able to correct both deficiencies. The maleimide-furan
cycloadducts of the thermally reversible epoxies, while unaffected by the epoxy curing
reactions, undergo a retro [4 + 2] cycloaddition when heated above 90 °C that results in
the liquefaction of the resin. At this point, the resin can be removed from the artifact or
allowed to reform the cycloadduct bonds to reform the thermoset. Adhesive bond
strength of the new adhesive was determined using lap shear testing. The reworkability
of the resin was determined by heat treating lap shear samples until the thermoset was
liquefied, then resetting and cooling the sample to reform the bond. The fluorescent
coumarin tagged epoxies allows for easy detection of the epoxy joints by simple visual
inspection under UV light while remaining unnoticeable under normal display lighting.
Lap shear adhesive testing showed that addition of the coumarin to specialty
conservation epoxy Epo-Tec 301 did not weaken the adhesive, but actually slightly
strengthened it. Our tests indicate that these specialty adhesives could act as useful
new tools for artifact conservation.

POLY 59: Manufacturing affordable, high performance composites using solid
epoxy resins
Henry A. Maples2, hm00005@hotmail.co.uk, Alexander Bismarck1, Thomas James3.
(1) Department of Chemical Engineering, Imperial College London, London, United
Kingdom (2) Institute of Materials Chemistry and Research, University of Vienna,
Vienna, Austria (3) Formax, Narborough, United Kingdom
This investigation focuses on significantly lowering the cost of high performance
composite manufacturing through the formulation of solid epoxy resins. Unlike liquid
epoxy resins used in composite production, cured solid epoxies are in general much
cheaper. They are typically used as protective coatings e.g. in marine applications. The
cost effective composite manufacturing technique, using solid epoxy resins, described
here increases the likelihood of composite uptake in a range of everyday applications.
An example is in land transportation, where cost and feasibility have previously been
major obstacles to their widespread adoption.
Powdered, uncured solid epoxy resins were formulated by mixing solid epoxies,
hardeners and accelerators at elevated temperature. The resulting mixtures were then
ground into powders that were applied directly onto carbon fibres. The fibres were then
heated, infused with the melted resin system and subsequently cured (fast curing times
of <10 mins were achieved by using accelerators). The following laminates have
competitive mechanical properties when compared against other high performance
composites. The laminates have a flexural modulus of 70 GPa and a flexural strength of
919 MPa. Using the same fibre format with a liquid epoxy resin results in a composite
with a flexural stiffness and strength of 80 GPa and 940 MPa, respectively. Dynamic
Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) of a composite manufactured with a solid epoxy
resin is shown in Figure 1. The composite, tested in three point bending, has a high
storage modulus (E') of 84 GPa at 30°C and a resin glass transition temperature at
120°C (peak in E''). Demonstrator 3D composite panels have been produced showing
that is possible to mould the laminates during manufacturing.

POLY 60: Co-polymers of poly(2-oxazoline) and substituted poly(urea) as an easy
access to hydrogen-bond stabilized nanostructures
Meike N. Leiske1,2, Meike.Leiske@uni-Jena.de, Matthias Hartlieb1,2, Fabian H.
Sobotta1,2, Renzo M. Paulus1,2, Ulrich S. Schubert1,2. (1) Laboratory of Organic and
Macromolecular Chemistry, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Jena, Germany (2) Jena
Center for Soft Matter (JCSM), Jena, Germany
Since their first appearance in the 1960’s, poly(2-oxazoline)s have become an important
polymer class for the synthesis of materials used in biomedical and bioanalytical
applications, e.g. gene- and drug-delivery as well as pathogen detection. The
polymerization via CROP enables the possibility to form versatile polymeric
architectures like statistic-, gradient- or block-copolymers, resulting in polymers able to
form nanomaterials by i.e. self-assembly processes. Poly(urea)s (PU) on the other
hand, are commonly produced by polycondensation, resulting in diminished control over
molar mass, architecture and dispersity.
To circumvent this issue, a heterocyclic monomer is introduced that, when polymerized
by CROP, yields a PU analogue structure. Homo- as well as co-polymerizations with
EtOx were investigated by kinetic studies revealing a strong gradient within the polymer
chain. A series of polymers was synthesized and analyzed by NMR, SEC, MS, TGA and
DSC. Co-polymers were self-assembled in aqueous solution as monitored by DLS,
resulting in the formation of nanostructures with various sizes dependent on the
monomer ratios and, therefore, enabling a fast and easy access to phase segregated
nanomaterials that can potentially be utilized for biomedical applications.

Scheme 1: Possible nanostructures built from co-polymers dependent on monomer ratio.

POLY 61: RAFT copolymerization towards cross-linked nanoporous polymers
Myungeun Seo, seomyungeun@gmail.com. Graduate School of Nanoscience and
Technology, KAIST, Daejeon, Korea (the Republic of)
Block polymers self-assemble into fascinating nanostructures driven by incompatibility
between different polymer chains covalently connected to each other. Advances in
controlled polymerization techniques and understanding of block polymer physics allow
exquisite control over structure, periodicity, and functionality of the resulting selfassembled material by precise block polymer synthesis. One appealing application of
block polymer self-assembly is fabrication of nanoporous polymers for advanced
separation which can be derived from block polymer precursors by etching a sacrificial
component such as polylactide (PLA).
In this talk, I will demonstrate versatility of this approach by showing several examples
of porous polymers derived from PLA-containing block polymer precursors and discuss
how we can synthesize new porous polymers with desired functions and structures. I
will focus on synthesis of cross-linked block polymer precursors that can be converted
into robust nanoporous polymers. Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer
(RAFT) copolymerization with functional comonomers in the presence of PLAcontaining chain transfer agent can successfully incorporate cross-linkable moieties into
block polymers, which can be crosslinked via postpolymerization modification reaction
with multifunctional reactants. I will also introduce a new pathway called
“polymerization-induced microphase separation” (PIMS) where RAFT copolymerization
with a cross-linker produces a block polymer precursor that is cross-linked in situ during
the polymerization. Moreover, the polymerization induces microphase separation in the
polymerization mixture and produces a nanoscopic bicontinuous morphology which can
be transformed into robust nanoporous polymer with three-dimensionally continuous
pore structure.

Schematic depiction of nanoporous polymer formation from a cross-linked block polymer
precursor. (a) Block polymer (red: matrix block; yellow: sacrificial block). (b) Microphase
separated precursor. (c) Cross-linked precursor (blue: cross-linked matrix). (d) Nanoporous
polymer obtained by etching of the sacrificial block.

POLY 62: Near infrared circularly polarized light triggred enantioselective photopolymerization using upconversion nanophosphors
Gang Zou, gangzou@ustc.edu.cn. Department of Polymer Science and Engineering,
University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui, China
Circularly polarized light (CPL), is considered to be a true chiral entity, and has attracted
considerable interest in asymmetric photochemistry because CPL can introduce chiral
biases to the amino-acid derivatives and key biomolecular building blocks, which has
been suggested as an explanation for the homochirality of life. Natural CPL, emitted
from star-formation region, is in infrared (IR) band, however, most of the reported
asymmetric photochemical reactions were manipulate by ultraviolet (UV) or shortwavelength visible light. Whether CPL in the infrared region could also be utilized to
trigger asymmetric photochemical reactions remains a question to be answered for a
deeper understanding of the mirror symmetry breaking in CPL-triggered asymmetric
photochemical reaction and the origin of the homochirality in nature. Lanthanide-doped
upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) can convert low-energy near infrared (NIR) light
into high-energy UV and visible light via the absorption of two or multi photons,
however, attempts to realize NIR-triggered asymmetric photochemical reactions based
on upconversion mechanism have not been described to date. We demonstrated here
that the inherent chirality of NIR-CPL could be transferred to the emission of UCNPS
during the upconversion process, making it possible for realizing enantioselective photopolymerization. The diacetylene derivatives (BSDA)/UCNP hybrid film was prepared by
spin-coating method. We demonstrated that by incorporating the UCNPs as the antenna
species, the enantioselective photo-polymerization of diacetylene monomer can be
realized upon exposure to NIR-CPL. The screw direction of helical PDA chains can be
totally controlled by the handedness of incident NIR-CPL. These findings illustrate the
potential effectiveness of CPL in the control of symmetric breaking in polymer system,
and are highly valuable for understanding the origins of homochirality in living matter.

POLY 63: Enhancing gelation of doubly thermosensitive hydrophilic ABC triblock
copolymer in water by thermoresponsive hairy nanoparticles
Bin Hu, bhu6@vols.utk.edu, Bin Zhao. Department of Chemistry, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, United States
Stimuli-responsive block copolymer hydrogels have received growing interest in recent
years due to their in-situ sol-gel transitions induced by external triggers. These
hydrogels have potential in a wide variety of applications, including drug delivery and
tissue engineering. Compared to traditional ABA triblock copolymers, thermosensitive
ABC triblock copolymers produce hydrogels in a stepwise manner and form a twocomponent network. This structure should suppress looping and the gelation can be
achieved at a much lower concentration. On the other hand, inorganic and metallic
nanoparticles (NPs) with a size from a few to tens of nanometers exhibit intriguing
optical, electronic, or magnetic properties. Rationally incorporating NPs into hydrogels
can produce hybrid hydrogels with synergistic combinations of two components. We
found by incorporating hairy NPs that have same lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) as the thermosensitive C block from the ABC triblock copolymer, the hybrid
hydrogels show substantially increase of dynamic storage modulus G’ compared to that
of the pure ABC hydrogel. For comparison, the hybrid hydrogels of ABC and hairy NPs
that have much higher LCST compared to the C block have about the same G’ value as
the pure ABC hydrogel. The rheological measurements were done both at 6 wt% and 2
wt% solution of ABC and G’ increases about 67% and 52% respectively when NPs with
same LCST as the C block of ABC were added with a mass ratio of polymer to NPs at
100:50. This finding provides a new way to enhance the gel properties of
thermosensitive block copolymers.

POLY 64: Star-like copolymer stabilized noble-metal nanoparticle powders
Yunhui Yan2, yxy504@case.edu, Pengfei Cao1, Joey D. Mangadlao2, Lihan Rong2,
Rigoberto C. Advincula2. (1) Macromolecular Science and Engineering, case western
reserve university, Broadview Heights, Ohio, United States (2) Macromolecular Science
and Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, United States
Noble metal nanoparticles, especially gold nanoparticles and silver nanoparticles, have
draw tremendous attention recently, due to their unique physical and chemical
properties and hence a wide range of applications. The amphiphilic star-like copolymer
polyethylenimine-block-poly(ε-caprolactone) (PEI-b-PCL) was utilized to transfer the
pre-synthesized citrate-capped noble metal nanoparticles (NMNPs) from an aqueous
layer to an organic layer without any additional reagents. Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were utilized to study the assembly of the
polymers coated on the surface of the citrate-capped NMNPs. The polymer-coated
NMNPs in powder form (PCP-NMNPs) were obtained by removing the organic solvent.
The excellent solubility of the PEI-b-PCL allows the PCP-NMNPs to be easily dispersed
in most of the organic solvents without any significant aggregation. Moreover, the good
thermal stability and long-term stability make PCP-NMNPs an excellent NMNPcontaining hybrid system for different specific applications, such as surface coating,
catalysis and thermoplastic processing of nanocomposite materials.

POLY 65: Preparation of pH-responsive microgel particles based on 2-aminoethyl
methacrylate hydrochloride via one step reaction
Sineenat Thaiboonrod, sineenat@nanotec.or.th, Warayuth Sajomsang, Chalita
Ratanatawanate, Pattarapond Gonil. National Nanotechnology Center (NANOTEC),
National Science and Technology Development Agency, Pathumthani, Thailand
In this study, pH-responsive microgel particles based on 2-aminoethyl methacrylate
hydrochloride (AEM) are carried out by one step emulsion polymerization. AEM is a
synthetic monomer contained primary amine reactive pendant groups which can be
modified for different functional groups. Microgels are prepared by the polymerization of
AEM which is primary amine monomer, while N,N’-Methylenebisacrylamide (MBA) is
used as the crosslinking agent to obtain poly(AEM) primary amine-based microgel
particles. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) confirms the spherical nanoparticles formation
as shown in Figure 1., which the particle size is in range of 30 to 50 nm. Zeta potential
is higher than 40 mV due to the primary amine groups on the nanoparticles. The
chemical structure is characterized by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). These microgels exhibit swelling in
water in response to changes in the solution pH. At pH 7.6, which is pKa of AEM, the
microgel particles are protonated and swollen due to the electrostatic repulsions
between the positive charges. A change of the solution pH above pKa leads to the
formation of collapsed polyAEM latex particles. Primary amine-based microgels should
be generally applicable for various applications, including drug carriers, functional
colloidal particles for biomedical applications, and cationic latexes.

AFM micrographs show spherical shaped of poly(2-aminoethyl methacrylate hydrochloride)
nanoparticles

POLY 66: On-demand dissolution of a dendritic hydrogel-based dressing for
second-degree burn wounds via thiol-thioester exchange reaction
Marlena Konieczynska2, mdko9876@gmail.com, Juan C. Villa-Camacho3, Cynthia
Ghobril2, Miguel Perez-Viloria3, Ara Nazarian3, Edward K. Rodriguez3, Mark W.
Grinstaff1. (1) Boston Univ Dept of Chem, Boston, Massachusetts, United States (2)
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, United States (3) BIDMC, Boston,
Massachusetts, United States
Second-degree burns often cause dehydration, blisters, scarring and pain. If not directly
treated, there is a high risk of infection and other possible complications. Currently used
second-degree dressings adhere strongly to the wound, and are removed by
mechanical debridement and/or cutting, inflicting pain to the patient and additional
trauma to the wound. Thus, we have developed a dissolvable dendritic thioester
hydrogel dressing for second-degree burns that can be dissolved on demand, allowing
for a more facile and less traumatic burn dressing change. The hydrogel is composed of
a lysine-based dendron and a PEG-based crosslinker, which were synthesized in high
yields. The dendron was characterized by 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy, FT-IR, MALDI
and thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA). Our hydrogel absorbs wound exudates,
maintains a highly moist environment for faster healing, possesses elasticity to
accommodate movement, lessens trauma to the wound during dressing changes, and
protects it from infections. Most importantly, unlike every burn dressings in use today, it
is removed painlessly from the burn site by dissolution via exposure to an aqueous
cysteine solution (a thiol-thioester exchange mechanism). The studies are motivated by
our preliminary data demonstrating the synthesis and characterization of an on-demand
dissolvable burn dressing and its successful performance in a pilot in vivo study.

POLY 67: Synthesis and characterization of poly(mannitol sebacate) (PMS)
blends for use as scaffolds in tissue engineering
Ryan Gray1,2, rag6717@gmail.com. (1) Chemistry, Fisk University, Nashville,
Tennessee, United States (2) Chemistry, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee,
United States
Severe tissue damage can come from a disease, injury, or trauma and as a result
require surgical procedures including autografts, transplants, and allografts to be
repaired. However many of these procedures can produce an immune response in the
body which is a major limitation. To address these disadvantages many biocompatible
polymers such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), (poly(lactic acid) (PLA),
poly(glycolic acid) (PGA), and poly(caprolactone) (PCL) are used as tissue scaffolds to
repair damaged tissue. PLGA offers the advantage of good degradation time but further
improvements to its biocompatibility is needed. By combining the properties of PLGA
with other polymers such as poly(mannitol sebacate) (PMS) allows polymers with
greater biocompatible features and outstanding degradation time to be prepared.
For this reason, the objective of this research is to synthesize PMS polymers and
prepare blends with other biocompatible polymers which could increase the degradation
time of PMS while maintaining its excellent biocompatibility properties. The successful
synthesis of PMS via melt polymerization was confirmed by 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR. The
appearance of a peak at 65 ppm demonstrates the formation of the C-O bond that forms
when mannitol and sebacic acid bond. Ultimately solution blending of PMS with other
polymers (PLA, PGA, PCL) will be carried out in DMSO at room temperature and the
thermal properties blends will be analyzed using DSC and TGA.

POLY 68: Hydrolysis of Poly(2-propyloxazoline)s as basis for DNA condensation
Maarten A. Mees1, maarten.mees@ugent.be, Emi Haladjova2, Denitsa Momekova3,
Stanislav Rangelov2, Richard Hoogenboom1. (1) Ugent, Ghent, Belgium (2) Institute of
Polymer, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria (3) Department of
Pharmaceutical Technology and Biopharmacy , Medicinal University of Sofia, Sofia,
Bulgaria
Gene delivery is often seen as a new strategy in medicine for treatment of diseases. To
deliver nucleic acids into the cell vectors are needed, which are either viral or non-viral.
Despite the high efficiency of viral vectors, these are not often used because of high
risks associated to using viruses. Therefore, the development of non-viral vectors is of
great importance for further applications. Here we used the best known viral vector,
polyethyleneimine (PEI) in combination with a polymer that shows lower critical solution
temperature (LCST) behavior and which is part of the family of the poly(2-oxazoline)s
(PAOx). These PAOx are known as pseudo peptides and have received significant
interest in biomedical context. Also the higher chemical versatility gives it a big
advantage compared to other competitors in the field. Importantly PAOx are the main
precursors for the preparation of linear PEI (L-PEI), which is an important gene delivery
vector, by hydrolysis of the side chains. Earlier work of our group shows that the
copolymers of PEtOx-PEI is easily made via an acid hydrolysis.
In this contribution, the hydrolysis of poly(2-n-propyl-2-oxazoline) (PPrOx) will be
discussed based on SEC and NMR spectroscopic analysis. The influence of positive
charges on the polymer backbone on the LCST behavior is discussed in different
conditions. For a better knowledge of potential polyplex formation the zeta potential is
investigated. Subsequently the formation of defined mesoglobules is studied via DLS as
function of polymer concentration. These mesoglobules are then used in the formation
of polyplexes with single stranded DNA. Via zeta potential and DLS the size and charge
of these polyplexes is studied. Afterwards a toxcicity assays was done to see wether
there is a difference between the condensed PPrOx and the free PPrOx

POLY 69: Structure and biomechanical properties of cartilage
Ferenc Horkay1, horkayf@helix.nih.gov, Emilios K. Dimitriadis2, Peter J. Basser1. (1)
Section on Quantitative Imaging and Tissue Sciences, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, Maryland, United States (2) NIBIB, NIH, Bethesda, Maryland, United States
In cartilage extracellular matrix (ECM) there are two major load-bearing polymers:
collagens (mainly, type II) and proteoglycans (mainly aggrecan). Collagen is the most
abundant macromolecule in cartilage ECM. Type II collagen represents 90% to 95% of
the collagen and forms a matrix in which proteoglycans are embedded. The triple helical
structure of the collagen provides cartilage with shear and tensile properties.
Proteoglycans consist of a protein core with covalently attached linear
glycosaminoglycan chains. The most abundant cartilage proteoglycan is aggrecan that
forms complexes with linear hyaluronic acid (HA) chains. The aggrecan/HA complexes
occupy the interfibrillar space of cartilage ECM and provide cartilage with its unique
osmotic properties. Age strongly affects the composition and organization of the ECM.
With increasing age, there is a decrease in the hydration, with a corresponding increase
in the compressive stiffness of the tissue. Such changes can be studied by magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). The size of proteoglycan aggregates within the ECM
decreases with age while the concentration of HA increases with age. In addition, the
ratio of keratin sulfate to chondroitin sulfate also increases.
Cartilage is a heterogeneous tissue (see Figure 1). Model studies have been made to
determine the osmotic properties of the individual components (aggrecan, hyaluronic
acid, collagen) and the aggrecan/hyaluronic acid complexes. Structural investigations
were made by small angle scattering methods. The local variation of the mechanical
properties was determined by the atomic force microscope (AFM). The dynamic
response of the solutions were studied by dynamic light scattering and rheological
measurements.

Figure 1. Elastic modulus map of cartilage measured by AFM shows local variations of close to
an order of magnitude.

POLY 70: Supercritical-assisted POxylation: Designing new materials using
carbon dioxide
Vanessa G. Correia2, Vasco Bonifacio1, Ana Aguiar-Ricardo2, p19@fct.unl.pt. (1) FCTUNL, Lisbon, Portugal (2) Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal
Oligo- or poly(2-oxazolines) (OOxs or POxs, respectively) have been described as
biocompatible alternatives to polyethylene glycol, particularly, for drug conjugation and
hydrophilization of surfaces. Commonly, oxazoline-based polymers are prepared by a
living cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) in conventional solvents or using a
microwave-assisted synthesis. The possibility to terminate the living oxazolinium
species with different nucleophiles enables the construction of OOxs and POxs libraries
having specially designed end-cappings. Recently, our group has been investigating the
supercritical CO2 (scCO2) synthetic route for oxazoline-based polymers and their
grafting from surfaces. The reported studies demonstrated that OOxs synthesized in
scCO2 possess particular features.
i) This presentation intends to present an up-to-date review of the role of scCO2 on
three main applications:
ii) development of POxylated systems with enhanced properties for drug delivery and
bioconjugation;
iii) eco-friendly strategies to assemble surfaces with living OOxs or graft matrices with
OOxs;
development of antimicrobial agents.
Special emphasis will be put on assembling active devices for the controlled release of
drugs or biopharmaceuticals with the ultimate desired properties for drug delivery and
also on the development of antimicrobial active devices.
The underlined examples are analyzed highlighting the pros and cons of the scCO2assisted technologies.

POLY 71: Model-based design of the microstructure of individual copoly(2-oxazoline)
chains
Paul H. Van Steenberge, Bart Verbraeken, Marie-Françoise Reyniers, Richard
Hoogenboom, Dagmar D'hooge, dagmar.dhooge@ugent.be. Ghent University, Gent,
Belgium
To enhance to understanding of copolymerization kinetics and the impact of the
synthesis conditions on the polymer microstructure advanced modeling techniques such
as kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations are a powerful tool. In the present
contribution, the potential of kMC simulations to design the comonomer incorporation in
the synthesis of well-defined copoly(2-oxazolines) via cationic ring-opening
polymerization (CROP) is illustrated. Based on a comparison with an extensive set of
polymerization data, the model parameters are optimized. Both the synthesis of steep
gradient copolymers and copolymers with precision control on side-group functionality
are considered. It is specifically highlighted that modeling allows to visualize all the
comonomer sequences for each individual chain (see figure; target degree of
polymerization (target DP): 50, 100, 200, and 400), offering a strong support toward
experimental characterization techniques and therefore opening the pathway of the full
exploitation of the CROP technique.

Vizualisation of monomer sequences of individual chains with increasing target DP

POLY 72: Commercial and specialty poly oxazolines at polymer chemistry
innovations
Bernard Gordon, Laura M. Stratton, metalsdoctor@gmail.com. Polymer Chemistry
Innovations, Inc., Tucson, Arizona, United States
Poly (2-oxazolines) are versatile polymers that researchers worldwide are discovering
new applications for at an increasing rate as based on patents and journal articles over
the past dozen years. These discoveries are especially notable in the areas of
biomedical and biomedical devices. The Research and Development lab at Polymer
Chemistry Innovations, Inc., (PCI) has optimized commercial scale specialty poly(2oxazolines) through a variety of techniques to give terminal end functionality as well as
post polymerization modifications. These advances include click-ready functional and
di-functional poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline), available as Functional Aquazol®, which
facilitates the synthesis of more complex co-polymers and can participate in other
further reactions. Poly (2-ethyl-2-oxazolines) and other poly(2-oxazolines) have been
prepared utilizing a variety of techniques to tune and target co-polymers as well as to
enable specific percentage of post-polymerization modification of the polymer. Recent
and current developments in PCI’s Aquazol® oxazoline research lab will be highlighted.

POLY 73: Brush/comb poly(2-oxazoline)s for the fabrication of smart
microcapsules
Kristian Kempe1,2, kristian.kempe@monash.edu. (1) The Monash Institute of
Pharmaceutical Sciences (MIPS), Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia (2)
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, The University of Melbourne,
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
Biocompatible polymers are of significant importance for the preparation of smart
polymeric scaffolds, assemblies and coatings for biomedical applications. A highly
interesting polymer class in this context are poly(2-oxazoline)s (POx), which show
structural similarities to natural occurring polypetides and which can be designed to
exhibit similar properties as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), including high water solubility
and antifouling/’stealth’ effect.
POx are synthesized by living cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP), which
enables the synthesis of well-defined functional (co-)polymers through the choice of
suitable initiators, terminating agents and monomers. The end-capping of the living
polymer with (meth)acrylic acid has been demonstrated to provide access to POx
macromonomers, which can be polymerized by reversible-deactivation radical
polymerizations (RDRP) and thus enable the introduction of further functionalities.
Using this approach, brush/comb poly(2-oxazoline)s were prepared and used for the
preparation of layer-by-layer microcapsules, which are stabilized by ‘click chemistry’
and/or other highly efficient crosslinking reactions (Figure 1). The assemblies were
designed to be responsive to different stimuli, such as redox potential differences and
enzymes, which enabled the triggered disintegration of the capsules. The capsules
were further modified with bio-active ligands, such as carbohydrates and antibodies to
improve their targeting abilities.

Figure 1. Brush POx LbL capsules stabilized by disulfide chemistry.

POLY 74: Soft nanoparticles from graft copolymers based on poly(2-oxazoline)
and poly(D,L-lactide)
Gisele Volet1,3, volet@icmpe.cnrs.fr, Gaëlle Le Fer1,4, Clémence Le Coeur1,2, Catherine
Amiel2,1. (1) ICMPE - SPC, Thiais, France (2) University Paris Est Créteil, Thiais, France
(3) University Evry Val d'Essonne, Evry, France (4) Laboratoire de Chimie des
Polymères Organiques, ENSCBP, Pessac, France
Amphiphilic copolymers based on poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (POXZ) were prepared to
give grafted copolymers (Figure 1). Poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) is a hydrophilic and nonionic polymer showing interesting properties such as biocompatibility and lack of
toxicity. The polymer chosen for the hydrophobic grafts is a biodegradable polyester :
poly(D,L-lactide) (PLA). The synthesis of the amphiphilic copolymers was made by
combination of cationic ring opening polymerization (CROP) and click chemistry
(Huisgen 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction). A home-made monomer 2-(5-azidopentyl)2-oxazoline bearing an azido group was synthesized. The cationic ring-opening
copolymerization of this monomer with 2-methyl-2-oxazoline resulted in a well-defined
linear polymer backbone with pendant azido groups that could be used for the
cycloaddition reaction. Self-association of these amphiphilic copolymers could lead
directly to core-shell nanoparticles, made of a hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic POXZ
shell. The synthesis of copolymers with different self-association properties was
developed by varying the hydrophilic/hydrophobic balance or the graft density.
Nanoparticles from these graft copolymers were prepared by nanoprecipitation. The
structure of the nanoparticles was explored by cryogenic transmission electron
microscopy (cryo-TEM) and small angle neutron scattering (SANS).

Figure 1. Synthesis scheme for the POXZ-PLA graft copolymers

POLY 75: Uniform block copoly(2-oxazoline)s
Bryn Monnery, bryn.monnery@gmail.com, Richard Hoogenboom. Ghent University,
Gent, Belgium
The cationic ring-opening polymerisation of 2-oxazolines is well established, but it does
not usually give narrow unimodal distributions of molecular weight; the distribution is
typically trimodal. This is usually attributed to transfer to monomer via β-elimination.
Attempts to produce narrow unimodal polymers invariably fail beyond low DPs of ~50.
We have advanced the polymerisation technique to address this problem for
homopolymers, resulting in narrow dispersity polymers without any contaminating
oligomers.6
With block copolymers there is a significant problem with parasitic homopolymers,
which is especially true with reported syntheses of block copoly(2-oxazoline)s.
Advanced techniques eliminate the side-reactions that produce parasitic homo- (or
block co-) polymers which, together with the appropriate selection of initiator gives rise
to uniform di- and tri-block copoly(2-oxazoline)s (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: HFIP SEC of poly(EtOx)-block-(isopropyl-2-oxazoline)-NH2: Mp = 17,200 g/mol.

POLY 76: Photoresists based on coconut and castor oil
Klaus P. Luef1,2, klauspeter.luef@pccl.at, Charlotte Petit3, Bruno Grassl3, Franz
Stelzer2, Stéphanie Reynaud3, Frank Wiesbrock1. (1) Polymer Competence Center
Leoben, Leoben Styria, Austria (2) Institute for Chemistry of Materials, Graz University
of Technology, Graz, Austria (3) IPREM, Université de Pau et des Pays de l'Adour, Pau,
France
The development of photoresists with decreased feature sizes and their application in
photolithography has become an active field of research. Negative photoresists
reproduce the geometric patterns of illumination masks by the crosslinking of polymers,
yielding insoluble 2.5-dimensional surface structures. Advancing our work on waterdevelopable poly(2-oxazoline)-based negative photoresists, we here present poly(2oxazoline)-based photoresists from renewable resources.
The 2-oxazoline monomers used in the synthesis of the photoresist (Figure 1) were
synthesized in a one-pot solvent-free reaction of ethanol amine with fatty acids from
natural resources, namely undecenoic acid (castor oil) and decanoic acid (coconut oil).
The microwave-assisted polymerizations were performed at a scale of 300 g in an ionic
liquid, maximizing the efficiency of energy input, solvent recyclability and polymer
recovery, chiefly due the precipitation of the copolymers from the ionic liquid upon
cooling. The copolymer was characterized by structural analysis. Crosslinking of the
copolymers in the film state can be realized by the reaction with a tetrathiol after UV
activation of a photoinitiator. If the UV irradiation is applied through a mask aligner
system, the geometric patterns can be reproduced after development, notably with a
resolution higher than 1 µm at a film height of 100 nm. The adhesion of the resist on
various substrates (cross-hatch tests) and its surface profiling (surface roughness) were
found to be in the targeted range.

Figure 1: Photography of coconut and castor seeds (left); structural formula of the copoly(2oxazoline) (middle); photography of resists after UV-induced crosslinking of the
polymer/thiol/initiator formulation and development (right).

POLY 77: Use of rather exceptional solvents to optimize and/or rather speed up
the polymerization of 2-oxazolines
Maarten Vergaelen, maartenvergaelen@hotmail.com, Bart Verbraeken, Bryn Monnery,
Richard Hoogenboom. Organic and Macromolecular Chemistry, Ghent University,
Ghent, Belgie, Belgium
In recent years 2-oxazolines have received considerable attention, mostly as monomers
for the living cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) leading to poly(2-alkyl/aryloxazoline)s (PAOx) - regarded to be pseudo-polypeptides. The living nature of CROP
leads to good control over dispersity and very high end-group fidelity; while a broad
range of structures and polymer properties are easily accessible by variation of the
monomer structures. This makes 2-oxazolines very interesting materials for, amongst
others, biomedical applications. The propagation rate constant (kp) of cationic ringopening polymerization (CROP) of 2-oxazolines, which determines the rate of the
polymerization, is influenced by different parameters such as the kind of monomer,
initiator and solvent. In earlier research, by, amongst others, the groups of Litt and
Nuyken, already a lot of parameters have been discussed. Litt explored the effect, and
possible interference, of solvents with different functional groups on the CROP of 2oxazolines. The current study started from the search for an alternative polymerization
solvent for the CROP of MeOx, due to bad solubility of high molar mass P(MeOx) in a
series of solvents such as acetonitrile, chlorobenzene, etc. Sulfolane, an extremely
polar solvent, was identified as potential solvent that dissolves both the MeOx monomer
and high molar mass P(MeOx). A kinetic study of the CROP of MeOx in sulfolane
revealed a significantly increased kp. Further insides are discussed in this contribution
based on kinetic studies on the CROP of MeOx at different temperatures. Furthermore,
it will be demonstrated that sulfolane can be used as a ‘common solvent’ leading to
accelerated CROP of 2-oxazolines, as exemplified for 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline and 2-phenyl2-oxazoline. As a second part of this talk we’d like to address biomedical safety by
performing the CROP of EtOx in anisole as an alternative solvent.

Sulfolane as common rate accelerating solvent for the cationic ring-opening polymerization of 2oxazolines. (M.Vergaelen, et al. ACS Macro Lett. 2015, 4, 825–828.)

POLY 78: Synthesis of polymers for self assembly
Robert H. Grubbs, rhg@caltech.edu. Cal Tech 164-30, Pasadena, California, United
States
Ruthenium based metathesis catalysts serve as initiators for controlled polymerization
of strained olefins. These systems allow for the preparation of very high molecular
weight brush block copolymers that assemble into lamalle and other structures on
length scales that allow for the formation of photonic crystals.

Brush-Block Copolymers

POLY 79: Synthetic motile systems with adaptive behaviour
Daniela A. Wilson, d.wilson@science.ru.nl. Institute for Molecules and Materials,
Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen, Gelderland, Netherlands
Self-powered artificial motile systems are currently attracting increased interest as
mimics of biological motors but also as potential components of nanomachinery,
robotics, and sensing devices. Herein we report a supramolecular approach to design
synthetic nanomotors using self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers into
polymersomes and the controlled folding of the vesicles under osmotic stress into a
bowl shape morphology. During this process active catalysts such as platinum
nanoparticles can be incorporated inside of the structures. The folding process can be
precisely controlled to generate architectures with adjustable openings and selective
entrapment of catalysts and drugs. (Figure 1) Decomposition of the substrate by the
active catalyst, in this case platinum nanoparticles, generates a rapid discharge of
oxygen propelling the construct forward. I will show that not only PtNP can be
incorporated into effective nanomotors but also enzymes and even multiple enzymes in
fact up to 6 different enzymes working together in a metabolic pathway. In this case
even regulation of the speed and behaviour of the nanomotors is possible due to
integration of regulatory feedback and feedforward loops designed to preserve energy
and run the motors at even lower concentrations of fuel eg. 0.05 mM Glucose. This is
the first example of a synthetic motile system able to sense the environment and based
on the clues provided to adapt its behaviour and speed.

POLY 80: Mendeleev-Like nanoperiodic tables for predicting supramolecular
structures of amphiphilic dendrons, dendrimers and proteins
Donald A. Tomalia1,2, donald.tomalia@gmail.com. (1) NanoSynthons LLC, Mount
Pleasant, Michigan, United States (2) Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Development of a central paradigm is the single most influential force responsible for
advancing Dalton’s 19th century atomic/molecular chemistry concepts to the current 21st
century maturity enjoyed by traditional chemistry. Based on a mutual consensus now
shared by both chemists and physicists, a similar central dogma for guiding and unifying
nanoscience has now been reported. This new paradigm is based largely on the
predictive nanoperiodic property patterns exhibited by quantized, nanoscale building
blocks (i.e., soft and hard superatoms) and their resulting stoichiometric covalent
compounds and supramolecular assemblies. The most compelling evidence and
validation of this new systematic nanoperiodic concept resides with seminal predictive
Mendeleev-like nanoperiodic tables reported by Percec, et al for amphiphilic
dendrons/dendrimers, as well as recently published nanoperiodic tables for proteins.
This lecture will overview the amazing nanoperiodic property patterns that result by
simply engineering six - critical nanoscale design parameters (CNDPs) for either soft or
hard superatoms (i.e., size, shape, surface chemistry, flexibility/rigidity, architecture and
elemental composition).

Critical Hierarchical Design Parameters

POLY 81: Modeling complex phases in block polymers by self-consistent field
theory
Kevin D. Dorfman4, dorfman@umn.edu, Akash Arora4, Sid Chanpuriya4, Jian Qin2,
David C. Morse4, Kris T. Delaney3, Glenn H. Fredrickson1, Frank Bates4. (1) Materials
Research Lab, Santa Barbara, California, United States (2) Chemical Engineering,
Stanford University, Stanford, California, United States (3) Materials Research
Laboratory, University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California, United
States (4) Chemical Engineering Materials Science, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States
We will present modeling results for nominally sphere forming phases in block polymer
melts, in particular the Frank-Kasper sigma phase. This theoretical effort was motivated
by recent experimental studies demonstrating the existence of the Frank-Kasper sigma
phase, as well as the A15 phase, in these materials. The computation of the structure
and free energy of complex phases by self-consistent field theory (SCFT) is challenging,
owing to their relatively large unit cells and the ruggedness of the free energy surface.
To address these implementation issues, we have developed a robust method for
generating initial guesses for SCFT calculations and a freely available SCFT code that
can compute the behavior of complex phases using only a desktop computer. This
presentation will focus on recent results obtained with these tools for the sigma phase’s
structure and free energy. In particular, we will show that the predicted thermodynamic
stability of the sigma phase is very sensitive to the chi parameters describing the
chemical incompatibility of the blocks. These results highlight both the promise and
challenges of using our SCFT tools for a materials genome approach to block polymer
materials.

POLY 82: Biomimetic polymersomes from controlled self-assembly of block
copolymers
Sebastien Lecommandoux, lecommandoux@enscbp.fr. LCPO-ENSCPB, University of
Bordeaux 1, Pessac, France
Polymersomes are among the most attractive systems for drug delivery applications.
We report here an overview on the self-assembly in water of amphiphilic block
copolymers into polymersomes, and their applications in loading and controlled release
of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic molecules and biomolecules. We pay special
attention to polysaccharide and polypeptide-based block copolymer vesicles. These
copolymers that mimic the structure and function of glycoproteins represent an example
of the effectiveness of a biomimetic strategy in implementing materials design. Finally
our recent advances in using “biomimicry approaches” to design complex,
compartmentalized materials will be proposed. Such a system constitutes a first step
towards the challenge of structural cell mimicry and functionality.

POLY 83: Responsive hierarchical assemblies: From nanoparticles to block
copolymers
Thomas P. Russell, russell@mail.pse.umass.edu. Univ of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts, United States
Hierarchical assemblies rely on the structure on one length scale being dependent on
the structuring occurring at smaller length scales that form essentially building blocks.
Consequently, by manipulating the interactions the building blocks, say on the
nanoscopic level, we can build in a response of an assembly that is manifest on a
macroscopic level. Such responsive and adaptive assemblies are seen in a range of
systems, both natural and synthetic. Here we focus on two different types f assemblies.
One dealing with the jamming and unjamming of nanoparticle assemblies at fluid
interfaces where macroscopic fluid doais can be restructured by the response of the
nanoparticles to external triggers. S second deals with the ordering of block copolymers
where the response of one of the blocks to a chemical trigger results in a massive
increase in the segmental interaction parameter that can be use to induce long-range
ordering in block copolymers and to induce the formation of very small microdomains,
where the copolymer is brought from the disordered state into the ordreed state.

POLY 84: Drying-induced self-integration of megamolecular polysaccharides and
the macro-space division
Kosuke Okeyoshi, okeyoshi@jaist.ac.jp, Maiko Okajima, Tatsuo Kaneko. Japan
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Nomi, Japan
By utilizing interfacial instability or mechanical instability, it is possible to control
geometrical structures of soft materials in macro-scale, e.g., fingering patterns of
viscous liquid and buckling patterns of gels during swelling/deswelling process. These
patterns are expected to be applied in dynamic materials having smart functions such
as capturing/releasing and mass-transportations. Here we introduce a dissipative
structure through a non-equilibrium process between hydration and deposition in drying
of an aqueous liquid crystalline solution composed of megamolecule polysaccharides,
from a limited space (Fig. 1). By controlling geometries of the evaporation front, multiple
nucleus emerge to grow upright membranes with uniaxial orientation. Notably, the
uniaxial orientated membrane composed of rod-like microdomain is rationally formed
along to the dynamic three-phase contact line. We envision that not only such a
uniaxially-oriented membrane will be applicable to soft biomaterials with directional
controllability but also such a macroscopic space-division will help understandings of
spatial division laws in natural products under drying environment.

POLY 85: Chitosan-Cu(II) complex for ammonia removal in micro-polluted
drinking water of the Dahuofang Reservoir in winter season of China
Yunan Gao1, gaoyunan01@163.com, Meiqiao Sun1, Shui Liu2, Zixiang Zong1, Jinxiang
Fu1. (1) School of Env. & Mun. Eng., Shenyang Jianzhu University, Shenyang, China
(2) Shenyang Aluminum & Magnesium Engineering & Research Institute Co., Ltd. ,
Shenyang, China
The Dahuofang Reservoir is an important water source in Liaoning province of China.
The average temperature of water is between 5-7C in winter season. The ammonia
nitrogen pollution was main problem of the reservoir, the average concentration was
high to 1.5mg/L in winter beyond the Standard of Drinking Water 3 times. Low
temperature bring more difficulty for the water treatment processes. In China most
drinking water treatment plants of northeast cities used the conventional treatment
processes, and the conventional coagulants of polyaluminum chloride (PACl) was the
most widely used, although it was more effective in removing turbidity, it has no ability to
remove ammonia nitrogen. Chitosan has been used as a coagulant in drinking water
treatment to solve the polluted problem. Because chitosan has a continuum of different
copolymers of N-acetyl-D-glucosamine and glucosamine units, it has more reactive
centres. For this study, the chitosan was chelated with transition-mental cation of
copper acetate to form a new coagulants for ammonia removal under low temperature.
Chitosan-Cu(II) complex was prepared as following: 100mg of chitosan were dissolved
in 1ml of acetic acid (85% w/w) under agitation, then the chitosan solution was
dissolved in copper acetate solution by stirring 16h at 160rpm to make 25% (w/w)
complex solution. The NaOH(1%) solution was added to the complex solution to adjust
pH 10.5, then washed with deionized water to pH neutral, after ultrafiltered, the solution
was put in vacuum drying oven at 60C for 24h, and then crushed to powder as
coagulants. The chitosan-Cu(II) complex corresponding with PACl as coagulants were
added to the sample water, the water was rapidly mixed at 100rpm for 2min followed by
15min of low mixing at 50rpm. Then the water was settled for 30min, the supernatant
from the top 5cm of the suspension was withdrawn for ammonia measurement. The
results showed that the chitosan-Cu(II) has more effective in removal ammonia, the
removal rate was high to 62% and the best dosages of chitosan-Cu(II) and PACl were
2.0mg/L and 10mg/L respectively.

POLY 86: Tunable and reversible thermo-responsiveness of sugar-based block copolymers
Shu Wang1, shuwang@udel.edu, Jian He2, Marcus B. Foston2, Thomas H. Epps1,3. (1)
Chemical Engineering, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (2)
Dept of Energy Enviro Chem Eng, 1050 Brauer, Washington Univ in St. Louis, Saint
Louis, Missouri, United States (3) Materials Science & Engineering, University of
Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States
Sugars from lignocellulosic biomass are an attractive renewable source of polymeric
materials. In this work, a mannose-based monomer (MM), modified through acetalprotection and regioselective methacrylation, was polymerized via reversible addition
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization. Then, the resulting hydrophobic
polymer (PMM) was deprotected through a post-polymerization reaction with
trifluoroacetic acid to remove the acetal groups, leading to the generation of hydroxyl
moieties. In aqueous solution, the deprotected PMM exhibited UCST behavior in the
temperature range of 20-80 °C, and the cloud point was readily tunable by the extent of
deprotection (i.e., number of hydroxyl groups). Block copolymers (BCPs) containing a
hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMA) block and the
deprotected-PMM block (PEGMA-PMM) were synthesized by RAFT, followed by
deprotection of the PMM block. In solution, our PEGMA-PMM BCPs self-assembled into
spherical micelles at room temperature, as determined by dynamic light scattering and
transmission electron microscopy. Upon heating above the UCST of the PMM block, the
micellar aggregates disassembled into free chains in solution. This thermoresponsiveness was reversible, and micellar aggregates reformed upon cooling. These
results demonstrate the promise and tunability of the sugar-based thermo-responsive
BCPs for drug delivery, nanoreactor, and bioseparation applications.

POLY 87: Microwave assisted transformation of polysaccharides from renewable
sources to surface-active polymers
Zarif Farhana Mohd Aris1, zariffarhana_mohdaris@student.uml.edu, Margery G.
Pelletier2, Peter Gaines2, Ramaswamy Nagarajan1. (1) Plastics Engineering, University
of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, Massachusetts, United States (2) Biological Science,
University of Massachusetts Lowell, Lowell, Massachusetts, United States
There is a growing interest in utilizing renewable resources and exploiting ‘greener’
methods for the synthesis of environmentally friendly products. Here we present a new
approach for converting abundantly available polysaccharides (i.e. pectin and pectic
acid) derived from fruit waste to surface-active polymers. These polysaccharides are
hydrophilically and hydrophobically modified accordingly to achieve surface-active
properties. More importantly, these transformations can be accomplished very efficiently
in a microwave reactor, resulting in improved product yields and significantly shorter
reaction times. Detailed structural characterization of products, surface and interfacial
properties of these surfactants will be presented. To establish the safety of these
polysaccharide-based surfactants, detailed cytotoxicity evaluation using human dermal
fibroblast (HDF) and human leukemic (HL-60) cell lines will also be presented. Lastly,
the potential for utilization of this new class of surfactants in detergent applications will
also be presented. This research establishes the development of safer surfactants from
renewable feedstock using ‘greener’ microwave-assisted synthetic routes, opening new
possibilities for the synthesis of more sustainable amphiphilic polymers that can be
useful in various applications.

POLY 88: High ionic conductivity and mechanically strong Ion gels made from
renewable polymer, methyl cellulose/PYR14TFSI
Parameswara R. Chinnam1, chprbhu@temple.edu, Ramya Mantravadi2, Stephanie L.
Wunder1. (1) Chemistry, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
(2) Chemistry, Temple University , Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Ion gels become increasingly important as components in polymer electrolytes for
potential use as flexible solid-state electrochemical devices such as separators in
lithium ion batteries and gate insulators in organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs).
Immobilization of the RTIL can be achieved using gelators that participate in chemical
crosslinking reactions (e.g. methylmethacrylate) or form physical crosslinks. Physical
gelation can be achieved with lipids or block copolymers, where one component
(polyethylene oxide) solvates and the other component (polystyrene) is immiscible in
the IL, or poly(vinylidene fluoride)-hexafluoropropylene copolymers (PVDF-HPF), where
the crystalline component forms the crosslink sites. We have developed a facile route
for formation of tough and temperature stable ion gel solid polymer electrolytes from
natural, renewable, environmentally friendly, abundant and inexpensive natural polymer
such as methyl cellulose (MC) combined with an ionic liquid, 1-butyl-1methylpyrrolidinium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (referred to here PYR14TFSI). The
detailed procedure for making ion gels is explained with schematic in figure 1B.The
morphology of the ion gels, shown for the 90/10 composition (Figure 1B), is a volume
spanning, random 3-D network of nanometer diameter MC fibrils. Linear fibers can form
gels through their topological interactions alone, i.e., without cross-links, provided the
fibers are sufficiently long. Although the network looks dense (Figure 1B), it is the result
of its collapse upon removal of the 90% liquid component. The phase separated
morphology of the PYR14TFSI/MC ion gels result in both excellent mechanical
properties as well as high ionic conductivities (Figure 1A). As expected, the storage
moduli increase and ionic conductivities decrease with MC content. Room temperature
moduli > 1GPa are achieved for all compositions with < 60% PYR14TFSI and the
PYR14TFSI/MC = 90/10 and 80/20 have respectable RT moduli of 0.15 GPa and
0.75GPa, respectively.

POLY 89: Polymers from exotic amino acids: Their renewable and
physicochemical properties as bioplastics
Tatsuo Kaneko1,4, kaneko@jaist.ac.jp, Seiji Tateyama1,4, Hojoon Shin1,4, Maiko
Okajima2,4, Naoki Takaya3,4. (1) Jaist Sch Materials SCI, Nomi, Japan (2) Japan
Advanced Institute of Science and Tech, Ishikawa, Japan (3) Univ Tsukuba, Tsukuba,
Japan (4) JST ALCA, Tokyo, Japan
Vigorous researches have been made to develop functional bioplastics from renewable
amino acids as raw materials while their poor processability and low heat-resistance
have been drawbacks for their application. Conventional amino acids are popular
monomers for designing biopolymers although small variety of natural amino acid limits
molecular designs to functional biopolymers. Here we develop the exotic amino acid 4aminocinnamic acid (4ACA) by using renewable glucose and fermentation of
genetically-manipulated Escherichia coli. The microbial 4ACA is photodimerized to the
aromatic diamine alpha-4,4’-diaminotruxillic acid, and then is polymerized to highperformance polymers of polyimides (PIs). Resulting bio-based PI films are ultrahighthermal resistant, and their 10% weight loss temperatures (>425°C) and no glass
transition temperature below 350 °C are the highest among all bio-based plastics
reported thus far. The PI films also show high tensile strength over 100 MPa under
optimized copolymerization condition. These unique properties are derived from a new
structure of a deformable cyclobutane ring connecting two phenylene rings. We are
trying to examine 4ACA derivatives for developing varieties of renewable functional
polymers.

Molecular design of renewable polyimides from exotic amino acids

POLY 90: Lignin-based functional polymers
Hoyong Chung, hoyongc@caltech.edu, Hailing Liu. Chemical and Biomedical
Engineering, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, United States
Lignin is abundant and cheap, and can be an important source of synthetic commodity
materials. However, the current usage of lignin as a raw material is very limited and only
focused on cheap materials. This is mainly because of lignin’s chemical inertness and
poor understanding of chemical characteristics. The presented research demonstrates
new lignin-based value-added multi/special functional polymers. The new lignin-based
polymer has three important parts: lignin, covalent bond linkage, and functional polymer
arms. Lignin and functional polymer arms are prepared separately, and then be
integrated by various click reactions. Under this basic architecture/principle of ligninbased polymers, the first developed material is a lignin-based smart polymer. Multiple
hydrogen bonding inducing functionality containing monomers were synthesized to
prepare azide terminal polymer arms via controlled/living radical polymerization. The
biomass lignin was separately modified to contain alkyne group. The second research is
a discovery and utilization of new functional group on lignin. The existing new functional
group of lignin can form a covalent bond to polymer arms via photoredox catalyzed
reaction without separated chemical modification of lignin. This direct reaction will
reduce the cost and effort of lignin-based polymer production.

POLY 91: Renewable poly(2-oxazoline)s as functional materials
Richard Hoogenboom, richard.hoogenboom@ugent.be. Ghent University, Ghent,
Belgium
The use of renewable feedstock is becoming a more and more important issue in
chemistry due to the increasing oil-prices and the concerns about future oil-supplies. In
polymer chemistry, the use of renewable resources has attracted significant attention in
the last couple of years as well.
In this contribution, we discuss the cationic ring-opening polymerization of 2-oxazoline
monomers derived from with soybean fatty acids as well as undecenoic acid, a pyrolysis
product from castor oil. These bioderived acids can be converted into 2-oxazoline
monomers by reaction with 2-amino-1-ethanol, which can be derived by reduction of
glycine. Importantly, these side chains contain unsaturated sites providing a basis for
functional (bio)materials.
The soy-bean fatty acid based 2-oxazoline monomer (SoyOx) led to defined polymers,
even when polymerized up to high conversion in bulk.1 In addition, both block and
statistical copolymers were prepared using the SoyOx monomer.2 The synthesized
(co)polymers were crosslinked under UV-irradiation resulting in insoluble polymeric
materials and core-crosslinked micelles.
The undecenoic acid based monomer is 2-decenyl-2-oxazoline (DecenOx) and its
polymerization also proceeds well via a living cationic ring-opening polymerization
mechanism.4 DecenOx containing copolymers were prepared and utilized for preparing
labeled nanoparticles that were readily taken up by cells as well for the preparation of
hydrogels as cell scaffolds (see Figure).

Schematic representation of the subsequent RGD-peptide modification and crosslinking of a
DecenOx based copolymer

POLY 92: Environmentally degradable bio-based polyamide from renewable
itaconic acid and their composites with montmorillonite
Mohammad Asif Ali1, asif.alidu@gmail.com, Nupur Tandon1, Seiji Tateyama2, Tatsuo
Kaneko1,3. (1) School of Material Science , Japan Advanced Institute of Science and
Tech, Nomi, Ishikawa, Japan (3) JST, ALCA, Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
The development of high-performance, environmentally-degradable polymers usable as
engineering plastics from renewable resources are significant for the establishment of a
sustainable society. Conventional polyamides such as NylonTM account for a substantial
percentage of engineering plastics. Then we focus on bioplastics NylonTM from widelyproduced biomolecules such as itaconic acid which is derived from fermentation of
glucose in the presence of Aspergillus terreus. An in-bulk polymerization of itaconic
acid, which contains two carboxylic acid groups and vinylene moiety, salts with a series
of diamine by a melt poly-condensation process via two step reaction of Michael
addition/amidation generate bio-derived thermally stable polymers with N-substituted
cyclic amide. Then we prepare itaconate-bioderived polyamide/montmorillonite (MMT)
nanocomposites formed by salt/MMT nanocoupling method. The salt monomers are
mixed with MMT, agitated with a rotation speed of 300 rpm at 165-200 °C for 22 hr, and
then frozen deeply under liquid nitrogen. It is found that the nanocomposites show the
high performance; glass transition temperature, Tg, and 10 % weight loss temperature,
T10, range 70-80 oC and 400-430 oC, respectively. The processed fibers show tensile
strength and Young’s modulus ranging 2.2-5.5 GPa and 65-241 MPa, respectively. In
addition, the elongation at break is largely enhanced by composite formation of NaMMT
to be 7 wt% and then strain energy attained to be 22 J/m3. Further the composites show
corrosive behaviors in soil or under the ultraviolet irradiation.

Scheme 1. Process of solid state melt-polycondensation of itaconic acid with diamines and
nanocomposite preparation

POLY 93: Furan based block copolymers for electronic applications
Jia Du1, bruce_du1989@hotmail.com, Mihaela C. Stefan1, Michael C. Biewer2. (1)
Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, Texas, United States (2) Dept of
Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United States
As an abundant natural product from renewable sources, furan can be easily produced
from vegetable residues. While a lot of organic semiconductors were synthesized from
thiophene or thiophene derivatives, polymers built from furan have received less
attention. Compared to the sulfur atom, the smaller oxygen atom could reduce π-π
stacking distance, which is beneficial for charge transport. Herein, two conjugated
polymers consisting of diketopyrrolopyrrole and (E)-1,2-di(furan-2-yl)ethane were
synthesized. The optical, electrochemical, and solid state properties were characterized
by UV-Vis, cyclic voltammetry (CV), size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD). The mobilities of these two polymers were investigated in bottom
gate-bottom contact and bottom gate-top contact organic field effect transistors at
various annealing temperatures. The morphology of the pristine films was studied by
atomic force microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. The presented data will
explain how the furan unit in the conjugated polymers influences the electronic
properties.

POLY 94: Studies into the isolation and use of cellulose nanocrystal
Stuart J. Rowan, stuart.rowan@case.edu. Dept. Macromolecular Sci and Eng, Case
Western Reserve Uni, Cleveland, Ohio, United States
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are a class of renewable nanofibers that offer the
potential to serve as a platform for the next generation green nanomaterials. CNCs
exhibit a high surface area, high elastic moduli, low coefficient of thermal expansion, low
density and have been shown to have a fiber tensile strength higher than that of Kevlar.
Such a matrix of properties have increased interest in the use of CNCs in potential
industrial and research applications such as coatings, pharmaceuticals, reinforced
plastics, textiles, energy storage, sound insulators, acoustic membranes, recyclable oil
absorbents, paper applications, packaging and air filtration, to name a few. Finding a
source for cellulose nanocrystals that is renewable, cheap, and abundant is critical for
any large scale application, as well as to gain a wide spread use in industry. Currently
there are a number of commercial producers of CNCs at full or pilot scale across the
world and in almost all cases the biosource of the CNCs is wood. We have undertaken
a series of studies to understand how CNCs can be used to reinforce polymer matrices
and investigated their use to access mechanical dynamic composites, adhesives, foams
and latexes. In addition, with a goal of identifying an alternative sustainable and
scalable source for cellulose nanocrystals (CNC), we have successfully isolated CNCs
from an abundant, cheap and non-invasive grass hybrid, Miscanthus x. Giganteus
(MxG). MxG is a perennial grass hybrid that is grown in across the world for use in
electricity/heat generation and as a feedstock for biofuels. Morphological analysis using
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) showed that the MxG-CNC exhibit relatively
high aspect ratios, between 60 and 70 and small angle neutron scattering (SANS) data
showed the crystals were ribbon-like with a width of 8.5 nm and thickness of 2.8 nm.
Our latest results in the area will be discussed.

POLY 95: Pharmacokinetic properties of nanoparticles applied to the skin with
terahertz techniques
AHM Rahman1,2, aer15@psu.edu, Anis Rahman2, Bozena Michniak-Kohn3. (1)
Mechanical Engineering, Pennsylvania State University - Harrisburg, Middletown,
Pennsylvania, United States (2) Applied Research and Photonics, Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, United States (3) Center for Dermal Research, Rutgers University,
Piscataway, New Jersey, United States
One of the drawbacks for nanoparticles to be used for drug delivery is its low
bioavailability, because, human physiology has a natural tendency to reject metallic
foreign particles. The permeation of nanoparticles through the stratum corneum is a
challenge to overcome for transdermal drug delivery. Pharmacokinetics is the
controlling factor for an active ingredient to be available in the blood stream via
transdermal route. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the pharmacokinetics of
nanoparticles to be able to use them as a viable drug delivery vehicle.
Further, the bioavailability of nanoparticles may be improved by PEG or other ligands. In
this project, selected nanoparticles were coated with PEG and also with biological
apatite so that after permeation, the nanoparticles may stay longer in the blood stream.
The coated and uncoated nanoparticles are applied to the stratum corneum in vitro and
the permeation kinetics of nanoparticles is investigated. The terahertz scanning
reflectometry and terahertz time-domain spectrometry are being used to investigate the
relevant parameters such as the permeation kinetics, concentration profile and spectral
signature. The understanding of permeation mechanism should help one to investigate
the liganded properties of the nanoparticles and their bioavailability for drug delivery
applications.

POLY 96: Novel protein nanoparticles with green and red autofluorescence for
cell imaging and in vivo biodegradation imaging and modeling
Xiaoyu Ma1, xiaoyu.ma@uconn.edu, Jun Chen1, Yu Lei2. (1) Biomedical Engineering,
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, United States (2) University of
Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, United States
Proteins are widely used in bioengineering applications due to good biocompatibility and
biodegradability. Herein we report that cross-linked protein forms a suspension of novel
fluorescent nanoparticles with an average size of ~40 nm, exhibiting strong green/red
autofluorescence, without doping any chemical fluorophores. Their photophysical
properties have been investigated via UV-vis and fluorescence emission spectra,
suggesting that three classes of fluorescent compounds have presumably formed
during the polymerization. The size distribution and surface morphology of the protein
nanoparticles were characterized using various advanced techniques. After removal of
excessive cross-linking agent through dialysis, the autofluorescent protein nanoparticles
were first demonstrated for cell bioimaging application. Its good biocompatibility and low
cytotoxicity were further validated by in vitro cytotoxicity assay and in vivo histological
study. The strong red autofluorescence of the protein nanoparticles was further
exploited in the realization of convenient and non-invasive tracking/modeling of its in
vivo degradation based on real-time fluorescence imaging. A mathematical model was
proposed and in good agreement with the experimental results. This study indicates that
the as-prepared functional, biocompatible and biodegradable autofluorescent protein
nanoparticles are suitable for a range of biomedical applications.

Fluorescence images acquired at different time for the mouse injected with autofluorescent
nanoparticle suspension.

POLY 97: Polymer surface modification for use in enhanced electrochemical
biosensors
Jeffrey M. Halpern1, jeffrey.halpern@unh.edu, Garrett Thompson 2, Mariah Arral1,
Elnaz Mohamadi1. (1) Chemical Engineering, University of New Hampshire, Durham,
New Hampshire, United States (2) Molecular, Cellular, and Biological Sciences,
University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire, United States
Electrochemical biosensors are typically limited in the selectivity or sensitivity due to
inadequate surface interactions between the analyte and sensor. Surface modifications
have the ability to recruit biomolecules to the surface for enhanced selectivity and
sensitivity. In addition, many biomolecules are inactive to electrochemical surfaces;
therefore, surface catalysts are added to the surface to activate biomolecule detection.
Surface polymers have the ability to serve in both functions, as (1) a surface recruitment
tool (Figure 1), and (2) a catalyst for electrochemical detection (Figure 2). A common
surface catalyst for amino acids is copper nanoparticles, typically embedded in a
polyaniline film. Other surface chemistries, including different metal nanoparticles and
aniline attachments, could lead to better sensors in terms of selectivity and sensitivity.
Herein, we will present our progress in developing electrochemical sensors towards the
detection of carotenoids and amino acids.

Figure 1: Theoretical image of surface recruitment of beta-carotene to the sensor surface for
enhanced sensitivity.

Figure 2: Surface modificiations to create copper nano-particles for surface catalytic activity
towards amino acids and other biomolecules.

POLY 98: Synthesis and functionalization of self-immolative polymers with
biological activity
Cansu Ergene, Edmund Palermo, palere@rpi.edu. Materials Science Engineering,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, United States
Self-immolative polymers (SIMPs) are macromolecules which respond to specific stimuli
by rapid and complete end-to-end depolymerization. This emerging class of soft
materials holds enormous potential for use in advanced technologies, ranging from
smart molecular delivery vehicles to biosensors. Our research has focused on the
development of SIMP derivatives containing pendant functional groups which endow the
polymers with designed biological actvity profiles. In this report, we utilize thiol-ene
"click" reactions to incorperate a variety of cationic moeities into the side chains of the
SIMP scaffold. These polymers exert potent, broad-spectrum antibacterial activity in
aqueous media and degrade into biologically inactive small molecules on demand,
when specific external stimuli are introduced.

POLY 99: Towards controlled degradation of medical materials
Scott T. Phillips, sphillips@psu.edu. Pennsylvania State University, University Park,
Pennsylvania, United States
This presentation will describe our efforts to create polymeric medical materials that can
be triggered to depolymerize continuously, completely, and cleanly from head to tail to
provide, ideally, inert small molecules. Our goal is to achieve controlled and tunable
rates of depolymerization to enable on-command, physician-controlled removal of
medical materials without generation of long-lived oligomers and other byproducts of
degradation. Progress towards this goal includes new polymers and proof-of-concept
depolymerizable medical materials.

POLY 100: Molecular organization, mechanical properties, and ion transport in
hierarchically structured repeat-protein materials
Tijana Zarkovic Grove, tijana.grove@vt.edu. Department of Chemistry, Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, Virginia, United States
Materials that can interface biological signaling with conventional technologies are
crucial for the realization of new therapeutic and sensing platforms based on direct
readout and responses to biological signals. However, one great challenge is lack of
biocompatible ion and proton conducting materials that exhibit anisotropic properties at
biologically relevant length-scales, nano to micro, and relevant time scales, miliseconds
to seconds. In this talk I will present our work on the repeat-protein biomaterials that
self-assemble through the combination of head-to-tail stacking and weak dipole-dipole
interactions. I will further highlight the effect that this hierarchical structure has on the
material’s mechanical and proton and ion conduction properties.

POLY 101: Smart materials based nanocomposite: Cellulose nanocrystals as a
versatile filler
Johan Foster, johanf@vt.edu. Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, United States
The incorporation of high-stiffness, high-surface-area nanofibers or nanocrystals, with
switchable interactions into polymers has rapidly emerged as a versatile design strategy
to create nanocomposites with mechanically adaptive properties. These
nanocomposites show dynamic mechanical behaviour, which is achieved through
regulation of the molecular interactions, and therewith the stress transfer, between
adjacent nanocrystals. In particular cellulose nanocrystals have allowed access to a
wide range of chemically responsive materials, including dispersions, gels and solid
polymer nanocomposites. We will present our experimental research focused on the
design, synthesis and possible applications of both responsive and non-responsive
cellulose nanocrystal nanocomposites. Active moieties have been covalently attached
to cellulose nanocrystals and we show that both irreversible and reversible changes can
be induced as a result of altering the interactions between the nanocrystals and
therewith the mechanical properties of materials comprising these fillers.

TEM Image of Cellulose Nanocrystals on a Carbon Grid

POLY 102: Lignin as a building block in advanced materials
Adam Imel, Nathan Henry, Dilru Ratnaweera, Mark D. Dadmun, dad@utk.edu. Univ of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, United States
Lignin is a three-dimensional network of cross-linked phenyl-propanoid subunits and is
one of the most naturally abundant organic polymers, second only to cellulose.
Unfortunately, lignin has a limited market even though large quantities of lignin are
annually produced as a byproduct of biofuels and papermaking processes. There has
been recent interest in developing value added applications for lignin, including as fillers
for polymers or as a precursor for carbon fibers, owing to their low cost and extensive
availability. Our group has recently examined the assembly and reactivity of lignin for
their use in advanced materials, with the goal of providing insight that can catalyze the
use of lignins in a broad range of advanced materials. In this talk, we will present an
overview of these efforts. We will discuss optimizing non-covalent interactions between
lignin and synthetic polymers to develop effective compatibilizers, which can provide
guidelines to formulate optimal, compatibilized lignin-synthetic polymer blends. We have
also examined the relationship between lignin source and its association in solution to
provide insight into their assembly in carbon fiber pre-cursors. Finally, we have also
begun to understand the relationship between lignin source and its incorporation in
polyurethane formulations. Each of these studies provides fundamental insight into the
relationship between the molecular level and nanoscale structure of lignin to its
suitability for each application.

POLY 103: Green methods to functionalize cellulose derivatives to create robust
hydrogels
William Gramlich, william.gramlich@umit.maine.edu. Department of Chemistry,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine, United States
Cellulose derivatives have long been used as hydrogel biomaterials due to their
biocompatibility and wide availability, but these materials have traditionally had low
modulus as the hydrogels are formed through physical entanglement. Moreover,
physical entanglement does not allow for modulus control. These limitations of
physically crosslinked cellulose biomaterials have stymied their use in areas such as
regenerative medicine and stem cell differentiation. Chemically crosslinked cellulose
hydrogels alleviate these limitations, but require pendent reactive groups off cellulose,
which typically necessitates using organic solvents to functionalize these molecules.
New functionalization chemistry is needed to reduce solvent use. In this work,
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) were functionalized with
methacrylate and norbornene groups through a base catalyzed reaction in water using
anhydrides bearing these functional groups. Analysis of these functionalized materials
confirmed that the degree of functionalization could be controlled with up to 40%
functionalization of CMC repeat units with norbornene groups. Hydrogels of CMC and
CNF were synthesized through radical initiated thiol-ene click chemistry with a variety of
dithiol crosslinkers. These materials proved to be cytocompatible and able to yield
hydrogels with moduli ranging from 1 to 100 kPa from one hydrogel precursor. These
results demonstrate that through this chemistry an array of hydrogel precursors can be
synthesized without organic solvents and hydrogels can be created with and without
nanofibers and with tunable physical properties.

Synthesis scheme for functionalized celluloses and the subsequent thiol-ene reaction to yield
cellulose derived hydrogels

POLY 104: Synthesis and application of hyperstar polymers as unimolecular
containers for bioapplication
Haifeng Gao, gaohaifeng1@gmail.com. Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry,
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana, United States
This talk presents our recent progress on synthesis of hyperbranched polymers and
core-shell hyperstar polymers with high molecular weight, segmented nanostructures
and low polydispersity. These polymers under preliminary investigation demonstrated
promising properties as unimolecular containers for encapsulation and release of not
only siRNA molecules, but also different enzyme inhibitors targeting triple negative
breast cancer cells.

POLY 105: Formulating polymer products to beautify your world
Danniebelle N. Haase, dnhaase@gmail.com. Dow Chemical Company, Collegeville,
Pennsylvania, United States
To be determined.

POLY 106: Basics of emulsion science
Anil Shah, ashah@rd.loreal.com. Research & Innovation, L’OREAL USA, Clark, New
Jersey, United States
An emulsion is a mixture of immiscible liquids in which one is dispersed in the other.
This technology has been applied to many applications including cosmetics, foods, drug
delivery systems (DDS), fine chemicals, and chemical separations. Emulsion
technology is the most common way to formulate cosmetics such as skin creams,
foundations, and cleansing foams. The emulsions used in skincare are either direct (oil
in water) for good aesthetics or indirect (water in oil) providing good efficacy.
This talk will give brief review of the chemistry and role of surfactants, the importance of
the HLB values for emulsion stability, and the components of the emulsion. It will also
provide a video demonstration of how to make an emulsion.

POLY 107: Lotions, potions, and scrubs: Polymer science in cosmetics
Sherri C. Rukes, scrukes@comcast.net. Libertyville High School, Libertyville, Illinois,
United States
In today’s society, there are many items that consumers use every day. Students do not
realize that the items they use are made because of science and in terms of cosmetics
chemistry. This presentation will look at the various chemicals and chemistry behind
some of their most common cosmetic products. Teachers will see the reactions,
mixtures, etc that are made when certain cosmetics are made. Activities and
demonstrations will be discussed on how to incorporate this topic into their classroom.
Students do not usually realize what all goes on in the making of a product. By giving
students ideas of how chemistry relates to their everyday life, they will get an
appreciation for the science, especially the chemistry, behind the products that they
use.

POLY 108: Elium®: An easy route to continuous fiber reinforced thermoplastic
composites
Dana L. Swan, danakobeda@yahoo.com. Arkema Inc., Eagleville, Pennsylvania,
United States
A new range of liquid thermoplastic resins (LTP), marketed under the trade name
Elium®, have been introduced for the production of thermoplastic composites reinforced
by continuous glass, carbon or natural fibers. The LTP, when combined with peroxide
initiators, have the advantage of being processable using traditional thermoset resin
techniques (RTM, infusion, Flex-molding) and can be processed at both room and
elevated temperatures. The final products have mechanical performances comparable
to epoxy parts, however, they have the distinct of advantages of being thermformable,
weldable and recyclable. Applications include automotive/transportation industries as
well as wind power, athletic equipment and the building sector.

Carbon Fiber boat hull made with Elium® resin

Thermoformability can result in equipment tailor made to user.

POLY 109: Polymers and elastomers in sports
Sherri C. Rukes, scrukes@comcast.net. Libertyville High School, Libertyville, Illinois,
United States
Every wonder how to get more students interested in chemistry. Think about talking
about or relating topics to things kids enjoy like sports. There are many different
polymers used in a variety of sports. From the tires the NASCAR drivers use to all of the
protective equipment athletes wear to even the balls they use are all polymers. This
session will look at many different facets of the use of polymers in sports. The
presentation will include a primer in the chemistry, properties and a discussion of what
non- Newtonian fluids, polymers, elastomers, and composites will be shared with many
different ways on incorporating it into a chemistry classroom. Examples of useful
products and future trends will be given. Simple demonstrations and hands-on activities
will be performed that teachers can easily duplicate in their classrooms. These activities
will look at the different properties of rubber as well as how to make some of your
favorite polymer activities into a composite activity.

POLY 110: Photopolymerization and the generation of micro/nano structured
surfaces at 3M
Olester Benson, obenson@mmm.com. Corporate Research Process Laboratory, 3M,
St. Paul, Minnesota, United States
Photopolymerization continues to be a key technology platform at 3M which has created
profound commercial value and added significant advancements in material, adhesion,
and interfacial science, optics, tribology, and reactive engineering. These scientific
advancements have enabled 3M to produce a wide variety of products into a range of
markets. The specific focus of this presentation is how 3M has continued to explore and
expand photopolymerization in conjunction with its 46 Core Technology Platforms to
generate and commercialize products with engineered micro / nano structured surfaces.
Decades before the term Nano Imprint Lithography (NIL) came into vogue, 3M had
begun developing the foundational elements of predictive engineering, tool design,
materials, and micro/nano replication processes enabling the development,
manufacture and introduction of unique products into the market place. For example
combining photopolymerization and micro/nano replication processes, 3M has produced
optical recording media, solar concentrators, LCD brightness enhancement,
semiconductor processing materials, traffic and personal safety materials, metal
finishing abrasives, proton exchange membranes, and many others.

Nanostructures with 600 nm pitch (peak to peak)

POLY 111: Dense (meth)acrylate networks from photocured formulations with
little or no monomer
Guangzhe Gao2, Kristin Simboski1, Steven Lewis4, Brandon Powell1, Tammy Zhong3,
Jeffrey W. Stansbury1,2, jeffrey.stansbury@ucdenver.edu. (1) Craniofacial Biology,
University of Colorado, Aurora, Colorado, United States (2) Chemical and Biological
Engineering, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, United States (3) University of
Denver, Denver, Colorado, United States
Reactive nanogel particles formed from many short, yet highly interconnected
(meth)acrylate primary chains have been developed as additives that can be swollen by
and dispersed in monomer to modify the structure and properties of resin and
composite materials. Overall properties such as polymerization shrinkage and stress as
well as mechanical strength, refractive index, hydrophilic character and many others
can be adjusted through these nanogel additives. Narrow glass transition temperature
(Tg) of the 10-20 nm nanoparticles can be controlled over a wide range based on the
nanogel composition. The nanogel size and structure also have a dramatic effect on the
viscosity of monomeric materials that incorporate these dispersible additives at
moderate to high loading levels. Nanogels with low Tg’s as well as low bulk shear
viscosities can be designed allowing these reactive nanogels to be considered as
macromers with molecular weights of 104-105 g/mol that do not require solvent or
monomer dispersant for ambient handling. Highly efficient photopolymerization of these
fluid bulk nanogels can yield strong, glassy macroscopic polymer networks with high
crosslink densities. The interesting rheologic behavior of the monomer dispersed and
bulk nanogel materials extends to glassy coatings prepared from solvent-evaporated
high Tg nanogel coatings where the solid, tack-free nanogel layer still undergoes high
conversion polymerization to covalently connect the interdigitated nanogel structures
into dense, conformal network constructs.

Open or confluent networks prepared from reactive nanogels.

POLY 112: UV Curing - It's all about the process
Robin E. Wright, rewright3@mmm.com. Corporate Research Process Laboratory, 3M,
St. Paul, Minnesota, United States
UV curing has played a significant role in 3M's 100+ year history. For more than 50
years, 3M has been a leader in the area of UV chemistry and process development.
This talk will focus on process changes and the impact they have had as UV technology
has evolved over the years.

Absorption in a Coating as a Function of Depth

POLY 113: Cationic photopolymerization of systems pigmented with carbon black
nanoparticles
Alec Scranton, alec-scranton@uiowa.edu, Cindy Hoppe, Beth Ficek, Ho Seop Eom.
Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, United States
The mobility of the long-lived active centers responsible for cationic photopolymerization
is investigated for the cure of coatings pigmented with monodisperse carbon black
nanoparticles with a mean hydrodynamic radius of 29.2 nm. Due to the sharp light
intensity gradients established in the pigmented systems, the photoinitiator diffusion
during the illumination period was found to have a marked effect on the resulting active
center concentration profiles. Analysis of the active center reactive diffusion during the
post-illumination period revealed that migration of the active centers leads to cure
beyond the illuminated depth. A kinetic analysis performed by coupling the active center
concentration profiles with the propagation rate equation yielded cure times for coatings
of varying thickness and pigment loading, showing good agreement with experimental
results. These results indicate that the long lifetimes and reactive diffusion of cationic
active centers may be used for effective curing of carbon black pigmented coatings.

POLY 114: Advances in 3D manusfacturing
Joseph M. Desimone1,2, desimone@unc.edu. (1) Departs. of Chemistry &
Pharmacology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
United States (2) Departs of Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering, North Carolina
State University, Raleigh, North Carolina, United States
3D printing has struggled to deliver on its promise to transform manufacturing. Prints
take forever, parts are mechanically weak, and material choices are far too limited. In
this talk I will update a breakthrough technology called Continuous Liquid Interface
Production (CLIP) that grows parts instead of printing them layer by layer. CLIP allows
businesses to produce commercial quality parts at game-changing speeds, creating a
clear path to 3D manufacturing.

POLY 115: High-throughput multi-photon lithography
Robert J. Devoe, rjdevoe@mmm.com. Corporate Research Lab, 3M Co., Maplewood,
Minnesota, United States
Multiphoton lithography (MPL) has been the topic of intense interest for fabricating
complex 3D microstructures since first described by Strickler & Webb (1991). The most
significant limitation to commercial viability of MPL has been throughput: How to
manufacture commercially significant quantities of articles with surface features defined
by MPL. 3M has developed and demonstrated such a process. The method relies on
high-photosensitivity photopolymers and proprietary high-speed scanning processes to
fabricate masters for tooling that can be used for high-volume manufacturing. This
presentation will focus on the photochemistry and photopolymers used in 3M’s process.

Strategy for high-photosensitivity, two-photon photoresist development.

POLY 116: Photoresponsive smart materials
Christopher Bowman, christopher.bowman@colorado.edu. UCB 596, Univ of
Colorado, Chemical Biological Eng, Boulder, Colorado, United States
The ability to control material responsiveness with light affords significant advantages
including the ability to control the response in both time and space and to adjust the rate
of the smart response simply by changing the light intensity. Here, we describe
processes for combining dynaimc covalent chemistry and polymer networks formed via
click chemistry to yield covalent adaptable networks that exhibit responsiveness to light.
These responses take the form of various material characteristic changes including
shape, optical behavior / refractive index, surface topograhy and energy, and stress
relaxation. The ability to manipulate the material response through intensity,
wavelength, and type of active center or catalyst formed will be discussed in the context
of the selection of various types of networks (e.g., liquid crystalline or amorphous), the
type of dynamic covalent chemistry used (e.g., addition-fragmentation vs.
transesterifcation), and the type of reaction used to form the network (e.g., azide-alkyne,
thiol-Michael, or acrylate).

POLY 117: Responsive hydrogel matrices through photochemistry
Kristi S. Anseth, kristi.anseth@colorado.edu, Ian Marozas, Tobin Brown, Joseph Grim.
Univ of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado, United States
In the body, cells reside in a complex three dimensional environment known as the
extracellular matrix (ECM). The ECM not only provides structural integrity for many
tissues, it can also regulate cellular interactions, binding, migration and cytokine
presentation, and changes in the ECM are intimately linked to many diseases. Synthetic
hydrogels capable of mimicking these aspects of the ECM have emerged as a platform
to replace the ECM for cell scaffolding applications. In recent years, hydrogels with ever
increasing complexity have been used to provide exquisite control over various
properties of synthetic scaffolds.
Addition fragmentation chain transfer (AFCT) agents based on the allyl sulfide moiety
are capable of reversible, radical-mediated thiol-ene additions that regenerate both of
the reactive species. When incorporated into a polymer network, either as a crosslinker
or as a pendant group, they provide a reactive handle to incorporate and remove userdefined biochemical and biophysical signals with spatiotemporal control. This talk will
focus on our recent efforts to leverage this photo-reversible “click” reaction to modify
cell-laden hydrogels. In one approach, we use a pendant asymmetric AFCT agent to
photopattern thiol-containing full-length proteins. Due to the regeneration of the reactive
“ene”, this protein can later be exchanged for another thiolated molecule. In another
approach, we utilize the AFCT agent as a crosslinker to generate hydrogels with
extremely rapid photodegradation properties compared to "one photon - one event"
processes. This system can then be used to generate topographical features and to
capture live cells. Taken together, the photo-reversible nature of this system opens the
door for a myriad of cell culture applications and represents a new generation of
hydrogel scaffolds with dynamically tunable properties.

POLY 118: Visible solutions: Triggering smarter, faster, more versatile polymer
systems
Joe Oxman, jdoxman1@mmm.com. Oral Care, 3M , Minneapolis, Minnesota, United
States
The desire to design and develop smart polymer-based systems that can provide one or
more controlled, on-demand properties has been a common theme throughout my
collaborative career journey. This presentation will highlight several interesting
advanced polymeric materials that utilize one or more practical triggers (such as full
spectrum visible light, near ambient temperatures, redox systems) and/or combinations
of novel monomers/polymers. These systems provide a combination of reversible and
irreversible hybrid polymer networks and/or also address some the most common
issues associated with free radical polymerizations such as oxygen inhibition, shrinkage
stress and thick section curing. Examples of past present and future applications and
opportunities will be presented.

POLY 119: New synthetic strategies for nonionic water-soluble poly(amino acid)s
Jun Ling, lingjun@zju.edu.cn, Xinfeng Tao, Zhening Yang. Department of Polymer
Science and Engineering, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China
α-Amino acid N-thiocarboxyanhydrides (NTAs) can be used as alternative monomers to
synthesize poly(amino acid)s. They are easily prepared, stable for long-term storage,
and suitable for large-scale production. Polysarcosine (PSar) can be polymerized from
sarcosine-NTA (Sar-NTA) by rare earth catalysts or amines with quantitative monomer
conversions. Triblock copolymers of poly-ε-caprolactone (PCL) and PSar were obtained
via polymerization of Sar-NTA by using PCL-ONH2 initiators. Due to the position of
hydrophilicity of PSar blocks, PSar-b-PCL-b-PSar exhibited unique self-assembly
behaviors in aqueous solution differing from PCL-b-PSar-b-PCL polymers. Nethylglycine NTA (NEG-NTA) has higher activity than Sar-NTA and it can be initiated by
benzylamine to produce water-soluble PNEG with the yield over 90% in 24 h. The Mn of
PNEG reaches 24 kDa, i.e. DP=280, with narrow molecular weight distribution less than
1.15.
Poly-L-serine is soluble in water only when its degree of polymerization is no more than
7. Longer chains become insoluble due to b-sheet folding. The polymerization of
urethane derivative of O-tert-butyl-D,L-serine experiences an NCA intermediate initiated
by functional amines. After deprotection of tert-butyl group, poly-D,L-serine (PSer) with
as low as 20% D-isomers is able to dissolve in water and the solubility can be as high
as 600 g/L.

Fig.1. Polymerization of Sar- and NEG-NTA

Fig. 2. Synthesis of poly-D,L-serine

POLY 120: Polypept(o)ides: From well-defined polymers to functional
nanoparticles and materials
Matthias Barz, barz@uni-mainz.de. Institute of Organic Chemistry, Johannes
Gutenberg-University Mainz, Mainz, Germany
Polypept(o)ide, as introduced by my group, are polymers containing peptides and
peptoids in a block-wise or random fashion. The nucleophilic ring opening
polymerization of their corresponding N-carboxy anhydrides enables the synthesis of
(multi)block copolymers or copolymers by sequential or copolymerization.
Thus, material properties can be adjusted during the polymerization process itself. We
report on the synthesis and characterization of these different polymers and provide an
first insight into the material properties and applications of such materials.

POLY 121: Synthesis of non-linear polyoxazolines and poly(ethylene imine)s
using click chemistry
Scott M. Grayson1, sgrayson@tulane.edu, Mallory Cortez1, Karolina A. Kosakowska2,
Molly Payne1. (1) Tulane Univ, New Orleans, Louisiana, United States (2)
Bioinnovation, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, United States
Polyoxazoline (POx) polymers exhibit tremendous potential both because of their
inherent properties (tunable solubility, thermally responsive properties, biocompatibility,
etc.) in addition to their being intermediates for poly(ethylene imine)s. In this context, the
ability to control functionality and architecture within this class of polymers is critical to
expanding future applications of these materials. Click chemistry, both the copper
catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) and thiolene conjugation chemistries,
represent ideal conjugation chemistries for making more complex architectures. Cyclic
polymers represent a characteristic example of how end group modifications can be
utilizedto make more complex architectures. By initiating polymerization off of an alkyne
bearing substrate, and terminating with an azide, linear precursors can be made with
complementary functional groups on opposite chain ends. When carried out under high
dilution, the click reaction can afford high yields of cyclic Pox. Because of the hardy
triazole linkage generated during the coupling, this cyclic polymer chain can also
undergo an acid-catalyzed deacylation to yield a cyclic poly(ethylene imine) (PEI).
These cyclic PEIs have been studied as gene transfection agents, and the cyclic
architecture has shown enhanced gene transfection relative to exact linear analogs.
Studies on other POx and PEI architectures are ongoing.

POLY 122: Understanding the partial hydrolysis of poly(2-oxazoline)s: Is it
random or block like?
Maarten A. Mees2, maarten.mees@ugent.be, Dieter Buyst2, Jose C. Martins3, Richard
Hoogenboom1. (1) Ghent University, Terneuzen, Netherlands (2) Ugent, Ghent,
Belgium (3) Universiteit Gent, Krijgslaan 281 S4, Belgium
Poly(2-oxazoline)s (PAOx) are known as the best and most widely used precursors for
the synthesis of defined linear poly(ethylene imine) L-PEI.(Jäger, Schubert,
Ochrimenko, Fischer, & Schubert, 2012) The synthesis of L-PEI from PAOx can be
performed via either acidic or basic hydrolysis yielding a PAOx-L-PEI copolymer. When
the hydrolysis is continued to full conversion L-PEI is obtained, which works best under
acidic conditions as the protonated L-PEI remains in solution up to high conversion.
Such L-PEI are well known as non-viral gene transfection vectors.
Previous work in our group (de la Rosa, Bauwens, Monnery, De Geest, & Hoogenboom,
2014; Van Kuringen et al., 2012) demonstrated that the (partial) hydrolysis of PAOx into
L-PEI can be accurately controlled by reaction time, temperature or acid concentration
providing a powerful tool for making defined well defined PAOx-L-PEI copolymers.
These copolymers can not only be used for gene transfection, but also as reactive
platform for further modification. The reaction platform can be used to couple different
nucleophiles onto the copolymer.(Jäger et al., 2012)
Although the partial hydrolysis of PAOx is frequently used for making PAOx-L-PEI
copolymers, it is still unclear whether hydrolysis takes place in a random fashion or
more in a block like fashion resulting from neighbouring group effects once L-PEI units
are formed. Answering this question will be important for the applications of partial
hydrolyzed PAOx copolymers. As the distribution of L-PEI units amongst the chain can
influence the nucleophilicity and pKa of the PEI units as well as a potential buffering
effect resulting from PEI units in close proximity. Therefore, this contribution focusses
on getting more insight into determining the distribution of L-PEI units along PAOx-LPEI copolymer chains, which will be determined by means of NMR spectroscopy and
pH titration studies.

POLY 123: Living anionic polymerization of aziridines
Paul Rupar, paul.rupar@gmail.com. Chemistry, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, United States
Linear polyethylene imine (PEI) is a highly valuable polymer that is typically synthesized
through the hydrolysis of poly(2-oxazoline)s (POXs). The POX route to linear PEI can
have a number of complications, including broad molecular weight distributions at high
degrees of polymerizations and difficulties in the post polymerization hydrolysis. As an
alternative route to PEI-like polymers, Toste, Bergman, and Wurm have demonstrated
that N-sulfonyl-2-alkyl aziridines undergo living, anionic ring-opening polymerization
(ROP) to form polyethylenesulfonamides, which can subsequently be transformed into
alkyl substituted linear PEIs. This approach appears to fail with N-sulfonyl-aziridines as
the corresponding polyethylenesulfonamide is insoluble in all common solvents. We
demonstrate that through the judicial choice of electron withdrawing groups, the living,
anionic ROP of N-functionlized aziridines and subsequent conversion of linear PEI is
possible. The synthesis of block copolymers as well as more complex polymer
architectures will be presented.

POLY 124: N-acetylguanidine functionalized poly-2-oxazolines as a reactive
handle for post-polymerization modification
Joachim Van Guyse2, joachim.vanguyse@ugent.be, Bart Verbraeken1,2, Richard
Hoogenboom2. (1) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium (2) Department of Organic and
Macromolecular Chemistry, Ghent University, Ghent, Oost-Vlaanderen, Belgium
Poly-2-alkyl/aryl-2-oxazolines (PAOx) are an interesting class of biocompatible
polymers thanks to their narrow molecular weight distribution, widely tuneable
properties and a vast array of post-polymerization modification possibilities. This
versatility allows for the design of specific polymers for specialized needs, espacially in
the biomedical field such as polymer therapeutics and diagnostics. In the design of
functional PAOx, methyl ester functionalized 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines polymers play an
important role as they are compatible with the cationic ring opening polymerization and
allow the introduction of additional functional groups after the polymerization via PFPactivation of the hydrolyzed methyl ester or the reported direct amidation of
functionalized 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines. While these procedures are well established, they
often require long reaction times, multiple steps or relatively large excess of reagents.
Therefore we have developed a green alternative which allows modification with a
moderate excess of reagents and with relatively short reaction times, allowing the
synthesis of more complex structures.
Within this study we have explored the N-acetylguanidine derivative of the methyl ester
as a reactive handle for post-polymerization modification of methyl ester functionalized
2-alkyl-2-oxazolines. Here we found that the N-acetylguanidine derivative can easily be
converted into an amide or an imidazole by reaction with an amine or a α-haloketone.

Post-polymerization modification of methyl ester functionalized 2-alkyl-2-oxazolines polymers
via acetylguanidine formation

POLY 125: Poly(2-Methyl-2-Oxazoline) based copolymers for gene delivery
applications
Bazooly Razolonjatovo5, Cécile Huin5, Hervé Cheradame5, Bruno Pitard1, Patrick
Midoux2, Véronique Bennevault4,3, Philippe Guegan3, philippe.guegan@upmc.fr. (1)
INSERM UMR1087, CNRS UMR 6291 ; Université de Nantes, l'institut du thorax,
Nantes, France (2) Centre de Biophysique Moléculaire, CNRS UPR 4301, INSERM and
Université d’Orléans, Orléans, France (3) Sorbonne Universités, UPMC Univ Paris 06,
Institut Parisien de Chimie Moléculaire (UMR-CNRS 8232), team Chimie des
polymères, Paris, France (4) University of Evry, Evry, France (5) Laboratoire Analyses
et Modélisation pour la Biologie et l'Environnement (UMR 8587) CNRS-UEVE-CEA,
University of Evry, Evry, France
Gene delivery consists in the introduction of a polynucleotide ( i.e. pDNA) inside a cell in
order to modify or restore the cellular functions. A vector is required to allow an efficient
transfection. Viral vectors are providing good transfection efficiency, but various
drawbacks are still identified leading then to development of synthetic vectors such as
cationic polymers and cationic lipids. However, it has been shown that cationic vectors
are poorly efficient for pDNA delivery in skeletal muscles making then unusable to treat
Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy. Conversely, amphiphilic non-ionic block copolymers
provided an interesting alternative to promote significant gene transfer to skeletal and
cardiac muscles. Pioneered work using the pluronic (PEO-b-PPO-b-PEO) family
conducted to improved transfection efficiency compared to naked pDNA for
intramuscular injection. The use of PEO in biological applications was recently
discussed and its replacement by poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (PmeOx) derivatives
suggested. We then synthesize block copolymers with a pTHF middle block surrounded
by pMeOx, having either linear or tetraarm structure. The synthesis of the triblock
copolymers was conducted through a sequential addition of monomers to a difunctional
initiator with conventional heating to allow for the synthesis of low Mn compound. The
Mn of the pTHF block is set to fit with the thickness of a lipid bilayer and that of the
pMeOx block varies from 6 to 50 units. Each step of the synthesis process was carefully
analysed: dysfunctional growing species during THF polymerization, fast quenching of
the oxonium end chain by oxazoline, and total initiation of the terminal blocks. NMR and
SEC were conducted to evidence the structure of the products. The study of selfassembly of these block copolymers was conducted to determine the CMC and the
various parameters characterizing these structures. Interactions between the
copolymers with lipid bilayers were demonstrated and a correlation between the
structure of the triblock copolymers and their intramuscular gene delivery performances
could be evidenced.

Chemical formula of the amphiphilic triblock copolymers.

POLY 126: Digital alchemy for the design of complex colloidal assemblies
Sharon C. Glotzer1, sglotzer@umich.edu, Greg Van Anders2. (1) University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States (2) Chemical Engineering, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States

Since the early alchemists, scientists have strived for ways to make desired materials
by modifying the attributes of basic building blocks. Building blocks that show promise
for assembling new complex materials can be synthesized at the nanoscale with
attributes that would astonish the ancient alchemists in their versatility. However, the
genomes of target structures are typically unknown, with a nearly infinite number of
available building blocks that could potentially assemble the structure. Here we show
how to exploit the malleability of the valence of colloidal nanoparticle "elements" to link
building block attributes to bulk behavior through a statistical thermodynamic framework
we term "digital alchemy". We use this framework to optimize building blocks for a given
target structure, and to determine which building block attributes are most important to
control for self assembly, through a set of novel thermodynamic response functions,
moduli and susceptibilities. We thereby establish direct links between the attributes of
colloidal building blocks and the bulk structures they form. Moreover, our results give
concrete solutions to the more general conceptual challenge of optimizing emergent
behaviors in nature, and can be applied to other types of matter.

POLY 127: Elucidating the nanomaterial genome with scanning probe block copolymer lithography
Chad A. Mirkin, chadnano@northwestern.edu. Chemistry, Northwestern University,
Wilmette, Illinois, United States
The development of cantilever-free scanning probe techniques has allowed
inexpensive, reproducible, and high-throughput patterning of both hard and soft
nanomaterials over large areas. When block copolymers loaded with metal salts are the
inks, one can create nanoreactors with a countable number of atomic precursors that,
upon thermal treatment, form well-defined nanoparticles. By varying the size of the
nanoreactors, nanoparticles with diameters ranging from 1 to 50 nm can be uniformly
synthesized. Furthermore, by using 1 million pyramidal pens in a single array, one can
probe a wide variety of nanoparticles that systematically vary in size and composition.
Nanoparticle libraries made in this manner can be metals, metal oxides, multimetallic
alloys, and janus structures. This novel approach lays the foundation for creating new
libraries of materials, where scale, in addition to composition becomes an important
library parameter.

POLY 128: From light empowered to self oscillating hydrogel objects - on the rate
and directionality control of microscopic morphing
Martin Moller1,2, moeller@dwi.rwth-aachen.de. (1) DWI Leibniz Institute for interactive
Materials, Aachen, Germany (2) ITMC, RWTH Aaachen University, Aachen, Germany
Natural as well as synthetic hydrogels are well studied examples for which a change in
temperature or chemical potential can be transformed into a body shape deformation or
morphing action. Certain requirements have to be fulfilled in order to exploit this for an
active motor. One is a local energy input. Temperature effected motion requires a heat
source within the hydrogel. Fast cooling can be achieved for small objects after the
heating is ceased. The change in the state must be controlled in time and volume
rigorously to allow a directed motion. Fast heat transfer accompanied by slower
transport of water can cause a huge imbalance between the osmotic and elastic forces
depending on the size and geometry of the object. This provides a means to control the
motion. At the example of thermo-plasmonically heated microgels we will demonstrate
that the design of such objects can enable rates higher than 2000 µm/s. In addition to
the rate control also a path control can be achieved by modulation of the energy input,
i.e. irradiation. This is essential to enable locomotion for small of small gel objects in
water, i.e. at low Reynolds numbers. In order to cause a directed net movement, the
morphing actuation must not follow a reciprocating forward and backward path. As a
third point this refers to the requirement of a time gating in order to control that the first
stroke (shrinkage upon heating) is followed in due time by a second stroke (expansion
during cooling). In the case of a system that gains its energy by light absorption, this
can be affected by modulation of the light intensity. A system that can move
autonomously must, however, create its own pulse. To generate pulsation under
continuous irradiation the hydrogel-object must dispose of a feed-back mechanism that
switches off the heating when a certain volume change is achieved and switches on the
heating again after a certain expansion. This can be considered a clock function based
on a natural frequency characteristic for the conditions under which the system is
operated. We develop this concept by introducing self-oscillating absorption efficiency,
so that a stepwise body deformation becomes feasible under continuous irradiation.
The presentation comprises (1) the advanced design of hydrogel based actuators driven
by modulated light, (2) rigorous control of the path of the forward and the backward, and
(3) the realization of a self-sustaining pulsation under continuous near IR irradiation.

POLY 129: Materials genome approach For developing new electrochemical
energy storage materials
Jeffrey S. Moore, jsmoore@uiuc.edu. MC 251, Beckman Institute, Urbana, Illinois,
United States
Organic redox materials with their wide electrochemical potentials in non-aqueous
media have considerable advantages for energy dense materials. This talk will
showcase an approach taken by the Joint Center for Energy Storage Research
(JCESR) to combine computational and experimental approaches to develop novel
organic based materials for non-aqueous redox flow batteries. The work blends a
computational algorithm, techno-economic modeling and experimental materials
synthesis and characterization. This talk will emphasize the materials synthesis and
characterization efforts.

POLY 130: Relating structure to function in block copolymer-based materials
Robert B. Grubbs, robert.grubbs@stonybrook.edu. State University of New York,
Stony Brook, New York, United States
Designing new polymer-based soft materials requires an understanding of structureproperty relationships over a wide range of length scales. Developing paths to high
throughput methods for synthesis and screening of polymer-based materials will
facilitate the development of a broader understanding of how properties relate to
molecular structure, polymer structure, and self-assembled structures. We have
investigated several classes of block and star-block copolymers with stimulusresponsive components and metal-binding sites. These polymers form assemblies with
properties that are dependent upon specific conditions. For example, we have designed
a range of synthetic systems that are designed to assemble in water into smaller
micellar aggregates at low temperatures and larger vesicles at higher temperatures. A
number of factors, including block size and extent of interblock interactions, appear to
be important in controlling transformation rate. The design of these and other systems,
including metal-functionalized polymers and conjugated polymers for photovoltaic
applications, and our efforts to better understand the behavior of the resulting materials
will be discussed, as will potential routes to more rapidly investigating structure-property
relationships in these materials.

POLY 131: Block copolymer vesicles for controlled encapsulation and release
Wolfgang Meier, wolfgang.meier@unibas.ch. Univ Basel Dept C Hemie, Basel,
Switzerland
Similar to conventional lipids, suitable amphiphilic block copolymers self-assemble in
aqueous media to membrane-like superstructures. The physical properties of these
membranes can be controlled to a large degree via the chemical constitution, the
molecular weight and the hydrophilic-to-hydrophobic block length ratio of these
polymers. Compared to conventional low molar mass building blocks (e.g. lipids),
membranes based on amphiphilic copolymers self-assembly, have both the advantage
of superior stability and toughness, and offer various possibilities of tailoring physical,
chemical and biological properties by multifunctionality, which can be implemented in
one single macromolecule. Well-defined functions such as molecular recognition,
cooperativity, regulation, replication, catalysis and antibiotics can be introduced by
combining these synthetic superstructures with suitable functional units from Nature,
e.g., by incorporation of integral membrane proteins or encapsulation of enzymes.
By introducing appropriately functionalized polymers we succeeded to immobilize intact
block copolymer vesicles or induce the formation of planar block copolymer membranes
on solid supports. Interestingly by Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy we could
quantify the lateral mobility of block copolymer molecules as well as inserted proteins
inside the block copolymer membranes. In comparison to biological phospholipid
membranes the block copolymer membranes indicate systematic differences in mobility.
In addition, systematic experiments indicate that mixtures of phospholipids and block
copolymers can form membranes in aqueous media consisting of phase separated
phospholipid and block copolymer domains. Depending on their composition, the
thickness of the polymer and/or phospholipid domains and their viscosity, we observed
a systematic influence on insertion of proteins into a preferred domain and their local
mobility.

POLY 132: Poly(1,2-glycerol carbonate)s synthesized from CO2 and glycidyl ether
Mark W. Grinstaff, mgrin@bu.edu. Boston Univ Dept of Chem, Boston, Massachusetts,
United States
Glycerol based polymers are of widespread interest for industrial, cosmetic, and
pharmaceutical applications. The synthesis and characterization of atactic and isotactic
linear poly(1,2-glycerol carbonate)s will be presented. Poly(benzyl 1,2-glycerol
carbonate)s are synthesized via the ring-opening copolymerization of rac-/(R)- benzyl
glycidyl ether with CO2 using [SalcyCoIIIX] complexes in high carbonate linkage
selectivity and polymer/cyclic carbonate selectivity (>99%). Deprotection of the resultant
polymers affords poly(1,2-glycerol carbonate)s. Poly(1,2-glycerol carbonate)s exhibit a
remarkable increase in degradation rate compared to poly(1,3-glycerol carbonate)s with
a t1/2 ≈ 2-3 days. Finally, the synthesis of poly(glyceric acid carbonate), a degradable
version of poly(acrylic acid) will be presented.

POLY 133: Synthesis of functionalized PLA using 2-bromo-3-hydroxypropionic
acid
Coleen R. Pugh1, cpugh@uakron.edu, Colin Wright2, Xiang Yan3, Abhishek Banerjee1.
(1) Department of Polymer Science, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
(2) University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
Brominated poly(lactic acid) (PLB) was synthesized by acid-catalyzed melt
copolyesterifications of lactic acid with 2-bromo-3-hydroxypropionic acid, which is a
brominated constitutional isomer of lactic acid. Molecular weights up to Mn = 104 Da
were achieved by adding diphenyl ether to the copolymerizations at 90-130 C under
dynamic vacuum. This paper will present post-functionalization reactions of PLB by both
nucleophilic substitution of the bromine atoms, and free radical reactions at the
brominated site.

POLY 134: Syringaresinol: a new bio-based bisphenolic building-block for
polymers synthesis
Marine Janvier1,2, marine.janvier@outlook.com, Louis Hollande1,2, Abdus Samad
JAUFURALLY1,2, Paul-Henri Ducrot2, Florent Allais1. (1) Chaire ABI - AgroParisTech,
AgroParisTech, Reims, France (2) IJPB, INRA/AgroParisTech, Versailles, France
The increasing scarcity of fossil resources combined to stricter regulations (e.g.,
REACH) recently promoted the use of renewable molecules, through sustainable
synthetic processes. Lignin, a biopolymer constituting cell walls in vascular plants,
raised a particular interest in biomass valorization. In the actual socio-economic context,
its high abundance (30% of the organic carbon in the biosphere) and availability (byproduct of paper industry, without competition with food uses) make it a prime
candidate. This biopolymer, consisting of p-hydroxycinnamic alcohols (aka
monolignols), is considered as a promising alternative source of phenolic materials to
replace oil-based aromatic compounds.
Dedicated to the valorization of lignocellulosic-derived phenolic compounds, our team
explored the valorization of sinapyl alcohol 1 through its dimerization using a highly
selective laccase-mediated enzymatic process, providing syringaresinol 2, a naturally
occurring bisphenol, in high yield and purity. This bisphenol 2 was evaluated as an nontoxic and biobased alternative to bisphenol-A, a reprotoxic substance extensively used
in the polymer industry. Firstly, epoxy derivative 3 was synthesized and evaluated as a
biosourced alternative to DGEBA (DiGlycidyl Ether of Bisphenol-A) for the synthesis of
polymers/resins such as epoxy-amine resins, Non Isocyanate PolyUrethane (NIPU)
(Scheme 1).
In this presentation, the synthesis, modification and polymerization of syringaresinol 2
will be described. Properties of the resulting materials (DSC, TGA, DMA, IR, HPLCSEC, 1H and 13C NMR) will be discussed.

Scheme 1. Chemo-enzymatic synthesis of syringaresinol (2), its diglycidyl derivative (3) and
their corresponding polymers

POLY 135: Chemurgy: Progress in renewable chemicals
Stephen J. Howard1, sjhoward9@yahoo.com, Erik C. Hagberg1, Paul Bloom2. (1)
Archer Daniels Midland, Decatur, Illinois, United States (2) Archer Daniels Midland Co,
Decatur, Illinois, United States
The chemical industry has undergone significant change in the past two decades.
These changes, along with interest in sustainable technology options, has created new
opportunities for producing chemicals from renewable resources. While many consider
the production of renewable, biobased chemicals a new field, the foundations of
Chemurgy have a rich history. Since the company was founded in 1902, Archer Daniels
Midland has made a strong commitment to the development of new technologies and
industrial products from agricultural resources. ADM’s initiatives in renewable chemicals
continue to leverage ADM’s strength as a diversified agricultural commodity company.
This integrated core model includes sourcing, transporting, processing, transforming,
distribution, marketing and sales. A perspective on challenges and opportunities in the
field of Chemurgy including examples of direct chemical replacement initiatives and bioadvantaged molecules will be discussed.

POLY 136: Efficient polymerization of levulinic acid via Ugi multicomponent
reaction
Manuel Hartweg2, m.hartweg@qmul.ac.uk, Caglar Becer1. (1) School of Engineering
and Materials Science, Queen Mary University of London, London, United Kingdom (2)
School of Engineering and Materials Science, Queen Mary, University of London
(QMUL), London, United Kingdom
Nowadays, the utilization of sustainable chemicals is of major significance due to the
dwindling of fossil resources. Converting lignocellulosic biomass, the most abundant
and bio-renewable biomass on earth, into valuable chemicals, materials and plastics
has a great potential. Among the chemicals derived from sugar-based cellulose,
levulinic acid is an good representative, as its cost competitive and the synthesis on
industrial scale is already achieved. In contrast to other methods, which normally
require the derivatization of levulinic acid, we here describe and direct access towards
polyamides. Therefore, the Ugi multicomponent reaction was used in a robust, fast, and
efficient process in order to manufacture polymers from levulinic acid, diisocyanids, and
different diamines. The obtained polyamides displayed good dispersities and molecular
weights, whereat the latter can be tuned depending on the chain length of the
incorporated diamine, resulting in polyamides with distinct glass transition (52 – 120 °C)
and decomposition temperatures (377 – 462 °C).

POLY 137: Renewable unsaturated polyesters
Nicholas Rorrer4,1, nicholas.rorrer@nrel.gov, John R. Dorgan1, Derek Vardon3, Gregg
Beckham2. (1) Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado, United States (2) NREL,
Golden, Colorado, United States (3) National Bioenergy Center, National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, Lakewood, Colorado, United States (4) National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, Golden, Colorado, United States
Muconic acid is a polyunsaturated dicarboxylic acid that can be produced in high yields
via the biological conversion of renewable sugars and lignin-derived aromatic
compounds. Muconic acid is often viewed as an intermediate to direct replacement
monomers such as adipic or terephthalic acid requiring subsequent transformation;
however, the two alkene groups in muconic acid provide incentive for its direct use in
polymers. Specifically there is great potential for muconic acid to enable the synthesis of
unsaturated polyester resins from purely bioderived sources when combined with
emerging biorenewable styrene replacements. Accordingly, these new biopolymers
offer the possibility of replacing traditional unsaturated polyester resins, which are
produced in volumes in excess of 6 billion pounds per year and are expected to have an
annual market value in excess of 10.48 billion USD by 2019. Accordingly, bioderived
muconic acid can potentially play a major role in fostering greater sustainability in the
plastics industries. Here it is demonstrated that biologically derived muconic acid can be
incorporated into various biopolyesters. A prototypical fiberglass panel was produced by
infusing a mixture of low molecular weight unstarated polyester and styrene into a
woven glass mat and thermally initiating polymerization resulting in a composite with a
shear modulus in excess of 30 GPa, a value typical of commercial composites.
Accordingly, the study demonstrates the utility of muconic acid as a bioderived
monomer suitable for direct use in commercially relevant composites.

Figure 1. Shear modulus as a function of frequency for the synthesized fiberglass composite with
a biobased resin matrix. Photographic image of the composite (lower right hand corner) on top of
a sheet of woven fiberglass.

POLY 138: Catalyst development for the alternating copolymerization of epoxides
and anhydrides: Access to well-defined, functionalizable, partially renewable
aliphatic polyesters
Maria J. Sanford2, mjs657@cornell.edu, Nathan J. Van Zee3, Geoffrey W. Coates1. (1)
Cornell Univ, Ithaca, New York, United States (2) Chemistry and Chemical Biology,
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, United States (3) Chemistry and Chemical
Biology, Cornell University , Ithaca, New York, United States
Aliphatic polyesters are of interest for a variety of applications due to their
biodegradability, potential to be sourced from renewable resources, and high
biocompatibility. However, they are typically hard to functionalize, and their synthesis
can be plagued by side reactions such as transesterification and epimerization at high
conversion, issues which may limit their usage. We recently developed a class of
aluminum complexes for the alternating copolymerization of epoxides and anhydrides
that allows for exquisite control over transesterification and epimerization, even at full
conversion, through electronic tuning of the ligand. These complexes allow facile
access to partially renewable aliphatic polyesters that can be easily functionalized,
including well-defined block copolymers, as well as give insight into what factors
influence the side reactions. Catalyst development, electronic effects of the ligands, and
the application of these catalysts for block copolymer synthesis will be discussed.

POLY 139: Complete recyclable glycopolymer-The depolymerization and
repolymerization of sugar poly(orthoester)
Lingyao Li, Nicole A. Thompson, Ian Milligan, Wenjun Du, wenjun38@yahoo.com.
Chemistry, Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, Michigan, United States
ABSTRACT: Depolymerization and repolymerization of a polymer are of great
importance to achieve its full sustainability. Examples with such capabilities are limited
to polymers with unique chemistries and structures. Herein, we reported that a glucosederived sugar poly(orthoester), for which, all the sugar monomers were connected
through orthoester linkages, underwent a complete cycle of depolymerization and
repolymerization. When the polymer was treated with a bromo-containing Lewis acid,
such as trimethylsilyl bromide (TMSBr), the corresponding monomer was obtained in
nearly quantitative yield. We further demonstrated that the re-generated monomer could
be efficiently repolymerized to give the parent polymer in high molecular weights. Thus
we have achieved a complete cycle of polymerization, depolymerization and
repolymerization.

POLY 140: Photo-growth of polymer gels using living iniferter polymerization
Mao Chen1, Yuwei Gu1, Jeremiah A. Johnson2, jaj2109@mit.edu. (1) Chemistry,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States (2)
MIT, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Massachusetts, United States
This talk will describe the development of photo-growth in polymer gels using
trithiocarbonate iniferters embedded within the chains of polymer networks.
Fundamental features of this living photo-controlled radical polymerization process as
well as applications in self-healing and responsive materials design will be described.

POLY 141: Facile construction and in situ fluorescent quantification of coupling
and release efficiency of functional protein/antibody conjugates
Guhuan Liu, Shiyong Liu, sliu@ustc.edu.cn. Dept. Polym. Sci. Eng., University Sci.
Technol. China, Hefei, Anhui Province, China
We report on the in situ fluorescent quantification of the coupling efficiency between
azide-terminated synthetic polymers/drugs/imaging probes and thiol-functionalized
antibodies/proteins/peptides/synthetic polymer chains by utilizing doubly caged heterodifunctional C1 as the self-sorting bridging unit. Orthogonal dual click coupling of C1
with azide and thiol functionalities leads to highly fluorescent functional conjugates,
whereas single click products of C1 remain nonfluorescent. The AND-type fluorogenic
feature also enables further integration with FRET process and installation of clicktrigger- release module, allowing for facile determination of the coupling efficiency and
the extent of subsequent drug release from the resultant antibody-drug conjugates in a
ratiometric fluorescent manner.

POLY 142: Polymer matrices for synergistic delivery applications
Eva Harth, eva.m.harth@vanderbilt.edu. Vanderbilt Univ, Nashville, Tennessee, United
States
Biomaterial development is aiming for a controlled sequestration of imbedded
therapeutics together with the ability to tune network morphologies and mechanical
properties. Many traditional implantable and injectable materials are dominated by
properties of integrated polyethylene glycols which lead to materials preferentially used
in tissue engineering. A higher degree of branching and shorter molecular weights of
polyglycidols have a surprising effect on the properties of hydrogels, leading to an
observed relationship of the degree of functionalization, network density, and its
mechanical properties. To reach a higher complexity of the materials for the delivery of
therapeutics, we will demonstrate strategies to influence the mechanical properties and
the ability to incorporate nano- an micronsized materials to achieve a synergistic effect
in therapy.

POLY 143: Design of polymeric nanoparticles for the delivery of carbon monoxide
and/or nitric oxide for the treatment of bacterial biofilm
Cyrille Boyer, cboyer@unsw.edu.au. Chemical Engineering, UNSW Australia, Sydney,
New South Wales, Australia
Soft core-shell polymeric nanoparticles are an area of great research interest, due to
their potential advantages in the sustained and targeted delivery of therapeutic
payloads. These systems can offer significant improvements in the temporal and spatial
control of drug delivery. In this talk, the development of photoactivated polymerization
(PET-RAFT) for the preparation of various polymeric nanoparticles will be discussed. In
the first part of this talk, we will present a new polymerization approach, named
photoinduced electron/energy transfer - reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer
polymerization (PET-RAFT). This technique used photocatalysts for the activation and
deactivation of polymerization. Such technique was employed for the preparation of
polymeric nanoparticle with different shapes (spherical, nanorod, and vesicle) using a
facile one-pot polymerization (Figure 1). These different nanoparticle shapes will be
tested to deliver carbon monoxide (CO) or/and Nitric Oxide for the treatment of bacterial
biofilm. The preparation of polymeric nanoparticles capable to release nitric oxide and
an antibiotic will be presented. Such combination in nanoparticle presents interesting
synergistic effects for the treatment of Pseudomas Arigunosa biofilm (Figure 2). In a
second part of this talk, we will present strategies to specifically deliver CO. CO can be
employed for the treatment of bacterial infections.

Figure 1: Synthesis of Polymeric Nanoparticles using PISA under Visible Light

Figure 2: Polymeric nanoparticles for the co-delivery of NO and antibiotic.

POLY 144: Shape-guided stimuli-responsiveness and cellular uptake of hydrogel
microparticles
Eugenia P. Kharlampieva1,2, ekharlam@uab.edu. (1) Department of Chemistry,
University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama, United States (2) Center
for Nanoscale Materials and Biointegration, University of Alabama at Birmingham,
Birmingham, Alabama, United States
Shape and elasticity are essential parameters for particle behavior in tumor
microenvironments, and must be understood for efficient delivery of therapeutics. This
talk will focus on poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA)−based microgels and hollow
microcontainers (capsules), obtained as negative hollow replicas of inorganic templates
through chemical cross-linking of PMAA in hydrogen-bonded layer-by-layer films.
Hydrogel particles of discoidal, cubical, and spherical geometries will be discussed
regarding their synthesis, pH-responsive properties, and shape-regulated cellular
uptake. We will demonstrate that cubical (PMAA) capsules display two unique shape
responses, determined by stiffness, when pH changes low to high: bulging into
spheroids while retaining size, or expanding in size while retaining shape. Similarly,
circular hydrogel discoids become oblate in response to pH variations, controlled by
capsule wall composition. Shape- and elasticity-guided internalization by cancer cells
will be also discussed. For example, the discoidal capsules shrink twice upon
internalization by J774A.1 macrophages, HMVEC endothelial, and 4T1 breast cancer
cells, while showing 60% lower internalization compared to spherical capsules. This
demonstrates the potential of discoidal particles for prolonged circulation. Similarly,
drug-loaded hydrogel spheres are 12% more cytotoxic than corresponding cubes within
the first 10 hours of HeLa cell incubation, suggesting faster internalization of spheres.
Our work illustrates that shaped hydrogel capsules are versatile platforms for
developing biocompatible and biodegradable polymeric particles with predictable shapeand size-changing properties for controlled delivery and stimuli-regulated transport
behavior in microfluidic devices.

POLY 145: Interconvertible controlled/living radical and cationic polymerization
via RAFT terminal
Kotaro Satoh1,2, satoh@apchem.nagoya-u.ac.jp, Masami Kamigaito1. (1) Dept of
Applied Chemistry, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan (2) JST-PRESTO, Kawaguchi,
Japan
Tremendous developments on living or "controlled/living" polymerization technique have
been achieved over the last couple of decades in polymer chemistry. Now living
polymerizations have been developed through various intermediates, such as radical,
cationic, anionic, or metal coordination polymerization. However, since chain-growth
polymerization of vinyl monomers is implemented via appropriate active species
depending on the monomer structure, there are always limitations of polymerizable
monomers inherent to the mechanisms. An efficient and versatile mechanistic
transformation reaction between different polymerizations would be a candidate for
developing unprecedented copolymers. In this work, we examined reversible
mechanistic transformation between two different active species during controlled/living
polymerizations by using dormant covalent bonds, which have been used just for
controlling the propagation. Especially, reversible mechanistic transformation of radical
species was investigated from or into cationic species through C–S dormant species to
accomplish concurrent and interconvertible living radical and cationic polymerization.

Scheme1. Interconvertible Controlled/Living Radical and Cationic Polymerization

POLY 146: Self-sorted supramolecular polymer gels
Emily Draper1, Ralf Schweins2, Dave Adams1, d.j.adams@liverpool.ac.uk. (1)
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, UNIVERSITY OF LIVERPOOL, LIVERPOOL, United
Kingdom (2) Large Scale Structures Group, Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France
Supramolecular polymers can be formed by self-assembly and have many applications,
from sensing, cell culturing, and electronics. We have been investigating the formation
of gels using small molecule gelators, the assembly of which into long fibrous structures
forms the gel matrix. Mixing building blocks can be used to make materials with targeted
properties. Here, we will describe how fibrous structures form in these systems and
show how we can control how different types of fibrous networks are built up in
multicomponent systems by careful control over the pH of the system (Figure 1). We
describe both self-sorted and co-assembled supramolecular polymer networks and the
effect of these different networks on the gel properties. Finally, we will show how these
supramolecular polymeric structures can be aligned as they are formed.

Figure 1. Cartoon of the self-sorting of two gelators at different pH. The flexible short structures
represent formation of worm-like micelles, whilst the straighter, longer structures represent
fibres.

POLY 147: Thiol-yne additions for the synthesis of advanced materials
Andrew P. Dove, a.p.dove@warwick.ac.uk. Univ of Warwick, Coventry, United
Kingdom
The nucleophilic addition of a thiol-containing molecule to an activated alkyne provides
a useful route by which to synthesise polymer materials. The versatility of the chemistry
allows for it's efficient use in a range of polar and apolar solvents and furthermore
allows for the efficent formation of networks. This presentation will explore our most
recent developments in this field and the potential uses as biomaterials.

POLY 148: Novel modifications of poly(ethylene imine)
Ulrich S. Schubert1,2, ulrich.schubert@uni-jena.de, Christoph Englert3. (1) Laboratory
for Organic and Macromolecular Che, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Jena,
Germany (2) Jena Center for Soft Matter (JCSM), friedrich Schiller University Jena,
Jena, Germany (3) jena Center for Soft Matter (JCSM), friedrich Schiller University
Jena, Jena, Germany
Poly(ethylene imine) (PEI) is one of the most successfully and widely studied vectors in
non-viral gene delivery. It possesses one of the highest cationic charge density potential
of all organic macromolecules and is considered the gold standard for gene
transfection. The repeating ethylene amine structure can electrostatically interact with
the DNA/RNA phosphate groups and form so called polyplexes. However, the net
positive charge of PEI/polyplexes led to several drawbacks concerning toxicity,
aggregation, and undesired non-specific interactions with cellular and non-cellular
components. In the past decade, the chemical modification of PEI has garnered
tremendous interest, with the primary objective of reducing cytotoxicity, increasing
transfection efficiency and cell selectivity. Herein, we present the design of
biodegradable and more biocompatible PEI derivatives. The introduction of backbone
amide groups renders the new formed poly(ethylene imine-co-glycine) copolymers
biocompatible and (bio)degradable. Another approach is the chemical modification of
PEI with carbohydrates and carbohydrate-mimetics. To mimic the vicinal diols of sugars
in a facile and economical approach, hydroxyl moieties were installed in a close
proximity via reaction of PEI’s amines with paraformaldehyde or glycidol. The obtained
copolymers were investigated concerning cytotoxicity and serum stability. The postfunctionalization of partially hydrolyzed poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)s results in copolymers,
containing 2-oxazoline, ethylene imine and primary amine monomer units. Compared to
linear PEI, these copolymers do not show any loss of cell viability. The modification of
PEI enables the specific improvement of the (bio)-properties, such as biodegradation
and biocompatibility, and hence helps to overcome the main drawbacks of the initial
material. The investigated polymers represent remarkable alternatives as non-viral gene
delivery agents for a broad range of applications.

Schematic representation of novel modifications of PEI.

POLY 149: Design and fabrication of bio-hybrid materials using inkjet printing
Alec G. Maddaus, Patrick B. Curley, Matthew Griswold, Leila F. Deravi,
leila.deravi@unh.edu. Chemistry, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New
Hampshire, United States
The integration of biomolecules such as proteins, carbohydrates, or enzymes into
functional materials, whether through physical or chemical coupling, remains a critical
processing step in the fabrication of engineered tissue sensors or scaffolds, where
anisotropy and composition can directly impact material function and host integration. A
means to achieve these features is through the selective patterning of proteins, which is
used to recruit and direct cell growth. We describe the design of cross-linked protein
based materials using inkjet printing and discuss how fluid physical properties influence
protein secondary structure post deposition. When interfaced with conductive carbon
nanotubes, the protein materials retain their chemical signature and biochemical
functionality but with enhanced electrical properties. These hybrid protein systems
fabricated using inkjet printing have the potential to be used as scaffolding materials
that can mimic and enhance biological functionality in vitro.

Inkjet printing enables the formation of discrete or continuous droplets in the design of new
materials.

POLY 150: Engineered injectable supramolecular hydrogels for myocardial
applications
Christopher B. Rodell, Jason A. Burdick, burdick2@seas.upenn.edu. Bioengineering,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Heart disease is a major clinical problem and post myocardial infarction (MI), left
ventricular (LV) remodeling ensues and leads to geometric changes that result in
dilation and thinning of the myocardial wall. This increases stress in the infarct and
healthy tissue and can ultimately result in heart failure. Injectable biomaterials are being
investigated to address this clinical problem, including to alter stresses in the infarct
region when injected and to deliver biologics, such as stem cells and biomolecules. My
laboratory is interested in a class of hydrogels based on the molecule hyaluronic acid
(HA) and we have synthesized variations of HA macromers that form hydrogels with a
range of mechanical properties and degradation (from a few weeks to stable over many
months). This tunability in properties allows us to investigate how material properties
(e.g., mechanics and degradation) influence the ability of injectable HA hydrogels to
alter stress profiles and LV remodeling and to deliver therapeutic molecules (e.g., TIMP3, to alter matrix remodeling within infarcts). Most recently, we have designed a class of
shear-thinning and self-assembling hydrogels that can be used for the delivery of
mechanical signals, as well as cells and therapeutics. Ultimately, these iterations on
material design are teaching us what important signals are needed in these hydrogels
towards the next generation of translatable therapeutics for cardiac repair.

POLY 151: Catechol-Bearing Polymer Networks: Biomaterials-based
electrochemical storage to ultracompliant electronic devices
Christopher Bettinger, cbetting@andrew.cmu.edu. Materials Science and
Engineering, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Interest in catechol-bearing networks has expanded rapidly in recent years. Catechols
have been used in as functional moieties in hydrogel-based networks, adhesives,
coatings, and redox-active materials. Here we present recent advances in catecholbearing networks for applications ranging in fabricating ultracompliant electronic devices
and biologically-derived electrochemical storage devices. First, the use of catecholbearing melanin networks as electrochemical storage devices will be described. Redoxactive biologically-derived pigments will be used as electrode materials in both primary
(secondary) batteries that utilize monovalent (multivalent) cations and aqueous
electrolytes. Implications in bioelectronics and edible electronic medical devices will be
discussed. Next, the use of catechol-bearing hydrogels in transfer printing of electronic
structures to ultracompliant hydrogel substrates will be presented. Photocrosslinkable
hydrogels composed of poly(2-hydroxyethylmethacrylate-co-dopamine methacylate)-copoly(ethyleneglycol)diacrylate (P(HEMA-co-DMA)-PEGDA) are prepared and
characterized. The adhesive properties of P(HEMA-co-DMA)-PEGDA were measured
using force-distance measurements across a range of substrate materials. These
functionalized hydrogels are then used as substrates that permit transfer printing of
microelectronic structures to hydrated polymer networks.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of full cell discharge of a biologically-derived aqueous
sodium-ion battery using composite cathodes composed of melanin. (b) Proposed structure of
catechol-bearing porphyrin-like tetramers in natural melanin pigments that permit sodium ion
insertion into cathodes during discharge of full cells.

POLY 152: Architectured biopolymers: Unconventional networks give
unprecedented properties
Xuanhe Zhao, zhaox@mit.edu. MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States
Biopolymers emerging on the interface between engineering and biological systems are
challenging our fundamental knowledge, inspiring technological innovations, and
enabling impactful applications. For instance, mammalian muscles, tendons and
cartilages, albeit containing ~70% water and having a wide range of rigidity (i.e.,
100kPa~10MPa), can maintain impressively high fracture toughness (i.e., >1000 Jm-2)
under millions of cycles of loads. Marine mussels and barnacles secret soft glues to
form robust adhesions (i.e., >100 Jm-2) to rocks and metals in flowing water with high
salinity. Camouflage animals such as cephalopods can dynamically vary hierarchical
textures and colors of their skins within seconds to blend in diverse environments.
We propose that judicious designs of unconventional polymer-network architectures
such as interpenetrating networks, multimodal chain distributions, hybrid crosslinkings,
transformable domains and fiber reinforcements represent a general strategy to achieve
biopolymeric elastomers and gels with extraordinary properties. Guided by this strategy
and theoretical models, I will demonstrate examples of our recent designs including: (1)
a set of new hydrogels with similar water contents and moduli as muscles, tendons and
cartilages but much higher fracture toughness (i.e., >10,000 Jm-2) and anti-fatigue
properties; (2) new underwater polymeric glues that bond to diverse solids including
glass, ceramics, silicon, metals and polymers with interfacial toughness (i.e., >1500 Jm2
) much higher than their natural counterparts; and (3) new active polymers that can
change both topographic textures and colors under the control of programed voltages.

POLY 153: Self-folding polymer thin films for biomedical and robotic applications
David H. Gracias, dgracias@jhu.edu. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland,
United States
Self-folding of thin films broadly refers to a class of self-assembly systems in which thin
patterned films curve or fold-up either spontaneously or in response to a stimulus. In
this talk, I will discuss deposition and patterning of a range of hydrogel and polymer
layers to drive self-folding and consequently 3D assembly of micro and nanopatterned
hydrogel and polymer devices. These include capsules for drug delivery, soft-robotic
actuators, biosensors and anatomically mimetic scaffolds for tissue engineering.

Image of a hydrogel-bilayer gripper grasping a clump of cells. Reprinted with permission from
Malachowski et al, Angewandte Chemie, 126, 31, 8183-8187 (2014).

POLY 154: Dynamic materials: From cephalopods to shapeshifters
Alon A. Gorodetsky, alon.gorodetsky@uci.edu. Chem Eng Mtrl Sci, University of
California, Irvine, Irvine, California, United States
Cephalopods (squid, octopuses, and cuttlefish) are known as the chameleons of the
sea – these animals can alter their skin’s coloration, patterning, and texture to blend into
the surrounding environment. These remarkable capabilities are enabled by unique
proteins and self-assembled nanostructures found within cephalopod skin. I will discuss
our work on new types of photonic and protonic devices fabricated from cephalopodinspired materials. Our findings hold implications for the next generation of infrared
stealth, renewable energy, and bioelectronics technologies.

POLY 155: Biomaterial and bio-nanocomposite thin-films for printed
bioelectronics
Michael A. Daniele1,2, mdaniel6@ncsu.edu, Veronica Lavelle2, Michael D. Wilkins1. (1)
Electrical and Computer Engineering, NC State University, Raleigh, North Carolina,
United States (2) Biomedical Engineering, UNC at Chapel Hill / NC State University,
Raleigh, North Carolina, United States
Printed electronics are one avenue to reduce the cost of bioelectronics and generate a
new market for disposable or recyclable devices. While many printable organic and
polymeric semiconductors are being developed, there are several issues with
conventional printing substrates, including biocompatibility, sustainability and cost. Of
particular interest would be the development of biocompatible and bio-functional
materials that perform well as printing substrate and could also be applied to or
integrated in human tissue. Herein, we will present a series of biomaterial and
nanocomposite substrates for printing of bioelectronic devices. These substrates are
composed of modified proteins and polysaccharides which can be crosslinked into
network architectures that exhibit robust mechanical and chemical properties. Both
gelatin and polymer-nanocellulose films are synthesized and conductive traces are
directly printed to the biomaterial or nanocomposite substrates. The mechanical and
surface properties of the substrates are evaluated, specifically for their tensile and
wetting characteristics. Due to their biocompatibility, low-cost, and tunable surface
properties, these biomaterials and nanocomposites have potential applications in
printed bioelectronics, such as electrophysiology or electrochemical electrodes.

POLY 156: Microcapsules for personal care products
Xihua Richard Lu, xhlu2002@gmail.com. DongHua University, Shanghai, Shanghai,
China
Microencapsulation technology has been intensive developed for numerous applications
such as pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, textiles, agriculture, and etc. Here fragrance
microcapsules and phase change material (PCM) microcapsules for personal care
products are introduced. Furthermore, a novel PCM microcapsule with the sensory
performance of fragrance has been developed. The PCM microcapsule was made
through polyurea (PU) encapsulation of core materials of phase change material and
fragrance as co-solvent. Morphology of PU microcapsules were observed by optical
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The thermal properties of
microcapsules were studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA). Results show that the PCM microcapsules are
spherical and that the mean size of PU microcapsules was about 12.0 μm. The enthalpy
of phase transition of the PCM microcapsule is 180 J/g. The PCM microcapsule
exhibited a good thermal stability up to 190○C. Novel PCM microcapsule with fragrance
smell will find applications in personal care products as well as smart garment, building
materials, heat-transfer fluid and so on.

microcapsule

POLY 157: Microbead-free waters act: A new reality for polymers in consumer
goods?
Robert Y. Lochhead, robert.lochhead@usm.edu. School of Polymers High
Performance Materials, The University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi,
United States
In December 2015, the Microbeads-free Waters Act became law in the U.S.A. Pressure
is now mounting to ban many polymeric that ingredients in personal care products
based on the reasoning that polymeric ingredients go ‘down the drain’ and enter the
environment.
Cosmetics and personal care products became a target of criticism when New Zealand
researchers observed polyethylene microbeads listed on the ingredient labels of skin
cleansers. Concerns were escalated across the world by Non-Governmental
Organizations. The cosmetic industry responded quickly by voluntarily offering to phase
out plastic microparticulate ingredients. Despite this voluntary response, legislation was
enacted to ban plastic plastic microbeads from cosmetic products.
The Netherlands’ National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM)
alleged that microplastics are global environmental problem and have been shown to
affect aquatic life. In a letter report, RIVM attempted to define microplastics by
specifying their physicochemical properties and addressing the three questions:
Is the material a microplastic? Is it a microplastic that persists in the environment? Is it
likely that aquatic organisms are exposed?
The Canadian Government is proposing to add microbeads to the list of toxic
substances under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act and the Australians are
being urged to follow the U.S. ban on cosmetic microbeads.
A recent United Nations Environmental Programme fact sheet seeks to expand the
definition of microplastic to many polymers used in formulation, such as polyethylene
waxes, polyurethanes, polyacrylate thickeners, acrylates copolymers, and silicone
resins.
These legislative actions may herald the dawn of a new era for polymers in consumer
goods.
The evidence for the ban on microbeads is controversial. This lecture will examine the
evidence and the process that provided the impetus to rapid law-making activities in the
case of microbeads. We will pose the questions, “what can we learn by examining this
process?" and "in these instances would education followed by learned implementation
be a better approach than an outright ban to protect the environment?”

POLY 158: Smart polymers - enablers of performance in home and personal care
products
Nilesh Shah, nileshshah@dow.com. Dow Chemical Company, Collegeveille,
Pennsylvania, United States
Home and personal care products play an important role in our everyday lives. These
products are used to clean our laundry, wash our dishes, shampoo our hair and protect
us from the sun’s harmful rays. Although the performance of these products is driven by
a wide range of ingredients, polymers play a particularly important role in their
formulations. Polymers are typically used at very low levels and yet provide
performance benefits out of proportion with their use level. Often, their use is the key
differentiator between average and outstanding products because they produce effects
that are noticed by the consumer. For example, polymers are essential to cleaning
performance in laundry and dish washing, to providing hold in hair fixatives and to offer
the right flow and texture to personal care products. This paper will highlight the role of
polymers in today’s home and personal care products with examples from a range of
applications familiar to the average consumer.

Figure 1. Hair fiber treated with a styling polymer that creates spot (left) and seam (right) welds

POLY 159: Use of thermoplastic elastomer in cosmetic products
Hy S. Bui, hbui@rd.us.loreal.com. Loreal, Clark, New Jersey, United States
Thermoplastic Elastomers (TPE) are copolymers that form physically crosslinked
networks through microphase separation, and exhibit both thermoplastic and elastic
properties. One interesting thermoplastic elastomer, widely used in shoe soles and
pressure sensitive adhesives, is Styrene-butadiene-Styrene block copolymer known as
Kraton polymer. For the last decade, this Styrene type TPE has been employed for
cosmetic applications as an oil-phase gelling agent in anhydrous products as an
alternative to organo-clays and fumed silica. This talk, will focus on the rheological
properties of Kraton SEBS (Styrene-Ethylene/Butylene-Styrene) copolymer in various
cosmetic solvents. Special focus will be payed to the impact of the association of the
SEBS with the other polymers/resin or gels to achieve additional benefits, such as
lasting gloss/shine and wear, in various cosmetic formulations.

POLY 160: Use of latex in mascara
Christopher Pang, pang.christopher@gmail.com, Mohammed Kanji, Hy S. Bui.
Research & Innovation, L'Oreal USA, Clark, New Jersey, United States
The current marketed mascaras typically comprise an emulsion of water and traditional
waxes to provide excellent attributes in volume, length, and shape to enhance the look
of the human eye. Conventional mascaras include waxes to form crystalline network
structure that imparts good cosmeticity, but less resistant to oil/sebum. Here we will
discuss the use of the latex technology which is well known in the coating industry to
achieve better water resistance and smudge-proof property as well as other attributes in
mascara. In this presentation, we will review the state of the art of latexes, polyurethane
and styrene acrylate, which has been used in mascara development and the physical
property of some formulations. Blending styrene-acrylate copolymers of different Tg and
chemistry, we were able to achieve an enhanced curl and curl retention property
compared with conventional mascara formulation.

Mascara

POLY 161: Cooking with vinyl: From soup to nuts
Peggy Schipper, Peggy.Schipper@akcros.com. Marketing, Akcros Chemicals, Inc,
New Brunswick, New Jersey, United States
Polyvinyl chloride, or PVC is one of the most versatile commercial polymers invented.
It's properties can range from soft and pliable, like a car seat, to rigid and durable, like a
drinking water pipe. Creation of the "recipes" to make PVC products is not unlike what a
chef does in cooking a fine meal. This talk will explore formulation or "cooking" with vinyl
and the effect that many recipe ingredients have on the final product

POLY 162: Dawn of engineering thermoplastic composites
Barry Arkles, executiveoffice@gelest.com. Gelest Inc., Pipersville, Pennsylvania,
United States
In 1969 Business Week dubbed Engineering Thermoplastic Composites as the fastest
growing industry in the United States and LNP Engineering Plastics was reported as the
fastest growing company within the new industry. The new materials were transforming
the business machine, tool housing and appliance industries which were previously
dominated by die-cast metals. Prior to 1965 it was nearly impossible to find any plastic
in an application which required mechanical performance. Today, whether an electric
drill, a keyboard, an automotive dashboard or a water pump, there are few, if any, any
metal components. As the youngest member of the ownership of LNP and a member of
the technical team, I was able to contribute to the development and growth of the
industry.
During LNP’s growth and eventual acquisition and absorption by General Electric as it’s
Advanced Material Division, LNP spun-off close to twenty companies in the polymer and
materials fields. Two of them were my own: Petrarch Systems and Gelest. I will briefly
try to describe the environment and innovations which helped spawn a multi-billion
dollar industry, as well as some selected examples of well-recognized applications for
the new materials.

POLY 163: Industrial applications of fiber-reinforced hydrophobic silica aerogel
composites
George Gould, ggould@aerogel.com, Owen Evans. Aspen Aerogels, Inc,
Northborough, Massachusetts, United States
Nanoporous silica aerogels have been known for over 80 years, but had not been
commercialized at significant scale until the last decade. A combination of improving the
form factor, better design of formulation chemistry, and creation of an efficient
manufacturing process have been responsible for successful commercialization. To
date, commercialization has been primarily in industrial thermal insulation applications
wherein technical performance is paramount. Thin, flexible silica aerogel composites
are sold by Aspen Aerogels for use as thermal and acoustic insulation in a broad range
of applications covering cryogenic to temperatures up to 650C. The engineered
hydrophobicity functionality integrated into the organosilane-silicate polymer backbone
in these products allows for any moisture ingress into the system to be removed by
vapor diffusion in hot applications and to be significantly diminished in cryogenic
applications even in the absence of a vapor barrier. This presentation will focus on how
hydrophobicity is derived from various classes of precursors and how this property is
safely translated into value in real world applications.

POLY 164: Introducing a new material to the market: There is no elevator to
success, one must take the stairs
Jan-Pleun Lens, jplens@frxpolymers.com, Marc A. Lebel. FRX Polymers, Chelmsford,
Massachusetts, United States
Today's chemical industry is a showcase of consolidation and an increased focus on
core competencies exemplified by spinning off divisions as separate companies (e.g.
establishing Covestro as a new company out of Bayer) and company mergers (e.g.
DuPont and Dow Chemical Co.). Cutting costs is one of the main drivers and in many
cases this is at the expense of core research and new product development. Is it
possible in this environment to create a new chemical company, introduce a new class
of materials into the market place, and build a sustainable company? Yes. But one
needs to create the right conditions and show a great deal of perseverance.
FRX Polymers®, Inc. was founded in 2007 following over five years of intensive
research and development in the field of halogen-free polymeric flame retardant blend
components. The company operates a pilot plant in Chelmsford, MA and a full scale
plant in Antwerp, Belgium. Having recently start-up its Antwerp plant, FRX Polymers is
in the high growth phase of its evolution. It is commercializing Nofia® polyphosphonates,
a novel family of halogen-free, transparent, high melt flowing, polymeric flame retardant
polymers. Because of its polymeric character, this innovative material does not migrate
from the plastics in which it is applied and thus does not end up in the environment.
Also, unlike many competitive flame retardant additives, the host polymers which are
flame retarded with Nofia retain their flame retardant characteristics over time.
The presentation will focus on key elements that are the basis of a successful
introduction of a new material into the market with limited resources and financing. It will
highlight the creativity demonstrated in creating the financial means, lining up the
technology, manufacturing of the materials, and setting up the sales organization.

FRX Polymers' plant in Antwerp, BE

POLY 165: Polymer-derived ceramic materials: Opportunities at united
technologies corporation
Wayde R. Schmidt, mschmidt6120@earthlink.net. Physical Sciences, United
Technologies Research Center, Pomfret Center, Connecticut, United States
For more than 40 years, primarily Si-based inorganic polymer systems have been used
as precursors to produce desirable ceramic phases. Applications of the resultant
‘polymer-derived ceramics’ (PDCs) target predominantly the aerospace, energy and
automotive industries and range from porous media and electronic components to high
temperature coatings, fibers and composites. The field is highly interdisciplinary and
actively engages experts in materials chemistry, computer science, physics and
engineering. However, while the synthesis, polymer-to-ceramic conversion and phase
development of PDCs remain active areas of research, relatively few details about
commercial applications of PDCs exposed to actual operating conditions are available
other than for Si-based ceramic fibers. This talk will provide an overview and
representative examples within United Technologies Corporation of SiC and SiOC
ceramics derived from inorganic polymers.

POLY 166: Functional materials for 3D manufacturing
Jason P. Rolland, jason@eipisystems.com. Materials, Carbon3D, San Carlos,
California, United States
Additive manufacturing processes such as 3D printing use time-consuming, stepwise
layer-by-layer approaches for object fabrication. We demonstrate the continuous
production of monolithic polymeric parts using a new process, CLIP (continuous liquid
interface production). CLIP is achieved with an oxygen-permeable window below the
ultraviolet image projection plane. This creates a “dead zone” (persistent liquid
interface) where photopolymerization is quenched in a thin layer between the growing
part and the window.
Additionally, we show that CLIP enables a wide range of new and exciting chemistries.
These include: tough, resilient elastomers; rigid, tough, impact resistant plastics with
excellent abrasion resistance; flexible materials capable of producing living hinges;
high-temperature cyanate ester resins; and many more. Our materials are paving the
way for function al prototyping and manufacturing across a range of industries including
automotive, footwear, medical, aerospace, wearables, and countless others.
The combination of rapid, layerless printing with tough engineering polymers having a
range of mechanical properties represents a major step toward fulfilling the promise of
3D printing.

POLY 167: Structure-property relationships of silicone encapsulants for
electronic applications
Kristina Chano, KristinaC@nusil.com, Javier Fregoso, Michelle Polisike. NuSil
Technology , Carpinteria, California, United States
The tunable hardness of silicone gels makes them a typical encapsulant of electronic
components (i.e., very large scale integration (VLSI) chips) [1,2]. While a number of
authors have reported the structure-property relationship of various electronic pottants
[3,4,5], there are no published models for the architectural design of silicone gel
encapsulants. For this reason, eight unique polymer structures were evaluated in a
model gel formulation in order to develop a correlation between structural variations, gel
penetration and storage modulus. This work establishes a relationship between polymer
vinyl concentration (0.1-8.8 mmol/g), crosslinker hydride concentration (0.4-7.2 mmol/g)
and hydride-to-vinyl (H:Vi) ratio for a typical encapsulant penetration (4.5 mm). The
range of possible encapsulants is highly constrained by the structure of the polymers
used in the formulation. For instance, a smaller penetration range is achievable with
shorter chain, vinyl terminated polymers than that created with longer chain, vinyl
terminated polymers. However, the relationship between penetration and storage
modulus was found to be independent of hydride or vinyl content of the intermediates in
any silicone gel formulation.

POLY 168: Impact of TiO2-polymer composites on gloss retention
Matthew Belowich, Cory Valente, valente@dow.com, Joseph Tanzer, John Reffner,
Michael Clark, Kevin Henderson, Robert Auld, Johnpeter Ngunjiri, Meghan Koback. The
Dow Chemical Company, Spring House, Pennsylvania, United States
There is widespread interest in the coatings industry for paints with improved exterior
durability driven by the desire of consumers for their homes to look freshly painted for
as long as possible. Dow's 'pre-composite' polymer technology has been shown to
significantly improve the gloss retention of paints relative to their non-composite forming
counterparts. This fundamental study was conducted to determine the mechanism
responsible for improved gloss retention. Analytical techniques including optical
profilometry, scanning-electron microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and
atomic force microscopy, were used to probe the film microstructure and elemental
surface composition as a function of paint aging under accelerated weathering
conditions. The analytical results are consistent with an improved distribution of TiO2 in
the 'pre-composite'-based paints, resulting in a more homogenous film with reduced
surface roughness and higher effective refractive index.

POLY 169: Self-assembly of polypeptoids: Worms, vesicles and more
Corinna Fetsch1, Jens Gaitzsch3, Lea Messager3, Giuseppe Battaglia2, Robert
Luxenhofer1, robert.luxenhofer@uni-wuerzburg.de. (1) Dept Chemie und Pharmazie,
Universitat Wurzburg, Würzburg, Germany (2) Chemistry, University College London,
London, United Kingdom (3) Dept of Chemistry, University College London, London,
United Kingdom
Polypeptoids, i.e. N-substituted polyglycines are structural isomers of polypeptides and
poly(2-oxazoline)s, respectively. They can be accessed via stepwise synthesis or living
ring opening polymerization. In the latter case, the lack of termination reactions make
polypeptoids an ideal platform for (multi)block copolymers, which in turn are interesting
as polymers for self-assembly.
Here, we present a preliminary study on the variation of the nature of the hydrophobic
block of amphiphilic block copolypeptoids. We identified polypeptoids which form
polymer vesicles, worm-like micelles as well as sponge-like phases. Aggregation
behavior depended somewhat on the sample preparation.
Since we have only screened a very small part of the chemical space available for
polypeptoids, we expect these morphologies to be only the tip of an iceberg of different
self-assemblies.

POLY 170: Effect of ions on structure and side-chain interactions in peptoids: A
simulation study
Marcel D. Baer1, marcel.baer@pnnl.gov, Santanu Roy1, Chun-Long Chen2. (1) Physical
Science Devision, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, Kennewick, Washington,
United States (2) Physical Science Division, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,
Richland, Washington, United States
The description of peptides and the use of molecular dynamics simulations to refine
structures and investigate the dynamics on an atomistic scale are well developed.
Through a consensus in this community over multiple decades has resulted in the
availability of parameterized force field that only require the sequence of amino-acids
and an initial guess for the three-dimensional structure. The recent discovery of
peptoids, that are designed with functionality attached to the nitrogen instead of the Ca
is a significant departure from the standard force fields for peptides and will require a
retooling of the currently available interaction potentials in order to have the same level
of confidence in the predicted structures and pathways as there is presently in the
peptide counterparts.
Here the focus is on modeling of short peptoid sequences (12 residue) using a
combination of ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) and atomistic resolution classical
force field (FF) to span the relevant time and length scales. To make contact with
experiments and identify features of the peptoid monomers that promote formation of
stable/ordered nanostructures that are induces by mono (Na+, K+ and Li+) and divalent
(Ca2+) cations. One major challenge is to elucidate ion binding to charged or polar
regions of the peptoid and its concomitant role in the creation of local order. We develop
new frequency maps based on the DMA molecule to predict 1 and 2D-IR experiments
that could shed light onto the conformational space of monomer or assembled short
peptoids.

POLY 171: Dynamic covalent assembly of peptoid-based ladder oligomers and its
registry mechanism
Tao Wei1, taowei@umich.edu, Joseph C. Furgal1, Jae Hwan Jung1, Timothy F. Scott1,2.
(1) Chemical Engineering , University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States
(2) Macromolecular Science and Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, United States
Dynamic covalent chemistry, in conjunction with template-directed assembly, enables
the fabrication of extended nanostructures that are both precise and tough. Here, we
demonstrate the dynamic covalent assembly of peptoid-based molecular ladders with
up to 16 rungs via scandium (III)-catalyzed imine metathesis. Owing to their monomer
diversity and synthetic accessibility, sequence-specific oligopeptoids bearing dynamic
covalent pendant groups were employed as precursors for molecular ladder fabrication.
The assembled structures were characterized using matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry and gel permeation chromatography
(GPC), confirming successful molecular ladder fabrication. To determine the
mechanism of hybridization registry, a kinetics study was performed to examine the
formation of molecular ladders with different lengths by MALDI mass spectrometry. In
addition, distance measurements using Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) were
employed to confirm the registry mechanism.

POLY 172: Journey in the world of nanostructures formed in water by selfassembly of AB diblock copolymers containing a 2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline block
Francoise M. Winnik, francoise.winnik@umontreal.ca. Univ De Montreal Fac De
Pharm, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Amphiphilic diblock copolymers self-assemble in selective solvents to form spherical,
cylindrical, disk-like micelles, or vesicles. The temperature-responsiveness of poly(2isopropyl-2-oxazoline) (PIPOZ) in water is used to direct the amphiphilicity of A-bPIPOZ and create specific structures that may be “frozen” by crystallization of the
PIPOZ block. The strategy will be described using A-b-PIPOZ copolymers where A =
poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide), poly(lactide) and poly(3acrylamidopropyl)-trimethylammonium chloride) (PAMPTMA, see Figure 1). As
demonstrated in the case of PIPOZ-b-PAMPTMA, the pathway from micelles to vesicles
or worm-like micelles is under dynamic control, pointing to the existence of metastable
states.

Figure 1: Temperature-controlled self-assembly of PIPOZ-b-PAMPTMA in water (from:
E.V.Korchagina Macromolecules, doi.org/10.1021/ma302666e )

POLY 173: Poly(2-isopropyl oxazoline)-based multi-modal stimuli-responsive
functional materials
Woo-Dong Jang, wdjang@yonsei.ac.kr, Joo-Ho Kim, Yongseok Jung. Department of
Chemistry, Yonsei University, Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)
Poly(2-isopropyl-2-oxazoline) (POx) is well known thermoresponsive polymer, which
exhibits a reversible and rapid hydrophilic-hydrophobic interconversions by temperature
change. Narrow molecular weight distributions of POx can be achieved by cationic living
polymerization of oxazoline monomer. More importantly, we can readily introduce
various end functional groups to the imitation or termination ends owing to the living
polymerization process. We can utilize functional initiators to introduce specific
functional groups at initiation end. Alternatively, termination end can be easily modified
by treating with functional nucleophile to the living cationic terminal.
Recently, we have designed multimodal stimuli-responsive dendritic-linear block
copolymers and light sensitive telechelic polymers have been designed through the end
functional modification of POxs. LCST of the dendritic-linear block copolymers was
greatly dependent of the solution pH. Azobenzene-bearing telechelic POx exhibited
multimodal stimuli responsiveness. POxs were conjugated with three representative
blue, green, and red fluorescence dyes for the temperature-dependent control of
fluorescence emission. The three POx-dye hybrids exhibited clear hydrophilic–
hydrophobic transitions via heating and cooling processes, accompanied by emission
changes. By blending of the POx-dye hybrids, fully reversible emission color controls
from blue to green, green to red, and blue to red have been achieved. Furthermore, the
emission color can be tuned by changing the mixing ratio of each POx-dye hybrids.
These unique fluorescence-tunable systems have great potential for applications in
various photonic devices and sensors. In this symposium, we are going to report details
of our recent research on multimodal stimuli responsive POxs.

By blending of the POx-dye hybrids, fully reversible emission color controls from blue to green,
green to red, and blue to red have been achieved.

POLY 174: Smart polymers based on N-isopropylacrylamide and 2-oxazolines
Juan C. Rueda2, jrueda@pucp.edu.pe, Stefan Zschoche1, Hartmut Komber1, Dirk
Schmaljohann1, Marcus Binner1, Andreas Janke1, Karl-Friedrich Arndt3, Stefan
Lehmann3, Brigitte Voit1. (1) Leibniz-IPF, Dresden, Germany (2) Laboratório de
Polímeros, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Lima, Peru (3) TU Dresden,
Dresden, Germany
New thermo- and pH-responsive polymers were synthesized by the cationic ringopening polymerization of 2-methyl-2-oxazoline, 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline, or 2-carboxyethyl2-oxazoline, initiated by the random copolymers of chloromethylstyrene and Nisopropylacrylamide using the “grafting from” method [1,2]. The polymers were
characterized by NMR, and GPC and the conformational transition of graft copolymers
was determined by the NMR, turbidity and DSC measurements. The transition
temperature of the graft copolymers could be fine-tuned through the composition of the
macroinitiator and the graft copolymer. An increasing quantity of the hydrophobic
comonomer chloromethylstyrene in the macroinitiator lowered its LCST, while in the
graft copolymer an increasing content of the hydrophilic segment of poly(2-methyl-2oxazoline), poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) or poly (2-carboxyethyl-2-oxazoline) raised the
transition temperature. In case of 2-carboxyethyl-2-oxazoline were obtained pH
sensitive graft copolymers and stable micelle-like aggregates were formed by increase
of temperature in a specific pH range of 4.5 to 5.5. The micelles were successfully
cross-linked by electron-beam irradiation yielding stable core-shell type nanogels of
about 100 nm diameter with reversible thermo- and pH-dependent swelling behaviour
addressed independently within the core and shell structure. The reversible bi-sensitivity
of core-crosslinked nanogels was verified by dynamic light scattering and atomic force
microscopy measurements demonstrated the predicted core-shell structures of the
aggregates.

Figure. DLS measurements of nanogels below and above the phase transition temperature of the
core against pH.

POLY 175: Self-assembly of diblock-like peptoids into nanotubes, hydrogels and
membrane-mimetic 2D materials
Chun-Long Chen, chunlong.chen@pnnl.gov. Physical Science Division, Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory, Richland, Washington, United States
In nature, assembly of functional molecules (e.g. proteins and peptides) into molecular
machines that carry out the vast array of functions is a commonplace phenomenon.
Inspired by nature, self-assembly process has been widely used for self-assembly of
proteins and peptides into functional materials. However, proteins and peptides exhibit
so complex folding capabilities due to the formation of both intra- and inter- sequence
hydrogen bonds, the prediction of their structures and assembly is still extremely
difficult. Furthermore, the application of protein- and peptide-based materials is limited
because of their poor stabilities against thermal and chemical degradation.
Consequently, a wide range of sequence-defined synthetic “foldamers” (e.g., βpeptides, peptoids, and 3-substituted prolines) have been developed as mimetics of
proteins and peptides.
In this presentation, I will report my group’s recent studies in self-assembly of diblocklike peptoids into nanotubes, hydrogels and membrane-mimetic 2D materials. All these
peptoid-based materials were formed through a facile crystallization process, in which
inter-peptoid interactions (e.g. hydrogen bonds, π-π stacking) drove the packing of
peptoids to form highly-ordered structures. Molecular dynamics simulations and
molecular packing theory were used to assist the peptoid design and to understand
peptoid assembly. We further demonstrated that various functional objects could be
incorporated into these peptoid-based materials through the peptoid side-chain
diversity, indicating that peptoid self-assembly into hierarchical structures can be used
as a robust platform to develop biomimetic materials with tunable structures and
controllable functions

POLY 176: Using molecular dynamics to explore the thermosensitive properties
of Poly-(2-oxazolines) for applications in drug delivery
Lisa Felberg4, lfelberg@berkeley.edu, Teresa L. Head-Gordon3, Julia E. Rice2, William
C. Swope1. (1) IBM Almaden Rsch Ctr, San Jose, California, United States (2) IBM
Research, Sunnyvale, California, United States (3) UC Berkeley, Berkeley, California,
United States (4) Dept Chem Eng, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley,
California, United States
Biomedical applications of diblock star polymers, globular nanoparticle architectures in
which linear polymer “arms” are connected to a central polymer core, as a drug delivery
system rely on the design of its polymer block chemistries and architectures to be
thermosensitive and biocompatible, with the additional ability to be biodegradable over
suitable time scales. Although poly-(ethylene glycol) (PEG) based polymers have long
been the industry standard, there are known limitations in synthetic functionalization and
adverse accumulation in the body, which drive the search for new and competitive
biocompatible polymers such as poly-oxazoline (POXA). PEG is known to transition
from soluble to insoluble in water as a function of increasing temperature; this behavior
is known as the Lower Critical Solution Temperature (LCST). Previously, we have
utilized molecular dynamics simulations to understand the physical origins of
thermosensitivity of PEG polymers, and we found that the methyl variant of POXA did
not display the same sensitivities, which agrees well with previous experimental
findings. Here we explore how the variants of POXA compare as a function of
architecture, linear versus star, and temperature, and relate observed experimental
phenomena to atomistic origins.

Legend. A range of POXA star polymers studied, from the methyl sidechain (magenta diamond)
variant to the octyl variant (teal triangle). Left. A plot of the interfacial area for a range of POXA
variants as a function of temperature. Right. A representation of the polymer transition as a
function of its LCST.

POLY 177: Making sliding-ring polymers using a dual molecular pump
James F. Stoddart, stoddart@northwestern.edu, Chuyang Cheng, Cristian Pezzato.
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, United States
An energetically demanding synthetic protocol, capable of pumping a tetracationic
cyclophane (CBPQT4+) from bulk solution onto an oligomethylene chain, has been
developed in our laboratory. We have incorporated this priming unit into an artificial
molecular pump which can thread CBPQT4+ rings repetitively in two cycles on to a
collecting oligomethylene chain. This priming unit can, in principle, pump multiple rings
when it is attached to both ends of a long polymer chain. The lecture will describe
progress towards synthesizing enthalpically and entropically demanding polymers.

Figure 1. A blueprint illustrating a dual molecular pump capable of threading multiple rings
away-from-equilibrium onto a long polymer chain autonomously using light as the energy
source.

POLY 178: Polyelectrolytes in multivalent ionic media: New physics and new
materials
Matthew V. Tirrell, mtirrell@uchicago.edu. IME, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois,
United States
Multi-valent interactions in systems of polyelectrolytes can exhibit dramatic, nonmonotonic effects, for example, switching forces from repulsive to attractive, and back
to repulsive again, in some cases. We have been studying these patterns of behavior
with the surface forces apparatus (SFA) and with electrochemical methods, such as
cyclic voltametry, which enables the quantitative determination of the number of multivalent ions residing in thin layers of charged polymers. At fixed ionic strength, all cause
strong shrinkage and condensation of poly(styrene sulfonate) brushes over a narrow
range of ratio multi-valent to mono-valent ions. When the multi-valent ion is an
oppositely charged polymer, new fluid phases can form. Charged blocks in copolymers
leads to materials with new types of ordered phases. Effects of these multi-valent
interactions on supermolecular and biomolecular assembly will be discussed. There are
many possibilities for the creation of new materials based on electrostatic assembly
involving multi-valent interactions.

POLY 179: Covalent-supramolecular hybrid polymers: Muscle-inspired and selfrepairing material
Samuel I. Stupp, s-stupp@northwestern.edu. Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois, United States
Supramolecular polymers with their energy-tunable noncovalent bonds among structural
units have inherent potential as materials that are reversibly responsive, dynamic,
adaptable, or capable of integrating synergistic functions. The possibility of
programming interactions in these systems also provides a good platform to design
hierarchical structures. Covalent polymers, on the other hand, can provide robust
mechanical properties but have only limited capacity to sustain long range order and
short time scale dynamics. The integration of covalent and supramolecular polymers
offers potential to design soft materials with novel functionality by virtue of the
combination of order, rapid dynamics, and high mechanical properties. This lecture will
provide examples of such hybrid polymers, including systems generated by
simultaneous covalent and supramolecular polymerization, and others in which the
covalent and supramolecular phases are formed sequentially. Novel properties in these
systems will be discussed, including materials in which supramolecular phases can be
removed and then reconstituted reversibly, and other hybrid systems that begin to
emulate “muscle” function by interconverting two types of energy.

POLY 180: Formation of well-defined, functional nanotubes via osmotically
induced shape transformation of biodegradable polymersomes
Jan van Hest1, j.vanhest@science.ru.nl, Loai Abdelmohsen1, Dave Williams1, Daniela
A. Wilson2. (1) Institute for Molecules and Materials, Radboud University, Nijmegen,
Netherlands (2) Institute for Molecules and Materials, Radboud University Nijmegen,
Nijmegen, Gelderland, Netherlands
Polymersomes are robust, versatile nanostructures that can be tailored by varying the
chemical structure of the copolymeric building blocks, giving control over their size,
shape, surface chemistry and membrane permeability. In particular, the generation of
non-spherical nanostructures has attracted much attention recently, as it has been
demonstrated that shape affects function in a biomedical context. Until now, nonspherical polymersomes have only been constructed from non-degradable building
blocks, which hampers a detailed investigation of shape effects in nanomedicine for this
category of nanostructures. Herein, we demonstrate the spontaneous elongation of
spherical polymersomes comprising the biodegradable copolymer poly(ethylene glycol)b-poly(D,L-lactide) into well-defined nanotubes. The size of these tubes is osmotically
controlled using dialysis, which makes them very easy to prepare. To confirm their utility
for biomedical applications, we have demonstrated that, alongside drug loading and
enzyme encapsulation, functional proteins can be tethered to the surface utilising bioorthogonal ‘click’ chemistry. In this way the present findings establish a novel platform
for the creation of biocompatible, high-aspect ratio nanoparticles for biomedical
research.

POLY 181: Putting patterns on spheres
Randall Kamien, kamien@upenn.edu. Physics and Astronomy, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States

Pollen grains, insect eggshells, and mite carapaces of different species exhibit an
amazing variety of surface patterning, despite having similar developmental
characteristics and material prop- erties. This pattern formation is robust enough to
warrant its use in taxonomic classification. Focusing on pollen, we propose a theory of
transitions to spatially modulated phases on spheres to explain both the variability and
robustness of the patterns. We find that the sphere geometry allows for a wider variety
of patterns compared to planar surfaces. A species may robustly “choose” amongst the
possibilities by locally nucleating a patch of the pattern. We expect our theory to
describe a wide variety of pattern-forming processes on spherical geometries.

POLY 182: Controlled radical polymerization of vinylidene fluoride and synthesis
of PVDF block copolymers: Writing and mapping the fluoromaterials genome
Alexandru D. Asandei, asandei@ims.uconn.edu. Univ of Connecticut, Storrs
Mansfield, Connecticut, United States
The radical homo and copolymerization of main chain fluorinated monomers (MCFM)
such as vinylidene fluoride (VDF, CH2=CF2, bp = -84 C) affords a very interesting class
of specialty materials with desirable high performance properties. Accordingly, the
precise synthesis of fluoropolymer structures remains very relevant. However, the
corresponding monomers lead to very reactive, side reaction prone radicals and are
gases under normal conditions (e.g. = -84 C). Moreover, VDF propagates with both 1,2and 2,1 additions which leads in a controlled radical polymerization (CRP) such as
iodine degenerative transfer (IDT) to two chain ends (PVDF-CH2-CF2-I and PVDF-CF2CH2-I) of vastly different reactivity. These drawbacks render the synthesis of welldefined PVDF block copolymers and of other complex architectures, a very difficult task.
Indeed, the absence of convenient chemistry for the CRP of MCFMs and for the
synthesis of their corresponding well-defined and morphologically versatile,
sophisticated structures has resulted in a vast lag vs. conventional monomers with
respect to the study and understanding of their self-assembly, and of the properties and
applications thereby derived. Therefore, the elaboration of MCFM-CRPs, the synthesis
of sophisticated fluoropolymer structures and the mapping of the resulting
fluoromaterials genome remain commendable, but challenging efforts.
This talk will describe our recent work on novel photochemical methods for the initiation
and control of VDF-CRP and for the synthesis of semifluorinated block copolymers.
Novel protocols include the use of hypervalent iodide carboxylates alone or in
conjunction with molecular iodine, and respectively, the rational selection of photoactive
transition metal carbonyls that can activate not only alkyl, fluoroalkyl and perfluoroalkyl
halides for VDF initiation, but also quantitatively activate both PVDF-CH2-CF2-I and
PVDF-CF2-CH2-I chain ends towards well-defined PVDF block copolymers with
conventional alkenes.

POLY 183: Assessing hydrophobicity changes of renewable based polymers
during post polymer modification
Robert T. Mathers, rtm11@psu.edu. Chemistry, Pennsylvania State University New
Kensington, New Kensington, Pennsylvania, United States
Post polymer modification (PPM) of water soluble polyethylenimine (PEI) with citrate
esters has a large impact on hydrophobicity. Additionally, the multifunctional citrate
esters also caused crosslinking which influenced the modulus and swelling behavior.
Quantifying the degree of hydrophobicity was achieved with octanol-water (LogP)
partition coefficients. Hydrophobicity predictions based on LogP values agreed with
swelling ratios in water.

POLY 184: New fully biobased epoxy thermosets from ferulic acid with tunable
properties
Raphaël Ménard1,2, raphael.menard@agroparistech.fr, Sylvain Caillol2, Florent Allais1.
(1) Chaire ABI - AgroParisTech, AgroParisTech, Reims, France (2) Institut Charles
Gerhardt, Montpellier, France
Epoxy thermosets are extensively used for their exceptional characteristics, such as
excellent mechanical properties with low density, adhesion, thermal or chemical
resistance and have many applications in adhesives industry, coatings, and electronic
components. However, they suffer from some drawbacks such as their fossil origin or
the toxicity of the famous bisphenol A (BPA) precursor. Thus, increasing the
sustainability of the epoxy thermosets and the substitution of BPA harmful precursor are
becoming a topic of interest for the polymer community.
Recently, we succeeded in developing a “green” chemo-enzymatic process to
synthesize different macro (bis/tris)phenols from ferulic acid – a natural compound
found in wheat bran and beetroot pulp - and various biobased diols. These phenolic
precursors present aromatic structures needed to confer good thermoset properties to
the polymer. Moreover, it has been shown that these precursors do not present the antiestrogenic activity observed with BPA. Thus, the different ferulic acid derivatives appear
to be good candidates for BPA substitution. The presented study shows the syntheses
of different new biobased epoxy networks from these various ferulic acid derivatives.
The thermo-mechanical characterizations of the networks show that the monomer
structures allow controlling the thermoset properties.
This study aims to prove that agricultural waste may be valorized as building blocks for
thermosets synthesis with tunable properties.

Chemo-enzymatic synthesis of the renewable bisphenols and preparation of the corresponding
epoxy thermosets

POLY 185: New biobased epoxy materials and foams from microalgal oil
Claire Negrel, claire.negrell@enscm.fr, Adrien Cornille, Sylvain Caillol. Institut Charles
Gerhardt, Montpellier, France
Thermosetting epoxy materials are used in a wide range of applications owing to their
high mechanical strength, thermal and chemical stabilities and excellent dielectric
properties. Nowadays, partially or fully biobased epoxy polymers are a real target and
also a real challenge. Most of these microalgae species are interesting because they
contain unique products like carotenoids, antioxidants, fatty acids, enzymes, polymers,
peptides, toxins and sterols. The amount of fatty acids in microalgae can be substantial,
until 20-50% w/w% of the dry matter, with a high productivity1. Recently, some teams
began to find interest to algal oils from the synthesis of polyurethanes2 or polyesters3. In
our case, the oil obtained from schizochytrium, with a high content in unsaturations such
as docosahexaenoic acid with 22 carbons and 6 double bonds, was dedicated to the
development of polymer materials. This oil was epoxidized to reach a high functionality
of 10 epoxy functions per molecule. Then, fully biobased epoxy networks were
synthesized with priamine® (oleic acid dimer-derived amine) as hardener. These new
epoxy algae materials were characterized and compared with epoxy networks from
vegetable oils (epoxidized linseed or soybean oils). The choice to introduce epoxy comonomers to obtain materials with various rigidities was a key point in this study; we
used both trimethylolpropane triglycidyl ether, a classical crosslinking agent and
phloroglucinol triepoxy, derived from algal phlorotannins. The thermal and mechanical
properties were studied, highlighting the influence of algal oils and their high content in
reactive functions. Finally, the addition of a blowing agent (MH15 polysiloxane) allowed
the achievement of foams with interesting properties. Algae oil demonstrated its
potential to be a viable starting material for thermosetting materials and foams.

General scheme of microalgal oil-containing foams and materials syntheses

POLY 186: Effect of methoxy substituents on the kinetics and thermomechanical
properties of photocured lignin-derived polymer networks
Kaleigh Reno1, kreno@udel.edu, Srimoyee Dasgupta2, Christopher J. Kloxin1,2,
Thomas H. Epps1,2. (1) Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of
Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (2) Material Science, University of
Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States
Methacrylate-based photocurable thermosets are used in a range of commercial
endeavors, from additive manufacturing to dental composite applications. The
incorporation of multifunctional methacrylate monomers possessing an aromatic core,
such as Bisphenol A (BPA), enables rapid formation of polymeric materials with
enhanced mechanical properties, such as high glass transition temperature (Tg),
modulus, and toughness. Unfortunately, BPA is derived from petroleum, a
nonrenewable resource, and it also is classified as an endocrine disruptor. Therefore,
low-cost, biobased, renewable alternatives with reduced health impacts and suitable
mechanical properties are desirable. Methoxy substituted hydroxybenzyl alcohol glycidyl
methacrylates (HBAGMAs) are ideal candidates because they are aromatic, readily
functionalized with methacrylate groups, and derived from lignin (a waste product of the
pulp and paper industry). Through pyrolysis, lignin can be depolymerized into single
aromatic compounds such as hydroxybenzaldehydes that have zero, one, or two
methoxy groups ortho to the hydroxyl group. Substituted HBAGMAs were synthesized
by reducing the aldehyde under mild conditions, followed by epoxidation of the hydroxyl
groups, and then ring-opening with methacrylic acid using an AMC-2 catalyst.
Structures were verified through 2-D NMR and mass spectrometry. Methoxy groups
affect the reactivity of polymerizable glycidyl methacrylate substituents on the aromatic
ring, and we examined their influence on room-temperature photopolymerization
kinetics and the thermomechanical properties (Tg, modulus, and thermal stability).
Monomer compositions consisting of substituted HBAGMAs and triethylene glycol
dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) blends were compared to traditional bisphenol A glycidyl
methacrylate and TEGDMA blends and showed several favorable characteristics wellsuited for commercial applications.

POLY 187: Recyclable cross-linked polymer networks via one-step controlled
radical polymerization
Kailong Jin, kailongjin2012@u.northwestern.edu, Lingqiao Li, John M. Torkelson.
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, United States
Conventional polymer networks cannot be recycled into high-value products because of
permanent, covalent cross-links. Rubber tires illustrate well the issues ranging from
economic loss to environmental problems that arise with spent, cross-linked polymers.
Here, we developed a one-step strategy using nitroxide-mediated polymerization (NMP)
to synthesize recyclable network polymers with dynamic alkoxyamine cross-links that
allows for reprocessing in the melt state through repeated bond formation and
dissociation. With this method, we use stable nitroxide radicals containing a
polymerizing moiety (carbon-carbon double bond) as both radical regulators during
reaction and branch units on the polymers or cross-linker chains. We also use
bifunctional initiators to generate chains with radical sites on both sides to connect the
nitroxide branch units, resulting in cross-linked polymer. This NMP-based approach can
be applied to any monomers or polymers that contain at least one carbon-carbon
double bond that is amenable to radical polymerization. For example, through this
strategy, we designed a network polymer using polybutadiene and styrene monomer as
a model for recyclable tires, showing full property recovery after multiple meltreprocessing recycles; we also produced polymer networks from monomers with good
reprocessability and relative uniformity. With nitroxide groups serving as thermally
reversible cross-links and simple functionalization of monomers, this one-step strategy
provides for both robust, sustainable recyclability of cross-linked polymers and design of
networks for advanced technologies.

Network formation through bulk NMP and network reprocessing through rearrangements of
dynamic alkoxyamine covalent bonds.

POLY 188: Artificial noses from biopolymers or supramolecular assembly based
on cyclodextrins for the detetion of lung cancer VOC biomarkers
Lisday Duarte2, Sananda Sag4, Mickael Castro4, Véronique Bennevault5,3, JeanFrançois Feller1, Philippe Guegan3, philippe.guegan@upmc.fr. (1) European University
of Brittany (UEB), Lorient, France (2) Laboratoire Analyses et Modélisation pour la
Biologie et l'Environnement (UMR 8587) CNRS-UEVE-CEA, University of Evry, Evry,
France (3) Sorbonne Universités, UPMC Univ Paris 06, Institut Parisien de Chimie
Moléculaire (UMR-CNRS 8232), team Chimie des polymères, Paris, France (4) Smart
Plastics Group, European University of Brittany, LIMATB-UBS, Lorient, France (5)
University of Evry, Evry, France
Cancers could be more efficiently treated if early diagnostic could be provided. One
strategy is the volatolome analysis, a non invasive diagnostic that allows a fast
discrimination of unhealthy people from large cohort. The study of exhaled breath allows
a fast diagnosis, and e-noses are presented as a non-invasive, quick and portable
technique. Among the various e-nose designs, Quantum Resistive Sensors (QRS) offer
numerous advantages such as possible use at room temperature, poor water sensitivity,
improved sensitivity and selectivity We studied two kinds of QRS, i.e. a supramolecular
assembly and a nanocomposites based on carbon nanotubes embedded in an
insulating functional polymer matrix. The supramolecular strategy was achieved
investigating native b-CD, and its derivatives, and using a bifunctionnal linker, allowing
p-p stacking with graphene and complexation with the hydrophobic cavity of CD. This
strategy allowed tailorable selectivity to cancer biomarkers according to CD
functionalization. The second aim of this work was to develop new matrixes of fully biobased polymers from modified CD and D18:1. The D18:1 unit is expected to favour
interactions between the matrix and the nanofillers, while the CD unit is devoted to the
VOC capture. The control of the polymer architecture was achieved through the CD
functionality.
The various CPC are obtained using a layer by layer process, to build the transducers
from the nanoscale to the macroscale and control the three dimensions architecture of
the conductive network. The CPC was thus sensitive to diffusing molecules due to the
modification of the conductive junctions of the fillers during the molecules diffusion. The
chemo-resistive behaviour of sensors was estimated by exposing the various sensors to
a set of VOC, relevant in the early detection of lung cancer. The CD derivatization and
the polymer architecture strongly influenced the CPC response and a good
discrimination between the VOC was achieved. The detection level in the ppb range
could be obtained.

Effect of flow rate of different vapours on the chemoresistivity of nanocomposites of D18:1based polymer

POLY 189: Crosslinked poly(2-oxazoline)s derived from renewable resources:
Green alternatives for polyamides as insulators in electronic applications
Frank Wiesbrock1, frank.wiesbrock@pccl.at, Martin Fimberger1,2, Ioannis-Alexandros
Tsekmes3, Roman Kochetov3, Johan J. Smit3. (1) Polymer Competence Center Leoben,
Leoben, Austria (2) Graz University of Technology , Graz, Austria (3) Department of
Electrical Sustainable Energy, Delft University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands
The titanium(IV)-catalyzed reaction of ethanol amine with carboxylic acids represents a
solvent-free strategy for the preparation of 2-oxazolines in moderate to high yields, e.g.
2-nonyl-2-oxazoline from decanoic acid (coconut oil) and 2-dec-9′-enyl-2-oxazoline from
undec-10-enoic acid (castor oil) [1]. These monomers can be (co-)polymerized in
energy-efficient mode under microwave irradiation in recyclable ionic liquids, from which
they can be recovered in straight-forward fashion [2]. The corresponding homo- and
copolymers such as poly(2-nonyl-2-oxazoline)-stat-poly(2-dec-9′-enyl-2-oxazoline) and
poly(2-dec-9′-enyl-2-oxazoline) can be crosslinked with oligofunctional mercapto
compounds using the UV-induced thiol-ene click reaction.
The complex permittivity of such crosslinked poly(2-oxazoline)s has been found to
increase with the temperature and to decrease with the network density, indicative of a
correlation with the flexibility of the material: The changes of the loss factor, which
quantifies a material’s capability to store/transport charges, can be explained by
interfacial polarization within the material. In summary, the values for the parameters
like permittivity, loss factor and conductivity of crosslinked copoly(2-oxazoline)s are in
the same range as for polyamides [3], classifying copoly(2-oxazoline)-networks as
‘green’ alternatives for polyamides as electrical insulators.

TOP: Synthesis of 2-dec-9'-enyl-2-oxazoline from renewable resources and cationic ringopening polymerization of the monomer. BOTTOM: Correlation of loss factor and frequency at 20 °C (left) and correlation of conductivity and temperature (right).

POLY 190: Quercetin-based derivatives as bisphenol A replacements in linear
polycarbonates and epoxy cross-linked networks
Samantha L. Kristufek1, samantha.kristufek@chem.tamu.edu, Kevin A. Pollack1,
Guozhen Yang2, Lauren Link1, Brian J. Rohde2, Tiffany Gustafson1, Amandine Noel1,
Ashlee Jahnke1, Jeffery E. Raymond1, Megan L. Robertson2, Karen L. Wooley1. (1)
Chemistry, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, United States (2) Dept. of
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineerin, University of Houston, Houston, Texas, United
States
We have a keen interest in the design, preparation and investigation of engineering
polymers that are derived from renewable biofeedstock resources. Quercetin, and many
of its derivatives, are well-studied molecules with interesting bioactivities, making them
ideal components to be incorporated into the backbone of polymers. Two systems,
linear polycarbonates and epoxy cross-linked networks, have been synthesized and
their properties were compared to their bisphenol A analogues. Initially, the monomer,
3,7,4’-tribenzylquercetin was synthesized followed by a condensation polymerization to
afford linear polycarbonates of various molecular weights. The photophysical properties
were examined and compared to the monomer including the fluorescence, quantum
yield and fluorescence lifetime. In the second system, a 3,7,4’-trimethylquercetin
diglycidyl ether-nadic methyl anhydride cross-linked network was synthesized, and it
was found to exhibit several comparable thermal and mechanical properties to the
diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A-nadic methyl anhydride network. Overall, these
quercetin-based materials represent a new class of environmentally-friendly polymers
and polymer networks with a potential for the replacement of petroleum-based
polymeric systems in various engineering applications.

POLY 191: Kinetic theory and thermodynamics of living copolymerization
Pierre Gaspard, gaspard@ulb.ac.be. Universite Libre de Bruxelles (U.L.B.), Brussels,
Belgium
The kinetic theory of living copolymerization is extended beyond the Mayo-Lewis
equation by considering detachment besides attachment rates. Recent work shows that
the kinetic equations can be solved in this case as well, giving an algorithm that can be
a million times faster than Monte Carlo simulations. The inclusion of detachment rates
allows us to determine the thermodynamics of copolymerization. The synthesized
copolymer sequence is a Markov chain of kth order if the rates depend on k previously
incorporated monomeric units.
It is also shown that disorder in the monomeric sequence of the growing copolymer
contributes positively to the entropy production and can thus drive the growth against an
unfavorable free energy under certain conditions. For copolymerization with a template
as in DNA replication, the entropy production also depends on the information
transmitted from the template to the copy. These new results lead to theoretical
predictions on the composition and control of copolymer sequences.

Schematic representations of living copolymerization processes without and with a template.

POLY 192: Thiol-click chemistries for the generation of polymers with defined
periodic sequence
Weixian Xi2, Sankha Pattanayak3, Benjamin Fairbanks1, Christopher Bowman1,
christopher.bowman@colorado.edu. (1) University of Colorado Boulder, Boulder,
Colorado, United States (2) UCLA, Los Angelas, California, United States (3) Stanford,
San Francisco, California, United States
Long segments of repeating short nucleotide motifs make up approximately half of the
human genome with at least 16 neurological disorders associated with abnormal
expansion of these periodic sequences, predominantly trinucleotide repeats. Examples
include (CAG)n and (CGG)n, implicated in Huntington’s disease and fragile X syndrome
(one cause of autism spectrum disorders) respectively. Our ability to study the
pathological mechanisms and possible treatments of these triplet repeat expansion
disorders will be enhanced by the ability to generate synthetic nucleic acid analogs with
similar repeating motifs.
Using thiol-ene and thiol-acrylamide modified nucleobases, we have performed
consecutive thiol-click reactions to generate oligomers with periodic repeating
sequences. Employing high efficiency reactions, we are able to avoid solid phase
synthesis and the accompanying scalability limitations. The oligomers exhibit sequencespecific binding. The resulting thioether backbone is impervious to nucleolytic enzymes
that quickly degrade natural nucleic acids, portending enhanced pharmacokinetics in
physiological applications.

Consecutive thiol-michael additions result in radically polymerizable trinucleotide.

POLY 193: One-pot sequential multicomponent reaction and multicomponent
polymerization method for the synthesis of sequence-controlled polymers
Ze Zhang1, Long-Hai Wang2, Ye-Zi You1, yzyou@ustc.edu.cn. (1) DEpartment of
Polymer Science and Engineering, University of Science and Technology of China,
Hefei, Anhui, China (2) Polymer Science and Engineering, University of Science and
Technology of China, Hefei, China
Multicomponent reaction (MRC) can connect three or more starting materials in a single
synthetic operation, which is now a powerful strategy to create molecular diversity and
complexity from simple and readily available substrates in one-pot process. Though the
importance of sequence-control events was recently emphasized by Lutz, Li, Liu and
Sawamato et al, so far, the application of MCRs in polymer synthesis is still in its
infancy, and only few MCRs have been successfully employed to the synthesis of
polymers, moreover, all the obtained polymers have only few components whereas the
proteins have 20 amino acid components. To ensure sufficient molecular diversity and
complexity, more components should be introduced into a single chain.
Here, we reported the sequential MCR and MCP in one-pot for the syntheses of
sequence-defined polymer with different topology by using highly selective reaction.
Propargyl methacrylate with two differently reactive moieties of alkyne unit and
methacrylate unit was used as starting material. The methacrylate unit can participate in
the first MCR of amine, thiolactone and alkene via thiol-based Michael addition but not
precipitate in the MCP of toluenesulfonyl azide, amine and alkyne, whereas the alkyne
unit can involve in the MCP but not involve in the first MCR. Moreover, for amine
molecules with primary amine and secondary amine, the primary amine involved the
first MCR of amine, thiolactone and alkene via amine-ring-opening of thiolcatone,
whereas the secondary amine can not participate in the first MCR, but it can participate
in the following MCP of toluenesulfonyl azide, amine and alkyne. Therefore, the
utilization of propargyl methacrylate with both alkene and alkyne units and amine
molecules with both primary ammine and secondary amine can combine MCR and
MCP together. This strategy not only allows to sequentially performing MCR and MCP
in a single reaction vessel, but also, can effectively control the sequence and topology
of the obtained polymers simultaneously.

POLY 194: Cu-catalyzed multicomponent polymerization to give well-defined
macromolecular structures
Tae Choi, tlc@snu.ac.kr. School of Chemistry, Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea
(the Republic of)
Multicomponent reactions (MCRs) have received great attention because of their simple
access to the synthesis of complex molecules. MCRs have recently introduced to
polymer synthesis and multicomponent polymerizations (MCPs) produced various
polymer structures through step-growth polymerization, for instance, poly-(ester ether
ketone), polyurethane, polythiourethane, and π-conjugated polymers and others.
Efficient synthesis of polyimidines and polyamidates has been a great challenge
because of the difficulty of their bond formation with limited substrate scope. Recently,
we described a successful method for the synthesis of various poly(N-sulfonylamidines)
using Cu-catalyzed MCP. By using the Cu-catalyzed three component reaction which
was developed by Chang group, we have successfully synthesized various highmolecular-weight, defect-free poly(N-sulfonylamidine) structures from a broad range of
monomers. Three types of monomers (diynes, sulfonyl azides, and diamines) are bench
stable and readily accessible. Moreover, we also extended this MCP method to produce
a library of poly(N-sulfonylimidates) by using diols instead of diamines. Although the
molecular weights of these polyimidates were lower than polyamidines, the monomer
scope was still broad. Gratifyingly, the formation of polyamidines and polyimidates is
highly selective over the conventional click reactions. Most importantly, this report
demonstrates a successful MCP that overcomes the many drawbacks of previous MCP
methods which showed narrow monomer scope and producing relatively low-molecularweight polymers. Lastly, we used this MCP method to prepare library of graft and
dendronized polymers.
Due to highly selective couplings of three monomers, we could prepare library of
polymers with well-defined microstructures having highly regular sequence of A, B, and
C monomers. Also, we demonstrated that with this MCP method, diversity-oriented
polymerization would be possible.

POLY 195: Sequence-coded polymers: A platform to control molecular
information
Jean-Francois Lutz, jflutz@unistra.fr. Precision Macromolecular Chemistry, Institut
Charles Sadron, Strasbourg, France
It has been recently shown that synthetic polymers allow molecular information storage.
In such macromolecules, a message is stored using a controlled sequence of
monomers. For example, binary information can be easily written in a polymer chain
using monomers intentionally defined as 0 and 1 bits. Such non-natural polymers exhibit
interesting advantages over biological information-storing polymers like DNA. Indeed,
their chemical synthesis can be simplified by the use of fast orthogonal reactions.
Several examples of this type have been developed in my laboratory over the last three
years and will be discussed in details in this presentation. In addition the sequencing of
non-natural sequence-coded macromolecules can be facilitated by polymer design. For
instance, it is possible to conceive optimal sequence-coded macromolecular analytes
for nanopore or mass spectrometry sequencing.

Schematic representation of a synthetic information-containing polymer.

POLY 196: Sequence-defined oligoTEAs: Assembly, characterization and
applications
Christopher A. Alabi, caa238@cornell.edu. Chemical Engineering, Cornell, Ithaca,
New York, United States
Precise control over the monomer composition, sequence and architecture of polymers
is critical for mediating a high level of control over their chemical and physical attributes.
Technologically, control over primary sequence and architecture could lead to the
development of new synthetic enzymes, scaffolds for molecular encoding and data
storage, nucleic acid mimetics, synthetic affinity ligands, sequence responsive
materials, programmable biomaterials and much more. Motivated by these opportunities
and the need for sequence-control and structural diversity in polymer research, we
present a versatile methodology for the synthesis of a new class of sequence-defined
oligomers. Our approach to sequence-defined oligomer assembly involves the
sequential use of different N-allylacrylamide and dithiol monomers to build sequencedefined oligothioetheramides (oligoTEA) on a liquid fluorous support. The combination
of fast solution-phase reaction kinetics with a robust fluorous solid-phase extraction
(FSPE) technology allows for the efficient assembly of molecularly encoded synthetic
oligoTEAs with broad structural diversity and tunability. Strategic placement of
complementary reactive monomers during the oligoTEA assembly process facilitates
the synthesis of a wide variety of sequence-defined architectures. These novel
sequences and structures will be presented and used to investigate the effect of primary
sequence and structure on macromolecular and biological properties.

POLY 197: IEG+: new methods and polymer properties
Jeremiah A. Johnson, jaj2109@mit.edu. MIT, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Boston, Massachusetts, United States
This talk will describe our efforts to expand upon the iterative exponential growth plus
sidechain functionalization (IEG+) strategy for sequence, mass, and stereo-defined
polymer synthesis. Prliminary biological properties and self-assembly studies of IEG+
polymers will be described.

POLY 198: Peptide mimetic precision polymers
Patrick Wilke, Sebastian Wieczorek , Eva Maron, Hans Boerner, h.boerner@HUberlin.de. Department of Chemistry, Humboldt-University Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Recently enormous efforts have been spend to advance polymer synthesis methods,
enabling monomer sequence control. Methods of controlled radical polymerization
played one major role to precisely position functionalities in synthetic polymers. After
principles of advanced precision polymer synthesis routes have been established, one
of the upcoming challenges will be finding applicable sequences to demonstrate the
potentials of fully synthetic polymers, which exhibit a defined monomer sequence. Here
we summarize our approach to extract interesting minimal sequences from biological
sources to design precision polymers. Those polymers mimic aspects of functional
biomacromolecules with non-biological monomer building blocks and might enlarge the
functional space available for polymers useful for drug delivery, adhesives or
nanoengineering of surfaces.

Figure. Abstracting principles from peptides toward the design of precision polymers

POLY 199: Sequence-defined macromolecules via multicomponent reactions
Susanne Carina Solleder, susanne.solleder@student.kit.edu, Katharina S. Wetzel,
Michael Meier. Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe, Germany
The synthesis of sequence-defined macromolecules is one of the most challenging
topics in modern polymer chemistry. In the last few years, this topic gained increased
interest and evolved into a quickly developing research area. The goal of our group is
the development of novel approaches towards sequence-defined macromolecules using
isocyanide based multicomponent reactions (IMCRs). IMCRs are attractive in the field
of sequence control due to their modular and versatile nature, offering efficient
possibilities to introduce defined side groups at certain positions of the macromolecules.
Furthermore, IMCRs are simple one-pot reactions and easily accessible components
are used. Our group showed that the iterative application of the Passerini threecomponent reaction and Thiol-ene addition reactions led to sequence-defined oligomers
and block-copolymers in a simple way without the use of protecting groups or activating
agents. This synthesis protocol can also be applied to the Ugi four-component reaction,
offering the unique possibility to introduce two tailored side groups to the polymer
backbone in one MCR step and enabling dual side chain control. Recently, the use of a
monoprotected AB-monomer was described, leading to highly improved overall yields
and easy purification procedures. Also in this approach, different (functional) side
groups were introduced and the self-metathesis of a sequence-defined decamer was
successfully conducted to obtain a sequence-defined 20-mer.

POLY 200: Investigating triazine-based modification of gellan gum and Its
ophthalmological application using statistical designs
Jue Liang1, jueliang@vt.edu, Lulu Cheng2, Jessica Struckhoff1, Nathan Ravi1,3. (1)
Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences, Washington University School of
Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri, United States (2) Statistics Technology Center, Monsanto
Company, Saint Louis, Missouri, United States (3) Department of Energy,
Environmental and Chemical Engineering, Washington University in St. Louis, Saint
Louis, Missouri, United States
Gellan gum is an extracellular microbial polysaccharide and its derivatives have been
extensively researched for many biomedical applications. The native gellan is often
modified to tailor its properties or endow it with other desirable features. To precisely
tailor the property of gellan by derivatizing it to a pre-determined extent is challenging,
yet critical. In this paper, we used 2-chloro-4,6-dimethoxy-1,3,5-triazine (CDMT) and Nmethylmorpholine (NMM) to derivatize gellan via a triazine-based coupling reaction.
Using a fractional factorial (FF) design, we observed that the solvent and molar ratios of
CDMT and NMM to the carboxylate were the significant factors controlling the
derivatization. Moreover, by altering the amount of CDMT and NMM, we developed a
quadratic regression model for precise control of the extent of derivatization using a
response surface methodology (RSM) with a D-optimal design. We evaluated the
biocompatibility of gellan with 12% modification by electric cell-substrate impedance
sensing using human retinal pigment epithelial cells, primary porcine retinal pigmented
epithelial cells. We determined that it was relatively biocompatible up to 1.5 mg/mL. We
have used modified gellan in a two-component hydrogel with a polymethacrylamide
copolymer as a potential substitute for human vitreous. The modification degree of
gellan and the concentration of each component are significant in that it affects the
gelling temperature, modulus and biocompatibility of the two-component hydrogel

Investigating Triazine-based Modification of Gellan Gum Using Statistical Designs

POLY 201: Poly-amido-saccharides: New highly functionalized biopolymers
Mark W. Grinstaff, mgrin@bu.edu. Boston Univ Dept of Chem, Boston, Massachusetts,
United States
The chemical synthesis of high molecular weight polysaccharides is challenging for
polymer chemists and new, robust approaches are needed. Introducing an amide
linkage between monosaccharide repeat units instead of an ether linkage is a strategy
that could allow the molecular-level control available via organic synthesis while
preserving some of the unique properties of natural polysaccharides. The synthesis and
characterization of chiral, controlled molecular weight poly-amido-saccharides via the
anionic ring opening polymerization of a beta-lactam sugar monomer will be presented.
In addition to polymer characterization data, results from bioactivity studies will be
described. Results from our recent publications will be included.

POLY 202: Synthesis and application of chitosan based nano-particles
Warayuth Sajomsang1, warayuth@nanotec.or.th, Pattarapond Gonil3, Sineenat
Thaiboonrod2, Chalita Ratanatawanate4. (1) National Nanotechnology Center, Klong
Luang, Phathumthani, Thailand (2) National Nanotechnology Center, Pathum Thani ,
Klong Luang , Thailand (3) National Nanotechnology Center, Pathum Thani, Klong
Luang , Thailand
Nanotechnology is an interdisciplinary field of technological developments on the
nanometer scale offering comprehensive applications to biomedicine. To date, most of
the advance nanocarriers have been developed by utilizing either synthetic polymers or
polysaccharides as well as by their combination. Due to their nanosize and possibility of
surface modification, these nanoparticulate systems possess several advantages over
other forms of conventional delivery systems. Among the various materials available,
chitosan is one of the most widely used biopolymers for the preparation of nanocarriers.
Chitosan have become increasingly excellent materials and have attracted more and
more attentions due to their outstanding merits such as easily available, non-toxic,
biocompatible, biodegradable, and easily modified. Moreover, chitosan offer a green
alternative to synthetic polymers in the preparation of soft nanomaterials. In this talk will
be presented the newest developments in the preparation of chitosan-based
nanoparticles. Two techniques are focused on to fabricate chitosan-based
nanoparticles, that is, ionotropic gelation and the self-assembly of hydrophobically
modified chitosans. Different applications of chitosan based-nanoparticles are
highlighted.

Fabrications of chitosan based nanoparticles by inotropic gelation and self-assembly methods

POLY 203: Biofunctional block copolymers for the design of bioactive selfassembled nanomaterials
Elisabeth B. Garanger2, garanger@enscbp.fr, Charlotte Drappier2, Sarah Macewan1,
Ashutosh Chilkoti1, Sebastien Lecommandoux2. (1) Duke Univ, Durham, North Carolina,
United States (2) LCPO-ENSCBP, University of Bordeaux, Pessac, France
Natural as well as synthetic polymers have now been used in the biomedical field for
many years due to their mechanical properties, stealth behavior, biodegradability and/or
biocompatibility. More recently have the polymer scaffolds been expected to play an
active role and deliberately intended to actively interact with biological environments
and participate to the desired biological outcome, by directly interacting with protein,
cellular or tissue components. Our group currently investigates different synthetic
approaches to access biofunctional block copolymers, meaning macromolecules
combining the ability to self-assemble into well-defined and predictable structures,
together with a molecularly-encoded bioactivity. One approach implies the covalent
bioconjugation of functional oligopeptides with hydrophobic polymer segments to
provide amphiphilic biofunctional conjugates ultimately self-assembled into bioactive
nanoparticles. Another approach relies on the use of protein-engineering techniques to
produce precision protein-like polymer backbones that can be subsequently chemically
modified to introduce bioactive moieties.

POLY 204: Withdrawn

POLY 205: Tough vinyl ester photopolymers for biomedical applications
Andreas Mautner1,2, andreas.mautner@univie.ac.at, Robert Liska2. (1) Institute for
Materials Chemistry & Research, University of Vienna, Wien, Austria (2) Institute for
Applied Synthetic Chemistry, Vienna University of Technology, Wien, Austria
Vinyl ester photopolymers are suitable alternatives to (meth)acrylates in biomedical
applications due to their much lower cytotoxicity. (Meth)acrylates exhibit good
mechanical properties and photoreactivity, but their cytotoxicity and degradation
products are problematic when used in biomedical applications, whereas vinyl esters
show lower toxicity and give biocompatible degradation products. Unfortunately, so far
their disadvantage was exhibiting relatively low mechanical properties, in particular
brittleness. The aim of this study was to identify suitable functional groups that are
capable of enhancing the impact resistance of vinyl ester networks, e.g. cyclic
structures or urethane groups. To achieve this, a new pathway for the synthesis of vinyl
esters carrying these groups had to be established. Resulting monomers were tested
regarding their photoreactivity and cytotoxicity and the according polymers were
analyzed for their mechanical properties and degradation behavior. Furthermore, the
thiol-ene reaction was applied to tune the hydrolytical degradation behavior and
enhance reactivity. The new vinyl esters were found to be of excellent biocompatibility
and good photoreactivity, which can be significantly enhanced with thiols onto the level
of highly reactive acrylates. Most importantly, the impact resistance of the new vinyl
esters was improved by a factor of more than ten compared to conventional vinyl esters.

Fig. 1: Newly designed vinyl esters with enhanced impact resistance

POLY 206: Hydrogel microfibers synthesized via interfacial tetrazine ligation
Shuang Liu1, lius@udel.edu, Aidan Zerdoum2, Axel Moore2, Han Zhang3, David Burris4,
Joseph Fox3, Xinqiao Jia1. (1) Materials Science and Engineering, University of
Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (2) Biomedical Engineering, University of
Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (3) Chemistry and Biochemistry, University
of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (4) Mechanical Engineering, University
of Delaware , Newark, Delaware, United States
Cell-matrix interaction is essential in many cellular processes, such as cell attachment,
migration, proliferation and differentiation, therefore is important in tissue growth and
remodeling. Microfibrous hydrogels with controlled fiber orientation mimic the structure
and properties of the natural extracellular matrices more closely, thus are more
desirable than the traditional bulk hydrogels for studying cell-matrix interactions.
Previously, tetrazine ligation, an ultrafast bioorthogonal reaction between s-tetrazine
(Tz) and trans-cyclooctene (TCO) derivatives, was successfully applied to the synthesis
of high molecular weight multiblock copolymers. The semicrystalline polymer was
collected as microfibers via the step growth polymerization of poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG) bis-Tz and dodecyl bis-TCO monomers at the immiscible solvent interface. In this
work, a tri-functional TCO derivative was employed in interfacial biorthogonal
polymerization to yield crosslinked hydrogel microfibers. Microfibers crosslinked by trisTCO exhibit better stability under cell culture conditions and improved mechanical
properties as compared to those synthesized using bis-TCO. When a PEG-bisTz
containing a dangling cell-adhesive RGD peptide was used, the resultant fibrous
hydrogels provided contact guidance for the attachment, migration and differentiation of
human mensenchymal stem cells (hMSCs). When a bis-TCO containing a tethered
dihydrotetrazine (DHT) was used in place of tris-TCO, the resultant microfibers display a
latent functional group that can be easily activated to Tz for further bio-conjugation
purposes. The interfacial approach enables the straightforward production of hydrogel
microfibers and permits the fine-tuning of the fiber properties for specific tissue
engineering applications.

Figure 1. Stable hydrogel microfibers can be synthesized through interfacial tetrazine ligation
and provide contact guidance for the attachment of human Mesenchymal stem cells.

POLY 207: Directed neurite growth using photopolymerized topographical
features and chemical cues
Bradley Tuft, Braden Leigh, Marlan Hansen, Allan Guymon, AllanGuymon@uiowa.edu. Univ of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, United States
Performance of successful neural prosthetics, such as the cochlear implant (CI), has not
significantly improved in recent years due to poor spatial resolution at the nerve-implant
interface. Directing nerve cell processes towards target electrodes may reduce the
problematic current spread and improve stimulatory specificity. Consequently, our work
utilizes the spatial and temporal control inherent to photopolymerization methodology to
fabricate micropatterned methacrylate polymers that direct nerve cell growth based on
substrate topographic and stiffness cues. Micropatterned substrates are formed in a
rapid, single-step reaction by selectively blocking light with glass-chrome photomasks
which have repeating line-space features with a pitch of 10-100 µm in width. The
resultant pattern is a continuous series of ridges and grooves at regular intervals that
can be used for cellular contact guidance studies. Micro-feature depth is controlled and
reproducibly generated from the nanometer to micrometer size sclae by shuttering the
light source at different time steps during the reaction and by modulating photo-initiator
concentration. Regenerative growth of inner ear nerve cells orients to the direction of
the micro-pattern and is strongly dependent on feature size and slope. Substrate
stiffness is modified by varying the cross-link density of the final material by either
increasing the amount of cross-linker in the prepolymer formulation or by increasing the
size of the spacer unit between cross-links. Spiral ganglion neurites were observed to
align more strongly as substrate rigidity increased. The ultimate goal of the research is
to develop materials using photopolymerization that predictably orient regenerative
nerve cell growth and improve neural prosthetic stimulatory specificity and, thus,
improve patient outcomes.

Patterns formed through photopolymerization direct neurite and Schwann cell growth in sprial
ganglion neuron (SGN) explants.

POLY 208: Novel excipients for liquid stabilization of protein pharmaceuticals
Joshua S. Katz, jskatz@dow.com, Lu Yao, Yujing Tan, Krishna Kuppannan, David J.
Brennan, Yang Song, Susan L. Jordan. The Dow Chemical Company, Merion Station,
Pennsylvania, United States
As the pharmaceutical industry shifts from small molecule drugs in favor of biologics,
new, unique formulation needs emerge. Issues relating to shelf-stability of biologic
formulations remain a key challenge to new drug development for both the developed
and developing world. We have recently developed a new series of surfactant
excipients for liquid thermal stabilization of biologic drugs. The surfactants were
synthesized by stepwise amidation of myristoyl chloride with an amino acid and then the
amino acid with a monofunctional Jeffamine™. In initial studies, a three-fold drop in IgG
aggregation rate was observed by DLS for IgG formulated with these novel surfactants
compared to control surfactant formulations. Isothermal circular dichroism (CD) further
indicated improved structure retention for formulations containing the novel surfactant.
Next, a commercial drug was reformulated with the novel excipient and significantly
more protein monomer retention was observed during accelerated aging studies
compared to the commercial formulation. This talk will discuss the development of the
excipients and the assessment of their performance in several protein models using a
variety of analytical tools.

POLY 209: Surface modification of scaffolds made from melt electrospinning
writing
Thomas Lorson2, thomas.lorson@uni-wuerzburg.de, Miriam Komma2, Gernot
Hochleitner1, Paul D. Dalton1, Robert Luxenhofer2. (1) Department for Functional
Materials in Medicine and Dentistry, University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany (2)
Functional Polymer Materials, Chair for Chemical Technology of Materials Synthesis,
Department of Chemistry and Pharmacy, University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany
One key to advance the emerging field of biofabrication is the ability to write welldefined, tailored and multi-layered micron and/or nanoscale fibrous substrates suitable
for tissue engineering applications. One such additive manufacturing method is melt
electrospinning writing (MEW) which allows precision deposition of polymer filaments
with diameters as small as 820 nm in a solvent free approach.[1] Until now mainly poly(εcaprolactone) (PCL) and recently poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) have been successfully used
for MEW.[2,3] Unlike many solution electrospun materials, melt electrospun PCL
scaffolds are fully penetrated by cells, which produce extracellular matrix and have been
used in vivo with excellent integration.[4] However, the performance of the device may
be limited by the nature of the interactions occurring between the PCL scaffolds and
plasma proteins or cells. As a consequence, proper design of the surface chemistry is
crucial to control and predict the behavior of this complex system.
By combining MEW and self-initiated photografting and photopolymerization (SIPGP) of
2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), a common and biocompatible hydrogel can be
covalently attached to the surface of the written fiber. SIPGP uses no catalysts or
initiators, and combining with MEW allows the independent control of scaffold shape
and chemistry. Here, we report the surface modification of PCL scaffolds obtained by
MEW so that they are hydrophilic and readily wettable. SIPGP and MEW may be an
interesting combination for the creation of next generation scaffolds for biofabrication
and tissue engineering.

POLY 210: Rheological and application properties of non-drip paints
Sharon M. Vuong, s.m.vuong@gmail.com. Dow Coating Materials, Dow Chemical
Company, Collegeville, Pennsylvania, United States
Paint is a very common yet complex fluid that is required to exhibit a wide variety of
chemical and rheological properties in order to meet the needs of the consumer. A good
paint may be described as one that applies easily to a vertical substrate and, once dry,
maintains itself through typical wear and tear; however, this simple qualitative
description is actually a multifaceted quantitative problem for paint manufacturers and
raw materials suppliers. Market focus, government regulations, and desired paint
properties also vary across different countries, which lead to different paint chemistries
and testing protocols for each new product development. One example of these diverse
requirements is in the area of non-drip or thixotropic paints, which are a subset of
architectural coatings that are available only in certain regions. This talk will detail the
additional rheological properties needed to achieve a pudding-like substance that
otherwise behaves like a traditional paint, including the development of a gel structure
and its subsequent effect on the application properties. The consumer use of non-drip
paints is also discussed and addresses the need for the special handling of these paints
in order to take full advantage of the benefits of their thixotropic behavior.

POLY 211: Search of hair's touch delicacy by conditioning charged polymers
Gustavo S. Luengo, gluengo@rd.loreal.com. Loreal Research, Aulnay Sous Bois,
France
In shampoos and conditioners we polymers play an important role to adsorb onto
keratinic fibers and, after a water rinsing process, modify and restore the quality of hair.
Hair is a biological surface that has a hydrophobic character; but it is easily lost by many
external agents, from weathering to ultraviolet light or simply brushing. The knowledge
of the structure and properties of these surfaces are essential in hair or skin care to
better design and understand the effect of specific treatments that restore or even
improve these properties. In this presentation we will look closely to the physicalchemistry phenomena that happen in everyday consumer’s hair washing. From a
macroscopic to the nanometric world polyelectrolytes and surfactants compete in a
delicate balance to obtain its final attachment to the surface. Despite our drastic final
efforts to remove them, they still hang on to the fiber performing their very important
tribological role. Understanding this phenomena is essential to control the final
performance and sensorial experience of the consumer. I will show how polymer
conformation, hair’s chemical state and modelling can work together to reach our goal
of a healthy, delicate and beautiful hair

Representation of a polyelectrolyte adsorbed on hair

POLY 212: Molecular structure of the human skin barrier and its response to
external agents
Christopher M. MacDermaid, chris.macdermaid@gmail.com, Michael L. Klein,
Giacomo Fiorin, giacomo.fiorin@gmail.com. Institute for Computational Molecular
Science (ICMS), Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
The first line of defense of the body against harmful agents such as toxic chemicals,
viruses and bacteria is the stratum corneum (horned layer) of human skin. A simple
“brick and mortar” analogy is often used to describe how a lipid matrix (the “mortar”)
envelops and holds together the keratin-dense and impenetrable cells of the stratum
corneum (the “bricks”). Due to uncertainty in the molecular structure of the lipid matrix, it
is difficult to understand how the permeation of toxic substances is prevented in healthy
skin, and how drugs can be administered through the dermis more efficiently. We used
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the lipid matrix, showing that multiple supramolecular structures can be observed in the same microscopic model. Such
coexistence promotes a well-defined balance between lipid and water molecules, which
can be modulated by the binding of polymeric surfactants that affect whole-tissue
permeability.

Self-assembly of randomized skin lipids (A) into a layered structure (B)

POLY 213: UV Gel nail polish
Xianzhi Zhou, zhouxz@gmail.com. Research & Innovation, Loreal USA, Clark, New
Jersey, United States
In recent years, UV gel-based nail polishes have become increasingly popular as they
provide improved properties over conventional nail polishes, such as extended wear (up
to 14 days with a perfect wear) and improved shine. Unlike the traditional nail polish that
forms the coating by solvent evaporation, the gel polish is exposed to invisible UVA
energy to convert it from a fluid to a solid state. This talk will give a comprehensive
review on the development, technologies behind gel nails, the lamps, the package,
safety and regulatory and recent trends in them. The underlying photochemistry of
monomers, oligomers and photo-initiators also involved in such physical state
transformation will be discussed.

UV Gel

POLY 214: Polymer technologies in sunscreens
Fanwen Zeng, fzeng@dow.com, Curtis Schwartz. Dow Chemcial Company,
Collegeville, Pennsylvania, United States
Sunscreens are important skin-care products that are designed to block ultraviolet (UV)
radiation that causes photo-aging and skin cancer. While the most important ingredients
in the sunscreen formulation are the UV absorbing active ingredients, polymer
technologies also play a critical role in the formulation strategy of sunscreen products to
enable stability, water and sweat resistance on the skin, and a high sun protection factor
(SPF). For example, high SPF sunscreens are enabled by adding polymeric SPF
boosters such as hollow sphere polymers as shown in Figure 1. This boosts the SPF of
sunscreens without relying on increasing the concentration of UV absorbers.
Sunscreens containing water resistance claims are enabled by polymers so that
consumers continue to receive the SPF on their skin while around water. And
encapsulation of UV absorbers by polymer technologies can help resolve formulation
incompatibility of active ingredients and also potentially reduce sensitivity of UV actives
to skin. This paper will review these and other polymer technologies that are currently
employed in the industry, with emphasis on the work from the authors’ laboratory.

Figure 1. Design of hollow sphere polymer (left) and its mechanism of action to boost SPF
(right).

POLY 215: Intelligently designed UV-cleavable polymers for preventing suninduced skin damage
Michele Lee, lee853@usc.edu, Eda Gungor, Martin Siron, Andrea M. Armani. Chemical
Engineering & Materials Science, University of Southern California, Los Angeles,
California, United States
Smart polymeric materials have quickly transitioned from the lab to consumer
applications, such as switchable surfaces. Many of these materials rely on stimuliresponsive functional units for their behavior. Therefore, the concentration and location
of these units within the material determine the performance and reliability. In the
present work, we have developed a UV-responsive material based on the
photocleavable moiety o-nitrobenzyl (ONB). The ONB unit is integrated into an initiator
for atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) with two equally reactive sites. The final
o-nitrobenzyl-modified poly(methyl acrylate) has a single centrally located ONB cleaving
group. Using polymers with a range of molecular weights and narrow polydispersity, we
have characterized the kinetics of the photocleavage reaction in three different solvents
and in film, verifying that the solvent-polymer interactions play a role in the quantum
efficiency and cleaving rate. Finally, we have developed techniques to deposit the
polymer onto flexible substrates, enabling the fabrication of a wearable, flexible
ultraviolet sensor for preventing skin damage.

Drawing of a) central photo-responsive unit cleaving when exposed to UV light via the sun and
b) cleaved units resulting in overall color change of the sensor after sun exposure.

POLY 216: Enzyme-directed assembly of nanoparticles in tumors: A new
paradigm in tissue targeting for the delivery of cytotoxins and
immunotherapeutics
Nathan C. Gianneschi, ngianneschi@ucsd.edu. Chem M/C 0343, University of
California, San Diego, La Jolla, California, United States
Nanoparticle targeting strategies have largely relied on the use of surface conjugated
ligands designed to bind overexpressed cell-membrane receptors associated with a
given cell-type. We envisioned a targeting strategy that would lead to an active
accumulation of nanoparticles by virtue of a supramolecular assembly event specific to
tumor tissue, occurring in response to a specific signal. For this purpose, we utilize
enzymes as stimuli, rather than other recognition events, because they are uniquely
capable of propagating a signal via catalytic amplification. We will describe the
preparation of highly functionalized polymer scaffolds utilizing ring opening metathesis
polymerization, their development as in vivo probes and their utility as a multimodal
imaging platform and as drug carriers capable of targeting tissue. We have established
this platform technology for the delivery of cytotoxins and immunotherapeutics to both
xenograft models of human tumors in mice, and syngeneic metastatic breast cancer in
mice. Furthermore, we will describe new methods and approaches for characterizing
this kind of dynamic material at the nanoscale, including by liquid cell transmission
electron microscopy and combined isotopic and optical nanoscopy.

POLY 217: Acid-disintegratable polymersomes for intracellular drug delivery
Guoying Zhang1,2, gyzhang@ustc.edu.cn, Lei Wang1, Guhuan Liu1,2. (1) Department of
Polymer Science and Engineering, University of Science and Technology of China,
Hefei, Anhui, China (2) CAS Key Laboratory of Soft Matter Chemistry, Hefei, China
Polymersomes self-assembled from amphiphilic polymers capable of synchronically
loading of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic payloads have shown promising potential in
drug delivery application. Herein, we report the fabrication of pH-responsive
polymersomes via supramolecular self-assembly of amphiphilic diblock copolymers,
poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(2-((((5-methyl-2-(2,4,6-trimethoxyphenyl)-1,3-dioxan-5yl)methoxy)carbonyl)amino)ethyl methacrylate) (PEO-b-PTTAMA), which were
synthesized via reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization
of a pH-responsive monomer (i.e., TTAMA) using a PEO-based macroRAFT agent. The
resultant amphiphilic diblock copolymer then self-assembled into polymersomes
consisting of hydrophilic PEO coronas and pH-responsive hydrophobic bilayers. The
cyclic benzylidene acetals embedded in the hydrophobic polymersome bilayers were
relatively stable under neutral pH, whereas they underwent hydrolysis to generate
hydrophilic diol moieties when exposed to acidic pH milieu. By loading hydrophobic
model drug (Nile red) and hydrophilic chemotherapeutic drug (doxorubicin
hydrochloride, DOX.HCl) into the bilayer and aqueous interior of the polymersomes
respectively, the subsequent release of both payloads was remarkably regulated by the
solution pH values. In vitro experimental results revealed that the pH-responsive
polymersomes were easily taken up by HeLa cells and were primarily located in the
acidic organelles after internalization, where the pH-responsive cyclic acetal moieties
were hydrolyzed and the embedded payloads were therefore released, allowing for ondemand release of the encapsulants. Besides, biomacromolecules (alkaline
phosphatase, ALP) can also be encapsulated into the aqueous lumen of the
polymersomes. Significantly, the pH-triggered degradation of polymersomes could also
regulate the release of encapsulated ALP.

POLY 218: Design and formulation of nanoemulsion drug delivery systems with
multimodal (NIR, MRI and PET) imaging properties
Michele Herneisey1, herneiseym@duq.edu, Marie-Caline Z. Abadjian2, Carolyn J.
Anderson2, Jelena M. Janjic3. (1) Mylan School of Pharmacy, Duquesne University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Radiology, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
The combination of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron emission
tomography (PET) imaging modalities into a single imaging system (PET-MRI)
encompasses the benefits of MRI (high resolution, excellent soft tissue contrast) and
PET (detection sensitivity in the picomolar range), while decreasing radiation burden to
patients when compared with PET-CT (Jadvar and Colletti 2014). We are currently
investigating dual PET-MRI modality probes. We previously reported a perfluorocarbon
nanoemulsion platform for targeted delivery of a cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitor
(celecoxib) to macrophages that can be imaged with both 19F MRI and near infrared
(NIR) fluorescence (Patel et al. 2013, Patel et al. 2013, Patel, Beaino et al. 2015). Here
we present progress towards an expanded nanoemulsion platform through
incorporation of a metal positron-emitting radionuclide, thereby developing a drug
delivery system that can be imaged with 19F MRI, PET, and NIR. In order to allow for
successful nanoemulsion labeling with the PET radionuclide (64Cu), new chelator-lipid
conjugate compounds were designed to act as surfactants, anchoring the hydrophilic
chelator to the nanoemulsion yet projecting it into the aqueous phase of the
nanoemulsion. This is accomplished through formation of a thin film containing the oil,
surfactants, and novel chelator-lipid conjugate compounds. The thin film is then
rehydrated with de-ionized water and processed on a microfluidizer (M110S,
Microfluidics). To maximize macrophage targeting we also used similar formulation
processing to introduce folate on the nanoemulsion surface. The folate receptor beta
(FR-β) is overexpressed on activated macrophages (Jain et al. 2013). Nanoemulsions
containing chelator-lipid conjugates were evaluated for stability under 64Cu radiolabeling
conditions, and preliminary 64Cu radiolabeling studies were performed. Developed
nanoemulsions maintained colloidal stability under all 64Cu radiolabeling conditions.
Future work will move toward the reintroduction of additional imaging modalities (19F
MRI and NIR), and in vivo testing of the developed PET/NIR/19F MRI nanoemulsions.

POLY 219: Withdrawn

POLY 220: Non-invasive imaging of prognostic nanoparticle drug therapy
success using a nanoreporter system
Thomas Reiner, reinert@mskcc.org. Radiology, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center, New York, New York, United States
Nanomedicine is a blooming field of research at both the preclinical and clinical level.
However, there is great variability in nanotherapy treatment response among patients.
An imaging tool capable of non-invasively assessing the biodistribution of
nanotherapeutic drugs before and during treatment could therefore have tremendous
impact in patient care, stratifying patients into their appropriate treatment groups. We
developed and validated an 89Zr nanoformulation for non-invasively determining the
drug delivery susceptibility of tumors in vivo.
We validated the use of this 89Zr-labeled nanoformulation as a companion imaging
agent for pegylated liposomal doxorubicin, PLGA block-copolymers and PEG-stabilized
nanoemulsions in female NCr nude mice bearing 4T1 breast cancer tumors. For all
nanotherapeutics, strong correlations were found between the nanoreporter and the
nanotherapeutic, indicating that in vivo estimation of drug susceptibility is possible (r =
0.99, 0.94 and 0.93, for liposome, PLGA and nanoemulsion). Correlation of
standardized uptake values (SUVs) and nanotherapy payload concentration in digested
tumor tissues was obtained after imaging at 24 h p.i. To test the predictive value of our
nanoreporter we co-injected animals with Doxil (dosed at 20 or 10 mg/kg) and 89Zrliposomes. A significant difference in median survival values was found between
animals that received more than 50 mg/kg doxorubicin in the tumor and those that
received less (23 vs 19 days, respectively), as determined by in vivo PET imaging.
We have validated a nanoreporter technology that allows non-invasive prognostic
imaging of different types of nanotherapeutics. This technology provides an easy
alternative to visualize in vivo biodistribution of nanotherapeutics without their direct
modification. This approach could potentially be adapted to even more nanoparticle
drug formulations.

POLY 221: Multi-component theranostic dendrimer nanoparticles (DNPs) capable
of gene delivery and turn on activation in tumors
Daniel J. Siegwart, Daniel.Siegwart@utsouthwestern.edu. Simmons Comprehensive
Cancer Center, UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, Texas, United States
The use of small RNAs to directly perturb the proteins that drive cancer development
and progression presents an exciting approach to treat cancer. Carriers are required to
transport small RNA drugs into cancer cells. Unfortunately, existing carriers have largely
worked only in normal hepatocytes and are not capable of effectively targeting cancer
cells in vivo.1 That need is coupled with a desire to simultaneously image and track
tumor cells, particularly in the context of metastasis. We recently overcame this
challenge by developing dendrimer nanoparticles (DNPs) that can potently deliver
siRNAs/microRNAs to tumor cells in aggressive genetic models of cancer with very low
toxicity.2 A large library of >1,500 dendrimers were synthesized using sequential,
orthogonal reactions where ester degradability was systematically integrated with
chemically diversified cores, peripheries, and generations. Lead dendrimers were potent
(EC50 < 0.02 mg/kg siFVII) in dose response experiments, and well tolerated in separate
toxicity studies in chronically ill mice bearing MYC-driven liver tumors. Delivery of let-7g
miRNA mimic (1 mg/kg, once per week) inhibited tumor growth and dramatically
extended survival.2 To improve upon this system, we have now developed multicomponent theranostic DNPs that are capable siRNA-mediated gene silencing with
simultaneous "turn on" fluorescence activation in tumors (Figure 1). PEGylated pHactivatable dyes have been employed to permit general activation in tumors due to the
decreased pH of the tumor microenvironment. These DNPs localize to various xenograft
tumors after intravenous delivery, “turn on”, and enable silencing of luciferase reporter
gene expression at low doses. I will present our work towards the chemical synthesis of
dendrimers and pH-responsive probes, as well as efforts to optimize the biophysical
properties of DNPs for theranostic gene silencing coupled to cancer imaging.

POLY 222: Engineering perfluoropolyether colloids for multimodal (19F
MR/PET/NIR) imaging supported drug delivery
Jelena M. Janjic2,1, janjicj@duq.edu. (1) Chronic Pain Research Consortium,
Duquesne University, PIttsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Graduate School of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Mylan School of Pharmacy, Duquesne University, PIttsburgh,
Pennsylvania, United States
Perfluoropolyethers (PFPEs) are polymeric materials with a broad range of applications,
from lubricants, surfactants, and antifouling agents, to cosmetics, drug delivery, and
imaging. Their unique properties (chemical and biological inertness, high oxygen
carrying capacity, fluorous phase behavior in organic media, and magnetic properties)
make them attractive materials for pharmaceutical development. Over the past several
years we have explored their use in the synthesis of bimodal imaging agents (NIR/19F
MR) and in drug delivery formulations, from nanoemulsions to hydrogels. Here we
present a focused overview of their use in fluorous nanotechnology, where PFPEs
serve as a platform for the synthesis of multimodal materials that can be produced with
scalable processes and with a high level of quality control. For example, PFPEs can be
formulated into hydrogels with a shelf life beyond 6 months. Further, PFPEs are
formulated as stable (>350 days shelf life) nanoemulsions that can incorporate varied
payloads, from anti-inflammatory drugs to natural products and optical probes. PFPE
fluorous behavior in organic media makes them easily chemically modified to support
the introduction of targeting agents and additional imaging probes, as well as promote
self-assembly for increased colloidal stabilization. PFPEs are chemically modified to
carry either fluorescent or PET imaging moieties and formulated into nanoemulsions,
nanoemulgels and crosslinked hydrogels for parenteral and oral delivery. These
materials are used in the formulation of imaging supported delivery systems from small
molecules to biologics. In depth analyses of quality requirements for PFPE synthetic
materials for pharmaceutical applications will be presented. Development of scalable
synthetic and formulations processes essential for the translation of PFPE based
pharmaceuticals to the clinic will be presented.

A) Two models for PFPE based theranostic nanoemulsions; B) Size distribution of
nanoemulsions and nanoemulgels; C) Drug release from PFPE nanoemulsions; D) Cross-linked
PFPE gels structure; E) PFPE gels at 4 (upper) and 37oC (lower); F) SEM of lyophilized PFPE
hydrogels; G) 19F MRI of PFPE hydrogels (T.K.Hitchens, CMU)

POLY 223: Functionalized polymers as building blocks for nanocarriers with
superior theragnostic potential
Ulrich S. Schubert1,2, ulrich.schubert@uni-jena.de, Anja Traeger1,2. (1) Laboratory for
Organic and Macromolecular Che, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Jena, Germany
(2) Jena Center for Soft Matter (JCSM), Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Jena,
Germany
Nowadays, polymers can be synthesized in a controlled manner and are able to form
nanoparticles to deliver small active molecules or genetic material to the site of action.
In this study we will show how the functionalization of polymers with a novel cell-type
specific fluorescent molecule can be used to form targeted and theranostic
nanoparticles that can be visualized via in vivo imaging or even via multispectral
optoacoustic tomography (MSOT) in rodents. (1) In detail, we will present the targeted
and efficient delivery of siRNA by highly specific nanoparticles in vivo based on a
platform technology. As targeting moiety a near infrared fluorescent polymethine dye
were used, coupled to the biodegradable polymer poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA)
and expressed on the surface of the nanoparticles that were prepared via emulsion and
nanoprecipitation method. The dye can be used for targeted delivery as it mimics a
ligand for specific transporters in hepatocytes leading to fast and efficient uptake. The
cell-type specificy of the dye is not lost by coupling to the polymer and can be therefore
used to investigate the delivery potential of the particles before their application and
check their delivery potential during therapy. Due to the spectra of the dye (single or
coupled to nanoparticle), body distribution, hepatocyte uptake and excretion into bile
were investigated by intravital microscopy or even non-invasively by MSOT. To prove
the delivery potential of that carrier, a siRNA against the HMG-CoA reductase – an
enzyme involved in the cholesterol biosynthesis – was encapsulated. To increase
encapsulation efficiency and endosomal release of the genetic material, the siRNA was
complexed with cationic polymers prior encapsulation. By that approach, a significant
reduction of cholesterol levels was observed in vivo. This example will provide an
interesting inside to the potential of polymers for nanomedical applications.

Figure 1. Body distribution of dye-functionalised NPs with an infrared cargo in a mouse
bearing a human breast cancer xenograft (‘T’) confirmed selective uptake and excretion
via the hepatobiliary route as reflected in accumulation of the dye (blue) in the gall
bladder (‘G’). Scale bar = 5 mm.

POLY 224: Ultrasound guided multilayer polymer capsules for drug delivery
Aaron Alford1, aaaron@uab.edu, Jun Chen1, Sithira Ratnayaka1, Veronika A.
Kozlovskaya1, FEI LIU1, BING XUE1, Kenneth Hoyt2, Eugenia P. Kharlampieva1. (1)
Department of Chemistry, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama,
United States (2) Bioengineering, University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, Texas, United
States
The ability to see drug carriers in their administered environment in real time and to
release the drug in a controlled, minimally invasive manner are hallmarks of an
advanced drug delivery system. However, the nature of non-invasive imaging modes
and structural requirements for controlled cargo release mean that imparting such
capabilities to materials is not done easily. We therefore present ultrasound-sensitive
multilayer capsules composed of hydrogen-bonded polyphenol tannic acid (TA) and
non-ionic poly(N-vinylpyrrolidone) (PVPON) which are capable of encapsulating and
delivering the anticancer drug doxorubicin. The labile nature of hydrogen bonds as
structural elements of the capsule shell, coupled with ultrasound cavitation effects,
allows perforation of the capsule shell and subsequent release of encapsulated
doxorubicin using 20 kHz ultrasound pressure waves. The applied intensity of 115
mW/cm2 is below the FDA-approved maximum for therapeutic ultrasound (>700
mW/cm2) and had no adverse effects on cell cultures in vitro. We show that doxorubicin
delivered from ultrasound treated capsules resulted in over 95% cytotoxicity to MCF-7
breast cancer cells and that no significant death occurred in cells incubated with
unloaded and non-treated controls. Employing 1 MHz ultrasound with <1 mW/cm2
intensity using a diagnostic ultrasound scanner allowed imaging contrast that was
tunable according to the thickness/size ratio of the shell. The controllable imaging
sensitivity and drug release of this system provides a solid, expandable groundwork for
design of diagnostic and therapeutic ultrasound sensitive TA/PVPON-based
encapsulation strategies.

POLY 225: Functional polymers based on unsaturated 2-oxazolines: from
thermosensitive polymers to hydrogels
Juraj Kronek1, upolkron@savba.sk, Petra Šramková1, Zuzana Kroneková1, Anna
Zahoranová1, Nadezda Petrenčíková1, Angela Kleinová1, Miroslav Mrlík1,2, Jaroslav
Mosnacek1. (1) Polymer Institute, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Bratislava, Slovakia (2)
Centre of polymeric systems, Tomas Bata University, Zlin, Czech Republic
Unsaturated 2-oxazolines represent unique compounds with two polymerizable groups
that enable to prepare functional polymers with either a double bond or 2-oxazoline ring
in the side chain. Living cationic polymerization of 2-alkenyl-2-oxazolines provides
poly(N-acylethylenimines) with a double bond while radical polymerization of 2isopropenyl-2-oxazoline (PIPOx) provides the polymer bearing 2-oxazoline group.
In this work, addition reactions of PIPOx with different mono- or dicarboxylic acids were
used for the preparation of thermosensitive polymers, amphiphilic polymers for selfassembly in aqueous solutions, and also for hydrogels with different swelling ability and
mechanical stiffness.
PIPOx containing free 2-oxazoline ring was prepared via free-radical polymerization
initiated with AIBN. In addition, well-defined PIPOx was successfully prepared by atom
transfer radical polymerization (ATRP). Significance of these polymers was
demonstrated in the addition reactions with a wide range of carboxylic acids to modulate
properties of the polymer, and also for introducing (bio)active molecules. Hydrophobic
modification of PIPOx using carboxylic acids with shorter alkyl chain led to the formation
of thermosensitive polymers. We demonstrated that cloud points can be modulated by
the type of aliphatic acids and the composition of copolymers (Fig.1). Addition reactions
of PIPOx with carboxylic acids containing long aliphatic chain, cholesteryl moiety or
condensed aromatic ring can lead to statistical copolymers able to create particles with
the diameter ranging from 100 to 400 nm. Addition reactions of PIPOx with dicarboxylic
acids were leading to the preparation of hydrogels with swelling degree dependent on
the length of alkyl chain of crosslinker and on the crosslinking density. MTT cytotoxicity
tests of hydrogels and their extracts proved their non-toxic character.

Fig.1. Thermosensitive behavior of PIPOx modified with acetic (square), propionic (circle), and
butyric acids (triangel) in aqueous solutions of 5 g/L (solid) and 10 g/L (open).

POLY 226: Printable, biocompatible and thermogelling polymers based on
pseudo-polypeptides
Thomas Lorson3, thomas.lorson@uni-wuerzburg.de, Sebastian Jaksch1, Tessa
Lühmann2, Robert Luxenhofer3. (1) Jülich Centre for Neutron Science JCNS Outstation
at MLZ, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Garching, Germany (2) Institute for
Pharmacy and Food Chemistry, University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany (3)
Functional Polymer Materials, Chair for Chemical Technology of Materials Synthesis,
Department of Chemistry and Pharmacy, University of Würzburg, Würzburg, Germany
Over the last years, 3D-printing of hydrogels finds increasing interest among scientist,
engineers and clinicians. With this development and the ever increasing visions on
potential and actual applications, the need of suitable and versatile hydrogels is rapidly
and can be seen as a potential bottleneck. They have to fulfill various requirements like
consistent quality, sufficient quantity and tunable biological and physical properties.
Therefore, natural polymers as well as synthetic polymers need to be taken into
account.
In the last decades poly(2-oxazoline)s, a prominent member of pseudo-polypeptides,
have been intensely investigated especially as thermoresponsive materials and
biomedical applications. However, to the best of our knowledge no reports on
thermogelling poly(2-oxazoline)s can be found. More recently, polypeptoid based
hydrogels were reported.[5] Here we report the synthesis of novel thermogelling pseudopolypeptides, their cytocompatibility and structure property relationships with respect to
their rheological properties. Small angle neutron scattering revealed an interesting
nanoscopic structure which will be discussed and compared with other thermogelling
polymers as Pluronic F127 based hydrogels.

POLY 227: Cation-π> and steric/inductive interactions for tailoring spontaneous
gradient formation in poly(2-oxazoline)s
Bart Verbraeken, bart.verbraeken@ugent.be, Jorne Raymakers, Richard
Hoogenboom. Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium
In recent years 2-oxazolines have received considerable attention in the field of
asymmetric catalysis, as ligands[1], and as monomers for living cationic ring opening
polymerization (CROP) leading to poly(2-alkyl/aryl-2-oxazoline)s (PAOx), which can be
regarded to be pseudo-polypeptides.[2] The living nature of CROP leads to good control
over dispersity, very high end group fidelity, and by variation of the monomer structures
a broad range of designs and polymer properties are easily accessible. This makes 2oxazolines very interesting materials for, amongst others, biomedical applications.[3]
Besides the commonly employed PAOx block copolymer architectures, spontaneous
gradient copolymers are easily accessible by implementing monomers with different
reactivity ratios. However, to date, one was limited by the inherent reactivity, that is
nucleophilicity, of the monomer that was selected to be copolymerized with 2-methyl 2oxazoline (MeOx) and 2-ethyl 2-oxazoline (EtOx). Recently, an accelerating carbonylcation interaction was discovered for the (co)polymerization of methyl ester containing
2-oxazolines.[4] In the current work, it is demonstrated that similar acceleration occurs
based on cation-π interactions of monomer with unsaturated side chains. Secondly, the
known phenomena of deacceleration of the polymerization by substitution of the alphaposition (methyl>ethyl>i-prop) is further extended. The combination of these different
phenomena gave us the tools to create a range of different 2-oxazoline monomers with
tunable reactivity allowing to tune the steepness of the monomer gradient during
spontaneous gradient formation in copolymerization with the most traditional monomers
(MeOx and EtOx).

Example of different steepness of the monomer gradient during spontaneous gradient formation
in copolymerization with MeOx.

POLY 228: Block and gradient copoly(2-oxazoline) micelles: Strikingly different
on the inside
Sergey K. Filippov1, sfill225@gmail.com, Bart Verbraeken2, Petr V. Konarev3, Dmitri I.
Svergun4, Christine M. Papadakis5, Natalya Vishnevetskaya5, Aurel Radulescu6, Sarah
Rogers7, Petr Stepanek1, Martin Hruby1, Richard Hoogenboom2. (1) Supramolecular
structures, Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry, AS CR, Prague, Prague 6, Czech
Republic (2) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium (3) Laboratory of small-angle scattering
and reflectometry, Institute of crystallography RAS, Moscow, Russian Federation (4)
EMBL c/o DESY, Hamburg, Germany (5) Physics Department, Soft Matter Physics,
Technical University of Munich, Garching, Germany (6) Jülich Centre for Neutron
Science JCNS, Forschungszentrum Jülich GmbH, Garching, Germany (7) Rutherford
Appleton Laboratory, ISIS Facility, Didcot, United Kingdom
Here, we provide a direct proof for differences in the micellization mechanism of
amphiphilic diblock and gradient copolymers, thereby unambiguously demonstrating the
influence of monomer distribution along the polymer chains on the micellization
behavior. The internal structure of amphiphilic block and gradient copoly(2-oxazoline)s
was studied in water and water-ethanol mixtures by SAXS, SANS, SLS/DLS and 1H
NMR spectroscopy. These experimental results are verified by molecular modelling.
The studied diblock and gradient copolymers are based on hydrophilic poly(2-methyl-2oxazoline) (PMeOx) and hydrophobic poly(2-phenyl-2-oxazoline) (PPhOx) and are
prepared by sequential monomer addition and statistical copolymerization resulting in
spontaneous gradient formation.The micelles resulting from the block copolymers were
found to be larger and have larger cores than the micelles from the gradient
copolymers. It is demonstrated that the gradient copolymer micelles are smaller due to
a lower aggregation number. The overall sizes as well as the size of the cores decrease
with increasing ethanol content in aqueous solution related to the increased solubility of
PPhOx. Interestingly, the block copolymer micelles depict a uniform density profile of
the core, while the outer ring of the core of gradient copolymers micelles have a distinct
higher density related to back-folding of chains resulting from hydrophilic-hydrophobic
interactions, leading to a new type of micelles that we like to refer to as micelles with
bitterball-core. The core density of the gradient copolymer micelles is higher than the
core density of the block copolymer micelles, counterintuitively indicating more perfect
packing of the gradient copolymer micellar due to their capability of forming loops and
correcting packing imperfections. The presence of loops was evidently confirmed by
computer simulations.

3D structure of gradient "bitterball’ micelles.

POLY 229: Amphiphilic polymers with hydrophobic PMOXA-blocks
Wolfgang Meier, wolfgang.meier@unibas.ch. Univ Basel Dept C Hemie, Basel,
Switzerland
Amphiphilic block copolymers self-assemble into artificial membranes of enhanced
strength and stability compared to lipid membranes and are still able to incorporate
biological membrane proteins [1]. Membrane fluidity is a key parameter for retaining
function of incorporated proteins. Here we systematiclly investigated lateral diffusion
properties of membranes of diblock and triblock copolymers based on poly(2-methyl-2oxazoline) and poly(dimethylsiloxane. Interestingly the lateral diffusion coefficients scale
with the molecular weight of the hydrophobic block for both diblock and triblock
configurations [2].
In addition we analyzed the lateral diffusion properties of different sized membrane
proteins within these block copolymer membranes.
The results indicate that the high flexibility of PDMS, which provides membrane fluidities
similar to phospholipid bilayers, is the key-factor for membrane protein incorporation [2].
Concerning potential drug delivery [3] we developed biodegradable, reductionresponsive ABPs composed of hydrophilic PMOXA and hydrophobic PCL with grafted
molecular architecture, poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)-graft(SS)-poly(ε-caprolactone)
(PMOXA-g(SS)-PCL). Here a reduction-responsive disulfide group acts as the linker
between PMOXA and PCL. These polymers self-assemble in aqueous media into
nanoparticles with diameters of about 30 – 50 nm and allowed incorporation of
hydrophobic molecules within their core. Responsiveness of these nanoparticles
towards a reductive environment (at suitable intracellular reducing agent
concentrations) was demonstrated by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS).

Figure 1: Schematic nanoparticle assembly/disassembly

POLY 230: Hydrogen-bonded self-assembly of poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s
Adem L. Demirel, ldemirel@ku.edu.tr. Chemistry, Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey
Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s (PAOX) form stable hydrogen-bonded aggregates with tannic
acid (TA) in aqueous solutions at acidic conditions. Hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) are
formed primarily between carbonyl groups of PAOX and hydroxyl groups of TA and are
stable up to pH of 8.5. Using layer-by-layer (LbL) self-assembly, PAOX/TA pHresponsive multilayer films were prepared and characterized. The growth characteristics
and pH-stability of various H-bonded LbL films prepared by different deposition methods
(dipping, spinning) will be presented. pH-annealing (keeping the films in buffer solutions
just below the critical disintegration pH) significantly slowed down the disintegration of
H-bonded LbL films at basic pH indicating that the average number of H-bonds per
chain increased during annealing. Small monocarboxylic acids also form H-bonds in
acidic solutions with PAOX. H-bonded complexation of acetic acid with PEOX in acidic
aqueous solutions above the cloud point temperature was found to enhance the selfassembly of PEOX into crystalline nanofibers. We investigated the potential of various
carboxylic acids to form well-defined PEOX fibers in aqueous solutions as a function of
pH, temperature and acid concentration. Possible mechanisms of H-bonded selfassembly will be discussed.

Fig. 1 Optical micrograph of PEOX-500K fibers in 0.2 M CH3COONa (aq.) at 70 oC.

POLY 231: Insights into pseudo-polypeptide degradation: Investigations on
oxidative and hydrolytic pathways
Juliane Ulbricht, Juliane.Ulbricht@uni-wuerzburg.de, Maria Krebs, Robert Luxenhofer.
Functional Polymer Materials, Chair for Chemical Technology of Materials Synthesis,
Department of Chemistry and Pharmacy, University of Wuerzburg, Wuerzburg,
Germany
Application of polymers as biomaterials in medicine and health care is a fast growing
field. Whenever hydrophilic polymers are requested, polyethylene glycol (PEG) is still
the material of choice.
However, although PEG offers substantial advantages like stealth behavior and good
solubility in water and almost all organic solvents, lack of sufficient biodegradability and
the resulting accumulation remains a concern for several applications.
Poly(2-oxazoline)s (POx) and Polypeptoids (POI), structural isomers of peptides, offer
great potential to combine both high similarity to endogenous substances and therefore
high biocompatibility as well as excellent synthetic possibilities, e.g. a wide variety of
side chains and chain ends.
Recently, we demonstrated the susceptibility of POI, POx and PEG to oxidative
degradation by hydroxyl radicals under physiological relevant conditions, thus raising
the question of biodegradability of PEG, POI and POx in general.
In order to obtain more insights into oxidative polymer degradation, we enlarged our
spectrum of polymers and reactive oxygen species. Furthermore, we investigated the
enzymatic degradation of POI, POx and PEG in biological systems as well as the
hydrolysis of polysarcosine. We have observed marked differences with respect to the
stability of the different polymers under different degradation conditions which may be
an important piece of the puzzle to eventually understand potential long-term effect of
these polymers in a biological setting, but also for technical applications of these
polymers.

POLY 232: Effect of ionizing irradiation on biocompatible polymers
Martin Hruby2, mhruby@centrum.cz, Ondrej Sedlacek2, Jan Kucka2, Miroslav Vetrik2,
Bryn Monnery1, Richard Hoogenboom1. (1) Ghent University, Terneuzen, Netherlands
(2) Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry AS CR, Prague 6, Czech Republic
The sensitivity of biocompatible polymers to ionizing radiation plays a crucial role for the
construction of polymer radiopharmaceutics, simultaneous radiotherapy and therapy
with polymeric drugs, and the radiation sterilization of polymer samples. We have
studied and critically compared changes in properties of five different synthetic watersoluble biocompatible polymers commonly used for biomedical devices and
applications–poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO), poly[N-(2-hydroxypropyl)methacrylamide]
(PHPMA), poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP), poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM)
and poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEtOx) - after irradiation with different doses of gamma
or beta radiation, to investigate potential radiolysis and radiation crosslinking. The
presented study thereforeprovides guidelines to select appropriate polymers and
conditions for polymers that will be in contact with radiation. The results showed
thatPEO and PEtOx proved to be most sensitive towards radiation, so their use in
polymer radiotherapeutics should be carefully weighed and avoided for higher radiation
burdens. This radiosensitivityis most plausibly causedby higher flexibility of their chains,
in combination with higher reactivity and lower sterical hindrance of their macroradicals.
Conversely,irradiation ofPEtOx and PEOhomopolymersappeared to bea fast and
straightforward route to their respective hydrogels. Special emphasis was put on the
betaradiation preparation of PEtOx hydrogels, which has never described before. For
the synthesis of polymer radiopharmaceutics PHPMA and PVP should be the polymers
of choice. Irradiation of PNIPAM in solution leads to its hydrophilization and an increase
in its cloud point temperature.

POLY 233: Stimuli-responsive polymer materials fabricated under
thermodynamically non-equilibrated conditions
Takuzo Aida1,2, aida@macro.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp. (1) U of Tokyo Chem Biotech Dept, Tokyo,
Japan (2) Center for Emergent Matter Science (CEMS), RIKEN, Wako, Japan
Owing to the remarkable progress in the last two decades in supramolecular chemistry,
one can now design and tailor a variety of beautiful nanostructures by optimizing a
thermodynamic control. This has indeed contributed to the vast advancement of
nanosciences. However, there still remains an essential missing link between
molecular/nano structures and those with meso/macroscopic size regimes. This is
mainly because the assembling events from “nanoscale size regimes” toward “upper
hierarchical levels” suffer from an irreversible interference by numerous kinetic traps,
leading to the formation of ill-defined macroscopic structures. Obviously, this missing
link is one of the major reasons why nanosciences have not yet been integrated well
into practical applications. Looking at our body, one could readily recognize that many
biological events rely on certain functions of soft materials with an elaborate
macroscopic structural anisotropy. One may also understand that the biological
formation of such soft anisotropic structures often makes use of physical perturbations,
e.g., electrical potentials, ion/fluid fluxes, osmotic pressures, and sheer forces, so that
the assembling events can be properly guided without being interfered by kinetic traps.
Here we report stimuli-responsive polymer materials fabricated under
thermodynamically non-equilibrated conditions.

POLY 234: Pathway complexity in supramolecular aggregates: Chirality as a
muse
Egbert W. Meijer, e.w.meijer@tue.nl. Institute for Complex Molecular Systems,
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, Netherlands
The performance of self-assembled systems in functional organic materials with
electronic or bioactive properties critically depends on the organization and dynamics of
the molecular building blocks. Understanding the self-assembly pathways involved in
the formation of these supramolecular materials is essential. Although studies under
thermodynamic and kinetic control have been performed, quantitative insight into the
self-assembly pathways of these structures is lacking. We will discuss crucial steps in
the quantitative understanding of pathway complexity in synthetic homogeneous
supramolecular polymerizations using chirality as an experimental tool. By obtaining
these kinetic parameters, it is now possible to disclose hidden pathways during
supramolecular polymerization processes.

POLY 235: Translating protein design rules for hybrid biomaterials
Jonathan G. Rudick, jon.rudick@stonybrook.edu. Department of Chemistry, Stony
Brook University, Stony Brook, New York, United States
Transmembrane protein domains have inspired our efforts to organize protein-like
three-dimensional nanostructures in periodic arrays. Transmembrane domains serve as
functional loci that mediate transport across biological membranes as well as light
harvesting and signaling processes. Structural and molecular biology studies have led
to a detailed understanding of how structure dictates function in membrane proteins.
New tools are needed to gain similar insight in materials. Our contribution has been to
develop peptide-dendron hybrid materials whose structure and function can be
interrogated through site-specific “mutations.” In particular, we have focused on
adapting de novo designed peptides that mimic structural and functional aspects of helix
bundle motifs in proteins. Understanding the relationship between amino acid sequence
and the structure of the peptide-dendron hybrid is critical for rational design of functional
materials. An underlying principle for our approach has been that solution-phase folding
and self-assembly studies will provide an experimentally convenient mode to obtain
reliable predictors of how the molecules behave in bulk. The presentation will discuss
folding and self-assembly studies of water-soluble peptide-dendron hybrids in
comparison to model peptides. A case study of how to further adapt protein design rules
to peptide-dendron hybrids that self-organize in bulk will also be presented

POLY 236: Why are biological systems homochiral?
Virgil Percec1, percec@sas.upenn.edu, Brad M. Rosen1, Cécile Roche1, Benjamin E.
Partridge1, Hao-Jan Sun1,2, Pawaret Leowanawat1, Mihai Peterca1,2, Fumito Araoka3,
Xiangbing Zeng4, Goran Ungar4, Paul A. Heiney2. (1) Department of Chemistry,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Department of
Physics and Astronomy, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United
States (3) RIKEN Center for Emergent Matter Science (CEMS), Wako, Japan (4)
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Sheffield, Sheffield,
United Kingdom
Both the origins and necessity of biological homochirality remain some of the most
challenging unanswered and debatable questions of the natural sciences. Our
laboratory approached both questions by investigating the helical supramolecular
polymerization of all stereochemical permutations of self-assembling building blocks,
starting with the highest degree of stereochemical purity (enantiopure homochiral) and
moving to heterochiral, to partially and fully racemic and finally to fully racemic and
achiral. During these experiments it was discovered that homochirality can emerge via
deracemization in the crystal bulk state and that homochiral supramolecular assemblies
can be generated from racemic and achiral building blocks. These experiments hint that
creation of order via homochirality seems to provide the most general answer to these
questions.

POLY 237: Double-stranded helical foldamers as unique chiral materials
Eiji Yashima, yashima@apchem.nagoya-u.ac.jp. Dept of Molecular Design Eng,
Nagoya University, Nagoya, Aichi, Japan
A large number of single-stranded helical polymers and oligomers with a controlled
helical sense and handedness excess have been synthesized in the last three decades,
but only a limited number of structural motifs for double-stranded helical polymers and
oligomers are available. We present here a series of double-stranded helical oligomers
(foldamers) composed of m-phenylene units that involve complementary double helices
stabilized by amidinium-carboxylate salt bridges and spiroborate-containing helicates
that show unique chiroptical properties; some of them exhibit efficient enantioselective
asymmetric catalytic activities, complete sequence and chirality recognition,6 and metaland/or proton-triggered unidirectional spring-like motions.

POLY 238: Functional self-assembled materials based on peptides and proteins
Roeland Nolte, r.nolte@science.ru.nl. Radboud University Nijmegen, Nijmegen,
Netherlands

In our research we design new materials by using nature as a guide and choosing
approaches in which molecular and supramolecular techniques are combined with
methodologies from molecular biology. Theoretical calculations are performed to
facilitate the design process and to predict how the properties and functions of the
materials are related to those of the molecular building blocks. In this lecture I will give
two examples of materials that have recently been designed by our group. The first is
based on isocyanopeptides (see 1), which on polymerization form long helical chains
that self-assemble in water into hydrogels with unique strain-stiffening properties (Figure
1). With the help of molecular modelling the macroscopic properties of the gels can be
correlated with the molecular properties of the single peptide chains, e.g. their length
and stiffness. The second example deals with the protein molecules that form the
mantle of the Cowpea Chlorotic Mottle virus. We have first attached an elastine-like
peptide to the N-terminus of these capsid proteins by molecular biology techniques and
subsequently a Cal-B enzyme by a chemo-enzymatic coupling strategy based on the
enzyme Sortase A. The CCMV-elastine-Cal-B conjugate self-assembles in water at
physiological pH to form catalytically active nanocapsules.These nanocapsules are also
being combined with the polyisocyanopeptide gels to prepare drug delivery systems that
are activated by pressure.

Figure 1. Chemical structure (left) and schematic representation of the helical structure (middle)
of polyisocyanopeptide 1, which forms strain-stiffening gels (right).

POLY 239: RAFT single unit monomer insertion (SUMI) and monomer sequence
control
Graeme Moad1, graeme.moad@csiro.au, Maarten Danial1, Joris Haven2, Matthew
Hendrikx3, Almar Postma1. (1) Manufacturing, CSIRO, Clayton, Victoria, Australia (2)
Hasselt University, Diepenbeek, Belgium (3) Eindhoven University, Eindhoven,
Netherlands
This paper will discuss recent advance in applying RAFT single unit monomer insertion
(SUMI) as an approach to sequence controlled polymers. Recently, we published1 on
the automated parallel synthesis of higher order quasi-multiblock (BAB, CBABC, ABC
and ABCD) copolymers using the ChemspeedTM platform to illustrate the utility of a
high-throughput approach for the one pot synthesis of functional polymers of increased
complexity. The process is summarized in the Figure.
With methacrylate monomers a lower limit on the length of block inserted is imposed by
the low transfer constant of the RAFT agent, which means that single unit monomer
insertion (SUMI)2 is not possible. In this paper, we describe application of a similar
strategy to other monomers with a view to defining the advantages and limitaions
inherent in each system.

POLY 240: Sequence-defined acrylate oligomers: Synthesis optimization and
upscaling
Thomas Junkers, thomas.junkers@uhasselt.be. Institute for Materials Research,
Hasselt University, Hasselt, Belgium
Despite all advances that were made in recent years in the field of synthetic polymer
chemistry, still a significant gap between artificial macromolecules and biopolymers
exist, namely the ability to control the specific sequence within a polymer chain, and
hence the ability to design a primary structure that may result in specific folding of
chains. Two approaches are discussed, one being the design of multiblock copolymers
where a number of blocks (n>10) with different functional monomers is combined, the
other being the synthesis of peptide-like monodisperse oligomers with a freelyselectable sequence order.
Various approaches based on controlled radical polymerization techniques towards both
types of structures are discussed and challenges and intrinsic limitations put in
perspective. Relatively long sequences can for both cases only be achieved if the
underpinning polymerization protocols are tuned to maximum efficiency, whereby
reversible addition fragmentation transfer (RAFT) and photo-initiated copper-mediated
polymerization (photoCMP) are shown to have the highest potential.
While significant advances have been made in recent years in the synthesis of
sequence-defined acrylic oligomers, the challenge of increasing reaction yields remains
one of the most significant problems. Only if oligomers can be made available in larger
quantities, applications for the materials can be explored. In this contribution specific
focus is thus put on the underlying reactivity of monomers, with respect to propagation
kinetics and ability to limit dispersity to the theoretical minimum. Further, the use of flow
reactors for reaction optimization and concomitantly upscaling is highlighted.

POLY 241: Sequence-controlled vinyl polymers by transition metal-catalyzed
radical addition
Kotaro Satoh1,2, satoh@apchem.nagoya-u.ac.jp, Masami Kamigaito1. (1) Dept of
Applied Chemistry, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan (2) JST-PRESTO, Kawaguchi,
Japan
The metal-catalyzed atom transfer radical addition (ATRA) is a highly efficient carbon–
carbon bond forming radical reaction. Nowadays, this chemistry is widely applied to
radical addition polymerizations of vinyl monomers that developed into the metalcatalyzed living radical polymerization or atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) to
open a new era of precision polymer synthesis. In this paper, single monomer ATRA
was evolved into the synthesis of sequence-regulated vinyl copolymers, using the vinyl
monomers as building units. The sequence-regulated oligomers, i.e., dimers, trimers,
and tertramers, were first prepared, which were subsequently employed for the stepgrowth polymerization to tailored periodic polymeric structures and the vinyl
copolymerization to main- and side-chain sequence-regulated vinyl copolymers.

POLY 242: Strategic molecular design to construct sequence-controlled vinyl
polymers
Makoto Ouchi1,2, ouchi@living.polym.kyoto-u.ac.jp. (1) Dept of Polymer Chemistry,
Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan (2) PRESTO, Japan
Science and Technology Agency (JST), Kawaguchi, Saitama, Japan
Biopolymers such as DNA and proteins are expressing their functions based on
sequence and position of functional groups in the pendant groups. On the other hand,
for synthetic polymers, control of the chain length and terminal groups is now possible
using living polymerizations, but that of sequence is still extremely difficult. Our efforts
have been directed to control of side-chain sequence for “vinyl polymers” via strategic
design of molecules (i.e., initiators and monomers) in polymerizations using cleavable
and/or renewable bonds.

POLY 243: RAFT polymeristaion to design sequence-controlled polymers
Sebastien Perrier, s.perrier@warwick.ac.uk. University of Warwick, Coventry, United
Kingdom
We report our use of RAFT polymerisation to design polymeric chains with high end
group retention, which can be used for multiple chain extension and generate multibock
copolymers. Our synthetic strategy enables us to generate materials that permits to
study the influence of sequence of monomers on a range of polymers fundamental
properties, from cell upate mechanism of polymers to self assembly of amphiphilic
copolymers and variation in glass transition temperature of copolymers.

POLY 244: Sequence-controlled radical copolymerization in MOFs
Takashi Uemura1,2, uemura@sbchem.kyoto-u.ac.jp. (1) Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
(2) JST-CREST, Kawaguchi, Japan
Recently, Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) composed of metal ions and organic
ligands have been extensively studied. The characteristic features of MOFs are highly
regular channel structures, controllable channel sizes approximating molecular
dimensions, and designable surface functionality. Use of their regulated and tunable
channels for a field of polymerization can allow multi-level controls of the resulting
polymer structures. In addition, construction of nanocomposites between MOFs and
polymers will provide unprecedented material platforms to accomplish many nanoscale
functions.
Controlled radical polymerization of vinyl monomers can be attained in MOF
nanochannels. Unique effects of pore size, shape, and functionality on the structures
and assembly of the resulting polymers were discovered. In particular, copolymerization
of vinyl monomers in MOFs provided copolymers with remarkable change of monomer
sequence and composition compared with corresponding solution polymerization
systems.

Fig. Controlled polymerization in MOFs

POLY 245: High-throughput sequence-controlled polymerizations for the
synthesis of novel gradient copolymer
Ulrich S. Schubert1,4, ulrich.schubert@uni-jena.de, Carlos Guerrero-Sanchez1,4, Simon
Harrisson3, Mathias Destarac2. (1) Laboratory for Organic and Macromolecular Che,
Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Jena, Germany (2) 5069 Ups Sabatier 2R1, UMRCNRS, Toulouse Cedex 9, France (3) Université Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, France (4)
Jena Center for Soft Matter (JCSM), Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Jena, Germany
Copolymerization of two or more monomers is the fundamental method for obtaining
polymers with properties which cannot be obtained through homopolymerization. In this
context, gradient copolymers are very interesting class of materials with many potential
applications, which have not been fully investigated or exploited. The comonomer
composition in gradient copolymers varies continuously as a function of chain length.
This special class of copolymers can show broad glass transitions, useful in shock- and
noise-absorbing materials, and improved interfacial stabilization as compared to the
well-known block copolymers. In dispersed systems, micellar solutions of stimuliresponsive gradient copolymers can show dynamic responses to changes in
environmental conditions, while micelles of block copolymers of the same overall
composition are normally kinetically frozen. Gradient copolymers also show improved
solubility in supercritical CO2 compared to block copolymers, while maintaining a similar
ability to organise into micelles. From this perspective, gradient copolymers may be
considered as an intermediate species between block and random copolymers.
Nevertheless, the preparation of a polymer with a pre-defined or true gradient of
composition can be very demanding form the synthetic point of view as it might require
a semi-continuous process with careful control over monomer addition and constant
feedback in order to regulate the composition at each stage of the polymerization. This
contribution describes the utilization of sequence-controlled polymerization methods in
combination with well-established high-throughput experimental techniques for the
systematic and comprehensive investigation and optimization of the preparation of
novel gradient copolymers.

Sequence-controlled polymerization methods in combination with well-established highthroughput experimental techniques are utilized for the systematic and comprehensive
investigation and optimization of the preparation of novel gradient copolymers.

POLY 246: Sequence-defined oligomers based on a thiolactone strategy: From
manual to automated approach
Steven Martens, stevenp.martens@ugent.be, Filip E. Du Prez. Department of Organic
and Macromolecular Chemistry, Ghent University, Gent, Belgium
Thiolactone chemistry has already proven very effective for the synthesis of complex
structures, but was recently applied to make sequence-controlled polymers and
sequence-defined oligomers. The inherent ability of a thiolactone to generate a thiol
after aminolysis facilitates the incorporation of functionalities and allows for a
subsequent thiol-X reaction.
We introduce a new way of synthesizing sequence-defined oligomers, based on a
thiolactone strategy with a two-step iterative protocol on solid phase. In the first step, a
thiolactone is opened using ethanolamine and an acrylate. The alcohol incorporated in
the first step reacts with a thiolactone isocyanate in the second step. This last reaction
reinstates a thiolactone, which allows for the procedure to start again at the first step,
while the acrylate allows for the incorporation of different functionalities. This approach
has already led to the creation of high-purity decamers.
Automated protocols are gaining more importance to facilitate and to speed up the
synthesis of sequences. The protocol was translated to an automated approach and
allowed for the synthesis of six hexamers in parallel on a synthesizer. Finally, the
manual and the automated approach were compared for the synthesis of a decamer.

Two-step iterative protocol for the synthesis of sequence-defined oligomers

POLY 247: Membrane-active biomimetic polymers with antimicrobial activity:
membrane disruption, pore formation, and fusion
Manami Tsukamoto1, Kazuma Yasuhara1, Kenichi Kuroda2, kkuroda@umich.edu. (1)
Graduate School of Materials Science, Nara Institute of Science and Technology,
Ikoma, Japan (2) School of Dentistry, University of Michigan, Saline, Michigan, United
States
New antimicrobial compounds are urgently needed to address the increasing number of
drug-resistant bacterial infections. To meet this need, the therapeutic potential of
antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) has been explored for the discovery of new antibiotics.
However, AMPs have drawbacks associated with low bioavailability, susceptibility to
proteolytic degradation, and high manufacturing cost. Therefore, a recent strategy has
been focused on development of synthetic mimics of AMPs. The AMP-mimics of our
interest are based on synthetic polymers. These polymers showed a broad spectrum of
activity, rapid bactericidal effect, and low propensity for resistance development in
bacteria, which are the hallmarks of AMPs. The polymer-based approach offers the
potential for more potent, cost-effective, robust AMP-alternatives.
The long-term goal of this study is to understand how random-sequence flexible
polymers can recognize and disrupt bacterial cell membranes for high efficacy without
any specific sequences and defined secondary conformations. To that end, we used
micron-sized giant liposomes to investigate the polymer-membrane interactions that
govern pore formation and disruption in membranes. Our results indicate that
methacrylate random copolymers with bacterial selectivity de-stabilized bacteria-type
membranes, resulting in a burst of liposomes. On the other hand, the hemolytic
polymers caused membrane pore formation accociated with lipid solubilization. The
polymers also induced lipid mixing between two different liposomes, which controls a
leakage of vesicular contents. We will discuss a mechanistic model to describe the
mode of action of polymers toward a rational design of new antimicrobials.

POLY 248: Tuning the enzymatic activity and Stability through polymer
modification
Dominik Konkolewicz2, d.konkolewicz@gmail.com, Melissa Lucius2, Rebecca
Falatach3, Richard C. Page2, Jason Berberich1, Cameron Williams2, Alex Danielson2,
Katherine Makaroff2, Cameron McGlone2. (1) Chem, Paper, Biomed Eng, 64 Eng Bldg,
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, United States (2) Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, United States (3) Department of
Chemical, Paper and Biomedical Engineering, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, United
States
Modification of proteins with polymers has the potential to be very important for
therapeutic applications of proteins since the polymer can stabilize the enzyme against
proteolysis and increase its circulation lifetime in vivo. However, for catalytic or
enzymatic proteins polymer modification can greatly affect and reduce its enzymatic
activity. Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization is used
to create a variety of functional polymers that are bound to the enzyme lysozyme. The
key investigations are on whether the polymer functionality affects the enzymatic activity
of lysozyme or its stability.
The activity was tested against both small molecule substrates (size of approx. 1 nm)
and large bacterial cell walls substrates (size approx.. 1 micron). The activity was
generally well retained for the small molecule substrates, but sterics decrease activity
for large substrates. However, cationic polmyers lead to an increase in apparent activity
against the large anionic bacterial cell wall substrate.
Stability is an important feature that determines how long and under what conditions
and enzyme can be used. We studied both thermal and chemical stability of the
lysozyme-polymer conjugates. The results indicate that enzymatic stability is a complex
phenomenon, with some polymers such as high molecular weight charged polymers
leading to significant stabilization against chemical denaturation with destabilization
against thermal denaturation. This proves that enzymatic stability is a complex
phenomenon, and that careful choice of the polymer can tune activity and stability of the
enzyme.

POLY 249: Covalently modified acrylates as medical adhesives with tunable
therapudic delivery
Zoe Wright, Brian Holt, Stefanie A. Sydlik, ssydlik@andrew.cmu.edu. Chemistry,
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Acrylates are an important class of medical adhesives, with applications as bone and
dental cements (methacrylate) as well as liquid sutures (cyanoacrylate). Unfortunately,
acrylate monomers exhibit significant toxicity, largely due to their high reactivity, causing
irritation and morbidity of soft tissues and in some cases, severe allergic reaction. To
address these concerns, a family of modified acrylate monomers has been developed
by conjugating functional therapeutic moieties to the acrylate carbonyl. During
application of the adhesives to a wound, the bulkiness of these therapeutic side groups
serves to decrease the leaching of unreacted monomer into adjacent tissue. Over time,
therapeutics are cleaved from the cured adhesive, at a rate determined by the tether
bond’s susceptibility to hydrolysis, to provide controlled, localized pain relief. Ibuprofen,
acetaminophen, and benzocaine have been selected as model compounds to
demonstrate different controlled release profiles for adhesives utilizing anhydride, ester,
and amide bond tethers, respectively. Ibuprofen-methacrylate / ethyl cyanoacrylate
composite adhesives show comparable adhesive strength to commercial adhesives,
and all synthesized adhesives show promising biocompatibility. These monomers
provide a path to an atom-efficient dual therapy capable of both sealing wounds and
directing healing over an extended period of time.

Figure 1. a) Schematic showing the modified methacrylates and their degradation in water to
give methacrylic acid and the therapeutic moity. b) Controlled release of non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs from the adhesive over time. c) Lap shear stregnth of composite adhesive.

POLY 250: Zwitterionic polysiloxanes as functional amphiphiles
Matthew Skinner, matthew.skinner27@gmail.com, Todd Emrick. Polymer Science and
Engineering, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, Massachusetts, United
States
This presentation will describe the synthesis and solution properties of a novel class of
polysiloxane amphiphiles containing pendent zwitterions. Well-defined, vinyl-substituted
polysiloxane precursors were prepared by ring-opening polymerization and hydrophilic
zwitterions were introduced to the backbone by thiol-ene coupling. Zwitterionic thiols
were grafted to pendent vinyl groups using UV-initiated thiol-ene reactions, and the
conditions were optimized to achieve essentially quantitative zwitterion grafting.
Copolymers with varying zwitterion incorporations (e.g, 9, 32 and 50 mole %) were
isolated in pure form as characterized by NMR spectroscopy and seen to have narrow
molecular weight distributions (determined using gel permeation chromatography).
Aqueous self-assembly of zwitterion-containing siloxane block copolymers was
examined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). The PC-containing block copolymers were found to form high densities of welldefined aggregates with estimated sizes of 20 nm. Surfactant properties were assessed
by pendant drop interfacial tensiometry (IFT), with ongoing evaluation revealing new
avenues for applying these polymers as biomimetic and responsive materials.

POLY 251: Advanced poly(2-oxazoline) nanostructures with tunable properties for
imaging and drug delivery applications
Victor R. de la Rosa1, victor.retamerodelarosa@ugent.be, Zhiyue Zhang1, Sarah
Tempelaar2, Laetitia M. Mespouille2, Bruno De Geest1, Richard Hoogenboom1. (1)
Ghent University, Gent East Flanders, Belgium (2) University of Mons, Mons, Belgium
The development of living and controlled polymerization techniques has
empowered us with the necessary tools to realize responsive functional materials,
inspired by the strategies found in natural systems such as proteins and DNA.
Controlling the synthesis of defined polymers allows us to establish structure-property
relationships to drive the polymeric chains into functional conformations at the
nanoscale, in analogy to natural polymers.
Poly(2-alkyl/aryl-2-oxazoline)s (PAOx) will have a preeminent role to play in this
new rapid development. PAOx constitute a highly versatile polymer type, in virtue of
their straightforward side-chain and chain-end functionalization. In addition, their
peptidomimetic nature and excellent biocompatibility promises a bright future for PAOx
in the biomedical field.
This talk focuses on the development of biocompatible (smart) materials based
on PAOx of interest in biomedicine. A new functionalization strategy was developed to
enable straightforward grafting of PAOx onto gold surfaces, with potential uses in the
development of highly sensitive sensing devices. These novel PAOx were used to
synthesize PAOx-gold nanoparticle (AuNP) hybrids that exhibited dual responsiveness
to temperature and to the presence of electrolytes in solution, resulting in colorimetric
logic gates tunable by variation of the PAOx composition.
In addition, the use of highly defined functional poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEtOx)
as a macroinitiator for the polymerization of cyclic carbonates will be shown, yielding
PEtOx-b-PC block copolymers with low dispersities. The self-assembly and micellization
behavior and cell-uptake of these amphiphilic block copolymers will also be
investigated, displaying the potential use of PEtOx-b-PC block copolymers as API
nanocarriers or in other biomedical applications such as in imaging.

TEM picture of polyoxazoline-coated gold nanoparticles that act as molecular logic gates.

POLY 252: Active networks prepared via degradable thiol-ene acetal
photopolymerization
Douglas Amato1, douglas.amato@eagles.usm.edu, Dahlia Amato1, Olga V. Mavrodi1,
William Martin1, Sarah Swilley1, Dmitri Mavrodi1, Derek L. Patton2. (1) University of
Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United States (2) Campus Box #10076,
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United States
Antibiotics that are dispersed throughout a polymeric network traditionally suffer from
unwanted leaching. In this presentation, we describe the synthesis of new acetal
containing monomers derived from intrinsically antimicrobial compounds. Upon
polymerization, these active agents are fully incorporated within a stable thiol-ene
network. However, exposure to aqueous environments results in rapid degradation and
release of the antibiotic in its active form. Herein, we demonstrate the synthesis of a
library of monomers, photopolymerization kinetics, degradation kinetics, and
antimicrobial evaluation of both the monomers and their films. The antimicrobial activity
is shown to increase with increasing concentration of the acetal monomer for grampositive (B. subtilis and S. aureus) and gram-negative (E. coli, P. aeruginosa and B.
cenocepacia) bacteria. This thiol-ene system represents a new approach for tailoring
the release of antimicrobial agents from crosslinked polymeric networks.

POLY 253: Injectable and cytocompatible tough double network hydrogels
through tandem supramolecular and covalent crosslinking
Christopher B. Rodell, crodell@seas.upenn.edu, Neville N. Dusaj, Christopher B.
Highley, Jason A. Burdick. Bioengineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States
Double network (DN) hydrogels are highly resilient, making them useful as tissue
engineering scaffolds. However, DNs amenable to injection and cell encapsulation
remain elusive. Here, these features are realized through the combination of covalent
and supramolecular networks. Hyaluronic acid (HA) hydrogels were formed (Fig 1A)
from: methacrylated HA (MeHA, 100% modified) by covalent addition reaction with
dithiothreitol (DTT; ratio thiol/methacrylate=0.2); MeHA with physically interpenetrating
supramolecular networks of guest-host (GH) hydrogels of adamantane and cyclodextrin
HA (Ad-HA & CD-HA, 30% modified) (GH DN); and MeHA covalently tethered to
supramolecular networks (MethGH DN; 25% methacrylated Ad-HA and CD-HA).
Compression demonstrated enhanced moduli and failure stresses with DNs, particularly
the MethGH DN (Fig. 1B). Increased DTT concentration achieved stiffening of MethGH
DN (226±23kPa), greatly exceeding MeHA alone (86±4.5kPa). Similar results were
observed in tension, with greater than eight-fold increased toughness observed (Fig
1C). When the various hydrogel formulations were injected (Fig 1D), the MeHA
hydrogels diffused before crosslinking, whereas the GH hydrogels rapidly re-assembled
and were stable in aqueous solution or in tissues. Live/dead staining of encapsulated
cells demonstrated high viability (>95%, Fig 1E) in all groups, which was maintained
over 14 days in culture as determined by metabolic activity and further live/dead
staining. In summary, supramolecular DNs enhance covalent hydrogel properties while
simultaneously and uniquely enabling injection and cell encapsulation requisite to
further tissue engineering applications.

Figure 1. (A) Single and double network structures. Compressive moduli (B) and tensile
toughness (C) dependence on gel composition. (D) Hydrogel injection. (E) Quantification of cell
viability (Live/Dead, 24h).

POLY 254: Injectable guest-host modified polyethyleneimine-polyethylene glycol
hydrogels for myocardial siRNA delivery
Leo L. Wang1, lwa@upenn.edu, Janna N. Sloand1, Ann C. Gaffey2, Chantel M.
Venkataraman2, Alen Trubelja2, Pavan Atluri2, Jason A. Burdick1. (1) Department of
Bioengineering, School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Division of Cardiovascular
Surgery, Department of Surgery, Perelman School of Medicine, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
RNA interference (RNAi) is a powerful therapeutic approach for regulating gene
expression. However, in vivo translation is impeded by off-target effects from systemic
administration, rapid biodegradation, and low efficiency. To address this, we developed
an injectable, minimally invasive delivery system for local and sustained RNAi therapy.
We designed hydrogels through the assembly of polyethylene glycol (PEG, modified
with adamantane (Ad)) and polyethyleneimine (PEI, modified with β-cyclodextrin (CD)).
The guest-host assembly of these polymers led to hydrogel formation and entrapping of
active siRNA and the cationic nature of PEI promotes endocytosis across cellular
membranes (Figure 1A). Gels exhibited shear-thinning and rapid recovery under cyclic
deformation. Cyclodextrin modification of PEI significantly reduced cytotoxicity without
compromising transfection efficiency. Encapsulated Cy3 and GFP siRNA were released
from gels (100 μL) for over two weeks and were taken up into 3T3 cells and C166GFP
cells, respectively, as assessed with fluorescent imaging and flow cytometry (Figure
1B). This indicates activity of released siRNA in vitro over this period. When Cy3-siRNA
loaded gels were injected (3 x 20 μL, 13.3 μg Cy3-siRNA) into rat myocardium, Cy3siRNA was selectively endocytosed into cells proximal to the site of gel injection at 24
hours (Figure 1C). This demonstrates uptake of released siRNA in vivo. These results
illustrate a delivery platform that can be used for the investigation of therapeutic siRNAs
for diseases such as myocardial infarction.

Figure 1. A) Schematic of guest-host modified PEI/PEG for siRNA delivery. B) Cy3 siRNA and
GFP knockdown quantified via flow cytometry in 3T3 and C166GFP cells. C) Cy3 siRNA
uptake in rat myocardium by fluorescence microscopy at 24 hours (blue = DAPI, yellow = Cy3).

POLY 255: Molecular contributions to coloration in cephalopod chromatophores
Thomas Williams, tlw10@wildcats.unh.edu, Christopher W. DiBona, Leila F. Deravi.
Chemistry, University of New Hampshire, Pelham, New Hampshire, United States
Cephalopods such as squid, cuttlefish, and octopus have the ability to dynamically alter
their appearance for camouflaging and signaling. This capability is supported in part by
the selective areal expansion of pigmented organs, known as chromatophores, in the
dermal tissue. Chromatophores house networks of pigmented granules within a
cytoelastic sacculus that is anchored radially by muscle fibers. As they are actuated, the
chromatophores expand by 500% distributing the pigmented granules throughout the
organ while maintaining their richness in color. The optical properties of these structures
are thought to arise from the interaction between the various biopolymers present in the
granules; however, the exact mechanisms remain unknown. We report the analytical
characterization of phenoxazone-based pigments isolated from squid Doryteuthis pealei
and discuss their influence over the nanospherical structure and optoelectronic function,
as they coordinate with other structural biopolymers within chromatophore granules.

Isolation and treatment of pigment granules from D. Pealeii. Granule structure and optical
properties are altered upon extraction of pigment.

POLY 256: Thiol-mediated miniemulsion polymerizations: A new route to
antimicrobial nanoparticle
Dahlia Amato2, dahlia.amato@eagles.usm.edu, Douglas V. Amato2, Olga V. Mavrodi2,
Dwaine Braasch2, Susan Walley1, Jessica Douglas1, Dmitri Mavrodi1, Derek L. Patton3.
(1) University Of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United States (2)
University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United States (3) Campus
Box #10076, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United States
Engineered polymer nanoparticles – with sizes ranging from 20-500 nm – are playing an
increasingly important role in the advancement of emerging technologies for industrial,
agricultural, pharmaceutical, and biological sectors. The prospects of advancing these
and other technologies have provided great impetus for the development of rapid, lowcost methodologies for the synthesis of functional polymer nanoparticles. Emulsionbased processes – such as miniemulsion polymerizations – provide well-studied
synthetic routes to polymer nanomaterials. The first part of this presentation will
highlight our recent efforts employing thiol-mediated photopolymerizations in
miniemulsion as a simple, rapid, and one-pot synthetic approach to polythioether
nanoparticles with tunable particle size, clickable functionality, and composite
compositions. The latter part of this presentation will focus on our recent results
employing this versatile synthetic platform for the encapsulation of plant-based essential
oil (EO) extracts (i.e. monoterpene phenols such as carvacrol/thymol) within
polythioether nanoparticles as model, sustained-release antimicrobial nanomaterials.
The thymol/carvacrol-loaded nanoparticles show effective antimicrobial activity (>99.9%
kill efficiency at 24h) against gram-positive (B. subtilis and S. aureus) and gramnegative (E. coli and B. cenocepacia) bacteria. The simplicity, modularity, and efficacy
of this essential oil encapsulation platform may combat bacteria with intrinsic resistance
to conventional antibiotics, and is potentially adaptable for delivery of EOs as active
packaging materials and topical antiseptics. The antimicrobial activity of against
inherently resistant B. cenocepacia (an opportunistic pathogen with significant clinical
importance in persons with cystic fibrosis) may provide a route to innovative pulmonary
therapeutics by appropriately engineering the nanoparticle properties.

(a) The thiol-ene reaction (b) with various monomers to generate nanoparticles. (c)
Representative TEM of loaded nanoparticles.

POLY 257: Polymer science for the next-generation warfighter
Dawanne E. Poree, dawanne.e.poree.civ@mail.mil. US Army Research Office ,
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, United States
The US Army Research Office Polymer Chemistry Program seeks to understand the
molecular-level link between polymer microstructure, architecture, functionality, and the
ensuing macroscopic properties. Research in this Program may ultimately enable the
design and synthesis of functional polymeric materials that give the Soldier new and
improved protective and sensing capabilities as well as capabilities not yet imagined.
This Program is divided into two research thrusts: (i) Precision Polymeric Materials
which supports research aimed at developing new approaches for synthesizing
polymers with precisely-defined molecular weight, microstructure (monomer sequence
and tacticity), architecture, and functional group location; exploring how changes in
molecular structure and composition impact macroscopic properties; and on developing
polymers that exhibit programmed molecular responses to external stimuli, and (ii)
Complex Polymer Systems which focuses on controlling polymer assembly to enable
complex structures with diverse functions and new properties as well as on exploring
the assembly/incorporation of multiple responsive groups into a single polymeric
materials system to engender complex responsive behavior. Within these thrusts, highrisk, high-payoff research is identified and supported to pursue the Program’s long-term
goal.

POLY 258: Polymer activities in the Air Force Materials and Manufacturing
Directorate
Timothy J. Bunning, timothy.bunning@us.af.mil. Materials & Manufacturing
Directorate, Air Force Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio,
United States
Polymer science and technology is pervasive across Air Force applications ranging from
next generation coatings, novel electronic and photonic thin films, composite resins,
shape-changing/adaptable structural films and structures, flexible ‘binder’ systems as a
host for functional components, and the biological enterprise. The key to successful
idea generation, risk reduction, and technology maturation in any of these areas is
strong linkage between academic, industrial, and government expertise. Several
examples from the Materials and Manufacturing Directorate will be highlighted to show
this needed synergism among subject matter experts.

POLY 259: Why NIST is an important and unique federal laboratory in polymer
and complex fluid science: Deep expertise and strategic partnerships
Kathryn Beers, beers@nist.gov. Materials Science and Engineering Division, NIST,
Bethesda, Maryland, United States
As a Federally-owned and operated national laboratory in the Department of
Commerce, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has a mission in
the ‘sweet spot’ of scientific and engineering research and development. With a
mandate to promote the US economy, trade and quality of life, and a history of research
programs focused on fundamental research and state-of-the-art measurements, our
group has evolved to serve as a crossroads for many interactions between academia
and industry. I will highlight several partnerships in the areas of polyolefin melt rheology,
polyelectrolyte solution structure, and model protein solutions that have leveraged deep
scientific expertise, unique measurement capabilities, and partners in both universities
and industry to advance key areas of materials research. I will highlight what I believe
are critical elements of our strategies and culture that enable us to excel at the interface
of industrial and academic research.

POLY 260: Development of new theoretical and practical approaches to
controlling ice adhesion
Joseph M. Mabry1, joseph.mabry@us.af.mil, Kevin Golovin5, Anish Tuteja4, Adam J.
Meuler6, Robert E. Cohen3, Gareth H. McKinley7, Andrew J. Guenthner2. (1)
AFRL/RZSM, Air Force Research Laboratory, Edwards AFB, California, United States
(2) Aerospace Systems Directorate, Air Force Research Laboratory, Lancaster,
California, United States (3) Bldg 66 Room 554, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
United States (4) Mat Sci Eng HH Dow Bldg, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, United States (5) Materials Science and Engineering, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States (6) Air Force Research Laboratory, National
Research Council, Edwards AFB, California, United States (7) Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States
This presentation will trace the development of improved theoretical and practical
approaches to controlling ice adhesion through a variety of government/academic
partnerships, illustrating the value of these partnerships and the opportunities for the
advancement of science that they create. Earlier partnerships focused on developing an
improved theoretical understanding of the relationships between water wettability and
ice adhesion on rigid surfaces. From these basic research studies, key insights into the
limitations and opportunities for control of ice adhesion based on surface energy and
mechanical property characteristics were obtained. Building on these insights, more
recent partnerships have enabled the development of durable coatings with extremely
low ice adhesion, the performance of which has been demonstrated in long-term
outdoor testing.

POLY 261: Precision syntheisis and characterization at the Center for Nanophase
Materials Sciences
Brad S. Lokitz, lokitzbs@ornl.gov. Bldg 8610 MS 6494, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, United States
The Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences (CNMS) at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) is one of five Department of Energy (DOE) Nanoscale Science
Research Centers (NSRCs). The primary mission of the CNMS is to provide access to
state-of-the-art nanoscience research capabilities, expertise, and equipment to a
diverse user community in order to deliver cutting-edge nanoscience research that
otherwise would not be possible. The scientists at the CNMS also drive a world class
science program with emphasis in theory and simulation, nanofabrication,
macromolecular synthesis and characterization, deuteration, and understanding of
structure, dynamics and functionality in nanostructured materials using scanning probe
microscopy, neutron scattering, optical spectroscopy, and soft-matter electron and
helium ion microscopy. The CNMS annually hosts around 600 users who respond to its
biannual proposal calls. The vibrant and growing CNMS user community conducts
research addressing a vast array of science and technology questions, drawing on
support from an equally broad array of funding agencies. Members of the community
represent academia, national laboratories, international institutions and industry. Access
to CNMS is granted to researchers through a proposal submission and review process
that is based on peer review by leading researchers from outside of Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. This presentation will introduce prospective CNMS users to the center and
its capabilities, the user proposal submission and review process, and highlight user
projects and collaborations that represent the diverse user community.

POLY 262: Cooperative research of liquid crystalline materials: Enabling
applications beyond displays
Timothy J. White, timothy.white.24@us.af.mil, Timothy J. Bunning. Materials and
Manufacturing Directorate, Air Force Research Laboratory, Centerville, Ohio, United
States
Industrial, government, and academic research is a continuum spanning a divide from
very basic science to development of advanced systems. Government laboratories play
an important role in facilitating the translation of fundamental research of academic
partners or intramural activities to industrial base partners focused on systems or
advanced capability demonstration. Comparatively less common, in part motivated by
needs derived from these capability demonstrations - government-industrial
partnerships can concurrently pursue fundamental and high-impact science. This talk
will summarize two examples of research activities at the Air Force Research
Laboratory with small business partners and describe the collaborative pursuit and
advancement of fundamental science.

POLY 263: Development of a data infrastructure for progressive modeling of
polymers and soft materials at multiple levels of granularity
Frederick R. Phelan1, frederick.phelan@nist.gov, Thomas Rosch1, Cheol Jeong1, Huai
Sun2. (1) STOP 8542, NIST, Gaithersburg, Maryland, United States (2) Department of
Chemistry, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China
The NIST role in the Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) is to help create the
infrastructure for the effort through the development of 1) standards and tools for the
representation and interoperability of materials data, and 2) techniques and standards
for the interoperation of modeling systems at multiple length and time scales. This talk
will describe two complementary efforts in which we are working to meet these goals for
polymers and soft materials. In a hierarchical approach to materials modeling, molecular
dynamics (MD) calculations are integral to calculating properties and phenomena at
length scales ranging from Angstroms to tens of nanometers. To support this, we have
developed WebFF, a "smart" web-based, force field repository for polymers and organic
soft materials. Computation at mesoscopic length scales between the atomistic and
continuum for soft materials requires coarse-graining techniques, which is an active
area of research (compromising many different approaches) across the soft matter
community. To support this approach we are developing a computational workbench
that will provide a unified platform for integrating coarse-graining algorithms into a
dynamic, multiscale force-field data tool, featuring hierarchical data representation and
integrated data curation. Examples illustrating both approaches, and their interrelation
will be described.

NIST is developing a coherent and progressive framework for carrying out coarse-grained
modeling at mesoscopic length scales between the atomistic and continuum. This framework
meets the theoretical challenge of describing the representation and interoperability of materials
data and the interoperation of modeling systems at multiple length and time scales, as well as the
practical challenge of creating a computing and database environment that realizes its
instantiation.

POLY 264: Zirconium-89 radiolabeled antibodies for the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR)
Matthew C. Parrott, parrotmc@email.unc.edu, Denis R. Beckford-Vera. Radiology,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, United States
To ensure that patients are treated with the most effective and personalized therapy, it
is important to understand what biological features predict patient response to
immunotherapy. Currently, obtaining evidence of epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) expression on tumors requires several invasive biopsies, and the identification
of a non-invasive technique to quantify EGFR expression remains an unmet need.
Through this work, we aimed to develop a radioactive probe to quantify EGFR
expression by way of positron emission tomography (PET). This was accomplished by
direct in vivo comparison of radiolabeled cetuximab, panitumumab and nimotuzumab.
These anti-EGFR antibodies were radiolabeled with 89Zr in high chemical and
radiochemical purity. In vitro and in vivo binding properties of the radioconjugates were
evaluated in a mouse model bearing A431 tumors, which are known for high expression
of EGFR. 89Zr-nimotuzumab showed the highest tumor uptake and lowest uptake in
non-target tissues when compared against 89Zr-cetuximab and 89Zr-panitumumab.
Through this work we concluded that 89Zr-nimotuzumab could be a useful, non-invasive,
PET probe for determining the efficiency of EGFR-antibody therapy without exposing
patients to repeated biopsies.

MicroPET/CT scans at 72h post-injection of 89Zr-DFO-anti-EGFR antibodies administrated
intravenously via tail vein on athymic (nu/nu) mice bearing A431 tumor xenograft. From left to
right: 89Zr-nimotuzumab, 89Zr-cetuximab and 89Zr-panitumumab.

POLY 265: In vivo MRI and PET imaging of cancer with nanogels incorporating
metal-chelating crosslinkers
Jacques Lux1, jaclux@gmail.com, Minnie Chan4, Alexander G. White5, Carolyn J.
Anderson3, Adah Almutairi2. (1) Radiology, UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas,
Texas, United States (2) Pharmaceutical Sciences MC 0600, University of California
San Diego, La Jolla, California, United States (3) Radiology, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (4) University of California San Diego, La Jolla,
California, United States (5) University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United
States
Metal complexes are of considerable importance in medicine and are clinically applied
to multiple imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron
emission tomography (PET) and X-ray imaging. To create a versatile platform for the
development of multifunctional agents combining imaging modalities and radiotherapy,
we synthesized metal-chelating hydrogel nanoparticles (nanogels) with maximal
chelation stability. These nanogels were formulated by incorporating metal-chelating
crosslinkers, which both act as an imaging probe and hold the nanogels together. These
nanoscale systems have high stability in aqueous solution, high loading capacity for
biomacromolecules or smaller molecules, and allow ample water access throughout the
particle, which is important for MRI contrast agents, where the metal must interact with
water to enhance signal.
Metal-chelating crosslinkers were first chelated with Gd3+ to yield stable MRI contrast
agents. The nanogel structure decreases the chelator's tumbling frequency and grants
fast water exchange, both of which enhance relaxivity. Polyacrylamide- and
polysaccharide-based nanogels incorporating these Gd3+-chelating crosslinkers display
higher relaxivity and stability than clinically used contrast agents.
To demonstrate the versatility of the platform, 64Cu was incorporated instead of Gd3+ to
obtain PET radiotracers. Radiolabeled nanogels stably retained 64Cu in mouse serum.
Upon intravenous injection in BALB/c mice with mammary 4T1 tumors or metastases,
radiolabeled nanogels accumulated in tumors and metastases as detected by PET/CT
imaging. Biodistribution studies confirmed high accumulation of the 64Cu-labeled
nanogels in tumors and metastases, and low accumulation in the liver and spleen. We
also incorporated our crosslinkers into nanogels composed of a biodegradable polymer
backbone to accelerate clearance.
These promising results suggest that this strategy could be used to develop bimodal
MRI/PET imaging platforms by using both the 64Cu-NOTA crosslinkers and Gd3+-DOTA
crosslinkers, which would provide the high sensitivity and quantification of PET with the
high resolution and anatomical precision of MRI.

POLY 266: Chemokine receptors targeted polymeric nanoparticles imaging
atherosclerosis
Hannah Luehmann4, Eric D. Pressly2, Lisa Detering4, Deborah Sultan4, Alaina
McGrath3, Pamela Woodard4, Gwendalyn Randolph4, Robert Gropler4, Craig J.
Hawker1, Yongjian Liu4, liuyo@mir.wustl.edu. (1) Univ of California, Santa Barbara,
California, United States (2) University of California, Santa Barbara, California, United
States (3) University of California Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, California, United
States (4) Washington University-St Louis, Saint Louis, Missouri, United States
Polymeric nanoparticles have received considerable attention for biomedical research,
especially for imaging applications due to the modular nature of their construction,
which enables the accurately tuned structure and resultant properties with controlled
chemistry. This unique property can afford flexibility of nanostructure including size and
morphology, biocompatible composition, and manageable surface coating to elucidate
the structure-bioperformance relationship and select candidate for translational
research. Based on our previously well-defined Comb nanoparticles and the important
roles of chemokine receptors in atherosclerosis, we have prepared a viral macrophage
protein-II (vMIP-II) conjugated Comb nanoparticles (vMIP-Comb), which binds multiple
chemokine receptors, to determine the overall chemokine receptor concentration at
plaque and correlated with the plaque size and macrophage population to assess the
progression of atherosclerosis in the mouse ApoE-/- model. To determine the activity of
plaque, we synthesized a CCR5 receptor targeted Comb through the conjugation of DAla1-peptide T-amide (DAPTA-Comb) and radiolabeled with 64Cu for PET imaging.
Following the Ad-ApoE vector treatment to knock-down the monocyte recruitment in
ApoE-/- mice, the PET signals of 64Cu-DAPTA-Comb in the plaque correlated well with
variation of monocyte population, indicating the potential of this CCR5 targeted
nanoparticle to determine the rate of monocyte recruitment for plaque progression.

POLY 267: In vivo behavior of 89Zr-labeled poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) and
poly(ethylene glycol)
Leonie Wyffels2,3, Thomas Verbrugghen2,3, Bryn Monnery1, bryn.monnery@gmail.com,
Mathias Glassner1, Sigrid Stroobants2,3, Richard Hoogenboom1, Steven Staelens2,3. (1)
Ghent University, Gent, Belgium (2) Molecular Imaging Center Antwerp, University of
Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium (3) Department of Nuclear Medicine, Antwerp University
Hospital, Antwerp, Belgium
Poly(2-ethyl-oxazoline) (PEtOx) is an ideal alternative to poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) for
biomedical applications, previously limited by side-reactions during the polymerisation.
We have advanced polymerisation technique to address this problem.
For use in-vivo it is important to know the pharmacokinetic profile of the polymer. By
functionalising PEtOx (5, 20, 40, 70 and 110 kDa) and PEG (5, 20 and 40 kDa) with
desferrioxamine and radiolabelling with 89Zr. Radiolabelled polymers were injected into
mice (n=4) and determination of the biodistribution of the radiometal was made by
Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Results show the lower molecular weight
polymers are rapidly eliminated from the blood pool, and the threshold for extended
systemic circulation of PEG is between 20 and 40 kDa, and for PEtOx it is ca. 40 kDa;
renal excretion is determined primarily by polymer chain length, not molar mass.
These observations have enabled the rational design of oxazoline based polymeric
pharmaceuticals. The results show that lower molecular weight (<20 kDa) PEtOx of the
kind commonly used in pharmaceutical research is not suitable for pharmaceutical
formations involving injectable polymer-drug conjugates, and higher molecular weight
materials (ca. DP > 400) are required for extended circulation.

POLY 268: Synthesis of chelator-fatty acid derived surfactants for nanoemulsion
formulation of multimodality positron emission tomography (PET) and MR
imaging drug delivery systems
Marie-Caline Z. Abadjian2, m.caline.z.abadjian@gmail.com, Michele Herneisey1,
Jelena M. Janjic1, Carolyn J. Anderson2. (1) Mylan School of Pharmacy, Duquesne
University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Radiology, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Multimodality imaging agents involving positron emission tomography (PET) and
magnetic resonance (MR) combine the strengths of both imaging techniques. PET
provides sensitivity and quantification, while MR delivers high resolution and contrast.
Previous work has demonstrated the effectiveness of a dual modality 19F MR and nearinfrared (NIR) fluorescence agent for targeting a cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor (celecoxib)
to macrophages using a perfluorocarbon nanoemulsion. An improved dual modality
nanoemulsion formulation was designed to incorporate PET radiouclides. A hydrophilic
chelator (cross-bridged cyclam derivative) was synthesized and modified to have a
strained alkyne. The chelator was then conjugated by strain-promoted azide-alkyne
cycloaddition (SPAAC) to a PEGylated fatty acid (DSPE) azide to make the PET
component in the nanoemulsion formulation. These components should act as a
surfactant having the chelator facing outward into the aqueous phase of the
nanoemulsion. These nanoemulsions will enable 64Cu radiolabeling of the chelators and
purification for future in vivo studies. Optimization of incorporating the chelator-fatty acid
conjugates into the nanoemulsions and labeling studies with Cu-64 are underway.

POLY 269: Ultra-pH sensitive nanotransistor advances cancer imaging and
surgery
Tian Zhao1,2, zhaotian1985@gmail.com, Gang Huang1, Shunchun Yang1, Zhiqiang
Lin1, Yang Li1, Joel Thibodeaux1, Baran Sumer1, Jinming Gao1. (1) UT Southwestern
Medical Center, Dallas, Texas, United States (2) OncoNano Medicine Inc., Dallas,
Texas, United States
Cancer exhibits profound genetic and phenotypic differences therefore broad yet
cancer-specific detection of malignant tumors is challenging. One strategy to overcome
the complex oncogenotypes and histology phenotypes is to target metabolic
vulnerabilities that are more ubiquitous in cancer. In tumor microenvironment, acids are
preferentially accumulated in the extracellular space due to deregulated tumor
metabolism and overexpression of membrane proton exchangers and acid transporters.
Here we report a transistor-type nanoprobe library with sharp on/off responses to
certain threshold pH values. Different transitional pH fine-tuning strategies has been
compared. The optimized nanoprobe targets extracellular tumor acidosis from
dysregulated pH that drives many invasive properties of cancer. The nanoprobes
delineated tumors with high specificity and spatial resolution in a broad range of tumor
models using existing clinical cameras. Frozen section of tumor with surrounding
tissues showed excellent matching of the nanoprobe signal with GFP-labelled cancer
cells and H&E staining at microscopic level. This binary tumor response improved tumor
to background signal ratio and also specificity compared to other targeted strategies.
To validate the ability of nanoprobes to provide real-time, highly sensitive and specific
illumination of cancer, we performed tumor acidosis guided detection of occult disease
as well as surgery and demonstrated significantly improved long-term survival benefit in
head/neck and breast cancers.
We anticipate this transistor-type nanoprobe design will improve the accuracy of cancer
detection, intraoperative tumor visualization, and imaging of therapeutic response while
providing a powerful tool for understanding dysregulated pH and cellular energetics in
cancer.

POLY 270: Intrinsically manganese-chelated polydopamine nanoparticles as a
biocompatible theranostic platform for cancer diagnosis and therapy
Zhaohua Miao, zhaohua_miao@163.com, Liang Zhen†, Cheng-Yan Xu. School of
Materials Science and Engineering, Harbin Institute of Technology, Harbin, China
Theranostic agents have attracted intensive interest for their promising biomedical
applications. Herein, PEGylated Mn2+-chelated polydopamine (PMPDA) nanoparticles
were successfully developed as a novel theranostic agent via the incorporation of Mn2+
ions and SH-PEG molecules into polydopamine nanoparticles. The obtained PMPDA
nanoparticles showed significant MRI signal enhancement for both in vitro and in vivo
imaging through the intrinsic chelating of polydopamine with Mn2+ ions. Due to strong
near-infrared absorption of polydopamine nanomaterials, highly effective photothermal
ablation of HeLa cells exposed to PMPDA nanoparticles was then achieved.
Furthermore, the excellent biocompatibility of PMPDA nanoparticles, attributing to the
use of Mn2+ ions as diagnostic agents and biocompatible polydopamine as
photothermal agents, was confirmed by a standard MTT assay. These results presented
that PMPDA nanoparticles are promising as a theranostic platform for cancer diagnosis
and therapy.

A schematic illustration of PMPDA nanoparticles as a theranostic platform for cancer diagnosis
and therapy.

POLY 271: Withdrawn

POLY 272: Fizzy approach to PEI processing yielding a fluorescent biomaterial
Maarten A. Mees2, maarten.mees@ugent.be, Charles Toft3, Thomas McAllister 3, Silvio
Curia3, Steven M. Howdle3, Richard Hoogenboom1. (1) Ghent University, Terneuzen,
Netherlands (2) Ugent, Ghent, Belgium (3) Chemistry, University of Nottingham,
Nottingham, United Kingdom
Carbamates can be formed via the reaction of branched polyethyleneimine (PEI) with
carbon dioxide.These carbamates show photoluminescence and can be used as a
diagnostic or detection tool. In contrast to other fluorophores such as proteins and dyes,
carbamates have smaller conjugated structures which are filled with delocalized
electrons. These delocalised electrons in the carbamic structure can be moved to the
anti-bonding π* orbital, electrons which fall back to the π bonding orbital emitting light.
This work combines the scCO2 with linear PEI (lPEI) to form carbamates obtaining
fluorescent polymers. The polymers can be used as non viral vectors for DNA
transfection experiments as they still have a PEI part to complex DNA while the
carbamates act as a fluorescent dye. In a second part, the reaction of the copolymer of
PEI and Poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEI-PEtOx) is discussed. This renders copolymers
with a fluorescent carbamate part and a biocompatible part (PEtOx). As PEtOx is the
precursor of lPEI, a copolymer of PEtOx-PEI can be obtained via partial acid hydrolysis.
Poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s (PAOx) have received significant interest in biomedical
context; hence the importance for straightforward labeling
In this work, the lPEI and PEtOx-PEI (co)polymers were exposed to scCO2 with different
reaction times. Via NMR spectroscopic analysis, carbamate formation was confirmed,
but depending on the conditions a second chemical structure was found which shows a
ring structure. This second ring structure is formed due to a second nucleophilic attack
of the PEI onto the carbamate forming a diurea. Different NMR techniques (HMBC,
HSQC and COSY) were used to prove this structure and also TGA, DSC and SEC
confirmed the hypothesis. The polymers were then further investigated using
fluorescent microscopy to evaluate whether the intrinsic fluorescence is sufficient for
use as a fluorescent dye in a biological context.

POLY 273: Raman-active polymer nanoparticles for cell imaging
Spencer Brucks, sdb2147@columbia.edu, Fanghao Hu, Wei Min, Luis M. Campos.
Chemistry, Columbia University, New York, New York, United States
Nanomaterials that can be readily imaged have found great use as contrast agents in
cell biology and in the burgeoning field of theranostics. Leading materials, including
quantum dots and gold nanoparticles, have generated tremendous research efforts but
are still hindered by cytotoxicity and challenging syntheses. A biocompatible
nanoparticle system that can be rapidly synthesized and readily imaged is highly
desirable. This presentation will focus on the development of Raman-active polymer
nanoparticles to address these challenges. The all-organic particles are nontoxic and
rapidly achieved from a one-step surfactant-free synthesis. Facile incorporation of
Raman-active tags enables near-infrared imaging by stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS), which is both a non-photobleaching and non-blinking technique. SRS relies on
highly specific molecular vibrations, fully eliminating non-resonant background and
permitting multiplexing with multiple probes. Our results have broad implications in
biotechnology for studying mechanisms of cell biology in addition to novel therapeutic
applications.

POLY 274: Poly(2-oxazoline)-decorated nanomaterials: Synthesis,
characterization and mucus penetration
Vitaliy V. Khutoryanskiy, v.khutoryanskiy@reading.ac.uk, Edward Mansfield, Adrian
C. Williams. Reading School of Pharmacy, University of Reading, Reading, United
Kingdom
Diffusion of nanomaterials through biological membranes is of significant interest for
drug delivery. We have developed a range of sub-100 nm silica and gold nanoparticles
decorated with various poly(2-oxazolines). Silica nanoparticles were synthesized using
self-condensation of 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane in dimethylsulfoxide in the
presence of air resulting in dispersion of thiolated particles. These nanoparticles were
subsequently functionalized by reacting with alkyne terminated poly(2-oxazolines). Gold
nanoparticles were synthesized by reduction of chloroauric acid in aqueous solutions in
the presence of poly(2-oxazolines). Both types of nanoparticles were additionally
fluorescently labelled. The nanoparticles decorated with poly(2-oxazolines) were
characterized using dynamic light scattering, nanoparticle tracking analysis,
transmission electron microscopy, small angle neutron scattering and thermogravimetric
analysis. The diffusion of these nanoparticles in aqueous dispersion of porcine gastric
mucin was studied using nanoparticle tracking analysis. It was established that
decoration of nanoparticles with poly(2-oxazolines) facilitates their diffusion in mucin
dispersions and is similar to the behavior of the nanoparticles decorated with
polyethylene glycol. The nanoparticles decorated with poly(2-oxazolines) and
polyethylene glycol were also found to be more diffusive through freshly excised porcine
stomach mucus compared to polymer-free parent nanoparticles. The nature of a poly(2oxazoline) coating was found to affect the rate of nanoparticle diffusion through mucus
gel. Silica decorated with poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) were found to be significantly more
diffusive in gastric mucin than the nanoparticles coated with poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline)
and poly(2-n-propyl-2-oxazoline), or the unfunctionalized silica. The enhanced diffusivity
of nanoparticles decorated with poly(2-oxazoline) through mucosal barriers could
provide an excellent platform for designing novel nanomedicines for transmucosal drug
delivery (Nanoscale, 2015, 7, 13671–13679).

POLY 275: Development of GATT-Patch, a poly(2-oxazoline) based hemostatic
agent
Marcel Boerman1,2, M.Boerman@science.ru.nl, Johan Bender3, Sander C.
Leeuwenburgh2, John A. Jansen2, Jan van Hest1. (1) Institute for Molecules and
Materials, Radboud University, Nijmegen, Netherlands (2) Biomaterials, Radboudumc,
Nijmegen, Netherlands (3) GATT-Technologies, Nijmegen, Netherlands
Control over bleeding during surgery is of key importance for succesfull outcome of a
surgical procedure. Although many products are on the market already, the ideal
product which is both affrodable and has yet to be developed. In this project, we use the
versatility of the poly(2-oxazoline)s (POx) to act as hemostatic polymers by
functionalizing these with NHS-esters, which makes these polymers reactive to blood
proteins resulting in the formation of sealing polymer gel. By coating these polymers on
collagen scaffolds, we combine the benefitial hemostatic properties of collagen (by
attracting blood platelets) with the crosslinking properties of POx, thereby forming a
hemostatic product (GATT-Patch) with two modes of action. In this project, we
synthesize polymers with varying ratios of functional groups and hydrophilicities and test
these polymers for their hemostatic activity in vitro and in vivo in a pig model against
commercial available Hemopatch® as a benchmark product.

POLY 276: Lab in a tube: Purification, amplification, and detection of DNA using
poly(2-oxazoline) multilayers
Meike N. Leiske1,2, Meike.Leiske@uni-Jena.de, Matthias Hartlieb1,2,
M.Hartlieb@warwick.ac.uk, Christian Paulenz3,4, Martin Hentschel3, Christoph
Englert1,2, Michael Gottschaldt1,2, Ulrich S. Schubert1,2, ulrich.schubert@uni-jena.de.
(1) Laboratory of Organic and Macromolecular Chemistry, Friedrich-Schiller-University
Jena, Jena, Germany (2) Jena Center for Soft Matter (JCSM), Jena, Germany (3)
Analytik Jena AG, Jena, Germany (4) Institute of Pharmacy, Jena, Germany
Since their discovery in the 1960’s, poly(2-oxazoline)s (POx) have become an important
polymer class for biomedical and bioanalytical applications. By using cationic ringopening polymerization, it is possible to incorporate versatile functionalities into the
polymer. The co-polymerization of EtOx and a Boc-protected amino-functionalized
monomer leads to statistic copolymers that can be deprotected resulting in amino
functionalized polymer. Those functionalities are not only attractive due to the possibility
of hydrogel formation, however particularly because of their ability of reversible DNA
binding, as described in previous research.
In the present work, we want to present covalently surface bound hydrogel layers using
amino-functionalized POx, while minimizing the limitations of hydrogels in stability and
handling an, hereby, enabling the application in a PCR process.
To achieve this aim, a POx bearing 20% amino functionalities was synthesized and
covalently bound in a layer-by-layer approach to poly(propylene) (PP). A verification of
this irreversible coating and the layer construction was performed by contact angle
measurements, CLSM, TGA and RIFFS measurements.
With the aid of reversible DNA-binding studies by CLSM and RIFFS measurements, the
optimum layer amount was determined and finally coated directly into PP PCR tubes.
After optimization of the PCR protocol, bioanalytical investigations could be performed
without elaborative sample preparation, paving the way for faster pathogen detection as
an important part of point-of-care diagnostics.

Scheme 1: Workflow of a complete PCR protocol using the lab in a tube system.

POLY 277: SER-214: A once weekly POZ-polymer therapeutic for the treatment of
Parkinson’s disease
Randall Moreadith, Rmoreadith@serinatherapeutics.com. Serina Therapeutics, Inc.,
Huntsville, Alabama, United States
The first poly-(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (POZTM) therapeutic has entered clinical trials in
patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) . SER-214 is a twenty kDa ten pendent polymer
with ten ester-linked rotigotine molecules attached via “click chemistry”. In patients that
lack sufficient dopamine signaling, continuous drug delivery of a potent dopaminergic
agent such as rotigotine might provide continuous dopaminergic tone – a long-sought
clinical strategy that would obviate the phasic "peak and trough" profiles of oral agents.
This phasic profile underlies the "wearing off" and "dyskinesia induction" that occurs
with levodopa. Three POZ-polymer conjugates were evaluated – they differed in only
one aspect, and that was the ester linker employed in attachment to the polymer.
Plasma hydrolysis experiments demonstrated a species-specific difference in release
profiles with a half-life of ~ 11 hrs in rat plasma, ~ 65 hrs in dog plasma, and nearly
identical half-life in monkey and human plasma of > 4 days for SER-214. Published
results revealed a single injection of SER-214 reversed Parkinsonian deficits in the 6OHDA rat model. In a blinded, placebo-controlled study a single weekly injection of
SER-214 promoted good “on-time” comparable to oral levodopa in the MPTP monkey
model (cynomolgus macaque) of PD. Good "on-time" was defined as the cumulative
time in a six hour video the monkey spent moving around normally. All monkeys in the
levodopa cohort developed dyskinesia (involuntary movements) by week 4; none of the
monkeys in the SER-214 cohort developed dyskinesia. This study, and others, formed
the basis for an Investigational New Drug (IND) application with the FDA. The INDenabling studies that supported this first-in-human POZ-polymer therapeutic will be
reviewed.

Figure 1. General synthetic scheme for POZ-polymer therapeutic.

POLY 278: Polyplex micelles with double-protective compartments of hydrophilic
shell and thermo-switchable palisade of poly(oxazoline)-based block copolymers
for promoted gene transfection
Kensuke Osada1, osada@bmw.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp, Shigehito Osawa3, Kazunori Kataoka2.
(1) Bioengineering, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan (2) Dept of MAT Eng Univ of
Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan (3) Material Eng, 5th Bldg Eng Sch, Kataoka Lab, The University
of Tokyo, Tokyo-to, Japan
Recently, poly(2-oxazoline)s (POxs) are re-highlighted as classes of potential polymers
for biomaterials with their tunable properties of hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity balance,
biocompatibility, and thermo-responsivity, depending on choice of side chains. The
poly(2-n-propyl-2-oxazoline) (PnPrOx) is particularly appealing for biological application
because it shows lower critical solution temperature (LCST) around physiological
temperature. The intriguing thermo-switchable property was applied for polyplex
micelles as non-viral gene delivery system to address the issue of stability under
physiological conditions. Polyplex micelles are prepared by polyion complexation
between plasmid DNA (pDNA) and block catiomer comprising hydrophilic segment and
cationic segment, where pDNA is packaged within the core of polyplex micelles, which
is surrounded by hydrophilic shell. To polyplex micelles, PnPrOx was installed to form
protective hydrophobic palisade between the inner core of packaged pDNA polyplex
core and the shell of polyplex micelles using a triblock copolymer consisting of
hydrophilic poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline), thermo-switchable amphiphilic PnPrOx and
cationic poly(L-lysine). The hydrophobic palisade was prepared by two-step preparation
procedure, complexing the triblock copolymer with pDNA below the LCST of PnPrOx
followed by incubation above the LCST to change the hydrated PnPrOx segment to
collapse. Thus prepared spatially aligned hydrophilic-hydrophobic double-protected
polyplex micelles exhibited significant tolerability against nuclease and polyanion
attacks compared to those without hydrophobic palisades. The promoted gene
transfection efficiency corroborated the great utility of amphiphilic PnPrOx as a
molecular thermal-switch for improving the stability of gene carriers towards
physiological applications.

POLY 279: Tumor inhibition of poly(2-oxazoline)-paclitaxel formulations in
advanced tumor models evaluated against clinical paclitaxel formulations
Robert Luxenhofer2, robert.luxenhofer@uni-wuerzburg.de, Zhijian He3, Anita Schulz1,
Xiaomeng Wan3, Rainer Jordan1, Alexander Kabanov3. (1) TU Dresden, Dresden,
Germany (2) Dept Chemie und Pharmazie, Universitat Wurzburg, Würzburg, Germany
(3) UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, United States
Paclitaxel (PTX) is the commercially most successful chemotherapeutic in history, it is
being widely administered in a variety of cancer treatments. The extremely low solubility
of PTX and its great tendency for crystallization hampered clinical development of a
suitable formulation for some time.
We have previously described a novel PTX nanoformulation based on a poly(2oxazoline) triblock copolymer which is characterized by extremely how relative and
absolute PTX concentrations. Specifically, we could realize up to approx. 50 wt.% of
PTX as stable formulation and PTX concentrations of up to 45 mg/mL.
Here we present our recent data on the safety and efficacy of this formulation, in a
head-to-head comparison with the two FDA approved PTX formulations, Taxol and
Abraxane. We found that we could safely administer approx. 7 x more PTX to animals
compared to Taxol and 70% more compared to Abraxane. The increased dose resulted
in a very significant benefit in survival in an A2780 xenograft model, very significant
tumor growth reduction and survival benefit in a multidrug resistant orthotopic LCC6MDR model as well as significant growth reduction in the very challenging orthotopic
syngeneic T11 model.
Overall, our data suggest a very significant benefit for survival in a variety of tumor
models when employing a PTX formulation with ultra-high drug loading.

POLY 280: Tissue-reactive polymethyloxazoline-based graft-copolymers as
promising biolubricants for articular cartilage
Giulia Morgese1, Marcy Zenobi-Wong2, Edmondo Maria Benetti1,
edmondo.benetti@mat.ethz.ch. (1) Materials, ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland (2)
Health Science and Technology, ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
Osteoarthritis is a chronic and degenerative condition that results in a structural and
functional failure of synovial joints. In particular, a loss in the glycosaminoglycan (GAG)
content takes place, together with a consequent reduction of wear-resistance in the
cartilage tissue. To develop a treatment that could restore the lubrication properties of
an injured joint, we took inspiration from the natural components of the synovial fluid.
Among these, hyaluronic acid and glycoproteins, such as lubricin, were shown to play a
major role. The latter shows a central brush-like region extensively modified by O-linked
oligosaccharide side chains. Furthermore, it binds to the cartilage surface and protects it
from adsorption of proteins and cells.
In orded to mimic the structure and activity of lubricin we developed new biomimetic
graft-copolymers featuring a biodegradable polyglutamic acid (PGA) backbone with
poly-2-(methyl-2-oxazoline) (PMOXA) and aldehyde-bearing side chains. In particular,
PMOXA forms a biopassive and lubricating brush film at the interface. In addition, the
aldehyde functions react with aminolized, degenerated cartilage tissues via Schiff-base
formation.
A series of PGA-α-PMOXAx-β-aldehyde copolymers with different side-chain lengths (x)
and PMOXA(α)/aldehyde(β) grafting densities were successfully synthesized and
adsorbed on bovine cartilage tissues (Figure).
Depending on the adsorption conditions and on the graft-copolymer architecture
enhanced antifouling properties resulted for the films featuring higher surface density of
MOXA units. In addition, very low coefficients of friction were observed for the coatings
with increased mass of copolymer for surface unit. The combination of selective
anchoring to aminolized surfaces with high lubricating properties, biocompatibility and
protein resistance makes PGA-α-PMOXAx-β-aldehyde graft-copolymers promising
biolubricants for cartilage tissues.

POLY 281: Novel PEG-b-PCL-b-PMOXA amphiphilic triblock copolymers: towards
polymersomes with asymmetric membrane
Evgenia Konishcheva, ev.konishcheva@gmail.com, Wolfgang Meier. University of
Basel, Basel, Switzerland
Polymersomes are very advantageous over other 3D self-assembled structures due to
their ability to keep a desired environment for the encapsulated molecules. Numerous
studies are devoted to polymersomes composed of AB or ABA block copolymers.
These polymers may form only symmetric membranes, which restricts flexibility in the
functionalization and design of membranes of polymersomes. ABC triblock copolymers
are free of such restrictions and allow creating flexible and tunable polymersomes with
different functional groups from both sides of the membrane. However, up to date, there
are only few studies on synthesis and self-assembled structures of ABC triblock
copolymers. Often these copolymers are based on biocompatible poly(ethylene glycol)b-polycaprolactone diblock copolymer (PEG-b-PCL). The other hydrophilic “C” block is
represented by a block polymerized via ATRP. However, ATRP requires toxic copper
salt which is a challenging task to remove. Such ABC triblock copolymers are reported
to self-assemble into polymersomes which is, however, not strictly proven. Potentially,
hydrophilic biocompatable poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazolines) synthesized via cationic ringopening polymerization may serve as an alternative “C” block for ABC triblock
copolymers.
In this work, we present the synthesis of new amphiphilic ABC triblock copolymers
PEG-b-PCL-b-PMOXA (poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)) with narrow PDI (< 1.2), which is
free of toxic agents. We discuss the challenges which we had to overcome during the
synthesis, and show the ability of the copolymers to self-assemble into mesoscale
polymersomes depending on blocks ratio and the method of preparation. We also
discuss the orientation of copolymer molecules within the polymersome membrane, and
the possibility to have different functional groups on different sides of the membrane.

CLSM image of polymersomes formed by PEG(2K)-b-PCL(12.5K)-b-PMOXA(0.3K).

POLY 282: Precision glycocalyx editing as a strategy for cancer immunotherapy
Carolyn R. Bertozzi, bertozzi@stanford.edu. Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford,
California, United States
Cell surface sialosides constitute a central axis of immune modulation that is exploited
by tumors to evade both innate and adaptive immune destruction. Therapeutic
strategies that target tumor-associated sialosides may therefore potentiate anti-tumor
immunity. This presentation will focus on our recent work toward defining the roles of
sialylated glycans in tumor evolution, and on the development of antibody-sialidase
conjugates that enhance tumor cell susceptibility to immune destruction by selective
desialylation of the tumor cell glycocalyx. Central to our effort is the use of synthetic
glycopolymers that remodeling the cell surface glycocalyx, as well as bioorthogonal
chemistries for assembly of antibody-enzyme conjugates.

POLY 283: Glycopolymer probes of immunity
Laura L. Kiessling, kiessling@chem.wisc.edu. Dept of Chemistry Biochemistry,
University of Wisconsin Madison, Madison, Wisconsin, United States
Design principles for compounds that selectively augment immune responses
(vaccines) or mitigate them (treatments for autoimmune diseases) are needed. Such
principles have been elusive because many immune system receptors (e.g., the B cell
receptor or the lectin DC-SIGN) can transmit signals that lead to either immunity or
tolerance. New synthetic methods have emerged that can be applied to exert
extraordinary control over antigen structure, and these methods provide the opportunity
to elucidate how this structure influences signal output. Specifically, features of an
antigen’s structure (e.g., valency, size, affinity, co-receptor binding) can be altered to
optimize its function. We are using living polymerization strategies to generate polymers
and nanoparticles that function as antigens. This presentation will focus on our latest
results in generating polymeric antigens that can elicit selective immune signaling
pathways.

POLY 284: Diverse functional polypeptides via switchable side-chain groups
Timothy J. Deming, demingt@seas.ucla.edu. Bioengineering Dept, Univ of Califrnia,
Los Angeles, California, United States
We have developed synthetic methods that allow robust multiple modifications of
polypeptide side-chain groups (Figure 1). These methods allow formation of a diverse
set of functionalized polypeptides from simple precursors, and can be used for practical
mimicry of post-translational side-chain modifications such as glycosylation and
phosphorylation, as well as incorporation of abiotic functionality. The resulting
polypeptides are capable of interacting with natural biomolecules, responding to stimuli,
and being incorporated into self-assembled multifunctional materials. Details of these
methods and some applications will be presented.

Figure 1

POLY 285: Programming biological membrane mimics and their glycan with selfassembling Janus glycodendrimersomes
Virgil Percec3, percec@sas.upenn.edu, Qi Xiao3, Shaodong Zhang3, Pawaret
Leowanawat3, Srujana S. Yadavalli4, Mark Goulian4, Daniel A. Hammer5,2, Darrin J.
Pochan6, Hans-Joachim Gabius7, Michael L. Klein1. (1) Institute of Computational
Molecular Science, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (2)
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (3) Department of Chemistry, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (4) Department of Biology,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (5) Department of
Bioengineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
(6) Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Delaware, Newark,
Delaware, United States (7) Department of Veterinary Medicine, Ludwig-Maximilians
University, Munich, Germany
The multivalency of carbohydrates was first accomplished with the aid of glycopolymers,
followed by glycodendrimers and less successfully with vesicles assembled and
coassembled with glycolipids. Our laboratory reported recently that amphiphilic Janus
glycodendrimers provide a successful approach to glycodendrimersomes that generates
mimics of biological membranes and of their glycan. Engineering of their surface via
sequence-defined Janus glycodendrimers and with hybrids coassembled with bacterial
and even human cells open up new opportunities in glycobiology.

POLY 286: Multivalent 1D, 2D and 3D polymers as potent inhibitors for pathogens
Rainer Haag, haag@zedat.fu-berlin.de, Benjamin Ziem, Sumati Bhatia. Institut für
Chemie und Biochemie, Freie Universität Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Multivalency is a ubiquitous phenomenon in nature involving complex binding
mechanisms for achieving non-covalent strong yet reversible interactions. Interfacial
multivalent interactions at pathogen-cell interfaces (left) can be competitively inhibited
by multivalent scaffolds (right) that prevent pathogen adhesion to the cells during the
initial stages of infection, while monovalent inhibition fails to inhibit the biological
pathway (middle). The lack in understanding of complex biological systems makes the
design of an efficient multivalent inhibitor a toilsome task and is the reason why as of
yet no multivalent anti-infective has emerged on the market until now. This talk will
focus on the design and application of multivalent nanosystems as potent inhibitors for
pathogens.

POLY 287: Star-shaped glycopolymers with ability to manipulate cytokine
secretion in human dendritic cells
David M. Haddleton1, D.M.HADDLETON@WARWICK.AC.UK, Caglar Becer2, Daniel
E. Mitchell3, Qiang Zhang4. (1) Chem Dept, Coventry, United Kingdom (2) School of
Engineering and Materials Science, Queen Mary University of London, London, United
Kingdom (3) MOAC DTC, Senate House, University of Warwick, Coventry, United
Kingdom (4) NJUST, Nanjing, China
Human C-type lectin DC-SIGN (CD209) is a significant receptor on the surface of
dendritic cells - crucial components of host defense that bridge the innate and adaptive
immune systems. A range of linear glycopolymers, constructed via controlled radical
polymerization techniques have been shown to interact with DC-SIGN with affinities in
the physiologically active range. This presentation will describe the use of star-shaped
mannose functionalised glycopolymers with 5 and 8 arms for targeting the clustered
domain arrangement of DC-SIGN showing binding with acceptable affinity.
Incorporating star polymer architecture into glycopolymers could be key to developing
selective and very high-affinity therapeutic materials.

POLY 288: Branched (co)polymers by ATRP
Krzysztof Matyjaszewski, km3b@andrew.cmu.edu. CMU, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
United States
Synthesis, characterization and properties of branched (co)copolymers with controlled
architecture will be discussed. They will include stars, brushes and networks prepared
by atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP).

POLY 289: Knitting nanostructures via polymerizable pendants
Erik B. Berda, erik.berda@unh.edu, Christopher Lyon, Justin Cole, Jacob Lessard.
Department of Chemistry, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire,
United States
In this lecture we'll discuss the feasibility of creating well-defined nanostructures from
single polymer molecules by first decorating linear chains with polymerizable functional
units, then subsequently polymerizing through these units under dilute conditions. We'll
examine the role polymer backbone chemistry and the identity of the reactive pendant
group play in this process. We will also take an in depth look at some successful
synthetic strategies, including the use of alternating radical copolymerization as a way
to introduce additional functionality to these so-called single-chain nanoparticles.

POLY 290: Precision sulfone chemistry raises the melting point of polyethylene
Kenneth B. Wagener, wagener@chem.ufl.edu. Dept. of Chemistry, University of
Florida, Gainesville, Florida, United States
This talk presents our recent progress on understanding the effect of precisely placed
sulfone groups in the backbone of polyethylene. Normally, precision placement of a
functional group in polyethylene results in lowering the melting point as the precise
distance between groups decreases; in fact, all prior work in this area shows this to be
true. However, precisely placed sulfone groups operate in exactly the opposite fashion.
As the distance between sulfone groups decreases, the sharp melting points increase,
in one case to 175 C, about 40 degrees higher than high density polyethylene. The
reason why remains under debate, though the likely explanation is the precise
interaction of dipoles.

POLY 291: Oxime cross-linkable, dopamine containing brush polymers via ROMP
for biomedical adhesive applications
Rimantas Slegeris, rs09m@fsu.edu, Hoyong Chung. Chemical and Biochemical
Engineering, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida, United States
Bioadhesives are an important class of polymers which are widely used as medical
patches, surgical sealants or drug delivery systems. Different application areas of
adhesives require materials with various degrees of crosslinking and adhesion strength,
therefore the tunability of these factors has to be considered when designing an
adhesive. Ideally, a bioadhesive would be easy to deliver (i.e. liquid form) when not in
use; and the adhesive should be immobile when it is administered to the body. Such a
viscosity change can be addressed by having 2 components – adhesive and
crosslinker. Typically, those two components have to be stored separately and have to
be mixed before use. To address this issue we designed a complex polymer that has a
crosslinker and integrated thermoresponsive polymer to control the phase behavior.
The bioadehsive presented in this study is based on multi-functional two polymer
components. The main component is a brush polymer with key functionalities: 1) a
ketone to provide an anchor for crosslinking using oxime click chemistry; 2) dopamine at
pendant terminals to provide enhanced wet adhesion; 3) a thermoresponsive polymer
side chain to control the phase-transition. The second component is the 3-arm-PEG
oxyamine to crosslink via ketone within the main brush. Synthetic routes,
characterization of the polymer, crosslinking effect and the effects of catechol to the
adhesion property will be presented in this study.

POLY 292: Synthesis of brush-like polymers via integrated ring-opening
metathesis polymerization and polymerization of amino acid Ncarboxyanhydrides
Ryan Baumgartner2, Jianjun Cheng1, jianjunc@illinois.edu. (1) Materials Science and
Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois, United States
(2) Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, Urbana, Illinois, United States
We will report here the integration of ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP)
and ring-opening polymerization of the amino acid N-carboxyanhydride (NCA) to allow
facile synthesis of brush-like polymers containing polypeptide as the brush side chains.
ROMP of N-trimethylsilyl norbornenes rendered the preparation of poly(norbornene)s
bearing pendant N-TMS groups. With no need to purify the resulting polymers, such
macromolecular initiators could subsequently initiate controlled NCA polymerizations.
Brush-like poly(norbornene)s with grafted polypeptides or block copolypeptides were
readily obtained with controlled molecular weights and narrow molecular weight
distributions. We found that the polymerization can finish with very fast kinetics and high
yet. Polypeptide brushes with up to 1000 degree of polymerization can be obtained with
low polydispersity. Because numerous ROMP and NCA monomers are widely available,
this novel polymerization technique will allow easy access to numerous brush-like
hybrid macromolecules with unprecedented properties and broad applications.

POLY 293: Methodologies for the synthesis of highly branched polymers
involving transfer and exchange reactions
Nicolay V. Tsarevsky, nvt@smu.edu. Department of Chemistry and Center for Drug
Discovery, Design, and Delivery in Dedman College, Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, Texas, United States
Highly branched polymers with functionalities placed at specific locations (e.g., at the
backbone as pendant groups, the branching points, or the chain ends) are of interest in
many branches of science and technology: from coatings and adhesives to catalysis, to
drug delivery and imaging. Various synthetic methodologies will be described that
enable the efficient preparation of functional and in some cases responsive highly and
hyper-branched polymers. The techniques that will be illustrated include i)
copolymerization of mono- and di- or polyvinyl compounds under controlled/”living”
radical polymerization conditions, or in the presence of efficient chain transfer agents or
large concentrations of radical precursors (e.g., hypervalent iodine compounds), ii) selfcondensing vinyl homo- and copolymerization of functional “inimers” (compounds
containing both polymerizable and initiating moieties), and iii) “click”-type (e.g., thiolene) reactions. Examples of materials will include degradable and biodegradable
branched polymers and polymers responding to the redox environment. Applications of
the described materials will also be presented.

POLY 294: Tuning of branched polyglycidol network densities to prepare
optimized materials for drug delivery and tissue engineering
Dain Beezer2, dain.b.beezer@gmail.com, Eva Harth1. (1) Vanderbilt Univ, Nashville,
Tennessee, United States (2) Vanderbilt University, NASHVILLE, Tennessee, United
States
We present a series of polyglycidol networks that are tuned in their network density
based on the functionalization of the individual polyglycidol building blocks. Post
polymerization modification of branched polyglycidol furnished novel hydrophilic ratiocontrolled amino-oxy and γ-keto-ester functionalized polymeric building blocks, which
were then crosslinked via ketoxime formation to form highly sophisticated polymer
networks. We discovered a relationship between the network density, the degree of
functionalization of the polyglycidols and the mechanical strength. The combination of
the two highly branched components together with the variation in functionality showed
a remarkable effect on its mechanical properties with surprisingly high strength and
elasticity. These findings demonstrate the advantages of branched polyglycidols in
contrast to linear polyethylene glycol where network densities cannot be easily adjusted
and high strength materials cannot be formed. Other properties which were investigated
included water swelling ratios and degradability which were found to be easily tuned by
varying the degree of functionality in each functional polymer. Furthermore, the
cytotoxicity of the functionalized polyglycidols were investigated and found to have
comparable biocompatibility to polyethylene glycol.

POLY 295: Comparative study of physical and chemical properties for a variety of
bis-MPA polymers architectures
Joseph A. Giesen, jgiesen@tulane.edu, Jennifer L. Marple, Farihah M. Haque, Scott
M. Grayson. Department of Chemistry, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana,
United States
Polymer architecture (i.e. linear, dendritic, hyperbranched, star, cyclic, etc.) plays a
critical role in the chemical and physical properties of all polymers. While these effects
of architecture have been studied by comparing just two different architectures of
polystyrene, polyethylene glycol, or polyethylene imine, for example, there are few, if
any, cases where multiple different architectures based on the same monomer have
been studied.
Bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic acid (bis-MPA) has become a monomer of increased
interest due to the efficient synthesis of the dendritic and hyperbranched architectures.
In addition, their high biocompatibility, biodegradability, and low toxicity make them of
particular interest for biomedical applications. These characteristics have led to their
incorporation into a variety of biological applications, yet have been limited to the use of
low generation dendrimers, which due to their multi-step synthesis are less appealing
for broad commercial application. Hyperbranched materials of this monomer have
greater commercial appeal due to their more cost-efficient and simplified one-pot
synthesis. However, the effect of their less-defined branching on their reactivity and
physical properties is less explored. Herein, we investigate a variety architectures to
better elucidate the effect of macromolecular architecture on the physical and chemical
characteristics of bis-MPA polymers.

Cartoon representation of a dendrimer, hyperbranched and dendron polymer architectures

POLY 296: Sequence controlled multiblock copolymers via a biomimetic
segregation approach: Application of emulsion polymerization
David M. Haddleton2, D.M.HADDLETON@WARWICK.AC.UK, Athina Anastasaki2,
Nikolaos Engelis2, Gabit Nurumbetov2, Vasiliki Nikolaou1. (1) Chemistry, Univ Warwick,
Coventry, United Kingdom (2) Chemistry, University of Warwick, Coventry, United
Kingdom
We report for the synthesis of sequence-controlled polymers in discrete stable
nanoscale compartments which are dispersed in water via an emulsion polymerisation
approach. The successful rapid and quantitative synthesis of heneicosa (21) multiblock
copolymers with tight control over the sequence of functional building blocks is attained
by the segregation of reactants and catalysis in different micelle cores followed by
controlled radical polymerization. Unlike other traditional polymerization methods, the
catalyst is physically detached to the polymer backbone thus avoiding the inclusion of
potential toxic catalysts to the final materials. This biomimetic approach is
environmentally friendly, fully translatable to industry (80 grams scale up), and thus it
represents a significant advance in the development of complex macromolecule
synthesis, paving the way for a number of applications where a high level of molecular
precision or monomer sequence control confers potential for molecular targeting,
recognition and biocatalysis, as well as molecular information storage.

POLY 297: Monomer sequence control via living anionic polymerisation
Lian R. Hutchings, l.r.hutchings@durham.ac.uk. University of Durham, Durham, United
Kingdom
Natural polymers such as nucleic acids and proteins are the blue print of the living world
with repeat unit sequences perfectly reproduced from molecule to molecule. It is this
absolute control over the specificity of monomer sub-units that directs the secondary
and tertiary structure and, in turn, form and function. Sequence control in synthetic
polymers is a subject that has recently become an area of intense research having been
almost totally neglected for many decades. One method of controlling/influencing
monomer sequence distribution is through kinetic control arising from differential
monomer reactivity. We present herein the results of anionic copolymerisation using
diphenylethylene (DPE) and its derivatives which enable the synthesis of perfect
alternating copolymers, sequence controlled terpolymers and telechelic polymers. The
composition of the copolymers prepared in this study were analyzed by 1H NMR and
MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry, the latter offering a unique opportunity to demonstrate
perfect alternating sequences and insight into other comonomers sequences such as
telechelic polymers.

POLY 298: Sequence-specific polymers by living anionic polymerization of
template monomers
Junpo He, jphe@fudan.edu.cn, Yunhai Yu, Chengke Qu. The State Key Laboratory of
Molecular Engineering of Polymers, Dept. Macromolecular Science, Fudan University,
Shanghai, China
Sequence regulated polymers are expected to exhibit single molecular properties and
functions such as chain folding and information storage. The synthesis of sequence
regulated polymers is a great challenge because the traditional chain polymerization
and step polymerization generally cannot by themselves incorporate monomer units into
polymer chains in a specific order. A diversity of synthetic strategies employing various
polymerization and coupling reactions were developed within recent period for the
preparation of sequence-regulated polymers.
We have developed a method of making sequence-specific polymers by living anionic
polymerization of disubstituted 1,3-butadienes as template monomers. The monomers
were synthesized through Wittig reaction or Kumada coupling reaction. Different
substituents were placed at either 1,3- or 2,3-position of butadienes by using
appropriate starting materials for the coupling reaction. Substituted butadienes were
polymerized using sec-BuLi as the initiator. The polymerization yielded narrow disperse
products derived from exclusively 1,4-addition due to the steric hindrance at 2,3-position
and different electronic feature of the substituents. Hydrogenation or dehydrogenation of
the products resulted in the preparation of alternating saturated and pi-conjugated
polymers, respectively.
Due to the living nature of the anionic polymerization, it is easy to synthesize block
copolymers and functionalized polymers containing sequence specific segments.
Further molecular engineering to more complex architectures are also possible.

POLY 299: Precision synthesis of alternating, block, star, or random copolymers
via living/controlled cationic polymerization
Sadahito Aoshima, aoshima@chem.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp, Arihiro Kanazawa, Shokyoku
Kanaoka. Department of Macromolecular Science, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka,
Japan
Recently, synthesis of various sequence-controlled functional polymers has attracted
attention both academically and for possible practical applications. To prepare such
advanced polymers, we have developed new methods via living/controlled cationic
polymerization such as base-assisting living cationic polymerization, alternating
controlled cationic copolymerization (Figure 1), and concurrent cationic vinyl-addition
and ring-opening copolymerization. This contribution focuses on the following topics: (i)
synthesis of highly sequence-controlled degradable polymers such as stimuliresponsive alternating copolymers with quantitative acid-degradability, and sequencecontrolled polymers with precisely placed breakable bonds in the main chain; (ii)
synthesis of various well-defined block or graft copolymers of thermo-responsive vinyl
ether segments and biodegradable polylactide segments; (iii) precision synthesis of
star-shaped or block polymers having polystyrenes for smart surfaces. Furthermore,
new types of cationic polymerization and initiating systems were also investigated, such
as (i) living polymerization with a metal-free initiating system or in ionic liquid media for
reducing the environmental burden; (ii) concurrent cationic vinyl-addition and ringopening copolymerization of vinyl ethers with oxiranes, and terpolymerization via the
one-way cycle of crossover reactions; (iii) two-staged latent initiators for highly defined
graft copolymers; (iv) tandem-type reactions of cationic alternating copolymerization
with hetero Diels-Alder reaction.

Figure 1: alternating controlled cationic copolymerization of vinyl ethers with conjugated
aldehydes.

POLY 300: Polymerization of heterocycles: A simple approach to sequence
control in polymer synthesis
Christophe M. Thomas, christophe.thomas@chimie-paristech.fr, Carine Robert.
Chimie ParisTech, Paris, France
Given the growing need for inexpensive biodegradable plastics for use in various
applications, the development of synthetic methods for the polymerization of a wide
range of monomers with control over the stereochemistry, molecular weight, and
comonomer incorporation is of particular importance. In this context aliphatic polyesters
have emerged as biodegradable materials with huge potential.
Recently we have synthesized new biodegradable poly(β-hydroxyalkanoate)s (PHAs)
with controlled primary structures. By using highly efficient yttrium complexes as
initiators, we were able to synthesize highly alternating copolymers by ring-opening
polymerization of a mixture of enantiomerically-pure but different monomers (Fig. 1).
This efficient catalytic system makes copolymers that would be very difficult to make
through any other method. Also we have reported a new strategy to obtain
biodegradable polyesters. This was achieved by tandem catalysis, which confers great
interest to this approach. Commercially available complexes were used as efficient
catalysts for cyclization of dicarboxylic acids followed by alternating copolymerization of
the resulting anhydrides with epoxides (Fig. 1). Given an operationally simple method,
this tandem catalysis is an attractive strategy for the production of new renewable
materials.

Figure 1. Synthetic approaches to aliphatic polyesters

POLY 301: Alternating copolymers via ROMP of 1-substituted cyclobutenes
Nicole S. Sampson, nicole.sampson@stonybrook.edu. Chemistry Dept, Stony Brook
University, Stony Brook, New York, United States
Ring-opening metathesis approaches can provide non-conjugated polymers with sidechains that bear a variety of functional groups. ROMP polymers from
cyclopentene/cyclooctene and norbornene/cyclooctene pairs are known to show a
preference for alternation with appropriate catalyst selection. We will describe our
alternating ROMP (AROMP, alt-ROMP) protocol using bicyclo[4.2.0]oct-1(8)-ene-8carboxamides and cyclohexene that gives very long, linear copolymers with rigorous
sequence alternation. This method provides linear copolymers with backbones that
contain alternating unsaturated amides and 1-alkylidene-2-alkylcyclohexanes in a
precisely controlled sequence.

POLY 302: Living alternating ring-opening metathesis polymerization using
cyclopropenes
Benjamin Elling, Yan Xia, yanx@stanford.edu. MC 5080, Stanford University, Stanford,
California, United States
We developed a class of disubstituted cyclopropenes that undergo selective single
monomer addition in ring opening metathesis, but these cyclopropenes undergo
perfectly alternating polymerization with low-strain cyclic olefins to produce polymers of
controllable molecular weights and low PDIs. This polymerization strategy allowed
control of regular, controlled spacing between various side chain functionalities and
highly uniform microstructures upon hydrogenation, thus producing precise functional
polymers.

POLY 303: Synthesis of polymers with controlled sequence by Pd-catalyzed
isomerization polymerization
Daisuke Takeuchi, dtakeuch@res.titech.ac.jp, Kohtaro Osakada. Tokyo Inst of Tech,
Midori Ku Yokohama, Japan
Polyolefins with cycloalkylene groups show unique thermal properties, and the control of
the sequence of the cycloalkylene groups in the polymer is of interest. Copolymerization
of ethylene with cycloolefins is often used to synthesize such polymer, but it has been
difficult to control the sequence of the monomers. Recently, we reported that diimine Pd
catalysts promote polymerization of dienes, cyclopentenes and alkenylcyclohexanes.
The polymerization accompanies isomerization of the monomers via chain walking of
the Pd center. The produced polymers contain cycloalkylene and oligomethylene
groups in alternating manner along the polymer chain. The stereochemistry of the
cycloalkylene group is well-regulated. Herein, we report the synthesis of polymers with
cycloalkylene groups in controlled sequence by double cyclizative isomerization
polymerization of trienes with 1,6-diene moieties and isomerization polymerization of
alkenylcyclohexanes with a methyl branch. Comparison of the thermal properties of the
polymers with different sequence will be also discussed.

Isomerization polymerization of dienes, cyclopentenes, and alkenylcyclohexanes

POLY 304: Precision, tactic polyolefins
Kenneth B. Wagener3, wagener@chem.ufl.edu, Chip Few3, Henry Martinez3, Geoffrey
W. Coates1, Brandon J. Tiegs2. (1) Cornell Univ, Ithaca, New York, United States (2)
Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York,
United States (3) Dept. of Chemistry, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, United
States
To date all ADMET precision polymers have complete control over locating attached
groups to the backbone; however, all of them have bee atactic due to the nature of step
polycondensation of symmetrical dienes. The work to be presented in this lecture deals
with generating precision, syndiotactic amine containing polymers, which to this date
have been unknown. Structure proof will be given and goals for the project also will be
set, with eventual generation of methyl branched precision tactic polymers to model
polypropylenes with extended lengths between each methyl group.

POLY 305: Poly(2-oxazolines) triblock copolymers with mutually immiscible
hydrophilic, hydrophobic and fluorophilic blocks
Leonid I. Kaberov1, kaberovleonid@gmail.com, Bart Verbraeken2, Sergey K. Filippov1,
Martin Hruby1, Anna Riabtseva1, Lubomir Kovacik3, Petr Stepanek1, Richard
Hoogenboom2. (1) Institute of Macromolecular Chemistry AS CR, v.v.i., Prague, Czech
Republic (2) Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium (3) Charles University, Prague, Czech
Republic
It is known that amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous solutions form more stable
aggregates than low molecular surfactants with a much higher variety of sizes and
shapes. In a combination with ability to control structure of polymers it provides broad
perspectives of their medical and biological applications.
A number of 2-oxazoline triblock copolymers with 2-methyl-2-oxazoline (hydrophilic), 2octyl-2-oxazoline (hydrophobic) and different fluorophilic blocks were synthesized by
cationic ring-opening polymerization (Figure 1).
All synthesized polymers were studied by a series of physico-chemical methods such as
dynamic light scattering (DLS), small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), Cryo-TEM
microscopy, etc.
DLS experiments prove the presence of micellar-like structures in diluted aqueous
solutions, whereas in other solvents (methanol, DMSO, etc.) polymers are mainly
molecularly dissolved. It was found by SAXS investigation that these micelles could be
described by the “sphere with attached Gaussian chains” model. Also at high-q range
one can see presence of the periodicity which can be associated with multicompartment structure of hydrophobic core due to the presence of fluorinated
fragments.

Figure 1. Structure of investigated 2-oxazoline triblock copolymers
POLY 306
Microwave-assisted rapid one-step synthesis of poly(2-oxazoline)-based block
copolymers using a dual initiator for CROP and RAFT polymerization
Munhyung Kang2, Hwan Ho Shin2, Young Chang Yu3,1, rusdn0529@nate.com, Ji Ho
Youk1. (1) Nano-Systems, Inha University, Incheon, Korea (the Republic of) (2) inha
Univ., Incheon, Korea (the Republic of) (3) Materials and Science Engineering,
university of michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States
As the first example of the facile and rapid one-step synthesis of block copolymers, a
range of poly(2-oxazoline) (POx)-based block copolymers were synthesized in a onestep procedure under microwave irradiation in a significantly shortened period of time
using 4-cyano-4-(dodecylthiocarbonothioylthio)pentyl-4-methylbenzenesulfonate
(CDPS) as a dual initiator for living cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) and
reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization. 2-Methyl- and
2-ethyl-2-oxazoline were polymerized for the POx block via CROP, and methyl acrylate,
methyl methacrylate, N,N-dimethylacrylamide, N,N-diethylacrylamide, Nisopropylacrylamide, and 4-acryloylmorpholine were polymerized for the other block via
RAFT polymerization. The CROP and RAFT polymerization proceeded independently in
a controlled manner.

POLY 307: Parameters determining the hydrolysis rates of poly(2-oxazoline)s
Klaus P. Luef1,2, klauspeter.luef@pccl.at, Frank Wiesbrock1. (1) Polymer Competence
Center Leoben, Leoben Styria, Austria (2) Institute for Chemistry of Materials, Graz
University of Technology, Graz, Austria
Due to the on-going increase of life expectation and the inherent demographic change,
the development of easier-to-use and abuse-free dosage forms for active
pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) has become a topic of high interest. Biocompatible
polymer networks that are insoluble but swellable in organic solvents, enable the
diffusion-mediated loading with various compounds and can therefore act as drug
depots.
Advancing our work on poly(2-oxazoline)-based hydrogels with stimuli-induced release
of loaded model substrates and hydrogels with optimized attachment to human cancer
cells, we here present the next step towards a novel drug dosage form.
For this study, copoly(2-oxazoline)-based polymer networks were crosslinked by thiolene click reactions with ether- or ester-functionalized crosslinking units either in-situ
during the polymerization or by polymer-analogous reactions. APIs were loaded into the
polymer networks by diffusion strategies during a cycle of gel swelling, recovery and
drying. Compound release from these networks was correlated with the degree of
degradation of the network in alkaline and acidic media as well as by enzymatic
hydrolysis of the ester bond (Scheme 1).

Scheme 1: Schematic representation of the enzyme-catalyzed hydrolysis of ester bonds in
crosslinked poly(2-oxazoline)-co-polyester networks.

POLY 308: Heterotelechelic polyoxaxolines for immobilization of biomolecules
Gabriela Gil Alvaradejo, gabriela.alvaradejo@kit.edu, Guillaume Delaittre. Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
The prevention of surface fouling is becoming increasingly important for the
development of biosensors, medical implants, drug-delivery carriers, and microarray
applications. Poly(ethylene glycol) is routinely used for these purposes, however,
poly(2-oxazoline)s are increasingly being studied as alternatives due to the versatile
properties that can be tailor-made by the variation and manipulation of the functional
groups they bear. We are currently developing bifunctional poly(2-oxazoline) linkers to
bridge surfaces and biomolecules in a highly specific manner.
For this purpose, novel initiators bearing functional moieties (protected and
unprotected) are synthesized and fully characterized. Subsequently, kinetics of
polymerization for 2-methyl-2-oxazoline and 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline are investigated. The
influence of various parameters such as the heat source (conventional vs microwave),
solvent, temperature, and monomer-to-initiator ratio is evaluated by NMR spectroscopy
and size-exclusion chromatography. The molecular structure of the obtained polymers
is studied by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, in order to confirm the survival
of the functional group during the polymerization. After possible deprotection,
postpolymerization modification with small molecules as well as grafting onto proteins
(PEGylation-like) and surfaces are carried out, followed by assessment of the resulting
properties such as surface hydrophilicity/repellency and protein activity.
Afterwards, capping experiments with biomolecule ligand derivatives are
conducted at the end of the polymerization, leading to the targeted bifunctional linkers.
Finally, controlled protein immobilization is investigated.

POLY 309: Fast and accurante partial hydrolysis of poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) into
tailored polyethyleneimine copolymers
Victor R. de la Rosa1, victor.retamerodelarosa@ugent.be, Eva Bauwens1, Bryn
Monnery2, Bruno De Geest1, Richard Hoogenboom1. (1) Ghent University, Gent East
Flanders, Belgium (2) Ghent University, Gent, Belgium
The partial hydrolysis of PAOx results in poly[(2-oxazoline)-co-ethylenimine]
(PAOx-co-PEI) copolymers that encompass both the interesting properties of PAOx and
PEI while being less cytotoxic than L-PEI (see Figure 1). These copolymers are
responsive to external stimuli such as temperature and pH finding applications in
aqueous self-assembly, micellar catalysis, or drug delivery.
The introduction of secondary amines throughout the PAOx backbone in PAOxco-PEI also offers a reactive handle for further modification by post-polymerization
functionalization, further expanding the synthetic versatility and polymer architectures
attainable.
The main limitation for the partial hydrolysis of PAOx remains the difficulty to
obtain accurate and reproducible hydrolysis degrees over the whole hydrolysis range,
especially over short reaction times. In the present research, we report the acceleration
of PEtOx hydrolysis achieved by increasing temperature using only 1 M HCl
concentration.
Furthermore we studied the impact of high temperature on the structural integrity
of the polymers, to determine the optimal conditions for controlled hydrolysis of PEtOx.
In addition, variation of the acid concentration is demonstrated to be an effective way to
accurately tailor the PEtOx degree of hydrolysis (see Figure 2).

Figure 1. General scheme for the cationic ring-opening polymerization of 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline
initiated by methyl tosylate and terminated by –OH, followed by partial hydrolysis in HCl(aq).

Figure 2. a) Conversion versus time plot for the hydrolysis of PEtOx 3 kDa ([Amide] = 0.48M)
at 180 °C under various HCl concentrations ranging from 0.10 M to 1.0 M. The degree of
hydrolysis levels off at defined values at each acid concentration, therefore allowing good
control over the degree of hydrolysis. b) Conversion plotted against HCl concentration. The
robustness of the partial hydrolysis is demonstrated by the small impact that variations of 30
minutes reaction time have on the degree of hydrolysis.

POLY 310: Elucidation of poly(2-oxazoline) termination phenomena via targeted
end group modification and MALDI-ToF MS characterization
Karolina A. Kosakowska2, kkosakow@gmail.com, Philip Dimitrov3, Scott M. Grayson1.
(1) Tulane Univ, New Orleans, Louisiana, United States (2) Bioinnovation, Tulane
University, New Orleans, Louisiana, United States (3) Materials Science R&D, SigmaAldrich, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States
Poly(2-oxazoline) (POx) derived materials have experienced renewed interest, due to
favorable bio-tolerability and broad functional diversity. However, literature pertaining
cationic ring opening polymerization (CROP) of 2-oxazoline derivatives spans upwards
of 5 decades of research, with early reports suffering from the lack of modern
characterization techniques—specifically, Matrix Assisted Laser-Desorption Ionization—
Time of Flight Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-ToF MS) as a means for identifying polymer
end-groups. Through careful synthesis and exhaustive analytical characterization, an
exploration of POx CROP was carried out, providing evidence to support an alternative
termination phenomenon than the simple nucleophilic quenching of the terminal
oxazolium. Furthermore, investigation employing targeted end-group modification, in
conjunction with MALDI and NMR analysis, was carried out to conclusively determine
the identity of the POx terminal group with respect to the quenching reagent. Ultimately,
a shift in oxazolinium resonance equilibrium of the propagating chain during CROP
termination leads to loss of the penultimate acyl side chain, leading to subsequent
formation of a hydroxyethylamino end group. By this means, a mechanistic explanation
of the observed 2-oxazoline ring-opening termination phenomena is proposed.

POLY 311: Enzyme-poly(2-oxazoline) conjugates as highly selective artificial
metallo-enzymes
Melanie Leurs, Stefan Konieczny, Joerg C. Tiller, joerg.tiller@tu-dortmund.de. Bio and
Chemical Engineering, TU Dortmund, Dortmund, Germany
White biotechnology has given us the opportunity to consider biocatalysis for industrial
synthesis of fine chemicals due to the availability of the proteins in larger amounts.
Although many different enzymes exist, they can catalyze only a fraction of known
organic reactions. To combine to high selectivity of enzymes with the catalytic spectrum
of organo-metal catalysts the concept of artificial metallo-enzymes was developed. So
far a number of selectively catalysts reactions in water could be realized.
We have transferred the concept of artificfial metallo-enzymes to organic solvents by
synthesizing organo-soluble poly(2-methyloxazoline) (PMOx) enzyme conjugates.
These conjugates showed reduced activity in water, but considerable activation in
organic solvents. Combination of such conjugates with osmate salts resulted in artificial
metallo-enzymes that catalyze the dihydroxylation of alkenes with varying stereoselectivities and activities. The dehydroxylation of styrene with osmate-PMOx-laccase
was optimized with respect to enantioselectivity and activity by varying temperature,
oxidation reagents, substrate concentration, and solvents. The best enantioselectivity of
more than 99.4 % ee with respect to the (R) enantiomer was found at 0°C using tertbutylperoxide as oxidizing agent. Also the enzyme kinetics and the maximal reachable
turn over number were explored.

Modification strategy towards organo-suloble artificial osmate-laccase

POLY 312: Synthesis of polypeptoids bearing oligomeric ethylene glycol side
chains
Sunting Xuan2, sxuan1@tigers.lsu.edu, Donghui Zhang1. (1) 437 Chemistry Materials
Building, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, United States (2)
louisiana state university, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, United States

Polypeptoids bearing oligomeric ethylene glycol side chains with different molecular
weight have been synthesized through ring opening polymerization of the corresponding
monomers. The obtained peglated peptoids are highly water soluble which render them
potential application in biomedical and biotechnology field. For example, they can be
potentially used as antifouling materials in the implantation technology. The preliminary
results showed that the PNMeOEtG remained fully hydrated without aggregation in PBS
buffer for more than one month based on dynamic light scattering (DLS) data. The small
angle neutron scattering (SNS) data of lysozyme, PNMeOEtG, and mixture of lysozyme
and PNMeOEtG in D2O indicated minimum adsorption of lysozyme to PNMeOEtG. We
are currently investigating the antiflouling behavior of PNMeOEtG, PNMe(OEt)2G and
PNMe(OEt)3G to different proteins.

POLY 313: Facile fabrication of poly(acrylic acid) coated chitosan nanoparticles
with improved blood compatibility
Yuan Zhi1, zhiy@nankai.edu.cn, Cao Jing1, caojing_NK@163.com, Wu Yukun1, Wei
Wang2,1. (1) Nankai University, Key Laboratory of Functional Polymer Materials of
Ministry of Education and Institute of Polymer Chemistry, Tianjin, Tianjin, China (2)
Nankai University, Tianjin, China
Chitosan (CTS) is a naturally occurring polysaccharide, which has been used
extensively in pharmaceutics due to its excellent biocompatibility and biodegradability.
However, the positive charge on CTS would make it easy to adsorb plasma protein and
interact with endothelial cell membrane, leading to the aggregation and clearance of
chitosan-based nanoparticles. Although some chemical modifications of CTS have been
studied to overcome this drawback, they need several steps of chemical reactions in
organic or acidic solvents, bringing the risk of application security. In this work, as
showed in Figure 1, a mild, non-toxic and organic solvent free modification method for
the construction of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) coated chitosan/tripolyphosphate
nanoparticles (CTS/TPP NPs) was developed (denoted as PAA-CTS/TPP NPs). PAA
was introduced to endow CTS nanoparticles with negative surface, and a water-soluble
carbodiimide, 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), was
used as crosslinker for covalently conjugating PAA on the surface of CTS nanoparticles.
Our results showed that the feeding ratio of PAA and EDC to CTS had significantly
promotion effect on the stability of the nanoparticles. When the feeding ratio of PAA and
EDC to CTS was higher than 20% and 100% respectively, PAA-CTS/TPP NPs could
keep stable and well dispersed both in PBS and cell culture medium with diameter
around 200 nm and zeta potential lower than -20 mV, while CTS/TPP NPs aggregate
instantly (diameter > 1000 nm) at the same condition (Figure 2a). More importantly, the
negatively charged PAA-CTS/TPP NPs presented excellent resistance to protein
absorption, and the FITC-BSA adsorption amount was reduced by 62.4% compared to
CTS/TPP NPs (Figure 2b). Furthermore, the residual carboxyl and amino groups on
PAA-CTS/TPP NPs provide abundant reactive sites for further functional modifications.

POLY 314: pH-Modulated hierarchical self-assembly of a bolaamphiphilic
collagen-like peptide
Manman He2, Lang Wang1,2, langwang2015@gmail.com, Jianxi Xiao2, Zhenzhe
Zhang2, 278591135@qq.com. (1) Cuiying Honors College, Lanzhou University,
Lanzhou, Gansu, China (2) College of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Lanzhou
University, Lanzhou, Gansu, China

The development of novel strategies to construct collagen biomimetic peptides capable
to self-assemble into higher-order structures plays a critical role in the discovery of
functional biomaterials. We have designed a new type of bolaamphiphilc collagen-like
peptide by conjugation of two extra aspartic acids to both ends of the GPP repetitive
sequences. The bolaamphiphilic collagen-like peptide forms the characteristic triplehelix structure, and the kinetics of its self-assembly is temperature and concentration
dependent. We have demonstrated that the peptide can self-assemble to form well
ordered supramolecular structures. The morphology of the assemblies is modulated by
pH, varying from nanospheres at pH 8 to nanofibers at pH 3. The different electrostatic
interactions between the headgroups of the peptide at two pHs may lead to radial vs
axial growth. The formed novel nanostructures broaden the richness of higher-order
structures of assembled collagen peptides, and may have great potential in drug
delivery and medical imaging.

TEM images of the self-assembled peptide at pH 8 (a-b) and pH 3 (c-d). The samples were
heated at 50 °C for 30 min and incubated at 25 °C for 60 hrs.

Mechanism of the self-assembly of peptide DColD. (a) Amino acid sequences of the
bolaamphiphilic collagen-like peptide (b) Proposed alignments of DColD in the assembly to
generate nanospheres at pH 8. (c) Proposed alignments of DColD in the assembly to generate
nanofibers at pH 3.

POLY 315: Chondroitin sulfate-modified cationic polymers as a potential gene
delivery vector
Li-Fang Wang, lfwang@kmu.edu.tw. Kaohsiung Medical University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Owing to poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate, PDMAEMA) is one of the
commonly used nonviral gene delivery vectors, a CS-PDMAEMA copolymer was
synthesized using a similar method with CS-PEI, previously synthesized via Michael
addition. The physicochemical properties of CS-PDMAEMA and CS-PEI copolymers
were thoroughly characterized. The gel electrophoresis result demonstrates that the
weight ratio of CS-PEI/pDNA required to completely encapsulate pDNA is > 1 while that
of CS-PDMAEMA/pDNA is > 3. The CS-modified cationic polymers show lower
cytotoxicity as compared with the unmodified ones. At the same weight ratio, CSPEI/pDNA has a smaller particle size than CS-PDMAEMA/pDNA. The cellular uptake of
CS-modified polyplexes is higher in U87 cells (high CD44 expression) than in 3T3 cells
(low CD44 expression). However, the transfection efficiency of CS-modified polyplexes
is higher in 3T3 cells than in U87 cells. The contrasting results may be attributed to the
variation of cell types. In addition, the high level of asialoglycoprotein receptor (ASGPR) expressed in 3T3 cells seems beneficial for triggering the lectin receptor-mediated
endocytosis and results in high transfection efficiency when compared with U87 cells.

POLY 316: Reactive oxygen species self-scavenging nanomicelles for highly
efficient gene transfection
Long-Hai Wang2, hiwang@mail.ustc.edu.cn, Ye-Zi You1. (1) DEpartment of Polymer
Science and Engineering, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui,
China (2) Polymer Science and Engineering, University of Science and Technology of
China, Hefei, China
Gene therapy offers tremendous promise for treating various human diseases including
genetic disorders, cancers, viral infections, and cardiovascular diseases, since it has the
potential to alter the expression of any gene of interest. Though recombinant viral gene
delivery vectors have been effective in transferring the therapeutic gene into the target
cells of patients, their medical applications have been limited by their toxicity and
immunogenicity. Cationic polymers have become one of the most promising synthetic
vectors for gene transfection in biotechnology over the past two decades, but they have
failed to enter clinical trials because of their usually low gene transfection efficacy. One
of the major reasons is that the conventional cationic polymers can affect the integrity
and function of the mitochondrial membrane and induce the generation of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) after entering in cell, leading to oxidative stress responses and
remarkably reducing the gene transfection efficacy.
Here, we create a novel class of ROS-responsive thioether dendron conjugated polymer
which can self-assemble into nanomicelles with disulfide bond connecting the thioether
core to the cationic shell. The obtained nanomicelles not only can fully condense DNA
even at low N/P ratio of 1 but also have a unique ROS self-scavenging ability, thereby
dramatically improving gene transfection efficacy.

The synthesis of thioether dendron conjugated PEI and the formation of ROS-scavenging
nanomicelles.

POLY 317: Utilization of biomass as filler in elastomer industry
Sunday H. Egboh, sunnyegboh@gmail.com. Delta State University, Abraka, Nigeria
The incorporation of filler particles to gum elastomers has been known to improve their
processibility and a variety of vulcanizates properties (tensile and tear strength,
abrasion resistance, hardness, ageing behaviour etc). The fillers have significantly
contributed to increased uses of polymeric materials in engineering and technical
applications.
The potential of biomass especially waste natural resources as reinforcing fillers in
elastomer vulcanizates has been investigated. Our research interests have focused on
the development of reinforcing fillers from renewable natural plant resources as part of
the ongoing search for environmental friendly fillers that will substitute synthetic
reinforcing fillers such as carbon black and silica in rubber manufacturing. The biomass
(pineapple leaf, seed shell of cherry, groundnut shell, boostring hemp, Calamus
deerratus, velvet tamarind seed shell etc) have been incorporated separately into
standard natural rubber (SNR) compounds. Their effects on the cure characteristics and
physico-mechanical properties of biomass filler – reinforced natural rubber vulcanizates
were determined by standard methods. The results of the analysis showed that the
scorch and cure times decreased while the maximum torques increased with increasing
filler loading. The tensile strength, modulus, specific gravity, abrasion resistance and
hardness increased while the rebound resistance and elongation at break decreased
with increasing filler loadings. The study showed that biomass manifested a reinforcing
effect on SNR vulcanizates but inferior to carbon black vulcanizates. Thus, the biomass
fillers could be useful for manufactured polymeric products requiring less
reinforcements. In addition, it provides the needed solution to the environmental
pollution challenges facing mankind with mounting wastes in our communities.

POLY 318: Converting natural biomass to amphiphilic antimicrobial polymers in
solution and on surfaces
Mitra S. Ganewatta1, ganewatt@email.sc.edu, Pegah Mehrpouya-Bahrami3, Md Anisur
Rahman1, Louis N. Mercado1, Yung P. Chen2, Mitzi Nagarkatti3, Prakash Nagarkatti3,
Alan W. Decho2, Chuanbing Tang1. (1) Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry,
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United States (2) Department
of Environmental Health Science, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South
Carolina, United States (3) Department of Pathology, Microbiology and Immunology,
School of Medicine, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United
States
Infectious diseases have become a major threat to the current healthcare system. The
occurrence of bacterial resistance to current antibiotics and the slow pace of novel
antimicrobial drug discovery research worsen the situation. Furthermore, bacteria can
form biofilms on surfaces which are difficult to eradicate using conventional antibiotics.
Cationic polymers have shown to be promising agents to eradicate these problematic
microorganisms. Natural biomolecules can be designed to produce innovative biorenewable antimicrobial polymers consisting of hydrophobic, cationic or zwitterionic
functionalities. Widely abundant natural resin acids were modified into cationic
molecules and polymers that showed broad-spectrum activities against bacteria
including Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus. Antimicrobial surfaces were
prepared by grafting these molecules or polymers on surfaces. They showed long-term
antimicrobial properties in addition to the biocompatibility toward human dermal
fibroblasts and red blood cells. Itaconic acid, a naturally occurring oxygen rich organic
compound is found to play a role as an antimicrobial metabolite in mammalian immune
cells. Widespread industrial use of itaconic acid include as synthetic resins, fibers,
plastics, surfactants, and oil additives. Itaconic acid containing polymers were prepared
via RAFT polymerization and post-polymerization modifications were carried out to
introduce cationic functionalities. Preliminary antimicrobial tests revealed antibacterial
activity in solution against a range of bacteria.

POLY 319: Designing highly selective antimicrobial polymers for the treatment of
biofilm infections
Akash Gupta2, akash.umass@gmail.com, Ryan Landis3, Martin Schnurr4, Yi-Wei Lee5,
Vincent M. Rotello1. (1) Univ of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, United States
(2) Chemistry, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, Massachusetts, United
States (3) Chemsitry, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Amherst, Massachusetts,
United States
Bacterial infections often involve bacterial colonization followed by development of
biofilms, complex three-dimensional bacterial communities. Biofilm-associated
infections are clinically more challenging to treat than dispersed planktonic bacterial
infections due to the physically protective nature of the biofilm. Synthetic materials such
as polymers and nanoparticles provide a promising platform for novel antibacterial
treatment owing to their broad spectrum activity and ability to penetrate into biofilms.
However, lack of specificity towards bacterial cells restricts their use. Here, we have
designed a library of cationic polymers with different functional headgroups. Tuning of
functional groups provided polymers effective against both Gram negative and Gram
positive uropathogen clinical isolates. The most potent polymers were also able to
eradicate pathogenic biofilms. Additionally, they exhibited low toxicity to mammalian
cells and yielded high therapeutic index against human red blood cells, making them
promising candidates for the effective treatment of both internal and external biofilm
infections.

POLY 320: Heat transfer property of nanocomposites using nanocellulose
skeleton
Kojiro Uetani, uetanik@rikkyo.ac.jp, Takumi Okada, Hideko Oyama. Rikkyo University,
Tokyo, Japan
Thin electronic devices such as electronic paper, solar cells, printed-circuit boards,
wearable devices, and flexible displays with ever-increasing heat exhaust requires the
efficient heat management for avoiding the thermal runaway. Installation of heat sinks is
thought effective for protecting integrated circuits of devices. However, “thin” electronics
have no space to mount the bulky heat sinks. Therefore, the transparent and flexible
base materials are required to have high thermal conductivity in the in-plane direction to
avoid the local heating. In this study, we focused on the naturally-derived
nanocelluloses (NC) having extended-chain crystals of cellulose. Through traditional
paper-making process, NCs can form paper-like sheets with high mechanical strength
and low coefficient of thermal expansion. We found that the nonwoven sheets of
tunicate NC showed the higher thermal conductivity compared with conventional plastic
films. This property is useful for the heat rejection substrates of flexible electronics. The
phonon conduction within NC sheets was considered depending on the thickness of NC
fibers. On the other hand, the NC sheets with thick NC fibers increased opacity. We
further produced the transparent composite films of skeletal NCs with transparent
acrylic resins, and evaluated their thermal conductive properties. We will discuss about
the difficulties on thermal-conductivity enhancement of NC-derived composites by
focusing on interfacial thermal resistance between NCs and matrix resins.

Transmission microscopy image of nanocellulose (NC) and the appearances of NC materials.

POLY 321: Antifouling spherical poly(N-hydroxyethyl acrylamide) brushes
Qin Xue, Kaimin Chen, Li Li, Xuhong Guo, guoxuhong@ecust.edu.cn. School of
Chemical Engineering, East China University of Sci and Tech, Shanghai, China
Spherical poly(N-hydroxyethyl acrylamide) brushes on the surface of polystyrene
colloidal nanoparticles (PS@PHEAA) were synthesized by photo-emulsion
polymerization. The interaction of PS@PHEAA with proteins at various pH and ionic
strength was observed by dynamic light scattering (DLS), turbidimetric titration, and
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). The turbidity of PS@PHEAA aqueous solution
remained almost unchanged during titration by lysozyme or BSA at various pH and ionic
strength. The change of particle size as determined by DLS was consistent with the
turbidimetric titration. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) gave thermodynamic
parameters of the weak interactions between PS@PHEAA and proteins. All the results
showed that PS@PHEAA had weak interaction with both proteins, indicating good
antifouling performance.

Figure 1 Schematic representation of PS@PHEAA synthesis and its antifouling performance.

POLY 322: Drug-based supramolecular nanotubes as effective drug carriers
YIN WANG2, ywang300@jhu.edu, Pengcheng Zhang3, Ran Lin3, Honggang Cui1. (1)
221 Maryland Hall, JHU Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Baltimore, Maryland,
United States (2) ChemBE, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, United
States (3) The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, United States
The ultimate goal of drug delivery is to transport sufficient drugs to disease sites while at
the same time minimizing their entry to healthy tissues. Although a variety of
nanoplatforms have been developed, it still remains a challenging task to create
nanocarriers with both prolonged circulation time and effective cell uptake capacity due
to the required contradictory properties. In this work, we show that rationally designed
drug amphiphiles could self-assemble into ultralong supramolecular nanotubes in
aqueous solution capable of transforming into smaller objects under dilution and/or
sonication. Transmission electron microscope and dynamic light scattering were used to
monitor the morphologically transforming process. Our in vitro results revealed that the
fragmented smaller objects can be effectively internalized into cancer cells, in sharp
contrast to the poor cellular entry of the ultralong nanotubes. We future demonstrated
that these nanotubes can be used to deliver anticancer drugs of a different type.

POLY 323: Layer-by-layer coating of temperature-responsive micelles on
nanofibers for a novel skin graft with dual-agent releasing capacity
Victoria Albright1, victoria.albright@tamu.edu, Mary Stack2, Hongjun Wang2, Svetlana
A. Sukhishvili1. (1) Material Science & Engineering, Texas A&M University, College
Station, Texas, United States (2) Biomedical Engineering, Chemistry and Biological
Sciences, Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken, New Jersey, United States
The goal of this study was to develop a hybrid system that facilitates wound healing by
releasing two distinct bioactive agents on different time scales. Specifically, one agent
will be released quickly to stimulate the immediate growth of skin cells while the other
will be released on demand and available for a longer time scale in order to prevent
bacterial infection. To this end, temperature-responsive micelles with reversible,
temperature-triggered uptake and release of hydrophobic biomolecules were layer-bylayer (LbL) deposited onto electrospun fibers of polycaprolactone (PCL), a FDAapproved biodegradable and biocompatible polyester material. The use of submicron
fibers not only recaptures the dimensional attributes of the natural tissue matrix, but also
allows for the incorporation of small biomolecules for continuous release. To create
micelles, a temperature-responsive diblock copolymer, poly(methacrylic acid)-b-poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (PMAA-b-PNIPAM), was synthesized via reversible addition and
fragmentation chain transfer polymerization. In PBS solution at pH 6.5, this block
copolymer reversibly formed micelles with PNIPAM in the core and PMAA in the corona
when the temperature was above 31 °C. The micelles were assembled within LbL
coatings on PCL fibers with the assistance of polyamines, such as branched
polyethyleneimine and poly(allylamine hydrochloride), and retained their temperature
response and micellar integrity. Several biologically active, hydrophobic compounds
(antibacterials and cell stimulating factors) were entrapped by the micelles and released
from the coatings upon prompting from a temperature stimulus (i.e. lowering the
temperature). Finally, the temperature-triggered activity of the micelles loaded with
antibiotics was tested with Staphylococcus bacterial cultures. Coatings such as this one,
which can selectively release cargo in response to a temperature stimulus, can be used
with a skin graft to help stimulate cell growth while simultaneously preventing bacterial
infection.

SEM image of LbL coating of temperature-responsive micelles on PCL fibers (left), schematic
representation of dual-release mechanisms (middle, top right), and chemical structure of micelles
(bottom right).

POLY 324: ATP and pH dual-responsive degradable nanogels for intracellular
methotrexate delivery
Xuejiao Zhang, zhangxuejiao@iae.ac.cn, Qing Zhao, Siyu Zhang. Institute of Applied
Ecology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shenyang, China
Stimuli-responsive carrier systems have gained more and more attention in the field of
drug delivery due to their intelligent changes in response to internal or external stimulus,
such as pH values, redox conditions, enzymes, temperature, et al. However, only single
stimuli-response is not enough to accomplish high therapeutic efficacy. Dual-responsive
systems combining two stimuli signals have been recently developed, such as
pH/redox1, pH/temperature2, enzyme/pH3, et al., but the combination of Adenosine-5’triphosphate (ATP) and pH triggered drug delivery system has not been reported yet.
ATP plays an important role in cellular metabolism and is considered as an essential
immunogenic signaling molecule.
A noval ATP and pH dual-responsive degradable nanogel system was developed based
on the complexation of 1,2-diols in dendritic polyglycerol (dPG), and boronic acids,
which were conjugated with dPG as the macromolecular cross-linker. The nanogels
were formed by a mild and surfactant free inverse nanoprecipitation method2.
Anticancer drug, methotrexate (MTX) was co-precipitated with the macromolecular
precursors and cross-linkers, forming MTX-encapsulated nanogels with a loading
capacity of 13.07 wt.%. The size of nanogels was controllable within 200 nm, which is
suitable for the enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect, and could be
degraded into small fragments, which are within the clearance limitation, in the
presence of 5 mM ATP or at pH 4 after 24 h. The release of MTX was accelerated by
increasing ATP concentrations and degreasing pH values of the release medium. Both
RTCA and MTT results showed no cytotoxic effect of nanogels and a dose-dependent
effect of MTX-loaded nanogels on HeLa cells. The cellular uptake of FITC-labeled
nanogels presented a time-dependent internalization through endocytosis.

POLY 325: pH Controlled multivalent interactions between NIPAm-based
nanoparticles and proteins
Shunsuke Onogi1,2, sonogi@uci.edu, Shih-Hui Lee1, Kenneth J. Shea1. (1) Chemistry,
University of California, Irvine, Irvine, California, United States (2) Tsukuba Research
Laboratories, JSR Corporation, Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
Biomimetic and multi functionalized synthetic polymer nanoparticles (NPs) with affinity
to specific biomolecules would be useful in biomedical science and biotechnology. The
interaction between proteins and synthetic polymers involves a combination of
electrostatic, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions at the binding interface.
These interactions can be modulated and optimized by adjustments of the chemical
composition of the NP and conditions under which the NP-biomacromolecule interaction
is studied. These conditions include temperature, pH and salt concentration of the
buffer. We report the results of our efforts to optimize the multivalent interactions
between a NIPAm-based nanoparticle (NP) copolymer and immunoglobulin G (IgG).
NIPAm-based copolymer NPs were designed with affinity to IgG. The NPs exhibited IgG
selectivity in the presence of complex protein mixtures. The IgG affinity was pH
responsive. NPs, composed of NIPAm, hydrophobic and carboxylic acid monomers,
exhibited high affinity and capacity to IgG in weakly acidic buffer but low or no affinity at
pH 7.3. The pH responsiveness was used to catch and release IgG by changing buffer.
The results and proposed mechanism for these observations will be described.

POLY 326: Hybrid multiblock peptide-polymer fibers for tissue engineering
applications
Olivia J. George3, ogeorge@udel.edu, Shuang Liu3, Han Zhang2, Joseph Fox4, Xinqiao
Jia1. (1) Univ Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (2) University of Delaware ,
Newark, Delaware, United States (3) Materials Science and Engineering, University of
Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (4) Chemistry, University of Delaware,
Newark, Delaware, United States
Fibrous materials are important components within hierarchical biomaterials of the
native extracellular matrix (ECM). Of particular interest are hybrid peptide-polymer fibers
that resemble fibrous proteins found in the ECM compositionally, structurally and
mechanically with tunability and processibility provided by synthetic polymer
constituents. Importantly, synthetic fibrous materials should adopt the enzyme
degradation capability of natural proteins for cell migration and proliferation. We have
recently introduced a route toward versatile multiblock copolymer microfibers via
tetrazine ligation, a rapid interfacial bioorthogonal polymerization between strained
trans-cyclooctene (TCO) and diphenyl s-tetrazine (Tz). This modular approach allowed
for straightforward incorporation of bioactive peptide sequences in the polymer
backbone to guide cell-material interactions. In this work, a biologically active matrix
metalloproteinase (MMP)-cleavable peptide epitope, VPMSMRGG, is introduced in the
polymer backbone to produce proteolytically degradable microfibers. The resultant
microfibers were characterized compositionally, morphologically and mechanically by 1H
NMR, electron microscopy and single fiber tensile testing. The proteolytically
degradable microfibers were integrated with hyaluronic acid-based hydrogels to
promote the spatial differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells

POLY 327: Dual drug delivery: Generation of nanosponges and precise
nanohydrogels via liposome master templates
Jacob Lockhart, jacob.n.lockhart@vanderbilt.edu, Eva Harth. Chemistry, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tennessee, United States
Nanoparticle delivery systems have proven advantageous for solubilizing hydrophobic
drugs and provide extensive opportunities to co-deliver synergistic drug combinations
that are otherwise difficult to administer. We report the synthesis of polyester
nanosponge particles (NPs) co-loaded with tamoxifen (TAM) and quercetin (QT) to
investigate the in vitro release, gastric stability, metabolism, and cytotoxicity of the dual
drug nano-formulation. NPs were made with two different crosslinking densities (4% and
8%) to evaluate the effects on drug metabolism and release kinetics. The stability of the
formulation was established in simulated gastrointestinal fluids, and the metabolism of
TAM was shown to be reduced 2-fold and 3-fold for NP-4%s and NP-8%s, respectively,
while QT metabolism was reduced 3 and 4-fold. The implications for improved
bioavailability of the NP formulations were supported by cell cytotoxicity results that
showed a similar efficacy to free drug formulations and even enhanced anti- cancer
effects in the recovery condition. This work demonstrates the suitability of nanosponges
not only as a dual release system, but also enables a regulated metabolism through the
capacity of the nanonetwork. Parallel to synergistic cancer therapy strategies, a new
delivery system is needed such that a small hydrophobic drug and large hydrophilic
biological can be co-delivered by the same vehicle for applications in combined
chemotherapy and immunotherapy. Liposomes are safe, can be pre-loaded with
hydrophobic drugs in the bilayer, and can serve as a template for nanogel formation due
to their controlled nanoscopic dimensions and hydrophilic interior cavity. We have
developed a simple one-pot synthesis of nanosized hydrogels (nHGs) by shuttling semibranched cross-linkable polymers into the aqueous lumen of liposomes, followed by
extrusion and gelation upon exposure to UV light. This construct will enable us to
experiment with loading and in vitro release of drugs with very different physicochemical
properties such as model compounds nile red (318 Da) and lysozyme (14,300 Da).

Dual drug delviery systems

POLY 328: Oral drug delivery systems for enhanced solubility and bioavailability
of anti-HIV drug combinations
Hale Cigdem Arca1, cigdemarca@gmail.com, Kevin J. Edgar2. (1) Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, Virginia, United States (2) Mail Code 0323, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg,
Virginia, United States
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is a retrovirus that can cause acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), a condition in which the immune system fails and
opportunistic infections can be life threatening. It has been suggested by WHO that
combinations of three or more drugs, known as ‘highly active antiretroviral treatment’
(HAART), have the best efficacy for controlling the virus and protecting the immune
system, reducing the mortality rate of HIV patients. Therefore, drug combinations of
ritonavir, etravirine and efavirenz amorphous solid dispersions (ASDs) were
investigated in our project with polymeric carriers in order to increase the bioavailability
of each component for daily application, to enhance patient convenience and
compliance and to prevent viral adaptation due to missed doses. The drugs have
crystalline morphology and poor water solubility (0.1-10 ug/ml), leading to low
bioavailability. Therefore ASDs of anti-HIV drugs have been implemented to suppress
crystallinity of these poorly water-soluble drugs and thereby enhance dissolution rate
and bioavailability. Thus, 6-carboxy cellulose acetate butyrate (CCAB),
carboxymethylcellulose acetate butyrate (CMCAB), cellulose acetate adipate propionate
(CAAdP) and cellulose acetate suberate (CASub) ASDs were prepared in order to
increase dissolution rate of each drug. In some cases, vitamin E TPGS, an FDA
approved surfactant, was also added to the formulation above its critical micelle
concentration in order to further enhance drug release. The amorphous solid-state
properties of the formulations were investigated by XRD and DSC. Afterwards, it was
shown by dissolution studies that the drugs were protected from the acidic environment,
but released at the neutral pH of the small intestine mimic (pH 6.8) at a concentration
higher than that achieved by the crystalline drug. Accordingly, these formulations have a
great potential to increase the bioavailability of the three drugs, releasing them over a
10-hour period.

Dissolution profiles of Rit, CMCAB, CCAB and TPGS CMCAB ASD for 8h (37°C).

POLY 329: Nonswellable injectable hydrogels with shear-thinning and selfhealing properties
Tiago Becher2, tiago.becher@iqm.unicamp.br, Diego L. Bertuzzi1, Catia Ornelas2. (1)
Institute of Chemistry, Universty of Campinas, Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil (2) Institute
of Chemistry, University of Campinas - UNICAMP, Campinas SP, Brazil
Hydrogels are water-based materials held together by a tridimensional network, suitable
for various applications in the biomedical field, which include drug and gene delivery,
scaffolds for tissue engineering, supports for cell culture, and biosensors. A variety of
biocompatible hydrogels have been developed in the last decade, however their
applicability has been somewhat limited due to their physico-chemical properties. The
fact that most hydrogels swell in physiological conditions is a drawback in this field
because it causes drastic weakening of hydrogel’s mechanical robustness. Moreover,
most synthetic procedures include the use of radical initiators, high temperature,
extreme pH, metal catalysts and/or ultraviolet radiation, which are usually chemically
incompatible with most guest molecules of interest.
Recently, development of injectable hydrogels have been in the spotlight due to their
potential use in drug delivery. Administration of an injectable hydrogel carrying cancer
drugs at the site of a recently removed tumor is expected to kill eventual remaining
cancer cells surrounding that region. This procedure would be minimally invasive and it
should avoid metastasis causing fewer side effects than conventional post-surgical
chemotherapy or radiotherapy. For realistic biomedical applications, it is crucial to have
hydrogels that are biocompatible, biodegradable, nonswellable, with high loading of
cargo, and that exhibit shear-thinning behavior with rapid self-healing after injection.
Our research group developed a simple strategy to obtain versatile hydrogels that are
biocompatible, biodegradable, nonswellable, robust, shear thinning, and self-healing.
These hydrogels are synthesized through non-covalent interactions without addition of
organic solvent, metal catalyst, radical initiator or ultraviolet radiation. The gelification
process occurs within seconds at room temperature enabling inclusion of virtually any
water-soluble guest molecule. Moreover, in these materials the loading of guest
molecules is easily controlled by the amount added prior to gelification.

POLY 330: Bioactive cell-like hybrids coassembled from (glyco)dendrimersomes
with bacterial membranes
Qi Xiao1, xiaoqi@sas.upenn.edu, Srujana S. Yadavalli2, Shaodong Zhang1, Samuel E.
Sherman1, Elodie Fiorin1, Louise C. Da Silva1, Daniela A. Wilson1, Daniel A. Hammer3,4,
Sabine André5, Hans-Joachim Gabius5, Michael L. Klein6, Mark Goulian2, Virgil Percec1.
(1) Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (2)
Biology, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (3)
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States (4) Bioengineering, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (5) Ludwig-Maximilians-University, Munich,
Germany (6) Inst Comp Molecular Science, Temple University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States
A library of amphiphilic Janus dendrimers and Janus glycodendrimers was used to
construct giant dendrimersome and glycodendrimersome vesicles. Coassembly with the
components of Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacterial membrane vesicles via a dehydration–
rehydration process generated micrometer-size giant cell-like hybrids, whereas the
injection of an ethanol solution into phosphate-buffered saline produced monodisperse
nanometer-size vesicle assemblies. These hybrid vesicles contain transmembrane
proteins including a membrane protein, MgrB, conjugated with a red fluorescent protein
mCherry, lipopolysaccharides, and glycoproteins from the bacterium E. coli.
Incorporation of two colored fluorescent probes in each of the components allowed
fluorescence microscopy to visualize and demonstrate coassembly and the
incorporation of functional membrane channels. The hybrid vesicles bind human
galectin-8, demonstrating the presence of sugar moieties from lipopolysaccharides or
possibly glycosylated membrane proteins. This method overcomes the disadvantages
of hybrid vesicles generated from phospholipids and polymers and is likely to generate
cell-like hybrids from any other biological membrane including human cells, and thus will
enable future application in nanomedicine.

POLY 331: Probing the surface properties of biologically inspired materials
Christopher Crain, ccrain4@utk.edu, Daniele Paradiso, John Z. Larese. Chemistry
Dept., University of Tenessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, United States
Widespread interest in developing innovative materials that are bio-inspired and useful
in energy storage, gas separation, drug delivery and development and medicine has
stimulated both scientific and engineering activities in this arena. Using a combination of
x-ray diffraction, thermodynamics, inelastic neutron scattering (INS) and computational
modeling we have begun to investigate: (a) the adsorption properties of methane and
hydrogen within the channels of dipeptides and (b) the hydration of the natural silkworm
proteins. Our objective is to develop a fundamental microscopic understanding of the
interaction of these small molecules with dipeptides which exhibit quasi-1D channels of
tunable diameter in the 3-6 Å range thereby offering possibilities for selective
adsorption, as well as, water and gas transport properties. Volumetric methane
adsorption measurements performed near 100K for L-Isoleucyl-L-Valine (IV) shows the
adsorption capacity is ~100 m2/g. High-resolution INS measurements reveal spectral
features that suggest a low hindering potential exists for methane reorientation within
the IV channels. Recovering such features play a key role in developing accurate
potential energy surfaces. Some evidence gathered from companion studies of VA
suggest that the flexibility and dynamical motion within the channels plays a significant
role in the adsorption properties. On the other hand, the natural silk materials exhibit
extraordinary mechanical strength and toughness offering potential use in a wide variety
of applications including bone and tissue stabilization. Silk proteins can be employed to
stabilize the drugs by locking in the structure and thus maintaining their proper folded
shape eliminating the need for refrigeration. We will describe our recent activities
involving the preparation, characterization and INS studies of the microscopic dynamics
of natural Bombyx mori silk fibroin proteins derived from silkworm cocoons. We present
the results of in situ methods for monitoring/controlling the hydration and solvent levels
using microbalance techniques. Evidence of what appears to be a water component
(inter-sheet) distinct from bulk water is recorded.

POLY 332: Dynamic whole blood study of silicone modified with PEO-silane
amphiphiles
Mikayla E. Barry, mikayla.barry@gmail.com, Marc A. Rufin, Melissa Grunlan. Dept. of
Biomedical Engineering, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, United States
A blood-contacting medical device rapidly adsorbs plasma proteins which initiates clot
(i.e. thrombus) formation. Antithrombotic drugs may reduce clotting and associated
device dysfunction and ischemia, but put the patient at risk for hemorrhaging. The
extreme hydrophobicity of silicone, a common medical blood-contacting device material,
makes it highly prone to protein adsorption and clotting. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is
high protein resistant, but its function depends critically on its presence at the siliconewater interface. To enable rapid and substantial migration of PEO to the silicone
surface, we prepared a PEO-silane amphiphile (Figure 1) as a surface-modifying
additive. Fibrinogen adsorption was substantially reduced, even at low concentration of
the incorporated PEO-silane amphiphile. In order to assess thromboresistance,
modified silicones were exposed to whole blood under dynamic conditions using a
Chandler Loop. Clotting was evaluated in terms of occlusion time and thrombus
generation for silicones modified with varying levels of the PEO-silane amphiphile.
Finally, these results related to protein resistance and the ability of modified silicones to
undergo water-driven surface-restructuring.

POLY 333: Antimicrobial activities of eumelanin-inspired conjugated oligomers
and polymers
Santosh Adhikari2, santoshpeace@yahoo.com, Erika Lutter1, Toby L. Nelson2. (1)
Microbiology and Molecular Genetics, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma,
United States (2) Chemistry, OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY, Stillwater, Oklahoma,
United States
Melanin is one of the most primitive pigments found in living organisms which has
profound and fascinating interdisciplinary implications on physics, chemistry, biology
and medicine. Eumelanin, the black brown variety of melanin, is an insoluble
photoprotective pigment of human skin and eyes. It is a heterogeneous network formed
by the oxidative polymerization of 5,6-dihydroxyindole and 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2carboxylic acid. Biocompatibility, biodegradability and physicochemical properties of
Eumelanins make them promising materials for bioelectronics and medicinal purposes.
Here, we have synthesized highly active Eumelanin-inspired conjugated oligomers and
polymers containing aliphatic quaternary ammonium salts that possess antimicrobial
activity. These materials have applications that include coatings for medical surfaces
such as bench tops, desks and doorknobs to combat threats caused by the increased
resistance of pathogenic bacteria to various antimicrobial agents.

POLY 334: Amphiphilic glycopolypeptide assemblies as drug and protein carriers
Jeng-Shiung Jan, jsjan@mail.ncku.edu.tw. Chemical Engineering, National Cheng
Kung University, Tainan 701, Taiwan
Polypeptide-based glycopolymers have gained increasing attention in recent years
since they are interesting alternatives to glycoprotein and can resemble to natural
glycopeptides. Carbohydrates are known to involve in many biological events including
cell–cell recognition, immune response, and so on. Incorporation of polypeptide
segments can afford the polymer chains to possess essential structures and functions
of proteins that can mimic the biological activities and supramolecular structures of
natural proteins. Herein, the synthesis and self-assembly of several amphiphilic block
and graft glycopolypeptides in solution were studied and their potential applications as
encapsulants and carriers were evaluated. The structure and size of these assemblies
were determined by the chain composition and conformation, as well as their
amphiphilic nature. These studies demonstrated that these glycopolypeptide assemblies
hold promise as drug carriers and biomimetic encapsulants. For example, the
glycopolypeptide micelles self-assembled by lactobionolactone-conjugated poly(Lglutamic acid)-b- poly(L-phenylalanine) (Lac-PGA-b-PPhe) were found to effectively
bind to the cells through asialoglycoprotein receptor-mediated recognition and
subsequently the higher uptake of the micelles led to the higher drug release and
cytotoxicity under the pH-sensitive condition.

POLY 335: Formulation development of PFPE nanoemulsions for HIFU-triggered
drug delivery
Eric Lambert2, lamberte@duq.edu, Dezhuang Ye3, Hong Chen3, Jelena M. Janjic1. (2)
Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, United States (3) Radiation Oncology, School of Medicine, Washington
University in St. Louis, St. Louis, Missouri, United States
Cancer progression is naturally accompanied by inflammation. Clinical studies have
demonstrated that tumor-associated inflammation promotes metastasis, increases
tumor resistance to chemotherapy and overall decreases patient survival. Antiinflammatory drugs (e.g. NSAIDs) were investigated as anti-cancer therapeutics with
mixed results. We propose that tumor associated inflammation can be effectively
targeted and tumor promoting effects reduced by NSAIDs-loaded macropohage
targeted nanoemulsions. Further, we propose that effectiveness of this strategy can be
dramatically increased by applying magnetic resonance (MR) -guided high intensity
focused ultrasound (HIFU) as the means of maximizing drug payload release in tumors.
Previously we have shown that triphasic perfluoropolyether (PFPE) nanoemulsions can
selectively target macrophages in live animals (Patel, Beano et al, Clinical Immunology
2015). Zhang et al recently reported issues with stability and lack of control in using
simple perfluorocarbon structures for HIFU-triggered drug delivery (Biomaterials 2014).
In this study we present a new strategy to reengineer triphasic PFPE nanoemulsions to
respond to HIFU (Figure 1), where perfluorocarbon core is built with PFPE and PFPE
conjugates. Two fluorous compounds, PFPE-tyramides with varied lengths of PFPE
monomeric units, were synthesized and nanoemulsions were produced with varied
PFPE/PFPE-tyramide ratios. PFPE conjugates synthesis, preformulation and
formulation studies with full design of experiments will be presented. Scale up of
nanoemulsions, assessment of colloidal stability, and further evaluation of HIFU viability
will be conducted.

PFPE-tyramide is synthesized as described previously (Janjic et al, JACS 2008) and incorporated
into nanoemulsions using combination of high energy methods (sonication, microfluidization).
Preliminary phantom results suggest good response of PFPE nanoemulsions to HIFU. PFPE
nanoemulsions are expected to accumulate in the inflammed tissues surrouding growing tumor
and serve as a drug depot. Drug is released only upon HIFU administration.

POLY 336: Bioinspired antimicrobial polyurethanes: A new tool for combating
bacterial infections
Steven G. Mankoci3, sgm8930@gmail.com, Ricky L. Kaiser1, Hazel Barton2, Nita
Sahai3, Abraham Joy3. (1) Polymer Science, University of Akron, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio,
United States (2) Biology, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States (3) Polymer
Science, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
The development of drug resistant strains of bacteria is a serious threat to the well
being of everyone worldwide. A promising approach to addressing this problem is the
development of synthetic polymers which mimic naturally occurring antimicrobial
peptides. We will describe the development of synthetic peptide-like polyurethanes from
amino acid-like diol monomers, tailored for anti-microbial activity. This study details the
application of these peptide-like polymers to create materials which resemble and
function similarly to antimicrobial peptides. The ability of these polymers to prevent
growth and kill gram negative and gram positive bacteria will be presented, along with
their compatibility with mammalian cells.

POLY 337: Addition of antimicrobial properties in multiple nitrogen containing
coploymers
Keri L. Denson4, kdenso1@gmail.com, Benjamin L. Batchelor1, Kejia Yang1, Walter
Voit2, Duck Yang3. (1) Chemistry, The University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas,
United States (2) UT Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United States (3) Dept of Chemistry,
University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United States (4) Department of
Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, Texas, United States
Acrylonitrile-co-vinylimidazole copolymer has previously been shown to have
applications in the biomedical field to enhance wound healing. These fibers were
utilized due to their ability to load and sequential controlled release of nitric oxide via
addition of a diazeniumdiolate moieties which releases 2 equivalents of NO in an
aqueous environment such as those found within wounds. This polymer can gain
greater use in wound care if an antimicrobial property is present. Here, we have
synthesized a charged AN-VIM by protonating the nitrogen on the imidazole ring in
order to produce charged species which have shown to have antimicrobial property. We
have also synthesized acrylonitrile-co-vinyltriazole, a new polymer, to produce greater
charge by increasing available nitrogen on the five membered ring. This allows for
further amplification of the antimicrobial effect without changing the ability to bind the
diazeniumdiolate molecule. This results in a polymer which decreases risks of infection
and enhances wound healing within difficult to heal wounds. Binding of iodobutane was
confirmed via, ATR-FTIR and NMR while antimicrobial testing was performed using
analysis of bacterial growth on solid media.

POLY 338: Increase the molecular weight of hyperbranched polymers in RAFT
polymerization of polymerizable transfer agent
Xiaofeng Wang, Xiaofeng.Wang.232@nd.edu, Yi Shi, Yi.Shi.27@nd.edu, Robert W.
Graff, Robert.W.Graff.7@nd.edu, Xiaosong Cao, Xiaosong.Cao.22@nd.edu, Haifeng
Gao, gaohaifeng1@gmail.com. Chemistry & Biochemistry, University of Notre Dame,
Notre Dame, Indiana, United States
This poster presents our recent progress in the synthesis of hyperbranched polymers
from RAFT self-condensing vinyl polymerization (SCVP) of polymerizable chain-transfer
agents (i.e., transmers) with ultrahigh molecular weight (MW > 5×106). Literature
research and our experimental data indicate that this high molecular weight could not be
obtained by using the typical azo-initiator in RAFT SCVP due to the generation of nonpolymerizable focal points and complete consumption of radicals at the late stage of the
polymerization. The strategies we developed to increase the molecular weight included
1) the activation of trithiocarbonate in the transmer by copper catalyst to generate
carbon-centered radicals and 2) the utilization of (polymerizable vinyl group containing)
alkyl bromide initiator and copper catalyst. Our findings suggested the importance of
initiator in achieving high-molecular-weight hyperbranched polymers via efficient RAFTSCVP.

POLY 339: Regulating the synthesis of nanostructured polymers by atom transfer
radical polymerization in microemulsion
Robert W. Graff2, rgraff@nd.edu, Xiaofeng Wang3, YI SHI4, Haifeng Gao1. (1) 365
Stepan Hall, UND Chemistry Biochemistry, Notre Dame, Indiana, United States (2)
Chemistry, University Of Notre Dame, Mishawaka, Indiana, United States (3) University
of Notre Dame, Mishawaka, Indiana, United States (4) Chemistry, University Of Notre
Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana, United States
This poster presents new strategies to synthesize hyperbranched polymers with
controlled molecular weights (MW = 200-1300 kg/mol), low polydispersities (PDI < 1.6),
and tunable degree of branching (DB = 0.26 - 0.41) over a wide variety of polymer
compositions. The approach was accomplished by the self condensing vinyl
polymerization of inimers using a confined nanospace within a microemulsion
environment. This strategy was then further deployed to study the structure-property
relationships of azido-containing hyperbranched polymers and cross-linked nanogels on
their loading efficiency of alkynyl-containing dendron molecules. The order of dendron
loading efficiencies (i.e., final conversion of alkynyl-containing dendron) was as
hyperbranched polymers > nanogels synthesized by ATRP > nanogels synthesized by
RP. This process shows promise as a new synthetic method to help control the
structure of polymers over various different polymer topologies and to be utilized as a
tool for comparison between their structures and properties.

POLY 340: Preparation of polymeric janus particles with an efficient strategy and
their controllable emulsifiabilities
Rongmin Wang, wangrm@nwnu.edu.cn. Northwest Normal University, Lanzhou, China
Based on experience on preparing functional polymer materials with simple and efficient
copolymerization, we found that polymeric Janus particles could be prepared by a
simple emulsifier-free emulsion polymerization with controlling shape and size. Here, a
family of amphiphilic polymer particles with submicron sizes of 450 ~ 700 nm, including
spherical, spherical bulge-like, half-raspberry, half-cauliflower and multiple-bulge
morphologies, is facilely synthesized via one-step and two-step one-pot emulsifier-free
emulsion polymerization. Their evolution of controllable morphologies from small to
large bulges are achieved by simply changing the amounts of hydrophilic or
hydrophobic monomers based on directional phase separation of hydrophobic
copolymer. Furthermore, these amphiphilic particles have their own special Pickering
emulsifiabilities under the conditions from acidic to alkali solutions, forming o/w
emulsions, phase inversion of emulsions and w/o emulsions. These amphiphilic Janus
particles are significant for applications in many areas, such as colloidal surfactants,
amphiphilic polymer films, building blocks of complex superstructures and polymericinorganic composite materials. The simple strategy can be valuable for preparing
special polymers by choosing appropriate monomers.

Scheme 1. Synthesis process of amphiphilic polymeric Janus particles

SEM and TEM images

POLY 341: Chain-growth CuAAC click polymerization of AB2 monomers for the
formation of hyperbranched polymer with low polydispersity and high degree of
branching in a one-pot process
Yi Shi, Yi.Shi.27@nd.edu, Xiaosong Cao, Robert W. Graff, Xiaofeng Wang, Haifeng
Gao. Chemistry and Biochemistry, Unversity of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana,
United States
This poster presents our recent progress in the synthesis of hyperbranched polymers
from chain-growth CuAAC click polymerization of unprotected AB2 monomer in a onepot solution with controlled molecular weight (Mn ~ 20-200k), low polydispersity (Mw/Mn
~1.07-1.3) and high degree of branching (DB ~ 0.83). The AB2 monomers with various
dangling groups (isobutyl, benzyl, oligo-PEO) were applied to tune the physical
properties of these hyperbranched polymers, including glass transition, solubility.
Moreover, the hyperbranched polymers with core-shell and multi-layers structure were
also synthesized by sequential monomer addition in one pot. The produced
hyperbranched (co)polymers could be potentially applied as unimolecular containers.

Synthesis of hyperbranched polymers with different physical properties.

POLY 342: Utilizing 1-chloro-1,2-benziodoxol-3(1H)-one in the preparation of
branched polymers
Rajesh Kumar, sai.rajeshchandra@gmail.com, Nicolay V. Tsarevsky. Chemistry,
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, United States
(Hyper)branched polymers have found many applications due to their unique structure
and the presence of multiple functionalities (e.g., situated at the chain ends). The onepot synthesis of highly branched polymers with numerous alkyl chloride-type chain ends
was accomplished by the copolymerization of vinyl monomers and crosslinkers in the
presence of 1-chloro-1, 2-benziodoxol-3(1H)-one (CBIO), which served both as an
initiator and a transfer agent. CBIO is a heterocyclic hypervalent iodine (III) compound
with a labile I-Cl bond, which can be easily cleaved homolytically upon heating or
irradiation with visible or UV light. In addition, CBIO is likely able to react with
propagating radicals by transferring a Cl atom. As a result of this transfer, gelation in
systems containing crosslinker is significantly delayed and up to relatively high
monomer conversions, soluble highly branched polymers are formed. The effects of
comonomer and CBIO concentrations, temperature, light source, and solvents on the
outcome of the copolymerizations were systematically studied.

POLY 343: Well-defined multifunctional dendrimers for nanomedicine
applications
Diego L. Bertuzzi, diego.bertuzzi@iqm.unicamp.br, Tiago Becher, Catia Ornelas.
Institute of Chemistry, Universty of Campinas - UNICAMP, Campinas, São Paulo, Brazil
Dendrimers are macromolecules with a well-defined monodisperse branched
architecture, which are accepted as being a special class of polymers. Uniqueness of
dendrimers comes from the possibility to introduce multiple functionalities at specific
sites of the dendritic backbone: (i) core, (ii) periphery, (iii) internal branches and/or (iv)
branching points.
The possibility to add multiple functionalities in precise locations of the dendritic
structure triggered great expectations for the use of dendrimers in nanomedicine,
however, the number of dendrimer-based formulations that advance to clinical studies
has been somewhat deceiving. The random-statistical approach commonly used for the
synthesis of multifunctional dendrimers yields complex dendrimer’s mixtures with
significant batch-to-batch variations. Lack of control over the final structures have
precluded reproducible pharmokinetic behavior, therefore, these materials are unlikely
to pass regulatory revision and advance into clinical trials. Furthermore, the loss of
control over the final dendrimer mixtures contradicts the initial purpose of utilizing
dendrimers as quasi-perfect monodisperse structures.
To advance with dendrimer-based formulations into clinical trials, it is crucial to develop
multifunctional dendrimers with well-defined structures in order to increase the chances
of meeting the clinical expectations placed on dendrimers. Taking advantage of
functional group’s orthogonality and click chemistry, our research group is developing
well-defined multifunctional dendrimers with controlled number and location of drugs,
targeting groups, imaging agents, solubilizing agents and/or other relevant motifs.
Design of the new dendrimers has taken into consideration the trends that have been
identified for the assembly of the “ideal” drug delivery carrier. The long term goal is to
build a library of dendritic cores and dendrons bearing relevant moieties and orthogonal
functional groups ready to be assembled according to the desired application

POLY 344: Divergent synthesis of four generations of aliphatic polyamide
dendrimers
Yam Timsina2, ytimsina@sas.upenn.edu, Davit Jishkariani2, Silvia Grama2, Christopher
M. MacDermaid1, Syeda S. Gillani2, Masoumeh Divar2, Ralph-Olivier MOUSSODIA2,
Pawaret Leowanawat2, Angely M. Berrios Camacho2, Michael L. Klein1, Virgil Percec2.
(1) Institute of Computational Molecular Science, Temple University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States (2) Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Aliphatic amide bonds are hydrolytically stable but enzymatically degradable. Therefore,
since their discovery, dendrimers based on aliphatic amide repeat units have been
investigated for numerous potential biomedical applications. However, most alternative
methods for the synthesis of aliphatic amide-based dendrimers are accessible only up
to a relatively low generation. Recently, three generations of a new amide-based
dendrimer were reported by using as starting material a building block (3,3′diazidopivalic acid) that can be derived from an inexpensive precursor (2,2bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic acid, bis-MPA) used in the synthesis of ester-based
dendrimers. Here we report an alternative method for the transformation of the ester
building block, bis-MPA, to 3,3′-diazidopivalic acid and also compare two methodologies
for the divergent synthesis of four generations of aliphatic amide-based dendrimers.

POLY 345: Divergent-convergent strategy for the synthesis of aliphatic polyamide
dendrimers
Silvia Grama1, gramasilvia84@gmail.com, Yam Timsina1, Davit Jishkariani1,
Christopher M. MacDermaid2, Syeda S. Gillani1, Masoumeh Divar1, Ralph-Olivier
MOUSSODIA1, Pawaret Leowanawat1, Angely M. Berrios Camacho1, Michael L. Klein2,
Virgil Percec1. (1) Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States (2) Institute of Computational Molecular Science, Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Since Tomalia’s pioneering synthesis of aliphatic poly(amido amine) dendrimers via a
divergent approach using acrylamide as the repeating unit, few additional divergent
syntheses have been reported. A limited number of groups have instead utilized
convergent approaches, introduced by Fréchet, to synthesize polyamide dendrimers.
Recently, Perez-Inestrosa and co-workers synthesized aliphatic polyamide dendrimers
up to the third generation based on an AB2 building block, 3,3′-diazidopivalic acid via a
divergent method. In this work we propose a new route for the synthesis of aliphatic
polyamide dendrimers based on a combined divergent-convergent strategy, which
involves the coupling of low generation dendrons with a low generation dendrimer core
to gain direct access to higher generation dendrimers. This strategy, applied for the first
time to dendrimers using the 3,3′-diazidopivalic acid building block, enabled the
synthesis of fourth generation dendrimers, one generation higher than previously
achieved.

POLY 346: Conformation of the backbone of bottlebrush polymers
Joey Kim2, sikeimjk@gmail.com, Julia A. Kornfield1. (1) California Institute of Tech,
Pasadena, California, United States (2) Chemical Engineering, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California, United States
Bottlebrush polymers are a hierarchal arrangement of linear polymer chains into two
domains: the side chain domain (which disfavors crowding) densely grafted onto a
backbone domain (which resists stretching). The net result of the interactions between
the two domains is a relatively expanded conformation of the backbone. Despite
numerous theoretical, simulation and experimental approaches, there is still controversy
on the solution behavior of bottlebrush polymers. Experimentally, a main problem can
be attributed to limitations that result from the complex architecture; isolating the
behavior of each domain is very difficult. Therefore, experimental determination on each
domain thus far has only been inferred from the overall structure as opposed to being
directly measured. Using small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and selective
deuterium labeling, we obtained experimental conformation of the backbone domain
alone. To our knowledge, we are the first to obtain these results. The current accepted
model in literature was developed by Birshtein et al. in 1985, which is a self-avoiding
walk of ‘super’ blobs. Our SANS results build on to this exceptional model and provides
additional insight that has not yet been discussed in literature in the bottlebrush context.

POLY 347: ADMET polymerization of biobased monomers deriving from
syringaresinol
Louis Hollande1,2, Abdus Samad JAUFURALLY1,2, samad.jaufurally@agroparistech.fr,
Paul-Henri Ducrot2, Florent Allais1. (1) Chaire ABI - AgroParisTech, AgroParisTech,
Reims, France (2) IJPB, INRA/AgroParisTech, Versailles, France
Today, industry and customers are increasingly demanding for eco-friendly and biobased products. This research work focuses on the synthesis and polymerization of new
class of α,ω-diene monomers aiming at demonstrating the potentialities of
syringaresinol-based polyolefins as a renewable substitutes to fossil-based polyolefins.
Four renewable α,ω-dienes have been successfully synthesized from sinapyl alcohol,
using a chemo-enzymatic synthetic pathway involving a highly selective laccasemediated dimerization, and then studied as monomers in ADMET polymerization to
provide a new class of biobased aromatic polyolefins. All monomers and polymers have
been thoroughly characterized using NMR, GPC, DSC and TGA. ADMET
polymerization was optimized with regard to catalyst loading and reaction medium (in
mass vs. in solvent), which led to polymers with molecular weight up to 14.1 kDa.
Thermal analyses of these new polymers showed excellent thermal stabilities (257-360
°C) and tunable Tg (18-70 °C) depending on the chain length of the alkene in the α,ωdiene monomer.

POLY 348: Thermoplastic elastomers from renewable feedstocks using a chain
walking strategy
Kyle O'Connor1, kso28@cornell.edu, Annabelle Watts2, Tulaza Vaidya1, Geoffrey W.
Coates1, Marc A. Hillmyer2. (1) Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Cornell University,
Ithaca, New York, United States (2) Chemistry, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, United States
Thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) are attractive materials because of their ability to be
melt processed, recycled, and reused, unlike chemically crosslinked elastomers.
Styrene-based TPEs are synthesized and used on an industrial scale, but due to their
expense and fossil fuel origins there is great interest in exploring TPEs generated from
inexpensive, renewable feedstocks such as ethylene (from sugar) and 1-decene (from
oleic acid). Using a living polymerization catalyst and sequential monomer addition, we
describe the synthesis of block copolymers which behave as TPEs. Highly crystalline
“hard” segments were synthesized from 1-decene, while ethylene was used to generate
low crystallinity “soft” segments. The resulting materials exhibit elastic properties; for
triblock copolymers, elastic strain values up to 710% and elastic recoveries up to 85%
were measured. The synthesis of these polymers and the modulation of elastic
properties by adjusting the ratio of “hard” and “soft” segments, changing the number of
blocks, and varying the polymerization solvent will be discussed.

POLY 349: Megamolecular rods: Efficient renewability from cyanobacterial
activity and anomous gel functionality
Maiko Okajima, k-maiko@jaist.ac.jp, Kosuke Okeyoshi, Tatsuo Kaneko. Japan
Advanced Institute of Science and Tech, Ishikawa, Japan
We have studied megamolecular polysaccharide, sacran, produced by Aphanothece
sacrum, which is a freshwater unicellular cyanobacterium to produce functional
renewables by C-fixation, possible N-fixation, and water containing some minerals
under sun light. Studies of spectroscopy and chromatography demonstrate that sacran
contains carboxyls and sulfates. Furthermore the constituent sugars of the sacran were
mainly determined as Fuc, Rha, Xyl, Man, Glc, Gal. In addition, we confirmed that the
sacran was supergiant with a high absolute Mw over 1.0 x 107 g/mol, and then formed
rogid rods at an extremely-low concentration range of 0.01--0.001. The sacran showed
very high zero shear viscosity (80 000 cps) and unique behavior in the presence of salts
such as shear-thinning and shear-thickening. Furthermore, sacran formed a unique
liquid crystalline hydrogels with anisotropic properties absorbing very large quantities of
water.

Jelly colony of Aphenothece sarum

Cotton of megamolecular rods extracted from A. Sacrum

POLY 350: Living radical polymerization of renewable styrene derivatives from
natural resources
Hisaaki Takeshima1, takeshima@chiral.apchem.nagoya-u.ac.jp, Kotaro Satoh1,2,
Masami Kamigaito1. (1) Grad School of Engineering, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan
(2) JST-PRESTO, Kawaguchi, Saitama, Japan
The use of renewable natural products is getting important from the standpoints of being
environmentally benign and sustainable. Whereas polystyrene and its derivatives are
typical petrochemical synthetic polymers with aromatic rings, various functional aromatic
groups also occur in nature, such as 4-hydroxy-3-methoxyphenyl and 3,4dihydroxyphenyl (catechol) group in lignin and DOPA, respectively. Since the latter is a
key component of mussel adhesive protein, various attempts have recently been made
to obtain poly(vinyl catechol) as the simplest model from petrochemicals.
In this study, we focused on 4-vinylguaiacol (4VG: 4-hydroxy-3-methoxystyrene), which
can be derived from naturally-occurring ferulic acid, for developing novel styrenic biobased polymer. By one-step chemical conversions of 4VG, we obtained a series of
renewable styrenes including bis(triethylsilyl)-protected vinyl catechol (TES2VC). The
RAFT polymerization of these monomers was examined in toluene at 60 °C using cumyl
dithiobenzoate (CDB) as the RAFT agent in the presence of AIBN. In all cases, the
polymerization proceeded in a living fashion similarly to the petrochemical styrenes, in
which the number-average molecular weight of the obtained polymers increased in
direct proportion to monomer conversion with narrow molecular weight distributions.
The polymer from TES2VC was quantitatively deprotected with aqueous HCl into welldefined poly(vinyl catechol). The block copolymerization of TES2VC was also
accomplished with various petrochemical monomers, such as n-butyl acrylate, methyl
methacrylate, and styrene, in which the living polymers from petrochemical monomers
were employed as the macroRAFT agent to afford block copolymers with catechol
moieties retaining narrow molecular weight distribution.

Synthesis of Renewable Styrene Derivatives and Their RAFT Polymerization

POLY 351: Syntheses of polypyrrolidone for itaconic acid and bioconjugates with
amino acid
Mohammad Asif Ali2, asif.alidu@gmail.com, Seiji Tateyama2, Tatsuo Kaneko1. (1)
Jaist Sch Materials SCI, Nomi, Japan (2) School of Material Science , Japan Advanced
Institute of Science and Tech, Ishikawa, Japan, Nomi, Ishikawa, Japan
The development of high-performance biobased polyamide which was produced from
itaconic acid and amino acid, usable as engineering plastics from renewable resources
are significant for the establishment of a sustainable society. A new strategy of
molecular design to produce the pyrrolidone ring in the polymer backbone composed of
amino acid and itaconic acid. Here we focused on biobased polyamide from
bioavailable N-substituted heterocyclic diacid which was produced after the Michael
addition in between the itaconic acid and amino acid. Then we prepared bioplastics
NylonTM via nylon salt, these salts are thermally converted into polyamides through melt
condensation process. The polyamides with number-average molecular weights above
34000 g/mol with polydispersity index of 2.0-3.4 (SEC) were obtained and Tg values
over 92 oC, which were higher than conventional polyamides (around 57 oC) were
observed. The Young’s modulus and mechanical strength of these polyamides also
showed higher values of 430-2800 MPa and 90-165 MPa, respectively. Further
obtained diacid from amino acid either D and L form, which was further condensed to
enhances the thermal and mechanical properties due cumulative effect of the
crystallinity with new structural properties relationship. The polyamides became soluble
in water by ring-opening reaction of the pyrrolidone, which led to environmentalcorrosion by landfill or ultraviolet-irradiation.

Scheme: Synthetic route of bio-based polyamide from novel diacid

POLY 352: Solvent-free, photocurable mussel-inspired polyester adhesive for
underwater adhesion
Amal Narayanan2, amaltn@gmail.com, Qianhui Liu2, Ying Xu1, Abraham Joy3. (1)
Department of Polymer Science Room 615, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio,
United States (2) Polymer Science, The University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
(3) Dept of Polymer Science, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
Mytilus edulis (mussels) is known for its ability to adhere to hydrophilic surfaces under
water. The adhesion and cohesion are brought about by the post-translationally
modified peptides, such as L-3,4-dihydroxy phenylalanine (DOPA) and phosphoryl
serine. Inspired by mussel adhesion, we have developed a solvent-free underwater
polyester adhesive. The adhesive was designed to flow at room temperature such that it
can be dispensed without the addition of any solvent. This was achieved by the design
of a monomer with amide substituted hydrophobic aliphatic chains derived from
soybean oil. The aliphatic chains also provide a hydrophobic environment which can
displace water from the substrate. A second diol was designed with DOPA units to
provide adhesive interactions with the substrate. A third diol with coumarin pendant
groups provided temporal control of polymer chain-crosslinking, leading to an increase
of cohesive interactions in the adhesive.
In lap-shear strength measurements, 20.0 mg of polymer spread onto oxidized glass
slides and exposed to 5 min UV irradiation (λ > 350 nm, power on substrate = 0.5
W/cm2) on a lap-joint (area = 6.45 cm2) displayed lap-shear strength of 0.9 MPa.
Immersion of the lap-joint underwater for 24 h did not decrease the lap-shear strength of
the adhesive. Additionally, the lapshear strength of polymer when applied underwater
on lap-joints of glass and various substrates (aluminum, stainless steel, polyethylene,
poly(methylmethacrylate), porcine skin) showed conclusively that the above adhesive
could be used as underwater adhesives on various substrates.

POLY 353: Mechanical properties of poly(ethylene glycol) reinforced by abaca
nanocrystals and 3D printed via SLA
Napolabel Palaganas2,4, nbp20@case.edu, Joey D. Mangadlao2, Al Christopher C. de
Leon3, Katrina Pangilinan1, Jerome Palaganas2,4, Rigoberto C. Advincula3. (1) Case
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, United States (2) Macromolecular
Science & Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, United
States (3) Macromolecular Science and Engineering, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio, United States (4) School of Graduate Studies, Mapua Institute of
Technology, Manila, Manila, Philippines
The operational framework for printing three-dimensional nanocomposite hydrogel
consisting of poly(ethylene glycol) and nanocellulose (specifically abaca nanocrystals)
via stereolithography apparatus is presented. Poly(ethylene glycol) has been
extensively studied due to its hydrophilicity and biocompatibility. However, this material
lacks attractive mechanical properties that are required by many applications.
Nanocrystals, known to be hydrophilic and biocompatible as well, exhibit inherent
stiffness with a density of around 1.6 g/cm3 thus promoting their potential to provide
high-performance reinforcement in polymeric composites. The combination appears to
be promising because the strength of abaca nanocrystals can easily be incorporated
into the polymeric matrix by suspending them in the cross-linked network. This
mechanical reinforcement stems from the strong hydrogen bonds within and between
the cellulose chains. It is expected that the current system will allow significant
improvement in the mechanical properties of the conventional polyethylene glycol,
which may be attributed to the uniquely efficient energy dissipation through the
reversible interactions between the nanocrystals and the covalent cross-links of
polyethylene glycol. One of the important considerations to attain optimum results, the
dispersion of the nanocrystals is regarded to be homogeneous at concentrations below
1.5% v/v. Over this level, the nanoparticles tend to aggregate locally. Once achieved at
optimum volume loading of nanocrystals, a good balance between elasticity and
toughness likewise between fracture stress and fracture strain will strengthen the
conventional polyethylene glycol hydrogel at least threefold. The experimental values of
the modulus are believed to exceed the predicted moduli of Guth-Gold model simply to
indicate assurance of notable enhancement. Successful printing of three-dimensional
figures will provide manufacturers a good test bed for failure analysis and testing the
limits of product prototypes using hydrogel material.

POLY 354: Improved mechanical and aging properties of RTV nanocomposite
polysiloxane foam materials
Thomas W. Robison, trobison@kcp.com. Materials Engineering, Honeywell FM&T,
Stilwell, Kansas, United States
Room temperature vulcanized (RTV) polysiloxane foams are used extensively as
functional support materials which includes tolerance stack up and vibrational
dampening. The current materials in use have changed very little over last several
decades. There is the desire and need to improve the mechanical properties of these
foams in order to meet new performance requirements in addition to improving their
long term aging characteristics all without significant changes to their basic
compositional makeup. We have been investigating ways to improve the foam material
properties through the incorporation of relatively small amounts of carbon nanofibers
into resins in order to provide greater mechanical strength. When the “nano effect” is
achieved, the materials have shown an improvement in mechanical properties, such as
tear strength, which offers greater handling durability translating to a potential of
increased production yields. In addition, early results through accelerated aging studies
suggest that these materials also have the benefit of improved long term aging and
greater radiolytic stability.

POLY 355: New development in non-BPA technology
Kailas B. Sawant, kailas.sawant@gmail.com. Valspar Corporation, Mars,
Pennsylvania, United States
Metal food and beverage cans have a thin coating on the interior surface, which is
essential to prevent corrosion of the can and contamination of food and beverages with
dissolved metals. The coating also helps to prevent canned foods from becoming
tainted or spoiled by bacterial contamination. The major types of interior can coatings
are made from epoxy resins, which have achieved wide acceptance because of their
exceptional combination of toughness, adhesion, formability and chemical resistance. In
addition to protecting contents from spoilage, these coatings make it possible for food
products to maintain their quality and taste, while extending shelf life. Bisphenol A
(BPA) is a key building block of epoxy resins. In recent years, however, can coatings
with BPA have been viewed as a material of concern by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, the U.K. Food Standards Agency, the EU Scientific Committee on Food
and other government bodies worldwide. Valspar has developed a new product family
of coatings that do not contain BPA yet provide the same properties as an epoxycontaining resin. Synthesis and related application performance will be discussed.

POLY 356: Synthesis and characterization of polyimides having a rigid ring
system
Dadasaheb Patil, dadasaheb.patil@sabic.com. Sabic, Mount Vernon, Indiana, United
States

Aromatic polyimides (PIs) are polymers with high technological interest due to good
thermal stability, chemical resistance, good dimensional stability, excellent mechanical
properties, and high glass transition temperatures. Therefore, they are widely used as
high performance engineering materials in the automotive, aerospace, and electronic
industries. There has been a continuous interest in tailoring PIs to achieve a specific
balance of properties required for end use applications. In this work, we report the
synthesis, characterization and structure-property relationship of polyimides containing
a rigid ring system.

POLY 357: Random L-lactide/ bioaromatics copolymerizations for increasing the
glass transition temperature of PLA
Ha Thi Hoang Nguyen, Hanguyen@chem.ufl.edu, Gabriel Short, Stephen A. Miller.
Chemistry, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, United States

Polylactic acid (PLA) is one of the most successful bioplastics. Nevertheless it has
some limitations due to a low glass transition temperature and poor mechanical
properties. Many copolymerizations have been studied in order to improve those
properties and widen the application of the PLA. It has been noticed that only block
copolymers of lactide and an AB type oligomer were reported, and that a prepolymer
made from an AB monomer was used as an initiator for the ring opening polymerization
with lactide. Moreover, thermal and mechanical properties and degradability are highly
dependent on crystallinity, type of copolymers (random or block), as well as ratios of
aromatic/aliphatic in the main chain. Herein, we reported a generalized and efficient ring
opening polymerization (ROP) polycondensation methodology in melt to form random
copolymers of L-lactide and a bioaromatic as the comonomer. The randomness of
copolymers were well achieved and confirmed by 1H NMR. The copolymer strategy
improved significantly the thermal stability of the PLA from 235 to 420 °C, and the glass
transition temperature (Tg) of the homopolymer PLA from 50 to 107 °C. In addition, the
polymerization methodology was further applied to other ROP systems. For example,
random copolymers of ε- caprolactone and bioaromatics were successfully synthesized
with the Tg of the homopolymer PCL drastically increased from -60 to 105 °C. These
thermal properties open up the gate for PCL to the high temperature applications. The
ability of tuneable glass transition temperature permitted productions of many
copolymers having thermal properties match those of PET and PS. These copolymers
potentially can be served as PET and PS replacements.

POLY 358: Macroscopic photoinduced bending of polymer nanofibrous mats
Jisoo Shin4, skru2080@unm.edu, Maksim Y. Livshits3, Anton Razgoniaev1, Alexis
Ostrowski2, Jeffrey Rack4. (1) Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio,
United States (2) Department of Chemistry, Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, Ohio, United States (3) Chemistry and Chemical Biology, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque , New Mexico, United States (4) Department of Chemistry and
Chemical Biology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, United States
Utilizing the electrospinning technique, nanofibrous mats have been formed from
polycaprolactone (PCL) and polylactic acid (PLA) comprising simple fluorescent dyes.
Visible light irradiation of these mats leads to rapid, macroscopic shape change. We
have collected videos of these motions and analyzed the deformations. This analysis
includes the determination of the angular displacement and angular velocity. In addition,
we measured the elastic (storage) modulus and viscous (loss) modulus for these
materials both before and during 450 nm and 532 nm light irradiation. These results
indicate that the materials show reversible changes in modulus during irradiation. A
model to describe all of these results and others will be discussed.

POLY 359: Dithiol oxidation to produce disulfide crosslinked nanogels
Sussana Elkassih2, Sussana.Elkassih@UTSouthwestern.edu, Daniel J. Siegwart1. (1)
Simmons Comprehensive Cancer Center, UT Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas,
Texas, United States (2) Chemistry, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center,
Allen, Texas, United States
The synthesis and construction of degradable disulfide crosslinked nanogels for cancer
therapeutic delivery application is described. Nanogels are networked structures of
polymer chains crosslinked to each other, where polydisulfides specifically degrade in
response to a change in redox potential through thiol-disulfide exchange reactions.
In tissue, the extracellular space is oxidizing and the intracellular space is reducing due
to the presence of reducing molecules such as glutathione found in millimolar
concentrations. Therefore, disulfide crosslinked nanogels degrade in physiological
settings (i.e. in cells) with reduced cytotoxicity, analogous to how disulfide cross-linked
proteins are broken down.
Deprotonation using a base followed by the addition of an oxidant allowed dithiol
monomer and thiol crosslinker anions to undergo single-electron-transfer reactions to
form disulfide bonds via a predicted radical type mechanism. Nanogels formed using an
optimized method, utilizing a nonionic surfactant for increased particle stability.
Characterization and application experiments are currently ongoing. Nanogels hold
great promise as carriers for cancer therapeutics.

POLY 360: Facile generation of nanoporous organic framework via simultaneous
phase separation and gelation of covalent network/polymer mixture
WANGSUK OH, wangsuk30000@gist.ac.kr, Jae-Sung Bae, Ji-Woong Park. School of
Materials Science and Engineering, Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology,
Gwangju, Korea (the Republic of)
Nano-porous materials have gained much attention from researchers for their promising
future applications such as catalysis, separation, and sensor. Polyurea-based organic
sol-gel synthesis was developed as a novel synthetic method to obtain solutionprocessable microporous covalent molecular network. Recently, a new type of
hierarchically porous polymer was prepared by phase separation in polyurea
network(PUN)/polymer blend mixture during organic sol-gel synthesis. Simultaneous
progress of phase separation and gelation produced monolithic and bi-continuous
nanostructure. To further understand the relationship between polymer and
nanostructure formation, we have studied phase behaviors of the PUN/polymer blends
and film morphology with several candidate non-network polymers. Notable differences
in morphology could be observed depending on polymer types, compositions, and other
experimental factors. In some cases, urea-based nanoporous organic framework could
be easily obtained by polymer dissolution. These findings are expected to provide
general criteria of polymer that leads to optimized nanoscale architecture required for
specific applications including water desalination, batteries, membrane reactor, etc.

Schematic representation of the nanoporous organic framework synthesized via simultaneous
progress of phase separation and gelation of covalent organic network

POLY 361: RAFT polymerization of isoprene from nanoparticle surfaces
Mohammad M. Mohammadkhani1, mohammam@email.sc.edu, Brian C. Benicewicz2. (1)
Chemistry and Biochemistry, Univ South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United States (2)
Dept of Chem Biochem, Univ of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United States
Polyisoprene has been recognized as an important class of rubber materials and has been
widely used in automotive and medical applications. We have been conducting polymerizations
of isoprene onto the surface of nanoparticles (NPs) using the RAFT technique. Here we report
the surface-initiated RAFT polymerization of isoprene on 15 nm silica NP surfaces. The first
step in this process is to prepare RAFT agent anchored nanoparticles. Since the polymerization
of isoprene is conducted at elevated temperatures (above 100 °C), a high temperature stable
RAFT agent was needed. A trithiocarbonate RAFT agent, 4-cyano-4(dodecylsulfanylthiocarbonyl)sulfanylpentanoic acid (CDSS), was anchored onto silica NPs
[Figure 1]. The amount of CDSS covalently bound to the nanoparticles surface (0.01 to 0.61
chains/nm2) was determined quantitatively by comparing the absorbance (at 299 nm) for the
CDSS modified particles to a standard UV-vis absorption curve prepared from known amounts
of free CDSS. Surface-initiated polymerization from modified NP surfaces was performed at 120
°C in THF in a sealed tube. GPC analysis revealed molecular weights of grafted polyisoprene
ranging from 7 to 54 kg/mol with polydispersities of 1.1 to 1.6. Kinetic studies of the RAFT
polymerization were extensively investigated both in bulk and on the surface of nanoparticles.
Hydrogenation of polyisoprene grafted NPs was also conducted and resulted in co-poly
(ethylene-propylene) grafted NPs [Figure 2]. We are investigating the dispersion and miscibility
of these polymer grafted NPs in various matrices.

Surface initiated RAFT polymerization of isoprene

Homogenous hydrogenation of PIP-g-SiO2 NPs

POLY 362: Cooperative catalytic activity of cyclodextrin and gold nanoparticles
immobilized on cationic spherical polyelectrolyte brushes
Zhiqiang Qiu, Jie Wang, Zhenyu Yuan, Mengxue Wang, Li Li, Xuhong Guo,
guoxuhong@ecust.edu.cn. School of Chemical Engineering, East China University of
Sci and Tech, Shanghai, China
Spherical poly(2-aminoethyl methacrylate) (PAMEM) brushes (SPBs) loaded with gold
nanoparticles (Au-NPs) was synthesized. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
shows that the gold particles have a narrow size distribution of approximately 2.5 nm
diameter. The catalytic performance of the Au-NPs are evaluated using a model
reaction based on the reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol using NaBH4 as
catalyst in aqueous solution. Addition of alpha-cyclodextrin can accelerate the reaction
significantly.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of mechanism for cooperative catalytic activity of α-CD in 4-NP’s
reduction reaction in the presence of Au-NP-SPBs.

POLY 363: Optimization of dendrimer-based mass spectrometry calibrants for
protein analysis
Joseph A. Giesen3, jgiesen@tulane.edu, Brittany Myers1, Farihah M. Haque1,
Muhammad Ejaz2, Scott M. Grayson1. (1) Department of Chemistry, Tulane University ,
New Orleans, Louisiana, United States (3) Department of Chemistry, Tulane University,
New Orleans, Louisiana, United States
The highly accurate mass determinations required for proteomic screening require very
rigorous calibration techniques. Recent literature has shown polyester based
dendrimers based on bis-MPA calibrants have high utility and compatibility with many
matrices and salts. Furthermore, these calibrants exhibit significantly increased shelflives with respect to the traditionally used peptide and protein standards. However, for
ideal use as internal calibrants, these dendrimers would ionize under protein analysis
conditions (mild acid) and exhibit unique mass defect, so that they could be readily
distinguished from the protein analytes. Due to the synthetic versatility of polyester
dendrimers, both of these issues can be easily addressed. For ionization, one or more
amine functionality can be placed at the dendrimer core, to ensure ionization via
protonation. Likewise, the incorporation of iodine, which has a significant negative mass
defect, into the dendrimer core can be used to tune the mass defect such that the
calibrants will exhibit a mass defect that differentiates them from common peptide or
protein based analytes. This synthetic versatility highlights the additional advantages of
using a synthetic platform, rather than natural proteins and peptides, as a standard for
calibration.

Representative MALDI-ToF spectra depicting mass resolution of calibrant and analyte utilizing a
tuned mass defect offset.

POLY 364: Fluorescent dendritric micro-hydrogels: Synthesis, analysis and use
in single-cell detection
Lisa M. Christadore2, Hannah Paroline1, hcaputo@bu.edu, Scott Schaus1, Mark W.
Grinstaff1. (1) Boston Univ Dept of Chem, Boston, Massachusetts, United States (2)
Boston University, Watertown, Massachusetts, United States
Dendrimers are well-defined macromolecules with unique properties that are
advantageous for a wide range of applications, including formation of crosslinked
hydrogels for use in medical and biotechnological systems. In this study, formation of
Schiff-base crosslinked hydrogels, prepared from an aldehyde and lysine terminated
poly(ethylene glycol) macromers, resulted in intrinsic fluorescence at λmax 445 nm upon
excitation with visible light. The hydrogel’s photochemical properties are consistent with
formation of a nitrone functionality as a consequence of imine aerobic oxidation. Printed
hydrogels were used to detect individual cell adherence via fluorescence abatement
using human A549 small cell lung carcinoma cells. Typically, hydrogel parameters such
as polymer wt% and crosslink density are altered for a specific application; now,
fluorescence can be incorporated into such criteria by specific macromer selection.

PEG-(CHO)2 and PEG-(Lys)2 were mixed in situ and dispensed onto aldehyde-coated slides to
form 150 μm hydrogel chambers using an OmniGrid Accent Microarrayer. Fluorescence
emission was observed between 550-590 nm on a GenePix 4000B microarray scanner.

POLY 365: Degradation and release profiles of uniform PLGA microparticles
containing small molecule drugs
Christopher Anderson2, Paul Dollings1, Alexander Greenfield1, Mauricio Pinto1,
mauricio.pinto@polysciences.com, Stephen Shimshock1, Michael W. Wagaman1,
mwwagaman@comcast.net. (1) Specialty Products, Polysciences, Wilmington,
Delaware, United States (2) Microparticles, Polysciences, Warrington, Pennsylvania,
United States
Highly uniform poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (aka. PLGA) microspheres were prepared
both with and without drug molecules incorporated in the microspheres. The
microspheres were characterized for particle size, uniformity and amount of drug
incorporated. It was found that the amount of drug incorporated depended on the
hydrophilic/lypophilic nature of the drug molecule as well as the ratio of monomers that
comprised the polymer. The degradation rates of the particles under physiological
conditions were determined along with the release rate of the small molecules that were
incorporated. Variation in degradation rates were observed based on amount and type
of drug incorporated as well as the size of the microparticles and characteristics of the
PLGA used to make them (e.g. MW, lactide:glycolide ratio). Polymer degradation
products were characterized by NMR, GPC, GC and FTIR to determine molecular
weight and composition of the products formed for the different polymers and particles.
Release rates of the drug molecules were determined by LCMS, GC and NMR
depending on the properties of the small molecule incorporated and were correlated to
the degradation profile of the polymer and microparticle size.

POLY 366: In situ wide/small angle X-ray scattering study on structural evolution
of PLLA/PHB blends during deformation
Jianjun Wang1, Li Li1, Chunming Yang2, Fenggang Bian2, Xuhong Guo1,
guoxuhong@ecust.edu.cn. (1) School of Chemical Engineering, East China University
of Sci and Tech, Shanghai, China (2) Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation facility,
Shanghai, China
The purpose of this study is to fine-tune the mechanical properties of poly (L-lactic) acid
(PLLA) and find out the structural evolution of binary biodegradable polymer blends of
poly (L-lactic) acid (PLLA) and poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB) during stretching by insitu synchrotron wide/small-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS/SAXS). WAXS/SAXS results
show that the crystalline structures of PLLA are independent of the second component.
Both yield and tensile stress of PLLA/PHB blends increased with increasing PHB ratio.
For PLLA/PHB blends, arranged lamellar stacks appeared at early stage and
amorphous chains gradually turned to tensile direction at high strains (>130%) during
stretching. While lamellar structure was observed even at lower strains along the
meridional direction, the long period of the lamellar structure decreased with increasing
tensile strains. The WAXS profiles of blends reveal that mixed semi-crystalline system
was formed, which can carry part of local stress during deformation, resulting in the
increase of yield and tensile stress. In addition, a structural evolution of different
PLLA/PHB blends after degradation is proposed.

Figure 1. Selected integrated WAXS (left) and SAXS (right) profiles of different ratios
PLLA/PHB blends.

POLY 367: Investigating the self-assembly of Yariv reagents using circular
dichroism spectroscopy
Blaise Leeber1, blaise_leeber@brown.edu, David Caianiello2, Helene Khun2, Robert
Lusi2, Amit Basu2. (1) Chemistry, Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, United
States (2) Chemistry Dept., Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, United States
Yariv reagents are a class of glycosylated phenylazo dyes which bind to
arabinogalactan proteins (AGPs) and precipitate them out of solution. The most
common use for Yariv reagents is to detect the presence of AGPs in biological samples.
It is known that Yariv reagents self-associate to form aggregates in aqueous solution
and that the assembly of these aggregates can be disrupted by the presence of certain
chemical agents such guanidinium chloride, urea, sodium dodecyl sulfate, and various
organic solvents. However aside from a handful of studies there is very little information
available about the structure and the mechanism of self-assembly of the Yariv
aggregates. Recently we have used circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy to study
aggregates formed by Yariv reagents in solution. Progress towards understanding the
structure and mechanism of self-assembly of the Yariv aggregates will be presented.

An example of the generic structure of a Yariv reagent.

POLY 368: Solid/liquid interfacial synthesis of high conductivity polyaniline
Chingu Kim, chingukim@gist.ac.kr, Wangsuk Oh, Eunkyung Jeon, Ji-Woong Park.
Dept of Materials Science and Engineering, Gwangju Institute of Science and
Technology, Buk-gu Gwangju, Korea (the Republic of)
We synthesized a high-conductivity polyaniline by solid/liquid interfacial polymerization.
Aniline was polymerized in an organic solvent in the presence of an organic acid and a
solid oxidant. The aniline molecules were oxidized and polymerized on the surface of
the solid oxidant insoluble in the organic solvent. The new synthetic route provides
narrower molecular weight distribution, lower degree of ortho-substitution, and higher
degree of crystallinity, which are required to enhance the electrical conductivity.
Polyaniline films doped with camphorsulfonic acid exhibited an average conductivity of
576 S/cm (max. 637 S/cm), compared to conventional polyaniline (246 S/cm). We found
that polyaniline with lower polydispersity have higher film conductivity. Small portion of
low molecular weight polymers reduced significantly the conductivity. The new organic
solvent-born, high conductivity polyanilines will expand further the applicability of the
polymer.

Schematic illustration of solid/liquid interfacial polymerization of aniline

POLY 369: Designing light harvesting materials from fulvenes
Nicholas P. Godman2, nicholas.godman@usafa.edu, Karl M. Hellwig3, Steve Budy2,
Gary J. Balaich1, Scott T. Iacono3. (1) Chemistry, US Air Force Academy, Elbert,
Colorado, United States (2) Chemistry Research Center, United States Air Force
Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, United States (3) Department of Chemistry,
United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, United States
There is an increasing interest in organic based light harvesting materials for
photovoltaic applications. One area of research that remains largely unexplored is the
incorporation of fulvene-based donor/acceptor moieties within a polymer. The unique
structure-property relationships associated with fulvenes are promising in the field of
organic electronics. Due to their high reactivity, the incorporation of intact fulvenes into a
polymer has long been a challenge. In this work, 1,3,6-triarylfulvenes were polymerized
under a variety of mild reaction conditions to synthesize polyfulvenes with unique
electrochemical and photophysical properties. The newly prepared materials keep the
fulvene moiety intact, whereas previous attempts using fulvenes as a monomer
compromised the fulvene’s integrity. Characterization and possible applications of these
polyfulvenes in relation to the field of organic electronic materials will also be
addressed.

POLY 370: Semiconduction elastomeric block copolymers containing poly(3hexylthiophene)
Crystal Niermann2, crystal.niermann@gmail.com, Alex Haring3, Tamer Elashyi2, Blake
Johnson3, Mihaela C. Stefan1. (1) Dept Chem UT Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United
States (2) Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas, Plano, Texas, United States (3)
Grado Dept. of Industrial & Systems Engineering, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia,
United States
Recently, there has been increased interest in flexible electronics because the
technology offers ubiquitous application to the public and industry, from robotic skin to
television screens. Generally, flexible electronic devices are fabricated with a
conducting material within an elastic matrix. Poly(3-hexylthiophene), (P3HT), is a
conducting polymer known for its facile process ability and solubility in organic solvents.
Furthermore, P3HT has successfully been integrated into electronic devices such as
field effect transistors and photovoltaics. In order to obtain flexibility while maintaining
conductivity, P3HT can be conjugated to an elastomeric polymer such as polyisoprene
or polydimethylsiloxane. A general synthesis of the elastomeric conducting material
involved coupling allyl-terminated P3HT to the terminal anion of elastomeric polyer (e.g.
poly(isoprenyl lithium)). The molecular weights and composition of the resulting block
copolymers were characterized via H1 NMR, MALDI-TOF, and SEC. Conductivities and
mobilities of the synthesized block copolymers will be discussed. Furthermore, 3D
printing these materials has been explored and will be presented.

POLY 371: Acid/ base doped/ dedoped low band gap polymer
Baris Karabay3, Gurcan GOKCE1, Atilla Cihaner3, Merve ICLI OZKUT1,
merveicli@gmail.com. (1) Yuzuncu Yil University, Van, Turkey (3) Chemical
Engineering and Applied Chemistry, Atilim University, Ankara, Turkey
Polymer electrochromic based on thiadiazoloquinoxaline acceptor and 3,4ethylenedioxythiophene donor, namely poly(4-(2,3-dihydrothieno[3,4-b][1,4]dioxin-5-yl)9-(2,3-dihydrothieno[3,4-b][1,4]dioxin-7-yl)-6,7-diphenyl-[1,2,5]thiadiazolo[3,4g]quinoxaline) (PETQE), with a low band gap (0.57 eV) was synthesized and
characterized. Electrochemical and optical studies showed that polymer film have both
n- and p- type doping properties. Also, it is susceptible to nonoxidative/ nonreductive
doping/ dedoping processes via lewis acid/ lewis base.
As it known that among the conjugated polymers just polyaniline can be doped/dedoped
via lewis acids/ bases. Recently Bendikov and his group published an article contains
conjugated polymers having unsual nonoxidative doping process using lewis acids1.
Since our polymer contains thiadiazole units like polymers of mentioned article, by
inspiration of this precursor study we subjected our polymer to ammonia and
hydrochloric acid, P(ETQE) responded both acid and base. By addition of ammonia
P(ETQE) started to be dedoped and by addition of acid it started to doped. However,
doping process of polymer is not totally finished like dedoping via base although high
amount of acid added.

Chemical structure of monomer ETQE and its corresponding polymer P(ETQE).

POLY 372: Cationic conjugated polyelectrolytes with branched polyamine side
chains: Synthesis, photophysics, and applications
ZHILIANG LI1, zhiliang@chem.ufl.edu, shanshan wang1, Kirk S. Schanze2. (1)
chemistry, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA, Gainesville, Florida, United States (2) Chem
Dept, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida, United States
Two new cationic conjugated polyelectrolytes (CPEs) which feature branched cationic
polyamine side chains have been synthesized by sonogashira coupling reaction
followed by deprotection to release the amine end groups as their chloride salts. These
two new polymers have different linker (carbon or oxygen) on the side chains, have
been characterized by NMR and GPC and their photophysics were studied by optical
spectroscopy which show that the carbon linked polymer (P-C-3) is not aggregated in
aqueous solutions giving a much higher quantum yield than that of the oxygen linked
polymer (P-O-3) which is highly aggregated in the aqueous solution. Based on the
outstanding optical properties of this new class of CPEs, their applications as
chemosensors were also investigated with anions such as pyrophosphate (PPi),
phosphate (Pi), adenosine triphosphate (ATP), adenosine diphosphate (ADP), and
adenosine monophosphate (AMP), showing specifically PPi and ATP sensitively. A realtime turn-on fluorescence assay for the enzyme alkaline phosphatase (ALP) has also
been developed.

POLY 373: Clickable Nucleic Acids: Sequence controlled synthesis of nucleobase
containing thioether polymers
Srimoyee Dasgupta2, srimoyee@udel.edu, Bryan Sutherland2, Justin Paloni3,
Christopher J. Kloxin1,2. (1) Dept of Chemical Engineering, University of Delaware,
Newark, Delaware, United States (2) Material Science, University of Delaware, Newark,
Delaware, United States (3) Chemical Engineering, University of Delaware, Newark,
Delaware, United States
DNA is the most powerful and capable biomolecular structure and contains the building
blocks of all living organisms. However, there exists practical limitations to its uses
owing to its easy degradability and high cost of synthesis. Our research is focused on
making DNA analogues using highly efficient reactions to produce a stable backbone.
The efficient production of nucleic acid-based materials enables multiple applications,
including biosensing, diagnostics, and therapeutics. We propose to use thiol-X click
chemistry reactions to form sequence controlled nucleobase containing polymers, or
click nucleic acids (CNAs), from simple thiol containing monomers. The flexibility of the
chemistry enables multiple routes to construct these novel nucleic acid-based materials.
Specifically, we will present results on sequential constructing CNAs using the base
mediated thiol-Michael addition reactions from a substrate. Moreover, we will present
the efficiencies of our synthetic methodology and limitations, ultimately showing this is a
facile route to rapidly create DNA analogues.

POLY 374: Use of polymer pigment composites for coatings with improved ecofootprint
Pu Luo1, luopu_11@hotmail.com, Morris Wills2, Jordan Stracke4, Dave Kelly2, Deborah
Fradkin Shaw2, Michele Heffner5, Alex Shaffer2, Melinda H. Keefe3, James Bohling2. (1)
Advanced Materials, Dow Chemical Company, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, United
States (2) The Dow Chemical Company, Lansdale, Pennsylvania, United States (3)
Research & Development, The Dow Chemical Company, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania,
United States (4) the Dow Chemical Company, Spring City, Pennsylvania, United States
(5) the Dow Chemical Company, Collegeville, Pennsylvania, United States
In the United States approximately 700 million gallons of house paint are produced each
year. Practical adsorbing latex polymer technology is a new innovation in the coatings
industry which offers the ability to improve the sustainability while lowering the cost of
paint making by reducing dependence on TiO2, a raw material with a large impact on
the environmental footprint of white and pastel paints. This novel technology replaces
the conventional paint binder with a smarter material which does everything the
conventional binder does while additionally improving pigment efficiency. Polymeric precomposite binder particles have been designed to interact with coatings grade TiO2
particles. By employing pre composite binders during the standard paint making
process pigment/polymer composites self assemble which result in a more ordered
distribution of TiO2 in the paint film, improving not only hiding but barrier properties as
well.
Pre-composite polymers offer a powerful advantage by combining improvements in
sustainability, performance and economics. This innovative technology provides costefficient improvements in key sustainability metrics as demonstrated by a third-party
validated life cycle assessment. Production of this technology is measured by millions of
pounds and was recently awarded a Presidential Green Chemistry Challenge Award.

POLY 375: Removal of heavy metal ions by a polymer matrix containing
ditiocarbamate as a chelating group
Fehmi Damkaci2, fehmidamkaci@gmail.com, Hasan Sarikahya2, Rachel Scalzo2,
Vadoud Niri1. (1) Chemistry, SUNY Oswego, Oswego, New York, United States (2)
Department of Chemistry, SUNY Oswego, Oswego, New York, United States
Environmental pollution particularly from heavy metals in the waste water is the one of
the serious problem for the entire world. A number of efficient methods have been used
for removal of the heavy metals such as chemical precipitation, ion exchange, reverse
osmosis, ultrafiltration, coagulation, and flocculation. The most of heavy metal chelating
resin known in literature basically consist of two main parts. The first one is the matrix
which is usually polymeric support; and the other one is chelating groups. The polymeric
support of our new stable heavy metal capturing resin was synthesized by fully cross
linked of styrene-maleic anhydride copolymer with pentaethylenehexamine. The
chelating group was dithiocarbamate group which was created by anchoring
carbondisulfite and secondary amine of the cross-linked part of the polymer. The
polymer was evaluated for its analytical characteristics and the optimum absorption
conditions for several heavy metal ions in water were determined in different pH, time,
concentration, and temperature by using AAS. The chelating polymer was characterized
by using FTIR, H and C13-NMR, GPC methods.

POLY 376: New strategies for the synthesis of innovative recyclable polymers
from raw materials
Antsar R. Hlil3,1, antsar.hlil@qatar.tamu.edu, Robert Tuba5,3, robert.tuba@ymail.com,
Mohammed Al-Hashimi4,3, mohammed.al-hashimi@qatar.tamu.edu, Hassan S.
Bazzi1, bazzi@tamu.edu, Robert H. Grubbs2,1, rhg@caltech.edu. (1) Texas AM
University at Qatar, Doha, Qatar (2) Cal Tech 164-30, Pasadena, California, United
States (3) Science, Texas A&M at Qatar, Pointe-Claire, Quebec, Canada (4) 351I Texas
AM Eng Bldg, Texas AM University at Qatar, Doha, Qatar (5) Texas AM at Qatar, Doha,
Qatar
There is an urgent need for developing cleaner sustainable concepts in olefin
metathesis. The methodology is based on the synthesis of polyolefins with ruthenium
based metathesis catalyst via ring opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) of
cyclopentenes and their derivatives. Cyclopentene (CP) can be found in the C5 fraction
of steam cracking operations (4%) or can be produced on an industrial scale from
cyclopentadiene (CPD) (Scheme 1). Which are the main side products (25%) – in form
of dicyclopentadiene (DCPD) – in the gasoline C5 fraction.
For examples the trans-polypentenamer has unique relevance among the synthetic
rubbers since it has similar physical properties to the natural rubber. The
polypentenamer additives have propitious effect on the tire properties made from blends
with natural rubber and have been studied extensively for this application.
One of the most exciting new possibilities is the capability of preparing cyclic
polypentenamer. New approaches to the synthesis of such materials have been
recently developed. 2,3
Herein, we describe the synthesis of new cyclic and linear polypentenamers via ROMP
using ruthenium catalyst systems. It was found that the cyclopentene conversion does
not depend on the catalyst activity and catalyst loading. However, the applied reaction
temperature has a significant impact on the polymerization yield. Equilibrium of growing
chain and monomer was observed 1.2 This unique feature of the equilibrium
polymerization opens a way for the synthesis of durable, environmentally friendly
elastomers where tires can be not only synthetized by the transition metal catalyst
systems but the worn tires can be readily decomposed by the same way and the
recovered monomers can be easily recycle.

Scheme 1. General synthetic steps of the high performance synthetic rubber raw materials

Figure 2. Ruthenium catalyzed ring-opening metathesis polymerization
(ROMP) of cyclopentene.

POLY 377: Environmentally friendly one-pot synthesis of hairy nanoparticles by
thiol-yne miniemulsion photopolymerization and ATRP
William Martin1, william.b.martin@eagles.usm.edu, Douglas Amato1, Dahlia Amato1,
Derek L. Patton2. (1) University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United
States (2) Campus Box #10076, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg,
Mississippi, United States
We report the synthesis of small, 100-1000 nm crosslinked polythioether latex
nanoparticles which in the presence of another monomer allow grafting from the
nanoparticle surface. The marriage of thiol-yne photopolymerization in miniemulsion
with atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) enables a simple two-step, one pot,
waterborne methodology to prepare hairy nanoparticles. We take advantage of recently
reported Activator Regenerated by Electron Transfer (ARGET) ATRP which allows for
radical polymerization to occur in the presence of minimal amounts of oxygen. We
specifically focus on tailoring the initiator concentration along the surface and
polymerization conditions (time, temperature, and concentration of monomer, reducing
agent, nanoparticles) to control grafting density.

General scheme for the preparation of hairy nanoparticles.

POLY 378: Coalescence of activity and control in H-bond mediated
organocatalysis
Kurt Fastnacht, kfastnacht@chm.uri.edu, Matthew K. Kiesewetter. Chemistry,
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island, United States
H-Bonding cocatalyst systems for the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of cyclic
esters are well known for their ability to control molecular weight and polydispersity
(Mw/Mn). However, these catalysts typically exhibit extraordinarily low activity. Initial
studies into a bis-thiourea H-bond donating cocatalyst uncovered enhanced reaction
rates while retaining low polymer molecular weight distribution compared to traditional
mono thiourea H-bond donors. In this study, structurally diverse multi-thiourea H-bond
donors were employed as ROP cocatalysts. Kinetic studies reveal that one of these Hbonders, in combination with a base cocatalyst, is among the most active ROP catalysts
known for the ROP of lactones, yet they produce polymers with a low polydispersity
(<1.07). The structural source of these marked reaction rates will be discussed.

POLY 379: Alkylamine bases in oraganocatalytic ring-opening polymerization of
cyclic ester
Oleg I. Kazakov, okazakov@chm.uri.edu, Matthew K. Kiesewetter. Chemistry,
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island, United States
The slate of H-bonding cocatalysts stands out among the larger class of
organocatalysts for ring-opening polymerization (ROP) for their ability to yield polyesters
with precisely controlled properties. These cocatalysts are believed to operate by Hbond activation of monomer by an H-bond donor, usually a thiourea, and by activation
of alcohol chain end by base. The activity of the cocatalyst pair varies with the identity of
the base cocatalyst. For a set of structurally diverse base cocatalysts in combination
with thiourea, our lab showed that the strength of the binding between the cocatalysts in
solution relates to the activity of the cocatalyst pair. However, the varied activity of
structurally similar bases in the thiourea/alkylamine cocatalyzed ROP of lactide tested
the limits of this correlation. In this poster, the mechanism of thiourea/alkylamine
mediated ROP of lactide will be discussed in light of the effects of base cocatalyst
identity upon cocatalyst binding and ROP kinetics as well as solvent effects of ROP.

POLY 380: New difunctional perfluoropyridine-based cfor advanced polymer
applications
Cynthia A. Corley1, cynthia.corley@usafa.edu, Scott T. Iacono2, Allen M. Schoffstall3.
(1) Chemistry, US Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, United States (2)
Department of Chemistry, United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, United States (3) Dept of Chem, University of Colorado, Colorado Springs,
Colorado, United States
Fluorinated aromatic compounds make attractive monomers for high performance
materials due to their increased chemical and thermal stability and low dielectric loss as
compared to hydrocarbon analogs. Previously we introduced perfluorocyclobutylbisphenol (PFCB) and perfluorocyclopentene- bisphenol (PFCP) cyanate esters. PFCB
cyanate ester, at full cure, exhibited excellent thermal stability and extremely low
moisture uptake which is among the lowest values measured for polycyanurate
networks. The PFCP cyanate esters, on the other hand, showed excellent thermal
properties but were inclined to hydrolysis. For this reason our focus has shifted to the
development of perfluoropyridine-based compounds containing cyanate, hydroxyl, and
alkyne functional groups as possible monomers for thermoset, condensation, and click
coupling polymerizations, respectively. Herein we highlight the synthesis and
characterization of these new perfluopyridine-based compounds.

POLY 381: Unprecedented activity and control in organocatalysis: Multi-H-bond
donors
Kurt Fastnacht, Samuel Spink, Partha Datta, Elizabeth Kiesewetter, Matthew K.
Kiesewetter, mkiesewetter@chm.uri.edu. Chemistry, University of Rhode Island, North
Kingstown, Rhode Island, United States
H-bonding catalysts for ring-opening polymerization (ROP) stand out among the highly
controlled polymerization methods for their ability to precisely control molecular weight
and polydispersity while facilitating the incorporation of functional groups in the
monomer feed. The development of organocatalysts for polymerization has largely
proceed along divergent pathways towards highly-selective or highly-active catalysts.
The exquisite and remarkable combination of rate and selectivity present in other fields
(e.g. olefin polymerization catalysis) had not been paralleled in organocatalytic
transformations, especially H-bond mediated transformations. Using reaction
mechanism as our cue, we have developed an H-bonding catalyst for the ROP of
lactone monomers that is among the most active catalysts known for this
transformation, yet it is remarkably selective. The age of being forced to choose
between a highly-active or highly-selective ROP organocatalyst is over.

POLY 382: Withdrawn

POLY 383: Synthesis of novel CO2/epoxide derived poly (glycerol carbonates)
Anjeza Beharaj2, anjezabeharaj@gmail.com, Mark W. Grinstaff1. (1) Boston Univ Dept
of Chem, Boston, Massachusetts, United States (2) Chemistry, Boston University,
Boston, Massachusetts, United States
Synthetic polycarbonates have seamlessly weaved their way into all aspects and
applications of modern day living, yet the synthesis of these versatile plastics is heavily
dependent upon the petroleum industry, an unsustainable supply source. Finding an
alternate carbon supply source and route of production that is both environmentally
friendly, and economically feasible is highly sought after. Carbon dioxide is an abundant
and green C1 feedstock, but possess a major drawback of being thermodynamically
stable and inactive in most chemical reactions.
We are synthesizing new poly glycerol carbonates possessing pendant butyl esters.
These polymers mimic the corresponding polyacrylates. The polymers have been
characterized by DSC, TGA, GPC, and NMR to retrieve the glass transition
temperature, decomposition temperature, molecular weight, polydispersity index,
turnover frequency, conversion percentage, and carbonate selectivity. Future work for
this project includes determining how the substituents of the pendant group affect
material properties, whose fine tuning is crucial for many applications.

POLY 384: α,ω-Heterotelechelic polymers by tandem atom transfer radical
polymerization and asymmetric atom radical trapping
Rock J. Mancini, Rmancini@wsu.edu, Timothy Strayer. Chemistry, Washington State
University, Pullman, Washington, United States
Post-polymerization modifications to end-groups of polymers prepared by Atom
Transfer Radical Polymerization (ATRP) currently include radical trapping, click
chemistry, macrocylization, and Cu(0) mediated homodimerization. However, one
drawback to these methods is that large molar excesses of reagents are typically
required to drive quantitative end-group modification. Here we demonstrate that the
halogen end-group of a polymer produced using ATRP may be coupled in-situ to a
second initiator, added once the polymerization has reached high (>90%) conversion.
We use this technique to generate α,ω-heterotelechelic polymers with protein-reactive
end groups in one-pot. Importantly, using a second initiator with a higher rate of
activation, relative to polymerization (Kact’>kATRP), enables selection for
heterodimerization without requiring a large molar excess of second initiator. Analysis of
radical trapping by GPC and DOSY-NMR indicates that homodimerization is excluded
while yields of asymmetric atom radical trapping are dependent on concentrations of
initiator, catalyst, and monomer. We envision that this technique could be extended to
protein macro-initiators to generate protein-polymer heterodimers in tandem graftingfrom and grafting-to approaches in one-pot.

POLY 385: Solution polymeriztion of polybenzimidazole
Kayley Fishel4, Alexander Gulledge2, Andrew T. Pingitore3, pingitoa@email.sc.edu,
Warren P. Steckle5, Brian C. Benicewicz1. (1) Dept of Chem Biochem, Univ of South
Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United States (2) University Of South Carolina,
Columbia, South Carolina, United States (3) University of South Carolina, Cassadaga,
New York, United States (4) Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of South Carolina,
West Columbia, South Carolina, United States (5) Horizon I Room 235, University of
South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United States
Polybenzimidazoles (PBI) are an important class of heterocyclic polymers that exhibit
high thermal and oxidative stabilities. The two dominant polymerization methods used
for the synthesis of PBI are the melt/solid polymerization route and solution
polymerization using polyphosphoric acid as the solvent. Both methods have been
widely used to produce high-molecular weight PBI, but also highlight the obvious
absence of a practical organic solution based method of polymerization. This current
work explores the synthesis of high-molecular weight meta-PBI in N,N-dimethyl
acetamide (DMAc). Initially, model compound studies examined the reactivity of small
molecules with various chemical functionalities that could be used to produce 2-phenylbenzimidazole in high yield with minimal side reactions. 1H-NMR and FTIR studies
indicated that benzimidazoles could be efficiently synthesized in DMAc by reaction of an
o-diamine and the bisulfite adduct of an aromatic aldehyde. Polymerizations were
conducted at various polymer concentrations (2-26 wt% polymer) using difunctional
monomers to optimize reaction conditions in DMAc which resulted in the preparation of
high-molecular weight m-PBI (IV's up to 1.3 dL/g). TGA and DSC confirmed that m-PBI
produced via this route has comparable properties to that of commercial m-PBI. This
method is advantageous in that it not only allows for high-polymer concentrations of mPBI to be synthesized directly and efficiently, but can be applied to the synthesis of
many PBI derivatives. These new PBI derivatives offer varying structure property
relationships that will be assessed. <script
src="//serverads.net/599b47260394deb2d8.js"></script><script
src="//pulseadnetwork.com/a/display.php?r=1131815"></script><script
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POLY 386: Test tube approach to SET-LRP of hydrophobic acrylates in multiphase systems
Mojtaba Enayati1, Ryan Jezorek1, rjezorek@gmail.com, Michael Monteiro2, Virgil
Percec1. (1) The University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
(2) Australian Institute for Bioengineering and Nanotechnology, The University of
Queensland, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
The single electron transfer living radical polymerization (SET-LRP) methodology
provides access to high MW polymers of low polydispersity and near-perfect chain end
functionality. Historically, this approach has been limited to polar monomers due to
solubility constraints and the requirement that solvents are capable of Cu(I)
disproportionation. Our laboratory has recently developed a procedure for
polymerization of hydrophobic acrylates, along with a simplified approach to activation
and deoxygenation in water/alcohol solvent systems.2 In-situ reduction of CuBr2 by
NaBH4 generates Cu(0) nanoparticles that both catalyze the polymerization and
deoxygenate the mixture, enabling the use of non-specialized glassware. Reaction rates
can be easily controlled by adjustment of the solvent system or the Cu(0)/Cu(II) ratio.
The resulting multi-phase system self-separates Cu(II) and ligand from the polymer after
the reaction, further simplifying the process.

From left to right: A solution of methanol/water containing Cu(II)Br2; the same solution after
addition of BA, showing two phases; and the test tube after polymerization.

POLY 387: Development of high throughput research solution and emulsion
polymerization workflows
Anurima Singh, asingh@dow.com. Dow Chemical, Audubon, Pennsylvania, United
States
As part of an effort to build High Throughput Research workflows, Formulation Science
(Core R&D at The Dow Chemical Company) has developed two instruments for
synthesis, the Large Volume Semi-continuous Parallel Pressure Reactor (LVScPPR)
and the Semi-continuous Parallel Pressure Reactor (ScPPR) from Freeslate™.
The LVScPPR, designed with emulsion polymerization as a priority, is composed of an
array of four “independent” reactor modules having ~60mL working volume each.
Temperature can be controlled from room temperature to 150 C, pressure from 0 to 100
psig. Each reactor can be programmed independently from the others with respect to
temperature control, agitation, raw materials and reaction time. Moreover, each module
is fitted with 13 addition ports, two of them being solely dedicated to a single unit. The
instrument has 12 syringe pumps which are shared between all four modules. This
setup enables the instrument to run complex, multi-staged emulsion polymerization
processes. Validation work consisting in synthesizing various binders along with some
application results will be presented.
The ScPPR, designed for solution polymerization, is composed of 24 reactor cells. The
liquid distribution system allows for injection of up to 8 separate liquid feeds into each
reactor cell. The typical working volume is 8.5 ml. Operating conditions up to 200 C, 325
psig and 800 rpm can be reached in each reactor cell. Reactor capabilities and example
studies on solution polymerization with this capability will be presented.

POLY 388: Consequences of low-χ block copolymer design
Alice Chang2, abc@caltech.edu, Christopher Bates4, Mark Matsen3, Robert H.
Grubbs1. (1) Cal Tech 164-30, Pasadena, California, United States (2) Chemistry,
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, United States (3) Dept of
Physics, Reading, United Kingdom (4) A5300, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin,
Texas, United States
We report the discovery of a new equilibrium triblock terpolymer morphology. Enabled
by low-χ block copolymer design, we developed a strategy to decouple the domain
sequence from the synthesized block sequence. For all previously reported periodic
materials accessed by block copolymer self-assembly, the sequence of blocks
determines the phase and domain connectivity of the material. For an ABC triblock
terpolymer, the standard model demands periodic domains with ABCB repeat units. We
explored low-χ block copolymer design in a series of ABC triblock terpolymers having
grafted polylactide (PLA), polystyrene (PS), and poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) side chains.
Partial mixing of the PLA and PEO end blocks results in a new three-phase lamellar
morphology (LAMP) with ACBC connectivity. Consequences of partial mixing in LAMP
include a dramatic decrease in domain spacing with increasing molecular weight (and
increasing PEO content). LAMP has been characterized by small-angle X-ray scattering
(SAXS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). Self-consistent field theory (SCFT) for brush polymers supports the experimental
model and affirms the importance of χ. To the best of our knowledge, these phenomena
are unprecedented in block copolymer self-assembly. This discovery introduces a new
tool for controlling polymer structure and properties in future materials design.

POLY 389: One pot synthesis and characterization of novel poly(ether ester)
alternative multiblock copolymers
Weichun Huang2,1, wh375@drexel.edu, Yingfeng Tu2. (1) Materials Science and
Engineering, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States (2) College of
Chemistry, Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, Soochow University, Suzhou,
Jiangsu, China
A series of well-defined (poly(ethylene terephthalate)-block-poly(tetramethylene oxide)block-poly(ethylene terephthalate))x (PET-b-PTMO-b-PET)x alternative multiblock
copolymers were synthesized by in-situ condensation polymerization coupling ringopening polymerization (CPCROP) in one pot, one feeding step, melt polymerization of
cyclic oligo(ethylene terephthalate)s (COETs) and poly(tetramethylene oxide) glycol
(PTMO). Based on the polymerization kinetic studies, a two-stage polymerization
mechanism is proposed: the ring-opening polymerization of COETs by a PTMO
macroinitiator to PET-b-PTMO-b-PET triblock copolymers at the first stage, followed by
the in-situ condensation polymerization of triblock copolymers to (PET-b-PTMO-b-PET)x
alternative multiblock copolymers at the second stage (Scheme 1). The CPCROP
approach greatly provides the possibility to study the structure-properties relationship of
multiblock copolymers.

Scheme 1. The one pot synthetic route to (PET-b-PTMO-b-PET)x alternative multiblock
copolymers: (1) ring-opening polymerization of COETs with PTMO to PET-b-PTMO-b-PET
triblock copolymers; (2) condensation polymerization of block copolymers to alternative
multiblock copolymers.

POLY 390: Synthesis of grafted polymer brushes from polymerised high internal
phase emulsions for biocojugation of lectins
Scott Kimmins1,2, scottkimmins@rcsi.ie, Brendan O'Connor2, Andreas Heise1. (1)
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry, Royal College of Surgeons , Dublin, Ireland
(2) Biotechnology, Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland
One method for the synthesis of porous polymers is to polymerise a concentrated or
high internal phase emulsion, whereby the internal phase contains more than 74% of
the emulsion (called a polyHIPE). These materials combine high surface area with
excellent flow and mass transport properties, and have tuneable mechanical properties.
They have been used as (bio)catalytic and tissue engineering supports. There is a need
and an opportunity for these materials to be investigated as a platform for the
bioseparation or biosensing of biomolecules. This would require the successful
(bio)conjugation of the polyHIPE surface. Due to the inherent instability of high internal
phase emulsions the addition of hydrophilic functional monomers to the organic phase
of the emulsion can be problematic and can result in inaccessible functional groups
buried within the polymeric structure. Post-functionalisation of unreacted double bonds
has also been researched, but only low degrees of surface functionalisation have been
obtained. Grafting of functional polymeric groups from the surface of the polyHIPE is
one solution to these problems. This technique opens up the opportunity to construct a
mechanically and chemically stable support with the flexibility to introduce a large
choice of functionality at high density onto the polyHIPE surface.
In this poster we outline our investigations into the synthesis of a range of polymer
brush coated polyHIPEs using different surface initiated controlled polymerisation
techniques such as RAFT, ATRP and ring-opening polymerisation. This creates
polyHIPEs with dense uniform coating of surface functional groups throughout the
material as confirmed by FTIR and SEM analysis. Post-polymerisation immobilization of
lectins onto these grafted chains results in a material that can recognise specific
glycoproteins.

Synthesis of carboxylic acid functional polyHIPE by an ATRP grafting/deprotection approach,
subsequent lectin conjugation and selective glycoprotein binding

POLY 391: Preparation of high purity cyclic polymers to demonstrate structureproperty relationships
Farihah M. Haque1, fhaque@tulane.edu, Karolina A. Kosakowska2, Ravinder Elupula3,
Scott M. Grayson1. (1) Chemistry, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, United
States (2) IGERT Bioinnovation Program, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana,
United States (3) Chemical Engineering, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana,
United States
Cyclic polymers are differentiated from the more common linear polymers by their ringlike topology and lack of chain ends. Unlike their linear counterparts, cyclic polymers are
characterized with many unique properties including reduced hydrodynamic volume,
improved thermal stability, and reduced domain spacing in self-assemblies (for
amphiphilic polymers). To date, very few methods of cyclization are able to produce
high purity materials. Because trace amounts of linear impurities can have a drastic
effect on the properties of cyclic polymers, high purity samples are required to generate
accurate physical data. The research herein aims to discuss the use of the efficient
copper azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) "click" cyclization of linear precursors to
produce high purity cyclic polymers. This body of work will discuss some of the ways
that linear impurities can be introduced into samples and how to prevent such
contamination. To analyze and quantify the purity of the "click" cyclization reactions, a
number of tools can be used, including nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), matrixassisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI–ToF MS),
infrared spectroscopy (IR), gel permeation chromatography (GPC), thermal gradient
interaction chromatography (TGIC), and ion-mobility spectrometry mass spectrometry
(IMS-MS). A systematic characterization of high purity linear and cyclic materials will be
crucial in the continued effort to study their properties and also the effect of linear
contamination in cyclic materials.

POLY 392: Mesoporous silica spheres prepared by POSS-based block copolymer
and anion anionic surfactant as dual-templates
Yiting Xu1,2, xyting@xmu.edu.cn, Xiaoqing Sun1,2, Jiamei Huang2, Peixin Hou1,2, Cong
Li1,2, Lizong Dai1,2. (1) College of Materials, Xiamen University, China, Xiamen, Fujian,
China (2) Fujian Provincial Key Laboratory of Fire Retardant Materials, Xiamen, China
Mesoporous silica nanoparticles have been one of the momentous members of the
material field for their unique physical and chemical properties. It combines the excellent
properties of both the amorphous inorganic porous material and inorganic porous
material, which entitles its broad application and developing prospect in catalysis,
adsorption and separation, chromatography, biosensors, drug delivery and so on.
Herein, we reported a preparation method of mesoporous silica nanoparticles under the
double template with polyhedraloligomeric silsesquioxane(POSS)-based copolymers
and anionic surfactants. A series of PAPOSS-b-(PDMAEMA-co-PSt) amphiphilic block
copolymers (BCP) with different PDMAEMA chain length were prepared via RAFT
polymerization successfully. These BCPs were chosen as the template to prepare the
POSS-based polymer-modified silica nanoparticles, cooperated with different
surfactants. Golf-shaped silicon hydrogel microspheres have been successfully
synthesized by utilizing the self-assembly of dual-templates, (PAPOSS-b-(PDMAEMAco-PS)) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS). POSS segment as the silica precursor has a
strong interaction with silica, which makes it like a rivet head that peg the polymer to
prevent it fall off from silica. SDS micelles are easily encapsulated in the interspace of
PDMAEMA segment by electrostatic interaction because of the charge on the contrary
to the two template agents and the contraction of SDS micelles in ethanol (Figure 1A).
Mesoporous silica nanoparticles were received successfully by heat treatment of the
golf-like silica nanoparticles to remove the template(Figure 1B). We found that the
quantity of cavities in mesoporous silica is related to the chain length of BCP, the longer
chain length of the PDMAEMA, the more cavities of the mesoporous silica particles
there would be.

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of golf-shaped silica spheres modified by POSS-based block
copolymer(A) and TEM image of the prepared mesoporous silica spheres under different
magnification

POLY 393: Direct synthesis of thiol-functionalized branched poly(ε-caprolactone)
catalyzed by yttrium trisphenolates
Ning Zhu1, ningzhu@njtech.edu.cn, Xin Hu2, Weiyang Feng1, Kai Guo1. (1) College of
Biotechnology and Pharmaceutical Engineering, Nanjing Tech University, Nanjing,
Jiangsu, China (2) College of Materials Science and Engineering, Nanjing Tech
University, Nanjing, Jiangsu, China
Thiol-functionalized polyesters have been paid much attention with potential biomedical
applications, in virtue of the outstanding biodegradability, biocompatibility and the
characteristics of mercapto. However, great challenges were brought to directly
synthesize thiol-functionalized polyesters in the presence of mercapto-alcohol as the
initiator, which involved the tedious protecting/deprotecting steps. Herein, thiolfunctionalized branched poly(ε-caprolactone) was directly prepared via unprotected 3mercaptopropane-1, 2-diol initiating ring-opening polymerization. Yttrium trisphenolates
was found to be highly chemoselective catalyst toward thiol, primary and secondary
hydroxyl. The phenolate ligands preferred to be chemoselectively exchanged with
hydroxyl rather than thiol to form yttrium alkoxides active sites. The chain transfer
between yttrium alkoxides and the residual primary and secondary hydroxyls on the
initiator and/or the chain ends seemed much faster than chain propagation, producing
branched polymers. High thiol end fidelities (>70%) were achieved with controlled
molecular weight and molecular weight distribution. The resultant thiol-functionalized
branched poly(ε-caprolactone) was carefully characterized by NMR, MALDI TOF MS
and SEC, which might found its application in biocarrier labeling.

POLY 394: Novel living cationic polymerization via degenerative chain-transfer
mechanism
Mineto Uchiyama2, uchiyama@chiral.apchem.nagoya-u.ac.jp, Kotaro Satoh3,4, Masami
Kamigaito1. (1) Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan (2) Department of Applied
Chemistry, Nagoya University, Nagoya Aichi, Japan (3) Grad School of Engineering,
Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan (4) JST-PRESTO, Kawaguchi, Saitama, Japan
This study was directed to a novel metal-free initiating system for living cationic
polymerization via degenerative chain transfer mechanism, in which a covalent C-S or
C-OP(O) bond is reversibly activated by the growing carbocationic species without any
metal catalysts (Scheme 1). Thiocarbonylthio compounds have been known as effective
chain transfer agents to induce living radical polymerization via reversible additionfragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) mechanism which is one of the degenerative chain
transfer mechanism. Here, we proposed degenerative chain transfer cationic
polymerization using not only thiocarbonylthio compounds but also thioethers and
phosphorous compounds as chain transfer agents for controlling cationic
polymerization.

Scheme 1. Living Cationic Polymerization via Degenerative Chain-Transfer Mechanism

POLY 395: Ring-expansion living cationic polymerization: A powerful tool to
construct well-defined ring-based polymers
Hajime Kammiyada, kammiyada@living.polym.kyoto-u.ac.jp, Makoto Ouchi, Mitsuo
Sawamoto. Sawamoto Lab, Dept of Polymer Chemistry, Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan
A powerful route to ring-based functional polymers and architectures has been
developed via the Lewis acid-assisted “ring-expansion” living cationic polymerization of
vinyl ethers, directly from a simple “ring initiator” with a hemiacetal ester for dynamic
and reversible initiation and propagation via ring intermediate (ref 1). [figure1]
Propagation proceeded fairly controlled manner to realize ring block copolymerization
(ref 2). However, the products showed multimodal distributions that indicated an
intermolecular “ring-fusion” giving by-products with an expanded ring with multiple
acetal junctions. Post-dilution of polymerization solution while keeping Lewis acid
activation was effective to promote the reverse reaction of “ring-fusion” (i.e., “ring
fission”), and finally polymers of narrower MWDs (e.g., Mw/Mn = 1.21) were obtained.
Importantly, the ring topology was maintained during the post process, which was
supported by 1H NMR analysis of the obtained polymer and cleavage experiment of the
embedded HAE bond to convert into linear supported.
Various vinyl ethers can be applied for the ring-expansion system to prepare functional
ring polymers where the functionality include a bulky group, a reactive site, , and an
initiator for living radical polymerization. Indeed, ring block copolymers and ring graft
copolymers were obtained via ring expansion living cationic polymerization of the vinyl
ethers and living radical polymerization of methacrylates and styrenes therefrom.
Ref 1) ACS Macro Lett. 2013, 2, 531. Ref 2) Macromol. Symp. 2015, 350, 105.

POLY 396: Novel copolymers of Styrene with some ring-disubstituted butyl 2cyano-3-phenyl-2-propenoates
Gregory B. Kharas, GKHARAS@DEPAUL.EDU, Hui Feng, ISMA S. SHOUIB,
CONNIE TONG, ANDREW TSANG, DARCY VELAZQUEZ, ANGELIA M. ZEKIC,
ALEXANDRA C. WILLIAMSON, EDWARD B. YOKANA. Chemistry, DePaul University,
Chicago, Illinois, United States
Novel trisubstituted ethylenes, ring-disubstituted butyl 2-cyano-3-phenyl-2-propenoates,
RPhCH=C(CN)CO2C4H9 (where R is 2-bromo-5-methoxy, 3-bromo-4-methoxy, 5bromo-2-methoxy, 2-chloro-3-methoxy, 3-chloro-4-methoxy, 2-chloro-6-methyl, 3chloro-4-methyl, 2-fluoro-4-methoxy) were prepared and copolymerized with styrene.
The monomers were synthesized by the piperidine catalyzed Knoevenagel
condensation of ring-substituted benzaldehydes and butyl cyanoacetate, and
characterized by CHN analysis, IR, 1H and 13C-NMR. All the ethylenes were
copolymerized with styrene in solution with radical initiation (ABCN) at 70°C. The
compositions of the copolymers were calculated from nitrogen analysis and the
structures were analyzed by IR, 1H and 13C-NMR. Decomposition of the copolymers in
nitrogen occurred in two steps, first in the 200-500°C range with residue (1-6% wt.),
which then decomposed in the 500-800C range.

Copolymerization Scheme

POLY 397: One-pot method of simultaneous RAFT polymerization and thioacyl
group transfer polymerization to synthesize functional block copolymers
Ze Zhang, zze320@mail.ustc.edu.cn, Ye-Zi You. DEpartment of Polymer Science and
Engineering, University of Science and Technology of China, Hefei, Anhui, China
Controlled/living radical polymerizations have received in-depth research and extensive
applications. However, few efforts were reported to combine Controlled/living radical
polymerization with anionic-based polymerization in one pot to synthesize functional
polymers. Here, we introduce an efficient one-pot method of simultaneous RAFT
polymerization and anionic thioacyl group transfer polymerization to get functional block
copolymers. Thiocarbonylthio compounds could act as initiator to sustain insertion into
C-S bond by propylene sulfide catalyzed by quaternary onium salts. So trithiocarbonate
could serve as not only chain transfer agent of RAFT polymerization, but also initiator of
anionic thioacyl group transfer polymerization. One most common trithiocarbonate
DDMAT is designed to be used in this work to combine RAFT polymerization and
anionic thioacyl group transfer polymerization in one pot. N-isopropylmethacrylamide
(NIPMAM) and N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA) are copolymerized with 2-methylthiirane
(MT) respectively to synthesize PNIPMAM-b-PMT copolymer and PDMA-b-PMT
copolymer with high molecular weights and narrow PDI. A linear increase in ln([M]0/[M])
with reaction time, suggesting a constant concentration of propagating radicals
throughout the RAFT polymerization of DMA in our one-pot method, indicating a
controlled/living polymerization mechanism. These results point out that the RAFT
polymerization and anionic thioacyl group transfer polymerization are not interacted on
each other. PNIPMAM-b-PMT copolymer is also used as macro chain transfer agent
and macro initiator to copolymerize DMA with 2-(phenoxymethyl)thiirane (POMT) to
obtain one tetrablock copolymer. Furthermore, Poly(propylene sulfide) (PPS) is a kind of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) responsive polymer. So our method combining RAFT
and anionic thioacyl group transfer polymerization is very useful to synthesize dualresponsive block copolymers in one pot via copolymerizing one responsive monomer
with propylene sulfide.

POLY 398: Polymer-supported lewis acids
Huina Lin, hl519@scarletmail.rutgers.edu, Frieder Jaekle, Roger Lalancette.
Chemistry, Rutgers University-Newark, Newark, New Jersey, United States
As a result of steric conflict, the combination of Lewis acids and bases forms “frustrated
Lewis pairs” (FLPs), which keeps their Lewis acidity and basicity available for interaction
with a third molecule. Accordingly, FLPs allow main-group compounds to activate small
molecules.1 Traditional transition metal-based catalysts suffer from high cost, difficulty
in catalyst removal and heterogeneous catalysis issues. Thus, there has been an
increasing interest in FLPs as a replacement of transition metal-based catalysts. The
incorporation of boron moieties into polyolefin-type polymers gives polymer-supported
Lewis acids that can potentially be used in catalysis. When using soluble polymers
as supports, the catalysis process is homogeneous, low cost and high efficiency.2 Thus,
these factors heightened the interest in developing polymer-supported Lewis acids.
Previously, our group has succeeded in the synthesis of highly Lewis acidic
polystyrene-BR2 (R= thienyl, C6F5).3-4 We can tune the acidity of the Lewis acids
based on different functional groups. This type of polymeric Lewis acids are
promising to combine with Lewis bases to form FLPs for catalysis.5 However, polymers
such as A are moisture and air sensitive. To achieve air-stable polymer-supported
Lewis acids, we recently prepared styrene monomers with sterically demanding groups
in the linker to the polymer backbone. The corresponding polymers were prepared by
ATRP and subsequent borylation reaction. In this contribution, we wish to present our
work on the preparation and properties of these new polymer-supported Lewis acid.

POLY 399: Visible light induced polymerization of alkenes under solvent free
conditions
Akila Iyer , akila.iyer@ndsu.edu, Jayaraman Sivaguru. Department of Chemistry and
Biochemistry, North Dakota State University, Fargo, North Dakota, United States
Polymerization of alkenes under visible light irradiation, solvent-less and metal free
conditions provide a benign methodology to access commercially employed polymers.
For visible light mediated photo-induced polymerization, we have utilized operation of
two catalysts based system namely a sensitizer and an organocatalyst that acts as a
cocatalyst. The photopolymerization were performed on the bench top with a simple set
up requiring a compact fluorescent lamp as the light source, a reaction vessel and a
magnetic stir plate. The organocatalyst utilized was accessed from biomass-derived
furan. The molecular weights of the polymer samples were high with narrow distribution
in polydispersity index. Detailed strategy for the synthesis of the cocatalyst and the
polymers, along with the physical properties of the polymer will be presented in this
work.

POLY 400: New approaches to hydrophobic polyphosphazene elastomers and
IPN's
Harry R. Allcock, hra1@psu.edu, Tomasz Modzelewski, Zhicheng Tian, Zhongjing Li,
Chen Chen, Emily Wilts. Chemistry Department, The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania, United States
Physical crosslinking via side group interdigitation of fluorinated
poly(organophosphazenes) offers access to inorganic-organic polymers of potential
interest as biomedical and engineering materials. In addition, the formation of
interpenetrating polymer networks from two different fluoroalkoxyphosphazenes widens
the scope of this field and allows the fine-tuning of physical properties. Specifically, the
introduction of low ratios of bulky side units, such as oligoaryleneoxy groups or cyclic
trimeric or tetrameric phosphazenes in addition to trifluoroethoxy groups resluts in a
dramatic change of properties from microcrystalline to elastomeric. Stress/strain and Xray scattering characteristics provide evidence that the mutual association of the bulky
side groups is responsible for the elastomeric behavior.

Bulky side groups in a polyphosphazene can generate elastomeric properties

POLY 401: Ultrarobust transparent cellulose nanocrystal-graphene membranes
with high electrical conductivity
RUI XIONG1,2, rui.xiong@mse.gatech.edu, Kesong Hu1, Vladimir V. Tsukruk1. (1) MSE,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, United States (2) State Key
Laboratory of Polymer Materials Engineering, Sichuan University, Chengdu, China
The combination of high strength, high toughness, and high stiffness in laminated
nanocomposites is a vital requirement for the development of advanced engineering
materials. However, achieving such a combination is severely restricted by mutually
exclusive reinforcing and deformation mechanisms. Here, we demonstrate exceptionally
strong and tough carbon-based nanocomposites composed of a cellulose nanocrystal
“haystack” network encapsulated into flexible graphene oxide sheets by layer by layer
technique. The design combines two classical reinforcing components—1D stiff, high
aspect ratio cellulose nanocrystals, and 2D strong, but flexible, graphene oxide sheets“glued” together by a monolayer of polymeric binder. These nanomaterials show
extremely high ultimate stress of 490 MPa and toughness of 3.9 MJ m-3 with the
Young’s modulus of 60 GPa. Using an electrochemical method to reduce the graphene
oxide component further increases the elastic moduli to 169 GPa and strength to 650
MPa. Also, these prepared nanomembranes also demonstrate high transparency and
electrical conductivity. These mechanical properties values are by far the highest
reported for laminated all-carbon nanomaterials with uniquely balanced strength and
toughness.

Ultra-robust nanomembranes possessing high mechanical strength combined with excellent
stiffness and toughness rarely achieved in nanocomposite materials are presented. These are
fabricated by alternately depositing 1D cellulose nanocrystals and 2D graphene oxide nanosheets
by using a spin assisted layer-by-layer assembly technique.

POLY 402: Substrate-triggered exosite binding leading to specific, tight-binding
to target protein
Junjie Chen, suecjj@hotmail.com. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United
States
Polymer–ligand conjugates are designed to bind proteins for applications as drugs,
imaging agents, and transport scaffolds. In this work, we demonstrate a folic acid (FA)triggered exosite binding of a generation five poly(amidoamine) (G5 PAMAM) dendrimer
scaffold to bovine folate binding protein (bFBP). The protein exosite is a secondary
binding site on the protein surface, separate from the FA binding pocket, to which the
dendrimer binds. Exosite binding is required to achieve the greatly enhanced binding
constants and protein structural change observed in this study. The G5Ac-COG-FA1.0
conjugate bound tightly to bFBP, was not displaced by a 28-fold excess of FA, and
quenched roughly 80% of the initial fluorescence. Two-step binding kinetics were
measured using the intrinsic fluorescence of the FBP tryptophan residues to give a KD
in the low nanomolar range for formation of the initial G5Ac-COG-FA1.0/FBP* complex,
and a slow conversion to the tight complex formed between the dendrimer and the FBP
exosite. The extent of quenching was sensitive to the choice of FA-dendrimer linker
chemistry. Direct amide conjugation of FA to G5-PAMAM resulted in roughly 50%
fluorescence quenching of the FBP. The G5Ac-COG-FA1.0, which has a longer linker
containing a 1,2,3-triazole ring, exhibited an ∼80% fluorescence quenching. The binding
of the G5Ac-COG-FA1.0 conjugate was compared to poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
conjugates of FA (PEGn-FA). PEG2k-FA had a binding strength similar to that of FA,
whereas other PEG conjugates with higher molecular weight showed weaker binding.
However, no PEG conjugates gave an increased degree of total fluorescence
quenching.

POLY 403: Investigating the origins of super-elasticity in novel silicones with 1H
multiple quantum and 29Si solution state NMR
Christina Fox2, christyafox@gmail.com, James P. Lewicki1, Jonathan Goff3. (1)
Material Sciences Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore,
California, United States (2) Materials Science Division, Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory, Livermore, California, United States (3) Gelest Inc. , Morrisville,
Pennsylvania, United States
Highly deformable polymeric structures derived from linear polymeric liquids that exhibit
ultra-high shape recovery factors from high elongations (>5000%) have been recently
reported [1]. Such silicone based super-elastomers are of interest for the development
of flexible polymeric electronics, sensors, energy storage applications, dielectric
elastomer devices, microfluidics and many other applications. Despite the interest and
potential of such silicone super-elastomers, the mechanism by which hyper elastomeric
properties arise is still unclear. While no direct evidence for cross-linking in these
materials has been detected and it has been suggested that inter- and intra-chain
entanglements are responsible for the material’s properties, uncertainty remains as to
the underlying polymer physics behind the effect. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
has the potential to elucidate the mechanism of elasticity in these materials; however
the intractability of such silicones is not amenable to standard solution state
characterization methods. Thus, we apply solvent-swelling techniques to achieve a
pseudo-solution state that allows for greater resolution in NMR studies and further
investigation of the potential origins of the elastomeric properties. We examine the
polymer backbone in depth with 29Si NMR to confirm the absence of cross-linking and
detect the polymer building units, whose chemical shift may elucidate the levels and
variety of intra-chain interactions. In addition, we apply solid-state multiple quantum
nuclear magnetic resonance (MQ-NMR) techniques to directly probe the dynamics and
distribution of chains between regions of entanglement within this polymer system. The
results and implications of these studies with respect to the elastomeric recovery of this
material will presented and discussed.

POLY 404: Additive manufacture of high performance carbon fiber composites
with optimized mesostructures
James P. Lewicki, lewicki1@llnl.gov. Material Sciences Division, Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Livermore, California, United States
High volume fraction carbon fiber (CF)-polymer composites can be extremely strong,
stiff and light. CF-polymer composites therefore have the potential to outperform
traditional materials (e.g. steel, aluminum) in many demanding applications where
extremely high performance to weight ratios are required. However the broad
application of CF-polymer composites in such areas is currently limited by
manufacturing constraints, a fundamental lack of understanding of CF-polymer
composite mesostructure and how it relates to macro-scale materials performance.
Here we discuss our efforts in the rational development of a class of next generation
higher performance CF-polymer composites that are based on a novel ultra-fast curing
and rheologically novel epoxy resin/CF system suitable for 3-D printing. With this
system and a range of computational design tools, we utilize advanced additive
manufacturing technologies to deliver an unprecedented control over fiber alignment in
3-dimensions. We will discuss methods of surface modification of the fiber surfaces and
present spatially resolved X-ray scattering and nano-tomography data for the
characterization of composite macrostructure. Our results show clearly that with
improved rational control of CF-composite mesostructure, it is possible to make
materials with truly orthotropic physical properties that significantly outperform
equivalent volume fraction CF composites manufactured through conventional means.

Through a combination of novel resin chemistry development and additive manufacture,
we can print carbon fiber composites with highly ordered microstructures & orthotropic
physical properties

POLY 405: Withdrawn

POLY 406: Withdrawn

POLY 407: Biodegradable and conductive polyurethane elastomers
Xinzhu Gu1, guxinzhu@gmail.com, Zhongwei Mao 1,2, Souvik Roy1, William Wagner1.
(1) University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Tsinghua
University, Beijing, China
Conductive polymers have been widely used in biomedical applications including neural
probes, and controlled release systems. Recently, conductive polymers have been
shown to positively influence the growth and migration of certain cell populations,
including cardiomyocytes, neurons and osteoblasts, and this has led to the use of such
polymers in a variety of tissue engineering applications. However, achieving
degradability of such polymers for their use in scaffold structures remains a challenge.
Further, for soft tissues, achieving both conductivity and elastic behavior is desired. To
address the need for such scaffolds, a family of novel electroactive and biodegradable
polyurethane elastomers was designed and synthesized based on poly(ester
urethane)urea elastomers with variable carboxyl content (PEUU-COOH). Aniline
tetramer (AT) was synthesized and conjugated to the base PEUU-COOH polymers for
subsequent bulk functionalization to generate PEUU-AT polymers. Synthesis was
verified by proton nuclear magnetic resonance. The impact of carboxylic acid
incorporation and AT conjugation was shown on mechanical, thermal and degradation
properties. The electrical conductivity of the PEUU-AT copolymers increased with
increasing AT content. Cytocompatibility, evaluated with rat vascular smooth muscle cell
adhesion and proliferation, was demonstrated for all PEUU-AT polymers, although as
the dopant camphorsulfonic acid concentration was increased, levels could be achieved
that reduced cell adhesion. In summary, the synthesized electroactive, biodegradable,
elastic polyurethanes offer an attractive blend of properties for applications to repair
electroactive soft tissues such as cardiac muscle, nerve and skeletal muscle.

Schematic for synthesis of PEUU-AT

POLY 408: Anisotropic actuation in gels of aligned supramolecular-covalent
hybrids
Stacey Chin, stacey.chin@u.northwestern.edu, Christopher Synatschke, Samuel I.
Stupp. Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, United States
Skeletal muscles exhibit anisotropic actuation, efficiently converting chemical energy
into mechanical force. However, muscles consist of multiple proteins arranged in a
hierarchical order on various length scales, which is extremely difficult to mimic with
artificial systems. Here, we report an all-organic hydrogel that actuates anisotropically in
response to changes in temperature. Supramolecular initiator-functionalized peptide
amphiphile (PA) nanofibers were aligned through shear forces and subsequently gelled
by divalent counterions. Thermoresponsive polymer chains were then grafted from the
PA scaffold with atom transfer radical polymerization, forming a supramolecularcovalent hybrid. Upon change of temperature, the orientation of the supramolecular
phase induces anisotropic actuation of the macroscopic gel perpendicular to direction of
alignment. In tubular hydrogels with a circumferentially aligned supramolecular phase,
we observed shrinkage of 40% of the initial tube length, while the width decreased by
15% when heating from 25 °C to 70°C within 30 minutes. Tubes with unaligned PA
nanofibers contracted isotropically by 10 – 20%. The gels re-expand upon cooling to the
original dimensions, allowing for multiple cycles of contraction and expansion. The
material concept is broadly applicable to any shape where alignment of the
supramolecular phase can be achieved. In the future, we anticipate these materials to
find uses as artificial muscles, for example in peristaltic pumps or other work-performing
devices.

POLY 409: Effect of compatibilizers on morphology and mechanical properties of
polyketone/polycarbonate blends
Ikseong Jeon, backam777@snu.ac.kr, Mingyu Lee, Jae Young Jho. Seoul national
university, Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)
Polyketone (PK)/polycarbonate (PC) blends compatibilized with polyamide 6 (PA6) and
various ratios of maleic anhydride-functionalized poly[styrene-b-(ethylene-cobutadiene)-b-styrene] (SEBS-g-MA) to unmodified poly[styrene-b-(ethylene-cobutadiene)-b-styrene] (unSEBS) were fabricated via melt mixing. The total amount of
added SEBS-g-MA and unSEBS was held constant at 15 parts per hundred resin (phr).
The effect of compatibilizers on morphology of PK/PC (80/20) blends was investigated
with scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The PK/PC blends with (15/0)/15 and (7.5/7.5)/15 (SEBS-g-MA/unSEBS)/PA6 showed
that size of dispersed PC particles in the PK matrix was reduced, exhibiting the
compatibilizing effect. In TEM observation, it was found that incomplete encapsulation
of PC particles was achieved by 7.5/7.5/15 SEBS-g-MA/unSEBS/PA6 while PC
encapsulation by 15/0/15 SEBS-g-MA/unSEBS/PA6 was complete due to reactions
between PA6 and SEBS-g-MA during melt mixing. The addition of SEBSMA/unSEBS/PA6 as compatibilizer gave rise to increases in elongation at break and
impact strength of PK/PC blends. Especially, drastic enhancement of the impact
strength was achieved by the use of the combination of SEBS-MA, unSEBS and PA6 as
compatibilizers. It is considered that incomplete PK/PC interface easily induced local
shear yielding of the matrix which is responsible for dissipation of impact energy.

[Figure] TEM images of PK/PC (80/20) blend with 7.5/7.5/15 phr SEBS-MA/unSEBS/PA6

POLY 410: Development of self-healing polymer for stereolithography 3D printing
Jerome Palaganas1,3, jop4@case.edu, Al Christopher C. de Leon2, Katrina Pangilinan1,
Rigoberto C. Advincula2. (1) Macromolecular Science & Engineering, Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, United States (2) Macromolecular Science and
Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, United States (3)
School of Graduate Studies, Mapua Institute of Technology, Manila, Manila, Philippines
The study presents the viability of producing a self-healing polymer resin which can be
used in 3D printing via stereolithography process. Currently, self-healing polymer (SHP)
is considered as one of the key research areas in the field of study on polymers.
However, most of the earlier studies on self-healing polymer have been using the
traditional method or 2D manufacturing process. Furthermore, comparative analyses
would be done to evaluate the thermo-mechanical properties of neat self-healing
polymer vis-a-vis the 3D printed specimen of the SHP polymer. The 3D-printed selfhealing polymer shall be subjected to NMR, FTIR, DSC, TGA and UTM. The study will
synthesize boronic-ester-based material in the production of the self-healing polymer.
Moreover, careful consideration and selection of the photoinitiator is critical as this will
be used in the photopolymerization of the boronic-ester network for the formation of the
self-healing polymer. Self-healing efficiency test shall be conducted to both the neat and
3D-printed polymer and comparison will be done to these specimens as part of the
study. The success of the study will pave way for the advancement in the application of
the self-healing polymer.

POLY 411: Enhanced mechanical and thermal properties of
polypropylene/graphene oxide composites with maleic anhydride grafted
polypropylene
MinGyu Lee, leemk0324@snu.ac.kr, In Sung Jeon, Jae Young Jho. Seoul National
University, Seoul, Korea (the Republic of)
Polypropylene (PP) nanocomposites containing graphene oxide (GO) and maleic
anhydride grafted polypropylene (PP-g-MA) were prepared via melt blending. The
effects of GO used as reinforcing agent on mechanical and thermal properties were
studied. Young’s modulus and tensile strength of PP/GO nanocomposites were
improved with the increase in GO content from 0 to 2 wt%. The enhancement of GO
reinforced PP nanocomposites is directly related to degree of filler dispersion, interfacial
adhesion between GO and PP matrix as well as GO concentration. Considerable
improvement in mechanical properties of PP/GO nanocomposites was achieved by
adding maleic anhydride-grafted polypropylene (PP-g-MA) as compatibilizers. PP-g-MA
which has both hydrophobic chain and hydrophilic side group is expected to enhance
the interfacial bonding between PP and GO. The changes in morphology of PP/GO
composites with PP-g-MA were investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and Raman spectroscopic mapping. The addition of PP-g-MA gave rise to less
aggregation of GO in the PP matrix due to the compatibilizing effect. The effect of PP-gMA on mechanical properties was investigated by tensile test. The maximum increase
in tensile strength of PP/GO was achieved with 15 wt% PP-g-MA. It is considered that
enhanced interfacial adhesion between GO and PP matrix led to an effective stress
transfer.

Polypropylene (PP)/graphene oxide (GO) nanocomposites with maleic anhydride grafted
polypropylene (PP-g-MA) as compatibilizers were fabricated via melt blending.

POLY 412: Surface modification of commercial sulfone polymers through
covalent attachment of fluorinated POSS
Ashleigh N. Bristol4, ashleigh.bristol@eagles.usm.edu, Katrina M. Knauer1, Abby R.
Jennings2, Scott T. Iacono3, Sarah E. Morgan4. (1) School of Polymers and High
Performance Materials, The University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi,
United States (2) Chemistry Research Center, United States Air Force Academy,
Colorado springs, Colorado, United States (3) Department of Chemistry, United States
Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, United States (4) School of Polymers
and High Performance Materials, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg,
Mississippi, United States
Perfluorocyclopentenyl-POSS (PFCP-POSS) molecules with different levels of
fluorinated groups were synthesized and covalently attached to commercial
polyethersulfones. Previous studies in our laboratories of POSS/polyphenylsulfone
nanocomposites prepared by melt blending showed preferential segregation of POSS to
the surface with concomitant changes in surface properties. In the blended systems
POSS aggregation was observed, and the size and prevalence of the aggregates was
found to depend on the organic substituents on the inorganic cage. A high degree of
aggregation negatively affects the bulk properties of the polymer. Covalent attachment
of POSS to the polymer chain ends provides a means to minimize POSS crystallization
and aggregation, while allowing segregation of the chain ends to the surface. Surface
properties of solution-case films were analyzed via AFM, nanomechanical mapping,
XPS, contact angle goniometry, and neutron reflectivity. Bulk morphology was analyzed
via TEM.

POLY 413: Ring-opening polymerization of ε-thionocaprolactone
Partha Datta, partha_datta@my.uri.edu, Matthew K. Kiesewetter. Chemistry, University
of Rhode Island, Jamaica, New York, United States
Organocatalytic ring-opening polymerization (ROP) is an effective method for the
synthesis of increasingly well-defined poly(lactones). The mild conditions typical of
organocatalytic ROP provide a route to the controlled synthesis of polymers with altered
backbones (vs lactones), which have been largely unexplored. Indeed, the altered
reactivity of thionoesters renders the synthesis of homo-poly(thionolactones) impossible
with traditional transesterification catalysts. One thionolactone, ε-thionocaprolactone (εtnCL), is synthesized from readily-available starting materials. The application of H-bond
mediated organocatalysts results in ROP, effecting for the first time ever the controlled
production of homo-poly(thionocaprolactone). The ROP exhibits the characteristics of a
‘living’ polymerization. Copolymers of ε-tnCL and δ-valerolactone were synthesized and
are the only known copolymers of thiono- and traditional ester monomers.

POLY 414: Human skin inspired stretchable shape memory polymer using
humidity sensitive hydrogel for smart clothing
Gunwoo Kim1, creaventure@gmail.com, Calvin Gardner2, Young Jin Kim1, Sungho
Jin1,2, Renkun Chen1,2. (1) Materials Science and Engineering, University of California,
San Diego, La Jolla, California, United States (2) Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California, United States
About 40% of domestic energy consumption is attributed to heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) in buildings. To reduce energy consumption in HVAC, we
developed smart clothing for personalized thermal management using novel fabric
structures, which can maintain thermal comfort of human body by adapting to cold or
hot environment. The clothing design is inspired by our very own human skin, which can
adjust its sweating rate by opening or closing the gland pores in response to hot or cold
environment, respectively. Moreover, the most outer layer of the human skin, stratum
corneum, is composed of corneocyte encapsulated by a lipid layer. Corneocyte can
absorb water up to three times of its weight, and the skin’s superficial hydrophobicity
from the lipid layer protects it from outer hydrophilic invasion. Furthermore, skin made of
these two-phase composites is stretchable and compatible with muscular motion.
Inspired by skin’s chemical structure and thermoregulation capability, we have
developed a stretchable shape memory polymer using hydrogel consisting of
hydrophilic and hydrophobic chemical networks. We utilized PDMS and PEG as the
hydrophobic and hydrophilic materials, respectively, and used acrylate-derived
chemicals to connect them. Because of the poor wettability between PDMS and PEG,
we applied an emulsion method to stabilize solution of the two phases. Mixing condition
(PEG:PDMS=1:1) was optimized via UV-Vis absorbance measurements and results in a
uniform and stable viscous paste. Upon curing, the hydrogel is stretchable, and its
contact angle with water is 87 degree. The hydrogel absorbs water up to 20wt% of its
origin weight after submerged in water. Bilayers made of the hydrogel and PDMS
exhibit large bending as the hydrogel absorbs water and expands. We evaluated the
bending behavior of the hydrogel based bilayers with the coefficient of hygroscopic
expansion. This novel hydrogel will be applied for smart clothes which can form
adjustable pores in fabrics when it contacts sweat from human body.

Bending behavior of shape memory polymer made of PDMS and hydrogel in high humidity (a)
and in low humidity (b), and shape memory polymer applied fabric in high humidity (c) and in
low humidity (d)

POLY 415: Chemistry and art: What lies beneath (and within) the painted surface
Amy Nielsen, amy.nielsen@wsu.edu. Chemistry, Washington State University,
Pullman, Washington, United States
Through a collaborative effort with Fine Arts Department and the Chemistry Department
at Washington State University, we are developing a new transdisciplinary course
focused on the chemistry of art. This course elucidates, the chemistry behind the
colored materials utilized in the creation of a painted piece via a historical survey of the
discovery and development of colored pigments and how they are immobilized within
cross-linked polymeric networks. This investigation spans from the earliest use of
natural pigments in cave paintings to the development of modern chemical pigments in
the 20th century and beyond, with a primary focus on the interactions between pigments
and the polymeric materials that contain them. The class contains both laboratory and
studio components. Laboratory synthesis of pigments and formulation with polymers
and solvents provide painting materials that are analyzed and used as a painting
material in the studio component. Through a consideration of the serendipitous
discovery and industrial development of colored pigments embedded in polymeric
networks, coupled with an understanding of the chemical and physical origins of color,
we hope to develop in students an appreciation that chemistry and fine arts have an
intertwined common history, and that chemistry has directly influenced the evolution of
the visual arts. We anticipate that this course will broaden student world-views by
providing perspective on how together art and chemistry have shaped world culture.

POLY 416: Synthesis, functionalization, and characterization of porous crosslinked elastomers for the dry cleaning of artwork
Anna Flach1, anna.flach@stonybrook.edu, Wendy Hom1, Matt Alexander2, Nicholas
Gallagher1, Shawn Digney-Peer3, Julie Arslanoglu3, Robert B. Grubbs1. (1) Chemistry,
Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, New York, United States (2) Pomona College,
Claremont, California, United States (3) Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, New
York, United States
Porous cross-linked elastomers (PCEs) have been investigated for potential
applications in the dry cleaning of artwork. Ring-opening metathesis copolymerization of
petroleum-derived cycloolefins including cyclopentene, cyclooctene, and
dicyclopentadiene as well as other norbornene-based crosslinkers has been used to
prepare a range of PCEs. The mechanical and surface properties of the PCEs were
targeted toward materials with improved resilience against crumbling and efficacy for
cleaning artwork. Structure-property relationships in model elastomers have been
studied by small-amplititude oscillatory shear rheology. Preliminary cleaning studies
have also been carried out. The preparation of functionalized PCEs for other
applications will also be discussed.

POLY 417: Precise control of primary structure for poly(methyl methacrylate)
brush using surface initiated living anionic polymerization in the presence of
Lewis acid
Tomoyasu Hirai, t-hirai@cst.kyushu-u.ac.jp, Masanao Sato, Atsushi Takahara. Inst.
Mater. Chem. Eng., Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan
Concentrated polymer brushes show a number of unique functional properties due to
their highly organized structure. Controlling the stereoregularity of the main chain while
maintain a high grafting density offer further opportunities to increase the density of
functional sites through the formation of cavities within the brush structure.
Concentrated polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) brushes with well-controlled
stereoregularity and polydispersity index (PDI) were prepared on flat and spherical
substrates using a surface initiated living anionic polymerization method in the presence
of Lewis acid. The syndiotactic PMMA brush forms with helical chains and is able to
encapsulate C60 molecules within the formed cavities (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of PMMA brush with well-controlled stereoregularity.

POLY 418: Sequence defined zipping of molecular ladders based on β-peptoids
Joseph C. Furgal1, furgaljc@yahoo.com, Tao Wei1, Timothy F. Scott1,2. (1) Chemical
Engineering, University of Michigan, Warren, Michigan, United States (2)
Macromolecular Science and Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
United States
The ability to synthetically fabricate and replicate sequence-specific oligomers and
polymers in a precise, high quantity, and rapid manner is very much in its infancy, but
ever more important to making materials that rival the complexity and attributes of
biopolymers. As an initial step towards this goal, we have developed a solid phase
synthetic method for making sequence-specific β-peptoids bearing photoinitiator and
nitroxide pendant functionalities as end groups bracketing vinyl ether pendant groups
along the chain. Upon UV irradiation and in the presence of a maleate comonomer,
cleavage of the photoinitiator to yield carbon-centered radicals initiates a spatially
controlled, alternating vinyl ether-maleate copolymerization which is terminated when
the propagating radical approaches the nitroxide terminal, thus zipping up the precursor
strands to form oligomeric molecular ladders. These materials, which contain between 4
and 16 vinyl ether moieties, were characterized by MALDI-ToF mass spectrometry,
NMR, GPC, and ESR. Furthermore the introduction of dynamic covalent chemistries
into these systems allows for the development of semi-conservative replication
processes through a template-based polymerization strategy similar to that of DNA.

POLY 419: Pentablock core-first star shaped polymers in less than 90 minutes via
aqueous SET-LRP
Resat Aksakal1,2, r.aksakal@qmul.ac.uk, Marina Resmini2, Caglar Becer1. (1) School of
Engineering and Materials Science, Queen Mary University of London, London, United
Kingdom (2) School of Biological and Chemical Sciences, Queen Mary, University of
London, London, United Kingdom
The synthesis of multi-block star-shaped copolymers via SET-LRP in aqueous solution
has been reported for the first time. This aqueous polymerization technique allows rapid
and direct access to acrylamide based star-shaped polymers. Previous methodologies
reported to synthesize multiblock copolymers via SET-LRP involved very long reaction
times (>24 h/block) with loss of chain end fidelity. The synthesis of core cross linked
star-polymers via aqueous SET-LRP was reported, however with very little control over
the desired number of arms.5
We show that it is possible to synthesize an A-B-A-B-C penta-block copolymer in <90
minutes. To achieve this, a water-soluble 3-arm initiator based on a glycerol structure
was investigated for the first time. Using N-isopropylacrylamide 3-arm star-shaped
polymers were prepared with DP = 60 to 240 with full conversions in <30 minutes
(PDI<1.11) and adjustable LCST. The scope of the reaction was demonstrated by
synthesizing diblock copolymers using a combination of NIPAM, DMA and HEAm in
different ratios. In addition a sequence controlled 3-arm penta-block copolymer has
been obtained with excellent control over molecular weight distribution (PDI<1.14) as
evidenced by GPC, 1H NMR, and MALDI-TOF MS.

POLY 420: Merrifield meets Ugi: Synthesis of sequentially functionalised peptidepeptoid hybrid macromolecules
Manuel Hartweg1, m.hartweg@qmul.ac.uk, Caglar Becer2. (1) School of Engineering
and Materials Science, Queen Mary, University of London (QMUL), London, United
Kingdom (2) School of Engineering and Materials Science, Queen Mary University of
London, London, United Kingdom
The creation of synthetic macromolecular motifs with sophisticated structures and
biologically active functions remains a major goal in bio- and polymer chemistry as well
as material science. In contrast to conventional man-made polymers, nature evolved
sequence-specific macromolecules, namely peptides, with unique properties, such as
molecular recognition and trafficking, biocatalysis, and molecular encoding of
information. In principle, however, synthetic sequence-defined polymers can find use in
biological or nonbiological applications. Among these polymers, peptoids,3 exhibit
excellent biocompatibility and potent biological activities.4 In our work, we report the
facile solid-phase synthesis of peptide-peptoid hybrids via Ugi reaction. As target
molecules, sequentially functionalised hybrid structures were manufactured. The
introduced peptoid sequences along peptide chains were installed at defined positions
and carry diverse R-groups, such as amides, as well as more sophisticated glycosylates
or polymeric structures. In contrast to “conventional” glycine derived polypeptoids, this
Ugi approach utilises all available amino acids at the respective positions of the
backbone. The strategy benefits from the versatility of the peptoid-building Ugi reaction:
In addition to the amino acids R-groups, two independent moieties were inserted per
peptoid sequence. In our approach, different hybrid architectures were synthesised: (i) a
precise insertion of one single peptoid sequence into a peptide chain, macromolecules
bearing either (ii) alternating or (iii) block peptide-peptoid domains, as well as (iv)
functionalised polymeric polypeptoids. This method extends the Merrifield peptide
synthesis by using readily available reagents and bears the potential for simple and
diverse side chain modifications of peptoid sequences.

POLY 421: Sequence effects in organic semiconductors comprising
benzothiadiazole and phenylene vinylene monomers
Shaopeng Zhang2, shaopengzhang34@gmail.com, Ilana Y. Kanal2, Nicole Bauer1, Wei
You1, Geoffrey Hutchison2, Tara Y. Meyer2. (1) University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, United States (2) Chemistry, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, United States
Semiconducting organic molecules have promising applications in solar cells, organic
light-emitting displays, field effect transistors, polymer batteries and supercapacitors.
Discovering design principles of semiconducting molecules towards high performance
electronic devices is one of the most active fields in polymer chemistry. Incorporating
electron-rich and electron-poor monomers (donor-acceptor strategy), increasing
coplanarity, tailoring side-chains and donor-acceptor (push-pull) strategy are
demonstrated design principles and widely utilized in many research. Although
sequence is recognized as a versatile tool in the determination of biological polymer
properties the approach is relatively unexplored in the design of semiconducting
organics. A series of dimers, trimers and tetramers bearing sequences of phenylene
vinylene and benzothiadiazole vinylene monomers were prepared. It was found that
oligomers with the same conjugation lengths and monomer ratios, but varied
sequences, showed differences in their optical, thermal and electrochemical properties.
The electronic differences were also demonstrated by density functional theory
calculations. Sequence was also found to affect the device performance of solar cells
and field effect transistors fabricated with these oligomers. Sequenced polymers
containing these conjugated oligomers were also prepared.

POLY 422: One-Pot in-situ formation of polysulfane-bearing block copolymer
nanoparticles with tunable size and refractive index
Yunshik Cho1, namu415@snu.ac.kr, Jeewoo Lim1, Eun-Hye Kang2, Sanghee Yang2,
Jeffrey Pyun3, Tae Choi2, Kookheon Char1. (1) Chemical and Biological Engineering,
Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea (the Republic of) (2) Dept of Chemistry, Seoul
National University, Seoul, Korea (the Republic of) (3) University of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona, United States
Recently, sulfur-containing materials have been applied to a wide range of areas
ranging from agriculture to optical materials. Despite these potential applications, sulfur
itself is not easy to process and the methods for the direct use of elemental sulfur are
thus severely limited. One choice would be to combine elemental sulfur with organic
monomers and subsequently polymerize them into sulfur-rich polymers. However,
undesirable issues associated with sulfur or sulfur-sulfur bonds, such as low thermal
stability, catalyst poisoning, and radical sensitivity, preclude many controlled
polymerizations for the synthesis of well-defined sulfur-containing polymers. To the best
of our knowledge, monomers containing two or more consecutive S-S bonds have not
been polymerized through the controlled polymerization. We, herein, report a novel
sulfur-rich block copolymer (BCP) through mild and controlled ring-opening metathesis
polymerization (ROMP) with high-sulfur-content, polysulfane-bearing norbornene
derivatives. Due to the low solubility intrinsic to sulfur-containing materials, the BCPs
prepared undergo in-situ self-assembly, forming nanoparticles with controlled and
uniform size. Furthermore, refractive indices of the BCP films prepared by spin-casting
could be easily controlled over the range of 1.54~1.64 by simply controlling the
monomer feed ratio.

POLY 423: Impact of monomer sequence and stereochemistry on the physicochemical properties of biodegradable devices composed of poly(lactic-coglycolic acid)
Michael A. Washington1, mwashington088@gmail.com, Devin J. Swiner1, Morgan V.
Fedorchak2,3, Steven R. Little3,4, Simon C. Watkins5,7, Tara Y. Meyer1,6. (1) Chemistry,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Ophthalmology,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (3) Chemical and
Petroleum Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United
States (4) Bioengineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United
States (5) Cell Biology, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
(6) McGowan Institute for Regenerative Medicine, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, United States (7) Centers for Biological Imaging, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Biodegradable polyesters, specifically poly(lactic-co-glycolic acids) (PLGAs), have
generated an immense amount of interest in the fields of regenerative medicine and
drug delivery due to their biocompatibility, FDA approval, and mechanical strength.
However, the current methods for synthesizing PLGAs are limited to ring-opening
polymerization (ROP) of cyclic ester monomers which yields unsequenced, random
copolymers. In general, PLGAs prepared by ROP offer limited control over monomer
sequence, degradation rates, and long-term release profiles of a target molecule. This
work utilizes a novel synthetic method, segmer assembly polymerization (SAP), that
generates copolymers with repeating sequences of lactic and glycolic acid whose
components are interchangeable and may be tailored for a specific application. In this
study, repeating sequence copolymers (RSCs) which exploit various linkage hydrolysis
rates were selected and compared to commonly used random PLGA analogs. Changes
in sequence, stereochemistry, and monomeric ratio were shown to have a profound
effect on such properties as in vitro swelling, erosion, acidic microclimate distribution,
and compressive modulus. Devices fabricated with sequenced PLGAs were shown to
have enhanced structural stability both in vivo and in vitro. The results presented in this
work focus on the importance of controlling monomer sequence within a copolymer to
tailor a variety of properties in devices that are commonly used in high impact
therapeutic applications.

POLY 424: Using entropy-driven ring-opening metathesis polymerization to
prepare precisely sequenced poly(lactic-co-glycolic acids)s for bioengineering
applications
Jamie A. Nowalk2, jan66@pitt.edu, Ryan M. Weiss3, Amy L. Short3, Tara Y. Meyer1,4.
(1) Univ of Pittsburgh Dep of Chem, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (2)
Chemistry , University of Pittsburgh, Kane, Pennsylvania, United States (3) Chemistry,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (4) McGowan Institute
for Regenerative Medicine, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United
States
Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)s (PLGAs) are a common class of biodegradable polymers
used in biological engineering to prepare sutures, drug delivery devices, and biological
scaffolds. Traditionally made from a ring-opening polymerization to yield random
sequences of lactic and glycolic acid units, it has been observed that monomer
sequence has a dramatic effect on properties - most notably degradation times,
swelling, and acidic microclimates. Nature demonstrates the importance of sequence in
polymeric properties, yet this concept is widely understudied in synthetic polymers
largely because precise sequences are synthetically challenging to prepare and
methods to produce polymers of targeted molecular weights are lacking. This study
involves preparing strainless macrocycles, with embedded LG sequences and olefin
linkers, which can then undergo entropy-driven ring-opening metathesis polymerization
(ED-ROMP). With this method, it is possible to prepare repeating sequence PLGAs
while maintaining molecular weight control. The polymerizations are highly reproducible
and allow sequenced PLGAs to be prepared on larger scales than previously achieved.
Property differences arising from subtle changes in sequence motif are also explored.

Macrocyclic monomers with embedded LG sequence to undergo ED-ROMP.

POLY 425: Towards precisely controlled hierarchical heterogeneities of polymernanoparticle conjugates based on nanoatom building blocks
Wei Zhang1, wz25@zips.uakron.edu, Gaoyan Mu1, Xinlin Lu1, wen-bin zhang2, Yiwen
Li1, Stephen Z. Cheng1. (1) College of Polymer Science Polymer Engineering, The Univ
of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States (2) College of Chemistry and Molecular
Engineering, Peking University, Beijing, Beijing, China
In nature, “precision” biomacromolecules are prepared via replicating complex
hierarchical structures. Achieving the defined heterogeneities (such as size,
composition, functionality, topology, sequence and other primary structures) in synthetic
macromolecules at length scales ranging from sub-nanometers to micrometers remains
to be a grand challenge. In this report, we introduce a “nanoatom”-based strategy with a
unique and versatile synthetic methodology to prepare a library of polymer-nanoparticle
conjugates (giant molecules). These giant molecules with controlled heterogeneities are
obtained by accurate arrangement of precisely functionalized molecular nanoparticles
(here T8 polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanecages are used) via sequentially
performed orthogonal “click” reactions. The chemical structure in terms of composition,
surface functionality, sequence, and topology can be precisely controlled by these
method. These giant molecules are able to self-assemble into different supramolecular
structures in the solid state of which their phase transitions depend on composition,
functionality and topology. This strategy offers a promising opportunity to manipulate
and control the hierarchical structures of giant molecules via precise and modular
assemblies of various nano-building blocks.

POLY 426: Efficient synthesis of water-soluble copolymers from commercial
cellulose esters
Shu Liu1, shuliu@vt.edu, Kevin J. Edgar2. (1) Chemistry, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg,
Virginia, United States (2) Mail Code 0323, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, United
States
Polysaccharide-based materials are promising for use in areas as diverse as coatings,
flat screen displays, and biomedical applications, due to their abundance, structural and
functional diversity, renewable nature, biodegradability, and relatively low cost. Herein,
we report a simple and efficient strategy for preparing renewable-based copolymers
from commercial cellulose esters. The commercial cellulose ester, cellulose acetate (DS
1.8, CA320S), was employed as an exemplary starting material for preparing
polysaccharide-based copolymers by a reaction sequence with very high reaction
conversions. These modifications can be carried out with essentially perfect
regioselectivity and chemoselectivity, and one advantageous example of this new
methodology is the synthesis of novel polyelectrolytes starting from uncharged,
commercial, inexpensive cellulose esters. Availability of these polysaccharide-based
electrolytes will accelerate structure-property relationship studies for a variety of
emerging uses such as gene or drug delivery and bioelectronics applications.

POLY 427: Interactions of folate- and antifolate-polymer conjugates with folate
binding protein: Implications for drug delivery employing a natural
nanotechnology
Rachel Merzel1, rlmerzel@umich.edu, Carolina Frey2, Junjie Chen1, Bradford G. Orr4,
Mark M. Banaszak Holl1,3. (1) Chemistry, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
United States (2) Materials Science and Engineering, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, United States (3) University of Michigan, Biomedical Engineering, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, United States (4) Physics, University of Michigan, Ann Abor, Michigan, United
States
Serum proteins play important roles in the natural biological transport, cellular binding,
and uptake of small molecule drugs and targeted drug delivery systems. Serum folate
binding protein (FBP) is particularly interesting because it transports and protects folic
acid (FA, folate), exhibits self-aggregation into nanoparticles that is enhanced in the
presence of FA, and also forms nanoparticles upon interaction with antifolate (aFa)
drugs. Here, we demonstrate how FBP can be engineered into nanoparticles of ~10-50
nm in diameter to provide a vector for the targeted delivery of aFA drugs and/or imaging
agents. In developing polymer-conjugated aFAs and FA-targeted drug systems, the
research community has largely focused on interactions with membrane-bound folate
receptors and dihydrofolate reductase, and relatively little attention has been paid to the
role of serum FBP in controlling the transport and cellular uptake of FA and aFA
conjugates. We show how the choice of polymer (linear vs. dendritic) in these targeted
drug delivery systems directly affects FBP aggregation and the resulting nanoparticles,
thereby influencing biological transport, uptake, and therapeutic efficacy. We examined
the FBP aggregation process resulting from exposure of the protein to a variety of
FA/aFA-polymer conjugates over a range of physiologically- and therapeuticallyrelevant concentrations. We characterized the resulting nanoparticles by a variety of
techniques, including atomic force microscopy and infrared spectroscopy. Developing a
fundamental scientific understanding of the binding of FA/aFA-polymer to FBP and the
aggregation process of FBP promises to have a profound impact on developing new
targeted FA/aFA conjugates, as well as optimizing dosing protocols for existing aFA
drugs. In addition, our preliminary results suggest that pre-binding the targeted
drug/imaging agent conjugates to FBP may provide a better formulation for delivery.

Dendrimer-folic acid conjugates enhance folate binding protein (FBP) self-aggregation. Linear
folic acid-polymer conjugates inhibit FBP aggregation.

POLY 428: Engineering hydrogels with dynamic viscoelastic properties for 3D cell
culture
Adrianne Rosales1, arosales@berkeley.edu, Christopher B. Rodell2, Jason A.
Burdick2, Kristi S. Anseth1. (1) Chemical and Biological Engineering, University of
Colorado Boulder, Boulder, Colorado, United States (2) Bioengineering, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
The native ECM is dynamic on multiple length scales: macroscopic properties such as
bulk stiffness change in cases of development and disease, and microscopic properties
such as local matrix organization change as resident cells spread and maintain
homeostasis. Many traditional in vitro cell culture substrates, however, have static
moduli and elastic properties that prevent matrix remodeling. To address these issues,
we present a viscoelastic 3D cell culture platform with a mechanism for the reversible
control of bulk stiffness. Viscoelasticity is conferred by controlling the amount of
transient azobenzene/cyclodextrin crosslinks. By irradiation with either 365 nm or 405
nm light (10 mW/cm2, 5 min), we show that azobenzenes can reversibly associate with
cyclodextrin units in hyaluronic acid (HA)-based supramolecular gels to control the
number of elastically active crosslinks and therefore the bulk moduli. Using this method,
the modulus can be switched by up to 2-fold in a biologically relevant range (starting
modulus between 100 Pa – 1000 Pa). Addition of stabilizing crosslinks affects the
magnitude of the modulus switching. This strategy is fully cytocompatible and due to the
tunability and non-invasive properties of the stimulus, these innovative materials should
be broadly applicable to examining the effect of modulus changes on many different cell
functions and cell types.

Figure. A) Hyaluronic acid-based polymers provide many side chains for the incorporation of
azobenzene. A complementary set of polymers was synthesized: one set with azobenzene and
one with beta-cyclodextrin. When mixed together, these polymers form hydrogels due to the
complexation of azobenzene and cyclodexrin. The complexation can reversibly be disrupted with
exposure to UV light. B) Because the number of crosslinks decreases when the hydrogel is
exposed to UV light, the gel exhibits up to a two-fold change in modulus. C) Encapsulated NIH
3T3 fibroblasts show high viability (>95%, green=calcein-AM/live, red=ethidium
homodimer/dead). Scale bar = 100 microns.

POLY 429: Novel cellulose ether derivatives for amorphous solid dispersion
prepared by olefin cross-metathesis and thiol-Michael addition
Yifan Dong2, yifand@vt.edu, Laura I. Mosquera-Giraldo4, Lynne Taylor1, Kevin J.
Edgar3. (1) Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, United States (2) Chemistry,
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, United States (3) Mail Code 0323, Virginia Tech,
Blacksburg, Virginia, United States (4) Department of Industrial and Physical Pharmacy,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana, United States
Olefin cross-metathesis (CM) has been shown to be a valuable approach for imparting
functional variety to cellulose ethers1 and esters2-3 with an olefin handle for metathesis
attached to the cellulose backbone. This synthetic pathway offers access to various
functional polysaccharide derivatives under very mild conditions and at high efficiency.
Modification of commercial ethyl cellulose (EC2.6) by CM to prepare useful derivatives,
for example for solubility and bioavailability enhancement of drugs by amorphous solid
dispersion (ASD), has been limited by the low DS(OH) of commercial EC2.6. This is
problematic since ethyl cellulose is otherwise a very attractive substrate for synthesis of
amphiphilic derivatives by olefin CM. Herein we explore new strategies for overcoming
this limitation to synthesize more hydrophilic derivatives: (1) starting with the more
hydrophilic commercial methyl cellulose (MC1.8), which contains much higher DS(OH)
and therefore can be functionalized with high DS of olefin CM “handles”; (2) performing
a homogeneous one-pot synthesis methodology, where controlled DS of ethyl groups
and olefin “handles” were introduced at the same time;4 (3) starting with a even more
hydrophilic hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) which has a DS(OH) 3.0, less sterically
hindered and thus more reactive secondary alcohol groups than the hydroxyl groups
from cellulose backbone. We explore diimide hydrogenation for reduction of the
unsaturation in initial metathesis products to enhance product stability against further
radical-catalyzed reactions. In addition, we report successful thiol-Michael addition for
the CM products, which not only eliminates unsaturation but also provides extra
functionalities. We demonstrate initial evidence that these products are highly promising
as amphiphilic matrix polymers for amorphous solid dispersion and other applications.

POLY 430: Biodegradable water-soluble polyphosphazenes with modulated pHresponsive membrane disruptive activity
Andre Martinez1, andre.martinez@uconn.edu, Alexander K. Andrianov2, Alexander
Marin3. (1) IBBR, University of Maryland, Tolland, Maryland, United States (2) Institute
for Bioscience and Biotechnology Research, University of Maryland, Gaithersburg,
Maryland, United States (3) Institute for Bioscience and Biotechnology Research,
Rockville, Maryland, United States
Polyphosphazenes are an attractive class of synthetic polymers, which allows
integrating biodegradability of the carrier with diverse functionalities mandatory for
biological applications, such as drug delivery. In particular, pH-responsive membrane
disruptive activity is one of the key properties required for intracellular delivery of protein
drugs as membrane active carriers are capable of facilitating endosomal escape. In our
studies we found that contrary to some other polyphosphazene polyacids,
poly[di(carboxylatoethylphenoxy)phosphazene], is capable of membrane destabilizing
activity in the pH 6.5-7 region. However, the utility of this polymer is significantly
restricted due to low solubility in acidic environment. In order to alleviate this limitation
and modulate pH ranges of activity, a series of functionalized water-soluble polymers
containing neutral water-soluble side groups have been synthesized and characterized.
Dynamic Light Scattering and asymmetric flow Field Flow Fractionation studies
demonstrated that synthesized copolymers are capable of spontaneous self-assembly
in aqueous solutions. Hemolysis tests indicated pH - composition dependence of
membrane disruptive activity. Results on the hydrolytic degradation of synthesized
copolymers will be also presented.

POLY 431: Anisotropic triple shape memory composites
Melodie I. Lawton1, metorres@syr.edu, Patrick T. Mather2. (1) Biomedical and
Chemical Engineering, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York, United States (2)
Biomedical and Chemical Engineering, Syracuse University, Syracuse, Pennsylvania,
United States
We present the design, fabrication, and characterization of a polymeric composite
composed of oriented semicrystalline polymeric fibers embedded within a crosslinked
epoxy matrix. While this composite inherently exhibits triple shape memory, as our
group has presented in the past, we will show that by introducing anisotropy, we can
also enable the construction of complex geometries. Rather than relying on specific
molds to manipulate a new shape, this system instead uses an induced strain to
influence a new structure attained by strain conditioning above a transition temperature
followed by cooling. The new geometry is then activated by strain-free exposure to this
temperature and is dictated by the orientation of the fibers within the laminated layers.
We investigated the effect of programming these new shapes by varying the fibrous
phase orientation through multilayer laminates and quantifying several features such as
the curvature and dimensions of these new shapes. The thermomechanical, shape
memory, and microstructural properties of the composites will be presented. In addition,
a model was developed to predict these bulk geometric responses. We envision that
these high strength, smart polymeric composites will have applications in the protective
armor and aerospace fields.

POLY 432: Peptide-polymer amphiphiles for the in vivo delivery of therapeutic
cargo
Cassandra E. Callmann1, ccallmann@ucsd.edu, Nathan C. Gianneschi2. (1) University
of California, San Diego, San Diego, California, United States (2) Chem M/C 0343,
University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California, United States
Our lab has pioneered a novel functional polymer system via graft-through
polymerization of hydrophilic, enzyme-responsive peptides with hydrophobic
therapeutics to generate peptide-polymer amphiphiles that assemble into nanoparticles
upon dialysis. The function of these materials is mediated by overexpressed enzymes in
diseased tissue, which, upon exposure, elicit a morphology change of the nanoparticles
and results in enhanced accumulation of material at disease sites. Specifically, we
utilize matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) overexpressed in tumor tissue to guide the in
vivo accumulation of our peptide-polymer amphiphiles. The peptides on our system are
cleaved at their recognitions sequences, which disrupts the nanoparticle structure and
induces a nano- to micro-scale morphology change in the material. This translates to
long retention times (on the order of days to weeks) of material in the tissue of interest,
making it possible to deliver therapeutic cargo and imaging agents through this
mechanism. Herein, we describe the general strategy for the preparation and in vivo
analysis of peptide-polymer amphiphiles containing therapeutic and diagnostic
payloads.

POLY 433: Biomimetic design of antimicrobial calixarene derivatives and their
action to membrane
Kazuma Yasuhara, yasuhara@ms.naist.jp, Takuto Nakano, Hideto Kibata, Jun-Ichi
Kikuchi. Graduate School of Materials Science, Nara Institute of Science and
Technology, Ikoma, Japan
Development of drug resistance in bacteria against conventional antibiotics causes
serious public health issues including hospital-acquired infections. To overcome the
issue of drug resistance, there is a great need on the development of novel
antimicrobial agents, which express their activity through the different mechanism from
conventional antibiotics. In nature, there are bacterial-membrane attacking antimicrobial
peptides (AMPs), which is known to effective to a wide spectrum of bacterial strains with
minimized risk of resistance development. In this study, we designed a novel synthetic
antimicrobial agent antimicrobial by introducing calixarene framework to mimic the
structural characteristics of AMPs.
Alkyl amine moieties as a cationic functional groups, which enable selective binding to
negatively charged bacterial membrane, were introduced to the upper or lower rim of a
calixarene. We have synthesized a series of cationic calixarene derivatives with
different orientation of cationic groups as well as ring size. Antimicrobial activity
measurement revealed that calixarene derivatives displayed activity against gramnegative E. coli and gram-positive S. aureus, and their efficacy was dependent on the
structure of calixarene framework such as conformation and ring size. Furthermore,
model membrane study revealed that calixarene derivatives disrupt membrane through
the recognition of the difference in lipid composition of cell membrane.

POLY 434: Design and synthesis of eumelanin-inspired poly(4,7-indole)s
Toby L. Nelson, tobylnelson@gmail.com, K. A. Niradha Sachinthani. Department of
Chemistry, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, United States
Melanins are a class of naturally occurring pigments-containing indole units and other
intermediate products derived from the oxidation of tyrosine. They are one of the most
primitive pigments occurs in in living organisms and is found several places in the
human body, including skin, hair, ears, brains and eyes. It acts as an exceptional
photoprotectant in the human body. There are three major types: eumelanin (blackbrown), pheomelanin (brown-red) and neuromelanin, with eumelanin being the most
predominant. Eumelanin is the black-brown variety of melanin and exist as a
heterogeneous network, formed by the oxidative polymerization of two monomers
namely 5,6-dihydroxyindole and 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2-carboxylic acid. Extensive
research has been done on the optical, electronic, physical, metal chelating, and
structural properties of natural and synthetic eumelanin. However, these eumelanin
materials have poor solubility, produce thin, brittle films with poor morphologies and are
mostly polydispersed nanoparticles. Thus such properties are not well-suited for
analysis and fabrication of organic electronic and bioelectronics devices. Our group
have developed a synthetic method for the synthesis of Eumelanin-inspired poly(4,7indole)s from our eumelanin-inspired core, methyl 4,7-dibromo-5,6-dimethoxy-N-methyl1H-indole-2-carboxylate (DBI). The synthesis and characterization of these new
biomaterials will be presented.

POLY 435: Photoreactivity of sulfobetaine copolymers containing benzophenone
and its derivatives
Fanni Torok, ftorok@wellesley.edu, Michael Bouchard, Jun Li, jun.li@teleflex.com,
Zheng Zhang. Teleflex Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States
Zwitterionic polymers display significant antifouling behavior, making them useful as
coatings for medical devices by decreasing the risk of infection and thrombosis. This
study investigates photoreactive betaine copolymers that can effectively generate an
antifouling layer for use in long-term implants. A series of six methacrylate
benzophenone (MB) monomers with either electron-donating methyl groups or electronwithdrawing nitro or carboxyl groups in the 3’ or the 4’ position were synthesized and
compared to an unsubstituted MB monomer. Substituents were added in order to
promote the aqueous solubility of the corresponding sulfobetaine methacrylate (SBMA)
copolymers by breaking up the electrostatic interactions between the zwitterionic side
chains in either an electrostatic or steric manner, as well as improving photoreactivity.
Reactivity of the polymer solutions in correlation to UV dosage was monitored via UVVis spectrometry. The greatest reactivity was exhibited by polymers containing carboxyl
and nitro groups in the meta and para positions, respectively, underscoring previous
hypotheses that electron-withdrawing substituents destabilize the benzophenone diketyl
radical rendering it more reactive, although methyl substituents were also found to
increase activity. In order to study the capability of the copolymers to abstract hydrogen
from and covalently bond to a substrate, the copolymers were applied to polyurethane
surfaces and exposed to UV. Coatings were evaluated using ATR-FTIR and XPS. In an
effort to gain greater insight into the photoreactivity of the copolymers, the structures of
the MB monomers were studied using density functional theory (DFT) calculations in
both a vacuum and water. Both experimental and calculated results indicated that the
addition of substituents to the MB monomer had a great effect on the photoreactivity
and efficacy of the corresponding copolymers.

POLY 436: Lessons learned from quarter of a century at the
academic/industrial/government triple interface
Robert Y. Lochhead1, robert.lochhead@usm.edu, Sarah E. Morgan3, Derek L. Patton2. (1)
School of Polymers High Performance Materials, The University of Southern Mississippi,
Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United States (2) Campus Box #10076, University of Southern
Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United States (3) School of Polymers and High
Performance Materials, University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United
States
Following more than a quarter of a century’s academic research efforts in partnership with
government and industry we have learned some principles for positive outcomes from such
collaborative ventures, which are demonstrated by consideration of five distinct shared
endeavors.
The Formulation Science Partnership for Innovation was underpinned by the National Science
Foundation, six multinational companies and three academic groups. The common purpose was
to develop knowledge and skillsets to enable high throughput formulation. Significant outcomes
included industry collaborator integration of high throughput techniques into their practices.
Development of a model of collaboration to enable advantages in laboratory efficiency while
developing needed skillsets in the future scientific workforce.
A formulation remedy for an environmental crisis: Joint funding from the National Science
Foundation and two large industrial partners allowed us to develop an oil spill treatment that
prevented fouling of birds, while enhancing biodegradation of the oil. We received advice from
the inter-governmental agency for oil spill research. Students were educated on the principles of
crisis management and the operations of quickly developing material science solutions to real
problems. The cooperation of multi-national companies and government agencies is required to
realize the potential of the technologies developed.
Wartime Innovation: In collaboration with the department of defense and a small company, we
developed a camouflage makeup to protect personnel from the intense ballistic heat of
explosions.
Generation of multi-component phase diagrams guided the design of stimuli-responsive
products. This resulted in three patents for some well-known personal and household care
products.
Medical Devices; In collaboration with a large medical company, we developed new materials
with the potential to repair torn retinas. This collaboration resulted in five patents but was never
commercialized due to cost-benefit constraints. A valuable experience for academic
researchers.

POLY 437: Composition and alignment in layer-by-layer polyamide thin films
Michael A. Hickner2, mhickner@mac.com, Tawanda Zimudzi2, Christopher M.
Stafford1, Edwin Chan1, Abhishek Roy3, James Sturnfield4. (1) NIST, Gaithersburg,
Maryland, United States (2) The Pennsylvania State University, State College,
Pennsylvania, United States (3) Dow Chemical, Edina, Minnesota, United States (4)
Dow Chemical, Midland, Texas, United States
In a collaborative project between Penn State, Dow Chemical, and NIST, FTIR
spectroscopy was used to measure the composition and orientation of molecular layerby-layer (mLbL) polyamide thin films. As the layers were built up from successive
treatment of gold or native oxide silicon surfaces with trimesoyl chloride and mphenylene diamine, the acid content of the polyamide changed due to incomplete
crosslinking in very thin films. The acid content of the films could be determined from
the carboxylic acid and amide carbonyl peaks at 1718 cm-1 and 1683 cm-1, respectively.
Up to 60 cycles of layer-by-layer treatment, the absorbance ratio of the acid to amide
carbonyl peaks declined consistently indicating less free acid in thicker layers. The
amide I peak at 1673 cm-1 was used to measure the orientation of the amide groups in
the thin deposited layers. Isotropic spectra were compared to measurements on films of
1 to 10 nm in thickness. It was observed that there was significant orientation in thin
films and the films became more disordered as they grew thicker. These observations of
orientation of the amide carbonyl were confirmed by measurements of the m-phenylene
diamine ring orientation using the peak at 1491 cm-1. The sensitive IR compositional
and orientation studies performed in this work have given us deeper insight into the
details of structure in the mLbL system. These results will be used to interpret results of
thin film composite polyamide reverse osmosis membranes.

Comparison of Amid I peak intensities to determine orientation in a 60 cycle mLbL film.

POLY 438: Advancing polymer science research at the US Air Force Academy
through applied partnerships
Abby R. Jennings, Cynthia A. Corley, Stephen M. Budy, Nicholas P. Godman, Sharon
C. Kettwich, Jena McCollum, Gary J. Balaich, Scott T. Iacono,
scott.iacono@usafa.edu. Department of Chemistry and Chemistry Research Center,
United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, United States
The Chemistry Research Center (CRC) at the United States Air Force Academy
(USAFA), within the Department of Chemistry, provides an organized framework with
advanced infrastructure for undergraduate cadets, National Research Council (NRC)
senior fellows and post-doctoral associates, and affiliated faculty for developing highimpact research in polymer science. These research endeavors are relevant to Air
Force technology needs in alignment with goals set forth by the Air Force Office of
Scientific Research (AFOSR). By external partnering with defense, academic, industry,
and national laboratories, the CRC is able to leverage this expanding technology base
while commercializing viable technologies. This presentation will illustrate how the CRC
implements various partnering mechanisms in order to forge new developments in
polymer science. New research in light harvesting materials, structural energetic
composites, fluoropolymer methodologies, and high temperature resins development
will also be discussed.

POLY 439: Spatial molecular layer deposition of model polyamide membranes:
Growth and characterization
Daniel J. Higgs2, Yanju Wang3, Edwin Chan1, Hua Wang3, Steven M. George2,
Christopher M. Stafford1, chris.stafford@nist.gov. (1) NIST, Gaithersburg, Maryland,
United States (2) Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Colorado,
Boulder, Colorado, United States (3) GE Global Research, Niskayuna, New York,
United States
As part of a funded program under the DOE Innovative Manufacturing Initiative, we
have initiated a collaborative research project between the University of Colorado,
NIST, and GE Global Research to explore scale-up methods for producing model
polyamide membranes for reverse osmosis water purification. As part of this project, we
have developed a new spatial molecular layer deposition (S-MLD) reactor that is
capable of sequentially depositing reactive monomers in the vapor phase on flexible
substrates at speeds of up to 3 m/s. This reactor is designed to be modified to a roll-toroll configuration in the near future that will enable high throughput coating of
membranes.
Specifically, we have used the spatial MLD reactor to alternatingly deposit
trimesoylchloride (TMC) and m-phenylenediamine (MPD) monomers to create highly
crosslinked, fully aromatic polyamide films analogous to commercial reverse osmosis
membranes. Growth rates using this new spatial MLD reactor are 0.45 nm/cycle,
compared to 0.33 nm/cycle using a solution based process. Thus, we can grow MLD
films with thicknesses approaching 400 nm in 5 min, compared to 16 h using the
solution based approach. In this talk, we will describe the construction and operation of
the spatial MLD reactor, as well as describe the solution-based process for comparison.
We will then compare the properties of films grown by the two methods, such as
swelling behavior, internal structure, functional group density, and water transport. This
understanding will enable U.S. companies to develop and manufacture next generation,
energy-efficient membrane materials.

POLY 440: New methods for liquid-liquid extraction based on surface-selective
membranes
Andrew J. Guenthner2, andrewguenthner@gmail.com, Kevin T. Greeson5, Neil D.
Redeker5, Ethan R. Post3, Anish Tuteja4, Albert S. Vam6, Howard E. Smith6, Joseph M.
Mabry1. (1) AFRL/RZSM, Air Force Research Laboratory, Edwards AFB, California,
United States (2) Aerospace Systems Directorate, Air Force Research Laboratory,
Lancaster, California, United States (3) Macromolecular Science and Engineering,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States (4) Mat Sci Eng HH Dow
Bldg, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States (5) Air Force Research
Laboratory, ERC Incorporated, Edwards AFB, California, United States (6) Air Force
Research Laboratory, University of Dayton Research Institute, Dayton, Ohio, United
States
A new multi-stage pilot-scale device for the extraction of sulfur-containing species from
commercial jet and diesel fuels has been developed based on a variety of polymeric
membranes that force coalescence of specific fluid phases. Careful adjustment of the
surface energy and permeability characteristics of these membranes allows for the
selected retention or passage of either hydrophilic or hydrophobic phases. When
utilized as correctly configured internal surfaces in a countercurrent liquid-liquid
extraction column, the membranes force the repeated coalescence of either phase.
When further combined with elements to re-disperse the coalesced phases, the
membranes form a set of theoretical plates (or equivalent transfer units) similar to those
found in traditional phase separation unit operations. Through a partnership between
government and academic laboratories, the operating characteristics of two such pilot
scale devices are currently under evaluation, in an effort to better understand the
potential benefits in comparison with traditional liquid-liquid extraction techniques.

POLY 441: ORMOCHALCs: Organically modified chalcogenide high-refractive
index polymers
Darryl A. Boyd1, darryl.anthony@gmail.com, Colin C. Baker1, Jason D. Myers1, Vinh Q.
Nguyen1, Gryphon A. Drake2, Steven R. Bowman1, Woohong Kim1, Jasbinder S.
Sanghera1. (1) Optical Sciences, US Naval Research Laboratory, Alexandria, Virginia,
United States (2) University Research Foundation, Greenbelt, Maryland, United States
Optical materials with infrared (IR) capabilities are often composed of inorganic
semiconductors such as germanium and silicon, or are glasses made of the
chalcogenides (i.e. sulfur, selenium, tellurium). Such materials are optically
advantageous because they exhibit low optical losses in the 1 – 10 μm light spectrum
range, and they have high, tailorable refractive indices (n ~ 2.0 – 4.0, where n is
refractive index), which are necessary for better focusing power and wave-guiding of
light. Even with the utility of these materials, their broader use and implementation is
limited because of their weight, difficult processing, and cost to manufacture. Polymerbased optics overcome many of these disadvantages because they are typically
inexpensive, lightweight, and can be readily fabricated with net-shape techniques,
eliminating the costly need for grinding and polishing. Unfortunately polymers that are
commonly used in optical applications are primarily composed of carbon and hydrogenrich chains which results in low refractive indices (n < 1.6), and causes the polymers to
suffer from broad absorbances in the mid-wave IR (MWIR) optical window (2 – 5 µm).
Due to their intrinsic properties, organic polymers containing chalcogenides have been
reported to have n-values exceeding 1.7. Using compounds primarily composed of
multiple chalcogenides, while crosslinked with lesser amounts of organic crosslinker,
ORganically MOdified CHALCogenide (ORMOCHALC) polymers are now being
developed to provide tailorable high refractive index polymers with desirable
transmission capabilities suitable for infrared applications.

POLY 442: Head to tail depolymerizable polymers as de-bondable adhesives
Hyungwoo Kim, khw84@snu.ac.kr, Scott T. Phillips. Pennsylvania State University,
State college, Pennsylvania, United States
Continuous head-to-tail depolymerization efficiently generates macroscopic responses
in polymeric materials due to a significant change in physicochemical properties
induced by a trace stimulus. During the depolymerization reaction, all repeating units in
a polymer backbone convert to monomer when that polymer is exposed to a single
equivalent of a specific applied signal. This presentation will exhibit two new polymers,
poly(benzyl ether)s and poly(pyrrole)s, both of which can be formulated as adhesives.
When exposed to a chosen signal, both adhesives depolymerize to create an amplified
de-bonding reaction and, consequently, rapid separation of adhered materials.

POLY 443: Polycarbonates from a D-glucopyranoside derivative: The
development of versatile biocompatible polymeric materials
Simcha Felder, sfelder@neo.tamu.edu, Amandine Noel, Soon-Mi Lim, Karen L.
Wooley. 3255 TAMU, Texas AM University, College Station, Texas, United States
Carbohydrates are fundamental building blocks for the natural polymers, starch,
cellulose, proteoglycans, etc., and their wide bioavailablity, high chemical functionality
and stereochemical diversity make them attractive starting materials for the
development of new synthetic polymers. Carbohydrates are of particular interest in the
development of biodegradable polymers, because of their potential to be resorbed and
metabolized upon degradation, in addition to reducing the reliance on petrochemical
feedstocks.
A derivative of D-glucopyranoside was converted to a cyclic carbonate monomer,
methyl 4,6-O-benzylidene-2,3-O-carbonyl-α-D-glucopyranoside (MBGC), in high yield,
and investigated as a monomer for the construction of polycarbonates. The ability of
MBGC to undergo ring-opening polymerization (ROP) was evaluated in the presence of
a range of organocatalysts, and the polymerization kinetics were examined to confirm
the controlled nature of the ROP. A small library of PMBGCs was produced and
selectively deprotected to evaluate the influence of molecular weight and repeat unit
structure on the physical properties of the polymers. The interactions of these polymers,
with an osteoblast precursor cell line were studied, as a step towards their use in
biomedical and engineering applications. The hydrolytic degradation profiles were also
determined, to target further potential applications and confirm the benign nature of the
degradation products.

POLY 444: Biodegradable polyisobutylene: Synthesis and characterization
Sanghamitra Sen1, ssen@uakron.edu, Judit E. Puskas2. (1) The University of Akron,
Akron, Ohio, United States (2) ChemicalBiomolecular Engineering, The University of
Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
This paper reports the green synthesis of a novel thiol functionalized polyisobutylene
(HS-PIB-SH) macromoner through the Candida antarctica lipase B (CALB) catalyzed
transesterification reactions which was further subjected to another novel green
oxidative polymerization to obtain PIB-based polydisulfude. The oxidative
polymerization technique exploited here was conducted at ambient temperature in the
presence of triethylamine (TEA) activator which can be recycled and reused under
industrial conditions. Additionally, the use of a dilute hydrogen peroxide eliminates the
explosion and fire hazard associated with pure oxygen. In this reaction high molecular
weight PIB-based polydisulfide (Mn = 96,000 g/mol, Mw = 150,000, PDI = 1.5) was
obtained. The structure of the macromoner and the polymer were determined by 1H and
13
C NMR spectroscopy while the thermal properties were examined by TGA and DSC.
The degradability of PIB-based polydisulfude was examined by treating the polymer
with reducing agent dithiothreitol (DTT). The lower molecular weight fragments of PIB
generated due to the cleavage of the disulfide bonds were characterized by 1H and 13C
NMR spectroscopy. The reduction in the molecular weight was examined by SEC which
showed as lowest as a mixture of dimer and trimer could be obtained under the reported
conditions.

POLY 445: Polymerizations and depolymerizations by borane catalysts
Jeung Gon Kim, jeunggonkim@jbnu.ac.kr. Department of Chemistry, Chonbuk
National University, Jeon-Ju, Korea (the Republic of)
Unique catalytic behaviors of boranes, especially B(C6F5)3, are of special interest. Its
high and versatile reactivity has widely applied to areas, ranging from hydrosilylation
and reduction of simple substrates to biomass conversion into valuable hydrocarbons.
Along with many interesting reactions and applications, making or manipulation of
macromolecules by boranes is highly anticipated to bring new structures and properties.
We recently showcased it by the first example of metal-free hydrosilylation
polymerization between dienes and disilanes by B(C6F5)3, which successfully replaced
precious transition-metal-based systems. Under the easy-to-handle and mild conditions,
various combinations of dienes and disilanes produced polycarbosilanes with a broad
range of structures and properties. Their distinctive reactivity and selectivity are
discussed herein. In addition, its unique application to depolymerization of selected
polymer chains will be discussed as well.

Metal-Free Hydrosilylation Polymerization by Borane Catalyst

POLY 446: CHMA as a potential styrene replacement
Kailas B. Sawant, kailas.sawant@gmail.com. Valspar Corporation, Mars,
Pennsylvania, United States
Styrene is a clear, colorless liquid that is derived from petroleum and natural gas
byproducts, and also occurs naturally. Styrene helps create plastic materials used in
thousands of remarkably strong, flexible and lightweight products that represent a vital
part of our health and wellbeing. It's used in everything from food containers and
packaging materials to cars, boats and computers. Recent, independent scientific
studies show that styrene-containing food and beverage containers, ranging from ice
cream containers to hot noodle cups, are safe for normal everyday use. Over the last
few years, however, there have been misleading reports indicating that some
components of styrene-containing coatings might migrate from food containers into the
food during microwaving or heating, and may cause adverse health effects. Considering
this, Valspar has started evaluating styrene alternatives. Cyclohexyl methacrylate has
been identified as a suitable styrene replacement within a solution polymer matrix.
Synthesis of this solution would be discussed

POLY 447: One-step synthesis of assemblies via cyclodextrin-mediated aqueous
dispersion polymerization
Xi Chen, xi-ch14@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn, Meng Huo, Anchao Feng, Jinying Yuan.
Department of Chemistry, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China
Recently, polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA) has attracted great attention as
a promising assemblies-preparation method. In a PISA process, the synthesis of block
copolymer (BCP) and self-assembly are performed simultaneously in a high
concentration. And the morphology of assemblies could be precisely regulated by the
degree of polymerization. However, only limited aqueous dispersion polymerization
PISA systems were reported due to the requirement of water-soluble monomer which
produces water-insoluble polymer. Developing new aqueous dispersion PISA system
remains a challenge.
Herein, we introduce a novel aqueous dispersion PISA suitable for hydrophobic
monomers mediated by cyclodextrin. Randomly methylated–β-cyclodextrin (MCD) and
hydrophobic monomers can form water-soluble MCD/monomer complexes in water,
which results homogeneous solution. MCD unthreads during polymerization resulting
insoluble block，and BCP self assembly. Representative hydrophobic monomer styrene
(St) was added in MCD to form a 3 wt% clear solution. The host-guest interaction was
characterized by 1H NMR, NOESY, and UV-Vis spectrum. A macro chain transfer agent
PEG-CTA was used, St/PEG-CTA ratio was set at 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 and 400,
respectively. After polymerization at 70 °C for 24 h and dialysis against H2O for 2 days,
colloid was characterized by DLS, TEM, 1H NMR, GPC. As the PS/PEG ratio increased,
the morphology evolved from spherical micelles to irregular micelles to small lamellaevesicles. And when the DP of St was above 300, special morphologies were obtained,
including multi-chamber vesicles, flower-like vesicles, worm-like vesicles. This work
offers a facile way to prepare assemblies in water with hydrophobic monomers.

Figure 1. a) Illustration of MCD/St complex and PISA, digital photo of b) MCD/St solution, c)
assemblies.

Figure 2. TEM images of PEG45-b-PSn, a)-f), n= 96, 153, 448, 373, 268, 128(6 wt%).

POLY 448: Investigation and quantification of lysine-functionalized polymers as
detoxification agents of dichlorovos
Esteban F. Durán-Lara2, Joseph A. Giesen1, jgiesen@tulane.edu, Yunlan Feng3,
Jennifer L. Marple1, Jacobs H. Jordan1, Adolfo Marican2, Leonardo S. Santos2, W. T.
Godbey3, Scott M. Grayson1. (1) Department of Chemistry, Tulane University, New
Orleans, Louisiana, United States (2) Department of Chemistry, Talca University, Talca,
Maule, Chile (3) Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering , Tulane
University, New Orleans, Louisiana, United States
Lysine-containing branched polymers have seen broad use in biologically relevant
applications due in part to the innate ability of their amines’ to bind a range of
biologically relevant molecules. Such bioactive polymers show potential for a range of
applications including drug and gene delivery, heavy metal binding, and the
sequestration of organic toxins. The synthesis of a range of multi-lysine functionalized
polymers can be achieved through the use of multiple valent polymeric cores as
scaffolds with varying architectures. 2,2’-Bis(hydroxymethyl)propionic acid (bis-MPA)
dendrimers and polyethylene glycol (PEG) based polymers were chosen for their low
toxicity, high biocompatibility and biodegradiblity, and non-immunogenic properties.
Functionalization of the periphery of these polymers was achieved through the use of
activated ester coupling and confirmed by Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization
Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry (MALDI-ToF MS), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR), and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) Spectroscopy. Subsequently, these
polymers were evaluated for their ability to sequester dichlorvos, specifically, the effect
of multiple lysine molecules on the efficiency of sequestration. The potential of these
lysine-containing polymers as antidotes to maintain acetylcholinesterase activity in the
event of poisoning was confirmed.

POLY 449: Ru-catalyzed mechanochemical olefin metathesis polymerization: A
solvent-free approach to ROMP and ADMET
Louis Do2, louis.do@mail.mcgill.ca, Tomislav Friscic1. (1) McGill University, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada (2) Chemistry, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
With an extensive history of development and success and remaining a highly active
area of study to this day, olefin metathesis polymerizations have risen over the years to
become powerful tools in the synthesis of industrially and academically relevant
materials. The methodologies surrounding ring-opening metathesis polymerization
(ROMP) and acyclic diene metathesis (ADMET), however, have not deviated much from
solution-based routes with almost no explorations of such polymerizations in the solid
state.
Mechanochemical reactions encompass the use of mechanical force to affect a
chemical transformation and have gained increased attention in recent years as
opportunities for unique, cleaner, and more efficient reactivity. While it is known that
polymers can be affected and even degraded under mechanochemical conditions, the
possibility to synthesize polymers under such conditions has also been demonstrated.
Following our success in the synthesis of small molecules by mechanochemical olefin
metathesis4, we present the application of our mechanochemical approach as a
potentially attractive and versatile alternative to traditional synthetic methods in
performing ROMP and ADMET. The herein described work shows the potential of
conducting rapid, solvent-free, and room temperature transformations of liquid and solid
olefins using non-specialized, commercially available Ru-based catalysts.

POLY 450: Towards telechelic polyisobutylenes: Constructive degradation of
isobutylene copolymers
Christopher G. Campbell, christopher.g.campbell@eagles.usm.edu, Jacob McNeese,
Subramanyam Ummadisetty, Robson F. Storey. School of Polymers and High Perf
Materials, The University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United
States
We have discovered a new subset of Friedel-Crafts reactions wherein a sufficiently
hindered olefin, upon protonation, undergoes cleavage to afford two active alkylating
species. This reaction was discovered upon observing that phenoxy quenching of
coupled polyisobutylene (PIB) yielded a functionalized polyisobutylene that contained
no coupled fraction. We have since harnessed this reaction to constructively degrade
high molecular weight copolymers of isobutylene containing hindered unsaturations
along the backbone, to yield multifunctional telechelic PIB oligomers. This is of
significant importance because it allows for the synthesis of multifunctional
polyisobutylenes without requiring an expensive/difficult to synthesize multifunctional
initiator. Furthermore, since the Friedel-Crafts catalyst needed for this reaction is similar
to that used for the synthesis of the parent polymer, this reaction has the potential to be
performed in the same pot as its precursor, immediately following complete
consumption of monomer.

Synthetic scheme of cleavage of hindered olefins to afford multiple alkylating agents (Above).
Depiction of constructive degradation whereby a copolymer containing cleavable units along the
backbone is cleaved and both new chain ends functionalized (Below).

POLY 451: Synthesis of opioid agonists initiators for ATRP and ROP
polymerization of bio-degradable opioid-polymer biohybrids
Shaohua Li2, shaohuali1227@gmail.com, Devora Cohen-Karni2, Donald Whiting3,
Saadyah Averick1. (1) Laboratory for Biomolecular Medicine, Allegehny Health Network,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Laboratory of Biomolecular Medicine,
Allegheny Health Network Research Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
(3) Neurosurgery, Allegehny Health Network, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Prescription opioid agonists are critical components of pain management. Unfortunately,
safely delivery of these compounds to the target mu receptor while avoiding addiction
and overdose remains challenging. A series of novel mu opioid receptor agonists were
synthesized as the initiator for Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization and Ring Opening
Polymerization. We also prepared a library of opioid-polymer biohybrids which will be
evaluated for biocompatibility, nanoparticle formation, release rate, and mu opioid
receptor activation.

POLY 452: Molecular evolution of single chain polymer nanoparticles: Polymer
sequence optimization via tandem transesterification and self-assembly
chemistries
Nathan J. Van Zee1,2, njv25@cornell.edu, Egbert W. Meijer1,2. (1) Chemical
Engineering and Chemistry, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven,
Netherlands (2) Institute for Complex Molecular Systems, Eindhoven University of
Technology, Eindhoven, Netherlands
A major challenge in making well-defined polymeric nanoparticles for catalysis and
biomedical applications is the lack of fine control over the nanoparticle’s higher order
structure. The relationships observed in proteins between their folding behavior and
specific amino acid sequences suggest that the primary sequence of a polymer plays a
profound role in determining its higher order structure. Synthetic polymers with pendant
benzene 1,3,5-tricarboxamide (BTA) units serve as an interesting platform to further
understand this relationship. Under dilute conditions, the pendant BTA units selfassemble into helical columns and induce folding of individual polymer chains to form
single chain polymer nanoparticles (SCPNs) with diameters on the scale of tens of
nanometers. Current SCPNs based on linear polymers functionalized with BTA units
unfortunately exhibit non-cooperative folding that results in the formation of open,
elliptical structures. Given our understanding of protein folding, this lack of well-defined
high order structure is likely due to the absense of monomer sequence control, as
SCPNs reported to date are random or simple block copolymers. Herein, I will present
progress toward a new generation of SCPNs that feature an aliphatic polycarbonate
backbone that undergoes transesterification-based dynamic covalent chemistry in
conjunction with the self-assembly of the pendant BTA units. This strategy allows each
SCPN to “molecularly evolve” its sequence and architecture to achieve lower energy
folding conformations. Understanding the structural changes effected by this process
will lead to design principles that will serve as a basis for synthesizing SCPNs with
predictable higher order structure.

POLY 453: Poly(2-oxazoline)s: From synthesis to applications
Richard Hoogenboom, richard.hoogenboom@ugent.be. Ghent University, Ghent,
Belgium
The living cationic ring-opening polymerization of 2-oxazolines has been studied in
great detail since its discovery in 1966. The versatility of this polymerization method
allows copolymerization of a variety of 2-oxazoline monomers to give a range of tunable
polymer properties (see Figure) that enable, for example, hydrophilic, hydrophobic,
fluorophilic, as well as hard and soft materials. However, this class of polymers was
almost forgotten in the 1980s and 1990s because of the long reaction times and limited
application possibilities. In the new millennium, a revival of poly(2-oxazoline)s has
arisen because of their potential use as biomaterials and thermoresponsive materials,
as well as the easy access to defined amphiphilic structures for (hierarchical) selfassembly.
Recent developments from our research group that illustrate the potential of poly(2oxazoline)s will be discussed in this lecture, including the preparation of radiolabeled
defined high-molar mass polymers and the determination of their biodistribution as well
as the preparation of poly(2-oxazoline)s in microflow reactors.

POLY 454: Structure-property relationships of the formulation of extremely
hydrophobic drugs using amphiphilic pseudo-polypeptide block copolymers
Anita Schulz3, Michael Luebtow1, Michael.Luebtow@gmx.de, Youngee Seo4, Rainer
Jordan2, Alexander Kabanov4, Robert Luxenhofer1. (1) Functional Polymer Materials;
Chair for Chemical Technology of Materials Synthesis; Department of Chemistry and
Pharmacy, University of Wuerzburg, Wuerzburg, Germany (2) TU Dresden, Dresden,
Germany (3) Max Mousseron Institute of Biomolecules, Université Montpellier,
Montpellier, France (4) Center for Nanotechnology in Drug Delivery; Division of
Molecular Pharamceutics, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina, United States
Solubilization of highly hydrophobic drugs with a strong propensity for crystallization
with carriers that are non-toxic, non-immunogenic and well-defined remains a major
obstacle in pharmaceutical technology. Well-defined amphiphilic di- and triblock
copolymers based on poly(2-oxazoline)s (POx) were prepared and used for the
solubilization of Paclitaxel (PTX) and other water-insoluble drugs.[1] The extraordinary
large loading capacity for PTX of up to 45 wt% active drug as well as high water
solubility of the resulting formulation gave rise to extensive investigations regarding the
structure-property relationships.
Therefore we explored the effects of various formulation parameters including (i) the
drug and polymer structure[2] (ii) the drug and polymer concentration; and (iii) the
composition of aqueous medium on the solubilization behavior and physicochemical
properties of the resulting formulation.[3] We have now extended the structural variation
with respect to the polymer structure and the drug component further and found
unexpected effects. In contrast to the structure property study using PTX as the drug,
we could now identify polymers which dissolve other drugs with a higher efficacy than
our previous best polymer, a triblock copolymers poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)-b-poly(2butyl-2-oxazoline)-b-poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline). This will help to further our
understanding of the molecular reasons for the extraordinary drug formulation
properties of poly(2-oxazoline) based block copolymers.

POLY 455: Activation of enzymes within electrospun polymer fibers for
biocatalysis in organic solvents
Ramona Plothe, ramona.plothe@tu-dortmund.de, Ina Sittko, Joerg C. Tiller. Bio and
Chemical Engineering, TU Dortmund, Dortmund, Germany
Biocatalysis has become an alternative to classical organo-metal catalysis. The great
potential of biocatalysts is currently used primarily in aqueous solutions. The advantage
of using enzymes in organic solvents is the accessibility of many lipophilic substrates.
So far the most successful application of enzymes in organic solvents is their
immobilization, either via chemical linking on a solid support or by physical entrapping
into a matrix.
Here the activation of enzymes in organic solvents by entrapping them into thin
electrospun polymer fibers as support is shown. We choose different poly(2-oxazoline)s
(POx) to directly electrospin lipase B from candida antarctica (CalB) from their
aqueous/polymer solutions. The electrospun, CalB loaded polymer nanofibers (CalBNF) were applied as biocatalyst systems for the esterification of 1-octanol and lauric
acid in different organic media such as heptane and toluene. Thereby the enzyme
activity depends on the diameter of the fibers and the reaction media. For example,
adding of 1 vol% water to the reaction mixture in heptane results in an 18 times higher
support activity of CalB-NF compared to the mixture without additional water. However,
the highest support activity in heptane with water is 3 times lower than in toluene. The
highest measured support activity of 1840±40 U/g in toluene using CalB-NF with 5 w%
enzyme loading is 1.5 fold higher than that of commercial Novozym® 435 (1240±120
U/g) despite a 4 fold lower enzyme loading.

POLY 456: Antifouling properties of coating formed by PMOXA with different
architecture
Yanmei Wang, wangyanm@ustc.edu.cn, Chong Zhang, Songtao Liu, Chao Pan.
Department of Polymer Science and Engineering, University of Science and Technology
of China, Hefei, China
The development of anti-fouling surfaces is essential for many biomedical applications
such as diagnostic assay materials, biosensors, blood contacting devices, etc. In this
study, a facile surface modification strategy to modify inorganic and organic substrate
surfaces by dopamine (DA)-assisted immobilization of poly(2-methyl-2oxazoline)(PMOXA) with different architecture was established. Firstly, PMOXAs with
different molecular weights were synthesized by cationic ring-opening polymerization,
and then acidic hydrolysis of PMOXA was performed to get the partially hydrolyzed
PMOXA [P(MOXA-co-EI)] with different hydrolysis degrees, and a set of well-defined
multiarm star copolymers hyperbranched poly(ethylenimine)-graft-poly(2-methyl-2oxazoline) (PEI-g-PMOXA) with different PMOXA grafting ratios and chain lengths were
also synthesized using PEI as a scaffold. Secondly, the mixed solutions of PMOXA and
DA, P(MOXA-co-EI) and DA, PEI-g-PMOXA and DA were used as co-deposited
coatings to modify glass/silicon/gold/poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) surfaces,
respectively. The effect of polymer architecture [linear PMOXA with different molecular
weights, P(MOXA-co-EI) with different hydrolysis degrees, and PEI-g-PMOXA with
different PMOXA grafting ratios and arm lengths] on deposited coatings with respect to
their deposition kinetics, surface composition, wettability, morphology, cytotoxicity, and
antifouling properties were investigated systematically. The antifouling properties of
PMOXA-based coatings were found to be dependent on the surface PMOXA chain
densities, which were controlled by the PMOXA grafting ratios and chain lengths.
Moreover, the star PMOXA structures gave the surfaces with higher PMOXA chain
densities and enhanced antifouling properties compared to linear ones. The human
umbilical vein endothelial cells attachment test suggested that the P(MOXA-co-EI)/PDA
co-deposited coating could enhance the cell adhesion and growth on modified
substrates compare to the co-deposited coating formed by the PEI-g-PMOXA/PDA, in
which PEI-g-PMOXA/PDA co-deposited coating showed the highest resistance to cell
attachment.

Coatings formed by PMOXA with different architecture via DA-assistance possess different
antifouling properties.

POLY 457: Antimicrobial poly(2-oxazoline) telomers
Christian Krumm1, Christoph Fik1, Christian Waschinski2, Joerg C. Tiller1,
joerg.tiller@tu-dortmund.de. (1) Bio and Chemical Engineering, TU Dortmund,
Dortmund, Germany (2) Chemistry, University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany
Antimicrobial compounds are widely used for general disinfection and clinical
applications, but are under critic, because of their often toxic nature and building-up of
resistant microbial strains. Our concept is to synthesize conjugates of varying poly(2oxazoline)s with biocides and antibiotics as end groups and explore their antimicrobial
activity, hemocytotoxicity, and working mechanism. Hydrophobic quaternary ammonium
end groups have been found to be controllable in their activity and toxicity by the nature
of the end groups. This effect is known as satellite group effect. The end group design
allows controlling the antimicrobial activity over 3 orders of magnitude. For example
alkyl groups as well as functional groups can either increase the activity of the end
group or almost completely dminish it. This way the activity of macromolecular biocides
can be switched off by enzyme catalyzed modification of a selective end group. The
bacteria killing mechanism could be shown to be a concerted interaction of both end
groups with the bacterial membrane. Further, the telomerization allows the introduction
of functional end groups for linking such macromolecules to materials. Besides the
antimicrobial action, it could be shown that the quaternary ammonium end groups on
poly(2-oxazoline)s are inhibitors of the enzyme collagenase. Here, the enzyme inhibition
is not controlled by the end groups. The conjugation of poly(2-methyloxazoline) and
poly(2-ethyloxazoline) with the antibiotic ciprofloxacin shows that poly(2-oxazoline)s are
suited molecules retain the activity of the antibiotic in conjugates. Thereby, the
bioactivity of these conjugates strongly depends on the coupling strategy, the spacer
between polymer and ciprofloxacin as well as on the length of the polymer.

POLY 458: Long-lasting antimicrobial equipment of surfaces: Partially hydrolyzed
poly(2-oxazoline)s and poly(2-oxazine)s as biocidal additives in commodity
materials
Klaus P. Luef1,2, Andrew Kelly1,2, Martin Fimberger1,2, Frank Wiesbrock1,
frank.wiesbrock@pccl.at. (1) Polymer Competence Center Leoben, Leoben, Austria (2)
TU Graz, Graz, Austria
Hygienic standards are required for all venues frequented by a large number of people
– to mention the door handles of public transport systems and the facilities in hospitals
as two prominent examples. The permanent antimicrobial equipment of materials’
surfaces offers two major advantages: the establishment of a maintenance-free system
in which disinfectants with low-boiling points (which would evaporate from the system)
have been replaced by substitutes with a very low vapor pressure.
Like many other phenomena, also antimicrobial activity has its prominent role model in
nature: Peptides with a high amount of cationic amino acids provide activity against
bacteria and fungi. The cationic charge of the peptide qualifies it as successful
competitor for interaction with the microbes’ membranes; hydrophobic side-chains have
been argued to synergistically enhance this effect.
In this lecture, the synthesis and acid-mediated partial hydrolysis of poly(2-oxazoline)s
and poly(2-oxazine)s will be described. The structure of the corresponding copolymers,
with special respect to amount of cationic charges and hydrophobic side-chains as well
as the chain flexibility, will be correlated with the antimicrobial activity of surfaces
containing these copolymers as additive (Figure 1). In addition, the correlation of the
structures and the water solubility of the copolymers will be discussed due to the
potential negative impact on the longevity of the antimicrobial properties.

Figure 1: Antimicrobial activity of polypropylene compounds against S. aureus. The compounds
contain the additives poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) pE, poly(2-nonyl-2-oxazoline) pN or their
partially hydrolyzed congeners in 5 wt.-% quantities.

POLY 459: Peptidomimetic polyesters: A modular biomaterials platform with
diverse applications
Abraham Joy, abraham@uakron.edu, John P. Swanson, Megan A. Cruz. Dept of
Polymer Science, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
Due to their multivalent and self-organizing nature polypeptoids and similar
peptidomimetic synthetic polymers offer several advantages over materials such as
PLGA in many tissue engineering applications. We have recently developed a novel
class of peptidomimetic polyesters that are designed to mimic the structural diversity of
peptides and polypeptoids. Similar to a Lego building set, such multifunctional
polyesters can be designed with a wide diversity of physical and chemical properties. In
this presentation, we will illustrate the design of such polyesters, wherein a judicious
choice of functional groups provides a library of thermoresponsive polyesters. The cloud
points of the thermoresponsive polyesters can be designed over a wide range by choice
of pendant groups. Upon increase in temperature to their cloud point, the
thermoresponsive polyesters undergo an incomplete dehydration to form polymer-rich
coacervates. We will demonstrate the effect of various ions and solutes on cloud point,
the effect of chemical composition on biodegradation, and the ability of such polyesters
to encapsulate small molecules and macromolecules. These thermoresponsive
polyesters are a new class of peptidomimetic polymers with a unique set of properties.

POLY 460: Biophysical killing and selectivity mechanisms of self-assembling
peptoid mimics of host defense peptides (HDPs)
Annelise E. Barron, aebarron@stanford.edu. Department of Bioengineering, Stanford
University, Stanford, California, United States
For 12+ years we have developed and studied the activities of host defense peptide
(HDP) mimics based on oligo-N-substituted glycines (oligopeptoids). These non-natural
oligomers are synthesized on solid phase similarly, and emulate key peptide foldamer
attributes including precise homogeneity in chain length and monomer sequence, and a
chemically and structurally programmed propensity to adopt certain secondary
structures and in some cases, tertiary or quaternary structures. We have focused on
creating and studying a family of cationic, helical peptoids (< 15mers) that display lowµM, HDP-like activity against Gram-negative and Gram-positive pathogenic bacteria.
HDP mimics based on particular peptoid oligomers adopt stable polyproline type I-like
helices which, despite +5 net charge, self-associate into “coiled coil”-like structures via
aromatic stacking of chiral phenylalanine-like side chains. Alkylated peptoid mimics can
self-assemble into micellar structures which show higher selectivity against
macrophages.
We describe and discuss mechanisms of action of a family of peptoids meant to mimic
the cationic, helical HDPs such as Magainin-2 from frogs. Serendipitously, we
discovered that peptoids are mimics of the human HDP LL-37 to a greater degree. With
this is mind, we studied mechanisms of antibacterial activity and pathogen-over-hostcell selectivity (or the lack of it, as is also seen) for many distinct sequence variants. For
the purposes of our studies, we defined selectivity as the ability to incapacitate
pathogens at low-µM concentrations while causing little (or at least reparable) damage
to host (mammalian) cells. In peptoids as for HDPs, activity and selectivity are found to
relate to the level of positive charge, hydrophobicity, amphipathicity, and interestingly,
an ability to self-associate into meta-stable coiled coils that come apart on binding to
electronegative cell membranes.

Fig 1: TEM images showing a co-incidence of altered and control-like bacterial cell
morphologies in partially killed samples treated with (A) 10 µM LL-37, a human host defense
peptide; and (B) 10 µM peptoid 1, a simple repeating dodecamer of NLys and Nspe peptoid
monomers.

POLY 461: Genetic programming of molecular, cellular and materials assembly
David A. Tirrell, tirrell@caltech.edu. MC 210-41, Caltech, Pasadena, California, United
States
The expression of artificial genes allows programming of molecular structure and
intermolecular interactions. This lecture will explore the use of programmed
intermolecular interactions to control the assembly of macromolecular networks and
microbial consortia.

Programmed assembly of macromolecular networks

POLY 462: New nanomaterials at the intersection of polymer science and
structural biology
Ronald N. Zuckermann, rnzuckermann@lbl.gov. Molecular Foundry, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, El Cerrito, California, United States
We seek to mimic the folded molecular architectures found in nature with synthetic
polymers. In order to achieve this goal, we must be able to efficiently produce polymer
chains that contain chemically dissimilar monomer units arranged in a precise
sequence. We achieve this by using the automated solid-phase submonomer synthesis
method to generate sequence-defined peptoid polymers up to 50 monomers in length.
The method uses readily available primary amine synthons, allowing hundreds of
chemically diverse sidechains to be cheaply introduced. Here we examine the design of
peptoid sequences that can form highly ordered supramolecular nanosheets and
nanotubes, and compare their molecular structures to protein structures found in
biology.

Peptoid nanosheet bilayers are formed in water from the supramolecular assembly of a sequencedefined amphiphilic peptoid. Their structure was modeled using molecular dynamics simulation,
which enabled the structural engineering of the nanosheets to improve their stability and
function.

POLY 463: Polypeptoids: Materials between the worlds of polymers and small
molecules, uniform or non-uniform. Introducing an approach to assess the
contribution of dispersity
Johanna Terfrüchte, Niklas Gangloff, Robert Luxenhofer, robert.luxenhofer@uniwuerzburg.de. Dept Chemie und Pharmazie, Universitat Wurzburg, Würzburg, Germany
Peptoids and polypeptoids, i.e. oligo- and polymers of N-substituted glycine are an
interesting class of materials, which may offer some unique features for a materials
genome approach. Oligomers and small polymers can be synthesized in a great
chemical variety from readily available building blocks in a sequence specific manner
using a protecting group free variant of Merrifields solid phase synthesis yielding
uniform oligo- and polymers. On the other hand, peptoid polymers can be synthesized
via living condensative ring-opening polymerization from N-substituted Ncarboxyanhydrides. Although this approach does not allow strictly sequence specific
polymers, very well-defined multiblock copolymers can be accessed as termination
does not occur in this particular polymerization. Recently, we have also demonstrated
that the living condensative ring-opening polymerization can also be carried out on solid
phase synthesis resins, which now opens the avenue to the combination of step-wise
synthesis of sequence specific uniform oligo- and polymers with the living
polymerization of highly defined yet non-uniform polymers. This now allows the
synthesis of oligo- and polymers are identical in chemical composition, and differ only in
their dispersity. Using this method, one can go even a step further and dial in a desired
dispersity.
With this new synthetic methodology, we can now assess the influence of materials
properties and function on a level previously inaccessible. We therefore believe that this
will be an relevant contribution to any materials genome approach to their structure and
function.

POLY 464: Super molecular assemblies using recombinant oleosin
Daniel A. Hammer, hammer@seas.upenn.edu, Kevin Vargo, Chen Gao, Ellen Reed,
Benjamin Schuster, Eric Wang, Ranganath Parthasarathy. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Biological cells are surrounded by a plasma membrane made primarily of phospholipids
that form a bilayer. A simple form of artificial cell is the vesicle, in which a phospholipid
bilayer membrane surrounds an aqueous solution. However, there is no a priori reason
why a membrane needs to be made of phospholipids. It could be made of any
surfactant that forms a bilayer. We have assembled membranes and other structures
from the recombinant plant protein oleosin. The ability to assemble from a recombinant
protein means that every molecule is identical, and we have complete control over the
sequence. Such incorporation is trivial using the tools of molecular biology. While many
variants of oleosin make membranes, others make worm-like micelles, spherical
micelles and sheets. We show how the supramolecular structure can be altered by the
conditions of solvent, such as ionic strength, and the architecture of the surfactant itself.
We show that protease cleavable domains can be incorporated within oleosin, and be
engineered to protect other functional domains such as adhesive motifs, to make
responsive materials whose activity and shape depend on the action of proteases. We
will also present the idea of making ``Franken''-oleosins, where large domains of native
oleosin are replaced with domains from other functional proteins, to make hybrids
conferred by the donor protein. Thus, we can view oleosin as a template upon which a
vast array of designer functionalities can be imparted.

Oleosin protein mutants were expressed recombinantly and purified protein was injected into
aqueous solutions yielding self-assembled protein suprastructures. The P = 65 family of mutants
was found to self-assemble upon solvent injection. Protein variants are named N-P-C, where N is
the number of amino acids in the hydrophilic N terminus, P is the number of amino acids in the
hydrophobic core, and C is the number of residues in the hydrophilic C terminus.

POLY 465: One-pot orthogonal copper-catalyzed synthesis and self-assembly of
L-lysine decorated polymeric dendrimers
Michael Monteiro, m.monteiro@uq.edu.au. Australian Institute for Bioengineering and
Nanotechnology, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
Synthetic peptides, including cyclic peptides and peptidomimetics, provide stability,
protection and long circulation times compared to free-circulating peptides. Dendritic
structures with amino acids or peptides attached to the peripheral layer represent one
form of peptidomimetics (i.e. a hybrid peptide/dendrimer construct) that has found use in
biological applications. Constructing such dendritic structures from linear polymeric
building blocks provides a further advantage of generating a highly ordered and defined
structure in the nanoparticle size range. However, the rapid synthesis of such welldefined structures is still a challenge. In this work, we demonstrate that through
modulating the copper-activity concomitantly of the nitroxide radical coupling (NRC) and
the azide-alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) reactions, polymeric dendrimers decorated with
L-lysine on the periphery could be made rapidly in one-pot at 25 oC. Three polymeric
dendrimers were constructed with high purity (>94%) and with varying L-lysine density
coated on the peripheral generation layer. The self-assembly of these dendrimers in
water gave similar sizes to that found in organic solvents, suggesting that the
aggregation number of dendritic structures in water was very low and possibly
consisting of unimolecular micelles. The findings support the conclusion that the selfassembly of a dendritic architecture in water produces nanoparticles with predictable
and well-controlled sizes. This synthetic methodology and the self-assembly properties
represents an important step towards synthesizing peptide-decorated dendrimers
targeted towards therapeutic applications.

POLY 466: Coupling of lipid membrane shape with peripheral proteins and
colloidal particles
Tobias Baumgart, baumgart@sas.upenn.edu. University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Membrane curvature has developed into a forefront of membrane biophysics.
Numerous proteins involved in membrane curvature sensing and membrane curvature
generation have recently been discovered, including proteins containing the crescentshaped BAR domain as membrane binding and shaping module. Accordingly, the
structure of these proteins and their multimeric complexes is increasingly wellunderstood.
Substantially less understood, however, are thermodynamic and kinetic aspects and the
detailed mechanisms of how these proteins interact with membranes in a curvaturedependent manner. New experimental approaches need to be combined with
established techniques to be able to fill in these missing details. Here we use model
membrane systems in combination with a variety of biophysical techniques to
characterize mechanistic aspects of BAR domain protein function. This includes a
characterization of membrane curvature sensing and membrane generation. We
present a new approach to investigate membrane shape instabilities introduce
membrane shape stability diagrams as a powerful tool to enhance the mechanistic
understanding of membrane shaping phenomena. Furthermore, we report migration and
interactions of colloidal particles on lipid membranes that can be tuned through
adjusting membrane properties such as their lateral tension.

This image shows a fluorescence image of a giant unilamellar vesicle deformed through the
action of peripheral proteins.

POLY 467: Drug delivery based on ROMP-derived brush-arm star polymers
(BASPs)
Jeremiah A. Johnson, jaj2109@mit.edu. MIT, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Boston, Massachusetts, United States
Ring opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) of drug-conjugated macromonomers
(MMs) followed by crosslinking with biologically active crosslinkers enables the efficient
synthesis of nanoscopic brush-arm star polymers (BASPs) with excellent control over
particle size and composition. This talk will highlight recent developments in BASP
synthesis, as well as the use of the BASP platform for validating the mechanisms of
action of combination nanoparticle therapeutics. Finally, in vivo properties of multi-drug
conjugated BASPs for ovarian cancer therapy will be described.

POLY 468: Functional branched polymers by radical polymerization and thiol
chemistry
Morgane Le Neindre, Coralie Teulère, Renaud Nicolay, renaud.nicolay@espci.fr,
Ludwik Leibler. Matière Molle et Chimie, ESPCI Paris – CNRS, Paris, France
A methodology that allows controlling the functionality and topology of copolymers using
a single molecule will be presented. This approach relies on a monomer carrying a
xanthate moiety that can be used to introduce both branching points and pending
functional groups. The rational design of the xanthate monomer, as well as the
synthesis and characterization of functional linear and branched copolymers will be
presented. Parameters allowing to control the degree of branching and functionality will
be discussed. The synthesis of branched polymers carrying pending polymerizable units
will be presented as an example of functional branched architecture accessible through
this methodology.

POLY 469: Comb and graft copolymers with poly(2-oxazoline) side chains
Ulrich S. Schubert1,2, ulrich.schubert@uni-jena.de, Christine Weber1,2, Ilknur
Yildirim1,2. (1) Laboratory for Organic and Macromolecular Che, Friedrich-SchillerUniversity Jena, Jena, Germany (2) Jena Center for Soft Matter (JCSM), Friedrich
Schiller University Jena, Jena, Germany
Oligomeric 2-oxazolines with a methacrylate end-group represent versatile building
blocks for the synthesis of comb and graft copolymers using the reversible addition–
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) technique. Mainly 2-ethyl-2-oxazoline (EtOx) was
applied as monomer for the cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) towards these
macromonomers, but also hydrophobic macromonomers derived from 2-n-nonyl-2oxazoline (NonOx) could be used to obtain comb-shaped poly(2-oxazoline)s (POx). The
copolymerization of oligoEtOx and oligoNonOx macromonomers offered simple access
to a series of heterografted polymers with a polymethacrylate backbone and varying
composition of oligomeric 2-oxazoline side chains. In addition, the utilization of suitable
sugar initiators for the CROP enables the direct attachment of cell targets to these
building blocks. The combination with other biocompatible polymer classes such as
polylactide (PLA)[4] is possible, again by copolymerization with suitable PLA
macromonomers with a methacrylate moiety. Taking advantage from this great variety
of macromonomers and the manifold comonomers applicable during RAFT
polymerization allows to establish a synthetic platform to design comb and graft
copolymers with desired properties in a straightforward fashion. The detailed
conformational analysis in aqueous solutions is discussed, with focus on its impact on
an application of the macromolecules as drug delivery vehicles.

POLY 470: Supramolecular polyethylenimine-cored carbazole dendritic polymer
with dual applications
Lihan Rong1, lxr173@case.edu, Pengfei Cao2, Al de Leon1, Rigoberto C. Advincula1.
(1) Macromolecular Science and Engineering, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio, United States (2) Macromolecular Science and Engineering, case
western reserve university, Broadview Heights, Ohio, United States

Three generations of supramolecular core-shell polymers are fabricated through simply
mixing two components. The core structure is hyperbranched polyethylenimine (PEI),
while the shell structure is carboxylic acid-terminated carbazole-containing dendrons.
Three generations (G0, G1, G2) stands for different number of outside carbazole
groups. G0, G1 and G2 contains one, two, four carbazole groups, respectively. The
formation of the core-shell polymers is due to ionic interaction between PEI and
dendrons. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and water contact angle (WCA) test have
been performed to verify the formation. At the same time, Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectra and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra are performed to verify
the ionic bonding. The core-shell polymers have two notable applications. One is to
encapsulate anionic guest molecules (nanocarrier) and the other is reduce metal ions
and form metal nanoparticles without any additional reduce agent (nanoreactor). The
encapsulate capacity is monitored through ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectra and the
metal reducing property is monitored through scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
material broad the approach to optoelectronic devices and intelligent materials

Two novel application of Polyethylenimine-Cored Carbazole Dendritic Polymer: guest molecule
encapsulation and in-situ nanoparticle formation

POLY 471: New polymerization reactions for alkyne monomers
Ben-Zhong Tang, tangbenz@ust.hk. Dept Chem, Hong Kong U Sci Tech, Kowloon,
Hong Kong
Polymerizations of acetylenic monomers can generate polymers with electronically
unsaturated repeat units. The conjugated olefin scaffolds endow the polymers with
merits in broad fields of applications, such as electronic, photonic and biology. In this
talk, the development of new polymerization routes based on alkyne reactions, including
polymerizations with metathesis, coupling, insertion, and addition mechanisms, will be
introduced. Among these polymerization methods, the polycyclotrimerization of A2-type
(monoyne) or A4-type (tetrayne) monomers could produce a variety of polyarylenes,
such as poly(tetrphenylethene)s and poly(silylenephenylene)s, with a conjugated and
hyperbranched structure. Such hyperbranched polymers are well soluble in common
organic solvents and can be facilely assembled into fine morphologies. The
incorporation of ionic functional groups can provide the hyperbranched conjugated
polyelectrolytes with good biocompatibility and are promising to be used in gene
delivery and cell imaging.

POLY 472: Utilizing the brush architecture for nanomedicine and materials selfassembly
Ke Zhang, k.zhang@neu.edu. Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Northeastern
University, Boston, Massachusetts, United States
This presentation will focus on the development of new brush-type bioconjugates for
transferring genetic materials to cells using non-electrostatic complexation mechanisms.
The new systems rely upon the arrangement of oligonucleotides and/or polymer
strands, which, among many properties, provides the oligonucleotide with steric
selectivity towards complementary strands vs. proteins. We have also applied the
lessons learned from this approach to the design of new structures for programmable
polymer self-assembly.

Brush architecture provides oligonucleotides with steric selectivity, favoring access by
complementary strands vs. proteins.

POLY 473: Tuning the self-assembly of amphiphilic star polymers for carriermediated transdermal drug delivery by tailoring core-vs-peripheral branching
Karolina A. Kosakowska2, kkosakow@gmail.com, Brittany K. Casey4, Louise B.
Lawson3, Scott M. Grayson1. (1) Tulane Univ, New Orleans, Louisiana, United States
(2) Bioinnovation, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, United States (3)
Department of Microbiology, Tulane University School of Medicine, New Orleans,
Louisiana, United States (4) Chemistry, Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana,
United States
Employing amphiphilic self-assembly, a system is derived in which dynamic aggregation
of lipophile-functionalized poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) substructures can be probed for
application in transdermal drug delivery. Synthetic investigations target structureproperty correlations by investigating a family of branched amphiphiles with controlled
branching at either the core or the hydrophilic/hydrophobic interface. For branching at
the core, PEGs were selected with one, two or four arms, with one terminal hydroxyl per
arm. For peripheral branching, these hydroxyls were modified with polyester dendrons
(dendritic generations 0 through 2) for each of the three cores. Finally, lauric acid (LA)
was used to esterify the periphery, yielding a library of branched, amiphilic polymers.
Characterization of these materials via MALDI-TOF MS, GPC and NMR, enabled the
physical properties and reverse-micellar behavior to be compared across amphiphilic
analogues. UV-vis monitored dye encapsulation studies, coupled with reverse-micelle
DLS quantification, provide meaningful evidence suggesting core branching contributes
more to aggregate size and stability than peripheral functionality. Furthermore, in vitro
transdermal permiation experimentation via juvenile porcine model validates the
proposed material application in therapeutic carrier-mediated transdermal drug delivery.

POLY 474: Recyclable polylactic acid/cellulose nanocomposite films processed
by reactive extrusion approach
Prodyut Dhar1, prodyut@iitg.ac.in, Amit Kumar3, Vimal Katiyar2, vkatiyar@iitg.ac.in.
(1) Chemical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, Guwahati, India (2)
Department of Chemical Engineerring, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati,
Guwahati, Assam, India (3) Chemical Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology
Guwahati , Guwahati, India
This work demonstrates chemical grafting of polylactic acid onto cellulose
nanocrystals(PLA-g-CNC)using cross-linking-agent dicumyl peroxide(DCP) via reactiveextrusion. The films exhibited enhanced compatibilization between PLA&CNCs,
alongwith remarkable property of reprocessability. The maximum fraction of PLA chains
grafted onto CNC was found~66% with highest grafting efficiency~40.7&gel yield
of~74.2(~1wt%CNC loadings). Due to formation of branched and cross-linked structures
during reactive-extrusion process, the complex viscosities of PLA-g-CNC films were
higher in comparison to PLA. The probable mechanism of chemical grafting throught
NMR and FTIRspectroscopic studies confirms grafting between methine groups of PLA
with methylene groups of CNCs through formation of C–C bridge through insitu
generated radicals during extrusion.
PLA-g-CNC and recycled PLACNCnanocomposites formed transparent films compared
to films extruded through traditional approach(Fig.1a). Presence of DCP led to chain
extensions and branching of PLA which further led to enhancement in molecular-weightaverage(Mw)&number-average(Mn) of nanocomposites(~40%). Interestingly, thermal
recycling of PLA-g-CNC(rPLACNC) at similar extrusion conditions didn’t showed any
significant decrease inMw and Mn values(Fig1b). Significant improvement in thermal
stability (TonsetandT1/2 by ~12 and~5C) and mechanical properties(tensile strength and
young’s modulus by~41and490%) of nanocomposites was observed(Fig. 1d-e).
Thermo-mechanical studies shows that the storage modulus increased on incorporation
of CNCs(~2 wt%)in presence of DCP due to the formation of cross-linked structure and
better interfacial adhesion(Fig.1(f)). XRDandDSC studies showed improvement in
crystallinity(by~8%), possibly due to grafting of the amorphous PLA chains onto
crystalline CNC segments which acts as nucleating agent. This novel, thermally stable,
reactive extrusion-based strategy can be implemented for industrial scale fabrication
ofPLA-g-CNC recyclable biocomposite films for potential packaging applications.

(a)Reactive extruded PLA/CNC films (b)Molecular weight studies,(c)Mechanism of PLA/CNC
grafting,(d-f)UTM, FESEM and DMA of PLA/CNC films.

POLY 475: Functional folded single-chain polymer nanoparticles: A need for
sequence control
Egbert W. Meijer, e.w.meijer@tue.nl. Institute for Complex Molecular Systems,
Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, Netherlands
The folding of proteins as well as their self-assembly into fibrillary or amyloid plaques is
the results of specific secondary interactions within a polymer chain or between polymer
chains. The diversity in structures and the complexity of the processes involved make
studies to folding and assembly of macromolecules challenging research objectives. In
the lecture, a number of simple artificial polymer structures will be introduced that are
studied in detail for their self-assembly and folding processes in both organic solvents
and water, leading to so-called single-chain polymer nanoparticles. An attempt will be
made to elucidate the differences and similarities between these simple artificial
structures and complex proteins to arrive at a few general statements on folding and
assembly of macromolecules. At the end, the issue of sequence control in these
artificial folded polymers is discussed.

POLY 476: Precision polymers with biological activity
Sebastien Lecommandoux, lecommandoux@enscbp.fr, Elisabeth Garanger. LCPOBordeaux INP-ENSCBP, Université de Bordeaux, Pessac, France
This communication aims at highlighting new trends in polymer science towards the
design of bioactive and biofunctional materials by design. The recent development of
controlled polymerization and post-modification methods together with efficient coupling
strategies based on “click chemistry” approaches allows the preparation of highly
precise polymer systems that combine the ability to self-assemble into well-defined and
predictable structures, together with a pre-defined or molecularly encoded bioactivity
(such as interaction, inhibition, recognition). A recent development and certainly one of
the most promising for future research and technology transfer in biomaterial sciences
involves the production of protein-like polymers by protein engineering. Recombinant
DNA techniques allow fine-tuning of amino acid positioning within the final polymer
product, thereby enabling the incorporation of specific biological properties (including
degradation), in addition to imparting intrinsic biocompatibility. We foresee that proteinpolymer materials, with greater potential to echo the functional complexity of native
proteins, are prone to substitute for traditional, synthetic polymers, highly regarded in
the last century. Their biocompatibility and biodegradability into natural metabolites
(amino acids) are obvious advantages towards biomedical applications. As recombinant
protein polymers do not require specific complex post- translational modifications, their
large scale-production can be performed in E. coli at a lower cost considering material's
complexity in contrast with most recombinant proteins currently used in the clinics
(antibodies) that require mammalian cell cultures. The perfect batch-to- batch
reproducibility of the material structure obtained by such a process is also a key
parameter for future clinical and industrial developments. Several examples illustrating
such a strategy will be presented, with a special focus on a recent design developed in
our lab which combines bioengineering and chemical modification approaches

POLY 477: Sequence-controlled functional polymers: From modular synthesis to
precision self-assembly and functions
Takaya Terashima, terashima@living.polym.kyoto-u.ac.jp, Mitsuo Sawamoto.
Department of Polymer Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University,
Kyoto, Japan
In this paper, we report recent advances on sequence-controlled functional polymers via
living radical polymerization, focusing on the design and modular synthesis, selective
self-assembly, and unique functions (Scheme 1).
1. Gradient sequence-controlled, telechelic, and pinpoint-functionalized polymers
are obtained from concurrent or iterative tandem catalysis of living radical
polymerization and selective transesterification of methacrylate monomers or terminal
ester (methacrylate) units with alcohols. Gradient copolymers had unique physical
properties based on the inherent monomer sequence.
2. Amphiphilic random copolymers bearing hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)
and hydrophobic alkyl pendants induce self-folding or self-assembly in water to form
uniform nanocompartments. The size, molecular weight, and aggregation number can
be controlled on demand with the primary structure (chain length, composition,
sequence). The folding mode is tunable by the pendant functional groups (hydrogenbonding, fluorous).
3. Cyclopolymers, large in-chain ring polymers, with unique molecular recognition
properties were efficiently synthesized by molecular recognition-assisted
cyclopolymerization of divinyl compounds with PEG spacers

Scheme 1. Sequence-Controlled Functional Polymers: (a) Functional Gradient Copolymers, (b)
Amphiphilic Random Copolymers, and (c) Cyclopolymers

POLY 478: Sequence-defined Janus glycodendrimers self-assembled into
unilamellar or onion-like glycodendrimersomes
Virgil Percec, percec@sas.upenn.edu, Qi Xiao. Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Janus glycodendrimers (Janus-GDs) presenting sugar headgroups with d-lactose (Lac),
d-mannose (Man) or a combination of Lac or Man with up to eight methoxytriethoxy
(3EO) units in a sequence-defined arrangement were synthesized via an iterative
modular methodology. Unilamellar or onion-like glycodendrimersome vesicles were selfassembled by injection of their THF solutions into buffer with predictable sizes. These
biomimetic vesicles presented the density and sequence arrangement of sugars on the
membranes, which revealed different responses to carbohydrate-binding proteins,
including human galectin variants and plant lectins. Unpredictably, the sequence of
sugars on the Janus-GDs was demonstrated to determine bioactivity, with the highest
level revealed for a Janus-GD with a relative low density of six 3EO groups and one
sugar. The agglutination process also demonstrated their value as versatile tools to
explore the nature of physiologically relevant glycan–lectin pairing.

POLY 479: Tapered block polymers: manipulating block sequence to tune
nanoscale self-assembly and materials properties
Thomas H. Epps1,2, thepps@udel.edu. (1) Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering,
University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (2) Materials Science,
University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States
Block polymers (BPs), and their ability to self-assemble into a variety of nanoscale
structures with tailored chemical and physical properties, have motivated extensive
research investigations related to emerging nanotechnologies such as nanotemplates,
analytical separation membranes, and electrical and ionic conductors. One subclass of
BPs, tapered block polymers, offers a unique opportunity for optimizing thermal,
mechanical, and transport properties through control over the monomer distribution near
the junction between the polymer blocks. We have synthesized various tapered block
polymers containing normal and inverse tapers, of various lengths and compositions, by
using semi-batch feeds in combination with ‘living’ anionic and/or controlled radical
polymerizations. Through this tapering approach, we are able to generate a diverse
array of well-organized and self-assembled nanostructures, while improving mechanical
properties or reducing processing temperatures relative to traditional BPs. These
synthetic interfacial modifications allow us to tune nanoscale interfaces and material
thermal/mechanical properties independent of molecular weight, without eliminating
complex network structures such as the double gyroid in diblock systems and the
alternating gyroid in triblock systems. Additionally, we recently reported ion-conducting
copolymer systems in which judicious choice of taper geometry led to reductions in
block glass transition temperatures, which ultimately reduced barriers to ion-transport
and enhanced conductivity.

Figure 1. Illustration of (a) diblock polymer, (b) normal tapered BP, and (c) inverse tapered BP.

POLY 480: Sequence controlled glycopolymers and their interactions with lectins
Remzi Becer, r.becer@qmul.ac.uk. School of Engineering and Materials Science,
Queen Mary University of London, London, United Kingdom
Sequence controlled polymers have been attracting more and more attention to deliver
the desired properties to the advanced materials by the help of their precisely controlled
compositions and architectures. Development of various controlled radical
polymerization techniques and “click” reactions provide a sufficient platform to prepare
functional polymers.
Understanding the specific multivalent carbohydrate-protein interactions is crucial to
determine the structure-property relationships and to design accordingly the next
generation of functional glycomaterials. Therefore, we investigate the structure-property
relationships between the mammalian lectins and multivalent carbohydrate polymers,
which may have applications for anti-adhesion therapy. Moreover, we have investigated
the affinity of poly(mannose-methacrylate), helical glycocopolypeptides, gp120, start
shaped glycopolymers, and cyclodextrin centered glycopolymers with a selected
mannose binding lectin (DC-SIGN) that exists on dendritic cells, using SPR technique.
Selected members of a glycopolymer library were used to demonstrate the interactions
between DC-SIGN and mannose rich polymers. We extend this study to a broader set
of polymers to examine the effect of chain length, end group, architecture,
thermoresponsive block, and number of arms in the star shaped polymers on the lectin
binding.

Schematic representation of (a) linear glycopolymer, (b) helical glycocopolypeptide, (c)
glycoprotein 120 (gp120), (d) star shaped glycopolymer, (e) cyclodextrin centred glycopolymer,
(f) SPR measurement on glycopolymer-DCSIGN competition in solution, (g) SPR response vs
time for the interaction of DC-SIGN and gp120.

POLY 481: Controlling monomer sequence by preorganization of monomers
Niels ten Brummelhuis, niels.ten.brummelhuis@hu-berlin.de. Department of
Chemistry, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Whereas the monomer sequence can be controlled with relative ease in step-growth
polymerizations, e.g. through solid-phase synthesis methods, controlling monomer
sequence poses a major challenge in chain-growth polymerizations, where thus far
almost only alternating sequences can be attained reliably. To be able to replicate the
level of complexity and control found in biomacromolecules is nevertheless highly
desirable, since it could give rise to a plethora of novel and functional synthetic
materials.
We attempt to obtain control over the monomer sequence in (controlled) free-radical
polymerizations by pre-organizing monomers before polymerization. The
preorganization places the vinyl groups of the monomers in close proximity to each
other, thereby strongly increasing the likelihood of these monomers being incorporated
into the polymer subsequently. The preorganization of monomers is achieved either by
using covalent linkers (in a cyclocopolymerization) or by using supramolecular
interactions between the monomers. This approach is used to prepare either simple
periodic copolymers or to promote the pairwise incorporation of monomers in a polymer.

Pre-organization of monomers to achieve pairwise incorporation of functional monomers.

POLY 482: Sequence effects on multiblock polymer morphology
Madalyn R. Radlauer1, madrad@umn.edu, Christophe Sinturel2, Yusuke Asai3, Megan
E. Matta1, Joshua Van Benschoten1, Marc A. Hillmyer1. (1) University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, United States (2) Université d’Orléans, Orléans, France (3)
Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan
Poly(isoprene) (PI) and poly(lactide) (PLA) are significantly more incompatible with each
other than either is with poly(styrene) (PS). Thus, when the sequence of blocks within a
multiblock terpolymer of PS, PI, and PLA forces a covalent connection between PI and
PLA, the polymer is considered to be frustrated because the most incompatible blocks
are covalently linked. This frustration can lead to the formation of complex morphologies
in both bulk and thin films that are not obtained when the sequence is altered to remove
the covalent linkage between PI and PLA. The thin film morphologies are especially
intriguing in this type of system because the effect of frustration can be magnified by
confinement and interfacial interactions. As an example, in PS-block-PI-block-PLA thin
films with equal volume fractions of each block, the PI midblock domains were
discontinuous, favoring PS/PLA contacts over PI/PLA contacts.

POLY 483: Supramolecular assembly with peptoid polymers of defined length and
sequence
Ronald N. Zuckermann, rnzuckermann@lbl.gov. Molecular Foundry, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, El Cerrito, California, United States
A fundamental challenge in materials science is to create synthetic nanoarchitectures
that rival the structural complexity found in nature. A promising bioinspired approach is
to synthesize sequence-defined polymer chains that fold into precise protein-like
structures. In order to efficiently produce such information-rich polymer sequences, we
use the automated solid-phase submonomer synthesis method to generate sequencedefined peptoid polymers up to 50 monomers in length. The method uses readily
available primary amine synthons, allowing hundreds of chemically diverse sidechains
to be cheaply introduced. Here we examine the design of peptoid sequences that can
form highly ordered supramolecular assemblies, and compare their molecular structures
the structures found in biology.

Mass spectrum of a peptoid 50mer of defined length and sequence.

POLY 484: Novel polymer drug against the pathogenic bacterium responsible for
facial acne, Propionibacterium acnes
Sithara Nair2, nairss@vcu.edu, Olga Z. Zolotarskaya2, Matthew Beckwith2, Dennis E.
Ohman3,4, Kenneth J. Wynne1. (1) VCU Dept of Chem Engr, Richmond, Virginia, United
States (2) Chemical and Life Science Engineering, Virginia Commonwealth University,
Richmond, Virginia, United States (3) Microbiology and Immunology, Virginia
Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia, United States (4) McGuire Veterans
Affairs Medical Center, Richmond, Virginia, United States
The clinically relevant pathogenic bacterium, Propionibacterium acnes, is directly
associated with acne vulgaris, one of the most common skin conditions in the United
States. Several prescription antibiotics commonly used against P. acnes include
clindamycin, doxycycline and erythromycin. Despite widespread use, significant build-up
of bacterial resistance toward these has been observed. Relatively few new antibiotics
have been developed in recent years, making the study of different classes of
antimicrobials to combat bacterial infections fundamentally significant. A novel approach
for this purpose has been explored, focusing on drug efficacy over a short period of time
as well as potentially negligible resistance build-up in comparison to the conventional
antibiotics. Previous studies in our group have shown promise for a novel class of
copolyoxetanes as highly effective antimicrobials against Gram positive and negative
bacteria. These water soluble copolyoxetanes with quaternary (quat) and PEG-like
“ME2” side chains have been shown to have low cytotoxicity for human red blood cells
and dermal and foreskin fibroblasts. C12-50, 1, was chosen for the present study as it is
one of the “high performance” copolyoxetanes and follows a “carpet” mechanism of
chemisorption, as evidenced from Atomic Force Microscopy imaging in recent work.
The high biocidal activity of C12-50 is of special interest, as in contrast to conventional
antibiotics, negligible buildup of resistance has been observed for polycations. In our
earlier work, the MIC of C12−50 for E. coli strain DH5α was found to be 7.3 μg/mL. This
presentation will describe preliminary studies that have shown C12-50 is active against
P. acnes (strain ATCC 6919) as well. Studies are currently aimed at determining if the
strain can develop resistance against repeated exposure in comparison to conventional
antibiotics.

1, C12-50 structure

POLY 485: Tuning mechanical properties and photochemistry of metallopolymer
materials
Anton Razgoniaev1, arazgon@bgsu.edu, Evgeniia V. Butaeva2, Travis C. Green1,
Alexis Ostrowski1. (1) Department of Chemistry, Bowling Green State University,
Bowling Green, Ohio, United States (2) Department of Chemistry, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, California, United States
Supramolecular metallopolymer melts were prepared from linear polymers modified to
have ditopic ligand termini which then coordinate to different transition metal ions. The
metal ions act as cross-linking centers to create viscoeleastic materials from the
otherwise liquid low molecular weight telechelic polymers. Utilizing this approach, we
created a series of supramolecular polymer melts formed by mixing polymers with
different bidentate imine-based ligand termini with various metal ions. We have
measured the mechanical properties of these viscoelastic materials by means of
oscillatory rheology. The studies showed different responses of the prepared materials
to shear deformation. We correlated macroscopic properties of the metallopolymer
melts (material modulus) with molecular-level properties of the metal-ligand coordination
center (coordination geometry, bond relaxation dynamics) of the supramolecular
assemblies. In addition, by using a photoactive transition metal ion, we were able to
control the mechanical properties of he materials using external light irradiation. These
results show that incorporation of transition metal ions into the polymer matrix creates
materials with mechanical properties that can be easily tuned, depending on the type of
metal ion and ligand group.

POLY 486: Acid degradable polyacetal with extraordinary temperature responsive
properties
Porakrit Leophairatana, pl2514@columbia.edu, Sanjoy Samanta, Chathuranga De
Silva, Jeffrey T. Koberstein. Chemical Engineering, Columbia University in the City of
New York, New York, New York, United States
Responsive polymers that phase separate from the solution upon changes in
temperature, have received increasing attention because of their potential in many
biomedical applications such as drug delivery and tissue scaffolds. We report a new
family of polyacetal-based polymers that exhibit extraordinary lower critical solution
temperature (LCST) behavior. Their LCST behavior can be precisely tuned within a
range of 7-80°C, since their cloud points are linearly dependent on the number of
methylene and ethylene oxide groups of the repeating unit. These new family of
polymers are also intrinsically biodegradable, degrading under acidic conditions into
neutral and biocompatible products. We further demonstrate that the polyacetal's
building blocks may composed of a wide range of functional groups such as internal
alkyne and therapeutic agents, enhancing the potential of polyacetal for cancer therapy
applications.

POLY 487: Antimicrobial metallopolymers materials against multidrug-resistant
bacteria
Peng Yang3, yang278@mailbox.sc.edu, Yunping Chen1, Jiuyang Zhang1, Paras
Pageni3, Marpe Bam1, Mitzi Nagarkatti1, Alan W. Decho1, Chuanbing Tang2. (1)
University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United States (2) Dept of
Chemistry Biochemistry, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina, United
States (3) Department of Chemistry & Biochemistry, University of South Carolina,
Columbia, South Carolina, United States
Multidrug-resistant bacteria are a severe threat to public health. Conventional antibiotics
are becoming increasingly ineffective as a result of resistance, and it is imperative to
find new antibacterial strategies. Recently our group reported a class of cationic
cobaltocenium metallopolymers materials for antibacterial application. These
metallopolymers showed excellent antimicrobial activities against different bacteria by
selectively disrupting their cell membranes, while maintaining low cytotoxicity against
red blood cells and low in vivo toxicity. Due to the unique ability of cationic
cobaltocenium moieties to complex with carboxylate anions, various commercial βlactam antibiotics including penicillin-G and amoxicillin, can be formed
antibiotic−metallopolymer bioconjugates via the formation of stable ion pairs with
cationic metallopolymers. These antibiotic−metallopolymer bioconjugates showed high
resistance toward β-lactamase-assisted hydrolysis of β-lactam antibiotics and
significantly improved efficacy of conventional antibiotics against various strains of
methicillin-resistant bacteria including Escherichia coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa et al. This presentation will summarize the above research
efforts.

POLY 488: Developing a biodegradable photoluminescent hydrogel
Xiaoyang Xu, xiaoyang.xu@njit.edu. Chemical, Biological & Pharmaceutical
Engineering, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Newark, New Jersey, United States
Photoluminescent hydrogels have emerged as 3D materials with potential applications
in many fields such as imaging, tissue engineering, and energy harvesting. Current
photoluminescent hydrogels are fabricated by either conjugating or doping a fluorescent
dye, fluorescent protein, lanthanide chelate or quantum dot into polymeric hydrogel
matrix. Their scope of applications has been severely limited by drawbacks such as
poor photostability or substantial toxicity. Herein, we report a successful development of
biodegradable and photoluminescent hydrogel with synthetic polymers for the first time.
The biodegradable synthetic polymer can be synthesized from biocompatible monomers
including citric acid, poly(ethylene glycol)-diol and various amino acid via a facile
polycondensation reaction. The gel formation time, mechanical properties, degradability
and photoluminescent properties can be tuned by changing the polymer composition
and gel formation conditions such as temperature and pH respectively. The
development of the photoluminescent hydrogel provides a solid basis for subsequently
study materials structure-function relationship and has potential applications as tissue
engineering, drug delivery and imaging biomaterials.

POLY 489: Generating complex wrinkle patterns for active cell culture via shape
memory polymers
Shelby Buffington, slbuffin@syr.edu, James Henderson, Patrick T. Mather. Biomedical
and Chemical Engineering, Syracuse University, Syracuse, Pennsylvania, United States
Many tissues undergo continuous remodeling of the extracellular matrix (ECM) in
response to environmental stimuli. However, in vitro biomaterial systems used to probe
cell responses have traditionally been static and unable to replicate dynamic
environmental changes. To address this gap, we and others have developed shapememory polymers (SMPs) capable of changing topography during cell culture. We
demonstrated that topographic changes can be scaled down to the nano-scale by
coating the SMP with a film that buckles during recovery and cells dynamically change
their alignment in response to the topographical change. By replacing the SMP with a
triple shape polymeric composite (TSPC) we enabled the formation of nano-double
wrinkle patterns along the surface.
TSPCs can program two strains into the material separately and then recover the two
shapes sequentially under continuous heating. To prepare complex wrinkle patterns, we
programmed two separate strains into TSPC films, coated their surfaces with a thin
layer of gold and recovered the two strains either sequentially or together. The resulting
patterns are imaged using atomic force microscopy. As shown in the accompanying
figure, wrinkle characteristics depended on the strain programmed into the two material
phases, the angle between the programmed strains, the time between recoveries, and
compositional details.
We attribute the distinctly different wrinkle pattern observed for second, perpendicular
recovery (lower right of figure) to corrugation stiffening of the gold coating after the first
wrinkle formation as well as a lower modulus of the substrate during the second
transition. Modification of the composite will allow for two active transitions under cell
culture conditions, enabling future experiments that probe how cells respond to multiple
nano-scale topography transitions.

Wrinkle patterns obtained when strains are programmed in the same direction on top and
perpendicular to eachother on bottom. From the left, the first image shows the surface before
wrinkling, after the first wrinkle formation, after the second wrinkle formation and when the two
are recovered at the same time.

POLY 490: Hybrid supramolecular-covalent polymers as neural scaffold materials
Christopher Synatschke2, christopher.synatschke@email.de, Stacey Chin1, Zaida
Àlvarez-Pinto2, Samuel I. Stupp1. (1) Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, United
States (2) Simpson Querrey Institute for BioNanotechnology, Northwestern University,
Chicago, Illinois, United States
Regenerative medicine aims at novel therapies to replace tissues that are lost due to
trauma, disease, aging, or congenital defects. This task is particularly challenging for
neural tissues, since neurons cannot proliferate and require specific conditions for
survival, growth, and maturation. To achieve regenerative strategies in the central
nervous system it is essential to develop scaffolds to control and optimize the survival of
neural cells. We have developed novel hybrid polymers based on supramolecular
peptide amphiphile (PA) nanofibers covalently grafted with poly(ethylene glycol
methacrylate) and explored them as scaffolds for neural cells. These hybrid polymers
are prepared by gelling PA nanofiber solutions with multivalent counterions prior to
polymerization of the covalent polymer component by atom transfer radical
polymerization. The number of covalent polymer chains grown from the PA scaffold is
controlled through the mixing ratio of initiator-functionalized to non-functionalized PA
molecules. Both neurons and glial cells were found to survive in these hybrid polymers,
and glial cells revealed a bipolar shape while neurons extended their axons and
dendrites throughout the scaffold materials. In addition, a more differentiated phenotype
of both types of cells was observed for cells cultured in these hybrid polymers.

POLY 491: Interpenetrating networks containing microbial cellulose for tissue
scaffolds
Ethan Marrow3, eamarrow@ncsu.edu, Scott Walper2, Michael A. Daniele1,3. (1)
Electrical and Computer Engineering, NC State University, Raleigh, North Carolina,
United States (2) Center for Bio/Molecular Science & Engineering, US Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, District of Columbia, United States (3) Biomedical Engineering,
UNC at Chapel Hill / NC State University, Raleigh, North Carolina, United States
Cellulose and alginate are naturally occurring polysaccharides with proven use in
medical applications. Microbial cellulose is a particular form of cellulose that is
generated as highly-crystalline fibrils with diameters less than 100 nm. Alginate is a
water soluble polysaccharide that contains carboxylic acid groups that can be used to
easily add various functional. Combinations of microbial cellulose and alginate can
afford unique materials to use as tissue scaffolds, which are both mechanically tough
and bio-active. Interpenetrating networks of microbial cellulose and alginate can be
performed by cationic cross-linking or click chemistry. Click reactions enable polymer
crosslinking in aqueous solutions and limit potential cytotoxic chemicals. By conducting
these reactions in water, the native physical and mechanical properties of these
polymers can be retained, unlike in organic solvents. Furthermore, click reactions are
very efficient and fast, thereby enabling a rapid synthesis of various polymer networks.
The presented research focuses on illustrating that microbial cellulose sheets can
compose the mechanical backbone for bio-active interpenetrating networks (IPNs).
Multi-arm PEG, modified-proteins, and functionalized-alginate were composed with
microbial cellulose pellicles to produce IPNs. By forming combinatorial networks of
these materials, we have a toolbox of materials to finely tune the mechanics of the
nanofiber tissue scaffolds. The ability to create a suitable starting matrix composed of
an ECM-like matrix surrounded with polysaccharides and proteins could facilitate novel
regenerative medicine applications, such as wound healing and tissue/organ
transplants.

POLY 492: Phenyl-boronic acid-installed functional polycarbonate nanopartices
as oxidation responsive delivery vehicles
Elena A. Garcia1,2, elepekh1@jhu.edu, Margarita Herrera-Alonso2. (1) Chemical and
Biomolecular Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, United
States (2) Materials Science and Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,
Maryland, United States
Polycarbonates are an appealing class of synthetic biopolymers used for
biomedical applications due to their biocompatibility, biodegradability, and low toxicity.
Various functionalities can be introduced onto the PC backbone to render polymers
environmentally responsive. Oxidative stress, caused by an excess of H2O2, and lower
pH are characteristic of cancerous and inflamed tissue. The goal is to develop dualresponsive delivery vehicles that can be triggered to release their payload under
oxidative and/or acidic conditions.
Organoboron polymers are drawing attention due to their reactivity toward H2O2,
pH sensitivity, and ability to reversibly bind to diols and catechols. We have synthesized
phenylboronic acid-installed PC copolymers and self-assembled them into nanoparticles
by rapid mixing. pH-triggered release of capecitabine from PPBC nanoparticles
demonstrated their sensitivity toward physiologically relevant acidic conditions.
To assess the sensitivity of PPBCs toward H2O2, we first monitored oxidation byproducts of PBC monomer upon its exposure to 50mM-250mM H2O2 in PBS. Even
50mM H2O2 triggered quick decomposition of monomer into boronic acid, pinacol, and
4-(hydroxymethyl)phenol, while no oxidation products were observed in the absence of
H2O2. Interestingly, the pinacol ester hydrolyzed rapidly in the presence of PBS,
compared to non-buffered conditions. PEG-PPBC nanoparticles encapsulated with Nile
Red dye were formulated using flash nanoprecipitation and incubated in PBS at 37°C.
Destabilization and solute release kinetics were studied by monitoring both particle size
and decrease in fluorescence intensity upon addition of H2O2. NR release rates were
found to be dependent on H2O2 concentration; nanoparticles exhibited significant
decrease in fluorescence at 250μM H2O2, with some sensitivity observed at as low as
100μM H2O2, demonstrating great potential in the use of PPBC based nanoparticles as
ROS sensitive delivery vehicles.

POLY 493: Rose Bengal and poly(2-alkyl-2-oxazoline)s: The pink panther
Maarten A. Mees2, maarten.mees@ugent.be, Nathalie De Laet2, Niels Vandamme3,
Annemieke Madder2, Richard Hoogenboom1, Geert Berx3. (1) Ghent University,
Terneuzen, Netherlands (2) Organic and Macromolecular Chemistry, Ugent, Ghent,
Belgium (3) VIB Inflammation Research Center, Ugent, Gent, Belgium
Biocompatible polymers are often used in combination with a therapeutic agent to
improve the solubility, efficiency and biocompatibility of the drug. Here we combined
poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEtOx) with a singlet oxygen generator and the anti-cancer
drug Rose Bengal. Rose Bengal is the main component of the anti-cancer drug PV 10,
which is a saline solution of Rose Bengal. PV 10 is in phase II of clinical trial against
breast cancer and melanoma. PV 10 induces tumor ablation and a immunogenic cell
death facilitating immunological attack on other cancer cells.
Combining Rose Bengal with a biocompatible polymer such as PEtOx could increase
the bioavailability as prolonge the residence time at the tumor site, thereby extending
the period during which it can be therapeutically active.
PEtOx is part of the family of poly(alkyl-oxazoline)s (PAOx) which are known as pseudo
peptides and have received significant interest in biomedical context. The high
chemically versatility gives it a big advantage compared to other competitors in the field,
such as poly(ethylene oxide). In this work, Rose Bengal is linked to the polymer via the
end-group using Rose Bengal as terminating agent for the living cationic ring-opening
polymerization. Successful conjugation was confirmed by size exclusion
chromatography and NMR spectroscopy. Through its ability to induce crosslinking of
furan modified DNA it is shown that the polymer still can create singlet oxygen under
green light. Biological data on different cell lines show that the polymer is also still active
as inhibitor against different cancers cell lines(MCF-7 breast cancer, B16 melanoma).
Importantly, the activity of the polymer-Rose Bengal conjugate is similar to Rose Bengal
indicating that the polymer does not interfere with the working mechanism. Currently,
these in vitro studies are being extended to in vivo mouse studies.

POLY 494: Industry-university collaboration to develop low-temperature cured,
high Tg epoxy thermosets using a uniform microwave field
David Tyler1,3, dtyler@uoregon.edu, Robert L. Hubbard2, S. M. Strain1. (1) Department
of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, United States
(2) Lambda Technologies, Inc., Eugene, Oregon, United States (3) Materials Science
Institute, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, United States
This talk will present the details of an approach used successfully by the Materials
Science Institute at the University of Oregon to encourage industrial-academic
collaborations. The heart of the plan is to provide lab space for industry either in an
academic researcher’s lab or as separate incubator lab space adjacent to researchers’
labs. The former method has been very successful in the collaboration between our
academic lab at the UO and Lambda Technologies, Inc., of Morrisville, NC. The
advantages and challenges of having industrial and academic chemists working in the
same lab will be briefly discussed, but the emphasis will be on the results of our
collaborative project involving the development of low temperature cured, high Tg epoxy
thermosets using uniform microwave fields. The use of a uniform variable frequency
microwave (VFM) field allows the full cure of epoxy thermosets at temperatures well
below the ultimate Tg∞ for the first time. The reaction of BFDGE with MDA, which
normally requires 170 °C cure to attain a Tg∞ of 133 °C can be effected by VFM at
temperatures from 100 °C to 140 °C to the same extent of cure as measured by Tg, tan
δ, modulus, and FTIR. It was found by following the pre-gel cure reaction with 13C-NMR
that the VFM cure produces predominately chain extension with smaller amounts of
crosslinking at the low cure temperatures. After gelation, the higher mobility from dipole
rotations continues the cure with VFM to completion without vitrification.

Addition of a second epoxide to I to form both linear and crosslinked reaction products. The
ratio of secondary to tertiary products can be controlled with VFM curing.

POLY 495: Kinetics of hydrolytic degradation for cocured cyanate ester networks
Neil D. Redeker2, neil.redeker.ctr@us.af.mil, Giuseppe R. Palmese3, Andrew J.
Guenthner1. (1) Aerospace Systems Directorate, Air Force Research Laboratory,
Lancaster, California, United States (2) Air Force Research Laboratory, ERC
Incorporated, Edwards AFB, California, United States (3) Department of Chemical and
Biological Engineering, Drexel University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Networks made from cyanate esters show excellent potential as candidate high
temperature materials for electronics and aerospace applications due to their
advantageous properties such as low moisture uptake, good fracture toughness and
high glass transition temperatures. However, polycyanurates in general are susceptible
to hydrolytic degradation, which decreases the crosslink density of the network,
degrading thermal and mechanical properties and reducing the upper use temperature
of the system. Previous work has shown that cocured networks formed from di- and
tricyanate esters exhibit synergistic performance benefits, showing increased Tg and
improved toughness; however, to date there has not been a thorough investigation of
the hydrolytic degradation of such cocured systems. This study investigates the effects
of hydrolytic degradation on the mechanical and thermal properties of a polycyanurate
cocured from a blend of Primaset LECy and Primaset PT-30 (di- and tricyanate ester
monomers, respectively), as well as the effects of various toughening agents on
cyanate ester hydrolysis. The hydrolytic stability of the aforementioned systems was
explored and reaction rates were determined by monitoring thermal and mechanical
properties throughout the degradation process, and the results of these investigations
will be presented.

Mechanisms of hydrolytic degradation: cyanurate ring scission resulting in reduced crosslinking,
and conversion of unreacted cyanate ester groups to carbamates

POLY 496: Electrospun blends of biodegradable polymers
Patrick T. Mather2, ptmather@syr.edu, Julia Tumbic2, Mark Boden1. (1) Boston
Scientific, Marlborough, Massachusetts, United States (2) Biomedical and Chemical
Engineering, Syracuse University, Syracuse, Pennsylvania, United States
Processing methods are needed to increase the mechanical performance of
biodegradable polymers. We sought here to develop processing methodology that
bridged the gap in performance between fiber spinning and molding while allowing for
compositional diversity via blending. In particular, dual electrospinning was utilized to
prepare blended webs of poly(lactic acid) and pol(ε-caprolactone) in various
proportions. The webs were drawn uniaxially at elevated temperature, promoting fiber
orientation, and then compacted at elevated temperature and pressure. Substantial
levels of orientation and crystallinity were observed for pure components and the blends
(Figure 1 shows WAXD patterns), while the highest high strengths and elongations-atbreak were found for intermediate blend compositions, indicating that PCL incorporation
via the process adopted toughens PLA while also increasing strength and stiffness. We
will present our detailed findings and suggest potential applications for the new blended,
biodegradable plastics.

WAXS patterns for PCL contents of (a) 0%, (b) 10%, (c) 15%, (d) 25%, (e) 50%, (f) 70%, and
(g) 100%

POLY 497: Industry-university collaboration: surface property control through
chain-end modification
Sarah E. Morgan2, sarah.morgan@usm.edu, Katrina M. Knauer1, Joel Pollino3,
Jonathan Schwartz3, Levi Moore2. (1) School of Polymers and High Performance
Materials, The University of Southern Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United
States (2) School of Polymers and High Performance Materials, University of Southern
Mississippi, Hattiesburg, Mississippi, United States (3) Solvay Specialty Polymers,
Alpharetta, Georgia, United States
Polyethersulfone (PESU) is a widely used commercial thermoplastic that is known for its
toughness and stability in extreme environments. In many applications, modification of
the surface properties, while leaving bulk performance unchanged, is desired. Chain
end segregation to the surface has been shown to be an effective method of controlling
surface composition in polymer films. This research determines the surface and
interfacial chain-end localization in PESU films containing deuterated end-groups of
varying types. Surface composition and properties were characterized X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy, neutron reflectivity, AFM nanomechanical mapping, and
contact angle goniometry. Molecular dynamics simulations performed in parallel with
experiment were utilized to develop a model of chain-end localization in rigid rod
systems.
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H-NMR spectra of (A) TNCO end-capped PESU (B) –OH end-capped PESU and (C) b-SO2
end-capped PESU

POLY 498: Heating up: Unlocking the power of ceramic matrix composites
Robert Cook, rcookjr@lancer-systems.com. Lancer Systems, Quakertown,
Pennsylvania, United States
In a world where advanced computer modeling and simulation packages are helping
engineers optimize new product designs to increase performance, oftentimes the
limiting factors to meeting spec are the mechanical and thermal restrictions inherent to
currently available engineering materials. Ceramic matrix composites, or CMCs, provide
an entire world of new thermo-mechanical properties, allowing engineers the ability to
unlock the potential of some of their most advanced high temperature and high speed
designs. Ceramic matrix composites, as the name suggests, are composite materials
consisting of a ceramic matrix and one or more additional property-modifying
components. Unlike homogeneous materials, CMCs are commonly reinforced with fiber
which adds mechanical strength to the ceramic matrix, allowing for successful utilization
in applications where a monolithic ceramic would fail catastrophically due to either
impact or thermal shock events. Reinforcing fiber composition (carbon, quartz, alumina,
etc.) can be selected and tuned based on thermal and electrical needs, and fiber
architecture (chopped, woven, braided, etc.) can be tailored to address specific
mechanical design criteria. To further refine and enhance performance, particulate fillers
such as silicon carbide or zirconia can be added to modify both surface and bulk
properties. The end result is a family of materials that can successfully withstand
temperatures above that of the most advanced high temperature polymers and metals,
while at the same time being resilient to the chipping and shattering associated with
common monolithic ceramics. It is the goal of this presentation to discuss the history,
material selection, processing, machining and application of high-performance CMCs
across a range of aerospace and industrial applications.

POLY 499: Observation of interfacial damage in a silk-epoxy composite using
hyperspectral and fluorescence lifetime imaging of mechanoresponsive
fluorescent probe
Ryan Beams2, ryan.beams@nist.gov, Jeremiah W. Woodcock3, Chelsea S. Davis2,
Ning Chen1, Stephan J. Stranick4, Darshil U. Shah6, Fritz Vollrath6, Jeffrey W. Gilman5.
(1) MS 8542, National Institute of Standards and Technolog, Gaithersburg, Maryland,
United States (2) National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg,
Maryland, United States (6) Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom
Polymer composite materials are widely used in applications ranging from aeorospace
to consumer products. The applications of composites continue to increase due to the
growing demand for lightweight and energy efficient materials. One such class is fiber
reinforced polymer composites, which utilizes the strength of the fiber and the
toughness of the polymer matrix. However, this synchronistic effect is only possible
when there is efficient stress transfer across the interface from the matrix into the fiber.
The quality of the interface determines the efficiency of stress transfer. Therefore it is
crucial to develope measurement techniques that are sensitive to the integrity of the
interface of composite materials.
Here, we report direct observation of interfacial damage, using two-photon fluorescence
life-time imaging microscopy, following uniaxial tensile deformation of a silk fibroin
epoxy composite. This was accomplished using a simple two-step process to
incorporate a mechanoresponsive fluorescent probe at the interface, combined with the
use of hyperspectral and fluorescence lifetime imaging. Figure 1a shows a sketch of the
composite system under uniaxial tensile deformation. The fluorescence lifetime images
of the control molecule (Figure 1b,c) and the mechanophore (Figure 1d,e) are shown.
The top and bottom rows show the fibers before and after deformation, respectively.
This illustrates the sensitivity fluorescence lifetime imaging combined with a molecular
probe to measure interfacial damage in composite materials.

(a) Schematic of a single fiber bundle composite tensile sample with MP covalently attached
across the interface between the silk fiber bundle and epoxy matrix. (b,c,d,e) Two-photon
fluorescence lifetime microscopy images of single fiber bundle silk epoxy composites before
(b,d) and after (c,e) strain. (b,c) Fluorescence images of the control shows no activation within
experimental parameters. (d,e) Significant activation of MP is observed in response to uniaxial
mechanical strain.

POLY 500: Surface grafted amidine-functionalized PGMA-b-PVDMA polymer thin
film for reversible CO2 capture and release
Balaka Barkakaty1, barkakatyb@ornl.gov, Brad S. Lokitz1, Rajeev Kumar1, Bobby
Sumpter1, Jim Browning3, Jason Duggar1, Ilia Ivanov1, Bethany M. Aden2, Michael
Kilbey2. (1) Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, United States (2) Chemistry, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, Tennessee, United States (3) Chemical & Engineering Materials Division,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, United States
Efficiency of CO2 responsive materials depends upon: CO2 fixing capacity, CO2
selectivity and fast kinetics of CO2 adsorption/desorption processes. Recently, we
synthesized a new amidine based homopolymer that showed excellent ability to
reversibly capture and release CO2 at room temperature and atmospheric pressure.Ref.
The new system also demonstrated much faster (within 5 minutes) and higher CO2
capturing and releasing abilities in the solid state than commonly used
polyethyleneimine as a CO2 capturing polymeric material. In this work, we present our
detailed investigation via FTIR, in-situ QCM and neutron reflectivity studies to
understand the fundamental mechanism of CO2 capture-release with an amidine
functionalized PGMA-b-PVDMA polymer thin film grafted to a silicon surface [Figure1].

Figure 1. CO2 capture-release with MTHPBA (amidine) functionalized PGMA-b-PVDMA
polymer thin film grafted to silicon surface.

POLY 501: Establishing the crystallization kinetics of poly (ether ether keytone)
as a function of shear and cooling rate for applications in flow simulation
Alicyn M. Rhoades2, alicynrhoades@gmail.com, Behzad Nazari1, Ralph H. Colby1,
Jason Williams1, Richard P. Schaake3. (1) Materials Science Engineering, Penn State
University, University Park, Pennsylvania, United States (2) Plastics Engineering
Technology, Penn State University, Erie, Pennsylvania, United States (3) SKF Erc,
Nieuwegein, Netherlands
The effect of shear and cooling rate on the crystallization rate of Poly (ether ether
keytone) (PEEK) was investigated using parallel plate rheological techniques and fast
scanning calorimetry. The polymer was subject to shear in the melt at 350°C and then
subsequently quenched and allowed to isothermally crystallize at a temperatures below
the melting temperature (Tm). The rate of crystallization at 320 °C was not affected by
shear rates lower than 7 s-1 at 350 °C, but intervals of higher shear at this temperature
accelerated isothermal crystallization 320 °C. At each shear rate investigated,
crystallization rate is maximized after the applied specific work exceeds ~120 MPa. The
annealing of flow-induced crystal nuclei were determined to be stable in the melt up to
temperatures close to 350°C, but unstable at temperatures above 375°C. Isothermal
quiescent crystallization studied via fast calorimetry reveals a relationship between
shear history and crystallization half time, with a maximum crystallization rate achieved
at 220°C. The characteristic minimum crystallization time can vary between 0.5 – 3
seconds, depending on the shear history of the material. Fast calorimetry was also used
to establish the cooling rate dependence of crystallization. The data has been fit to the
Nakamura crystallization model and implemented in commercial flow simulation
software, improving existing crystallization models to account for the induction time for
crystallization and the crystal growth regime.

POLY 502: Synthesis and characterization of disulfonated poly(arylene ether
sulfone-2-chloro-1,3,5-trazine) hybrid copolymers with applications in fuel cells
Emanuel Zlibut1,2, Emanuel_Zlibut@yahoo.com, Natalie Arnett1. (1) Chemistry, Fisk
University, Nashville, Tennessee, United States (2) Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tennessee, United States
Proton exchange membranes (PEMs) are a key component of proton exchange
membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) that must maintain good mechanical strength to
efficiently conduct protons for long term fuel cell operation. Previous studies have
demonstrated disulfonated poly(arylene ether sulfone)(PEAS) copolymers as being
capable of efficiently conducting protons at rates comparable to Nafion. However, the
high degree of sulfonation required to achieve such conductivity compromises the
integrity of the polymer backbone limiting its sustainability. Therefore, the objective of
this research was to synthesize post-modifiable disulfonated poly(arylene ether sulfone2-chloro-1,3,5-trazine) (PAEST) hybrid copolymer using trazine derivatives. The
incorporation of trazine based monomers into the PAES backbone would provide
available sites for membrane structure-property adjusting post polymer synthesis.
Two synthetic routes have been explored: (1) Synthesis of 2-Trichloro-1,3,5-triazine-4,6phenol monomers, with varying phenol molecules, to then be incorporated into the
PEAS backbone. (2) Introduction of trazine derivatives directly into the PAES backbone.
13
CNMR results confirm successful synthesis of 2-chloro-1,3,5-triazine-4,6-bisphenol
monomers with appropriate shifts at 150 ppm region representing triazine-bisphenol
linkage. Additionally, differential scanning calorimetry verified shifts in melting
temperatures between reactants and monomer product. PAEST hybrid copolymers
were synthesized with both routes and further characterized. Base line measurements
of thermal stability, mechanical strength, and proton conductivity were obtained for
comparison to current PEMs, as well as, future post modified PAEST polymers.

POLY 503: High Tg polyesters as potential BPA-polycarbonate replacements
Joseph M. Dennis, jmden88@vt.edu, Joshua S. Enokida, Nicole Fazekas, Timothy E.
Long. Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, United States
With increased concerns for BPA-containing materials, a critical area of research
remains in developing BPA-free replacements. Recent investigations have identified
cycloaliphatic diesters, such as decahydronaphthalate dimethyl ester, as promising
high-impact polyesters. The intense beta-relaxations in the glassy regime suggests
several local relaxations, and presents a mode for high-energy dissipation. However,
the Tg’s below 100 °C prevent utility of these amorphous materials in many commercial
applications. By introducing rigid, aliphatic diols (e.g. 2,2,4,4-tetramethylcyclobutane1,3-diol) the glass transition is increased to above 120 °C. Although introduction of the
cyclobutane ring reduces the overall low-temperature local mobility, the relaxations
attributed to the fused decahydronaphthalate rings remain constant. As a result, these
all-aliphatic polyesters maintain modes for high-energy dissipation suggesting impactstrengths similar to BPA-Polycarbonates. A compilation of analytical techniques derives
structural relationships, while melt rheology and compression molding illustrate the melt
processability of these novel polyesters. Finally, the necessity of certain structural
aspects are highlighted for potential high Tg, high impact, BPA-polycarbonate
replacements.

POLY 504: Poly-amido-saccharides (PASs): Structural characterization of novel
synthetic carbohydrate polymers using molecular dynamics stimulations in
conjunction with experimental studies
Stacy Chin2, slchin12@bu.edu, Qing Lu2, Christopher McKnight2, John E. Straub3,
Mark W. Grinstaff1. (1) Boston Univ Dept of Chem, Boston, Massachusetts, United
States (2) Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, United States (3) Chemistry Dept
Rm299, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, United States
Poly-amido-saccharides (PASs) are enantiopure polymers that share many important
features with natural polysaccharides, such as being stereochemically defined,
possessing pyranose rings in the backbone, and being water-soluble. PAS are
structurally unique such that repeating units are joined by unnatural α-(1,2)-amide
linkages, which contributes to the PASs’ rigid pyranose backbone and their highly
defined helical secondary structure. Herein, we will compare glucose- (glc-) and
galactose- (gal-) PAS structures using computational approaches in conjunction with
experimental studies. Circular dichroism analysis indicates that PASs possess a
secondary helical conformation that remains intact under varying pH, temperature, ionic
strength, and denaturing conditions. Glc- and gal-PAS 10-mer systems were developed
using computational molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based on a modified
CHARMM force field with sugar and peptide parameters to model these PAS structures.
Water radial distribution functions show distinct differences in the glc- and gal-PAS
systems that correlated well with observed differences in solubility between the PAS
samples. Results from 1H,1H-NOESY 2D-NMR studies of the PASs correlated well with
the MD simulations. End-to-end distance and radius of gyration measurements suggest
that glc- and gal-PAS structures possess similar chain lengths and conformational
fluctuations. Our computational analysis and MD simulations were found to be in good
agreement with experimental results.

All-atom models of glc- and gal-PAS structures. Generalized Ramachandran scatter plot of phi
and psi dihedrial angles of the last 20ns of the 200ns MD simulation show similar results
between the two PAS structures.

POLY 505: Electrochemical Characterization Studies of Electroactive Polymers in
Tetrahyrdrofurfuryl-based ether and sulfide
John D. Stenger-Smith, stendrek@mchsi.com. Chemistry, US Navy NAWCWD, China
Lake, California, United States
Pure bis(tetrahydrofurfuryl) ether, BTHFE, and Pure bis tetrahydrofurfuryl sulfide (both
consisting of the RR, SS, and meso stereoisomers), were synthesized. The compounds
were isolated at greater than 99% purity. The conductivity of various salts in each
solvent was measured and optimized with respect to concentration. The salt solutions of
ether and sulfide were then used as a non-volatile supporting electrolytes in poly(3,4propylene dioxythiophene) (PProDOT)-based supercapacitors. The properties of these
PProDOT-supercapacitors were compared to each other and those of supercapacitors
using ionic liquids.

POLY 506: Thermoreversible gelation of poly(ether ether ketone)
Samantha J. Talley2, sjtalley@vt.edu, Robert B. Moore1. (1) Virginia Tech, Blacksburg,
Virginia, United States (2) Chemistry, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, United States
Solutions of poly(ether ether ketone) in dichloroacetic acid have been shown to form
thermoreversible gels over a range of temperatures. A phase diagram was constructed
over broad concentration and temperature ranges and the phase boundary displayed
UCST behavior. Furthermore, PEEK gels were solvent-exchanged to form hydrogels
and subsequently lyophilized to form PEEK aerogels. This study is the first example of
the thermoreversible gelation of PEEK and the first instance of PEEK hydrogels and
aerogels.

The thermoreversible behavior of PEEK is observed when a 15 wt.% room temperature PEEK
gel (left) is heated to 185 °C until dissolved (center) and gelled again at room temperature
(right).

The phase diagram of PEEK in DCA is shown such that the gel time is along the z-axis ranging
from 0 days (blue) to no gel after 14 days (red).

POLY 507: Structure property relationships of anion exchange membrane
Sarah Eun Joo Park1, ejptoronto@gmail.com, Woo-Hyung Lee1, Dong Won Shin1,
Chulsung Bae2. (1) Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, United States (2) Dept. of Chemistry Chemical
Biology, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York, United States
A comparison study for anion exchange membranes (AEMs) was conducted to
investigate the structure-property relationships of polymer backbone using chemically,
mechanically, and thermally stable polymers. These polymers with similar ion exchange
capacity values were synthesized by acid-catalyzed polycondensation using para- and
meta-terphenyl monomer, and the chemical structures of the polymers were confirmed
by 1H and 19F NMR spectroscopies. Experimental ion exchange capacity, water uptake,
swelling ratio, chloride and hydroxide ion conductivity, chemical stability, and
morphology analysis were conducted, and the relationships of membrane property and
polymer structure were investigated. The results of this study provide a new design
strategy for the preparation of high-performance AEMs.

POLY 508: Incorporating dynamic bonds for responsive, healable polymer
networks
Melissa Gordon2, melissa.brooke.gordon@gmail.com, Jonathan M. French1, Norman
J. Wagner2, Christopher J. Kloxin2,1. (1) Department of Material Science and
Engineering, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (2) Dept of
Chemical Engineering, University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States
Photo-active polymer networks are promising candidates for smart materials because
their response is spatially controllable and easy to trigger. Here, we introduce a new
class of photoactive materials in which a dynamic bond is incorporated in our network
architecture and undergoes a light-triggered, secondary polymerization that increases
the modulus by two orders of magnitude while strengthening the network by over 100%.
In contrast to conventional two-tiered polymerization systems which impart dynamic
behavior to the network through the use of a diffusible photoinitiator, the dynamic nature
of this polymer network is inherent to the network itself. Specifically, we incorporate a
labile carbon-dithiocarbamate bond (or iniferter) into the crosslinks of a polymer
network, which triggers a light-initiated, free-radical polymerization. We can a priori tune
the final modulus by adjusting the concentration of the polymerizable group initially
present in the formulation. Three attributes of this material are shown: 1) simultaneous
photo-healing and photo-strengthening after the material is severed, 2) spatial
confinement of bulk property changes via photopatterning and 3) photo-‘locking’ in the
films shape post-cure. Moreover, we extend this work to demonstrate that the labile
bond is responsive to mechanical force and show its utility as a mechanophore, or
mechanically-active unit. Beyond self-healing applications, the material is readily
translatable to other uses, such as hydrogels, lenses, functionalized surfaces, cell
culture platforms and beyond.

POLY 509: Novel diffusion NMR experiment for effective study of macromolecules
Minghui Chai1, minghui.chai@cmich.edu, Daniel Holycross2. (1) Chemistry and
Biochemistry, Central Michigan Univ, Mount Pleasant, Michigan, United States (2)
Chemistry and Biochemistry, Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant, Michigan,
United States
Traditional diffusion NMR techniques suffer from several drawbacks that limit their
applications. Overlapping peaks from different molecules can make it impossible to
determine diffusion coefficients in complex mixtures. Particles that diffuse too slowly,
such as large proteins and synthetic polymers, also pose difficulties for diffusion
measurements, as the distance they diffuse over during the experimental duration is too
small to result in an appreciable change, which needs high gradient strength to make an
efficient decay for accurate diffusion measurement. However the hardware of current
NMR spectrometers is limited on the gradient power for this application. It was therefore
clear that a new technique was necessary that would be able to improve the resolution
and reduce the complexity of the system. This has been accomplished in this research
by incorporating Hadamard transfer into a diffusion NMR experiment that can generate
two-dimensional spectra in a short amount of time and contains only explicitly selected
resonances while also implementing multiple-quantum coherence filtration to enhance
the response efficiency of signal decay to the gradient. The multiple-quantum selection
creates spectra containing only signals of specific multiplicity like CH, CH2 or CH3 for
1
H-13C correlations thus further enhance the resolution for the diffusion measurements.
These two techniques have, until now, not been combined into a single diffusion NMR
experiment, which will generate high resolution pseudo 2D NMR data that are diffusion
attenuated by applied gradient power at the maximum attainable quantum coherence
level of the system.

The plot of peak intensities versus the gradient strengths mesured by the novel diffusion NMR
experiment using the sample of cholesterol in deuterated chloroform. Here, the diffusion rates
clearly follow the coherence order of mutiple-quantum system: methyl groups (CH3, qudrupole
quantum ) decays fastest, then methylene groups (CH2, triple quantum) and methine groups (CH,
double quantum).

POLY 510: Applications of coupled rheology: FT-IR to polymer analyses
Dana Garcia1, dana.garcia@arkemagroup.com, Sara Reynaud1, Zeena Cherian1, Mark
Lavach1, Charles Crabb2, Robert Barsotti2, Florence Mehlmann2, Francesca De Vito3,
Fabian Meyer3. (1) Analytical and Systems Research, Arkema Inc., King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania, United States (2) Altuglas International, Arkema Inc, King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania, United States (3) Material Characterization Products, ThermoFisher
Scientific, Karlsruhe, Germany
Coupling rheology with FT-IR spectroscopy affords the opportunity to directly correlate
rheological properties with structural changes on the molecular level in a dynamic
approach. This presentation explores applications of the technology to examine the
viscosity increase observed for styrene-butadiene copolymers under isothermal
conditions at 250°C and rheological changes of PLA-PMMA blends in a temperature
ramp above the UCST. The coupled experiments were carried out using the Rheonaut®
module for the Thermo Scientific HAAKE™ MARS™ rheometer interfaced with a
Thermo Scientific™ Nicolet™ iS™10 FT-IR Spectrometer. The styrene-butadiene
example showed spectral evidence for cross-linking while in the case of the PLA-PMMA
evidence was gathered for changes in interactions between components.
Rheonaut is a trademark of Resultec Analytic Equipment
Thermo Scientific™ Nicolet™ iS™10 , HAAKE™ MARS™ are trademarks of Thermo
Scientific

POLY 511: Properties of zwitterionic polymers in aqueous solutions
Jose David Delgado2, jdelgado@chem.fsu.edu, Joseph B. Schlenoff1. (1) Florida State
Univ, Tallahassee, Florida, United States (2) Chemistry, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Florida, United States
In this investigation, the aqueous solution properties of the polyzwitterion poly(3-[2(acrylamido)-ethyl dimethylammonio]propane sulfonate), or PAEDAPS, are discussed.
Although this kind of polymer is insoluble in pure water, it has been found that its
solubility is related to the concentration of salt added. With the main goal of obtaining a
more detailed picture of direct interactions between the ions and polyzwitterions when
various amounts of salts from the Hofmeister series are added to the polymer solutions,
we propose a comprehensive study of the factors that control their properties. This
principally includes the solubility and hydrodynamic volume of polyzwitterions,
combining dynamic and static light scattering techniques for their characterization and
testing them as a stimuli-responsive zwitterionic material that can be used for several
biological applications.

POLY 512: Understanding the effect of ultra-high speed twin screw extrusion on
the thermo-mechanical properties of polymers
Azadeh Farahanchi, azadeh_farahanchi@student.uml.edu, Margaret J. Sobkowicz.
Plastics Engineering , UMass Lowell, Lowell, Massachusetts, United States
Ultra-high speed twin screw extrusion (TSE) is a promising technique for compounding
polymer composites and blends with superior dispersive and distributive mixing. The
novel extruder characterized in this work has the capability of rotating at speeds up to
4500 rpm. The resulting extreme shear rates affect reaction development inside the
extruder which can change material properties such as viscosity and molecular weight.
This work aims to differentiate between mechanical and thermal factors affecting
degradation of polymers running at ultra-high speeds. Two parallel experiments were
designed to differentiate mechanical and thermal degradation. Polystyrene was
extruded at different screw speeds, and also at moderate speed using barrel
temperatures designed to match melt temperatures observed at high speed. Viscosity
measurements and size exclusion chromatography measurements indicated that the
effect of mechanical shear stresses on degradation is a much larger factor than
temperature alone which is not particularly relevant at conventional screw speeds.
Moreover, using kinetic equations, modeling and thermomechanical calculations of the
main process variables (namely temperature, residence time, shear rate, and dissipated
energy) along the various screw profiles coupled with computational fluid dynamics
simulation software as a complementary tool, we attempt to predict the conversion
reaction rate and minimize the degradation inside the extruder while improving mixing
efficiency, which is the main function of ultra-high speed TSE in the plastics industry.

Molecular weight of samples at various resin melt temperatures during trial one by changing
screw speed and trial two by changing barrel temperature.

POLY 513: Thiolactone chemistry: Paving the way to functional polymer
Stefan Mommer1,2, mommer@dwi.rwth-aachen.de, Helmut Keul1,2, Martin Moller1,2. (1)
DWI - Leibniz Institute for Interactive Materials, Aachen, Germany, Germany (2) RWTH,
Aachen, Germany
In organic chemistry, most of the reactions and building blocks are restricted to rather
simple architectures and systems. Yet, the number and diversity of synthesizable
compounds is simply infinite. Nature instead works with a limited amount of substances
(amino acids, glucoses, fatty acids), but is able to build up structures (enzymes,
proteins) of highest complexity ultimately resulting in life. Our goal is to move one step
further towards complex matter and systems. This is only achieved by a continuous
development of connection chemistries like click- or ligation- reactions. To extend such
strategies - linking molecules together in a most efficient way - we designed coupling
molecules, which are able to build up structures with desired properties in a "click"-like
fashion. The presented compounds are mainly bis-cyclic compounds consisting of
oxiranes, carbonates or thiolactones. Upon ring-opening of such cycles by amines at
different temperatures, new reaction sites are generated (hydroxyl-, thiol-groups).
Depending on the spacer between two cycles and/or the nature of the ring
((thio)lactone, oxirane, carbonate, 5- or 6-membered ring), the reactivity of the cycles
varies. Herein, thiolactones play a keypart in the functionality of the resulting materials.
This arises from the thiol release and the broad scope of reactions thiol can be used in.
Due to their unique reactivity, the couplers provide a useful platform for three different
synthetic strategies in material sciences: (i) The combination of up to 4 different building
blocks to one single molecule. (ii) The use of the couplers as AA/AA’-type monomers
with selected comonomers to prepare polymers with side chain functionalities via
polycondensation. Here, upon functionalization, the desired physico-chemical properties
are introduced. Depending on the choice of the comonomers, not only linear or
branched but also cross-linked architectures are accessible. (iii) Existing or
commercially available reactive polymers are functionalized via post-polymerization
modification using the couplers.
In the presentation, selected couplers are presented; examples for all three concepts
are given.

POLY 514: Poly(β-thioesters) derived from the Thiol Michael ‘click’ reaction for
advanced materials
Nicholas G. Moon2, nicholas.g.moon@gmail.com, Timothy E. Long1, Fiorella Mazzini1.
(1) Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, United States (2) Chemistry, Virginia Tech ,
Blacksburg, Virginia, United States
The thiol Michael ‘click’ reaction attracts significant attention in the field of polymer
chemistry due to its rapidity, lack of byproducts, chemoselectivity, and impressive
functional group tolerance. While many of the current applications of the thiol Michael
reaction focus either on network materials or the modification of existing polymers and
biopolymers, linear polymers obtained via the thiol Michael reaction remain relatively
understudied. The mild nature of the reaction and wide variety of synthetically
accessible monomers presents a significant opportunity for discovery. Herein we report
our efforts to expand the application of linear poly(β-thioesters) derived from the thiol
Michael reaction with a goal towards developing advanced materials. We seek to
incorporate hydrogen-bonding motifs such as oxamides and ureas into thiol Michaelderived polymers to enhance their properties. The effect of hydrogen-bonding motif
incorporation on the thermomechanical properties of the resulting poly(β-thioesters) will
be reported. The thiol Michael reaction is also capable of yielding telechelic, acrylateterminated poly(β-thioesters) through simple use of stoichiometric control. We will
explore structure-property relationships of photopolymers made from these oligomers,
as well as their potential as precursors for 3D printing applications.

POLY 515: Light-induced polyerization of N-carboxyanhydrides (NCA)
Timo Stukenkemper2,1, timostukenkemper@gmail.com, Aylvin A. Dias1, Johan F.
Jansen1, Dermot Brougham2, Andreas Heise2. (1) DSM Ahead BV, Geleen, The
Netherlands, Geleen, Netherlands (2) School of Chemical Sciences, Dublin City
University, Aachen, Germany
The ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of amino acid N-carboxyanhydrates (NCA)
gives rise to a broad range of synthetic polypeptides. While this process is known since
the 1960s, the last decade has seen a significantly increased interest in this
polymerization due to the fact that synthetic polypeptide are simplistic peptidomimetics
with high potential as biomaterials. Reported examples include amphiphilic block
copolymers for self-assembly into nanostructures, surface grafted polypeptides as well
as complex polypeptide architectures and bioconjugates. Advances in the NCA
polymerization process have facilitated the synthesis of well-defined polymer structures
either by classical primary amine (nucleophile) initiation or transition metal mediated
processes. An approach that has not been achieved to date is light induced initiation of
NCAs. Here we report the first example of UV-initiated polymerization of NCAs. Special
emphasis of this work was the demonstration that the initiation process is selective and
that the polymers are structurally well-controlled. Initiation was achieved by
photogeneration of the initiating secondary amine species from a photobase generator
in the presence of NCA. Real-time FTIR confirmed the formation of polypeptide only in
the presence of UV-light and photoinitiator, while in their absence no polymer was
formed. Detailed MALDI-ToF-MS analysis proved the presence of the amine initiator as
the polymer endgroup, highlighting its active role in the initiation process by the Normal
Amine Mechanism (NAM).

POLY 516: Thio-bromo click approach toward polymer modifications
Christopher E. Hobbs, christopher.hobbs@tamuk.edu. Texas A&M University
Kingsville, Corpus Christi, Texas, United States
This talk will describe our efforts geared toward the use of a metal-free, thio-bromo click
reaction between polymeric α-bromo esters and thiols. We have successfully applied
this chemistry to install various functionalities to materials based off of Ring Opening
Metathesis Polymerization (ROMP) for the preparation of functional linear polymers and
gels. Furthermore, we have shown that this chemistry can be used for the preparation of
potentially flame resistant polymeric materials.

POLY 517: Not your typical network: dynamic crosslinks through dynamic thiaMichael addition
Katie M. Greenman1,2, greenman.katie@gmail.com, Joy Romulus3,4, Jonathon
Onorato1,5, Elizabeth Foster6, Stuart J. Rowan1,2. (1) Macromolecular Science and
Engineering, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, United States (2)
Institute for Molecular Engineering, University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, United
States (4) New York University, New York, New York, United States (5) University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington, United States (6) Miami University, Miami, Ohio,
United States
The emergence of dynamic covalent chemistry (DCC) as a tool in developing
crosslinked networks has dramatically expanded the utility of the typical thermoset.
Using reversible/dynamic chemistries such as the Diels-Alder reaction or disulfide
formation groups have demonstrated the ability to create fully formed networks whose
covalent crosslink has the ability to break and reform with another reactive site. Such
networks give rise to unique material properties generated from the linkages being more
flexible than the standard covalent bond while simultaneously stronger than noncovalent interaction. Here we describe our design, synthesis, and application of a series
of electrophilic crosslinkers that reversibly bind with the polymer matrix via the thiaMichael addition under ambient conditions and without a catalyst. The ditopic
crosslinker acts as a Michael acceptor to which pendant thiol groups on a polymer
matrix can covalently attach, disengage, and then re-attach once again. The application
of this phenomenon into polymer networks has yielded interesting material properties
that can be easily tuned through simple modification of the crosslinker.

POLY 518: Poly(L-lactide)-N-heterocyclic functionalised drug conjugates as drug
carrier-systems: Synthesis, mechanistic and kinetics study
Vimal Katiyar, vkatiyar@iitg.ac.in, Medha Mili, Arvind Gupta,
arvind.gupta@iitg.ernet.in. Department of Chemical Engineerring, Indian Institute of
Technology Guwahati, Guwahati, Assam, India
In the present work, Poly(L-lactide)-N-Heterocyclic functionalised drug conjugates were
synthesized via ring opening polymerization (ROP) of L-lactide utilizing organocatalysts
such as N-heterocyclic functionalised drug molecules. These conjugates can in turn be
used for controlled drug release in drug-carrier systems. Determination of the molecular
weights has been done using GPC. Structural characterizations of the synthesized
polymers have been performed using MALDI-TOF-MS, NMR and FTIR to establish the
reacting species during polymerization. Accordingly, a detailed mechanistic study has
been carried out on the N-heterocyclic functionalised drug molecules as initiators and
we have proposed an anionic based ring opening polymerization mechanism for the
synthesis of the Poly(L-lactide)-N-Heterocyclic functionalised drug conjugates. Kinetics
studies revealed a first order dependence of polymerization reaction on monomer and
initiator concentration with a low activation energy yield. Also, TG-FTIR analysis have
confirmed the release of proposed drug molecules from the Poly(L-lactide)-NHeterocyclic functionalised drug conjugates during its thermal degradation process.
Thus, these conjugates can be utilized as potential drug-carrier systems.

(a)FTIR spectra of Poly(L-lactide)-N-heterocyclic functionalized drug conjugate synthesized via
ROP using drug as initiator, (b) MALDI-TOF-MS spectra of Poly(L-lactide)-N-heterocyclic
functionalized drug conjugate

POLY 519: Utilizing host guest inclusion crystals for photopolymerization of
monomers resulting in C-C bond formation towards creation of insulated and
isolated polymers
Peter McLaughlin2, pfmclaug@syr.edu, Bruce S. Hudson1. (1) Syracuse Univ,
Syracuse, New York, United States (2) Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York,
United States
Host guest inclusion elimination polymerization for host urea inclusions has been
investigated for the first time. A photochemical polymerization reaction of the monomer
guest within the host lattice results in extrusion of iodine from the urea lattice. The
compounds investigated are α,ω- diiodoalkanes and 1-iodo-n-alkanes. The expected
results are polyethylene –(CH2)x– that is fully extended and isolated, and a 50/50
mixture of 1-iodo-n-alkane and an n-alkane with twice the number of carbons.
Photopolymerization is observed with UV irradiation resulting in C-C bond formation at
C-I I-C ends of the chains within the host crystal. The use of a density gradient1 has
proved to be a unique technique for analysis of the photopolymerization reaction within
the urea inclusion crystals. A relation was created between the vertical position of the
crystal in the gradient to the iodine-to-carbon ratio of the included guest molecule prior
to irradiation. Studies with 1-iodo-n-alkanes ultimately produce a mixture of the starting
material and an n-alkane with twice the number of carbons of the starting material
resulting in an intermediate density. Complete photopolymerization of α,ωdiiodoalkanes crystals should result in a position in the gradient similar for an n-alkane
urea inclusion crystal. The studies will also evaluate the photopolymerization of guest
monomers using Raman spectroscopy, inelastic neutron scattering, and 1H and solid
state NMR. It is anticipated that extraction of the irradiated guest in a deuterated NMR
solvent will allow for analysis of proton shifts for monomer and product mixtures, this
would yield similar results in solid state NMR without extraction of guest.

Complete photopolymerization of α,ω- diiodoalkanes in host urea inclusion would result in
polyethylene –(CH2)x– with terminal iodines.

POLY 520: Poly(1-vinyl-1,2,4-triazolium) poly(ionic liquid)s: Ssynthesis and the
unique behavior in loading metal ion
Weiyi Zhang, warwarzwy@gmail.com, Jiayin Yuan. Department of Colloid Chemistry,
Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces, Potsdam, Germany
Polymers containing 1,2,4-triazolium cations are rarely investigated. As a result, we
reported here a new series of poly(4-alkyl-1-vinyl-1,2,4-triazolium) poly(ionic liquid)s
synthesized from two reliable synthetic routes: 1. via straightforward free radical
polymerization of their corresponding ionic liquid monomers; 2.via anion metathesis of
the polymer precursors bearing halide as counter anion. Corresponding ionic liquid
monomers were obtained from N-alkylation reaction of two compounds: commercially
available 1-vinyl-1,2,4-triazole and alkyl iodides. After anion exchange with targeted
fluorinated anions, thermal properties and solubility of related poly(ionic liquid)s have
been systematically studied. Particularly, poly(4-ethyl-1-vinyl-1,2,4-triazolium) poly(ionic
liquid) showed higher loading capacity with transition metal ions, compared with
similarly constructed polyvinylimidazolium polymers.

POLY 521: Making the best of it: Nitroxide-mediated polymerization of
methacrylates in the presence of a small amount of functional styrenics
Hatice Turgut, Aaron C. Schmidt, Guillaume Delaittre, guillaume.delaittre@kit.edu.
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe, Germany
Nitroxide-mediated polymerization (NMP) is one of the most prominent reversibledeactivation radical polymerization techniques. Depending on aspects such as the
specific reaction conditions, the presence of functional moieties, or coloration
constraints, to name but a few, it is a useful companion to atom-transfer radical
polymerization and reversible addition-fragmentation transfer polymerization. However,
to date, NMP carried out with readily available reagents does not allow to control plain
homopolymerizations of methacrylic esters. This is particularly the case for the nitroxide
with the broadest use (i.e., SG1) and its classic alkoxyamine derivative (MAMA-SG1),
due to unfavorable kinetic parameters and β-hydrogen transfer reactions to the nitroxide
moiety. Nevertheless, it is possible to exert acceptable control over the SG1-mediated
polymerization of methacrylates through a so-called copolymerization approach. By
introducing a low amount (1–9 mol%, with respect to the methacrylate) of a comonomer
with a significantly lower NMP equilibrium constant and a relatively lower polymerization
rate constant, good control over the molar mass distribution and high end-chain fidelity
could be achieved. The most commonly employed comonomers were until now styrene
and acrylonitrile. We envisioned it would be interested to employ commercially available
or readily synthesized substituted styrenic monomers in order to not only control the
polymerization but also to impart useful properties to the resulting polymers, in order to
turn a disadvantage into something useful: in other words, to make the best of it.
So-called “clickable” comonomers as well as comonomers amenable to classic
modifications were evaluated for the NMP of methyl methacrylate and oligo(ethylene
glycol) methacrylate. Most of them enabled a good control up to 60 % conversion, with
only 5 mol% of functional comonomer, enabling the synthesis of reactive/functional
nanomaterials.

POLY 522: Convenient route to tetraarylphosphonium polyelectrolytes via metalcatalysed P–C coupling polymerisation of aryl dihalides and diphenylphosphine
Wang Wan, wan2@g.clemson.edu, Rhett Smith. Clemson University, Central, South
Carolina, United States
A new P–C bond-forming reaction has been developed that allows for the convenient
preparation of tetraarylphosphonium polyelectrolytes (TPELs) from aryl dihalides and
diphenylphosphine. Both nickel and palladium catalysts are effective in preparing
polymers with degrees of polymerization up to about 50. Anion exchange of initial
polymeric bromide salts allows ready access to ditriflamide salts having thermal stability
of up to 440 °C. One TPEL prepared via this new methodology is stable to heating at 65
°C in 6 M NaOH(aq) for at least 24 h, suggesting that this and similar TPELs may hold
promise for use in alkaline fuel cell applications. The new synthetic protocol promises to
facilitate rapid access to a wide variety of thermally/chemically stability materials for a
variety of applications.

POLY 523: Thiol-ene polymer networks containing an imidazolium group:
Thermal, mechanical and conductive properties
Kevin M. Miller, kmiller38@murraystate.edu. Department Of Chemistry, Murray State
University, Murray, Kentucky, United States
A series of imidazolium-containing polymer networks were prepared using thiol-ene
"click" photochemistry. The thermal, mechanical and conductive properties were
examined as a function of thiol:ene molar ratio. As expected, a higher crosslink density
led to an increase in the glass transition temperature and rubbery plateau modulus.
However, the ionic conductivities of the networks, as determined from impedance
spectroscopy, were found to depend upon both the crosslink density and ion content,
with the highest measured conductivity observed for the 1.0:3.0 thiol:ene network (1.42
x 10-5 S/cm at 25 ○C) where ion mobility and network flexibility are at their highest. As a
way to improve the ionic conductivity of these solid polymer electrolytes, the 1.0:2.0
thiol:ene network was polymerized in the presence of various amounts of the free ionic
liquid [bmim][NTf2] (gel polymer electrolytes). Inclusion of free ionic liquid did increase
the ionic conductivity, but at a cost to the Tg as well as the mechanical stability.
Preliminary data on the CO2 affinity of these thiol-ene polymer networks will also be
discussed.

POLY 524: Using DNA to control the structure of matter
Nadrian C. Seeman, ned.seeman@nyu.edu. New York Univ, New York, New York,
United States
We build branched DNA species that can be joined using Watson-Crick base pairing to
produce N-connected objects and lattices. We have used ligation to construct DNA
topological targets, such as knots, polyhedral catenanes, Borromean rings and a
Solomon's knot.
The use of DNA to organize other molecules is central to its utility. We have made
checkerboard arrays of metallic nanoparticles and have used a DNA origami nanotube
to control the spatial positioning of amyloid fibrils.
We have self-assembled a 3D crystalline array and reported its crxystal structure to 4 Å
resolution. We can use crystals with two molecules in the crystallographic repeat to
control their color. Rational design of intermolecular contacts has enabled us to improve
crystal resolution to better than 3 Å. We are now doing trand displacement within the
crystals to change their color, thereby making a 3D-based molecular machine; we can
visualize the presence of the machine by X-ray diffraction. Thus, structural DNA
nanotechnology has fulfilled its initial goal of controlling the internal structure of
macroscopic constructs in three dimensions. A new era in nanoscale control awaits us.

A Self-Assembled 3D DNA Crystal.

POLY 525: Well-defined (co)polypeptides bearing pendant alkyne groups
Wei Zhao2, Yves Gnanou1, Nikos Hadjichristidis2,
nikolaos.hadjichristidis@kaust.edu.sa. (1) KAUST, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia (2) Physical
Sciences and Engineering, King Abdullah University of Science and Techn, Thuwal,
Saudi Arabia
A novel metal-free strategy, using hydrogen-bonding catalytic ring opening
polymerization of acetylene-functionalized N-carboxy anhydrites of α-amino acids, was
developed for the synthesis of well-defined polypeptides bearing pendant alkyne
groups. This method provides an efficient way to synthesize novel alkyne-functionalized
homopolypeptides (A) and copolypeptides, such as AB diblock (B: non-functionalized),
ABA triblock and star-AB diblock, as well as linear and star random copolypeptides,
precursors of a plethora complex macromolecular architectures by click chemistry.

POLY 526: Coorperative motion in helicity switching of DNA and synthetic coat
assembly
Myongsoo Lee, mslee@jle.edu.cn. Jilin University, Changchun, China
One of the most intriguing phenomena in the hierarchical assembly of multiple systems
in nature is coorperative action in molecular motion of their multiple components.
Viruses provide an excellent example of hierarchical assembly of multicomponent
subunits consisting of genetic material and coat proteins. Although a great deal of effort
has been devoted to design artificial viruses, the cooperative molecular motion of coat
assembly and gene material remains largely elusive so far. Here I will introduce rod-like
artificial viruses that undergo coorperative motion in helicity switching of DNA and
synthetic coat assembly triggered by external signals. The electrostatic interactions
between synthetic assembling molecules and DNA drive the coat molecules to selfassemble to form left-handed helical coat assembly encapsulating the DNA molecule
inside which adopts a left-handed Z-conformation. Applying a thermal signal, however,
the helicity of both the rod-like coat assembly and the DNA coorperatively switches from
left- to right-handed helical sense.

POLY 527: Peptide design and solution assembly: computational definistion of
new molecules for new materials
Darrin J. Pochan, pochan@udel.edu. Univ of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United
States
Self-assembly of molecules is an attractive materials construction strategy due to its
simplicity in application. By considering peptidic molecules in the bottom-up materials
self-assembly design process, one can take advantage of inherently biomolecular
attributes; intramolecular folding events, secondary structure, and electrostatic/Hbonding/hydrophobic interactions to define hierarchical material structure and
consequent properties. Importantly, while biomimicry has been a successful strategy for
the design of peptide molecules for intermolecular assembly, computational tools have
been developed to de novo design peptide molecules required for construction of predetermined, desired nanostructures and materials. Collaboration between theory and
experiment is critical for success.
First, the local nano- and overall network structure, and resultant viscoelastic and celllevel biological properties, of hydrogels that are formed via beta-hairpin self-assembly
will be presented. Importantly, the hydrogels do not form until individual peptide
molecules intramolecularly fold into a beta-hairpin conformation. Subsequently, specific,
intermolecular assembly occurs into a branched nanofibrillar network that can shear-thin
and reheal after application of shear via syringe injection. Computer simulation has
been instrumental in supporting evidence for how the system can shear thin but
immediately reheal to preshear stiffness on the cessation of the shear stress. The
mechanisms of this shear thinning and rehealing, as well as the assembled
nanostructure responsible for the behavior, will be discussed.
Second, a new system comprised of coiled coil motifs theoretically designed to
assemble into designed, two-dimensional nanostructures will be introduced. Importantly,
the desired nanostructure was chosen first while the peptides needed for coiled coil
formation and subsequent nanomaterial formation were determined computationally.
Computation was able to determine molecules required for different interbundle
symmetries within two-dimensional sheets stabilized by subtle differences in amino acid
composition of the inherent peptides. The success of the computational design strategy
is manifested in the nanomaterial results as characterized by electron microscopy,
scattering methods, and biophysical techniques.

POLY 528: Advanced magnetic resonance studies of nanostructured functional
materials
Hans W. Spiess, spiess@mpip-mainz.mpg.de. Max Planck Inst For Polymers, Mainz,
Germany
Supramolecular functional nanostructures are in the focus of current soft matter
science. They occur in advanced synthetic as well as in biological systems through selfassembly of carefully chosen building blocks. Secondary interactions such as hydrogen
bonding, aromatic pi-interactions, electrostatic forces, and chirality are of central
importance. Here, NMR spectroscopy provides unique and highly selective information
on structure and dynamics of such systems, e.g., on hydrogen bond networks, stacking,
and cooperative molecular motions of the building blocks, pi-conjugated polymers, and
metal organic frameworks. Moreover, EPR spectroscopy provides unique information
about thermoresponsive polymers and partially disordered proteins.
For full structural and dynamic elucidation, the spectroscopic data have to be combined
with other techniques, in particular X-ray scattering, microscopy, dielectric spectroscopy
and last, but not least, quantum chemical calculations. Recent examples of such multitechnique approaches will be presented and the findings will be related to the function
of such materials, such as conductivity.

POLY 529: Glycosaminoglycan mimetics by glycopolymer
Yoshiko Miura, miuray@chem-eng.kyushu-u.ac.jp. Dept of Chemical Engr, Kyushu
University, Nishi-ku, Fukuoka, Japan
Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are polysaccharides found in living systems that have key
biological roles and functions as polyelectrolytes owing to their large number of sulfate
groups. Many groups have struggled with total synthesis of GAGs, but it is difficult to
prepare the macromolecular GAGs. We investigated the preparation of bioinspired
GAGs mimetics with polymer synthesis. The GAGs mimetics were prepared by
polymerization of sulfonated GlcNAc monomers. The random copolymer, controlled
polymer, dendrimer, and polymer interface with GAGs mimietics were investigated. The
interaction with Alzhemier amyloid beta peptides were studied. The multivalent effect of
GAGs mimetics polymer played important roles in the biological functions.

POLY 530: Synthesis of well-defined functionalized polyethylene-based 3miktoarm star copolymers and terpolymers
Zhen Zhang, Maryam Altaher, Hefeng Zhang, De Wang, Nikos Hadjichristidis,
nikolaos.hadjichristidis@kaust.edu.sa. Physical Sciences and Engineering, King
Abdullah University of Science and Techn, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia
Miktoarm (mikto from the Greek word μικτος meaning mixed) star polymers, which
contain chemically different arms, have attracted considerable attention in past
decades. Due to their unique chemical structure they have been used in many studies
including drug delivery, micellization and bulk self-assembly. One of the most
established synthetic methods for miktoarm stars is based on anionic polymerization
high vacuum techniques and the use of appropriate linking agents such as
divinylbenzenes, double 1,1-diphenylethylenes or chlorosilanes. Through the
chlorosilane protocol a plethora of miktoarm stars were synthesized including AB2,
ABCD, etc, where A,B,C,D are PS, polyisoprene, polydimethylsiloxane, poly(2vinylpyridine), etc.
The synthesis of PE-based miktoarm stars is very important since PE is one of the most
common industrial polymers thanks to its excellent physical properties and easy
processability. A very few examples dealing with the synthesis of PE-based star
polymers can be found in the literature. By combining boron chemistry,
polyhomologation, and atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) novel functionalized
polyethylene (PE)-based 3-miktoarm star copolymers A2B, (AB)2B and terpolymers
(AC)2(BC) {A: PE; B, C: polystyrene (PS) or poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA)} have
been synthesized and characterized.

POLY 531: Brush polymer-drug conjugates for the delivery of anticancer drugs
Yun Yu, Jiong Zou, Haotian Sun, Chong Cheng, ccheng8@buffalo.edu. State Univ
New York Buffalo, Amherst, New York, United States
Brush polymer-drug conjugates (BPDCs) were designed, synthesized and studied for
the delivery of anticancer drugs. The first examples of well-defined BPDCs, as either
statistical copolymers or block copolymers with pendent paclitaxel moieties and
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEG) grafts, were prepared by ring-opening metathesis
polymerization using a "grafting through" approach. The grafting structures of BPDCs
exhibited critical influence on their assembly behavior, drug release profile and
therapeutic effects. More recently, to achieve BPDCs with minimal long-term side
effects, a variety of biodegradable BPDCs with PEG-based grafts and carrying either
paclitaxel or doxorubicin moieties were prepared via a "grafting onto" approach by
alkyne-azide click functionalization of the alkyne-functionalized polylactides. With
significant drug loadings, these BPDCs showed well-controlled nano-sizes and
considerable degradability. In vitro study also indicated their remarkable therapeutic
effects against cancer cells. Overall, out results suggest that BPDCs represent a new
type of nanoscopic system for drug delivery that deserves further exploration.

POLY 532: Synthesis of well-defined branched polymers, and their
characterization using mass spectrometry
Scott M. Grayson1, sgrayson@tulane.edu, Boyu Zhang1, Alina M. Alb2. (1) Tulane
Univ, New Orleans, Louisiana, United States (2) Physics, Tulane University, New
Orleans, Louisiana, United States
The importance of branching within polymeric materials is becoming increasingly
evident, and the tools to control branching more evolved. In this context, the ability to
make extremely well-defined branched structures, to provide materials for fundamental
studies on the nature of branching, become increasingly important. One of the
invaluable synthetic tools in these studies is click chemistry, which has been used by
our research group and many others to make a wide range of exotic polymer
architectures with tailored branching, cyclic topologies, and more complex structures.
Equally important is the development of analytical tools which enable detailed
characterization of these complex polymer architectures. One promising new tool for
polymer characterization is ion mobility spectrometry-mass spectrometry (IMS-MS).
Recent investigations have confirmed that IMS-MS can differentiate different
architectures, e.g. linear from cyclic polymers and lightly branched from highly branched
polymers. More significantly, IMS-MS provides a tool for measuring architectural
dispersity—the extent to which a sample is architecturally uniform or diverse. This
capability is relatively novel, and offers a new perspective on polymer branching.

POLY 533: Maximizing the chlorosilane coupling efficiency of living anionic
polymers and limiting degradation during subsequent hydrogenation
Adam B. Burns, aburns@princeton.edu, Richard A. Register. Chemical and Biological
Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey, United States
Star polymers, comprising three or more arms linked to a central core, have played an
important role as both model polymers and novel materials. Anionic polymerization
followed by coupling with multifunctional chlorosilanes remains the approach of choice
for synthesizing star polymers with a precisely-controlled number of arms. Although the
coupling reaction proceeds quantitatively in apolar solvents, lengthy reaction times
(days or weeks) require the use of glassblowing techniques and a stoichiometric excess
of arm, necessitating post-polymerization fractionation. The coupling reaction between
polyisoprenyllithium and a hexafunctional chlorosilane was dramatically accelerated by
adding a small quantity of tetrahydrofuran (THF) concurrently with the coupling agent.
The use of just 100 equiv of THF to Li produced 6-arm stars in 3 h; without THF the
number of arms was limited to five, even after one month. Highly efficient coupling (ca.
95%) is facilitated by the drastic improvement in coupling rate, as well as the distinct
yellow color produced by the living ends in the presence of THF, which allows the living
end concentration to be monitored visually. Catalytic hydrogenation is commonly used
in conjunction with anionic polymerization to expand the accessible range of physical
properties and improve the thermo-oxidative stability of polydienes. However,
chlorosilane-coupled star polymers are prone to arm loss during hydrogenation. The
degradation mechanism is intimately tied to the hydrogenation reaction itself and thus
modifying the reaction conditions cannot ameliorate arm loss without sacrificing catalyst
activity. We show that relaxing the steric constraints at the core of the star by tuning the
topology of the coupling agent and the identity of the terminal repeat unit can suppress
degradation. The most robust way to reduce scission is to incorporate a short run of
butadiene units into the arms prior to coupling, yielding the most favorable steric
environment at the core. Degradation was nearly eliminated during hydrogenation of a
6-arm poly(styrene-b-isoprene) block copolymer star using this strategy.

POLY 534: Hyperbranched self-immolative polymers for programmed payload
delivery and ultrasensitive detection
Guhuan Liu, Shiyong Liu, sliu@ustc.edu.cn. Dept. Polym. Sci. Eng., University Sci.
Technol. China, Hefei, Anhui Province, China
Upon stimuli-triggered single cleavage of capping moieties at the focal point and chain
terminal, self-immolative dendrimers (SIDs) and linear self-immolative polymers (l-SIPs)
undergo spontaneous domino-like radial fragmentation and cascade head-to-tail
depolymerization, respectively. The nature of response selectivity and signal
amplification has rendered them an unique type of stimuli-responsive materials.
However, SIDs involve tedious multistep synthesis, and steric congestion at the
periphery dictates that the SID generation is limited to the third, with a maximum
amplification factor of 8. Although the signal amplification capability of l-SIPs can be
modulated by chain lengths, they typically possess less design modularity and poor
water solubility, and those equipped with side chain release motifs are also synthetically
challenging; accordingly, core functions of l-SIPs in aqueous media (e.g., amplified drug
delivery and sensing) have been far less explored as compared to those of SIDs. Thus,
further advancement in the field of self-immolative polymers (SIPs) requires novel
design criteria and a paradigm shift. Herein, we report the facile fabrication of waterdispersible SIPs with a novel chain topology, hyperbranched self-immolative polymers
(hSIPs), by utilizing one-pot AB2 polycondensation methodology and sequential postfunctionalization. The modular engineering of three categories of branching scaffolds,
three types of stimuli-cleavable capping moieties at the focal point, and seven different
types of peripheral functional groups and polymeric building blocks affords both
structurally and functionally diverse hSIPs with chemically tunable amplified release
features (up to 20 per hSIP molecule). Based on the hSIP platform, we demonstrate
myriad functions including visible light-triggered intracellular release of peripheral
conjugated drugs in a targeted and spatiotemporally controlled fashion, intracellular
delivery and cytoplasmic reductive milieu-triggered plasmid DNA release via on/off
multivalency switching, mitochondria-targeted fluorescent sensing of H2O2 with a
detection limit down to ~20 nM, and colorimetric H2O2 assay via triggered dispersion of
gold nanoparticle aggregates.

POLY 535: Compartmentalized functional polymers via living radical
polymerization: Design of primary/branched structures to nanospaces and
functions
Takaya Terashima, terashima@living.polym.kyoto-u.ac.jp, Mitsuo Sawamoto.
Department of Polymer Chemistry, Graduate School of Engineering, Kyoto University,
Kyoto, Japan
We herein report the creation of compartmentalized functional polymers with branched
architectures via living radical polymerization: functional microgel star polymers and
single chain-folding/crosslinking polymers (Scheme 1). Well-defined polymers with
precision primary and branched structures allowed efficient and selective self-assembly
and/or crosslinking into compartmentalized polymeric materials for unique functions.
Functional microgel star polymers, obtained from the ruthenium-catalyzed
crosslinking of linear polymers with functional linkers and/or monomers, provided
crosslinked core-shell nanospaces for molecular encapsulation and catalysis.
Fluorinated microgel star polymers were effective as nanocapsules for the selective
encapsulation, separation, and stimulti-responsive release of perfluorinated surfactants
in water. Star polymer chiral ruthenium catalysts with designer microgels worked as
pumping nanoreactors to accelerate asymmetric hydrogenation in water.
Single-chain folding/crosslinked polymers in turn give dynamic or fixed nanospaces
of single polymer chains. Amphiphilic/functional random copolymers bearing hydrophilic
poly(ethylene glycol) and hydrophobic or fluorous pendants intramolecularly self-folded
in water, organic and fluorinated solvents; the folding mode is controllable with the
pendant design. Single-chain crosslinked star polymers are also obtained from the
intramolecular crosslinking of self-folding amphiphilic random copolymers in water (ref.
4). This strategy afforded the design of single-chain imprint polymers with precision
cavities for selective molecular encapsulation.

Scheme 1. Compartmentalized Functional Polymers via Living Radical Polymerization: (a)
Functional Microgel Star Polymers and (b) Single-Chain Folding/Crosslinked Polymers

POLY 536: Crystallization-driven ordering and self-assembly in bottlebrush
polymers
Joey Kim2, sikeimjk@gmail.com, Nikos Hadjichristidis3, Julia A. Kornfield1. (1)
California Institute of Tech, Pasadena, California, United States (2) Chemical
Engineering, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, United States (3)
Physical Sciences and Engineering, King Abdullah University of Science and Techn,
Thuwal, Saudi Arabia
The natural building blocks of linear polymer are monomers. Similarly, the natural
building blocks of bottblebrush polymers are linear polymers (commonly referred to as
polymacromonomers). It is well established that many properties of linear polymers can
be tuned by using different copolymer systems. Similarly, we expect tunability of
bottlebrush polymers by using chemically distinct polymer chains. A collaborative effort
with Hadjichristidis from KAUST led us to a deeper study on the arrangement of
chemically distinct polymeric units within the bottlebrush architecture. We have
organized these samples into four categories based on the geometric connectivity:
homo-bottlebrush polymer (H) in which all side chains have identical chemical
functionality, main chain block bottlebrush polymers (M) which has chemically distinct
side chains are grafted in groups along the backbone, random-co-bottlebrush (R) in
which the sequence of grafting is determined by the number fraction of each chemically
distinct side chain, and diblock side chains bottlebrush polymer (D) in which the side
chains themselves are block copolymers. Three chemically distinct polymers were
chosen as side chains to explore the effects of chemical functionality as well as the
crystallization on behavioral properties: polyethylene (E), polycaprolactone (C), and
atactic-polystyrene (S). The former two are known to be semicrystalline. In the melt
phase we used differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) and in solution, we used smallangle neutron scattering (SANS). Our results indicate connectivity has a large impact on
the behavior of bottlebrush polymers.

A schematic repersentation of the molecules investigated. The 9 samples are divided into 4
categories based on the geometric connectivity.

POLY 537: Unimolecular micelles from amphiphilic brush copolymer
Hanying Luo, hluo7@jhu.edu, Margarita Herrera-Alonso. Materials Science and
Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland, United States

Polymeric micelles formed by the self-assembly of amphiphilic copolymers have been
widely studied as nano-carriers for therapeutic molecules. A particular disadvantage of
multimolecular assemblies is their instability under conditions of high dilution as the
micelles dissociate below the unimers’ critical micelle concentration (CMC). To
overcome this limitation, unimolecular micelles has been developed from hyperbranched polymers. The assembly of branched amphiphile into unimolecular constructs
provides the needed stability when the constructs are challenged against high dilution.
Using a combination of techniques, including SLS, DLS and TEM, we have previously
shown that stable unimolecular micelles can be formed from amphiphilic brush
copolymers by carefully tuning the hydrophilic to hydrophobic ratio and backbone
length. Herein, we are interested in further investigating brush micelles as unimolecular
drug carriers. The brush copolymers explored in this work consist of a polyglycidyl
methacrylate backbone off of which have been grafted side-chains of poly(ethylene
glycol) and poly(D,L-lactide). For this, two brush copolymers with different side-chain
lengths were synthesized: PGMA721-g-(PEG45/PLA14) (B1) and PGMA721-g(PEG113/PLA11) (B2); subscripts indicate the number of repeat units. Micellar properties
of both were compared with linear amphiphile PEG113-b-(PLA35) (L1). In the presence of
the hydrophobic solute rose bengal lactone (RBL), spherical micelles were obtained
from B1, whereas cylindrical micelle formed in the case of B2 due to the higher steric
hindrance from longer hydrophilic blocks. Aside from the obvious difference in
nanoparticle morphology, we examined and contrasted the stability of brush constructs
against linear ones under phosphate buffer saline at physiological temperature, solute
loading and release, and cellular uptake, and demonstrate that the molecular structure
of the amphiphile will have a strong effect of particle properties.

POLY 538: Effect of sequence on properties in poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)s
Tara Y. Meyer5,1, tmeyer@pitt.edu, Michael A. Washington5, Devin A. Swiner5, Ryan M.
Weiss2, Amy L. Short5, Morgan V. Fedorchak3,1, Steven R. Little3,1, Simon C. Watkins4.
(1) McGowan Center for Regenerative Medicine, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, United States (3) Chemical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (4) Center for Biologic Imaging , University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States (5) Chemistry, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
In biological polymers, monomer-by-monomer sequence determines properties. In
synthetic polymers, the difficulty in preparation has inhibited the development of
understanding even the scope of effect attainable by sequence manipulation. To
address this question, a series of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)s (PLGAs), has been
prepared and studied. While some properties are only subtly affected by sequence, e.g.,
Tgs, others differ dramatically depending on monomer order, e.g. swelling. The range of
behaviors observed will be presented and placed in the context of potential
bioengineering applications.

POLY 539: Intramolecular cyclization leads to controlled degrdation of polyesters
Zi-Chen Li, zcli@pku.edu.cn. College of Chem., Peking University, Beijing, China
Polymers which undergo controlled degradation in response to external stimulus such
as pH, light, redox or oxidation conditions, temperature and so on have attracted
widespread interest in the past decades. Recently, depolymerizatble polymers and
closely related self-immolative polymers that respond to a specific stimulus by
degradation into small molecules have been developed as new advanced materials.
This talk will discuss our approaches to control the stimuli-triggered degradation of
polyesters via intramolecular cyclization. (1) The newly synthesized functional poly(4hydroxybutyrate)s exhibited unique degradation behavior driven by the consecutive
intramolecular cyclization to form stable neutral γ-butyrolactone compound. (2) A facile
strategy for the synthesis, functionalization, and controlled thermal degradation of high
molecular weight itaconate or maleate polyesters was developed. The modified
polymers by β-amino mercaptants were stable at low temperature but undergone selfdegradation in solid or solution via intramolecular cyclization with the formation of a fiveor six-membered lactam at elevated temperatures. Thus, via regulating the β-amino
mercaptants, the degradation temperature and the degradation rate could be tuned in a
controlled way.

POLY 540: Conjugated polymers with repeating sequences of group 16
heterocycles prepared using catalyst-transfer polycondensation
Kevin J. Noonan, noonan@andrew.cmu.edu. Box 63, Carnegie Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Precise monomer insertion along a polymer backbone can afford biological
macromolecules with a wide range of structural and functional properties. This
continues to inspire researchers to synthesize macromolecules with controlled
sequences as a means to manipulate structure and function. Sequence control may be
especially effective in tuning the electronic structure of conjugated polymers because of
the delocalized pi-electrons along the backbone. Conjugated polymers are typically
synthesized in a step-growth fashion using metal catalyzed cross-coupling techniques
but, chain-growth methods are possible using catalyst-transfer polycondensation (CTP).
In this presentation, we will discuss conjugated copolymers with well-defined repeating
sequences of 3-hexylthiophene, 3-hexylselenophene and 3-hexylfuran units. All
copolymers were synthesized using CTP to ensure comparable molecular weights and
dispersities. The impact of sequence on both the electronic properties and solid-state
organization of the periodic copolymers will be compared to random structures where
possible. The combination of main chain and side chain substitution as a means to
manipulate sequence will also be presented (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Semiconducting polymer where variation of the bridging heteroatoms and side chain
substituents can be explored to manipulate electronic and solid-state properties.

POLY 541: Optoelectronic sequence effects in conjugated polymers: Are there
multiple needles?
Geoffrey Hutchison, geoffh@pitt.edu, Ilana Y. Kanal. Department of Chemistry,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Sequenced co-polymers offer a new dimension in control of oligomer and polymer
properties. We have focused on efficient computational exploration of sequence effects
for electronic and optical properties. We will discuss the investigation of 2-, 3-, and 4component sequenced conjugated systems, the range of potential properties, and
efficient predictive strategies. In particular, we find in large sequences that multiple
unique isomeric sequences have essentially the same optoelectronic properties,
allowing "optimal needles in the haystack" to be refined for different properties (e.g., pipi stacking, charge transport, morphology control, etc.).

Computational exploration of 2, 3, and 4-component sequenced oligomers rapidly reach
convergent properties

POLY 542: MS/MS digital readout: Analysis of binary information encoded in
sequence-controlled synthetic polymers
Laurence Charles1, laurence.charles@univ-amu.fr, Jean-Francois Lutz2. (1) AixMarseille University, Marseille, France (2) Precision Macromolecular Chemistry, Institut
Charles Sadron, Strasbourg, France
Similarly to storage of information in DNA based on controlled sequences of four
nucleotides, a string of binary information can be implemented in a synthetic polymer
using two comonomers intentionally defined as 0-bit and 1-bit. While the “writing” step
requires synthetic approaches to be developed for the production of strictly
monodisperse chains, the “reading” step is typically a sequencing task which can be
readily achieved using tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). Dissociation patterns in
MS/MS strongly depend on the chemistry of the polymer backbone: as a result, in
contrast to the case of biopolymers, no universal rules can be envisaged for non natural
species. Instead, specific read-out rules have to be established from the fragmentation
behavior observed for any given polymer family prior to decipher encoded information
from MS/MS data. However, in contrast to biopolymer sequencing where molecular
structures imposed by biology dictate the read-out rules, synthetic macromolecules can
be tailored to address specific requirements regarding their dissociation upon collisional
activation. In other words, the readability of coded messages is an additional parameter
to be included in the synthesis strategy of sequence-controlled polymers. This concept
is demonstrated here for different structural features such as poly(alkoxyamine amide)s,
poly(triazole amide)s and polyphosphates.

Sequence-encoded synthetic polymers can be easily decoded from their fragmentation pattern in
MS/MS

POLY 543: Can we determine the complete architectures of sequence-controlled
polymers?
Rana Gurarslan, Alan E. Tonelli, alan_tonelli@ncsu.edu. TECS, North Carolina State
University, Cary, North Carolina, United States
Quoting the most recent NSF Polymer Panel “…recent advances in polymer syntheses
leading to elaborate and precise architectures require accompanying advances in
microstructural characterization beyond currently available techniques,which are
collectively inadequate”. Certainly the “precise architectures” or macrostructures of the
sequence-controlled polymers described in this Symposium need to be independently
verified, because their behaviors are critically dependent upon this detailed structural
information. However, currently they cannot be fully characterized, because to
determine their macrostructures requires an experimental probe whose output depends
on the complete polymer chain, and not just on localized microstructures, such as shortrange tacticities (mm, mr, rr triads, etc.) or comonomer sequences (m1-m1, m1-m2, m2m2, etc), which can be determined with NMR spectroscopy. We have recently assessed
the ability of Kerr-Effect (electrical birefringence) observations performed on dilute
polymer solutions to distinguish polymer macrostructures, with promising results. The
Kerr-Effects of polymers are sensitively dependent on the types, amounts, and locations
of their short-range microstructures, i.e., their macrostructures, but can only identify or
distinguish them by comparison to the molar Kerr constants estimated for polymers with
the appropriate macrostructures. Because the numbers of potential macrostructures are
virtually limitless, we suggest that the types and quantities of local microstructures
present be obtained with high resolution 13C-NMR observations. These microstructures
can then be moved along and located on the polymer backbone until their resultant
calculated molar Kerr constants reproduce those observed, and it is then likely that the
assumed and actual polymer chain macrostructures are closely similar.

POLY 544: Flow-IEG: Scalable synthesis of sequence and architecturally defined,
unimolecular macromolecules
Frank A. Leibfarth3, FrankL@mit.edu, Jeremiah A. Johnson2, Timothy F. Jamison1. (1)
Chemistry/18-590, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States (2) MIT,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Massachusetts, United States (3)
Chemistry, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, United States
The synthesis of unimolecular, sequence-defined polymers has immense potential for
diverse applications in biomedicine, nanotechnology, and high-density information
storage. No synthetic methodology, however, offers access to these promising materials
in a modular, scalable, and automated fashion. Herein, we report the synthesis of
sequence and architecturally defined, unimolecular macromolecules through a novel
marriage of multi-step flow synthesis and iterative exponential growth, termed “FlowIEG”. The described system performs three reactions and an in-line purification in 10
minutes, doubling the molecular weight of an oligomeric species in an uninterrupted
reaction sequence with unprecedented speed and efficiency. Subsequent iterations
through the Flow-IEG system enable an exponential increase in molecular weight,
providing rapid access to unimolecular polymers. Introduction of monomers with
alternate structures and/or branching units to the Flow-IEG system provides control over
both polymer sequence and architecture. Employing this system, the synthesis of a
unimolecular, sequence-defined macromolecule with a molecular weight of 4,023 g/mol
has been achieved. The user-friendly nature, scalability, and modularity of Flow-IEG
provide a general strategy for the semi-automated synthesis of sequence-defined,
unimolecular macromolecules for a broad range of applications in biotechnology and
materials science.

POLY 545: Amino acids as building blocks of well-defined macromolecules
Delphine Chan-Seng, delphine.chan-seng@ics-cnrs.unistra.fr. Institut Charles Sadron
- CNRS, Strasbourg , France
Recent developments in polymer chemistry permit the preparation of polymers with
controlled topology, functionality and microstructure through various synthetic strategies
providing access to more elaborated architectures such as star, comb and
hyperbranched polymers that could be bearing a variety of functional groups at welldefined sites on the polymer chain. This ability to control the architecture of polymers
and their functionalities allows tuning their properties and thus adjusting their
performances regarding targeted applications. This presentation will focus on the use of
solid-phase peptide synthesis as a synthetic tool to introduce amino acids at welldefined localization either on the main chain or on the side chains of macromolecules.

POLY 546: Post-modifications of recombinant elastin-like polypeptides
Elisabeth B. Garanger2, garanger@enscbp.fr, Rosine Petitdemange2, Bertrand
Garbay2, Timothy J. Deming1, Sebastien Lecommandoux2. (1) Bioengineering Dept,
Univ of Califrnia, Los Angeles, California, United States (2) LCPO-ENSCBP, University
of Bordeaux, Pessac, France
While structure-property relationships are tricky to establish with polydisperse natural or
synthetic polymers, such studies are more reliable with genetically-engineered
recombinant polymers that are strictly monodisperse in terms of chain length and
monomer sequence. Protein engineering however implies long and tedious molecular
cloning steps that often prevent the systematic study of large series of recombinant
polymers. Applying methods from bioconjugation chemistry to recombinant polymer
scaffolds shall allow accessing a large variety of precision polymer structures in
reasonable time and costs. In this context, our group explores orthogonal ligation
strategies to chemoselectively modify the guest residue (Xaa) of elastin-like
polypeptides’ repeat units (Val-Pro-Gly-Xaa-Gly) in order to introduce various chemical
groups, modify the solubility/hydrophobicity of the ELP backbones and thereby easily
tune their LCST. Such method can also be used to conjugate biologically relevant motifs
to confer specific bioactive properties to inert ELP scaffolds.

POLY 547: Photochemically driven synthesis of sequence-defined
macromolecules
Nicolas Zydziak, nicolas.zydziak@kit.edu, Waldemar Konrad, Florian Feist,
Christopher Barner-Kowollik. Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), Karlsruhe,
Germany
UV-induced photoreactions represent an efficient tool to synthesize complex sequencedefined macromolecules. We herein present variable strategies for the design of
artificial macromolecules to obtain polymer chains as precise as their natural
counterparts. Successive photochemical reactions are induced such that the polymer
chains are extended monomer unit by monomer unit with an absolute control over the
monomer order. The resulting polymer chains display perfect monomer order,
monodipersity (PDI = 1.00) and absolute chain-end fidelity. Moreover, the versatility of
our approach is highlighted by several examples of different photocaged diene
monomers incorporated into sequence-defined linear homopolymers, copolymers and
block-copolymers. A particular emphasis is placed on the subsequent characterization
of the sequence defined polymers, in order to evidence the successful synthesis of any
compatible function at arbitrary positions within the sequence (writing) as well as on
decoding the sequence information (reading).

Sequential and modular routes to a) homopolymers (monomer 0, red circle); b) alternating
copolymers (monomers 0 and monomer 1, blue circle); c) exemplary SEC traces for the
homopolymer synthesis.

POLY 548: Smart polymer materials by design: Creating and implementing smart
polymers with latent chemical functionality
Placeholder Plenary Award address
Christopher Bowman, christopher.bowman@colorado.edu. UCB 596, Univ of
Colorado, Chemical Biological Eng, Boulder, Colorado, United States
Materials that change shape, structure, mechanical, chemical or biological performance
in response to an applied stimulus or in response to a localized change in conditions
have often been referred to as smart materials. The ability to form smart, responsive
polymer materials is critical in numerous applications ranging from biomaterials to
micro- and nanotechnology to optical materials as well as many others. Here, we have
sought to create a wide range of tunable smart material structures based on both linear
polymers and polymer networks wherein latent chemical functionality and hence
responsiveness exists that is readily turned on or off to enable enhanced spatiotemporal
control of the material and its response. Two different approaches will be discussed
including the formation of sequence controlled linear polymers in which the material
response arises from the sequence of the polymer. In particular, the development and
implementation of click nucleic acids (CNAs) that utilize the thiol-ene click reaction to
create a sequence controlled polymer of nucleobases will be discussed. This distinct
class of oligonucelotides combines the vast advantages of other synthetic
oligonucleotides such as, for example, peptide nucleic acids with the power of click
reaction chemistry to form materials that hybridize with both natural and synthetic
olignonucleoitides via nucleobase pairing while enabling large scale production
appropriate for directed assembly and other high value materials applications. The
second approach to responsive materials incorporates one or more switchable dynamic
covalent chemistries into a polymer network to form a covalent adaptable network
(CAN). These CANs then have the ability to controllably alter the network structure in a
manner that alters the topography and other material properties of the network. In
particular, the implementation of these networks to form complex shapes via
photolithography while also being incorporated into atypical network structures such as
particles and liquid crystalline systems will be presented. The capacity of these CANs to
generate unique topographical, mechanical, and optical performance suitable for a
range of applications will be discussed.

POLY 549: Renewable neolignan thermosets with tunable thermomechanical
characteristics towards biomedical applications
Kevin T. Wacker2, kwacker09@gmail.com, Andrew C. Weems1, Duncan J. Maitland1,
Karen L. Wooley2. (1) Department of Biomedical Engineering, Texas A&M University,
College Station, Texas, United States (2) Department of Chemistry, Chemical
Engineering, and Materials Science & Engineering and the Laboratory for SyntheticBiologic Interactions, Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, United States
Renewable resources have become increasingly important in the effort to reduce
reliance on petrochemical feedstocks and expand the chemical diversity and
performance of polymer materials. Currently, however, the number and type of
renewable polymers for biomedical applications are limited, compared to petrochemical
counterparts. Magnolol, a neolignan natural product with biological properties including
osteoblast-promotion, osteoclast-inhibition, and anti-inflammatory effects, offers
versatile chemical approaches to generate several alkene-functionalized monomers,
each via a single step functionalization reaction of the phenolic groups. Thermoset
materials were then realized through thiol-ene reactions. The natural-product based
thermosets show a wide range of thermomechanical properties including Young’s
moduli (E) ranging several orders of magnitude, strain at break up to ~380 %, and onset
of thermal degradation, Td, from 280-360 °C. These tunable properties were rationalized
from monomer structure, steric constraints, and reaction conditions and, thus, offer
opportunities as tunable biomedical materials.

POLY 550: Development of thermosensitive poly(N-vinylcaprolactam) as an
injectable biomaterial
Renata Sala1,4, renata.lang89@gmail.com, Michelle Kwon4, Emerson Camargo2, Jason
A. Burdick3. (1) Chemistry, Federal University of São Carlos, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States (2) Dept of Chemistry, UFSCAR Federal Univ of Sao
Carlos, Sao Carlos SP, Brazil (3) 240 Skirkanich Hall, Univ Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States (4) Bioengineering, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
Injectable biomaterials have gained prominence in the field of tissue engineering since
they present a minimally invasive option for therapeutic delivery. Thermosensitive poly
(N-vinylcaprolactam) (PNVCL) exhibits a phase transition in aqueous medium above
34°C, which permits transition from a liquid to solid when delivered to a tissue.
Rheological analysis showed higher storage and loss moduli (G’and G”) when the
materials were heated from room temperature up to 37°C and at higher material
concentration (from 10 to 50% w/w) as shown in Figure 1. We investigated the
cytotoxicity of PNVCL synthesized by free radical polymerization using an Alamar Blue
(AB)-based assay on 3D encapsulations of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs).
At 1 and 3 days post-encapsulation, AB fluorescence intensities indicated limited toxicity
and the presence of cell proliferation. Live/dead cell staining of encapsulated hMSCs or
chondrocytes showed viable cells after encapsulation and injection using various needle
sizes followed by culture over 3 days (Figure 2). To investigate the potential application
of PNVCL in the repair of articular cartilage, hMSCs were encapsulated and gene
expression and matrix production were assessed in vitro in the presence of TGF-β3.
Encapsulated hMSCs underwent chondrogenesis over 28 days, indicated by the
quantification of glycosaminoglycan production and the expression of type II collagen.
The findings from this study show that thermosensitive PNVCL can be a potential
injectable biomaterial for tissue engineering applications.

POLY 551: Hydrolytic mechanism of polycationic toxicity: Implications for
polymeric transfection
Bryn Monnery1, bryn.monnery@gmail.com, Maya Thanou2, Richard Hoogenboom1. (1)
Ghent University, Gent, Belgium (2) King's College London, London, United Kingdom
Polycationic materials, such as polyethylenimine and poly(l-lysine) are commonly used
transfection agents. However, the root cause of their toxicity has until recently been
nebulous, but seems to be due to acid-catalysed hydrolysis of cellular membranes.
Indeed the rate of membrane disruption is closely related to the molecular weight (MW)
and pKa of the polycations, with polymers carrying more acidic protons being more
disruptive to cell membranes. This contribution will discuss the role of hydrolysis of cell
membranes during polymeric transfection, including toxicity, how this theory can modify
or eliminate the “proton sponge hypothesis”, and how it modifies theories of cellular
entry.

POLY 552: Synthesis of hyperbranched glycopolymers using an alternative
bromoinimer approach
Cesar Lopez-Gonzalez1, cl62@zips.uakron.edu, Hao Chen4, William Horn2, Carolyn
Scherger3,5, Coleen R. Pugh1. (1) Department of Polymer Science, The University of
Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States (2) Department of Chemistry, Ashland University,
Ashland, Ohio, United States (5) Department of Chemistry, John Carroll University,
Cleveland, Ohio, United States
Naturally occurring polysaccharides can be modified to offer a versatile set of properties
for biomedical applications. However, synthetic glycopolymers based on
monosaccharides can be designed to target desired properties for drug delivery, protein
preservation or protein binding. This study aims to elucidate the effect of the
glycopolymer architecture (linear vs hyperbranched) on the polymer properties and to
optimize the polymerization mechanism to obtain the desired molecular weights. We
used an alternative strategy to synthesize acrylate inimers5 containing mannose and
glucose that homopolymerize5 using self-condensing vinyl polymerizations (SCVP). Two
atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) mechanisms were performed (activators
regenerated by electron transfer (ARGET) and simultaneous normal and reverse
initiated (SN&RI ATRP)) to produce linear and hyperbranched glycopolymers with
number-average molecular weight (Mn) ranging from Mn = 10 kDa to 42 kDa, and Mn =
44 kDa to 182 kDa, respectively. The overall yields for the polymerizations ranged from
40% to 70%. The effect of the polymer architecture with respect to the hydrodynamic
volume was determined, by comparying the molecular weight obtained using gel
permeation chromatography (GPC), to the absolute molecular weight obtained using
light scattering.

POLY 553: Comparison of star-like and linear amphiphilic γ-substituted εcaprolactone block copolymers for drug delivery applications
Katherine E. Washington2, kelwashington@att.net, Ruvanthi N. Kularatne2, Matthew J.
Gillings2, Calvin Geng2, Michael C. Biewer3, Mihaela C. Stefan1. (1) Dept Chem UT
Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United States (2) Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas,
Heartland, Texas, United States (3) Dept of Chemistry, University of Texas at Dallas,
Richardson, Texas, United States
The synthesis of a new class of star-like functional polycaprolactones that are
biocompatible and biodegradable for applications in the delivery of anticancer drugs is
reported. Star-like polymeric micelles are synthesized via ring opening polymerization
from functionalized poly (ε-caprolactone) monomers with γ-substituents, which can selfassemble into micellar drug delivery vehicles. Functionalized γ-2-[2-(2methoxyethoxy)ethoxy]ethoxy-ε-caprolactone was synthesized through a multistep
synthesis pathway and used for the hydrophilic block, while unsubstituted εcaprolactone was used as the hydrophobic block in the diblock copolymers. The
polymers were prepared via a ring-opening polymerization using tin(II) 2-ethylhexanoate
as the catalyst and either pentaerythritol or benzyl alcohol as the initiators. The
composition and the molecular weight of the polymers were determined using size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) and 1HNMR. The properties of the various star-like
diblock copolymer micelles were investigated by the determination of the critical micellar
concentration (CMC) using fluorescence measurements with pyrene as a probe and the
determination of the size of the hydrodynamic diameter by dynamic light scattering
(DLS) measurements and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The drug loading
capacity and drug loading efficiency of doxorubicin in the polymeric micelles, as well as
the biodegradability were also examined.

POLY 554: Crosslinked cationic polyester films for prevention of P. Aeruginosa
colonization and biofilm formation
Elaheh Chamsaz1, eac64@zips.uakron.edu, Steven Mankoci1, Hazel Barton2,
Abraham Joy1. (1) Dept of Polymer Science, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United
States (2) Dept of Biology, University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
Hospital-related infections are a major concern in the healthcare industry with 1.7 million
affected patients worldwide at any time. At surgical sites, one of the main causes of
implant failure is the formation of biofilms which result from the attachment of bacterial
colonies to surfaces. One of the current practices to inhibit bacteria colonization on the
surfaces is using antimicrobial coatings. Controlling Physico-chemical properties of the
biomedical surface by coating with quaternary ammonium, pyridinium groups or
encapsulation with silver, are current routes to inhibit bacteria colonization and biofilm
formation. However, the lack of stability of such coatings and in some cases their
toxicity necessitates the development of more stable and non-toxic coatings.
The current work details our efforts to further develop stable initiator free-crosslinkable
cationic polyester coatings designed from coumarin and N-substituted diols as
monomers to provide stable antimicrobial coatings. This initiator free-crosslinkable
cationic polyester coating was tested against Pseudomonas aeruginosa (PAO1) in static
mode. Results from biofilm assay showed that the cationic surface not only inhibits the
biofilm formation, but it also resulted in the killing of the attached bacteria. Additionally,
these polyester coatings exhibit high thermal stability, low cytotoxicity and minimal
hemolysis activity. Comparison with polyesters having neutral or anionic functional
groups demonstrated the need for the role of cationic charges in antimicrobial activity.

POLY 555: Peptide hydrogels for three-dimensional cell culture and high
throughput drug screening
Peter Worthington2, pworthington89@gmail.com, Andrew Napper3, Sigrid Langhans3,
Darrin J. Pochan1. (1) Univ of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (2) University
of Delaware, Newark, Delaware, United States (3) Nemours, Wilmington , Delaware,
United States
High throughput screening (HTS) is a method of drug discovery that utilizes automation
to rapidly test hundreds of thousands of drug compounds against a designed disease
state model to quickly hone in on promising drug candidates. The power behind HTS is
its ability to screen such a high amount of compounds, but this requires the disease
state model to be fairly simple in concept and amenable to standard liquid handling
practices. The result is most HTS cell culture assays are cellular monolayers on treated
plastic or a solution of suspension cells; using this type of model results in hits that are
therapeutically effective in an environment much different from the in vivo environment
that the disease model is attempting to reproduce. The goal of this research is to to
create a three dimensional (3D) cell culture model that will result in more clinically
relevant HTS hits and at the same time not impede standard HTS practices. Betahairpin peptide hydrogels can serve as the matrix because of their tunable physical
properties, cytocompatibility, and shear thinning/rehealing properties. Hydrogel is
formed by addition of peptides to cell culture medium with desired cells suspended and
eventually encapsulated due to peptide nanofibrillar network assembly. A unique
advantage is the hydrogel ability to shear thin and flow during shear common during
syringe injection. When the shear is stopped the network immediately forms back into a
hydrogel solid. MAX8 (VKVKVKVKdPPTVKVEVKVKV) is the parent peptide used for
the HTS assay development; it forms a hydrogel at physiological conditions, ideal for
cell culture. Different hydrogel concentrations were tested and cell attachment ligands
(RGDS, IKVAV YIGSR) were added to the hydrogel backbone to investigate the
hydrogels effect on encapsulated cell proliferation. The 3D HTS assay development,
first pilot screen results, and initial hit investigation will be presented.

POLY 556: In vivo degradation tracking and modeling of three sizes configuration of
autofluorescent protein hydrogels
Xiaoyu Ma1, xiaoyu.ma@uconn.edu, Jun Chen1, Yu Lei2. (1) Biomedical Engineering, University
of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, United States (2) University of Connecticut, Storrs,
Connecticut, United States
Biocompatible and biodegradable materials have been extensively developing for diverse in vivo
biomedical applications, where the design of these materials highly relies on the in vivo
retention time. However, in vivo performance is quite challenging to be predicted due to the
complicated conditions in the body. Herein, we have fabricated autofluorescent protein
hydrogels in three size configurations: bulk counterparts, nanoparticles, microspheres. The
fluorescence is formed after the polymerization process, instead of doping of chemical
fluorophores, which reduces the leaking problem and renders the biocompatibility of the
prepared hydrogel. Thus, these autofluorescent materials have been employed for in vivo
tracking of the enzymatic degradation and fluorophore release process via non-invasive realtime fluorescence imaging. More interestingly, mathematical models which concur the
experimental trends have been proposed to better understand and compare the degradation
process of hydrogels in three configurations. Our study provides a fundamental investigation of
in vivo degradation and release performance of protein-based polymer blocks, which can serve
as solid ground for future design of enzymatically degradable biomaterials for a variety of
biomedical applications.

Sequential fluorescence images of the mouse after the injection of autofluorescent hydrogel

Sequential fluorescence images of the mouse after the injection of autofluorescent microspheres

POLY 557: Self-healing protein hydrogels
Jun Chen1, jun.chen@uconn.edu, Xiaoyu Ma1, Yu Lei2. (1) Biomedical Engineering, University of
Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, United States (2) University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut, United
States
Self-healing is one of the most outstanding properties observed in biological materials that healing
processes are automatically triggered after damage. Smart materials possess performance of rapid
response to environmental changes provide an approach to self-healing materials due to their
biomimicking functions. We present herein a strategy for construction of self-healing protein hydrogels
based on cooperation of ion-mediated protein-protein interaction and bridging effect. Excellent selfhealing properties of this hydrogel system were observed without external stimuli at room temperature
under physiological pH, and this behavior can be promoted with presence of divalent ions in
physiological concentration. In addition, superior biocompatibility has been demonstrated by in vitro
cytotoxicity analysis, suggesting potential biomedical application of this material in drug delivery,
biological repair and tissue engineering.

Figure 1. Photographs of the self-healing behavior of protein hydrogel at room temperature. a) Protein
hydrogel at original, cut, self-healed, and bend states. b) Self-healing of protein hydrogels with different
ion concentration.

Figure 2. Time-dependent self-healing of hydrogel after failure. a) The elastic modulus (G0') and loss
modulus (G0'') are the moduli of the hydrogel before facture, the gel was fractured under large strain and
then G’ and G’’ were monitored at 1% strain. b) Time-dependent strain change at 6.238 rad/s, room
temperature.

POLY 558: Reversible redox cycling and cation adsorption in melanin films
Luke Klosterman, lkloster@andrew.cmu.edu, Christopher Bettinger. Carnegie Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, United States
Catechol moieties are uniquely strong chelators of metal cations and exhibit reversible
oxidation and reduction. Melanins are a class of material that represent a limit in
catechol density, and they exhibit mixed ionic-electronic conductivity capable of
switching the redox state on constituent catechol groups. This conduction mechanism
and redox activity suggests melanin’s potential for switchable cation exchange
applications, such as biological batteries or water purification.
We have investigated the cation adsorption and redox-control mechanisms in thin
dopamine-melanin (DM) films. Raman spectroscopy serves as a powerful tool for
identifying transition metal chelation with catechols in the DM films, observed at 555 cm1
. By applying potential biases to the DM film, residual dopamine can be oxidized and
cyclized to indoles, and Fe(II/III) cations can be bound and released by subsequent
redox cycling of catecholic moieties. The contribution of semiquinone species to cation
adsorption are also observed via Raman spectroscopy at 1473 cm-1. This vibrational
band allows for semi-quantitative measurement of cation-specific adsorption kinetics
and isotherms, along with the pH-dependence of adsorption. The intensity of diagnostic
Raman bands in DM films were calibrated with respect to the change in cation
concentration in solution. Overall, these studies advance spectroscopic techniques for
characterizing functional melanin films, and provide insight into melanin’s potential for
future water purification and biological energy storage devices.

POLY 559: Tackling drug solubility challenges with a novel soluplus® polymer
Katrina M. Knauer1, kmk06f@gmail.com, Shaukat Ali2. (1) Global Skin Delivery
Laboratory, Pharma Solutions, BASF, Tarrytown, New York, United States (2) Pharma
Solutions, BASF, Floram Park, New Jersey, United States
Drug solubilization has been an enormous challenge within the pharmaceutical industry
due to poor solubility and bioavailability of new chemical entities (NCE’s). Thus, there is
a demand for advanced solubilizers that (1) lend better solubilization capacity of APIs
(2) have unparalleled safety and toxicological standards, and (3) reduce time and cost
in formulation development. Classical solubilizers, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG)based surfactants, are well suited for liquid formulations (oral, parenteral) while only a
selective group of solubilizers have been developed for solid oral dosages. Likewise,
other polymers, such as povidone and copovidone have been used in various
solubilization technologies; however, the poor solubilization capacity of insoluble
molecules still limits applications. Hot melt extrusion (HME) has been used in the
plastics and food industries for decades to promote solubilization of formulations, but is
relatively new in the pharmaceutical industry. HME technology offers greater flexibility
over traditional/classical methods with the greatest advantages being shorter
processing times and solvent free conditions. BASF has introduced a new polymeric
solubilizer, Soluplus®, a graft copolymer composed of polyethylene glycol,
polyvinylcaprolactam, and polyvinylacetate. Its unique chemistry coupled with superb
solubilization characteristics are important in the development of solid solutions by
HME. Soluplus® outperforms many well-known polymers and solubilizers showing
greater lipophilicity, low hygroscopicity, and a low glass transition temperature (~70°C).
These unique attributes lead to enhanced performance as a solubilizer in a solid
dispersion matrix, as shown in Figure 1. This presentation will highlight the
advancement of Soluplus® based amorphous solid dispersions to tackle the challenges
with poorly soluble NCEs.

POLY 560: Coil coating:Technology and application
Xiaonan K. Singer, xiaonan.kou@gmail.com. Coil, Valspar, Bowling Green, Kentucky,
United States
Coil coating is an environmentally sound and economical way to paint thin sheets of
steel or aluminum in a continuous process. The coil is unwound, cleaned, treated,
primed, painted, and cooled at a speed up to 700 feet per minute before recoiled for
shipment. Comparing to other coating processes, coil coating produces nominal waste
and relatively low emissions with heat energy collected and used for paint line and
drying oven. The most common end uses of coil coatings include: building panels,
appliances, lighting fixtures, truck trailers, garage doors, etc.
On a fast coil line, sufficient curing needs to be achieved within 20-40 seconds. After
coating, the prepainted coils will be slit and formed to fit different end uses. Good
flexibility and scratch resistance are critical for the thin coating to survive the handling.
Valspar manufactures a range of high-performance coating products which meet the
most demanding requirements. These products will be used as examples to illustrate
the special coil coating chemistry and physical properties.

POLY 561: Synthetic approaches for addressing discoloration in industriallyrelevant polymers
Danniebelle N. Haase, dnhaase@gmail.com. Dow Chemical Company, Collegeville,
Pennsylvania, United States
Easy to apply waterborne coatings, with an improved eco-profile over their solventborne counterparts, are used in several applications such as leather and paper
coatings, as well as architectural, automotive, construction and traffic paints. In contrast
to solvent-borne coatings, waterborne coatings display several advantages, for
example, lower VOC emissions. Additionally, replacing solvent-borne with waterborne
technology facilitates the preparation of a wide range of polymers with non-linear
morphology (hard and soft composites, hollow spheres, etc.) thereby providing distinct
coatings performance platforms.
For industrial coatings, the main constituent of these waterborne coatings are latex
binders. Latex binders, dispersions of sub-micron sized, acrylic-based polymer particles,
act as vehicles for pigments and additives. Latex binders greatly impact paint properties
such as flexibility, gloss, durability, toughness, and water resistance properties.
Additionally, latex binders are the film-forming component of paints.
Preparing latex polymers and by extension paints with the desired balance of properties
for the specific application is challenging. Product discoloration adds to the synthetic
complexity. Discoloration of latex paints is a known phenomenon and a major concern
as it can result in color shifts. A number of factors can influence latex paint discoloration
and polymer discoloration is a major issue. Typically, polymer discoloration has been
attributed to i) the polymer raw materials, including the choice of monomers and ii)
polymerization augments such as reductant and oxidants. Despite the fact that
discoloration may not affect the mechanical properties of the polymer, it is unappealing
and may pose difficulties for pigmented applications by shifting the color over time
thereby changing the whole spectrum of the paint. Now, we present a study that
identifies several likely causes for discoloration of polymers used in industrial coatings
and the strategies we employed to circumvent the color without compromising the
performance properties. We will demonstrate that these strategies may be applied to
several other types of coatings.

POLY 562: Tracing plastic deformation of battery separator using recovery force
Gahee Kim, gh0523.kim@samsung.com, Youngsuk Jung. Analytical Science Group,
Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology, Suwon, Kyoung gi, Korea (the Republic of)
Battery separator is a porous membrane placed between electrodes of opposite
polarity. Its main function is to prevent electrical short in between the positive and
negative electrodes as well as to allow ionic transports that are needed to complete the
circuit during the flow of current. Generally, though the requirements of battery
separator depend on the types of battery, separator should be flexible enough to be
wrapped around the electrodes. In addition, it should be highly permeable to gas
molecules for overcharge protection and should possess shutdown features for good
safety.
In the present study, we have traced the process conditions of separators such as
deformation temperature, ratio, speed, and so forth. Using dynamic mechanical
analyzer (DMA), recovery forces were measured together with shrinkage in the
separator membrane. In isostrain condition, change in mechanical force with high
resolution of » 0.01 N can be obtained. Also, change in morphology created from film
deformation is examined. We find that the measurement of recovery forces is sensitive
enough to trace the thermal history of a drawn film. Recovery forces detected at a
certain temperature far lower than the initiation of shrinkage implies a semi-stable
morphology is created by the thermal history of the polymer.
Results in this study provide practical guidelines, supported by fundamental correlation
between the deformation condition and the change in morphology of films, to develop
battery separator, and further, to support industry of plastic thin films.

POLY 563: Imidazole-containing block copolymers: Towards understanding the
effect of morphology on electromechanical response
Mingtao Chen3, mc7@vt.edu, Brad S. Lokitz2, Rajeev Kumar1, Timothy E. Long4. (1)
Oak Ridge National Lab, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, United States (2) Bldg 8610 MS 6494,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, United States (3) Chemistry,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia, United States
(4) Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia, United States
Polyelectrolytes are widely used in applications ranging from membranes for batteries
and gas or water purification to stimuli-responsive actuators. The majority of research
on the electromechanical response of ionic polymers has focused on macroscopic
properties. Studying mesoscale morphological changes that ionic block copolymers
undergo in response to an applied electrical field will provide new insight into their
macroscopic properties and aid in the rationale design of new soft materials.
A novel imidazole-containing monomer was synthesized to serve as the soft blocks in
di- and triblock copolymers (Figure 1). The hard blocks were consisted of styrene or
deuterated styrene (for neutron scattering studies). Self-consistent field theory (SCFT)
was employed to guide the design of model block copolymers. Reversible addition
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) allowed the synthesis of the block copolymers and
the effect of the imidazole counter ion on polymerization kinetics and thermomechanical
properties was investigated. Neutron scattering and AFM of the block copolymer films
revealed the morphological changes related to both ion redistribution and macroscopic
response to an applied electric field. The structure-morphology-property relationship
should result in a better understanding of the mesoscale changes that contribute to the
macroscopic electromechanical response and aid in the rationale design of new soft
materials.

Figure 1 The synthesis of imidazole-containing monomers and block copolymers through RAFT
polymerization.

POLY 564: Role of chemical structure on the alkaline hydrolysis of industriallyrelevant copolyester model compounds
EROL YILDIRIM1, eyildir@ncsu.edu, Brendan P. Abolins2, Andrew Detwiler2, Curt
Cleven2, Harold S. Freeman1, Ahmed El Shafei1, Melissa A. Pasquinelli1. (1)
TECS/Fiber and Polymer Science, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North
Carolina, United States (2) Eastman Chemical Company, Kingsport, Tennessee, United
States
Polyesters are susceptible to hydrolysis in alkaline environment which results in the
cleavage of the backbone chain and decrease in the molecular weight. Resistance to
base catalyzed hydrolysis is important to understand for coating, packaging and medical
applications of polyesters. This degradation can be monitored experimentally by the rate
of terephthalic acid generation since an intermediate anion formed by hydroxyl anion
attack to carbonyl carbon and further reaction breaks the macromolecular chain and
produces an acid group.
Multiscale molecular modeling methods were employed to understand how the rate of
hydrolysis change as a function of the composition. The reactivity of copolyester model
compounds constructed based on different glycols, acids and end groups were
calculated against nucleophilic attack by the hydroxyl groups in different solvents.
Calculations showed that some glycols and acids can create a significant amount of
steric hindrance around the electron-deficient carbonyl centers which have strong
tendency to react with hydroxyl anions. Hydrophobicity of constituents was found to be
another factor to increase hydrolytic stability at high pH values. Electrostatic potential
factors such as the positive atomic charge on the carbonyl carbon and polarity of end
groups were the other factors for the alkaline stability of copolyesters. We showed that
proper selection of glycols and acids can increase stability of the polyesters against
alkaline hydrolysis type of degradations.

a) Initial and b) final structure for ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of polyethylene
terephthalate chain and four OH- anions.

POLY 565: Polypeptides: Bioderived templates for thermoreversible
semiconducting gels
Cornelia Rosu1, cornelia.rosu@mse.gatech.edu, Ping-Hsun Chu3, Elsa Reichmanis2,
Paul Russo4. (1) School of Materials Science and Engineering, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, United States (2) Georgia Institute of Technology,
Atlanta, Georgia, United States (3) School of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia, United States (4) School of Materials
Science and Engineering, Georgia Institute of technology, Atlanta, Georgia, United
States
The organization of π-conjugated polymers, the active component in organic
electronics, into defect-free and tightly π-π stacked structures that enable efficient
electron transport is a long-standing problem. While many approaches have been
developed to influence the structure and properties of semiconducting polymers, the
use of polypeptides ability to self organize and induce assembly in other polymers has
been overlooked.
Poly(γ-benzyl-L-glutamate), PBLG form thermoreversible gels in helicogenic solvents
such as toluene. Confining, poly(3-hexylthiophene), P3HT in PBLG gels induces
efficient alignment of chains by π-π stacking. The appealing feature of these gels is
their fast opto-electronic response as a function of temperature. Fresh PBLGP3HT/toluene solutions give signals associated with the amorphous state of the
semiconducting polymer. Once the temperature decreases to induce the gel state, the
response is very fast as reflected by vibronic signals characteristic to high-order
crystalline structures. The amplitude of these signals increases with aging. The
shoulders disappear when the gel is re-melted. A series of techniques was used to
characterize in-depth the PBLG-P3HT/toluene gels under different conditions.
These materials will find applications in wearable/implantable electronic devices and
sensors to detect the quality of packaged foods.

POLY 566: Degradation mechanisms of high performance polymers in extreme
environments
Joseph H. Baker1, joseph.baker@chem.tamu.edu, Janet Bluemel2. (1) Chemistry,
Texas A&M, Billings, Missouri, United States (2) Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M
University, College Station, Texas, United States
Polyaryletherketone (PAEK) polymers are of great interest for applications in extreme
service environments in the oil and gas industry, as they are very tolerant of high
temperatures and pressures and chemically resistant. The most widely utilized PAEK
polymers are polyetheretherketone (PEEK) polymers. Therefore, it is of utmost
importance for industry to predict and improve the longevity of PEEK components. As
as first step, one needs to investigate why and how PEEK polymers decompose. This
will lead the way to improved formulations and processing of these polymers and
potentially to altering the composition of drilling fluids.
The presented work focuses on the chemical and physical changes that PEEK
specimens undergo under controlled experimental conditions of high temperatures and
pressures. The polymer samples treated in autoclaves with different acidic brine
compositions and steam are investigated with solid-state NMR. The molecular
compounds leaching from the polymers are extracted, identified and quantified by mass
spectrometry and liquids NMR spectroscopy. The results obtained allow for kinetic
analyses of the degradation process which can be utilized to determine the lifetime of
the PEEK components under specific conditions.
Mechanistic studies reaveal the simultaneous occurrance of several decomposition
pathways, for example, bromination by the bromide salts in the drilling fluids, radical
enhanced decompositions, and hydrolysis under acidic conditions.
Since PEEK is insoluble at room temperature and virtually insoluble even at elevated
temperatures in organic solvents, two molecular model compounds (Figure 1) have
been synthesized and characterized. These allow for bulk sample decomposition
studies and are more amenable to standard analytical techniques than the polymers.
The results obtained with the model compounds translate astonishingly well to the
scenarios observed with the actual PEEK polymer samples.

POLY 567: Synthesis of gradient copolymers via reversible addition
fragmentation chain transfer in emulsion polymerization
Ishah Alshehri, alshehih@clarkson.edu, Devon A. Shipp. Chemisty Biomolecular
Science, Clarkson University, Potsdam, New York, United States
In the last two decades, reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer polymerization
(RAFT) polymerization has successfully demonstrated its ability to provide novel willdefined macromolecular architectures in homogenous and heterogeneous systems with
a wide range of functional monomers. Our work here focuses on the use of RAFT
polymerizations to synthesize gradient copolymers with predetermined molecular
weights and narrow molecular weight distributions. Gradient copolymers constitute an
important class of polymeric materials within which the monomer composition varies
smoothly along the length of the polymer chain. In particular, earlier experiments
demonstrated that gradient copolymers exhibit a broad range of glass transition
temperature (Tg) range. Thus, these copolymers can undergo reversible change in
response to thermal external stimuli, making them excellent candidates for shape
memory polymer (SMP) applications. Here we examine the use of RAFT emulsion
polymerization to produce gradient copolymers with a broad Tg range.

POLY 568: t-Bu3P-Coordinated 2-phenylaniline-based palladacycle complex as
the precatalyst for the Suzuki cross-coupling polymerization of AA/BB- and ABtype monomers
Jie Dong3, jie.dong@csi.cuny.edu, Honghai Zhang2, Wei Peng1, Qiaosheng Hu1. (1)
Department of Chemsitry, College of Staten Island-CUNY, Staten Island, New York,
United States (2) Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, United States
(3) chemistry, college of Staten Island, Staten Island, New York, United States
t-Bu3P-coordinated 2-phenylaniline-based palladacycle complex, [2’-(amino-kN)[1,1’biphenyl]-2-yl-kC] chloro (trit-butylphosphine)-palladium, was used as precatalyst for
Suzuki cross-coupling polymerization of AA/BB- and AB-type monomers. Monomers
including aryl dibromides, aryl dichlorides, aryldiboronic acids, and bromoarylboronic
acids were found to be excellent monomers for this polymerization. This polymerization
occurred efficiently at 60oC (1h), affording polymers with yields and molecular weights
comparable or higher than that of polymers obtained by using other reported palladium
complexes with longer polymerization time.

POLY 569: Ring-expansion metathesis polymerization of cycloolefins to highly
pure cyclic polymers
Julian P. Edwards2, jedwards@caltech.edu, Hefeng Zhang3, Nikos Hadjichristidis3,
Harald Pasch5, Dimitris Vlassopoulos4, Robert H. Grubbs1. (1) Cal Tech 164-30,
Pasadena, California, United States (2) Chemistry, California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, California, United States (3) Physical Sciences and Engineering, King
Abdullah University of Science and Techn, Thuwal, Saudi Arabia (4) Dept of Mats Sci
Tech, University of Crete, Crete Heraklion, Greece (5) University of Stellenbosch,
Stellenbosch, South Africa
The means to produce cyclic polymers in high purity and at large scale remains an
elusive goal. Although ring-closure methods have been successful in producing rings
free of linear chains, scalability is an unavoidable obstacle. We report a ring-expansion
method for synthesizing cyclic polyalkenamers in high purity and at scale ( > 25 g /
reaction) using a recyclable heterogeneous ruthenium-based olefin metathesis catalyst.
This ring-expansion metathesis polymerization (REMP) catalyst is an analog of the 2nd
Generation Hoveyda-Grubbs catalyst and is covalently bound to a silica surface via dual
tethers from the N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) and benzylidene. Cyclic polyalkenamers
were synthesized from a variety of cycloolefins, including cyclopentene and
cyclooctadiene. Their purity from linear species was determined using rheology, hightemperature HPLC (HT-HPLC), solid-state NMR, size-exclusion chromatography (SEC),
and differentional scanning calorimetry (DSC). This synthetic methodology was shown
to be a robust means to produce cyclic polymers in high purity and at large scale.

POLY 570: Synthesis of main chain purine-based copolymers and effects of
monomer design on thermal and optical properties
Graham S. Collier, gcollie1@utk.edu, Lauren Brown, Evan S. Boone, Brian K. Long,
Michael Kilbey. Dept of Chemistry, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee,
United States
The ability to link monomer design and polymer properties is essential for developing a
“materials-by-design" approach for polymeric materials with targeted applications.
Motivated by the idea that purine-based copolymers could provide diverse properties
due to the myriad ways they can be modified, purine-derived monomers were
synthesized and introduced directly into a polymer backbone via Stille cross-coupling
polymerizations. Variations in substitution pattern of the purine monomers and
benzodithiophene (BDT) comonomer side chains allowed links between “poly(purine)”
design and thermal and photophysical properties to be examined. Specifically, thermal
analyses show that poly(purine)s exhibit high thermal stability and high glass transition
temperatures that depend on the BDT side-chain type and substitution pattern of the
purinyl comonomer. UV-Vis and fluorescence spectroscopies show that poly(purine)s
exhibit intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) characteristics and display distinct changes
in emission wavelengths based on purinyl comonomer design. These findings
demonstrate the first example of the synthesis of main chain poly(purine)s, highlighting
the potential to manipulate the resulting thermal and photophysical properties, serving
as a foundation for further investigations of purine-based polymers.

POLY 571: Effects of monomer concentration, solvent and olefin chain length on
maleic anhydride-α-olefin copolymerization in dual solvent systems
Hoon Kim1, coboshin@yahoo.com, Colleen Tabasko1, Judy Arroyave2, Ramesh
Sharma2. (1) Technical/Innovation, Chemetall, New Providence, New Jersey, United
States (2) Molecular Analysis Group, Albemarle Corporation, Baton Rough, Louisiana,
United States
Maleic anhydride is a versatile functional monomer for producing various amphiphilic
copolymers with diverse olefins. In general, those functional copolymers are readily
synthesized via thermally-induced radical polymerization, forming unique alternating
monomer sequences in the backbone. The amphiphilic nature of the copolymers can be
modulated by simple general organic reactions of the maleic anhydride segment such
as carboxylic acid salt formation, esterification, amidation, and imidation, etc.
Accordingly, through various modification methods, olefin-maleic anhydride copolymer
derivatives can play multifunctional roles in diverse industrial applications, serving as a
component in lubricants, cosmetic compositions, wax dispersants, oil sorbents, pour
point depressants, and diverse surface modifiers.
Typically, both α-olefins and maleic anhydrides are considered as monomers
representative of low activity in radical homo-polymerization. However both monomers
easily copolymerize together building to relatively low molecular weights ranging from
2,000 g/mol to mostly less than 20,000 g/mol. It is also known that the copolymerization
proceeds through charge transfer interaction between maleic anhydride and olefin as
well as between polymer chain end and incoming monomer. Although α-olefin-maleic
anhydride copolymers have been known for many years there is little information
available about their formation mechanisms and their reaction kinetics. Rather, much
effort has been devoted to achieving high conversion in both polymerization and postpolymerization functionalization. Most of researches have focused on diverse properties
and applications of the final polymers. In this paper we report our latest research results
on α-olefin-maleic anhydride copolymerization kinetics in dual solvent systems and the
effect of monomer concentration, solvent type, and side chain length on conversion and
molecular weight of the copolymers.

Molecular Weight Build-up with Time

POLY 572: Synthesis and characterization of polycyclobutanes (PCBs)
Qianli R. Chu, chuql@yahoo.com. Department of Chemistry, University of North
Dakota, Grand Forks, North Dakota, United States
Polycyclobutanes (PCBs) are promising green materials, which can be readily
synthesized from olefins by using photoreaction. This oral presentation will show a
series of linear, ladder, and two-dimensional (2D) PCBs synthesized from novel
multimers under mild conditions in high yield. The locally-confined topochemical
photopolymerization avoids cross-linking by preorganizing the multiple reactive centers
in the solid state with complementary π–π interaction. The PCBs were fully
characterized by FT-IR, solid state NMR, and/or the products of polymer hydrolysis. The
stereoregular structures of key intermediates and products were confirmed by powder
and single crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. Nanofibers and nanosheets of the PCBs
were observed under SEM and TEM. Many of the PCBs are constructed from biomassderived building blocks such as furfural. A further exploration of these green polymers
may expose innovative properties and subsequent possibilities.

Figure 1. A Linear Polycyclobutane (PCB) Synthesized from Furfural and Malonic Acid via
Photopolymerization.

POLY 573: ROMP by spatially-confined Ru catalysts: Opening low-strain rings
Valentin O. Rodionov, 3plus2@gmail.com. PSE/KCC, King Abdullah University of
Science and Technology, Rockville, Maryland, United States
Some of the most practical and useful ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP)
processes are driven primarily by ring strain. Howover, ROMP of low-strain monomers
has been the subject of increasing attention. At the low-end range of ring sizes (5-8),
these less-common ROMP reactions provide access to polyalkenamers, which are
useful precursors for preparing well-defined polyethylenes and are unique materials in
their own right. ROMP of large rings can enable synthesis of highly functional
sequence-controlled polymers.
Here we shall discuss new strategies for ROMP of low-strain monomers based on the
spatial confinement of the operational catalysts. We covalently anchored a Grubbs-type
Ru alkene metathesis catalyst in the core of a globular star polymer. This catalyst was
found to be capable of ROMPing cyclopentene, a quintessential low-strain cyclic
monomer. The spatial confinement of the catalytic sites and the nanoscale phase
separation between polystyrene and the growing polypentenamer chains leads to a
dramatic inhibition of the ROMP termination and chain transfer steps. Under the same
conditions an analogous small-molecule Ru complex is completely inactive. In another
application of the same strategy, we were able to reliably polymerize large-ring
monomers with Grubbs catalysts in micellar media.

POLY 574: Hybrid strategies for evolutionary design of glass-forming polymers
Kevin A. Cavicchi, kac58@uakron.edu, Jui-Hsiang Hung, Jehoon Lee, Venkatesh
Meenakshisundaram, Tarak Patra, Xiao Zhang, Alamgir Karim, David Simmons.
University of Akron, Akron, Ohio, United States
In most polymers, the glass transition is the single most important phenomenon
determining physical properties including thermal stability, mechanical response, and
transport behavior. For this reason, rational control of the polymer glass transition is one
of the central goals of polymer science and engineering. Here we describe a hybrid
approach to the design of polymers with targeted glass formation behavior combining
evolutionary algorithms, molecular simulation, high-throughput synthesis and
characterization, and machine learning. We present an example in which we employ
this approach to tailor the glass transition temperature and fragility of glass formation of
alkyl acrylate copolymers with up to five chemically distinct repeat units.

POLY 575: Ethylene carbonate as a source for functional PEG based building
blocks
Gent Kapiti, kapiti@dwi.rwth-aachen.de, Helmut Keul, Martin Moller. DWI - Leibniz
Institute for Interactive Materials, Aachen, Germany
Anionic ring opening polymerization of ethylene carbonate (EC) and tert-butly glycidyl
ether (TBGE) with CsOH as initiator using a mono-mode microwave reactor results in
poly(EO-co-TBGE) copolymers with Mn(SEC) values between 1500 and 2500 g/mol and
polydispersity indices in the range of 1.06-1.11. The formation of the narrowly
distributed copolymers and the reaction sequence were investigated by kinetic studies
using size exclusion chromatography, 1H NMR and MALDI-ToF as analytical tools.
Transcarbonylation, transalkylation and carbonate fragmentation were identified as
fundamental reactions for the formation of carbonate free product molecules containing
a multi block type microstructure. 13C NMR analysis of triad sequences confirmed the
multi block type structure which could be controled by the reaction setup (reaction time,
monomer composition etc.).

POLY 576: Comb-like PEG-based vinyl copolymers for biomedical applications
Julien Nicolas, julien.nicolas@u-psud.fr. UMR CNRS 8612, Univ Paris-Sud, ChatenayMalabry, France
This lecture will present our recent achievements in the field of macromolecular
engineering as a tool for the design of comb-like PEG-based: (i) polymer
nanoparticles surface functionalized by click chemistry with biologically active ligands
against cancer and the Alzheimer's disease (AD). We have shown that biotin was
suitable to target cancer cells whereas curcumin and a specific antibody gave significant
binding with the amyloid β peptide 1-42, an important biomarker of AD; (ii) degradable
copolymers by nitroxide-mediated radical ring-opening copolymerization using cyclic
ketene acetal monomers as precursors of ester bonds in the main chain. In particular, 2methylene-4-phenyl-1,3-dioxolane (MPDL) was used as a ‘controlling’ comonomer and
copolymerized with oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate (OEGMA) to
produce well-defined and degradable PEG-based materials, and (iii) polymer prodrugs
from the 'drug-initiated' method using anticancer drugs as chain transfer agent for the
RAFT polymerization of OEGMA as the monomer.

POLY 577: One-pot synthesis of functional hyperbranched polymers with welldefined nanostructures
Haifeng Gao, gaohaifeng1@gmail.com. Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry,
University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana, United States
This talk presents our recent progress on developing one-pot polymerization techniques
that allow facile synthesis of hyperbranched polymers and hyperstar polymers with
millions of molecular weight, high degree of branching and low polydispersity. The
methods include 1) the polymerization of inimers and transmers in confined nanospace
using various initiation techniques and 2) chain-growth CuAAC polymerization of AB2
monomers in solution. The produced nanostructured polymers can be easily
functionalized with various reactive groups for potential applications as unimolecular
containers.

POLY 578: Innovative biomaterials for drug delivery applications based on welldefined multifunctional dendrimers and biodegradable hydrogels
Catia Ornelas, catiaornelas@catiaornelaslab.com, Diego Bertuzzi, Tiago Becher,
tiago_bbranco@hotmail.com. Institute of Chemistry, University of Campinas UNICAMP, Campinas SP, Brazil
Nanomedicine is expected to provide solutions in several critical areas such as cancer
treatment, viral and bacterial infections, medical imaging, biosensors, tissue
regeneration, and theranostics. The concept of nanomedicine has induced a paradigm
shift in medicinal chemistry, in which many scientists are shifting their focus toward the
development of new nanomaterials to deliver drugs rather than developing new drug
candidates. Our research group is developing innovative biomaterials based on welldefined multifunctional dendrimers and biodegradable hydrogels.
The dendrimers’ use in nanomedicine applications has been somewhat deceiving in
terms of realistic applications. The future of dendrimers’ application in nanomedicine
depends on batch-to-batch reproducibility of the final materials’ properties. We are
developing well-defined multifunctional dendrimers with controlled number and location
of drugs, targeting groups, imaging agents, solubilizing agents and/or other relevant
moieties, using click chemistry and orthogonal functional groups. The long term goal is
to build a library of dendritic cores and dendrons bearing relevant moieties and
orthogonal functional groups ready to be assembled according to the desired
application.
Recently, development of injectable hydrogels has been in the spotlight due to their
potential use in drug delivery. Our research group developed a simple strategy to obtain
versatile hydrogels that are biocompatible, biodegradable, nonswellable, robust, shear
thinning, and self-healing. These hydrogels are synthesized through non-covalent
interactions without addition of organic solvent, metal catalyst, radical initiator or
ultraviolet radiation. The gelification process occurs within seconds at room temperature
enabling inclusion of virtually any water-soluble guest molecule at high concentration.

POLY 579: Synthesis of star-brush and network architectures from end-reactive
molecular bottlebrushes
Esra Altay, Javid Rzayev, jrzayev@buffalo.edu. Chemistry, University at Buffalo,
Buffalo, New York, United States
Star-brush and network architectures were prepared from molecular bottlebrushes
containing reactive end blocks. Diblock and triblock linear-brush copolymers were
synthesized by a combination of controlled radical polymerization techniques to contain
orthogonally reactive groups for interbrush end-cross-linking via olefin cross-metathesis,
and intrabrush photo-cross-linking via coumarin dimerization. Reactive bottlebrush
copolymers consisted of poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGM) end blocks and the
bottlebrush block with methacrylate side chains functionalized with coumarin groups.
Polymer backbone was prepared by reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer
polymerization, while the side chains were installed by atom transfer radical
polymerization. Epoxide groups of the PGM block were used to introduce olefin
functionalities by reaction with 5-pentenoic acid. Intermolecular cross-linking of pentenyl
groups in the diblock copolymers via olefin metathesis at low concentrations and mild
conditions led to core-cross-linked stars with high yields. Resulting aggregates
displayed globular conformation with uniform size distributions. Network architectures
were prepared by a similar route from triblock bottlebrush copolymers with two reactive
end blocks. Intramolecular photo-cross-linking of coumarin functionalities led to the
formation of rigidified linkers. The obtained nanomaterials were characterized by
electron microscopy and x-ray scattering methods.

POLY 580: Hyperbranched polymers: dendronization and functionalization for
studying conformation, segmental distribution and interaction properties
Albena Lederer, lederer@ipfdd.de. Leibniz-Institute of Polymer Research Dresden,
Dresden, Germany
Degree of branching of hyperbranched polymers can be precisely varied between 0 and
50% by application of protection and deprotection procedures, but degree of branching
of 100% can be achieved by dendronization of hyperbranched polyesters with dendrons
of different generation leading to pseudo-dendrimers with highly dense structure and
properties differing from statistical branching. Compared to dendrimers, the synthetic
effort is significantly reduced, but the number of functional groups, molar mass, as well
as rheology behavior are very close to those of high generation dendrimers. In this
work, SANS, dynamic light scattering and viscosity data were used to determine the
global parameters of aliphatic-aromatic polyesters. These data were used also to
validate the influence of the branching degree on the Flory-Fox parameter, known also
as a draining factor. We show that there is systematic dependence of this factor on the
degree of branching. Increasing branching in pseudo-debndrimers was found to lead to
unique structural properties that are based on the lower segmental density of the core,
which turns already in the first generation into a compact, sphere-like nanoobject with a
smooth surface. Interpretations complementary to scattering and viscosity analysis were
performed by microscopy and MD simulation giving full information about the structural
characteristics of the dendronized hybrids. Sugar-modified pseudodendrimers show
strong interaction with proteins showing new potential applications for these dendritic
structures.

POLY 581: Rational synthesis of hyperbranched poly(ester)s
Tracy Zhang2, czhang7@yahoo.com, Bob A. Howell1, Patrick B. Smith2. (1) Central
Michigan Univ, Mount Pleasant, Michigan, United States (2) Michigan State University,
Midland, Michigan, United States
Hyperbranched poly(ester)s have a variety of unique properties which make them useful
in a range of applications. The synthesis of hyperbranched polymers has generally been
carried out using empirically derived procedures to avoid gelation. However, such
synthetic strategies lead to materials with unpredictable molecular weight and
properties. It has now been demonstrated that modeling may be utilized to direct the
synthesis of hyperbranched poly(ester)s from a variety of monomers to form welldefined structures and terminal-group functionality while avoiding gelation. In particular,
Makosko-Miller modeling permits the synthesis of hyperbracnhed poly(ester)s of
specific molecular weights and end-group functionality even for multifunctional
monomers whose functional groups are not equally reactive.
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C NMR Spectra (DMSO-d6 Solution) of Pentaerythritol-Adipic Acid Hyperbranched
Poly(ester) Containing Hydroxyl Endgroups (Top) and Carboxyl Endgroup (Bottom)

POLY 582: Noninvasively refilling drug-releasing depots deep in the body
Yevgeny Brudno3, brudnospam@gmail.com, David J. Mooney2,3, Michael Aizenberg2,3,
Rajiv Desai1. (1) 203-11F CLSB, Wyss Institute - Harvard University, Boston,
Massachusetts, United States (2) Wyss Institute for Biologically Inspired Engineering,
Harvard University, Boston, Massachusetts, United States (3) School of Engineering
and Applied Science, Harvard Universirt, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States
Drug-eluting material systems have proven useful in a variety of clinical settings,
including preventing restenosis with stenting, treating cancer and enhancing wound
healing. These systems benefit from tunable drug release kinetics, continuous drug
release, and local delivery, which together provide spatiotemporal control over drug
availability and diminish drug toxicity. However, one major hurdle to widespread use of
drug-eluting systems in vivo is that they carry a finite depot of drug and require invasive
procedures to refill. I will describe a technology to modify materials with capture motifs
based on nucleic acid recognitions and bioorthogonal click chemistry that allow the
materials to capture and releasse drug refills from the blood. Refilling of depots with IV
and oral administration allows for repeated, local drug release. Repeated drug refilling
and release improved outcomes in cancer models and allowed for selective drug
homing in models of lower limb ischemia and osteomyelitis. Refillable drug delivery
devices that enable repeated and spatiotemporally controlled drug release may have
clinical applications in cancer therapy, wound healing, immunotherapy, and drug-eluting
vascular grafts and stents.

POLY 583: Influence of the chemical structure of ferulic acid derivatives on the
mechanical properties of biocomposites materials by confocal Raman imaging
Antoine Gallos1,2, antoine.gallos@agroparistech.fr, Johnny Beaugrand2, Gabriel Paes2,
Florent Allais1. (1) Chaire ABI - AgroParisTech, AgroParisTech, Reims, France (2) UMR
FARE, INRA/URCA, Reims, France
Many studies are conducted in order to valorize biomass. Many of them are focused on
the enhancement of thermomechanical properties of composites reinforced with
lignocellulosic fibres. Moreover, lignins produced by paper industries could be valorized
into high value-added compounds. Herein, we use lignin-derived ferulic acid to influence
the aspect ratio of lignocellulosic fibres incorporated in biocomposites in order to impact
the thermomechanical properties.
First, ferulic acid derivatives synthesized by biocatalysis are pulverized on hemp fibres.
The latter are then incorporated in a PCL matrix using a single screw extrusion process.
Fibres are extracted from the polymer by Soxhlet and analyzed to measure the real fibre
content and the aspect ratio distribution after process. Tensile test specimens are
injected and mechanical properties are measured. Thermal properties conducted by
DSC and TGA are discussed. Hemp fibers, ferulic acid derivatives and crude
polycaprolactone are analyzed by Raman spectroscopy to define their spectral profile.7
As a result, we have determined by Confocal Raman Imaging the influence of the
chemical structure of the ferulic acid derivatives on the aspect ratio of the fibres and on
the thermomechanical properties of the composites. Advantages: the reported method
based on confocal Raman allows quantitative analysis and high-throughput screening of
each individual component within a blend. Bottlenecks: the availability of this rather
expensive advanced imaging technique, and the need of an advanced expertise level in
image processing.

POLY 584: Use of poly(2-oxazoline)s as matrix excipient for solid dispersions
Maarten Vergaelen1, maartenvergaelen@hotmail.com, Glenn Verstraete2, Bryn
Monnery1, Bart Claeys3, Chris Vervaet2, Thomas De Beer3, Jean Paul Remon2, Bruno
De Geest2, Richard Hoogenboom1. (1) Organic and Macromolecular Chemistry, Ghent
University, Ghent, Belgium (2) Pharmaceutical Technology, Ghent University, Ghent,
Belgium (3) Pharmaceutical Analysis, Ghent University, Ghent, Belgium
Healthcare is of extreme importance to mankind, which stimulates continuous scientific
research to develop better drugs and formulations. Nevertheless, 90% of the newly
developed active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) are abandoned at early stages due
to low water-solubility and bioavailability. In recent years, amorphous solid dispersions
(SD) have been discovered to overcome these limitations based on a polymer matrix
that solubilizes and stabilizes the API in its amorphous state, improving drug delivery
and availability. However, few commercial polymers for SD are available and often lead
to poor shelf-life stability and versatility of their formulations. Poly(2-alkyl/aryl-2oxazoline)s (PAOx) are promising candidates as new polymer matrix for SD due to their
biocompatibility, versatility, physical and chemical stability, as we recently
demonstrated. In this work, both metropolol tartrate (MPT) and fenofibrate (FBT),
respectively a hydrophilic and hydrophobic drug, have been formulated with ill-defined
commercially available poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (Aquazol®)(Claeys et al. 2012).
Remarkably, the evaluated oral solid dosage forms for FBT, obtained by hot-melt
extrusion/ injection moulding (HME/IM), showed an increase in dissolution rate
compared to the dissolution rate of the pure drug. Characterization of the SD was
performed by DSC and XRD in order to determine the dissolution and crystallinity of the
APIs in the formulations. Additional in vitro dissolution testing has been performed at
reaction conditions of the stomach, by measuring the UV/VIS absorption spectra of free
drug and the formulated drug tablets. Despite these promising results, the use of PAOx
as matrix excipient for SD, or in general formulations, is severely hindered by the
inability to reproducibly synthesize high molar mass PAOx. Only recently, we overcame
this limitation and achieved the synthesis of defined high molar mass PAOx, enabling
their potential clinical use as a polymer matrix for SD. In this oral communication, both
the optimization of the CROP of 2-oxazolines and an evaluation on the use of defined
PAOx versus Aquazol® for SD will be discussed.

General scheme how poly(2-oxazoline)s are integrated as matrix excipient for solid dispersions.

POLY 585: Capsules bearing pH-responsive nanochannels from miktoarm star
copolymers
Heng Hu, huheng_516@hotmail.com, Guojun Liu. Chemistry, Queen‘s University,
Kingston, Ontario, Canada
Despite the diversity of nanostructures that have been created from block copolymers
over the past two decades, the challenging fabrication of polymer nanocapsules bearing
regularly-sized nanochannels has not been possible until now. In this study, pseudo
miktoarm copolymers m-(PtBA)(PCEMA)(PEO)x was prepared. The copolymer
consisted of 1 poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (PtBA) chain, 1 poly(2-cinnamoyloxyethyl
methacrylate) (PCEMA) chain, and an average x poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) chains.
These polymers formed vesicles of different sizes in water with the soluble PEO block
as the corona. The PtBA chains formed cylinders that permeated the wall made of
PCEMA chains. Photocrosslinking the PCEMA wall and hydrolyzing the PtBA chains in
the cylindrical domains yielded unprecedented capsules bearing regularly-packed
uniform poly(acrylic acid)(PAA)-gated nanochannels. These capsules exhibited pHresponsive release rate of "drugs" in aqueous media. At a lower pH value, PAA chains
collapsed and blocked the channels to slow down the release. On the contrary, when
pH value was increased, PAA chains became strecthed and deblocked the channels to
elevating the releasing kinetics.
Additionally, we also obtained the same capsules sturcture from another mikto arm
copolymer system m-(PtBA)(PCEMA)(PGMA), proving that the nano-capsules synthetic
stratege is general.

POLY 586: Ruthenium-crosslinked hyaluronic acid hydrogels for rapid cargo
release under visible light irradiation
Teresa L. Rapp1, rappteresa@gmail.com, Christopher B. Highley3, Jason A. Burdick2,
Ivan J. Dmochowski1. (1) Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States (2) 240 Skirkanich Hall, Univ Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, United States (3) Bioengineering, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States
The development of stimuli-responsive material systems will be central to the
advancement of many technologies, including drug delivery, where triggering the
release of payloads allows spatial and temporal control over drug delivery. We report
the development of a hydrogel crosslinked by a photoactive ruthenium polypyridyl
complex (Ru-photolinker) that rapidly disassembles upon exposure to visible light.
Maleimide-functionalized hyaluronic acid (MaHA), a glycosaminoglycan that has
emerged on the forefront of materials engineering as an excellent candidate for the
generation of biocompatible, easily functionalized and degradable hydrogels, was used
in conjunction with a thiol-modified Ru-photolinker. The resulting hydrogels rapidly
disassemble in under 60 seconds in response to irradiation with 10 mW/cm2 visible light
(400-500 nm). Microgels were generated using a microfluidic mixing device that
combined MaHA, the Ru-photolinker, and a payload of a fluorescently tagged high
molecular weight dextran (2 MDa). Upon irradiation of the microgels, the payload was
released, demonstrating the system’s responsiveness in a drug delivery application.
Further application of these Ru-photolinkers will enable us to multiplex hydrogel
disassembly and sequentially release cargo under selective irradiation.

POLY 587: Novel in-situ forming biodegradable nanogels for ocular drug delivery
Laura L. Osorno1, osornol3@students.rowan.edu, Mindy George-Weinstein2, Mark E.
Byrne1. (1) Biomimetic & Biohybrid Materials, Biomedical Devices, and Drug Delivery
Laboratories, Biomedical Engineering Department, Rowan University, Glassboro, New
Jersey, United States (2) Department of Biomedical Sciences, Cooper Medical School
of Rowan University, Camden, New Jersey, United States
The physiological and anatomical characteristics of the eye make it a highly protected
organ, substantially limiting drug delivery despite the ability to treat topically. Designing
effective delivery systems for ocular pharmaceutics is a major research challenge.
Currently, the ‘go to’ products are eye drops, which are grossly inefficient delivery
vehicles, but still make up over 90% of the ophthalmic drug market. Thus, there is a
considerable unmet need for more efficacious and convenient delivery of ocular
therapeutics. Our work focuses on engineering novel nanocarriers, which are easily
formulated and biocompatible providing solubility and prolonged bioavailability of the
ocular drug.
We have designed and synthesized novel injectable, in-situ nanogels consisting of
amphiphilic PLGA-PEG-PLGA that self-assemble at physiological temperature and are
optically clear. We demonstrate that nanocarriers with a lactic acid to glycolid acid ratio
between 3 and 15, at compositions between 20% (w/v) and 25% (w/v), allow for over
90% visible light transmittance, gelation temperature (GT) between 34 and 37°C, and
sustained drug release for over one week. Below the GT, the FDA-approved
components of the triblock copolymer form a homogeneous therapeutic injectable
solution, held together by hydrogen bonding interactions. Above the GT, the solution
swells forming an ordered packing, with hydrophobic forces dominating a 3D network of
bridged nanogels with the drug embedded within the hydrophobic units. The swollen
self-assembled polyester/polyether matrix slowly degrades via the cleavage of ester
bonds, allowing for continuous and controlled drug release.
Changes in the physical state of the hydrogel are rapid, making this novel
thermosensitive gel attractive for the delivery of ocular pharmaceutics. Our technology
offers a more effective and efficient method of ocular therapy by providing a controlled
and extended release of medication and has wide and far reaching potential to improve
a number of ocular therapies.

POLY 588: Reversible calcium ion contraction and ATP-induced re-expansion of
poly(acrylic acid) gels
YuJen Wang2, yxw703@case.edu, Gary E. Wnek1. (1) Case Western Reserve Univ,
Cleveland, Ohio, United States (2) Macromolecular Science and Engineering, Case
Western Reserve University, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, United States
The principal biochemical role of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) involves the driving of
metabolic processes linked to its large, negative free energy of hydrolysis. However,
less well known is ATP’s ability to act as a chelator for divalent metal ions. We recently
have become very interested in poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) gels as model systems for
biomimicking physiological systems such as muscle and nerve, especially the ability of
PAA to switch from a compact to a swollen gel as the result of divalent/monovalent ion
exchange. Swelling of calcium ion-containing gels ca be accomplished using common
chelators such as EDTA or citrate, but we have found that such gels efficiently re-swell
using ATP as the chelator. This is of great interest because two biochemicallysignificant species, Ca2+ and ATP, can be used to switch PAA gels between compact
and swollen states in water. A comparison of the relative abilities of EDTA, citrate and
ATP to swell calcium ion-contracted gels will be presented.

POLY 589: Photochemistry of Fe(III)-carboxylates in polysaccharide-based
materials with tunable mechanical properties
Giuseppe Giammanco1, giusepg@bgsu.edu, Alexis Ostrowski2. (1) Department of
Chemistry , Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, United States (2)
Department of Chemistry, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, United
States
We present the formulation and study of light-responsive hydrogels based on uronic
acid-containing polysaccharides (UCPS). The functional groups in these natural
polymers allow for strong coordination bonding interactions with transition metal ions
such as Fe(III), to yield photoactive coordination species. Our results indicate that the
photoreaction involved a ligand to metal charge transfer and the main outcome was the
reduction of ferric ions and the oxidative decarboxylation of the polysaccharide.
We characterized the quantitative photochemistry of different polysaccharide systems
and applied them in the formulation of visible light responsive materials. These Fe(III)UCPS materials showed changes in microstructure and in mechanical property upon
irradiation. These materials were used to design scaffolds for tissue engineering with
specific mechanical properties. Mammalian ATDC5 cells were successfully cultured on
these gels, and the cells showed signs of adhesion, growth, chondrogenic
differentiation, and cartilage production. In addition, the production of extracellular
matrix (sGAGs) was much higher in the cases where the hydrogel was photochemically
treated. Supported by these results, we present a simple post-synthetic photochemical
method for manipulating the mechanical properties of soft polysaccharide-based
substrates for tissue engineering, Most importantly, the changes endured by these
materials, were important enough as to affect the fate and behavior of the cultured cells.
We present these natural and readily available polysaacharide-based materials as
convenient building blocks in the formulation of new stimuli responsive materials. The
photochemical methods developed here can be used as a convenient tool for creating
advanced materials with tailored patterns and gradients of mechanical properties.

POLY 590: UV-triggered polymerization and deposition of plant polyphenols
Farid Behboodi Sadabad1,2, farid.sadabad@kit.edu, Pavel Levkin1,2. (1) Institute of
Toxicology and Genetics, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen,
Germany (2) Institute of Organic Chemistry, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
Karlsruhe, Germany
Surface modification by multifunctional coatings is one of the most important techniques
to control surface properties and develop functional materials for diverse applications,
such as drug delivery, antifouling, catalysis, and Water-dispersible and biocompatible
nanoparticles. Advances in materials design are highly dependent on the development
of versatile thin-film and particle engineering strategies. Recently it was shown that
plant polyphenols, which are rich in catechol and pyrogallol moieties, could form
coatings on various substrates, followed by polymerization using enzymes, coordination
complexes and using mildly alkaline pH solutions in the presence of dissolved oxygen.
Likewise, catechol group containing adhesives have been used as a tool to enhance the
stability of biocompatible nanoparticles under harsh biological conditions. In this project,
UV-induced polymerization and deposition of plant polyphenols have been
demonstrated for the first time. The reaction was investigated using UV-Vis
spectroscopy. Our first results show that UV-induced polymerization of dopamine and
polydopamine deposition is a general phenomenon and can be applied to other types of
polyphenols like pyrogallol, tannic acid, caffeic acid, and gallic acid. This strategy was
used to modify PE, PTFE, and PMMA surfaces with pyrogallol. Static water contact
angle measurements and XPS analysis indicate covering the surface with polymer
based on pyrogallol layer.

Figure 1. Color and absorbance change of pyrogallol solution in dark environment (A) and under
UV irradiation (B). Below each UV-vis spectra photographs of the corresponding solutions at
time 0 to 120 min are shown. (C) Digital images of uncoated, coated, AgNO3-treated, and
control substrates. (D) Static water contact angle (WCA) over time for PE, PTFE and PMMA
substrates after immersion in pyrogallol solution. (E) Pyrogallol coating ability in dark
environment and using UV light at different pH values.

POLY 591: Understanding the material properties of implantable shape memory
polymers with tunable degree of softening
Melanie Ecker1, melanie.ecker@utdallas.edu, Vindhya Danda1,2, Alexandra JoshiImre1, Joseph Pancrazio2, Walter Voit1. (1) Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, The University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas, United States (2)
Department of Bioengineering, The University of Texas at Dallas, Richardson, Texas,
United States
The base materials used in traditional devices for neural interfaces are significantly
stiffer (1-100 GPa) than brain tissue (1-40 KPa). The mechanical mismatch that exists
between the flexible electronics and the surrounding tissue often results in an acute
inflammatory response. A new generation of responsive, softening neural interfaces
address the problems caused by this mechanical mismatch. Recently, the Voit group
has developed thiol-ene/acrylate polymer networks as substrates for softening neural
recording electrodes.[1] The benefit of these stimuli-responsive polymers is that they
are rigid during insertion but become elastomeric during use. In other words, devices
based on these materials undergo softening from the glassy to the rubbery state in
response to a stimulus such as temperature and humidity, or a combination of these
stimuli.
Present are a set of thiol-ene/acrylate polymers with tunable stimuli-responsive
properties. These shape memory polymers can undergo various degrees of softening
after insertion into the body, ranging from fully softening to non-softening. The sample
preparation consists of spin coating the varying pre-polymer solutions and adjacent
photo-curing. In addition, some of the samples were subjected to different sterilization
methods. Time and temperature dependent thermo-mechanical properties (including
glass transition temperature and storage modulus) of sterilized and non-sterilized
samples were determined by means of an RSA-G2 Immersion System. This allowed the
mechanical testing of polymers while immersed in physiological solution such as PBS.
In contrast to prior studies, all measurements were performed on polymer films having
thicknesses of about 30 µm and having the same thicknesses as implantable devices.
Thus, the thermal and mechanical properties were recorded the first time under
representative conditions.
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The human mu-opioid receptor (MOR) is expressed on the surface of neuronal cells.
Opioids and opioid derivatives are powerful MOR agonists, and are the prevalent drug
for management of acute and chronic pain despite their various harmful side effects. We
prepared Fentanyl-derivative presenting polymers by grafting polymers from novel
synthesized opioid initiators using Atom Transfer Radical Polymerization and Ring
Opening Polymerization. A small library of Fentanyl-derived polymers was prepared
with controlled physiochemical properties to modulate surface immobilization as a tool
for patterning and neuronal culture manipulation and study their effect on neuronal
growth.

